HEATING and VENTILAtkN<i
MACHINERY & ELEQRICAL CO., Engineers

'•'"'""'•'""'

$1.50 a Year
25c a Copy

POWa
arfict

PIMTS, MAOIHBIY, VIOIUM aUUVt. FTC

wl U\eaum

THE ARCHITECT i ENGINEER CO.
Entered

tl th«

Port OHice. San FrMcuco.

u Second

Some Pacific Telephone Buildings

Omia MttKrr

:

351-353 N. Miii

Strttl.

Ik

Aifcfcs.

U.

621 Monadnock BIdg.
San Francisco
Vol. XXVI.
No. 1

^ AUGUST.

1911

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

P9RTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

VANCOUVER

OI^INTOIN

ELECTRICALLY WELDED FABRIC
WIRE LATH
CLEVELAND EXPANDED METAL LATH.
ECONOMY EXPANDED METAL LATH.
SHARON COLD ROLLED CHANNELS.
HOT ROLLED CHANNELS.
PARKER CORNER BEAD.
= WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK =

U. A.

INORRIS CO.
Pacific Coast Sales Asents, 643

Phone, Kearny 5375

Watch This Space
'PLATE'

Announcement

for

Monadnock

BIdg-

Important

in the

September Number

CALIFORNIA PLATE and
864 Mission

Street

WINDOW GLASS COMPANY
•

San Francisco

•

MEURER BROS.

CO.
MISSION METAL TILE
A

perfect reproduction in metal
of the Old California Mission Tile.
The only one on the market.
Has our patent side lock and will

never leak.
• FFICC AND WARKHOUai

MISSION TILE
A. H.

Mcdonald,

Pacific Coaat

630 THIRD STREET
Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO
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VAN [MON [LEVATOR CO.
NATOMA STREET

46=56

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Portland

Spokane

Seattle

Vancouver

HIGH GRADE

ELEVATORS
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

VAN EMON ELEVATOR
R. J.

W.

DAVIS,
President

F.

WILLIAMSON,

H. B.

CO.

RATHBONE,

Vice-President

Secretary

PRINCIPAL STOCKHOLDERS:
R. L. COLEMAN
B. H. DiBBLEE

M. E. ALEXANDER
A. S. Bowie
E. M. Eraser

John Martin
W. p. Plummer
W. F. Willi.^mson

Geo. L. Payne
Geo. W. Klink

C. A.

BELDEN

Casa del

Rey

When

is

L. F.

Monteagle

Equipped

Toith

'Oan

A.

CHESEBROUGH

R.

J.

A.

L Kittle

Davis

S. b.

McNear

L. B.
H. B.

Roe
Rathbone

Emon

Elevators

writing i" A'K fvtUei=; plej>c meti'i<Mi Oiis Magazine.
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Govcfiimfnt

iVart'/tottst-

iinUcr conatritctiotl at Fort

Eiti;ineer

Mason. Cal.

ferroUtt

Com party.

Contractor.^

PATENT NOS. 948719. 948723. 94B746

Conveying and Distributing the Concrete
Used in the Construction of this Building.
CONCRETE APPLIANCE CO., Licensees
of

HOUGH COMPANY

WILLIAM B.
EXCLUSIVE EASTERN AGENTS
DETROIT

MINNEAPOLIS
Pacific

HOME

ST. LOUIS

Offices.
DES MOINES

CHICAGO
INDIANAPOLIS

Coast representatives

PARROTT & COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE.

TACOMA
SPOKANE

PORTLAND
LOS ANGELES

The .he hi led and

Slwmng

Fn<;iiiecr

Patent Scaffolding in Use on the Thurlotf Block Hotel.
San Fronciico
L. B. Dutlon, Architect

A New

Device that Insures Perfect Safety and Enables you to
Cotta, Bricks, and Stone Facings at any
Story and at any height in one-half the time required by the
old method of erecting flimsy and dangerous staging. The same
device is being used on Sutter and Hyde Streets, the Olympic

Lay your Terra

Club Building, San Francisco; Hogue Building, Bon Marche
Building, Seattle, and Lincoln High School, Portland.

The Patent Scaffolding Company

PARROTT & CO.
Distributors
San Francisco,

Seattle,

Whoii wnlicig

lo

Los Angeles,

Tacoma,

Portland,

.NUniincrf please mrnlion ihn Magazinr.

Spokane
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When

wrttiiij:
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Aiivcrtiscrs pk-ase mention this Magazii

lite

i.--)

El'O.VOMY

Irclii/rct

iiinl
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i)/<'iT

a Reliable Waterproofing

IS
I'KKMAXENCV

.

for

Cement and Concrete

others fur foundations, cellars, cellar floors, tunnels, dams,
reservoirs, swimming pools, building walls, bridges, etc.

Unlike

all

&

Italian I'nol in ihe (iardens o( Uoubleday. Fat:o
Co.. I'ublishi-rs of "Country Lite.
at (iardon City. Long Island, waterpr'oofrd with Ceresit.

^iVkat
Ceresit

is

the

name

IS

Ceresit?

of a dependable waterproofing.

Ceresit is a cream white paste which is added to, and is readily dissolved in the
water used in mixing cement mortar and concrete.
By mixing in the water the Ceresit permeates the entire mass uniformly. This is
impossible with powdered watcrprofjfing.

Ceresit for Concrete
incorporated in the concrete mass and thus becomes a part of it, permanently rendering the mass proof against the penetration of water even under great
water pressure besides protecting it from frost.
Ceresit

is

Ceresit tor

Cement Mortar

Ceresit can be mixed with the water used in cement mortar coating to waterproof or
damp-proof structures built of any material such as brick, stone, concrete, stucco,
plaster and tile.

"M"

Please write for our Boole
on "Walerproofina"" for Cement and Concrete.
Ceresit ii catalogued on paset 46 and 47 of Sweet's Index

PACIFIC

COAST AGENTS

PARROTT & COMPANY, llv^i.^RATasciycA:
JULIEN A. BECKER CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

413 BAILEY BUILDING.

CERESIT WATERPROOFING
General Offices.

139 So. Clark

„

CO..
,

Branches

St.

,

\\'hcn writing to

.\dvcrtisors please

mention

this

CHICAGO

1133 Broadway. New York
|2|8 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

Magazine.

Tlic Architect

and Engineer

Cement

White Portland

•

.

«

Water Proof Compound
Apartment
Hotel
San Francisco

(7=1)

C.A.IVIeussdorffer
Architect

(7\)

Smith

& Johnson

Plaster

Contractors

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

HIGH- TESTING

RESULTS

STAINLESS

"he Building Material

Co.mc.

585 MONADNOCK BLDG, SAN FRANCISCO.
Wlieii writ UK
I

lo

Advert isets

plt-asc

mention

tliis

Magazine.

TItc Architect

and Engineer

Drop Curtains
THE EDWIN
J.

Scenery

-

FLAGG SCENIC COMPANY

H.

Special Western Agents
R. Clancy Stage Hardware and Supplies

1638 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX
(For Index

ARCHITECTURAL AND

to

^dvertisvments. see pa^e

ORNAMENTAL

WORK

STEEL AND IRON

Central Iron Works
Pacific Rolling Mills,

621 Florida St.

S. F.

and Mississippi Sts.
Western Iron Works, 141147 Beale St,

S. F.
S. F.

& Manetta

344 10th

St., S.

F.

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA
American Enameled Brick & Tile Co., Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agts..356 Market St., S. F.
Gladding, McBean St Company,
Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

AUTOMATIC FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS
Boyd & Moore

356 Market

St.,

S. F.

BANK FIXTURES
San
F. Weber & Co.. 365 Market St
Los
Francisco
and 210 N. Main St.
Angeles, Cal.
Weary & Alford Co.,
303 Union Trust Bldg., S. F.
C.

BANK INTERIORS
Weary & Alford

Co.,

303 Union Trust Bldg., S. F.

BELTING, PACKING. ETC.
Goodyear Rubber Co
H. N. Cook Belting

587 Market St., S. F.
Co..

317-319

Howard

St.,

S. F.

BLACKBOARDS
365 Market St., S. F.
Weber & Co
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., 776 Mission St.,
C. F.
S.

F.;

209

E.

Seventh

St.,

Los Angeles.

BOILERS
Folsom St.,
Keystone Boiler Works
Lord & Burnham Co., Boyd & Moore,
Agents
356 Market St.,
Simonds Machinery Co., 12 Natoma St.,

S. F.
Inc.,
S. F.
S. F.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth Howland &

Co..
for Pacific Coast Agents.)

Inc.

(Sec Adv.

BRICK
American Enameled Brick & Tile Co., Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agts..356 Market St., S. F.
Diamond Brick Co
Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Gladding. McBean & Company,
(Trocker Bldg., S. F.

Golden Gate Brick Co.. 660 Market St., S. F.
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,
Frost Bldg., Los Angeles
Northern Clay Company
,\uburn. Wash.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

BRICK STAINS
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco. Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

.ARCHITECTS:
Kalamcin Work,

San Francisco

& Erwin Mfg.

Co.,

Commercial Bldg.,

S. F.

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
356 Market
59 Third

Boyd & Moore
Waterhouse & Price

ARCHITECTURAL MODELERS
Callaghan

Reading Hardware, sold by Brittain & Co.,
Russell

17lb

121)

HARDWARE

BUILDERS'

S. F.
St., S. F.
St.,

CAPITALS, MOLDINGS, ETC.
Western Builders* Supply

CEMENT
Blanc

Co.,

680 Mission
Stainless

Cement

Boyd & Moore
Pacific Portland

Cement

Co.,

St.,

S. F.

Allentown, Pa.

356 Market St., S. F.
Co., Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Standard Portland Cement Co., and Santa Cruz
Portland Cement Co... Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Standard Supply Co.,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland

The Building Material Co., "Medusa White
Portland"
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Western Building Material Co.,
430 California

St., S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER BLOCKS
Dodds' Interlocking Block Company,
356 Market

St.,

S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Callaghan & Manetta
D. Ross Clarke

344 Tenth

St., S. F.

70S Pacific Bldg., S. F.

CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COATING
"Blanc,"

manufactured

by

Blanc

Stainless

Allentown, Pa.
Cement Company
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
[See disby Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
tributing agents on page I2.V)
356 Market St., S. F.
Boyd & Moore
Petrifax Cement Coating, sold in San Francisco by Sherman Kimball, 503 Market St.

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Blanc Stainless Cement Co., Allentown, Pa.
[See color insert for Coast distributors.]
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
[See list
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
of distributing agents on page 12.>.]
Sherrepresented
by
Dexter Bros. Company,
man Kimball, Hooker & Lent Bldg, (503

Market St.), San Francisco.
Glidden's Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by Wliittier,
Coburn Company, San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
"La Farge," sold by Waterhouse & Price,
59 Third St.. S. F.
Medusa White Portland Cement. California
Agents, The Building Material Co., Inc.,
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Boston Mass., agencies in San Francisco. Oakland. Los Angeles,
Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

Specify the best in Metal Fire-prciof Doors, Windows, Cornices'

etc.

RULOFSON METAL WINDOW WORKS
Eighth and Brannan
proofing of openings.

When

Strcut.s,

S;m

i-'rancisco, Cal.

Contracts taken any place

in

Contractors and speciahsts
the United States.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

in lire-
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HOME MAHKET. S«N FRBNCISCO.

CMOS.

KAISEH, ARCHITECT

S.

RANSOME CONCRETE COMPANY
BUILDERS
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
328 J STREET, SACRAMENTO

This building was being erected in the hot
southern cHmate. The problem of keeping the
house cool was an important one.
As a solution was placed under the roof

f^EPONsET
Florian

The

result

Sound Deadening

— rooms

Felt

under the roof 10 de-

grees cooler than in a similar building not thus protected.

PRODUCTS

solve equally
The other BIRD NEPonsET
portant building problems.
Have vou our Sample Book ?
-

BIRD

^

NEPONSEl

F.

W. BIRD & SON
F.stabhshfd

New York

^y

Chicago
Hamilton. Ontario

M"'^

EeB.u.s.V P«'.o«,

/?'.<

East Walpole, Mass.

J56 Neponset Street,
Tr«Je

Washington
Winnipeg

Portland. Oregon

Montreal

Our Engineering and Consulting Department
.'(>

help you

When

iiilli

im-

-anil

San Francisco
John

St.

be glad at

any ]Valerprnot>ng Problems.

writing tn .\dvcrtisers please mention Ihis Magazine.

any lime
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Eiii^ineer

BLUEOR PRINTS
WE MAKE
DAY OR
NIGHT-RAIN

EUGENE DIETZGEN
^,
~"

(

EXTEUIOK
WATERPROOI-ING
Ct-mcnt

Liquid

and
Liquid
Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific

_

Coast

Company.

by

CoLos An-

Whitlier,

San Francisco and

Ijeljs

CEMENT FLOOR CQATING
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
[See list
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
of distributing agents on page I2.i.]
Glidden's Cloncrcte Floor Dressing, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier. Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

CEMENT TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Co.,

Smith,

Emery & Co

418 Montgomery
651 Howard

S. F.

rHF\iT<\r vvri\-i7i-o«
R hif w
Robert
\V. u
Hunt^c& r
Co.,

.

Francisco
St.,

S.

F.

COLD STORAGE INSULATION
320 California

St.,

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
& Co
Bluxome & Co

S.

F.

185 Stevenson St., S. F.
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Co
Berkeley, Cal.

Esterly Construction
Peterson, Nelson & Co., Inc.,

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS
Peterson, Nelson

407 Pine

& Company, Russ

St.. S. F.

Coast Distributors.
^ „„„^„.,
GENERAL
CONTRACTORS,
E. D. Crowley Co. .
Esterly Construction

'c''on"e.''e'"' Machinery
Company's
mixers, hoists, loading devices', etc.
.Vgenis;

&

Thurston Co.. San Francisco;
Smith-Booth I'sher Co., Los Angeles; A. R.
Williams Machinery Co^, Vancouver B, C.
and the Calder Bros. Co., Seattle. Tacoma.

rnNrl"F-r?"U'T^viDC
CONCRETEMIXERS
Chicago Improved Cube Mixer. Pacific Coast
Offices. 789 Folsom St., S. F., and F. T.
Crowe & Co
Portland and Seattle
Foote Concrete Mixers,

Monadnock

p

Bldg.,

CONCRETE POURING APPARATUS

S.

F.

Concrete Appliances Co.. Los Angeles; Parrott
& Co.. Coast Representatives, San Fran-

.Monadnock BIdg., S. F.
Berkeley, Cal.
Co

O. Engstrum Co.,
pif,|j

^„^ Seaton

&

Sts..

Los Angeles

Co., 830 Pacific Bldg., S. F.
242 Russ Bldg., S. F.

Henning & Burke
Hoyt Bros..
Monadnock Bldg., S.
Ransome Concrete Co.,

F..

and

Santa

w

351

Monadnock

Rosa

_

Mechanics Institute Bldg.,
RickonEhrhart Eng. & Const. Co.,
1859 Geary St.,
Walter Hough Company, 503 Market St.,
H Bagge & Son., Inc.,
3528 Sacramento St.,
Williams Bros. & Henderson,

Bldg., S. F.

^°-W™
Lilley

"Alkacene" Liquid Concrete, Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.
"Concreta," sold by W. P. Fuller & Co., S. F.
Concreto, Worden-Meeker Varnish Co.,
S. F. and Oakland
Glidden Liquid Cement, manufactured by Glidden Varnish Company, Whittier, Coburn
Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles. Pacific

Geo. H. Stoffels

Neponset Waterdyke Felt and Compound,
manufactured by F. W. Bird & Son, East
Walpole, Mass.; sold by Parrott & Co.,
A. Lynch

CONCRETE SURFACING

.

418 .Montgomery Street. San
Smith. Emery \- Co.. 651 Howard

-Coniiriued.

plain and Twisted Bars, sold by Baker & Hamilton. San Francisco, Los Angeles and Sacramento.
The Kahn System, Agents in San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle,
Twisted Bars, sold by Woods & Huddart,
356 Market St., S. 1'.

St., S. F.
St.,

PIaVcIs"cT

Continued

CONCRETE KEINKORCKMENI'

IC.MENT

Glidden's

burn

;'an'

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX

,
"

CO.,

Surveying instruments

Architects' Supplies
,

SHINE

S. F.
S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

Bldg., S. F.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

Triangle Mesh Fabric, Sales A|en's. Th« L'lley
82 2nd St., S. 1-.
«: Thurston Co

CORNER BEAD

Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St.. S. F.
Union Metal Corner Company, 206 Summer
"Prescott," sold by

St..

^

i-v

Boston, represented on the Pacific Coast

Price.
& r
ce
Waterhouse
waternouse «

CRUSHED ROCK
California,
203 Hagclstein Bldg.. Sacramento, Cal.
Niles Rock, sold by California Building MaterPacific Bldg., S. F.
ial Company

Natomas Consolidated of

„„^^T-.i.r/- COMPOUND
^^i.«Dr>TiMn
DAMP-PROOFING
^

Cisco, Portland, Seattle.

Boyd & Moore. ...... ...356 Market

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

St.. S. h.

F.

Glidden's Liquid Rubber. 5°'^ on Pacific
Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
H. D. Samuel Co. ... Monadnock B'dK ^- *•
207 Monadnock Bldg.
Tohn L. Fox

Specify...

For Plastering

Clinton Fireproofing System, L. A. Norris.

Monadnock

Bldg., S.

,

F.

International Fabric & Cable, represented by
Western Builders' Supply Co., 680 Mission
St.,

S.

The Holmes Lime Co.,

PHONC KCARNV 2220
fiaarantecd Against Pitting or Popping

When

•

Monadnocit Bldg., San Frtncitt*

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Continued

DAMP PRDOFIXG CCiMPl>LND— Continued.
Liquid Stone Paint

Co..

Inc..

Laird

&

Sin-

clair and Lilley & Thurston Co.. Agts., S. F.
"Pabco" Damp Proofing Compound, sold by
Paraffine Paint Co
38 First St.. S. F.
Parrott & Co.. agents for Genasco Positive
Seal Damp Proof Paint.
"Protectorine," Compound, sold by Bovd &
Moore
356 Market St., S. F.

DAMP PROOFING FOR BRICK WALLS

Waterproofing,
sold
by Baker
San Francisco; Braun Chemical Co..
Los Angeles: W. O. Stamps. Portland and
B. W. Gaisford. Seattle, Wash.
John L. Fox
207 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

"Imperial"

Highest

Awards Grand Medal
Exclusive
Finest

H

DISAPPEARING BEDS
Holmes Disappearing Bed Company,
68/ Monadnock Bldg.,

.Tohns

(Slasa

S'taiupJi

Door Hanger Manufacturing Companv,

832-838 Folsom St., 5. F.
Hanger, sold bv Pacific Tank Company
231 Berry St., S. F.
Reliance Hanger, sold by Sartorius Co..
S. F.: D. F. Fryer & Co., Louis R. Bedell.
Los Angeles, and Portland Wire & Iron
Works.

DOOR OPENER

TELEPHONES
115

"Cross" Counterbalance Automatic, Boyd &
Moore. -Agents
356 Market St., S. F.
"Cross" Horizontal
Moore. Agents

DUMB WAITERS

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St.,
Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St.,
Electric Appliance Co., 726 Mission St.,
Jno. G. Sutton Co
229 Minna St.,
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company,
507 Montgomery St.,

ELEVATORS

Company,
Stockton and North Point,
Van Emon Elevator Co.. 54 Natoma St.,
Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,

S.
S.
S.
S.

F.
F.
F.
F.

ELEVATOR CARS

S. F.
S. F.

Metal

Co.,

356 Market

St.,

St.,

S. F.

St.,

S. F.

St.,

S. F.

Gladding,

Supply & Repair Co.,
''^ ^"''^' ^'- ^-

specify a
California
Marble...

St., S.

FIRE PROTECTION
Goodyear Rubber Companv,
587-5S9 Market

St..

S.

FIRE PROTECTION— SPRINKLER SYSTEM

F.

Tno. G. Sutton Co
229 Mission St., S. F.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company, 507 Montgomery St.. San Francisco; Branch Offices,
Portland. Seattle and Spokane.

FLOOR SURF.ACER
John M. Reynolds, 1201 Devisadero

St.,

S. F.

FLOOR V.ARNISH
S. F. Pioneer Varnish Works,
816 Mission St., S. F.
Standard Varnish Works.

Bass-Heu:er and

Chicago, New York and
Worden-Meeker Varnish Works,
S.

F.

S. F.

and Oakland

FLOORS— COMPOSITION AND TILE
"Kompolite"

350 Mills Bldg., S. F.

FOUND.ATION CONTRACTORS
Locke Foundation Companv,
1107 Crocker Bldg., S. F.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT
Bowser Gasoline
Bowser & Co

Tanks

and

612

Outfit,

Howard

St.,

"PORTOLA"
A DELICATE BUFF BEAUTIFULLY

MARKED

THC THING ron BANK INTERIORS VESTiBuLCS AND
SAMPLES ON APPliCATON
MOTEL CORRfTiORS

Ti-iE

F.

McBean & Companv,

Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Roebling Construction Co., Crocker Bldg., S. F.

^

700 Marston Bldg., S. F.
Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Clunie Bldg., S. F.

Co.,

356 Market

FIREPROOFING

S. F.

ELEVATORS. SIGNALS. FLASHLIGHTS .AND
DIAL INDICATORS

Montgomery

Dodds Interlocking Block

Boyd & Moore.

"Cross" Elevator Doors. Bovd & Moore, Inc..
Agents
356 Market St.. S. F.

Breite

Repair Co.,
593 Market

FIREPROOF P.ARTITIONS

S. F.

173 Beale St., S. F.

ELEVATOR DOORS

&

587-591 Market

Otis Elevator

.Agents

Supply

507

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

F. J. .Amweg
R. Hancock

San Francifco

Street

Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.,

Folding Doors, Boyd &
356 Market St., S. F.

Dumb Waiters, Bovd & Moore,
Agents
356 Ma'rket St., S. F.
Wells & Spencer Machine Company,
173 Beale St.. S. F.

ENGINEERS

1763

Goodvear Rubber Company,

Energy

Elevator

J

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

DOORS— WAREHOUSE

Art

Turk

Elevator

Builders* Ex., S. F.
3442 19th St., S. F.

DOORS—FREIGHT ELEVATOR

Cleveland

HOME

FRANKLIN 1763

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM

Rischmuller

W. W.

INCORPORATED
HOPPS. President

F.

Pitcher

G.

R.

Art
S.

"Workmanship

Unttpb (SlaBS ^nrkfi

Bros..

DOOR HANGERS

Paris 1900

Designs

Columbia Marble Co.
268 MARKET ST

QUARR>ES
CObuwBiA. CALiroRs

SAN FRANCISCO
FniSmsC

A

P;.ANr

>*TH«.MissouR'STs .SAN Francisco

S. F.
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lliii^iiiecr
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Peaver Poard

DEAVER

ARTISTIC INTERIORS

DOARD

L*t us show you how to attain
this result with

puMi"-..iirrL\k'l

THE LILLEY

Poard
Deaver
& THURSTON
CO., 82 2nd

St.,

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX
GARBAGE CHUTES
GAS GRATES AND LOGS

Backus Patent Gas Grates and Logs, Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agents, 356 Market St., S. F.

GLASS AND (iLAZING
California Plate and

Window

.vlission

GLASS—PRISM. ART,
California

St.,

Glass Company,
San Francisco.

White

Art Glass Works,
768 Mission
115

Turk

St.,
St.,

Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., S. F.

White

Bros., Cor. Fifth

E. A.

Howard & Co

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Dieckmann Hardwood Co., Welch Bldg.,
548 Brannan St.,
Niehaus Si Co
Parrott & Co
320 California St.,
Strable Mfg. Co.,
First St., betw. Washington

TELEPHONE

\

I

Mission i39
Mission S9

&

S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

Electrical Co.,

351-353 N.

Main

Los Angeles

Otter, Inc., 507 Mission St., S. F.
Pacific Blower & Heating Co.,
17th St., betw. Mission and Valencia, S. F.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company,
507 Montgomery St., S. F.

Stanley's Bali-Bearing Hinges, Stanley Co.,
New Britain, Conn.,

MAKING MACHINES
Triumph Ice Machine Co., H.
581 Monadnock Bldg., S.

F. Lyon, Agent,
F.

INK FOR DRAWING
I'rederick

Charlton

Company,
Los Angeles,

Cal.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Smith,

Emery &

Co.,

418 Montgomery

St.,

S.

F.

St.,

S.

F.

Co., Inc.,

651

Clay, Oakland

A. A.

Home Phone M

St.,

Mangrum &

Co.,
F.
F.
Sts., S. F.

St., S. F.

Inc.,

Thirteenth and Mission Sts., S. F.
229 Minna St., S. F.
Co

Machinery and

ICE

St., S.
St., S.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Thieben

sold by Thos.

Jno. G. Sutton

Boyd & Moore
Dieckmann Hardwood

244 California
Parrott & Co
320 California
White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brann.in

St.,

585 Mission

GilleySchmid Co.,

HINGES

F.

S. F.

HEATING AND VENTILATING

Standard Supply Company,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland
S.

N. Rose

Water Heater,

& Co

Empire Hard Wall Plaster

St.,

St.,

Co.,

565

Pittsburg

HARD WALL PLASTER

356 Market

Howard

Hart Heater Co.. State Savings Bank Bldg.,
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
Hoffman Heater, sold by Holbrook, Merrill
& Stetson, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Humphrey

HARDWOOD FLOORING

St., S. F.
Sts., S. F.

HEATERS—AUTOMATIC

Bay Development Co....

Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.
Wall Plaster, sold by Western
Material Co.,
430 California St., S. F.

and Brannan

HARDWOOD VENEER PANELS AND DOORS

S. F.
S. F.

153 Berry St., S. F.
California Bldg., Material Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.
Del Monte White Sand, sold by Pacific Improvement Co
Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Grant Gravel Co
87 Third St., S. F.
Natomas Consolidated,
Peoples' Savings Bank Bldg., Sacramento

548 Brannan

Niehaus & Co

GRAVEL, SAND AND CRUSHED ROCK

Building

Bros.,

HARDWOOD PANELS

ETC.

United Glass Co

Reno Hard

Continued

H.\RDWOOD LUMBER-Continued.

Bradshaw Garbage Chute, sold by C. T. Jacob524 Pine St., S. F.
sen

864

San Francisco

Howard

DEVOTO, PRESIDENT

1841

OFFFCC AND

WORKS

621-651 FLORIDA ST
BETWEEN Harrison and Bryant. ISth and 19tm

San Francisco

Calif.

The Architect and Engineer
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WELLS

MACHINE
SPENCER
SPENCER,

AND

F.

BEALE

173-177

REPRESENTING

CO.

SUCCESSOR

M.

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

WESTERN ELEVATOR COMPANY
REPAIRS. INSPECTIONS AND

KEARNY 664

Telephones:

DUMB WAITERS

HOME

J 11 24.

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEX— Conecnaed
INSUR.\NCE
David Duncan

340 Sansome

St., S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATING

ORNAMENT.-^L IRON AND BRONZE
Chicago and New York
J. G. Braun
Works

1370 Sutter St., S. F.
L. Tozer & Son Co., 228 Grant Ave., S. F.
Schastev & Vollmer, Inc.. 518 Sutter St., S. F.

JOIST

C. J. Hillard

Western Builders' Supply

Co.,

680 Mission

St.,

S. F.

827 Mission

St.,

S. F.

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
lis

& Co

Adamant Cement. Brick and

Plaster Coating.
Parker, Preston & Co., Inc.
Cement
Coating, made
Bay State Brick and
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (Inc.). [See
adv. in this issue for Pacific Coast agents.]
Glidden's Liquid Cement, sold on Pacific
Whittier,
Coburn
Company,
Coast
by
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.. agencies in San Francisco. Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

Made by

Holmes Lime Company.
Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S. F.
Standard Supply Co.,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland

Western Lime & Cement

Co.,

268 Market

St.. S.

F.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Hollopeter.
745 Mission St.. S. F.
F. Kelly Company, 723 7th St., Oakland
T.
The Palmer Shop
1345 Sutter St.. S. F.
.

.

.

Water Paint, sold by Boyd &
Moore
356 Market St., S. F.
Worden-Meeker Varnish Co., S. F. & Oakland
Vitrolite Cold

LOCKERS— METAL

Hart & Cooley Co.. Boyd & Moore, Agents,
356 Market St.. S. F.
LUMBER
Santa Fe Lumber Co.,
Seventeenth and Dc Haro Sts., S. F.

PAINT FOR STEEL STRUCTURES

Detroit Superior Graphite Paint, manufactured by Detroit Graphite Company. C. W.
Pike Company, Coast Sales Agents, 22 Battery St.. S. F.
Glidden's .Acid Proof Coating, sold on Pacific
Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company. San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Goheen Carbonizing Coating, sold by Sherman
Kimball. Hooker & Lent building. S. F.
Neponset Paints, sold by F. W. Bird & Son.
East Walpole, Mass., Coast .Agents, Lilley
82 Second St.. S. F.
& Thurston Co.,

.MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Machinery and

Electrical

Co.,

351 N. Main

MANTELS

St.,

Los Angeles

Mangrum &
The

Otter
561 Mission St., S. F.
F. Kelly Co.. 723 731 7th St., Oakland

J.

MARBLE

Columbia Marble Co

268 Market

& Reed
Ferdinand Wagner

Gunst Bldg.,
609 Waller St.,

-MASONRY CONTR.JiCTORS
Farrell

METAL AND STEEL L.\TH
Roebling Construction Co.,
METAL CEILINGS

St., S.

Crocker Bldg.,

F

S. F.
S. F.

P.MNTS. OILS. ETC.
Bass-Hueter Paint Company.
Mission, near Fourth St.. S. F.
Glidden Varnish Co.. Cleveland, Ohio, represented by Whittier-Coburn Co..

S. F.

Berger Mnfg. Co
1120 Mission St.. S. F.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Treat Ave. and I9th St., S. F.
Co

METAL FIRE PROOF PARTITIONS
Collins Steel Partition & Lathing Co.,
757 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

METAL SHINGLES

Meurer Bros., J. A. McDonald, Pacific Coast
Agent
Third, near Townsend St., S. F.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Treat Ave. and 19th St., S. F.
Co

Los Angeles Pressed Brick

OPERA CHAIRS

Modern

Complete

Flat or

Apartment House

Gladding,

S.
S.

F.
F.

McBean & Company.
Crocker Bldg.

S. F.

PLUMBING
Alex Coleman
E.

"jno.

O'Mara
G. Sutton

Co

PLUMBING FIXTURES

706 Ellis St.
447 Minna St.
229 Minna St.

Crane Co.... Second and Brannan Sts., S.
Haines, Tones & Cadbury Co..
851-859 Folsom St.. S.

Home

Industry

G.

DOOR CHECK AND SPRING as well as
RISCHML'LLER'S PATENT DOOR OPENER
and CLOSER.

St.,

St.,

Callaghan & Manetta. 334 Tenth St..
D. Ross Clarke
70S Pacific Bldg.

'v^'itnout

RISCHMULLER'S IMPROVED LIQUID

SEWERAGE

PLASTERING CONTRACTORS

.

N'o

F.

Co.,

153 Kearny
558 Market

Gabriel Moulin
Walter C. Scott

PIPE FOR

F. Weber & Co
365 Market St., S. F.
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., San Francisco
and Los .^ngeies.

C.

S.

Frost Bldg.. Los -Angeles

PHOTOGRAPHY

T.

St., S. F.

St..

Varnish

P.AVING BRICK

OIL BURNING PLANTS
Fess System Co., Inc., 125-129 Hayes

38-40 First

Works, represented by
W. P. Fuller & Co..S. F. and Los Angeles
Worden-Meeker Varnish Co..S. F. & Oakland
Standard

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co., Western office,
722 Merchants Exchange Bldg., S. F.
Rulofson Metal Window Works.
Eighth and Brannan Sts.. San Francisco
Waterhouse & Price
59 Third St., S. F.
Zahner's Monarch Hollow Metal Doors and
Trim, Boyd & Moore, Inc., Agents,
356 Market St., S. F.

and Los .Angeles

S. F.

Co

Paraffine Paint

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS

19

Inc.,

PAINT FOR CEMENT

LIME

Adams &

Company,

211-215 Eighth St., S. F.
Sartorius Co.. Inc.. 16th and Utah Sts., S. F.
Builders'
Supply
Co., Representing
Western
The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati

HANGERS

John G.

Structural & Ornamental Iron
1479 Mission St., S. F.

Golden Gate

A. C. Wocker

RISCHMULLER

3442

Mem.

Details on Application

NINETEENTH STREET

Builders' Exchange

San Francisco

F,
F.

The Architect and
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Eiii^inecr

Steel Construction every time
IT LASTS ALWAYS

For Blackboard use "Olmstead Artificial Slate." Every architect
wanting the best will specify this. Get our catalogues and prices

WHITAKER

4.

RAY-WIGGIN CO.

MISSION STREET

776

209 E.

SEVENTH STREET
Los Angeles

San Francisco

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION
PLUMBINIi FIXTURES-CONTIM EU.
Jno. Douglas
L.

J.

571 Mission

Co

b.

St.,

r.

Mott Iron Works, D. H. Gulick, selling

Kearny

135

agent

St., S. F.

N. O. Nelson Mfg. Co., 978 Howard St., S. F.
406 E. 4th St., Los Angeles
Geo. H. Tay Company, 617 Mission St., S. F.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
California Steam

& Plumbing Supply
Fifth

and Bluxome

Co.,

Sts., S. F.

POTTERY
Co., 12

Natoma

St.,

S. F.

Flood Bldg.,

S. F.

RAILROADS
Soulhern Pacific Co

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS,
ETC
C.F. Weber & Co
Lilley & Thurston

365 Market
82 Second

St., S. F.
St.. S. F.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS

M

Asbestos Roofing, sold by H. W. JohnsManville Co.. Agencies in all the principal
West Coast cities.
Pluvinox Roofing, sold by Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.
Inc

ROOFING TIN
"Scott's Extra Coated," manufactured by FolPittsburg. Pa.
lansbee Bros. Co
Meurer Bros. Co., A. H. McDonald, Coast
St.. S. F.
Third
628
Representative
ROOFING .-aND ROOFING
"Ferroinclave." the Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Coast Agent, Chas. A. Levy,
Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Ford & Malott,

MATERIALS

Mariposa

St.,

at

Iowa

S.

St.,

F.

W.

Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass., Coast
Agents, Lilley & Thurston Co.,
F.
82 Second St.,
Genasco Ready Roofing, sold by Parrott &
320 California St., S. F.
Co
H. D. Samuel Company,
S. F.
1054 Monadnock Bldg
Builders' Exch.. S. F.
Harry Larkin
Mackenzie Roof Co., 425 15th St., Oakland
Meurer Bros. Co., A. H. McDonald, Coast
628 Third St., S. F.
Representative
Los Angeles
Pioneer Roll Paper Co
Natoma St., S. F.
Co....
42
W. H. Wilson &
F.

.

Western Builders' Supply

Co.,

680 Mission

St.,

Goodyear Rubber Co... 587 Market
New York Belting & Packing Co.,

St.,

S.

F.

S.

F.

129 First Street, S. F.

SAFES
Howe

Scale

Company, 333 Market

St.,

S.

F.

SAND

Del Monte While Sand, sold by Pacific Im-

provement

Company,
Main office, Crocker

Bldg., S. F-

SASH CORD
Samson
Solid

\XM

H.

Cordage Works. Manufacturers of
Braided Cords and Cotton Twines.
88 Broad St.. Boston, Mass.

FORD

<-

St.,

b.

365 Market St., S. F.
210 N. Main St., Los Angeles
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., 776 Mission St.,
5 F.; 209 E. Seventh St., Los Angeles.

SCAGLIOLA
Co.,

Scagliola

Mayer,

F.

68-70 Clara St.. S. F.

SCENIC PAINTING— DROP CURTAINS. ETC.
1638

Flagg

Long

Scenic

Company,
Los Angeles

Ik-ach .\ve.

SHE.vnilNG AND SOUND DEADENING

Papers,
Building
Waterproof
Neponsct
Neponset Florian Sound Deadening Felt,
Walpole,
sold by F. W. Bird & Soti, East
Mass., Coast Agents, Lilley & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S. F.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

SHEET METAL WORK

^
^ ^
1120 Mission St., S. F.
79 City Hall Ave-, S. F.

Berger Mfg- Co

Dunlevy & Gettle

SHIXCLE STAINS
Stains, sold by Waterhouse
San Francisco, Los Angeles and

Cabot's Creosote

6

Price.

Portland.

Dexter Bros. Company, represented by Sherman Kimball. Hooker & Lent Bldg.. S. F.
Shingle Stain, Worden-Meeker Varnish

WM
Co

S.

F.

and Oakland

SLATER'S CEMENT
Representing
Builders'
Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.

Supply Co.,

Western

STAINLESS CEMENT
Blanc

Stainless

Cement

Co.,

Levensaler

STEEL AND IRON— STRUCTURAL
356 Market St., S. F.
Boyd & Moore
621 Howard St., S. F.
Brode Iron Works
Central Iron Works... 621 Florida St., S. F.
ludson Manufacturing Company.
819 Folsom Street. San Francisco
Mortenson Construction Co.,
19th and Indiana Sts., S. F.
Mills,
17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.
125 Beale St., S. F.
Western Iron Works
356 Market St., S. F.
Woods & Huddart

Rolling

STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE REINFORCE-

MENT

^
^ ^
Baker & Hamilton, 4th and Brannan Sts., S. F.
Sheldon Bldg., S. F.
Jno. B. Leonard
ludson Manufacturing Company,
819 Folsom Street, San Francisco
356 Market St., S. F.
Woods & Huddart

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J.

G.
.122

Braun. 537 W. 35th St., N. Y.. and
Paulina St., Chicago.

S.

Telephone Market 1596

VI.

H.

MALOIT

ASPHALT AND GRAVEL ROOFING CONTRACTORS

ASPHALT FLOORS ^ND SIDEWALKS
•FIBRESTONE" MAONESITE, FLOORING
Office and Yard Mariposa, al Iowa St San Francisco Members Builders' Exchanee. Builders' Associalion
:

.

&

Preston, Inc., San Francisco; Quartz Glass

& Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles; John
Brooke & Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash.

FORD & MALOTT
FELT.

ir
r.

C F Weber & Co

Pacific

RUBBER TILING AND MATTING

New Montgomery

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES

The Edwin H.

PUMPS. MACHINERY, ETC.
Simonds Machinery

.

A

ford Plummer,
149

California

Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

J

INDEX-Confinuecf

.^.\SH C()K1)--C"ntiiuied.
.
c
Sash Cord, represented by banSilver Lake

The Architect and Ennneer
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SUPERIOR

Plumbing Fixtures
of the Latest
V ISIT

Design and Best Quality

OUR DISPLAY ROOM

617 Mission Street

Just

back of the Palace Hotel

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX— Continued
WATERPROOF

STORE FRONTS

Kawneer System of Glass Setting, manufactured by Kawneer Mfg. Co., Coast agencies
at San Francisco. Portland, Ore., Spokane
and Seattle, Wash.
Thome HoldFast Metal Store Front Construction, Boyd & Moore, Inc., Agents,
356 Market

St.,

S. F.

251 Kearny St.,
Sanborn & Corinson
TERR.\ COTT.-\ CHIMNEY PIPE
79 City Hall Ave.,
Dunlevy & Gettle

S. F.

SURVEYORS
S. F.

TILES, MOSAICS, MANTELS, ETC.
Mangrum & Otter.... 561 Mission St., S. F.
The T. F. Kelly Co.. 723-731 7th St., Oakland

TILE FOR ROOFING
Gladding, McBean & Company,
Crocker Bldg., S. F.

TILE— WALL AND EN.\MEL
The Mosaic

Company,

Tile

230 8th Avenue,

San Francisco

TIN PLATES
Meurer Bros.

Co.,

A.

Branches
P.

F.

Co.,

702 Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Chicago.
397 Sutter

St..

S.

F.

"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook Belt-

Howard St.,
VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.
365 Market St.,
C. F. Weber &: Co
Co

317

S.

F.

S.

F.

Swedish V'enetian Blinds, Boyd
Inc., Agents.. 356 Market St., S.

F.

Dieckmann Hardwood Co.,
Welch Bldg., 244 California St., S.
White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., S.

F.
F.

Ericsson

Moore,

&

Co.,

H.

A.

St.,

S.

F.

VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE
Terra

Cotta

and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

WAINSCOTING
"Kompolite"

& Co

350 Mills Bldg., S. F.

WALL BEDS

The Turner Wall

Bed. sold by California
and Window Glass Co., San FranMission near 5lh.
cisco and Los .\ngeles.
S.

F.

&

Stearns Co.,
1154 Phelan Bldg.,- S. F.

WATERPROOF FINISHES

Glidden's French Caen Stone Finish and
Glidden's Waterproof Flat Finish, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los -\ngeles.

ARCHITECTS

OWN DESIGNS CARRIED

OUT AT MODERATE COST

HOODS
HOUSE HARDWARE

S. F.

Co., Pacific Coast Distributors.
Co., Inc.,

Monadnock

587

WATER SUPPLY

Bldg., S. F.

Kewanee

System, Simonds Machinery Co.,
sole agents.... 12 and 14 Natoma St., S. F.

WEATHER STRIP
Monarch

Metal Weather Strip,
Moore, Agents
356 Market
EN./iiMEL FINISH

W.

P.

and

S. F.

Boyd
St.,

&

S. F.

Fuller & Co.,
all principal Coast cities

Velvo-Tone, Worden-Meeker Varnish Co.,

WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

and Oakland

Cement Co., Levensaler &
Preston, Inc., San Francisco: Quartz Glass
Manufacturing
&
Co., Los -Angeles.
John
Brooke & Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash.
WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE, ETC.
Dean Reversible Window Co.,
551 Brannan St., S. F.
Blanc

Stainless

Hipolito Screen

Tabor Sash
Agents

WOOD

Co.,

634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles
Fixture Co., Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.

FINISH
Wood

Bridgeport

WOOD

& Sash

Finishing Co.,
New Milford, Conn.

STAINS

Bridgeport Wood Finishing Company, represented by Whittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

DESIGNS SUITED TO EVERY STYLE
OF ROOM

Palmar ^Ijnp;

FIRE

2Ilf?

SUNDIALS
IRE IRONS

MAKERS OF ARTISTIC ELECTRIC FIXTURES

F

St.,

The Building Material

Plate

Marshall

320 California

S. F.

McDonald, Coast

628 Third

Representative
Steiger

Gaisford. Seattle, Wash.

"Satinette,"

AND SHEET IRON

Meurer Bros.

W.

B.

Neponset Waterdyke Felt and Compound,
sold by F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole,
Mass., Coast Agents Lilley & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S. F.

WHITE

VENEERS
VENTIL.-\TORS

&

Inc.,

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Te-Pe-Co Waterproofing, sold by H. G. Clinton, 34 Ellis St., S. F.; Bass Hueter Paint

S.

VALVE PACKING
ing

Boyd

Agents.. 356 Market St., S. F.
Waterproofing,
sold
by Baker
Bros., San Francisco; Braun Chemical Co.,
Los Angeles; W. O. Stamps, Portland, and

Moore,

"Imperial"

Parrott

St.,

Co., New York and
in all principal cities.

Raymond

San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co.,

628 Third

American Rotary Valve

J.

"Ceresit," manufactured by the Ceresit Waterproofing Co., sold by Parrott & Co., San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland, and
Julien A. Becker Co., Seattle, Wash.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing and Liquid
Cement and Liquid Cement Enamel, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,

H. McDonald, Coast

Representative

VACUUM CLEANERS
McCrumHowell

FIMSHES-Continued.
"TrusCon" Finish, sold by Western Lime &
268 Market St., S. F.
Cement Co
WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.

1345
Sutter Street H
Phone
FB«NKLir.

4719

^

I'lic
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ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE
Faience Tiles for Exterior and Interior Decorations.
Mantel
Facings
Complete Mantels. Equipped to Execute Designs ol

—

Arcnitects and Decorators.

Special Designs

ty our o-wn Artists

Los Angeles Pressed BricK Co.
404-414

FROST BLDG.

SECOND AND BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES

Northern Clay Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

FIRE BRICK
AND CLAY PRODUCTS
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES,

-

AUBURN, WASHINGTON

Steiger
Terra Cotta ^^ Pottery

Works
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA, PRESSED SRICK, SEWER PIPE
CHIMNEY PIPE. FLUE LINING, FIRE BRICK
MANTEL TILE. ACtO WARES

Factory

South San Francisco
San Mateo Co.

Yard: 18th and Division Sts.

San Francisco

Main Office: 729 Mills Building
Telephone Douglas 3010

SaN FraNCISCO. CaL,

Gladdin6.HcBean&Co.
Manufacturers Clay Products

Crocker Bldg. San Francisco
Works. Lincoln.Cal
When

writing \o Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

The Architect and Engineer
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COATIING

CARBOINIZIINa
The Preserver of Iron and

Steel

from Rust, Corrosion and Decay

Manufactured exclusively by

The Qoheen Manufacturing: Company
Canton, Ohio, U.S.A.

San Francisco

Office {Stock

on Hand), 503 Market
SHERMAN KIMBALL,

Also Maaulacturers of Oalvaaum.

CLIFF HOUSE, San
A. C.

Francisco.

MAXIMUIVI EFFICIENCY

Interior Decoration by
1370 Sutter Street. San Francisco

Reid Bros.. Architects.

WOCKER, DECORATOR.

MINIIVIUM

COST

INTERLOCKING
STEEL STUDDING AND FURRING
Economy

of

Space.

Perfect Rigidity

and Alignment
Spaced for

12, 14

and

Any Width

16

Inch Centers

of Partition

COLLINS STEEL PARTITION &
LATHING CO., Inc.
OFFICE;
757 Monadnock BIdg.,

San Francisco,

Cai.

FACTORY
Brannan and Dore Sts.
'I'h-s

'l»-nionstration

Phone, Sutter 1976

Partition on exhibition at office.

w;

St.

Manager

The Architect and Ens'ineer
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DEAN REVERSIBLE WINDCV/CQINC.

Reversible

Window and
Self-

Regulating
Roller

Screens

H IPO I.ITO

ROLLER SCREEN AND
REVERSIBLE WINDOW

HIPOLITO SCREEN

& SASH GO.

SAN FRANCISCO,

634-38 MAPLE AVENUE

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

CAL.

PHone, Reorny 1516

OVER

500,000

CRUDE OIL

TONS

is

of structural Steel Painted with

"SUPERIOR GRAPHITE

FESS SYSTEM and the other

"KILJE have passed the stone age. In
\ Y the new year of 1911 you will find in

the improved FESS SYSTEM, the
only advanced science of burning oil.
We eliminate the use of a complicated air
compressor, numerous adjusting valves, and
This system is
the noise of combustion.
operated with 75% less power and produces a
smokeless fire; in fact the advantages are so
numerous that it must be seen to be appreciated.
We can convince the most skeptical
that the problem of burning crude oil for
heating purposes has at last been solved.

PAINT"
DETROIT GRAPHITE COMPANY

PAINT MAKERS
DETROIT, MICHIGAN,

NOW burned by TWOmethods,

the

U. S. A.

.ARCHITECTS ARE ESPECIALLY INVITKD
TO CALL AND WITNESS A DEMONSTR.ATION

C.

W. PIKE

COMPANY

PACIFIC COAST SALES AGENTS

22 BATTERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO,
TELEPHONE. KEARNY 4303

When

ftSS SYSTEM COMPilNYJnc.

CAL.

125

HAYES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

.
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BOWSER

The
for
because

If. Fireproof, Leak-

fulfils

You pump

the

gasoline directly

into

the car

exposure or possibility of explosion.

without

proof and Evaporation-proof.

it

funnels.

Standard Gasoline Outfit
Public or Private Garages
every requirement. No measures — No
WE

MAKE THE LOWEST PRICED OUTFITS AND
WE MAKE THE BEST.

Th

means Safety, Profit and
High Test Gasoline.
All Styles, Sizes and Prices
— Direct Lift, Long Distance and

Special Information for Architects.
for booklet

No. 107 for

Just ask

details.

Portable types.

Recommended by Architects, Endorsed by Owners and tested by time.
IT'S

S. F.

THE PIONEER.

Bowser & CP
INCORPORATED

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

BOWSER

Office, 612 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Western

A
GAS WATER HEATER
SOMETHING NEW

IN

XHe accompanying cut is sometHing New in a TanK Heater

THIS
witK

double Copper Coil Heater
Nvit Connections on eacK
coil. THis istKeonly double coil TanK
Heater on tHe marKet •writh independent
connections, tbe use of "wHicK permits tKe
removal of eitKer coil -witHout interfering
is

"witK

a

Union

tKe otKer

coil.

THis Heater is considered tHe most efficient TanK Heater on tHe MarKet. Give it
a trial.

"We are represented

\r\

the West by tKe followin^i

HOLBROOK, MERRILL
San Prancisco and

CO.

STETSON

X„.os j'X.n^eles.

Oalif.

CRANE COMPANY
Seattle

and Tacoma. ^Vash.

CRANE COMPANY,

Vancouver.

B. C.

Factory and General Offices.
S. -A..

The Hoffman Heater Company Lorain, OHio, U.
Wlien writing to Advertisers please mention

this

Magazine.
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THE

PITTSBURG BUNGALOW"

AUTOMATIC
GAS WATER HEATER
Specially Designed ior

Apartments, Cottages
Bungalows, Small Flats
Cast Iron Doutle Jacket. 32 Inches
Higk: Copper Heating Coils: Heating
Capacity. T-svo Gallons per Minute

'The usual "Pittshurg

Illustrated Booklet on Request

Shoiving Interior

JOS.

THIEBEN
667

Phone- Kearny 37t2

When

Home

Guarantee

(SL

CO., Sales Agents

MISSION STREET

J-3762

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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THE VARNISH TO SPECIFY
Thoroughly Satisfied

A

Client

IS

an

Architect's Best Asset.

It means more Business for Him
Every Time. A Well Built and Finished Interior Goes a Long Way to Impress the

Owner i^-ith the Architect's Genius.
The Wood Finish, Therefore, Must Not be
Neglected.

A

is

Necessary to Insure a

HUETER'S

ARCHITECTURAL

Superior Varnish

Satisfactory Finish.
"

Specify

and FLOOR VARNISHES.
Manufactured by

F.

S.

PIONEERESTABUSHED
VARNISH

WORKS

1857

E.

L HUETER,

Proprietor

WORKS SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
MAIN

OFFICE. 8 6
1

Portland Office and Warehouse.

MISSION ST.

191 Second Street
and Warehouse,
91 Spring Street

Los Angeles Office and Warehouse.
333 to 343 East Second St.

Did You Gel a

Seattle Office

/"^^'^

Copy of

TABOR'S New

Catalog?

a concise, architectural way all about the
adyantages of use and
principles of construction
installed apjilication to eyery building of the
It tells in

;

TABOR STRIP AND PIXTURE
shows a Transom Bar \\ indow haying two sash equipped with Tabor strips and corrugated fixtures. This construction proyides for the
addition, perpendicularly, laterally, or both, of as
many sash units as conditions demand. The joints
between Tabor strips and sash do not leak.
\\"e are makers of the Tabor strip and fixtures, for
sliding-reyersible, removable, vertically and horizontally pivoting and casement sash. Automatic
casement adjusters. All metal weather strips.
.\utomatic door bottom, and hardware specialties.

The

illustration

Send a Postal

for the

"Tabor Quality" Catalogue

TABOR SASH FIXTURE COMPANY

BOYD & MOORE
356 Market
\\ lit-n

Street,
wriliiig tc

Sole Agents for Northern California

San Francisco.
Ailvcrtisei

?

please

Phone, Kearny 2386

nicntion

tliis

Maga

—
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Hot Water Service
The
able

quickest, cheapest
is

and most depend-

secured only from a

HUMPHREY'S

INSTANTANEOUS GAS BATH WATER
HEATER.
Light the gas and out pours hot water
about as easy to secure as cold almost as
CENTS.
cheap: a big hot bath,
Always ready, no repairs, makes bathing a

—

TWO

pleasure.
Positively Guaranteed.

Sold Everywhere. Ask your Plumber.
Handsome Catalog No. 1 1 Free on request.
.

HUMPHREY
56S M. Rose

St.

r

CO.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

"RELIANCE"

HANGERS

have been adopted by

WSmhALL beaiUno.door hasger crr\

Ever\-\vhcre,
of their unexcelled qualities in Ease

Architects

BECAUSE

and Smoothness of action and Durability. The
only hanger that gets its motion over solid steel balls direct. You can see
the various models in the offices of our agents, in most of the large cities.

RELIANCE BALL BEARING DOOR HANGER CO., Madison Avenue, New York
PACIFIC COAST AQENTS
SAN FRANCISCO
SARTORIUS COMPANY. Fifteenth and Utah Streets
SEATTLE
D. E. FRYER & CO.. 305 Lumber Exchange
".'
nuildini,'
LOS .ANGELES
LOUIS R. BEDELL, lios Storv Buildini;
ett Streets
PORTLAND
PORTLAND WIRE AND IRON WORKS. Second and Everct
I

'

.

V

.

BEVELING STAjninG CMiPPiNG. etc
768 Mission Street

>S^/^/'^^/^€6^o^,

#^

,

/
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N'.ATIVE

SON BEAR

IN

SHKKT MET.AL BY

San Francisco Metal Stamping and Corrugating

Company

stamped and Spun
Sheet Metal Ornaments
statue Work. MissionTile, Art Metal Ceilings

"Hygienic" Drinking Fountain
For other styles see samples in our show rooms

851-859 Folsom

St., San Francisco, Cal.
Circular sent on request.

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
H-KtHS or PLUMUINO SUPPLIES

1130-1144

Ridge Avenue

Pmiladelpmia

554-556 TREAT AVE.. Near Nineteenth

St.

(opposite mission foundrv)

phones:

SAN FRANCISCO.

MISSION 2421
HOME M-3428

CALIFORNIA

VACUUM aEAN[R
INSTALLATIONS
Sizes

and

Prices to

suit all requirements

SEND FOB INFORMATION

U/ye

Real Manganese Safe
New York Manganese

J.

Steel

P.
397 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PHONES

\
,

/

KEARNY 5852

HOME

C 5852

nOWE

Safe

SCALE

Compauy

COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

333 TO 339 MARKET ST.
SAN Francisco, cal.

W'iicn writing to .Vilvettisers please mention this M.lgazine.
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DO NOT BE DECEIVED
as to the Patent Situation on Asbestos Shingles
Sinnc ill" our eunipcliU)rs have been inisreprcseiuin<^ a (k'cisinn and
injunction obtained from the United States Courts alleged to prevent us
froni selling Asbestos Shingles.

Read the Latest Injunction Issued by the Court
rULSIUKXT

Tin:

THE UNITED STATES

Ol-

to

ASBESTOS SHINGLE. SLATE & SHEATHING COMPANY.
GREETING:
\VHERE.^S.

has been represented to us in our Circuit Court of the United States for the
that you, the said Asbestos Shingle, Slate & Sheathing Company, have
misrepresented to the public the force and effect of a certain interlocutory decree entered by the
said court on the 16th day of February. 1911, in a certain suit brouKht by said Asbestos Shingle,
Slate & Sheathing Company, and Ludwig Hatschek. against the II. W. Johns-Man viile Company,
and also the force and effect of our writ of injunction issued thereunder on the 18th day of
it

Southern District of

I'ebruarv.

New York

1911.

NOW. THEREFORE, we do strictly command and enjoin you, the
SLATE
SHEATHING COMPANY, from in any way advertising in

said

ASBESTOS SHINGLE.

words or in substance that
has held that any cement shingles hitherto made and sold by the defendant H. W. JohnsManville Company, infringe on any of the claims of the patent in said suit, or from issuing any
circulars ur in any other way jjublishing abroad or saying, or writing, that this court has held that
no cemt-nt shingles can be purchased except from the complainant, or that all the claims of the
complainant were upheld by the interlocutory decree herein, or in any other way misstating the effect
of the said <iecree. or of publishing the whole or any part thereof or the substance of the same,
so that it shall mislead any reader as to its meaning or effect, and
We do further strictly command and enjoin you. the said ASBESTOS SHINGLE, SLATE &
SHEATH1N(J COMPAN\', that whenever you shall advertise the interlocutory decree of this court
entered in said suit, or any part thereof, or the substance of same, in coiuiection with the words
"cement shingles" or "asbestos shingles" or the like, that in every such case the said advertisement
or circular or other means of publication shall make equally salient to the eye the fact in substance
that tlie said decree of this court forbad the making, vending or using of cement or asbestos shingles
or the like, mmic upon a papcr-makxng machine, and that said advertisement shall nowhere contain
any statement that the decree of this court forbad the making, vetuling or using of any cement or
asbestos shingles unless such statement be accomi>anied as aforesaid with the statement in substance
that the said shingles so forbidden arc those made upon a paper-making machine.
WITNESS
HOXOUAiiLE
D. WHITE. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of the Ignited States, at the City of New York, on the 1st day of June, 1911, and in the hundred and
thirty-fifth year of the Independence of the United States.
JOHN A. SHIELDS.
Clerk of the Circuit Court.
\'

this

court

EDWARD

THE

We

Iia\'e l)een and arc selling shingles which do not infringe our
competitors' patent, because they are made by a new and l)etter process,
co\'ered b}' letters patent wdiich we control.

ASBESTOS SHINGLES are Not
Like Paper on a Paper-Making Machine

J-M TRANSITE

Made

The facts are that
you want Asbestos Shingles made o)i a papcv-making machine.
you must secure them clsi.-where. We do not make that kind. But if you want the
latest and best form of Asbestos Shingles made by the most improved methods, you can
get tlu-ni from us .-ind iici cnu- can stop your U'^ing them.
it'

Advise Us and

We

shall appreciate

We

Will Protect

You

any information you can send us as to any violation by our com-

petitors of the above injunction,

H.
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
CHICAGO

W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
CLEVEL.WI)
DALLAS
DETROIT
KANSAS CITS'

W

licii

wiitJKK to

LONUOX

.\

LOS AN'GELES

NEW YORK

MILWAUKEE

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG

MINNEAPOLIS

.\tlvci"ti!.fi >

plcast;

KW ORLEANS

menliiMi thi>

Magazine-.

SAX FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST.

LOUIS
14.(0
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These Three Are Permanent

and Beautiful
"RENO WHITE" PLASTER,

a product

the Western Gypsum Co. that

of
beautiful,

is

hard and lasting.

DEL MONTE WHITE SAND,

to be used

with Medusa and other white cement
to make a beautiful white stone finish
on concrete and artificial stone build=
ings.

"MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND

CE=

MENT,"

a new and beautiful product
adapted to ornamental artificial stone
work of the hig^hest grade.

^T.CROWE fi-Co.^
cIol>I)er^fl]j^

Dealers

SEATTLE, PORTLAMD, TACOMA,
When

^^,

SPOKANE.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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QUALITY COUNTS

WESTERN BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO
ESTABLISHED 1902

680 MISSIOIN STREET
FRANCISCO, CAL.

SAIN

TELEPHONE KEARNY

INTERIOR

1991

WOOD FINISH ORNAMENTS

(ART MOULDINGS. CARVINGS, ETC.)

HIPOUTO EVEN TENSION SCREENS
(FOR

GOOD HOUSES)

CONVENIENT, DURABLE, NON-RUSTING

STANDARD METAL CORNER BEAD
GOLDEN WEST VULCANITE ROOFING
LANE JOIST HANGERS

"ENAMETILE

"

(METAL ENAMEL WAINSCOTING)

Post caps

.~o

bases

(SANITARY, INTERLOCKING)

REPRESeiNTING

DECORATORS' SUPPLY

CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENTS
WOOD, COMPOSITION />nd CEMENT
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

IN

CAPITALS AND BRACKETS
TO MATCH OAK, MAHOGANY. REDWOOD, ETC.

Four Large Catalogs

(Furnished Registered Architects)
EXTERIOR COMPOSITION AND PLASTER
COMPOSITION TO MATCH WOOD

capitals «~d brackets
wood grilles

Specify

UNION METAL COLUMNS
Permanent

in

any Climate

Do not open up
Fine for Residences
Perj^olas, wiili melal

When

.ind

or crack

Public Buildings.

Also for

lieains.

writing In .Xdvi'rliser^ please

illentioti

this

Magazine.
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Lower Sacramento Road, Paved under County Bond Issue

NILES

WASHED GRAVEL AND ROCK USED

IN

THE CONSTRLCTION

OF THIS SPLENDID HIQH\VA^

CALirORNIA BUILDING IVIATERIAL COMPANY
San Francisco

Pacific Buildins

Will Not Stain
Limestone, Granite or Marble
The Best Cement for Exterior
Stucco Construction. Also

EXTRA WHITE LAFARGE

for

Light Brick, Terra
Cotta, White Granite or Marble
and White Stucco Exteriors
use with

Non=Staining Cement Co.
156

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

Sole Atrents for the United States and Canada

W ATERHOUSE & PRICE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

When

writing to

.\vi\

PORTLAND

crtiscrs please

mention

OAKLAND

tliis

Magazine.

LOS ANQELES

n
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Notice to
Architects
SERVICE

We

Good SERVICE is a broad
term as applied to wood finishes.

we

— - it
It begins with ease of application
ends with beauty and the lasting qualities of
If

the

wood

you want

to

the

nave trade marked

finish.

recommend wood

give the best possible

that

Kave placed on

market a newproauct-wnicn

in all respects, specify the

finishes

SERVICE

use of

—

Bridgeport Standard
It

Wood

Finishes

IS

made

!

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes are
simple to use, easy to
practical finishes
spread, great in covering capacity.

—

board and

a stiff pulp

to imitate hard-wood.

7\llii"WUcl can he nailed
to

They develop the natural beauty of the
wood and never cloud, obscure or raise

studding,

avoiding

the

of

lathing

and

artistic

and

necessity

the gram.

And

they give an

that looks

good

elastic,

tough

finish

and

stays

at the start

plastering.

Many

good with the years.

We have hundreds o( letters from Archi-

deco-

rative designs for interior

Property Owners, and Furniture,
Piano and Car Building concerns who
use Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes
which verily and emphasize this state-

tects,

finishing

Ami'wud

ment.

We

would

made

of

— cheaply
—

and without difficulty

like to place tangible proof

SERVICE of Bridgeport
Standatd Wood Finishes in your hands.

of

can be

the good

most

anyone

do

can

it.

We have demonstrated the

Write for Sample Panel*

We will b« very glad lo mail you on request a neat

value of

compatt case of sample panels showina numerous
wood finishei in new and staple effects. Yoi
will find them useM and PRACTICAL.

Ami-wud

in

our o-wn place of business,

Wliittier-CoDum Co.,

where

it

is

on

display.

San Francisco and Los Angeles

Agents for the Pacific

Call at our general offices

Coast.

and see -what can be done

with

HBiJrroRk.

!»

The PARAfflNE PAINT CO.
34

When

Ami-wud.

FIRST STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please ineniiun this MaKazim.-.
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RABBITT

FIRE.

VERMIN and SOUND
PROOF
PARTITIONS
used in tnis Builaing

than

Less

Costs

Vvfooa

Stud with JyletaJ Lath
ana takes 50 ^er cent
Less Sj^ace.

Weigkt 12

lbs.

to sq.

ft.

For Details, Blueprints.
Etc.,

Write

to

Rabbitt Partition Co.
34 ELLIS

Residence oi Mrs. Joseph Beale, ^VasKington, D. C.

J.

STREET

SAN FRANCISCO.

Glenn Brown, ArcKitect

CAL.

BRAUIN

G.

537-541 W. 35TH STREET. NEW YORK
615-621 S. PAULINA STREET. CHICAGO
CARRIES

A

COMPLETE STOCK OF

Steel Mouldings for Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc.
Plain and Ornamental Sash Bars, Leaves, Rosettes
Pickets and Ornamental Rivets, Square Root

An^lelron from \''x^8"xM6'' Upwards

o

fT«
i_(
Di^..^*
ci„,.„*
Ekvators Elevator
for
Tubing
Enclosures and Office Railings

Square

Catalog to Architects. Architectural Iron
uo^t's
Builders only on Applka.ioa

„d

PATENT SHEET METAL SHEARS PUNCHING MACHINES
All parts, including the main body, are made of forged steel, which makes these
tools lar superior to any made from cast steel. <][ The Punch Machines are made
from steel plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. All parts which can be
are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independent steel rings.
Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle, Tee or Flat Iron.
WRIIC fOR UTAIOG

AND PRICES

OVER 900
MACHINES
SOLD
\\ lien

writing In Atlvfil imts please

nicnlii'ii

this

M.i^;;*ziiic.
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THOMAS HOLPH.

banks. VICE-PRISIDINT

C.

f artftr

Architect and

UflUtng iittl

Sicretary

(En.

Telephone Market 215
suppliers of

STRUCTURAL STEEL
CAST IRON

FORCINGS. BOLTS, RIVETS. FROGS. SWITCHES
GCNCRAL OFFICE AND WORKS
17TH A MISSISSIPPI STS

'

SALES OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO

§rnamrntal Jrun R iSrimzc-

•ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES & CABS

STAIRS RAILINGS
•BRONZE^ TAJ3LETS
•

•

•TELE -MARKET

W.

B.

MORRIS.

908 CROCKER BUILDING

1529

H. M.

President

METAL STORE FRONTS"

SAN FRANCISCO

•

•

BANK ENCLOSURES & RAILINGS"
& NAME PLATES ANDIRONS ETC

WRIGHT,

WORKS IS^h^vTAH STS

•

Vice-President

L. J.

GATES, SecreUry

Western Iron Works
STRUCTURAL IRON and
STEEL CONTRACTORS
Gas Holders, Vault
and

Linings, Jails, Fire Escapes, Beams, Channels, Angles
Steel

Wheelbarrows Carried

Phones: Kearny 575
i32l|48

J 1259

TELEPHONE. MARKET

C.

J.

in

Stock

MAIN STREET

SAN fRANllSCO, CAL.

HOME PHONE.

6468

HILL^RD

CO.,

J

2376

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Ornamental

Iron, Brass

and Bronze

Work

Bank and

Office Railings.
Elevator Enclosures and Cars.
Cast Iron Stairs and Store Fronts. Wire Work. Fire Escapes.

211-213-215-217 8th

Street

Between Howard and Folsom

When

San Francisco, Cal.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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When

it

comes to specifying a

must take

into

DOOR HANGER

consideration

you

these essential points:

Permanency, Smooth Action,
Absence of Noise, Economy

THE JOHNS HANGER
Embodies all of these Features. Used in
Hundreds of Hotels, Apartment Houses,
Flats and Residences and giving Satisfaction

Strictly a California Product
John's

The Johns Hanger Mfg. Co.

Manger UwSS^

832-838 Folsom

WHAT

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

MORE TROUBLESOME THAN
TO PACK RADIATOR VALVES

-^n

IS

m

never seem
YOU
there
no

to have the richt si?e packine^.
Because
active rod travel through the slutting box the
and eefs hard, and the valves leak more or
opened or closL-d.
is

packing
less

when

s 'ts

PALMETTO TWIST
can be unstranded and any si7e valve packed from one spool.
It cannot burn
its all asbestos.
Does not vet hard — because a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.
Use PALMETTO TWIST on all the valves, and you
will not have to repack so often.
We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just 'o prove this.

—

H. N.

COOK BELTING

317-319

Howard

SAN FRANCISCO

CO.

Street

CALIFORNIA

Plain and Ornamental

PLASTER Work
BY

OlaUagltan
$c

MmtXXvi
334 Tenth Street

Interior of

Banking Room, London Paris National Bank, San Francisco
Albert Prssis

When

Architect

^^^^r^^^ ^
SAN t-t^
FRANCISCO,
CAL.
o

a

xt

*

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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WHALEN.

Secretary aTid Treasurer

CALIFORNIA STEAM AND PLUMBING SUPPLY CO.
p^uFOfi?^
WATER, STEAM AND
aAS SUPPLIES

SANITARY PLUMBING
FIXTURES

FIFTH AND

San Francisco,

BLUXOME STREETS

CRANE

High GraJe

.

.

PLUMBING
SUPPLIIIS

COMPANY

Steam and Hot

Sts.

Power Plant

SAN FRANCISCO

Water

Heating

VALVES, FITTINGS

PIPE,

Second & Brannan

.

Cal.

and Water Works Materials

STEAM SPECIALTIES

N. O. NELSON MFG. CO.
plumbing supplies

^
978 Howard Street
San Francisco

406

E. 4th Street
Los Angeles

The John Douglas Company
MANUFACTURERS HIGH
GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES
Office

-

Showroom
When

-

Warehouse

-

-

S7I Mission Street, S. F.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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DlECKMANIN

Hardwood

Hardwoods
Cabinet wo<
WOODS
Hardwood flooring
OFFICE, 244 CALIFORNIA

OZOIVIPANY
CAM
A IM /^ C
rRAINCIot/O,
SAiN CD

STREET

I

Mill AND Yabd, Foot or Taylor STHtET

A.S.MANGRUM.

TILING

Pres.

& Mgr.

/-»/^

A
CAL.
r»

I

CHAS. C. HANLEY, Secv & Treas.

MANGRUM & OTTER

MANTELS

INCORPORATED

GRATES

FURNACE AND STEAM HEATING
HOTEL AND KITCHEN OUTFITS
Stoves. Ranges. Refrigerators. Tin and

^*'4&

Enameled Ware

Telephone Kearny

561-563 MISSION ST.

3155

SAN FRANCISCO

WEARY 6c ALFORD COMPANY
Bank

Interiors and Equipment
OF THE HIGHER CLASS

H. H.

WINNER,

Pacific Coast Representative

SAN FRANCISCO

303 Union Trust Building

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
O

I

lDAixO flats, rounds, squares a twisted
BANDS, HOOPS AND WIRE

ELQiL-

ALL SIZES

WOODS
356 Market Street
When

&

IN
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Some Recent Examples

of Telephone Building
Construction on the Pacific Coast
By

E.

\'.

COBBY

HE

accompanying ])hotographs show some of the recent buildings erected
1)\- The
I'acific Tele])hnne and Telegra])h Ci>ni])an\' throughout its C'oast
territory, and close study of these buiklings will give an idea of the varied
conditions that must be met in telephone building construction work.
Some of the most important problems in their engineering, requiring
considerable study, are to provide buildings which will admit of a convenient,
economical and satisfactory arrangement of the switchboards, apparatus, cable
and other essential parts of the equipment also, to so construct the building

T

;
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Telephone Building, San Jose

that, should additions be required, they can be made and additional space
provided without inconvenience to the employees or injury to the original
It is also important in a building of this class to provide adequate
design.
ventilation, heat and light for the comfort and well-being of the employees.
It is not the thought in this class of building work to erect a structure as an
architectural monument.
In general, the use of elaborate ornamentation is
avoided, although in some cases it is the endeavor to design a building that will
harmonize architecturally with its surroundings. This point is best brought out
in the design of the Chinese E.xchange building in San Francisco, which is
located in the heart of Chinatown, and again in the Riverside building at
Riverside, California, which is located in close proximity to the celebrated
Glenwood Hotel and other structures in that city that represent some of the
best exam])les of Mission architecture in California.
The buildings are all constructed for future growth, and in preparing plans
a study covering a period of twenty years is made, the building being first
erected to handle the growth of about seven years before additions are made.
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The Chinatown Exchange building, as already stated, is strictly in conformity with its environment, its gayly decorated pagoda roof and balconies
making it an example of Chinese architecture seldom seen outside of the
Chinese Empire.
The concrete foundation walls of the building represent the stone platform
upon which Chinese buildings are invariably placed to protect them from
dampness. The columns supporting the first pagoda consist of plain circular
posts with molded base and without capitals of any kind.
This feature in
Chinese architecture differs from most others, as the capital generally is one of
the most important architectural adornments.
The pagodas or towers are receding stories with gayly colored roofs
turned up sharply and highly ornamented. This shape is supposed to shelter
the building from the direct rays of the sun and throw the rain water free of the
In China the roof is the principal ornament of the building, it being
building.
considered a sign of dignity to possess several roofs, one over the other. The
window lights are of colored glass in imitation of the lining of oyster shells,
which are used for lighting purposes in China. This shell lining is translucent
and admits an effective but subdued light.
The telephone equipment is of the most modern type. As the district
coveretl by Chinatown is a restricted one, the telephone lines are consequently
short, therefore there are very few party lines, and as the Chinese are naturally
secretive, party line service is not jxijiular with them. The exchange is operated

Exchange
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California

bv quaintly dressed Chinese maidens under the direction of a Chinese manager.
ladies, assisted by a chief operator, have become very proficient in
the manipulation of the switchboard, and maintain a high grade of service.
The visitor on entering finds a reception hall the full width of the building
with carved settees at each end. ICntering the main room may be seen Chinese
carved grill work surrounding the public booth and enclosing the manager's
office and pay attendant's position.
The ceiling is elaborately frescoed with dragons and Chinese designs in
colors, which would seem to us to be at riot with each other, but which are
strictly in conformity with the Chinese conception of art.
The interior wood work of the building is finished in black ebony and gold.
An attractive torri at the end of the room forms a suitable setting for the
carved switchboard, which can be seen through it with its force of native

These young

operators.

The use of reinforced concrete in two and three-story buildings has been
found verv satisfactory, as this material affords a structure that is practically
Los
building.
indestructible, and is less expensive than a strictly class A
Angeles has two reinforced concrete buiUlings San Jose a combination steel
frame and concrete, and li.ikersfield is about to have a concrete structure.
;
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Building, Seattle, li'ashutgton

Slow burning mill construction has been used on buildings in San Bernardino. Seattle, Hollywood, Aberdeen, etc.
Class
buildings have been
erected in the large cities, and one of the most substantial of this type is now
under construction in Spokane. All exterior window openings are to be of
metal with wire glass j^anes, and the interior finish through(3ut will be of
metal and other non-combustible materials. The facades will be of gray pressed
brick laid up in the English bond with granite and terra cotta trimmings. The
first and second stories will be used by the commercial department w'here all
business with the public will be transacted.
The operating rooms will be
located on the third and seventh floors, and the fourth floor will be used for
terminating the underground cables and miscellaneous racks, frames, etc.
Spacious lounging and reading rooms for the use of the operators and other
women employees will be located on tiie fifth floor, and the sixth and eighth
stories are to be used for the general offices of the plant and trafific departments.
The structural frame work is designed to carry an additional six stories, and
provision is made for an extension on the rear. The building is to be equipped
with all modern conveniences, such as electric elevators, heating and ventilating
system, vacuum cleaning system, pneumatic tubes, etc.

A
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of Brick and Terra Cotta

considered as a building material, terra cotta must

be placed in compression on account of its frangibility, yet it plays
many parts and in conjunction with steel and iron framing is of the
utmost value to architects and architecture, says a writer in Construction

News.
Terra cotta blocks are set in three different directions, viz.: Placed
vertically, horizontally and diagonally and in arch work, partake of and
possess

all

the qualities of brick and stone without all the excessive labor of
Furthermore, in
these materials.

cutting and setting always essential to
tile form, the possibilities are limited
Avoiding the use of terra cotta in work
employment in geometrical details, such
are difficult,
construction

only by cost and requirements.
we will take up its
as arches, groins etc., all of which
both to manufacture and set. The fundamental basis of all

is.

of course, the

drawing

as alluded to,

."specifications

whi(_h for this class of

construction must be clear and very specific, showing distinctly to an exact
scale, how the several constituent materials blend together to solidify the
construction. Small one-eighth or one-quarter inch scale plans, elevations,
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by the architect with one-half inch, threequarter inch, or one and one-half inch scale details of all molded work or
curved, so that the manufacturers may lay out the work accurately and
intelligently, without error or loss of time.
It is always for the maker of
terra cotta to strictly adhere to and follow out the architectural drawings
and in many cases, changes have to be made to complete the construction,
but this may all be done by the co-operation and mutual agreement of all
sections, etc., should be furnished

interested.

There
If the

are,

however, some good rules to follow which are worth noting.

dimensions on the details are vague

it

should

be

the

duty

of

the

draughtsman to visit the works and compare the steel frame erected with every
measurement. It is not wise to accept curved members on plans as accurate.
It is better to make light wood or stiff paper or cardboard templets to fit
the steel as set.
This is imperative for finished work. The matter of
trying and anchoring to iron, steel or brick core, members or backing must
be fully provided for, leaving holes, slots, etc., when molding.
The beds of all blocks, top, bottom and sides, should, as far as possible,
In vertical or horizontal
simple, on curved details difficult. In arch work the compression center line is in the middle of the depth of the ring, so that all top
and bottom beds must radiate to the center or centers, from which the
curve or arch is struck. This applies to all arches from semi-circular to
elliptic, and similarly to groins, the lines and intersections of which can

be in the_ direction of the thrust or pressure.

work, this

is

only be obtained by geometrical development, in full-sized details and with
the extensive application of patterns and molds.
The matter of lettering and numbering every curved or ornamental
block to correspond with the numbers, etc., on the shop drawings, must
be done logically and systematically using capital letters and Roman
numerals for principal parts as bases, capitals, keystones, coigns, etc., and
lower case letters, index figures and letters for minor parts.
The indexing, etc., is indispensable to the setter and should be accompanied by full classified lists with delivery invoice.
In arches, etc., special attention must be given to right and left hand
details when listing, especially for work of the higher class, such as for
churches, schools, etc., where the Gothic and Romanesque styles of architecture are used, the blocks will be varied and intricate. Much delay and
loss of valuable time to masters and men is often caused by the absence or
non-delivery of a single block, and it must be remembered that it is not

—

always possible to employ

Of course

On

a

temporary

dummy

substitue of brick or wood.

this is impossible in arches or groins.

the building under construction,

if

a large

amount

to be introduced, the constant presence of a skilled setter

is

of terra cotta is
imperative. He

must act in unison with the iron-worker and bricklayer foreman on the
job, pick out all blocks, working from the listed and numbered plans, and
see them properly set, level and plumbed, test all centering and see same
is the exact form required, ample in strength and in exact position, do all

and correct .^il errors and omissions, watch as to full anchoring and
measurements are as shown, see to the full backing up with brickwork and so arrange that there shall be no possibility of cracking or
disfigurement by unequal settlement or error in bonding. The difference
between the thickness of the joints of the finished blocks and the rough
brick backing is too frequently the cause of fractured blocks in fronts and
fitting

see that

other defects.
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"The Multnomah," the Largest Hotel
By

B. J. S.
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Portland, Ore.

Architect

Multninnah hotel, a fireproof reinforced concrete buikliiis;
TJIE
completion at Portland, Oregon, occupies the entire block

now Hearing

bounded by
Ash, Pine, Third and Fourth streets. The building has eight floors and
a inezzanine above the sidewalk, and two basement stories below over that
portion of the area which is waterproofed. The waterproofed or deep basement extends over more than two-thirds of the entire area of the block.
During certain periods of the year, when the river Willamette is high,
the water not infrequently rises to within four feet of the sidewalk level. .\nd
because hard gravel for footings is not to be found at much less than twenty
feet below the street, to which depth excavations were carried, it will be seen
that the floor and walls enclosing the "tank" portion of the basement had to
withstand a pressure of sixteen feet of water. This means that at flood times
there is a pressure, or rather upthrust of a thousand pounds to every square
foot of waterproof basement floor. This floor is "pegged down" by the weight
of the building bearing on columns 22 feet o. cs. N. & S. and 15 feet o. cs. E,
and \V. The intervening floor slabs 16 inches thick, of reinforced concrete, are
designed to carry and distribute the vertical loads of the building under normal
conditions, and to distribute the inverted load or "upthrust" under seasonal
water pressure. This problem, not too simple in itself, was further complicated
by the fact that some of the columns between two of the high wings of the
main building were not themselves sufificiently loaded to hold down the floor
slabs under a maximum head of water. This span therefore, of 30 feet between
heavily loaded columns, is held down by a series of inverted reinforced concrete
beams constructed under the main floor slab, and of course forming an integral
part of the same.
The deep basement retaining walls are of an "L" section, one foot thick at
the to]) and two feet thick at the bottom, the footing extending some 9 or 10
\\'ater])roofing is secured by compactness of aggregate, no attempt being
feet.
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MAIN FLOOR PLAN
Main Floor Plan, Muhnomah Hotel, Portland, Oregon
Gibson
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and felt skin. This method is made easier by reason of the
which consists of smooth round pebbles without angles or broken
edges.
A careful blend of these water-worn pebbles, both large and small,
with sand and cement, plus a proper proportion of hydrate of lime, yielded a
remarkably close textured concrete.
The dryness of the finished basement is further secured on walls and floor
by air spaces. Thus the finished walls are about four feet inside the concrete
walls, the intervening space being used for pipes and air conduits, etc., and a
gutter around this whole basement leading to a sump at the northeast corner of
the boiler room.
The rough floor of the entire waterproofed basement is pitched toward
this gutter.
The finished floor is to be laid on 4" .x 12" x 12" hollow tile set
with a 2-inch free margin all around and covered with stiff felt to receive a
2j^<-inch slab of concrete. All seepage, sweating and ooze, it is calculated, will
find its way between and through the tile to the gutter at the edge of the
basement, where it will meet any similar seepage from the walls, whence it will
flow to the sump.
The columns throughout, up to the sixth floor, have spiral bound or hooped
circular reinforcement, the forms for parts of the basement being of circular
section ( made of sheet metal
with some of octagonal shape in the main lobby,
and the rest square. The columns in the upper stories are of plain rectangular
or Hennibique type.
to use a tar
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Exterior beams from the third floor up extend from window head to
window sill, a distance of 34 inches, with the floor slab hung 8 inches above the
soffit.
The inside floor beams two rows in each pavilion run lengthwise on
22-foot spans. The three intervening floor slabs are constructed with rows of

—

—

12" X 12" X r>" hollow tile, set 16 inches on centers. After reinforcing rods are
set. one in each joist, the whole is filled with concrete 2 inches abcjve the top
of the tile.
The main floor slab and the roof slabs were laid without tile.
No curtain walls or any part of the building except the structural skeleton
were built of concrete with the one exception of the safe in the hotel office.
.\11 filler walls, curtain walls and partition walls were of lirick. hollow tile
or plaster blocks.
The heavy trusses over the ban(|uet and assembly halls were i)uilt up of
structural steel. These trusses, six in number, with a span of 46 feet, have a
depth extending through one entire story. These trusses are carried on 30-incii
square reinforced concrete columns.
The exterior of the building was originally designed for terra cotta and
glazed tile, with the two upper stories in brick, but a subsequent retrenchment
made it necessary to use the biscuit tinted "plastic" brick, originally selected for
the upper part, for the whole building.
The arrangement of the hotel can best be seen from the sketch jilans herewith ])rintcd. The plan is ba.sed on a correlation between the guest room unit
.and the ojUunn span most practicable in a 200-foot square block.
The hotel
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accommodation

at

uniform and moderate

span will yield a room width of a few inches less
than 11 feet. A length of 16 feet, with 7 feet for bath, 6 feet for hall, and 15
feet for inside room, together with walls and partitions, gives a total width of
47 feet for each of the three pavilions, with two courts 29 feet 6 inches wide
prices.

feet

each.

The sixth floor on the exterior shows a change of treatment. There are
more windows between the columns. This floor has each room double the size
of the rooms below; viz., 22 feet, instead of 11.
These are the rooms for
traveling salesmen, with extra good natural light, and both gas and electricity,
to display such goods as need any of these kinds of illumination.
The floor
above shows five rooms to 44 feet, for single men who like to live permanentlv
at a hotel at a minimum cost. This floor contains also rooms for servants, and a
large laundry and carpet room.

The mezzanine floor is planned for the use of convention visitors. The
corridors are wide, the lobbies ample, and there are committee rooms, anterooms, banquet and serving rooms, and all that is necessary to accommodate the
officers and committees of any type of convention, political, social, scientific or
religious. This floor looks over into the main lobby, which is in the shape of a
large "T," each arm punctuated at the gallery level with a huge palm tree
handsome skylight.
gallery of the basement is planned to contain a billiard room,
besides toilets and quarters for kitchen and engine room help.
The basement will contain a large grille, bar and bowling allevs, besides all
the necessary kitchens, storerooms and space for machinery, ice. heating and
directly

under

a

The upper

cleaning plants,

etc.,

necessary to run the highlv complex business of a large

modern hotel.
The building should be readv
over $800,000.

for

occupancv by Christmas, and

will cost
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Company
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WHILE engineering
must
admitted

architecture were not in the beginning disassothat the tendency in the United States to
be
keep them widely separated has until recently been decidedly marked.
That this tendency has proven a detriment to the proper jesthetic development
In many European countries the
of our communities cannot be denied.
harmonious and artistic development of civic centers during modern times is a
Such development has proven a boon to the cities or
matter of history.
communities so favored. Evidences of this are seen on every side, and the
In ancient times the
efforts in this direction have been generally successful.
architect acted as his own engineer, inasmuch as the exact science of figuring
Judgment and precedent were governing
stresses and strains was unknown.
features in the design of structures, which were usually built of wood or
masonry. There was little haste in completing a project once commenced,
and artistic treatment requiring much time and labor was rendered possible.
The ultimate aim of securing the best results was frequently attained, since time
and labor were less important factors than they are today. A century ago,
engineers were either military or civil, the civil engineer being chiefly occiqjied
The architect seldom required the services of an engineer
with surveving.
except in the capacity of surveyor. Sizes of members for building construction
ciated,

it

"Paper presented before the Congress of Technology
the charter of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

nt

the

fiftietli

anniversary of the granting of
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were usually determined by "rule of tliunib," such determination being- strictly
an architectural or builder's problem. As time went on, the art of bridge
The somebuildinu' with materials other than stone was gradually develoi)ed.
what primeval state of this country was such that the demand for anything
more than utilitarian was seldom expressed. To keep pace with the rapid
growth of the railroads and other projects, the expense incurred by the erection
of even the cheapest classes of structures consistent with good design was
The public demanded, as a rule, service, caring little
necessarily very great.
Tlie adoption of the cheaper
for the ajipearance of bridges and buildings.
methods of construction no doubt accelerated the growth and development of
the country at large, .\lthough the Government was financially able to erect
elaborate structures, public service corporations, and the like, constantly
confronted with heavy charges for construction and equipment, were compelled
to limit the cost of their structures frequently at the expense of appearance.
Municipalities have proven many times to be grave offenders in this respect.
To satisfy urgent demands, the erection of hideous structures has been permitted, with slight hesitancy. This radical spirit recently asserted itself in the
otherwise conservative city of Rome.
A steel bridge was erected over the
Tiber in the midst of an atmosphere utterly antagonistic to this type of
structure.
The excuse for such a blot on the landsca]ie was no doubt that an
iron structure could be built cheaply and quickly, and would be at best but
temporary. The word "temporary" in connection with a structure may mean
three years or thirty. Many an eyesore has been permitted on the plea of its
temporary nature when, with a little patience and persistence on the i^art of
the public, a first-class permanent structure would have been assured. Coupled
with the increasing wealth and population of the larger cities of the United
States there appears at the present time, from public and press alike, the
demand for rational civic improvement along harmonious and well defined
Imes. Todav, while the architect may consider the engineer somewhat inartistic.
he does not hesitate to consult him on all matters where engineering judgment
is

desired.

extravagant

On
;

the other hand, the engineer

nevertheless, he consults

him

may

consider the architect at times
with the result that certain

freely,

when constructed of metal, are vastly improved in
obvious that some types of engineering structures are hardly
Adorning construction shoidd at all times be
suited to much adornment.
.Kn
fostered, but constructing ornamentation can scarcely be advocated.
elevated structure, for example, ugly from its very nature, coulcl only be
To construct much
considered in the premises as a violation of real art.
ornament for such a structure would not ameliorate conditions in any ordinary
structures,

appearance.

particularly
It is

case.

To

quote a well-known Western architect

:

"True architecture

is

construc-

development without the necessary addition
of any elements foreign to its own conditions of stability and strength.
.Structure cannot be elevated into the domain of art merely by the ai^plication of
ornaments. Ornament is contributory to a work of art, and not essential to it.
A Cistercian abbey has no ornament, but its rank as a work of art is as high
as that of a Clunisian abbey, which abounds in the richest decorative accessories.
Certainly the true function of ornament is not to conceal or obscure
construction, but to illustrate it.
It is the misfortune of the engineer that he
is dealing with a strictly mechanical problem, and is therefore constrained to
use materials and methods which have as yet never been developed in the
direction of that more perfect union which really constitutes the essential
Kngineers should foster the spirit of close
qual'ties of grace and beauty."
co-operation with architects, and the public of our large cities has the right to
tion carried to the highest point of
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expect the erection of bridges and other structures which will be an ornament
rather than a detriment to their city. Such results will be attained if the public
demands them, and our cities will tend to become more attractive in every
way. The necessity for engineers to consult architects on all important works
Examination
is coming to be too well recognized to require special emphasis.
of many structures might lead to the conclusion that many engineers endeavor
to avoid beauty in their construction. Messrs. Carrere and Hastings, architects,
appeared to share in this belief in a recently published communication, in
which they write as follows: "In general, engineering works do not aim at
beauty, and we think this is always a great misfortune. Any engineering work
is a spot on the landscape, or in the city, which has either a good or bad
influence on the general appearance of the panorama and upon its enjoyment.
The fact that the first aim of every work of engineering is practical, that the
essential qualities are strength, simplicity, and economy of cost and of operation,
leads many very able engineers to the conclusion that they fail in these
qualities in the degree in which they may be artistic and for this reason many
of them are not only indifferent, but are opposed to having their work beautiful.
believe that the great difficulty is due to the fact that engineers, not having
been trained in matters of art, do not conceive or plan their structures aristically.
They should seek the advice of the architect at the very start, so that
the entire work may be designed and constructed on artistic lines, which may
even make the use of ornament absolutely unnecessary, or mav make it of so
little importance that it may be almost bad, and the structure still be beautiful."'
Private individuals assume the right to erect almost any type of building that
they see fit provided the local building laws are in a measure complied with.
Little regard for the feelings of one's neighbors is frequently shown.
Public
service corporations are beginning to realize the importance of erecting only
first-class structures, perfect not only from an engineering but from an archi;

We

tectural standpoint.

The Pennsylvania Railroad station in New York and the Forest Hills
Terminal of the Elevated Railway in Boston are typical examples of the
combined efforts of the engineer and the architect. The same co-operation
is

The original bridge was the fallen
more agreeable to look upon than some modern

desirable in the construction of bridges.

tree of the aboriginal, surely

One

frequently considers the engineer as the sole person to consult
Exceptionally pleasing results have, however,
been obtained in the construction of the nine-span masonry arch bridge crossing
the Connecticut river at Hartford, and the eleven-span steel arch bridge over the
Charles river between Boston and Cambridge.
This was rendered possible
by the close union of engineer and architect. This close association has many
advantages other than the gain in sesthetics. The architect, after such association, plans his work so as to make the arrangement of his supporting structure
perhaps more orderly than might otherwise obtain. The engineer endeavors
to plan his work so that the architect may have ample freedom to exercise his
art.
Their combined efforts redound to the advantage of their employer,
whether municipality, corporation, or individual, the result being the best
possible under the particular conditions involved. It is only by the close union
so frequently noted today that results most favorable to the public at large
may be obtained.
efforts.

in the construction of a bridge.

Many architects' offices now employ a so-called structural architect who
might properly be called an architectural engineer, while any large engineering
office surely requires the services of at least one man well versed in the general
principles of architecture.
The training of architects in close proximitv to
engineers should be encouraged. The architect's work embraces the design
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of large buililings whose design is dejjendent on engineering tiieory and
experience.
This proximity need in no way influence the architect's artistic
tendencies, but by ])ronioting the scientific method of thought, will train
The alliance of
his mind to better work out his own ])articular problems.
engineer and architect insures better structures, with, possibly, a more orderly
arrangement, and frequently a saving in material and labor. This result is a
distinct advantage to the community, as it means economical construction,
together with an asstlietic treatment of what might otherwise be unsightly or

commonplace.
*
*

Another

*

Tall Building for

New York

the exception of the Eiffel Tower, in Paris, the new Woohvorth
building at the west side of Broadway, between Park place and
Barclay street, New York, of which Cass Gilbert is the architect,
will be the tallest structure in the world.
It will b^ forty-five stories high.
.\ccording to the specifications, the Woohvorth building will measure
750 feet from the door of the cupola down to the street level, and will
contain more than 20,000 tons of steel girders. The cost of the building

Wri'Il

will

be

more than

$7,500,000.

The main

structure will be twenty-nine

on Broadway, 197.1 feet on Park
place, and 192.6 feet on Barclay street.
The main structure will be two
stories higher on Park place and Barclay street than on Broadway.
One of the principal features of the building will be a tower, which
will rise from the main structure to a further height of 366 feet.
It will be
twenty-six stories high, and 86 feet wide and 84 feet deep.
On the top of
this will be an electric light.
On the fift3'-fourth story w'ill be the observatory.
The first story on the street floor is designed for stores and an
arcade, with openings on Broadw'ay, Park place and Barclay street. The
banking floor and mezzanine story on the Park place side will be occupied
by the Irving National Exchange Bank, and in the basement will be a safe
deposit vault, a restaurant, and a barber shop equipped with a swimming
stories high,

and

will

measure

152.1 feet

The machinery, cold storage, refrigerating plant, power plant, elecgenerators, filtration plant, and other mechanical equipment will be
placed in the sub-basement.
There will be four self-containing stairways, which will run from the
top of the tower to the streets. These will be separated from the corridors
and offices by fireproof walls and wire-glass doors. They are expected to
make the stairs not only fireproof, but smokeproof as well. There will
also be an outside stairway, which will be built in the court, accessible from
the corridors on each wing. The elevators will also be inclosed with iron
and wire-glass doors. There are to be thirty-four lifts for passenger
service, twenty-four of which will be located near the Broadway entrance,
arranged in four groups of six each. Sixteen elevators will be of the highspeed type, and six of these will run to the thirtieth floor, six to the forty-first,
and four to the fifty-first floor. The cupola will he reached by way of a
spiral stairway.
The total cubical contents of the Woohvorth Iniilding, measured from
the top of the caissons, exceeds 13.200,000 cubic feet. The caissons extend
down to, and are embedded upon, the solid rock from 110 feet to 120 feet
below the level of the sidewalk.
The exterior of the building will be of stone and terra cotta, and it is
stated that the design will be a combination of the Italian, French and
modern renaissance throughout the main part, with Gothic steeples at
the roof of the main structure.
tank.
tric
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Smith O'Brien, Architect

Two

Notable Catholic Buildings for San Francisco

U notable buildings for the Roman Catholic Diocese of San I'rancisco
have been recently designed by Architect Smith O'Brien of that city.
One of these structures is the Mount St. Joseph Orphanage which will
replace the building destroyed by fire last winter.
The plan of the building, according to the drawings of the architect,
will be in the shape of the letter "E," this arrangement giving the maximum
amount of light and air to every portion. The main front will be about 360
feet long, while the three wings projecting from it toward the rear will
each be approximately 150 feet long. Brick partition walls, with fire doors
in them, will be used to divide the building into five separate sections, so
that, in the event of a fire occurring, it may be confined to the section in
which it originated.
Numerous and wide staircases, well separated from
each other, as well as outside staircase fire escapes, will diminish the
danger of fire to the inmates to a minimum. Every precaution is also to
be taken to fully equip the structure with fire-fighting apparatus.
The new orphan asylum will be planned to accommodate .'00 children
and 50 sisters.
The first floor will contain six classrooms, two large playrooms to be
used during inclement weather, an assembly hall with a seating capacity
of 500, two large refectories seating 250 each, two small refectories, a
cooking school, kitchen, pantries, storerooms, parlors, reception room and

T\\

offices.

The second floor will contain three classrooms, two large clothes and
sewing rooms, infirmaries for the children and the sisters, the pharmacy,
bathing and toilet conveniences, the sisters' dormitories, community room,
and the chapel with a seating capacity for 500 persons.
The large and airy dormitories, with their bathing and toilet rooms,
will occupy the whole of the third floor.
The exterior of the orphanage will be of red brick and light gray terra
cotta, simple and dignified in apj'carance in the Tudor style of architecture.
The

cost of the building, including approaches, will be about $210,000.
is progressing on the Iniilding of a new priory for the priests of
St. Dominic's parish, on the northeast corner of Bush and Pierce streets.

Work
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San Francisco

Smith O'Brien, Architect

of llie new Iniilding is badly felt, as the present slructnre, now
over forty years old. is in a dilapidated condition.
Mr. O'Brien's design shows a simple and dignified building in the
Italian style, of red brick, white cement and red tile roof, with wide over-

The want

hanging eaves.

The entrance on Bush street will be of white sandstone with
Dominican order carved on the cartouche over the door.
The building will be set back 15 feet from the sidewalks

the seal

of the

of both
space being terraced and laid out in grass and shrubs, thus
giving it the proper setting. The main front will be 124 feet long, facing
south on Bush street, so that all the bedrooms which are on this side, will
have a maximum amount of sunlight. The frontage on Pierce street will
streets, this

be 40 feet wiflc.
The priory will be four stories high, including the basement one-half
above ground, and will be of Class C construction, reinforced with a steel
frame, thereby making it earthquake-proof.

Result of

Olympia Competition

Much

interest has been taken in the recent competition held by the
to secure plans for the new Temple of Justice, a
The committee of
S.^.^O.OOO structure which is to be erecteil at Olympia.
award, composed of Architects Bebb of Seattle, ^^'. 1!. Faville of San Fran.'^tate

cisco

of

Washington

and Kirk Cutter of Spokane, has selected the design submitted by
W. R. Wilder and Harry Keith White of New York. The plan

Architects

shows

a

The

handsome

classic structure of the Class

"A"

type.

awarded were as follows: Howells and Stokes,
Seattle, second prize, $1000; David J. .Myers, Seattle, third prize, $750:
Wilco.x and Sa_\ward, Seattle, fourth prize, $600; and Ernest l-'lagg, Xew
York, fifth prize. Honorary mention was given to G. Albert Lansburgh,
San Francisco; Milton Lichtenstein, San I""rancisco; W. Marbury Somervell. Seattle; \\'illiam K. Macomber, Seattle and Longe Ewald. St. Louis.
Thirty sets of drawings were submitted, seventeen of which were
other prizes

])repared by architects in Pacific Coast cities.
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Xczv Passenger Station of the Orcgoti-li'ashiiigton Railroad
Seattle. Washington

&

Savigation Company,

Reinforced Concrete Terminal Depot at Seattle
I'.y

W. M.

CAMP*

extension of the Ilarrinian lines into Seattle from Portland was
begun under an organization known as the Oregon & Washington
Railroad, but recently the official designation of all the Northwest lines
of the Harriman system was changed to the Oregon-Washington Railroad
& Navigation Company. This organization has acquired an equal and
joint interest in the Northern Pacific Railway tracks from the bridge over
the Columbia river to Tacoma. This line between Tacoma and the Columbia river bridge, near Vancouver, is being double-tracked and put into
*
condition for the larger traffic of the joint operation. *
The terminals within the city of Seattle, now practically completed, are
a passenger station and yard, on the south side of Jackson street, between
Fourth and Fifth avenues south, and a freight station and team tracks
The adjoining three streets mentioned are
at First and Dearborn streets.
elevated on reinforced concrete viaducts, built on reinforced concrete columns. Seattle boulevard, one of the main thoroughfares, crosses the tracks
of the passenger yard diagonally. This also will be on a concrete viaduct.
South of Seattle boulevard the yard diverges to the eastward one block,
passing through a district of industrial establishments.
Returning now to the passenger station, the property is bounded on
the east by a high retaining wall, the sidewalk on Fifth avenue south overhanging the same, while on the west the space under Fourth avenue is
open and will be utilized as a thoroughfare to give access to the baggage
and express rooms on ground floor. The incline leading down to this is
from Seattle boulevard, as shown. This driveway on ground level adjoins
the yard of the station of the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern
Railways, the two stations being only one block apart and facing on Jackson
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projjress view of the property from the rear shows the covered
platforms
at the back of the station and tlie retaining wall at the
train
This wall is 1681 feet long and 45 feet high. The street viaduct is
right.
supported on this wall on the cast side and on reinforced concrete columns
on the west. The viaduct is 940 feet long and the 8-foot sidewalk is cantilevered out beyond the columns.
The passenger station, now completed, is a three-story structure,
146 X 186 feet, resting principally on reinforced concrete piles. Altogether,
there are more than 4500 concrete piles in the foundation, in addition to
some timber ones which were used for the deepest driving, which, in some
places, was 90 feet. These concrete piles were made by driving a collapsible shell form, then withdrawing it and filling the hole with concrete.

The

Both the Mac.Xrthur and Raymond systems were used.
Structurally, the station is of reinforced concrete throughout, the walls
being faced with paving brick. The floors and stairways are also of reinforced
concrete, and the roof consists of reinforced concrete slabs on steel. The roof
slabs are covered with 4-ply Brooks brand asbestos sheets.
The main floor is at the street level, which, as previously stated, is elevated
and on a viaduct. Passing from the general waiting room to the south end of
the building, one enters the concourse, which is 40 feet wide, and from which
there are two lines of stairways leading down to the platforms at the track
level.
These platforms are covered with umbrella roofs. The baggage storage
facilities are on the ground level, under the main waiting room, and on a
mezzanine floor. On the ground floor are located also the mail and e.xpress
The second and third floors will be
facilities and an emergency hospital.
occupied by general offices. The general waiting room, 70 x 159 feet in size,
has a mosaic floor, green tile wainscot and plastered walls. The finisliing on
main floor is oak, and on the upper floors fir. The contractor for the erection

was Thompson-Starrett Company of New York City. The cost of the passenger terminal has been about $1,350,000.
The inbound freight house in 50 x 800 feet, and the outbound house
30 X 500 feet, with room for extension of either. The yard tracks of these
The inbound
stations for loading and teaming purjjoses are 2100 feet long.
and outbound houses lie parallel, with six tracks between, with capacity for
loading and unloading 102 cars at a time. Midway between the two buildings
there is a roofed concrete transfer platform 12 feet wide.
The buildings are one-story, steel frame, encased in concrete walls, and
fireproof throughout. The foundation consists of Simplex concrete piles about
40 feet long. The roof construction consists of concrete slabs 2l'2 inches
thick reinforced with "Hy-Ri1)'' ex]janded metal. These slabs are supported
on steel trusses, and are finished with Malthoid roofing. The windows have
metal frames.
The concrete floors are 4 inches thick, with a surface layer of asphalt 1
inch thick. There arc fire walls across the building about 160 feet apart. Over
the platform on the track side and over the doors on the team side are ribbed
wire glass awnings, and at each door on the track side there is an electric light
plug for extending lights into the freight cars. There are hose reels at each
end of every 160- foot section and a scales in the middle of each section. For
anchorage, to be used in pulling heavy machinery off the cars, there are tackle
rings made fast to bolts embedded in the concrete floor.
The doors are of the Kinnear rolling steel type. On the track side they are
18j^ feet wide, and on the team side 13 J/, feet wide, located at 20- foot centers
on both sides. The height of the door is 10 feet. The driveway on the team
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Reinforced Concrete
Piles,

Oregon

-

Washington

Railroad and

Navigation
Seattle,

Company,

Washington

The walls are protected by a timber wheel
side is paved with vitrified brick.
guard and with channel guards at the sides of the doorways.
For the present the frei_i:;"ht houses have been only partly built. After the
new passenger station is put into service a temporary station which is located
on the freight terminal property

will

be torn

down

to give

room

for extension

The plan includes a three-story head house at the
of the freight houses.
Dearborn street end of the .structure, to contain offices for the agents, clerks,
and so

forth.

lavout of the yard at Argo has the usual sets of receiving, classificaand other tracks. The capacity of the yard when completed
will be u])wards of 3600 freight cars, including 188 on the re])air tracks and 36
cabooses. The roundhouse will be built of reinforced concrete, 11 stalls at first,
with room for extensions around the circle. The depth of the house is 95 feet,
and there is an 80-foot turntable on concrete foundation. Wilson wood lift
doors will be used.

The

tion, storage, repair

tons, will be built of reinforced
of reinforced concrete, is already
.All of the buildings, in fact, will be of reinforced concrete conconstructed.
struction.
The storehouse will be 40 x 127 feet. The shops will be built large
enough to afTord room for duplication of all facilities in the way of machinery.
There will be one water tank of 65,000 gallons capacity. The ash pits will be

The coaling plant, with capacity for 500
The yardmaster's office, 22 x 84 feet,

concrete.

equipped with pneumatic machinery for taking care of the cinders.
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Great

Scheme Shotving

Possibilities

Scof'c of Panama-Pacific Exf^ositioit

Grounds, Taking In the Water Front.

of the Panama-Pacific Exposition
Site

bird's-eye sketch gives a fair idea of the scope of
It is a happy sokition of a vexatious problem
exposition.
By agreeing
that for a time threatened to end" most disastrously.
upon a clever combination of the three different sites the San Francisco
water-front, the Harbor View district and Golden Gate Park the commission has pleased everybody and has provided a scheme of boulevards,
parks and buildings that presents untold possibilities for the architect and

accompanying
THE
the 1915

—

—

the landscape artist. Heretofore world's fairs have been massed into one
section, so it will be something of a novelty to come to San Francisco and
A boulevard along
visit an exposition that embraces two-thirds of the city.
the water-front will connect the several sites, and an intermural railroad,
which will run along the south sides of Harbor View and the Presidio and
then break ofl". skirting Lincoln Park and running through the Richmond
District to Golden Gate Park, will afford still further access to the diiTerent
points of interest.
The various features of the exposition grounds will be distributed as
follows, according to the tentative plans under consideration
Harbor View Of the territory bounded bv Fort Mason, Lombard
:

—
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hay front it is jirupused to ntilize between 250
be located sucli heavy exhibits as the transportation (locomotive) machinery, and, perhaps, the manufactnrers' building;
also the concessions and other features that will constitute the night life
It is not proposed to do any filling in at the water front,
of the exposition.
but to construct there a yacht harbor, an aquatic park and other water-front
features of the exposition. An ae|uariuni is suggested for the present site
of the Fulton Iron Works.
Street, the Presidio

and 300

acres.

and

Here

tlie

will

—

Presidio It is expected that the L'nited States (iovernmcnt will
here its Govenuiient buildings and exhibits, which, it is suggested,
could be afterward used for division headquarters.

The

erect

—

Lincoln Park Lincoln Park is to be devoted to scenic features, and for
that purpose improved and beautified. A giant commemorative statue at
the summit, commanding the entrance to the harbor, is contemplated.
Picti.resqne cafes and gardens are to be located here.

Connecting Lincoln Park with Golden Gate Park it is proposed to
some 200 acres of land in the Richmond district. Here will be
located the foreign. State, and county buildings and the horticultural,
electrical and other exhibits.
Golden Gate Park Golden Gate Park is reserved for the construction
of only jiermanent features that are calculated to add to its attractiveness
utilize

—
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natural beauty. Here are to be located the
Japanese and Chinese gardens, fountains and
statuary. It is proposed to make the stadium the finest in the world and
Another feature will be a miniature Panama
to build a coliseum around it.
Canal connecting the lakes. Only the section west of Twentieth avenue
to be used for exposition purposes.
Telegraph Hill It is proposed to commemorate the use to which
Telegraph Hill was put in early days by erecting thereon a large wireless
station.
The hill is to be terraced and a permanent observatory erected
on the city park.
Other Features The ferry at the foot of Market street is to be made
There will be a grand court and,
the entrance to e.xposition city.
possibly, viaducts to conduct passengers from either side of Market street.
Alarket street is to be improved and beautified also Van Ness avenue.
An auditorium or convention hall is designed for Van Ness avenue at

without

destroyiii.q-

museum and

any of

its

art gallery, also

—

—

;

Market

street.

The main entrance
Mason, with others

at

to the exposition grounds will be located near Fort
Lincoln and Golden Gate Parks.

The following
called
Mes.=;rs.

is the ofificial report of the committee of architects
to assist in selecting a suitable site for the fair:
Hellmaii, Bariicsoii and Davis. Committee nn Site, Panama-Pacific Exposi-

upon
tion

Company

In compliance with your request we have discussed a solution of
the site problem devised by your committee and have prepared a drawing to ilhistrate tlie salient features of this scheme.
The characteristic of tliis scheme is the arrangement of the buildings in three
separated main groups and the connection of these groups by aiuple avenues, the whole
of which form a link and continuation of a system of boulevards and parks which,
The buildings to be placed in the several
logically, should eventually girdle the city.
groups should be determined later by close technical study of specific requirements.
(1) The scheme contemplates a group of buildings at Harbor View, taking
advantage of the water lots for a water court and building on piles

Gentlemen:

where necessary and without fill. This group would be accessible from
the ferry and central station by an avenue on the seawall and parallel
Following this
streets from the heart of the city by Van Ness avenue.
group there would be a government group on part of the Presidio.
Thence by a wide avenue along the shores of the Golden Gate, access
would be had to Lincoln Park. The beauty of the Golden Gate would
thus be brought into the general plan.
(2) Lincoln park would form anotlicr group with appropriate buildings and

monuments.

From

Lincoln Park a strip of land would be required which would connect it with a group in Golden Gate Park.
This chain of groups would form the main body of the e.xposition and would
form a part of the girdle of points of interest which would continue from the park
group via the Panhandle to the civic center, where it is proposed to erect a convention hall, opera house and other permanent buildings.
The ne.xt link of the girdle would be along Market street to the ferry building,
which would be considered the main gate to the exposition city, and decor'
accordingly. From the ferry a boulevard or causewaj-. accentuated by an observatory
on Telegraph Hill, would lead to Harbor View and complete the chain.
It seems desirable not to go more into detail of the arrangement at this time,
as it would tend to confuse the clear understanding of the scheme in general.
It is
obvious that the land surface thus put at the disposal of the exposition is ample
to lodge any rec|uirements that might develop, and it is also obvious that the scheine
is susceptible of high artistic development.
(3)

.
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not at once be
"There is no £;;oo(l reason why Market street
decorated in a manner appropriate to the part it is to play in the exposition
scheme. On occasions of celebrations held here, like the Portola festival
and the Admission day celebration, Market street has been decorated and
illuminated. Decorations can now be placed in Market street to slay until
after the exposition is closed.
A system of paristyles could be erected
along the street, which would give it the holiday appearance which will be
indigenous to San Francisco from now until 1915 at least, and ever after,
if the spirit of the Panama-Pacific Exposition is perpetuated, as it should be.
sliould

"With

the

construction

of

the system

of

marine view boulevards

the site committee, San Francisco will have
It will make San Francisco an
a scenic feature unrivaled in the world.
international show place; it will give us something Paris has not.
The
boulevard can be constructed at a cost of probably $50,000 a mile for the

contemplated

in the report of

ornamentation and walls. The extent
but even if the cost was $1,000,000 for
the construction of the boulevard it would give to San Francisco an
improvement, an attraction which could not be paralleled in the world."

roadway and $50,000 more
will be

about four or

a mile for

five miles;

who

has been selected as director of the works
is a graduate of Stanford University.
Immediately on graduating he became assistant engineer to W. C. Ellsmore and F. E. Herrick on survey and works and was given charge of
the design and construction of an auxiliary water supply system for fire
protection, consisting of pumping station, fire boats and distribution
system, the estimated cost of which is $5,000,000.

Harris D. H. Connick,

of the Panama-Pacific Exposition,

Other work under his guidance was the planning of main sewers at
an estimated cost of $4,000,000, three incinerating plants for the destruction
of municipal refuse, the estimated cost of which was $1,000,000; the laying
out of the Geary street electric railroad, the estimated cost of which is
$2,200,000, and planning work on street pavements, sewers and other work
calling for about $2,000,000 per year in expenditures.

At the present time Connick has important work under him which
aggregates in value $5,700,000, which is proceeding under sixty-nine separate contracts. In addition to that he is preparing plans and specifications
for other work, the estimated cost of which is $3,000,000.
Connick has acted also in a consulting capacity on the sewer systems
number of towns in this State. The work was estimated to cost
$5,600,000. From December, 1899, to June, 1900, he was in private practice,
devoting his time to civil engineering and mine surveying in California.
\\ hen Marsden Manson, now city engineer of San Francisco, took up
experiment station work for the L'nited States Department of Agriculture
He was in charge of the
he appointed Connick as assistant engineer.
measurement of flow of water in rivers, by current meter and floats, the
flow of water over dams, in flumes and irrigation ditches, and investigating
and reporting on the practice of irrigation in the Yuba and American river
Connick did this work from June to November, 1900. At the
basins.
for a

conclusion of Government work he was appointed assistant engineer to
the Board of Public Works of San Francisco, which position he has since
held.
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The director of works will have supervision and direct charge of the
physical work and property of the Exposition Company during the
construction period and the operation of the fair. He will be under the
direction of the committee on buildings and grounds of the Exposition
Company, but will be the head of the department and in charge of all
construction work on the buildings and the grounds. With him will work
The duties of the director of works require high technical
the architects.
skill and experience, and in Connick the directors believe that they have
found a man competent to solve the difficult problems presented by the
great work that must be accomplished during the three years and a half
remaining until the fair is in actual operation.

High School Architecture
design
THE
elementarj-

of a high school building presents, in comparison with an
school, a complicated architectural problem that may well

engage the highest
executive school

skill

of the architect and the most careful study of

officials.

The average high

school involves an intricate organization to properly
to 1500 students, pursuing four, five and even nine
distinct courses of study, and each student taking up several elective
branches. These students require not only study and recitation rooms,
but also laboratories in which they may experiment, shops in which they
may do practical woodworking, metal-forging and machine work, studios

manage from 200

in which the)' may draw, apartments in which they may cook and sew,
gynuiasia in which they may exercise, and other rooms in which thev mav
carry on a wide number of activities.
To arrange such a wide variety of rooms for so many specialized
purposes requires more study than the average practical architect can
apply.
It should attract the best talent, and experience and considerable
knowledge of the organization and management of high schools. It
should, above all. call forth the most intimate study of the history and the
future possibilities of the school on the part of the principal antl teachers
aided by the superintendent and possibly also, the board of education.
School Board fournal.

A
seem

Square Competition

to have been made to secure a square competition

in the
building of the !^Iinneapolis Society of
Fine Arts, to cost about 8500,000. The competition will be held strictly in
harmony with the code of the .American Institute of Architects, under the
direction of Professor Warren P. Laird, of the University of Pennsylvania.
Several architects will be especially invited and paid for entering the competition, and a limited number of others will be chosen from the open field,
to the best of whom will be awarded an equal number of similar fees.
The
final award will be made by a jury of five composed of a member of the
committee, a museum expert, the professional advisor, and two other architects.
The two additional architects and the museum expert will be chosen by competitors from among nominees designated by the advisor.

Eflforts

selection of an architect for a

museum

—
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profession has started in

reform medical expert testimony
antl lias progressed so far that probably twenty States will, at their next legislative assemblies, i)ass laws regulating such
to

lestimou)'.
it has been proven,
block rather than an aid to justice,
F.ither side in a case can obtain as authoriIt's
tative expert testimony as the other.
merely a question of fees. .\nd the expert,
without deliberately lyhig, nevertheless feels
the necessity of so coloring his testimony
a perha])s commendable spirit of loyalty
impelling him
as to favor his employer.
The result is that nearly every case in wdiich
medical experts are called degenerates into
a farce, each side producing as many
ex])erts" as it can afford, and the "verdict usually going to the side making the
greater noise and more thoroughly befuddling court and jury with a hodgepodge of involved technical jargon."
"The old disgraceful C()nditions," says .-\merican Medicine, "are doomed
because it has been finally realized that they are standing in the way of justice.
The bills being ]irei)ared for legislative action, all seem to be on the one plan of
getting such testimony from a witness calleil by the court, paid by the State or
county, and absolutely independent of ])rosecution or defense, as nearly
impartial as human i>lans can make it in our present state of imperfection and
tallii)ilil\'.
There may be defects in the bills, no doubt there are, but no human
but it must be confessed that no better jjlans have been
action is perfect
suggested so far, and that some of the ablest physicians and lawyers have
given the subject very serious consideration. The accused and the prosecutor
can employ all the ex]ierts they desire to helj) in the conduct of the case, but such
men will now be iipenly acknowledged as hired ])artisans who cannot occujjy
the witness chair.
"The proposed laws exclude the partisan expert and, as the court is not
])resumed to know who are comijetent, confine the choice to a list su])plied by a
.^.n
re|)utable body, say a local medical society in the case of medical cases,
engineering or chemical society should similarly nominate experts for their
To eliminate the dangers of ofificialism and the exclusion of
particular lines.
experts from abroad or of new men not yet recognized as expert, there should
be provision for the court calling any man jointly requested by the defense and
prosecution if it so desires. W'e jiresume this will come in time
if not already
])rovided for in the twenty States now studying the matter; but even if there
is no such provision, it is no ground for opposition, as the measures are so
infinitely superior to the present horrors that every one should demand the
early enactment of the bills.
Their passage will i)revent the miscarriages of
justice which have so disgraced .American jurisprudence,"
Now, then, what is said of medical exjjerts apjilies with equal force to
architectural and engineering dittoes.
If involved in litigation you may hire
an hundred who will, an pcrhajis in |)erfect honesty see the matter your way

Expert testimony,

is

a

—

;

—
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and swear to it gliblv and prove youre right by the book, the while piling up
mathematical, algebraical and precedental proofs. Your opponent can do the
same with his experts.
Surely the American Institute of .Architects and the Society of Engineers
would be willing to help the courts by naming a number of practitioners who
have acquired skill and profound knowledge in their branches, and from among
whom the courts could then select impartial, unbiased experts, virtually for
the time being officers of the court and under oath to treat both sides fairly and
from whom real help would be obtained in arriving at real justice.
Let us agitate it.
*

^'

:>:

*

While discussing what might be called a standardization of expert testimony let us glance at another proposed and near of kin standardization, that
of materials and of building methods. Much as with expert testimony at law
you hardly know which way to turn for really reliable data anent building
materials. The concern that advertises the most, proclaims loudest the virtues
of its product, is usually the one that carries most weight with the average
Insignificant, indeed, must be the manufacturer who has not a
architect.
"testing laboratory" attached and from which are sent forth illuminating tables
His neighbor's
of tests and convincing proofs that that is the one thing to use.
"laboratory" the while is engaged in showing that those tests are all wrong
and these are the only authentic ones, and if the matter bears a fairly imposing
signature, and with many C. E. K. S. I. or other equally impressive initials
appended to that name, why it'll carry weight.
Ten years ago there was established by the federal Government a bureau
of standards.
Though it started out modestly enough to but standardize
weights and measures, the purpose of its foundation was ultimately to be a help
in all things mechano-scientific, a sort of court of last resort, where more
minute tests and calculations could be made than anywhere else, and that would
lead to the solving and standardizing of what had been largely conjecture in the
Little by little buildings and appliances
field of mechanics, physics and chemics.
have been added and scientists of national fame attached to the personnel.
Today the bureau's work is important, it ranks with that done by the great
laboratories of the Old World, and is rapidly being equipped to do work no
other laboratory in this country can touch. Not only is it working to standardize "standards" here, but its efforts tend in the direction of getting all nations
to reduce them to an international basis.
comprehensive and most far-

A

reaching work.
^

^'

^

^

At the last session of Congress a substantial sum was appropriated for the
bureau to undertake exhaustive tests of building materials. Heretofore, under
other appropriations and departments, certain work along that line has been
done. But it has been mostly tentative, generally undertaken at the request
of this or that government officer or for this or that manufacturer, and for
some specific or special end, and has resulted only in approximations "as well
as could be done with apparatus at hand," etc.
As things are now, the Bureau of Standards can undertake this work in an
orderly and systematic way. We should give it all the help in our power we
should define just what is most needed by us, and in what form it would be the
most useful. It seems to me that we should, as representative bodies, the
American Institute of Architects, the Society of Engineers and the other associations, ask that bureau to undertake the compiling of a text-book, some sort of
loose-leaf affair that could be added to weekly or at other periods, and that
;
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would be a cumulative record of tests, of standardizations of what should be
expected of building- materials. We now have a hodge-podge of such matter,
Tliis is good enough to work out by rule of
published by manufacturers.
thumb, but our commercial prol)lems have developed to a higher stage, more
is expected of us, we have been wasteful of materials to ijc sure of tiieir
efficiency, and we have merely taken what manufacturers have given us.
This bureau should give us, as the pure food people have given us, something to go by a fixed standard. It should test all kinds of steel, iron, cement,
brick, stone, etc., fire, compression, tensile tests.
It should tell us all about
those things as only it witii its perfect scales, furnaces and measures can do.
It should establish standard re(|uirements for the different grades of cement,
for instance, and it should only be a question of time when its stamp would be
as necessary on manufactured building materials as the Board of Underwriters'
stamp is necessary on fire appliances, hose, etc.
We need that sort of thing. That is the proper bureau to give it to us.
Its possibilities for good arc immeasurable.
Through it perhaps we mav, some
day, even standardize our building laws.
But. like all things human, it must
have support. The architects and engineers of the countrv can give it that
support, a species of moral support and through the latter in turn will come
that other support so needed to make any work successful, the necessary
appropriations and recognition from Congress.

—

To Restore Old Mansions
back to the Revulutinn and l)i-\(inil it
aside a sinking fund to be devotetl to the purchase
cif "mansions."
New York is now asked to purchase the Schuyler
mansion at Albany, which, long the ])ro|)ert}- of the Catholic diocese, will he
torn down unless the Legislature approj^riates the monev necessary for the
State to buy it and convert it into a museum. It is a stalely house of the
colonial era. and crowded with historic associations as the home of (ieneral

S'l'A'rMS with

histories that run

wnuUl do well

to

.set

.Schuyler.
Alexander Hamilton was married in its drawing-ronm. The
descendants of the men of Oriskany want the State to ])urchase the
mansion of General Herkimer at Little Falls. The home of the stout old
soldier has fallen into dila]iidation. and is a tenement house for Italian
laborers who knew not Herkimer. There is a fine monument to Herkimer
and his men on the battlefield now. but it is insisted that his house, restored
to its original condition, would sim])ly sujiplement tiie memorial.
Old
houses are interesting to this busy generation, and yet when one visits
most dwellings once inhabited b}- notabilities tliere is a])t to arise a consciousness that after all they do not look much unlike the habitations of the
I'loston Transcript.
Jojni Docs and Richard Roi-s nf the time.

—

Moral Support
"Every time

tlie

autonKiliiie breaks

down

I

notice you examine your

State license."
"I

do that

the machine."

for

encouragement.

The

license says

I

am competent

to operate
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side-floor

Ens^iiieer

Novel Reversible Floor

is

some-

thing of a novelty. The
views sliown herewith
illustrate the interior of a

Parisian theatre in which the
entire

1^

mounted on a

rloor.

axis, can be reThis has been done

horizontal
versed.
in

construction

the

of

the

Appollo Theatre. Xo. 18 Rue
de Clichy.
archiJ. M. Auburtin. the

was required

to design a
auditorium of
which could be used either as

tect,

structure

the

a music-hall, or a ball-room,
and which could, moreover,

be quickly transformed.

The

illustrations

show how

The
was accomplished.
floor, built up of steel girders,

this

has an area of about 2500
sq. ft. and weighs 100 tons.

The

axle parallel to the front

of the stage

is

not in the mid-

dle of the thickness
floor,

of

the

i^i:r5»hS

but at a point near the

seating surface.

The

rotating

Floor
the
5/io:ij
I'u-x
1.
TluL'ptL-r
^irranged for a Theatre. Belozc is Shov:n
the Floor Being Resolved

Fig.

machinery, is operated by 6
h. p. machinery, and the floor swings through an excavation over 30 feet in
When the floor is in ] losition it is fastened with lock bolts.
depth.

Xote from the

when used

ihat

the floor

is

same

the

illustration

as a ball-room,

horizontal and on
as the stage.

level

When

used as an auditorium
necessary incline, is of
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course, available.

bridges
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construction.
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however,
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Diagram Showini: O {deration of Double Fioor

Cement

Preserves

Oaks from Decay

C( )XTI-; oak, ntif iif the nickel and most iiicturesque of the stately
the campus of the I'niversity of California, which has been
threatened with rapid decay through disease, is being saved to the

LI'. .aks on
'

university grounds through the agency of "tree dentistry."
The oak which, according to Professor W. L. Jepson's theory, is anywhere from three or four centuries to 2000 years old, was dedicated to the
late Professor Joseph LeConte, who was one of the earliest and most

beloved members of the faculty.
When rapid decay was noticed a few years ago horticulturists at the
university undertook an experiment to prolong the life of the gnarled and
picturesque tree. Under the direction of Professor R. E. Mansell, of the
department of horticulture, who is in charge of the agricultural grounds,
and with the assistance of E. A. Hugill, a determined attempt was made
to arrest the decay.
The diseased portions of rotted limbs were hewn out at their juncture
with the trunk and other limbs and after the decay had been carefully
scraped away the cavities were filled with cement. The cement was placed
in contact with the live tissues and filled to reach just underneath the
live bark.

On

the LeConte oak there are nearly a half hundred of such cement
and horticulturists are of one opinion as to the benefit derived from
the operation. It has proved so successful that numerous other oaks on
the campus have been similarly treated and Professor Mansell recently
announced that the method has been taken u]) by horticulturists throughout
fillings,

the East.
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One Architect's Method of Dealing with Grafters
N. HUGHES gives an interesting account of the
of William
SCOTTBaron
Le
Jenney, the architect who died recently in California.
life

It is

instructive in many ways as to the very perplexing problem of hoW'
portion of the article
best to deal with the would-be grafter and briber.
is as follows
Jenney despised worse than anything the grafter, and his manner of
dealing with that type of man was effective.

A

One day Jenney was

in his private ofilice

when

a

man who wanted

to

provide certain materials for a building then under construction came in
and approached John Evven, then a "cub" in Jenney's office, with a flagrant
bribe offer. He offered Mr. Ewen $50 if his material was used.
Mr. Ewen was seized with an inspiration. Instead of throwing the man
out of the office, he said: "Mr. Jenney always handles that end of the
business.
Go in and see him." Then he awaited the ex])losion.
The man innocently approached Mr. Jenney and made the proposition.
"Sit down a moment," said Jenney quietly. A moment later he looked
up and said: "Young man, are you new in the business?"
"Yes, sir; I'm just starting. I want to get in right. My stuff is good,
and I want a chance."
"Well," said Mr. Jenney, "there are two ways to do business. If you
want to do the best kind of business, with the best firms, don't do as you
have done today. I have no doubt that is the way to do business with some
firms. If you are after that class of business, that is the proper way to get
it.
But if you want the best business don't approach any one as you have
me. I'll give 3'ou the contract at your figures. If you can afford to give me
Let's reduce
$50, you can afford to knock $50 off the price to the owner.
your figures $50 and give the builder the benefit."
The man agreed. He learned his lesson well, and he did business with
Air. Jenney for years.
When Mr. Jenney died this man testified that it
was that one business lesson that made him realize that the only way to do
business is to do it straight.
When Mr. Jenney dismissed the man that day after signing agreements
he stepped out smiling to Ewen and remarked: "Thought you'd have some
fun with me, eh?"
Another and severer lesson he administered to a big contractor down
town. This man was prominent socially, financially, and in religious circles,
and through Jenney he got the contract for a skyscraper down town. One
day, while the building was in course of construction, he entered Mr.
Jenney's office and handed him a check.
"What's this for?" asked Mr. Jenney.
"It's the usual 10 per cent of the first payment
your share," he added,

—

significantly.

Mr. Jenney took the check, chatted

for a time with the man, and
went out into the workroom.
"What's the amount of that contract?" he asked Mr. Mundie, his
partner.
Mundie told him.
Jenney figured for a moment, muttered, "Yes, the amount is correct,"

finally

and then he

retired to his private oft'ice

and endorsed the check over

to the

owner of the building.
Nothing more was heard of the matter until the end of the month,
when the crooked contractor received from his bank a check endorsed both
by Mr. Jenney and the owner of the building.

:
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for him to do Ijiit to take his medicine. He appeared
probably expecting to be flayed for his tactics, but n(3thing
of that sort happened. Mr. Jenney remarked
"I am extremely glad to know that you can afford to make the lowest
bid on a building and give the owner 10 per cent back and still make money
on it, but don't you think it would be more business-like just to subtract
10 per cent from the total contract price and save all this red tape by
sending tlic check to me and ha\ing nie endorse it oN'er to the nwner?"
The contractor humbly admitted that it was.
There was not a word of condemnation or reproof, and only a few who
learned of it from the owner ever knew of the occurrence.
Mr. Jenney did not cast out that contractor, but continued to do
business with him. And when Mr. Jenney built his own home he gave a
contract for part of the material to this man and the man skinned him.

There was nothing

in

Jenney's

office,

:
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Glenn Brown on the Grand Ganyon
BROWN, secretary of the American Institute of

GLENN
which held

Architects,

annual meeting in San Francisco last winter, has penned
with characteristic picturesqueness his impressions of the trip through
The efifusion is printed in the
the Grand Canyon en route to California.
Journal of Proceedings published liy the institute, and is given here in full
The Canyon of the Colorado is vast, silent, mysterious, beautiful.
Vast, its Ijeginning and end beyontl human vision arouses the imaginaIts distant peaks and clift's recall the
tion to tlioughts of infinite space.
imagery of dreams. Its depths visualize the enchanted lands of romance
and story.
Silence, impressive, solemn, eternal, reigns over the \allcy, no living
thing gives voice to interrupt its solemnity, no sound interferes with the power
It leads our thoughts to contemplate the satisfying quiet
of its inspiration.
its

unknown.
Mystery plays among its pinnacles brilliant in the sunlight, lurks in its
valleys lost in the shadow, enchants with its magnificent harmony of color.
of the great

In its precipices we see mysterious walled towns, castles with their towers,
ramparts and moats, cathedrals with their spires, pinnacles, domes and
minarets; vast amphitheatres with tier upon tier of classic seats all glorified
by the glamor of a perfect atmosphere, enhanced by varied color, light,
shade and shadow. Silent, deserted we obtain a reincarnation of a forgotten
past, or behold a vision of a future world.
Beauty entrances in the play of light and .-hade, in the mystery of the
shadows, in the wonderful colors. A magnificent color scheme unrolls,
glistening whites,

mild grays,

sober

tender

greens,

pinks,

brilliant

reds,

dark browns, delicate yellows, regal purples ever changing with the progress
of the sun and with the shifting shadow of pinnacle, clifY and cloud, always
in harmony and ever increasing in charm and mystery.
Memory retains impressions of the brilliant light playing over the
canyon fascinating in color and bright in contrasting shadows; the sunlight
leaving the valley to mysterious shades
the gray veil creeping over the
chasm revealing unseen caverns and recesses the pinnacles reflecting the
sun's rays fading into the ])urple haze; the progress of the shadows deeper,
deeper more mysteriously quietly, slowly, awsomely enveloping the wondrous scene as it passes into the blackness of impenetrable night.
;

;
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Historic Conflagrations

as well as war and diploniac\-, has played its part in writing in
destruction and construction of the history of the world; for while
the immediate result of fire is destruction, the final efTect is sometimes
construction, bigger, better and more enduring edifices arising on the
site of the ruins.
Nobody can deny that the Chicago fire was the turning
point for its greatness, and that without the fire Chicago would not be the
Chicago of today. New York, Boston, San Francisco and Baltimore likewise have been benefited by destructive fires.
Fire, then, is constructive when it roots out the old wooden rookeries
which bar the way to beautifying and improving a city, and, while generally
a conflagration is destructive only, we must give it credit for the little good
it sometimes accomplishes.
But most great fires of history were destructive more than constructive, and the loss of life in some of them was appalling.
In the first fire of Moscow
for that city had to snfifer twice from the
same scourge before they learned their lesson there were over 200,000
victims.
Consider for a moment what that means
One fire in one city
at the early date of 1570, when cities w^ere not anywhere nearly so large
as they are today, snuffed out as many lives as there were people in
Minneapolis in 1900, or almost half as many as there are in the whole
State of Rhode Island at the present time.
The Moscow authorities profited by the lesson of the first fire sufificiently to provide means of escape in case the conflagration was repeated,
but they failed to grasp the idea that if the buildings were made fireproof
both lives and property would be safe. The result was that in 1812 they
were visited by another destructive fire, which destroyed 15,500 buildings,
but not enougli lives to make it worth while recording in a country where
life is held so cheap.
No doubt there were some fatalities, for a fire
covering such a large area could not rage without the probability of some

FIRE,

—

—

!

victims.

London was the second city of the world to suffer a great fire loss.
In 1666, over a century before the Declaration of Independence was signed,
the city was swept by flames, destroying 13,200 houses.
Following closely on the second fire of Moscow a disastrous conflagration raged at Cairo, resulting in the deaths of over 4000 people. That was
in the year 1824 and was just six years before the great fire of Constantinople, which destroved block after block of buildings, amountinaf in all to
18,000 houses.
Large historic fires have followed in quite rapid succession since the
second Moscow fire. The dates and the loss suffered are here presented
in tabular form to show at a glance the price we pay to fire, which when
under control becomes our servant, but uncontrolled our master and
scourge

NOT.^BLE HISTORICAL FIRES
Year.
1570
1666
1812
1824

Place,

Moscow
London

Moscow
Cairo
Constantinople

1831
183S

Xew York

1842

Hamburg

1851
1871

San Francisco
Chicago
Boston

1872

Loss.
200,000 victims
13,200 houses
l.S,5W houses
4.000 victims
lS,tX)0

houses

$30,000,000
$36,2(X"),000

2,500 blocks
$165,000,000
$75,000,000
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Orr, Architect

'Mid Southern California

Orange Blossoms

often we think of those massive
Hl>W
the greatest of professions, architecture

hiiilclings

in

large citie-

when

mentioned.
Xot many architects are willing, when they feel their competency.
to expend public and private funds with the responsibility for architectural
and economical results, to hedge their possibilities Ijy beginning an architectural practice in a small city of 12,000 inhabitants and e.\i)ecl
a practice that would justify one who has spent many years in training
and preparation in bringing out that which is within the heart and which
ever beckons one on to seek larger opportunities and a broader field of
activity; yet after all many are the architects that look to the smaller
cities for much of their architectural practice, for there unhampered by
expensive lots, libraries, schools, churches, clubs and the root of the
an object of pride
nation, the home, are laid out amid flowers and trees
to the public eye of that community.
Reared in the school of experience, the work-simp, with half a r^core
of years as a draughtsman, rounded out with an academic training in
one of our great colleges, Robert H. Orr chose for his field of practice the
fair city of Pomona and sister towns nestled in a sun-bathed valley amid
beautiful orange groves some thirty-two miles east of Los Angeles.
This was in July, 1908. Pomona was just then awakening from a
long period of building inactivity. As if by magic homes began to spring
is

—

up as mushrooms in a night. With the coming of the home, for Pomona
and surroundings possess a people of culture, refinement and means, who
have come to make home the princi])al object of life's attractions, came
the demand for larger and better churches, more schools and lastly, commercial interests are awakening to the need of better and more artistic
places to conduct their business.

so
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Robert H. Orr, Architect

Design for ^\iii Dimas Christian ChuriTh
Robert H. Orr. Architect

The Architect and Engineer

fft'.tir/i'iiiv

of

Mr. F.

Rohm

I. Martin, Pomona, California
H. Orr. Archilcrl

Htsidence of Dr. C. U'. Johnson, Pomona. California
Robert H. Orr, Arcliilect
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MiiiiiA^
Congregational Church, Pomona, California
Robert H. Orr, Architect, Ferdinand Davis, Associated
Iron U'ork by Pomona Mfg. Co., Inc.

Mr. Orr's first commission was the Christian Church, certainly an
innovation in church architecture, the building of which was watched with
keen interest. It is a brick structure faced with cream pressed brick. It
has a full basement, which is devoted to Sunday-School and social work.
The two auditoriums on the main floor are combined and have a seating
It is, indeed, a modern work-shop for Bible
capacit)' of 1200 persons.
School work and one of the best in the South.
With this achievement for local talent, ^Ir. Orr and Ferdinand Davis,
associated, prepared the plans for the Congregational Church now in course
This plan is unique, an institutional church built upon
of construction.
broad lines. It consists of a Sunday-School chapel, primary and beginners
quarters, a gymnasium, boys' club rooms, social parlors and a church building built with brown brick and stone trim, a credit to any city. An open
court enclosed by cloisters is one of the attractions of this plan.
With this as a nucleus, the San Dimas Christian and Ontario Congregational churches, the latter not herein illustrated, were designed by
Mr. Orr.

^looT

Plan,

Congregationai Church, Pomona,

California
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The Times Building, Pomona, California
Robert H. Orr, Architect

While churches were being planned and built, schools also were
receiving special attention. The Board of Education commissioned Mr.
Orr to design two large grammar school buildings and a sloyd building.
The Hamilton Boulevard and Garey Avenue grammar schools are the best
in Pomona.
Built of brick, they each contain nine well equipped classrooms, a kindergarten of two rooms, sewing and cooking rooms, sloyd
with library, principal's office and rest rooms.
The Claremont high school, a magnificent building with polvtcchnic
features, is now in course of construction and will be a model for completeness in detail and efficiency.
The Times building, a neat two stor}' pressed brick building, the
home of the Pomona Times, has an interesting classic facade.
The State Bank building is partly remodeled and part is new; it is
well adapted to commercial use and office purposes.
In nearly all architectural practice the residence is a prime factor.
The designs show a varied architectural treatment, both in materials and
conception.
The home of Dr. C. \V. Johnson, built in an orange grove, of speckled
granite boulders washed down from the mountain side, is a type of construction much used in the foot-hill section.
Plaster exteriors illustrated by the homes of J. W. Hollister and
F. A. Averbeck are just beginning to be used extensively in this locality.
Note the rich appearance of the plastered plancier on the Averbeck
residence.
The prevailing style of the South shown by the home of F. J. Martin
and the dignified colonial home of W. H. Graham are, indeed, home-like
and have an air of spaciousness and comfort.
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time a few words regarding the
effective, may not be amiss.

new

lien

law which has just

When the law was under discussion, prior to its passage, a protest
was made against its adoption by the local organization of architects,
and I hope to be able to show that this action was ill-advised, and that no
one class will be more largely benefited by the change in the law than
the architects, for under it the architect will not be obliged to assume the
responsibility of construing the statute as to matters wholly foreign to
Nor will he be subjected to the humiliation of having his office
used as a clearing-house for swindling operations on the part of either
owners or contractors. In preparing his contract and specifications he now
need only to see that they contain what is necessary to bring out clearly
the work that is required to be done under same; he need no longer worry
about conforming to artificial, formal requirements designed for a different
jjurpose.
his calling.
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The tnitli is, that this law is but another step to that general movement which has been slowly gathering force for some years, tending to do
away with worn-out laws, behind which schemers can work to pluck
the innocent and the unwary.

The "legal mind" is prone to argue that the sub-contractors on a
building should not furnish material or do work for a contractor unless he
is a man who pays his bills, any more than a merchant should furnish cloth
to a tailor who does not pay his bills.
The assets of a contractor are not always of a very tangible nature,
because his working capital is always tied up in pay-rolls and sub-contractors' bills upon the work he has in hand, and only by investigation of
his past record in the l)usincss and present standing, can the owner properly
determine his responsibility.

The trouble in the past has been that the owner has usually let the
contract for the construction of his building to the lowest bidder, without
regard to his standing or responsibility, and has taken no care or thought
about the laborers and material men getting their pay, and the "pro rata"
man in the past has been able to get contracts which, under the added
responsibility of the owner, he will have difficulty in securing.
The substance of the new law is the extension to all sub-contractors
and material men of their right to retain their interest, and to follow that
which is their own into a building until they are paid for it. Is there
anything wrong about that? Or anything that should cause lawyers,
bankers and other estimable citizens to lie awake nights from nervous
apprehension? There is not even anything new about it. Neither is it
new in this State, where it was working well, and was even expressly held
to be constitutional until some opinionated members of the Supreme Court
set their individual ideas of public policy above those of the legislature.
It is merely a recognition of the undeniable fact that in the case of
building operations the law must necessarily intervene to prexent the
swindling of the numerous laborers, sub-contractors and material men on
a building.
The new law aims to make the statute consistent with itself, and to
bring it into harmony with the Constitution, to simplify both the statute
and its workings and to put the building business upon a stable and
legitimate basis.
The lien law as in force in this State from 188,S to 1911 was a jiatchwork of two fundamentally different systems, i.e., the "Pennsylvania
System," which is that of a direct lien upon the property improved for the
value of the work and materials used therein, and the "New York System,"
which is that of an indirect lien operating on what is left of the contract
price in the owner's hands.
In 1868 the legislature of this State passed an act which, in most of
its essential features, was the same as the act which has just become a law.
It provided for the direct and absolute lien according to the "Pennsylvania
Sj'stem," and worked admirably, and the litigation under it was comparatively insignificant.
The lien laws of the States of Washington, Oregon,
Arizona, New Mexico, Montana, Wyoming and numerous other States, are
similar to that of our new lien law, and have been thoroughly tried out
and upheld by the different Supreme Courts of these other States.
P>y giving back the simple direct "lien upon the property" for the
value of the work and materials added to it, and thus harmonizing the
statute with our own new Constitution, and at the same time making it
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accord with laws elsewhere universally prevalent in the Pacific
States and Territories, it is hoped that a great public service has been
rendered by the legislature of 1911.
Under the new law the owner and architect need use only the commonsense business judgment and ordinary proportions which the nature of the
transaction and the aniount involved naturally suggest to any man of
ordinarv business prudence. In selecting a tenant for his property, for
example, an ordinarily prudent man will consider the business and financial
standing of the person applying for a lease, his reputation for honesty
and efficiency and his apparent ability to live up to the lease, and will
also generally take security for performance in the shape of a chattel mortgage or a guaranty on the part of responsible persons that the rent will
to

be paid.

.

So, likewise, in selecting a contractor for the improvement of his
property, the owner and architect should take the same precautions. They
will be much safer than under the old law, for the absurd statutory requirements of the old law, and the uncertainty of the decisions construing them,
will no longer be a factor in the problem.
If they have selected a contractor of financial res])onsibility, with a
reputation to maintain, they need not dread having to pay liens for the
value of everything that goes into the owner's property, for the contractor
is now made fully answerable for any difference there may be between the
amount of the liens and the contract price, and if, through some intervening
misfortune, the contractor has become irresponsible the fullest and amplest
remedies are provided against the sureties on his bond.
The only danger that seems to exist in the new law lurks in the features
which were insisted upon by the Senate committees, namely, the "50 per
cent bond" provision at the end of Section 1183 and the "Notice of ComThese clauses may have the
pletion" clause at the end of Section 1189.
efifect of complicating the administration of the law, and may therefore
.

prove dangerous.
If the owner, for example, exacts the 50 per cent bond he will, in
case his contractor proves irresponsible, be obliged to require all claimants
to file liens, to bring foreclosure suits thereon and to undergo the delays,
vexations and expense of a complicated consolidated action to determine
and distribute the aggregate amount equal to the amount found to be due
from the owner to the contractor. Long before he reaches the end of this
and pays his lawyer his fees for attending to all these complicated proceedings, he will wish he had relied on the plain "common-law" bond, had paid
the lien and sued the contractor and the sureties for the difference, if any,
on their bond, just as he would upon a promissory note.
So far as building bonds are concerned, the statement made recently
by the resident manager of one of our largest surety companies indicates
what will be the efifect of the new law. He said: "When a job is abandoned in Oregon we do one of two things at once. We either finish the
building or else settle with the owner for his damages. In California we
send for our lawyer."
That the new law will have a strong tendency to put the building
business upon a stable and legitimate basis is the belief of its advocates,
That the business is now utterly demoralized is a matter
the contractors.
The former law has been the prinof every-day observation on all sides.
cipal factor in bringing about and continuing the deplorable state of affairs
and any law which has a tendency to elevate the business cannot help but
be of assistance lo the owner and architect.
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writer is indebted to Alex. G. Eells for much of the foregoing
Mr. Eells for many years has been considered one of the ablest
lien-law attorneys in this State, and was employed by the contractors to
draw up the bill which has now become a law.
The fact that the General Contractors' Association, numbering some
140 of the most responsible general contractors doing business in this city,
supported the new law and worked for its passage, is good proof to the
architect and owner that the responsible general contractor, in seeking
to elevate the business, aims to legitimately protect his sub-contractor
and material man from the irresponsible man, who has done so much to
bring about past conditions and demoralized the standing of really responsible general contractors. The stockholders of the General Contractors'
Association represent a responsible class of general contractors with whom
it will be safe for the owner and architect to enter into a general contract
The fact that a majority are large
for the construction of a building.
property owners in this city gives to the owner and architect the security
to which they are entitled.
In the period of great activity following the fire many irresponsible
men came from the different parts of this country, secured two or three
contracts and received two or three payments upon those contracts, and
then left the town with bills owing on every hand. The architects and
owners of this city can easily protect themselves under the new law by
securing a contractor who has been in business here for some years, has
property and a reputation at stake and has shown his responsibility. San
Franciscans should boost for their town as never before, and if the architects and owners will be careful to select a responsible general contractor
A salient
for their work, they will have no difficulty under the new law.
feature of this new law is the fact that whereas the bond of a surety company in times past has proved very little security and protection to the
owner, it will now he a dollar-for-dollar bond as good as a promissory note.
What more protection could the owner and architect desire? A law which
makes the surety companies responsible and protects the owner surely
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the San Francisco building industry
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not now what it ought to
net profits of cash and
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conscience to the contractor or architect, scarcely any one will have
the temerity to question.
it is not is a pretty involved story, but
among the confusion of lesser reasons there are some that stand out in a
very prominent and tangible way.
Many of the most prominent reasons gather around the element of
estimating. Let us consider a typical job of say $30,000. There is in this
job excavating, concrete, brick work, lumber and carpenter work, mill work,
stairs, roofing, sheet metal, structural iron, ornamental iron, electric wiring,
plumbing, plastering, painting, glazing, and heating sixteen different
contracts, not to mention such incidentals as patent flues, waterproofing,
tiling, marble and terrazzo, mantles, fixtures, shades, hardwood flooring,
art glass, elevators, sidewalk lights, and other specialties.
If there are as
few as six general contractors estimating, and each general contractor takes

Why

—
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a conservative average of three sub-bids on each sub-contract, the job will
pass through the hands of fifty-four persons, and calls for the expenditure,
directly and indirectly, of 150 to 250 hours' labor.
This is what is required
of the building industry for every average job that proceeds promptly from
the draughtsman's pen into actual construction.
Perhaps this is a legitimate and necessary feature of building as it is now conducted. Perhaps
the unproductive waste of reasonable competitive figuring is compensated
for by the greater energy and application that straight contracting produces
in a man.
Perhaps it is not a legitimate and necessary feature, and that
the same results can be reached in a less wasteful and otherwise harmful
way. However that may be, present day procedure does not stop with
reasonable competitive figuring.
I have in mind a recent statement of an architect's office that from
general and sub-contractors more than 250 bids were received on one job.
This, furthermore, is to say nothing of the number of sub-bids represented
by the fifteen or twenty general contractors who figured the job as a whole,
or the number of preliminary figures and the refigurings the job received
between the time it was first conceived and the time it was let. It is a very
modest estimate to say that at least 1600 hours" time was consumed in the
figuring of that job. using up a productive capacity approaching $2000.
Every dollar of this is a donation to this particular project. Every minute
of this time is a gratis contribution by the men who did this estimating.
This is unfair to contractors. But it goes beyond being unfair to
contractors it is a positive menace to the building industry and a dead
weight upon the advancement of the community. It is competition gone
mad. It is riotous extravagance. It is insane absurdity. It is blind and
witless and barbarous panic. The good of the whole community suffers
seriously for this prodigal waste.
If a man gets only one job out of every twenty-five he figures it means
that the twenty-fifth job pays for the figuring of the other twenty-four.
You may say that a man makes les? profit on it than if he got one jnh nut of
every three that he figured, and deny by this that this job pays for figuring
the others. But it does. The contractor's profit and prosperity depends
upon the jobs he does, and not upon those he figures, and upon his profit
and spending capacity, which is representative of the spending capacity of
all his competitors, depends the community's prosperity and the business
prosperity of this owner.
The great majority of men are fair-minded. They do not expect to get
something for nothing. They expect and desire to pay a legitimate living
price for legitimate honest service. But present witless methods conspire
against such a possibility. They encourage a few conscienceless individuals.
who are willing to turn heaven and earth to gain a competitive advantage.
to set a competitive pace that, however distasteful to them it may be, the
majority are compelled to follow, and business degenerates first into a frank
brigandage, and from that into a free fight with discretion and decency
scattered to the four winds.
And financial prosperity becomes purely a
matter of shrewd cunning and the limit to which a man's conscience and a
blunted public sense of what is to be tolerated will let him go.
Contractors have themselves contributed most freely to this condition.
They have been guilty of beggarly folly in their estimating. Most owners
have not the slightest realization of the enormous labor connected with
estimating; they do not know that this labor under present conditions
exceeds, in many cases, the labor of designing, and contractors are frankly
and solely to blame for the exploitation of this element of their business
;

—
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because they have been willing, yes, they have been falling over each other
for the chance to prostitute it without limit.
Architects, too, are not
without blame.
This much can be .^^aid, however, they haven't walked into it deliberately. If you ask a responsible architect or a responsible contractor why
he is not guiltless of the practices he himself condemns he will tell you
frankly it is a matter of self-preservation.
man might have hated to
carry a gun and to be compelled to use it, but he would have stood a small
show in the frontier camp of '49 if he had not done it.
Every contractor is familiar with the experience of having a prospective
client point out to him a half dozen buildings that through trick or deliberate misrepresentation are reputed to have been built for 20 per cent less
than he knows the work can be done for and done right. Every architect
knows that his client can get any one of a dozen of his competitors to
declare that a $100,000 plant can be put up for $60,000, and he knows that
unless he secures in some way or another the appearance of a similar
comparative proposition his client is going to be dissatisfied, his professional
reputation injured, and his business suffer. To save himself he puts on the
soft pedal, turns his head, closes his eyes and stuffs cotton in his ears and
proceeds to use the competitive methods he doesn't believe in, and as a
result we have 250 bids on one job.
From self-protection by gun play our pioneers developed a self-protection by reason and decency, and this is the next stage of development in
the building industry.
have allowed an abnormal and unnatural condition to grow up in
the business until we have reached a point where moral indifference and
the failure to call a halt has put business on a very ragged edge.
need a new grip, and to get it we must have a new and broader

A

We

We

insight, a

new

new adjustment

vision and a

of our

mutual understanding

what a square deal to ourselves, our competitors and our clients consists
of.
There is a rational, obvious, common-sense way of going about it, and
the first step is to get together and talk it over. This will help immeasurably. We have begun to do this and much good has already resulted from
it.
We will continue to do it, and the ideas that are now more or less
vague and disconnected will be cleared up and crystallized, and we will be
of

able to proceed in the future with a clearer vision than has before existed
The sunlight of discussion is absolutely the best
disinfectant and growth promoter ever discovered.
There are at least four essential elements that have to do with the
legitimate and efficient conduct of the building business:
Architects,
builders and material men must get a fair and reasonable— not excessive
price for what they supply they must get their money when they have
fulfilled their contracts; there must be a minimum expenditure of unproductive time and labor; there must be an incentive which will result in
greatest possible efficiency in quality and dispatch of the product they turn
out, and there must be the greatest possible discouragement of unfair and
unscrupulous practices that tend to penalize industry and fair dealing.
Through the efforts that are now being made and by means of the
measures now being devised and that will develop as time goes on, the
way will be opened to secure to the responsible owner, the responsible
architect and builder, and to the community, these sound business conditions which are required for the best good of all.
The importance of the movement by the general contractors, material
men and sub-contractors toward bringing into their separate organizations
in the building industry.

;
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man engaged in each separate line is equaled only by the
further movement of co-operation among the organizations. It is clearly
most desirable that this co-operation should proceed as rapidly as conservatism and farsightedness permits.
In proceeding, however, it is worth while to recognize the particular
factors that enter in and have to be contended against.
There are, first,
those who are unwilling to pull, but are willing to be dragged. In every
effort at uplift, whether in industry or anything else, there are always some
who are willing that others should do the work, suffer the inconvenience,
bear the burdens, take the knocks and pay the bills while they stay on the
outside and reap the benefits. They are the men to whom nothing less
tangible than a tive-dollar gold piece appeals. They are men of circumscribed sympathy and understanding, blind to the larger reward of restraint
and foresight, content to snatch up each day whatever comes within their
range of vision, irresponsible, temporary, ephemeral. Hypnotized by the
dollar, unaccountable wherever that is involved, they are one of the most
formidable stumbling blocks to progress. This is one element that has
got to be pulled against.
Then there is the unscrupulous general contractor to whom business is
purely a matter of mulcting. He is not in the business to put up houses
or to contribute in any constructive way to the building industry. He is
there to be on hand when the money passes from the man the work has
been done for to the man who has done the work, and by a series of slightof-hand jugglings with which he is eminently familiar, to sidetrack all the
profits to his own pocket while the man who does the work rubs his eyes
and wonders how it was done.
There is next the unscrupulous architect and owner, and the only
difference between the unscrupulous architect and owner and the unscrupulous general contractor is the trousers that contain the pocket the money
is sidetracked into.
The next factor is the careless and inefficient or wilfully unprincipled
sub-contractor, material man or workman and whatever influences abet
them, who are bent upon not giving the service they are paid for.
These are the highwaymen of the business. They constitute a ridiculously small minority, but true to their freebooter type they are a bluffing,
bulldozing variety, and their presence is felt in a marked degree.
But the conservative, peace-at-any-price majority have a habit of
saying "hold on !" when things get too bad, and it is really the most commendable habit of the human race. It is right that all responsible men
should unite in saying that there is no place in the building business for
professional brigands and deadbeats of any type, and that they should
unite in putting into operation such measures as will make good what they
say. It is right that in this they should have the sympathy and assistance
of the best element of the entire community. It is right that practices that
have grown up through irrational competition, and which have become an
economic burden upon the community, should be corrected.
The time must come by dint of inevitable progress when figuring will
be given its legitimate place in the business, when near investors, who are
bent upon bleeding every source possible of skill and attention to which
they have no legitimate right, will find that they are expected to pay for
the contractors' time required in estimating their visionary schemes; when
the burden of this extravagance will not be borne by bona fide investors
when level-headed industry and practical farsightedness will be encouraged
and endless figuring and refiguring, segregation, dickering and jockeying
every responsible
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be thoroughly discountenanced and remain only

will

the

in

remembrance of an unsavory past. The time must come when responsible
contractors and architects will not be driven into competition with illegitimate and irregular methods; when responsible men can get a living price
doing first quality, conscientious work, and know they will get their
pay when the work is done and when every element engaged in the work
can feel a like positive assurance of full compensation for capable and
for

efficient effort.

This must be brought about by the co-operation of every sound element
from the ultimate investor down to the man who drives the nails,
and it is indispensable that all responsible men join with and assist those
associations that are organized for this purpose.
The building industry has got to be placed upon a higher plane than
that of lottery gambling or of ward politics if it is to prosper and be prosperous to the community. Competition has got to come out of the mire of
bid-peddling, job-skinning and pro-rating, collusion and manipulating, trade
favoritism and all unhealthful domination and influence. It must be brought
upon the plane of skill in handling, competence in directing, knowledge and
excellence in workmanship, efficiency of office methods, elimination of
overhead wastes and general clean financial procedure.
afifected,

*
*

*
'

Cost of Concrete Houses

WHAT

development of concrete for house
seemingly erroneous idea as to cost. A "poured
concrete house" at a remarkably low cost caught the fancy of the
American public, and it seems as though everybody wants a concrete
which is to be regretted that they want it for next to nothing.
house, and
When constructing engineers will make a specialty of house construction,
fully equipped with interchangeable form outfits (either metal or wood)
and when standards have been more fully established, the very low cost
concrete house will come.
It will come, but an earnest and united effort is necessary to bring it
is

to be regretted in the

building,

is

a

—

—

As Professor Woolson said in his discussion of concrete as a
we can only continue to patiently labor along lines
we know to be right. The campaign of education, the change for the better

about.

fire-resisting material,

of building requirements,

and a better knowledge of concrete and

its

handling will bring to us a more economical structure.
In the meantime it is best not to make any claims about concrete for
residence purposes, especially as regards cost, that are not based on actual
experience. The problem of the small house at a low cost is for the mechanical engineer to solve.
Concrete itself, plain or reinforced, is, per cubic
foot, e low-cost material.
Equipment will be designed embodying forms
which are readily adapted for any position, and methods of running
concrete much cheaper than at present; or, as is being done already,
factories or stone "foundries" at centrally located points, will deliver units
for

speedy and economical erection.

We

believe in concrete. It is taxing our American skill and ingenuity
to keep up with and apply its wonderful possibilities.
In the meantime,
the concrete house is low in cost, comparing more than favorably with any
other construction, and ofTering the best value for money expended, but
it is not "miraculously cheap," and any attempts to
harm»its use. Cement Age.

—

make

it

appear

so,

only
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The

Paint

and Varnish Question

general manager
the Bass-Hueter Paint Company
HT.SanJAMES,
Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland, gave an interesting
for

of

talk to

the members of the San Francisco Architectural Club in July on the
paint and varnish question.
Mr. James spoke of the difficulty of the archiin having their specifications carried out, due to the opportunity for
deception and fraud frequently practiced by the irresponsible contracting
painters. He suggested that it would be far better wherever possible, to
have the painting and finishing contract a separate one, rather than have
it included in the general contract.
He said, in part "\\here the painting and finishing contract is made
direct with the painter, the architect better controls the situation. Furthermore, when the painting and finishing contract is included in the general
contract, the principal contractor is liable to sub-contract with an irresponsible, and the cheapest painter obtainable.
"The development of the paint industry in the United States has
made a decided change as to exterior painting, and the old-time method
of specifying and using pure carbonate lead, linseed oil and turpentine,
has been superseded to a great extent by the use of scientifically manufactured mixed paint.
"Very few, outside of the large paint manufacturers, actually realize
the magnitude of- the mixed paint business. Statistics compiled for 1905
for the Paint Manufacturers' Association of the United States showed
that ninety million gallons of mixed paints were manufactured and marketed.
Statistics compiled for 1910 showed that there were over one
hundred million gallons of mixed paints manufactured and marketed
virtually one gallon to every man, woman and child in the United States.
"The development of the mixed paint business has been due to the
fact that it has been demonstrated that a scientifically manufactured mixed
paint, properly applied, is far more efficient than a building protected by
two or three coats of strictly pure white lead and linseed oil.
"Progressive manufacturers are producing ready mixed paints which
show, under the widest range of conditions, good hiding power, adhesiveness, permanency of color,
relatively high imperviousness to moisture,
proper elasticity to prevent scaling or cracking, and freedom from chemical
action, which results in checking or excessive chalking.
This product,
however, cannot be attained by the use of any one pigment in linseed oil.
It matters not whether it be pure white lead, zinc or sublimed lead. Seventy
years ago we had only one white pigment to depend on carbonate of lead.
"In order to conform with the requirements as mentioned, a proper
percentage of the various pigments should be used, which united, will
tend to correct each other's faults, and thus produce a durable paint coating
of maximum efficiency. This refers to the white pigments containing only
a small percentage of tinting material. The tinted paints, or the pigment
portion of a paint for use on barns, or farm buildings, or for trimming
purposes, composed of properly selected oxides, or other colored pigments,
is an entirely diflferent proposition, and will withstand exposure to the
atmosphere far better than any white base used alone. As a matter of
fact, practically all shades or tints made upon a good white base, through
the use of permanent tinting colors will withstand exposure better than
the white paint alone. This is a matter to be considered in the selection
of the color for a dwelling, or other structure, and depends largely upon the

tects

:

—

judgment and

taste of the architect.
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"Referring to permanent tinting colors, reputable manufacturers
use only strictly pure colors and tinting materials that they know are the
most permanent in color. Outside of the chemically pure greens and
yellows, ochres, reds and blacks are used extensively.
The painter can
produce with ochre, red and black, any desired shade that doesn't contain
greens, yellows and blues. The difficulty is that in the majority of cases
the painter uses adulterated ochres, reds and blacks, and has no knowledge
either scientifically or practically, as to the result, or if he combines zinc
with his white lead, doesn't add the proper proportion.

"On new

work as a rule, his argument is that any material is
priming coat. In other words, he builds the poorest
possible foundation that sooner or later makes trouble and expense for
the owner.
"Dependable white pigments are pure carbonate, or corroded white
lead, zinc oxide, sublimed lead and zinc lead.
Zinc oxide is produced by
oxidation of zinc ores, and is extremely fine and very white. Sublimed
lead is produced by virtually the same process, and is a very valuable
pigment when used in connection with corroded white lead or zinc oxide.
By combining the proper proportion of zinc oxide with white lead, or with
sublimed and white lead, a paint is produced of far better wearing value
than can be produced with either white lead or zinc oxide used alone. The
proportion of zinc oxide can be varied from 20 to 33 1-3 per cent this paint
designed for exterior use.
"Accepting as a fact that the reputable paint manufacturers of the
United States are producing for various purposes the proper paints, it is
after all, a question of vital importance to have the material applied by
skillful,
intelligent and honest mechanics.
Many failures are recorded
where the blame has been placed upon the paint, whereas, the real responsibility rested upon the painter's lack of knowledge.
The paint on a building properly painted with a scientifically mixed paint, will never have to be
burned off.
"The paint manufacturers of the United States have, during the last
four years, erected in various parts of the United States, test fences, showing result after exposure, of innumerable combinations that have absolutely
determined how a scientifically prepared mixed paint should be made."
]\Ir. James then showed samples of wood that had been exposed for
three years, photographs showing result of these tests, and gave a general
explanation as to the manufacture of various white pigments.
"One of the largest consumers of paints in the country," continued the
speaker, "is the Pennsylvania Railroad System.
They consume in the
neighborhood of $1,000,000 worth per year. They employ a paint chemist
and he receives probably the highest salary of any chemist in the United
States. He has demonstrated practically and scientifically that the proper
combination of zinc with white lead, or the proper combination of a certain
percentage of inert matter with various white pigments, means a decided
improvement as to efficiency, and a saving as to cost. By inert matter,
we mean barytes or barium sulphate, silex or silica, whiting or calcium
carbonate, gypsum or calcium sulphate.
"Exposed exterior metal work should never be primed with white
lead, and if a priming coat of red lead is used, particular attention should
be paid to the method of application. In other words, pure red lead should
be mixed with raw linseed oil, a small portion only mixed at one time, a
suflficicnl quantity for consumption
twice a flay, and should he kept
good enough

exterior

for the

—
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thoroughly stirred during application. All rust of every description on
metal work should be absolutely removed.
rule applies to interior painting, as to that of exterior, and
paint manufacturers have demonstrated that certain pigments for
As a matter of fact,
interior use are far better than using white lead.
the old countries, particularly Germany and France, have used very little
white lead for many years. There has been discovered a product called
lithophone, a white pigment produced by precipitation, consisting of zinc
sulphate and barium sulphate. It is virtually useless for exterior work,
but for interior work, combined with zinc and a certain percentage of
inert matter, it produces an ideal base for paints, either for woodwork or
walls.
On exposed interior iron or metal work, no white lead should be
used. The various flat wall finishes on the market are all manufactured
from lithophone, zinc and a percentage of inert matter, ground in a heavy

"The same

the

and thinned with volatile spirits.
"Exposed interior metal work, iron work, etc., if primed with red lead
should be painted as mentioned for exterior work. The priming of red
lead, however, is not necessary, provided all rust is removed, and the
surface is coated with the proper white pigment containing no white lead
whatever. As a matter of fact, no white lead should be used in coating
iron work, and it can be eliminated altogether on wood and wall work, and
a better result obtained. This also applies to every description of interior
enameled work, whether on walls or wood work."
Referring to the matter of varnishes and interior finishes, "Mr. James
explained the manufacture of varnishes, displayed samples showing various
finishes, and impressed upon the members present the all-important fact
oil

much care could
new woodwork.

that too
to

not be taken as to the

"In other words," said Mr. James, "the

first

filler,

coat of material applied
or

first coat,

should be

composed of a tough, durable varnish, containing no resin whatever, as
this means the foundation for succeeding coats, and it matters not whether
a high-class architectural finish is used or not, over a bad foundation the
This applies particularly to redwood that
result will be disappointing.
shows rough usage, more than either pine, cedar, cypress or other close-

grained woods."

He brought up the question as to the ability of the Pacific Coast
manufacturers to compete with the Eastern and Middle West quality
and price considered. He said: "This can best be illustrated by referring
to the large percentage of business secured by us from the army and
navy in competition with the Eastern and Middle West this on a basis of
conforming with specification and chemical tests."
He stated that it cost the Pacific Coast manufacturers relatively less
to land the raw material than it does for the Eastern or Middle West manufacturers to land their manufactured products.
"It is a question of comparative cost of manufacture, and from an
intimate knowledge of the situation both in the East and here," he stated
emphatically, "the cost here is relatively less, and we appreciate an opportunity at all times to make comparative tests whenever other goods were

—

;

specified, or theirs specified in connection with that of a competitive paint
or varnish."
Mr. James dwelt on the matter of home industry, and the good work
that was being done by the Home Industry League, and earnestly solicited
the co-operation of the Coast architects. He stated that at any and all
times they would be glad to co-operate with them, furnish samples, speci-

fications, etc.
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Suff>orts the Glass

Almost

Entirely of

Plate Glass*
JOHN VAN DER ZEE SEARS

glass has long been in use,
PLATE
cases and similar purposes. Since

but mainly for store fronts, show
the introduction of machinery has
facilitated the process of manufacture, this use has been gradually
extending, the latest advance in this direction being the adoption of the
material for the construction of plant houses and conservatories.
It is,
evidently enough, the ideal agent for the protection of vegetation, but,
partly because of its high cost, this ideal has not heretofore been realized.
It has remained for modern architects to demonstrate that this ideal could
be made practicable.
It required faith and courage and persistence to
overcome the opposition, which a marked innovation always awakens, the
conservatory builders, nearly all experts, and many contractors being hostile
to the new suggestion, but the architects, sure of their ground, won out in
the end, securing a commission which resulted in the construction of a
building on an entirely new plan, which is evidently destined to be the
model of the conservatory of the future. They were not long in finding a
firm of builders progressive enough to adopt their plans and skilled enough
'Illustrations by courtesy of

American Suburbs.
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In the prosecution of such work, the
to give them admirable execution.
intelligent co-operation of the builders is of quite as much importance as
any part of it, and particularly is this true where new and perhaps daring
ideas are to be developed.

This commission was accorded by Alfred E. Burk, of Philadelphia.
The building stands on a terraced elevation above a parklike enclosure
which is laid out in walks and suitably decorated with shrubbery. The

ground plan of the structure occupies a space of one hundred feet by thirty
feet, though its simple numbers and harmonious proportions give it an
appearance of much greater extent. Plate glass, as above intimated, is not
so costly as it was aforetimes, but that it is not yet a cheap product is witnessed by the fact that on this comparatively small area, a plate-glass plant
house has been erected at an outlay of $30,000.

The architecture of the conservatory is in the order of the Italian
renaissance; a style suited to the intended purpose, affording a design at
once picturesque and dignified. This design has for its most noticeable
feature a row of white granite monolithic columns, extending along the
entire facade, giving the place a really noble perspective. The simplicity
of construction may be understood from the fact that the spaces between
these columns are each filled with a single plate of glass. The introduction
of plate glass, as the main material in the construction of this model plant
house, was a bold departure from established standards recognized by
builders, and it was accordingly viewed with general disfavor. It required
a departure from the old style of structural work in a great many respects,
the plans for which were carefully worked out by the designers, in conjunction with the builders who employed all of their resources to bring
about the successful completion of the work.
The breaking of rules and customs can only be justified by success, and
it is now admitted that such success has been fully attained in this case.The new kind of conservatory is so great an improvement over all the old
forms of protection for vegetal growth that it will undoubtedly be adopted
as the typical example to be followed hereafter.
The heating, lighting and ventilating of the building have been provided for with the same intelligent foresight that originated the general
plan of construction. In a greenhouse, the heating arrangements are, of
course, of the first importance. Of this matter, it can only be said here that
after a careful study of the best methods in use, a modified system of
steam-heating was decided on, and this decision has been justified by the
exceedingly satisfactory results.
The lighting of the building is effected by sixty incandescent globes,
The effect of this diffused illumination,
installed in the vaulted ceiling.
lighting the entire interior in the evening like sunshine at night, is most
decidedly novel and wonderfully pleasing.
The ensemble impression, given by this unique conservatory, whether
by day or by night, whether from the interior or from the exterior, is
altogether charming. It is one of the leading attractions of its vicinage,
and is gratefully appreciated by residents and visitors. One end of the
building, abutting on the street, gives a front of thirty-six feet, practically
affording a public exhibit of the most beautiful plants and flowers in Mr.
Burk's collection. Here, against a background of ferns and mosses, are
always to be seen the choicest blossoms of the season, the brightest of the
colored foliage, the richest treasures of our home gardens, and the most
interesting varieties imported from Europe or the Orient.
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Mitiiaturc Japanese Tea Garden

is

One

of the Dislinguisliing fealiites

As befitting this very novel plant house, many novelties have been
introduced. But they are so thoroughly in keeping with the splendid style
of the building that they do not appear as innovations; rather as added
excellences which go to make up the general complete character of the
entire effort,

and complete

its

details.

Among

other importations from the East, mention must be made
of the water-bearing stones, which are found only in certain caves in India.
They are very rarely seen in this country, being more or less difficult to
obtain in size and condition to be of real value. Their merit does not alone
lie in their rarity, for they have an actual and a very practical value.
The
stones have the quality of gathering and distributing moisture, which
experience shows to be of great advantage in a greenhouse. They are
built into the rear wall and banked along the sides of the walks.
Another of the distinguishing features is the Japanese tea garden, a
miniature reproduction in a space of ten feet by three feet, of a famous
garden near Yokohama, which extends over several acres. Skilled Japanese
artisans built it. bringing all material from their home countr^^
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Million Dollar Hotel Additions
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in

stories

that

high

Broadway.
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San Francisco Chapter A. I. A.
By SVLVAIN SCHNAITTACHKK
The regular monthly meeting of the
San Francisco Chapter, American Institute of Architects, was lield at the TaitZinkand Cafe on Thursday evening,
1911.

committee had been in correspondence
with the Sacramento Board of Education regarding the school buildings to be
under the bond

built

Elmer

Jerome

issue.

having filed
for Chapter
membership and having been ballotted
upon, was declared unanimously elected
to membership.
Communications were received and
ordered placed on file as follows: From
H.
A.
Schulze,
a
communication
suggesting a resolution restricting the
the

necessary

circulation

of

Krafft.

application

subscription

lists

among

Chapter members; from the Ninth International Congress of Architects at Rome,
regarding the appointment of delegates,
and from the American Civic .Association
regard to membership in same.
No action was taken regarding the
appointment of a delegate to the Interin

Rome.
The communication from the American
Civic Association,
regarding membership, was referred to the E.xecutive Committee of the Chapter with full power to
national Congress at

act.

The

powered

to appoint a committee of three
for the purpose of reporting back to the
Chapter a form of contract between
architect
and owner embracing the
revised
Schedule of Charges of the

A.

I.

A.

After

dinner, in the
absence of Mr. Mooser, the meeting was
called to order by Mr. McDougall at
8:30 o'clock.
for tlie
CommitG. B. McDougall
tee on Competitions, reported progress;
and also mentioned the fact that the

July 20,

and Engineer

proposed

resolution

of

Mr.

Schulze was read; and amended and carried as follows:

RESOLVED:

That

no

sub-

scription be solicited nor any subscription list circulated at any Chapter meeting or through the Chapter
membership by any member of the
Chapter, unless said subscription is
specially authorized by the Board of
Directors of the Chapter.
The attention of the Chapter was
called by Mr. Binder to a circular headed
"Citizens' Report," published
by the
Citizens' Building and Loan Association
of San Francisco.
Mr. Binder called
particular attention to a paragraph which
read with reference to building and architects:

'Architects are not necessary. There
are many practical builders who can
draft their own plans and specifications
at little or no cost to the owner."
After some discussion the circular was
referred to the Publicity Committee for
action.
On motion of Mr. Vogel, duly
seconded and carried, the chair was em-

Los Angeles Architectural Club
At the July meeting of the Los Angeles Architectural Club an interesting
discussion was held on "The Influence
of College Life on the
Architectural
Student." The talk was directly aimed
at those members of the club who are
engaged in preparation for entrance into
American architectural schools.
Alfred F. Rosenheim opened the discussion with a talk on university influence in general and the influence of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
particular.

in

Following, Sylvanus B.

Marston,

re-

cently of Cornell, gave an interesting
synopsis of life at that college, bearing
mostly on the spirit of the college and
the life of the student.
His remarks on
fees and expenses were listened to with
a great amount of attention.

The University
on with

of Illinois was dwelt
a very careful and detailed de-

scription
in
a
speech
bj'
Arthur
Roland Kelly. Mentioning the fact that
the annual tuition is only $25 he followed with a synopsis of the courses
in architecture and
mural decoration,
Mr. Kelly also gave a short description
of the student life and touched on the

methods with which many students
work and pay their way through school.
Henry E. Bean made an interesting address on the engineering work
of Swarthmore College.
The club discussed the atelier work
for the coming season and a few of the
members made remarks on the work of
the
ley

Eastern

ateliers.

Gilbert

Stan-

Underwood and Robert M. Cassiday

were

extended the congratulations of
club for their work in the atelier
and in the recent Brickbuilder competition.
Mr. Underwood made a report
on the work of the house committee.
The .\ugust meeting of the Los Angeles Architectural Club was addressed
by Elmer Grey and John T. Vawter on
the

of European Travel
Architect." The meeting
was one of the most enjoyable of the

"The Advantages
to the

Young

year.

Ten-Story Building
Architect Myron Hunt, of Los Angeles,
is preparing plans for a ten-story building to be erected at the northwest corner

Twelfth and Main streets for H. E.
Huntington. It will be of reinforced

of

concrete,
fireproof
construction
will
be a thoroughlv modern

and
oflfice

The Architect and Engineer
building

in

every

A

particular.

block

scheme is being worked out for the improvement of Mr. Huntington's entire
property bounded by Main, Hill, Eleventh
and Twelfth streets.

About the California State Armories
So many conflicting reports have been
new California
current regarding the
armories that State Engineer Nathaniel
Ellery was asked to write this magazine
something of a tangible nature about the
progress of work on the three armory
buildings planned for San Francisco, Los
Mr. Ellery
Angeles and Sacramento.
sends the following:
I realize that a great deal has been written in
the newspapers concerning the armories to be conSo far. no sketches have
structed by the State.
been signed for these buildings, except the Los

Angeles armory and that was on June 4, 1911.
We are proceeding with the plans for this structure, but we have been unable to get the layout
and sketches for the Sacramento arsenal and

ing will be 120 by
and basement with
metal trim and
ornamental plaster

streets

is

scarcely large

enough

accommodate

to

a

drill space in connection with the armory.
For this reason the Adjutant General has been
looking into the matter. This Department does
not proceed with plans until is has the signed
original sketches of any institution of the State
where a structure is to be built, and until such
is furnished us, we cannot proceed.
Trusting I have given you the information

proper

desired, I am.

Yours very

truly,

ELLERY.

N.

State Engineer.

A

Will Not Dissolve Partnership
rumor has been repeatedly circu-

lated that the architectural firm of MacDonald & Applegarth, Call building, San
Francisco, was to dissolve and that each

would open an independent office. The
report,
however, is entirely without
foundation and neither Mr. MacDonald
nor Mr. Applegarth can account for the
circulation of such a ridiculous rumor.
The firm has close to $500,000 worth of
work on the boards and under construction.

Town

W. Caimon

Maurice C. Conchot, C. E., has been
appointed as assistant in the San Francisco City Engineer's office, succeeding
Dr. Saph who is now engineer for the

Harbor Commission.

W. Dickey

has opened
Central Bank building,
Oakland, and has closed his San FranArchitect

offices

in

C.

the

cisco office.

Architect Albert
cisco has returned

Pissis of San Franfrom an extended trip

abroad.
Architect William H. Weeks has returned from a six weeks' trip in the East.
Mr. Weeks visited his former home in
Canada. This was his first real vacation
since taking up the practice of architecture in California more than 12 years
ago.
Architect Robert M. Taylor, F. R.
Greenleaf, associate, have moved their
office from the Trust and Savings building to 306 Douglas building, Los Angeles.

Architect B. Cooper Corbett, of Los
Angeles is planning a trip to Paris and
on his return will stop in New York City
for a visit with relatives.

Business will
be combined with pleasure and Mr. Corbett will gather the latest ideas of Europe
and the East in architectural work.
Architect Otto Neher, of the firm of
& Skilling, Los Angeles, is combining business with pleasure by making
a special study of hotels and office buildings in San Francisco, Portland and

Neher

Seattle.

Hall Competition

The town of Pacific (jrovo is conducting an informal competition lor a combination city hall, jail and fire house to
Building is to be of
cost about $10,000.
reinforced concrete and the plans are
to be submitted by September 1st.
Big Concrete Garage
Architects

167 feet, two stories
wire glass windows,
in
interior
finished
and Oregon pine.

Personal
with Architect C. W.
Dickey and Ivan C. Satterlee with Architect Albert Farr of San Francisco, have
granted certificates to
recently been
practice architecture by the State Board.
K.

armory signed.
The San Francisco

matter has been held in
abeyance, as I understand it, in an endeavor to
obtain more land. We have made many preliminary
sketches on this work, but it is absolutely a waste
of time and money to begin plans until the amount
It
is
my understanding
of land is ascertained.
that the present site at Fourteenth and Mission
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Cunningham &

Politco of

San Francisco have prepared plans for a
large reinforced concrete garage to be
erected at Van Ness avenue and Sutter
street for Isaac Kobn and to cost in
the neighborhood of $75,000. The build-

The World's Fair Commission
The Board of Directors of

the

Panama-Pacific Exposition, has selected
the architectural commission which is
to advise and assist the Executive committee
planning the architectural
in
features of the big fair. The commission
composed of William Curlett, Albert
Pissis. Willis Polk, Clarence R. Ward
an<l
Galen
John
Howard all able
men for this work. All five are well
is

—

known not only

in San Francisco but
throughout the Coast and are acknowledged leaders of their profession.
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A

San Francisco architect has written a letter to the daily press suggest-
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WE

DON'T WANT style of architecture
be followed in so far
MISSION
as possible in planning
ARCHITECTURE
Panama - Pacific
t h e
FOR THE FAIR
BuildExposition
ings
a point well taken and worthy
of earnest consideration.
Let us get
away from the so-called Mission or
Spanish type. We have had too much

—

of it already. Down in San Diego the
exposition buildings are to be in the
Mission style and naturally the plastered exterior will predominate. Most
of the buildings there are to be temporary and a plaster exterior makes a
cheap, yet at the same time, not unattractive appearance
for a while. In
San Francisco the idea is to erect as
many permanent buildings as possible.
These, therefore, should be of
substantial construction and if there
is
to be any cement exterior finish

—

and Roofing
J Heating and
Ralph H.ancock
Venttlattng
William Adams,
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Walter
Tozer
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Paul C. Butte
Electrical Construction
C. W. Whitney
Building Construction

about them it should be backed up
with brick or reinforced concrete. Let
us get away from the combustible
frame and lath and plaster stnictures
which invariably go with the Mission
or Spanish style. To quote the architect's letter referred to above:

ARCHITECTURAL

An appeal for a style of architecture
for the coming Panama-Pacific International Exposition in keeping with AngloSaxon tradition will doubtless be useless,
but as a student of architecture as a
mode of expression I can not refrain
from a plea for the noble and neglected

J.

R. D. Mackenzie

\

r
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I

-

•

-
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Gothic

in this

connection.

seems an accepted tenet of exposition boards and of public architecture in
general that the Italian or French renaissance, with its florid line and mass, is
best adapted to world's fairs and government structures. Yet the genius of
our civilization is emphatically AngloIt

Saxon.

For this particular world's
seems to be an assumption

fair

that,

there
as a

matter of course, the Spanish mission
style will dominate. Yet we are far from
sympathy with Castilian ideals of ethnic
development.
Wherever the AngloSaxon and Spanish civilizations have
come in contact the irrepressible conflict between them has flamed forth in
war.

Whitney
Frederick W. Jones
E. M. C.

Manager
Managing Editor

Tlie plaint

no .American
u^ly

often heard that there is
arcliitecture aside from the

is

skyscraper.

The reason

is

clear.

The Architect and Engineer
namely, that we have never used a style
of building that is an expression, an outof
our
national
ward
embodiment,
thought and life. Wherever such an expression is found, a small village in Saxony, for example, we have a beautiful art
gem. simply because it is sincere and
harmonious, an outgrowth of the living
conditions of the dwellers there.
Those who remember the Gothic skyline of the sham castle on Telegraph hill
years ago may have wondered at the
thrill of something akin to recollection
with which they beheld the battlcmented
towers limned against the western heavens.
It was in reality a glimpse of the
old home, the cradle of our race. Crude
as the old place was, its loss swept from
San Francisco architecture the one sincere dominant note.
The Panama buildings will fling to the
eye the gaudy, meaningless lineaments
of the Norman renaissance or Spanish
mission. This is a regret and an appreciation of a style whose unhackneyed em-

ployment would mark our fair as daring
and true to type. The noble beauty of
Gothic architecture
is
nowhere
the
shown in any comprehensive group.
How grandly it w-ould grace this farthest
western frontier of the civilization of the
Anglo-Saxon, where it faces its antitype, the oriental!

The

failure of concrete construction
domestic architecture to win more
general favor has so
^'^^ been largely attribTHE USE OF
ntable to too nuich
CONCRETE IN
plainness or perhaps
DOMESTIC
in

ARCHITECTURE

better

still,

too

much

sameness.
"Plain
Janeness," in other words, has blocked
the way.
If mouldings, lintels and
belt courses are resorted to, the cost
for

special

moulds

at

once

soars,

sometimes to an altogether prohibitive
figure. In domestic concrete work the
.American public demands something
that shall be practicable and reasonable in cost and at the same time meet
aesthetic requirements.
This subject
is much in the minds of architects.
They are eager for a satisfactory solution and will hail with delight a workable combination of utility and artistic
worth.
Some architects have
reached happy solutions of the problems presented them by the judicious
use of tapestry brick and tile inlays.
A writer in House and Garden sees

I^rcat
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pos.'^ihilities

work.

Ill

in

tlie latter,

staff

and stucco
we have

he says,

scarcely dip])e<i into the rich possibilities disclosed by the examples of the

Old World.

The

"Architect,"
appear, is often
discussed by memTHE DEFINITION bcrs of the profession with consideraOF ARCHITECT
ble
variation
of
opinion evidenced by the interpretations offered.
The only authoritati\e ethical definition, recognized in
definition

strange as

it

of

may

the United States, is that approved
by the American Institute of Archi-

A

tects.

legal status

is

established

where the profession is regulated through examination and liin states

cense.
F'undamentally there is but
one definition, and that is the literal
"master builder." It defines the profession so completely that there need
be no discussion, e\en with the
many additional requirements thrust
upon the architect by the multiplicity of modern jjractice.
It does not
necessarily mean that an architect
must know tiie different advantages
of one plumbing, heating or ventilating system over another, but it does

mean

that his design should follow
plan and that the construction
should be under his personal superhis

vision, his

judgment

to be final.

Announcement
Beginning
ber,
will

witli the
)clciber numthe Architect and Engineer
publish a series of articles,
(

by personal sketches,
measured drawings, etc.. of archiillustrated

tectural
Sjjain

subjects

of

Italy.

France,

and England, by .\ugust G.

Headman

of the firm of Righetti

&

Headman, San Francisco.
These
articles and accompanying sketches
should prove of especial interest and
value to all members of the profession.
In many cases, j)hotographs
i)f the subjects will be accompanied
by sectional drawings and measurements.

HEATING AND LIGHTING
Plumbing and Electrical

House Heating Problems
we have
ASually
turned

few years gradfrom wood to metal for

in the last

many

things

in

the

construction

of

a

modern building, we find the wooden
window frame and sash being replaced
with the metal sash in almost every class
of building, including the large country
residence, writes VVilliam J. Baldwin,
Jr.. in the Engineering Review.
The effect of this type of window on
the problem of warming a building is an
important one from many standpoints,
and which to a great extent has been
overlooked.
If the metal frame hinged
or pivoted window can be made as tight
as the wooden sash, there will be practically no change in the heating problem.
I find that with one type of hinged metal
window sash which was recently put into
a large country residence near New
York, the owner is unable to keep the
rain from coming through the sash crevices, and is obliged to place towels on
the inside of the sills in his beautifully
furnished rooms to prevent rain from

damaging

the

furnishings.

During the

winter just passed, he suffered from cold
draughts and was obliged to force his
heating apparatus to its limit at a great
expense for fuel, and even then could
not keep the house comfortable in severe
weather.
You can imagine the amount of cold
into the rooms through
crevices on a windy
day with the temperature outside at zero.
I will give a few figures below on this
subject which may be interesting to the
architect, owner and contractor.
When making tests recently to ascertain the amount
of air which leak.''
through a closed window, I was surprised to find that an ordinary size winair that

these

must get

window sash

dow when

closed and apparently fairly
leak sufficient air into the
room to very nearly supply continually
one person with fresh air if the person
is not working or exercising violently,
even though there was no other way of
In an
fresh air getting into the room.
ordinary loft building, with windows on
three or four sides, there is very little
need of forced ventilation unless the
building is used for manufacturing purposes and the occupants work in close
proximity to each other.
Even where
forced ventilation is not necessary it is
tight

will

Work

desirable, if possible, to have vent registers discharging into vent flues or shafts
to carry off the vitiated air. I found the
leakage
through an ordinarily tight
closed window having 16 lineal feet of
sash crevice and with the wind blowing
at the rate of about 10 miles an hour
against the windows was 800 cubic feet
of air per hour.
Assuming this to be a

average condition, what must the
leakage be through a metal sash hinged
window such as I have seen in this
country residence, situated on top of a
fair

and exposed on all sides?
There
was 72 lineal feet of sash crevice around
one window, the window containing six
hill

hinged

Was

panels,

each

about

2x4

feet.

any wonder the occupants felt
cold draughts around the room when
directly opposite the windows were open
fireplaces?
The air coming in through
the sash crevice at some points would
blow a match out when held out about
an inch from the window. I think I am
it

conservative in saying that the leakage
of cold air through these windows was
between 10,000 and 15,000 cubic feet of
air per hour, or about the amount of air
that would pass into a room through a
10 x 10-inch register at a velocity of six
feet per second.

Assuming the leakage to be 12.000
cubic feet of air per hour through this
window, it would take at least 50 square
feet of direct steam radiating surface to
warm this cold air from zero to 70 degrees Fahr., and this 50 feet of radiating surface would be in addition to the
amount of radiating surface necessary to
warm the room under ordinary conditions.

Even

though

sufficient

direct

radiating surface could be placed in the
room for this purpose, the problem of
preventing draughts could not be eliminated and no satisfactory degree of
comfort could be obtained. In the first
instance, the cost of installation of so
large an apparatus for this purpose is
prohibitory, and the unsightliness of
necessarily large radiators would be objectionable, while the cost of fuel would
In a private house with
be enormous.
only 15 windows such as I have herein
described it would be necessary to burn
about 1000 pounds of coal per day for
the purpose of warming the cold air
which would leak through the windows.
It can be readily seen that it is econ-
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omy
cost

to
of

windows

put in tight windows, and the
weather strips or even storm
is

a

good investment under any
it will not only overcome

condition, as
to a large extent the leakage of cold air,
but will also considerably reduce the
effect of the window glass as cooling surface by having an air space between the
outer and inner sash.
It is not my intention, of course, to discourage the use
of metal sash windows, but to show the
necessity for having not only this type
of window, but all windows made as
nearly air-tieht
Where
as possible.
metal sash windows are used with
hinged panels, the number of lineal feet
of sash crevice through which air will
leak is so greatly increased over the
ordinary slide sash window that special
care must be taken to make this type of

window

tight.

Specifications for Electric Wiring
By H.\RVEV E. Bloomer*

A

UNIVERSAL

specification

which

can be used for all classes of electrical equipments, is a subject that has
been before the architects throughout
the entire United States and has never
been solved. The Western Association
Electrical
Inspectors appointed a
of
committee to prepare specifications, one
which could be adopted for all classes
of dwellings, one for store and office
buildings, and another for factories, but
when submitted to the association it was
decided that although great care and

considerable thought had evidently been
given the matter, the specifications did
not meet the requirements, and it was
finally decided impossible to construct a
universal specification.
Inasmuch as the
Western Association, composed of men
of ability in electrical engineering, have
come to the above conclusion, I am inclined to believe that the most advisable method for you to adopt in making
specifications would be to state the number and location of lights; the kind and
location of switches, the location of cutouts, the place where the service is to
enter, where the meter or meters are to
be located, and the kind of wiring,
whether knob and tube, rigid or flexible
steel cfinduit or moulding.
State that
the wiring must be neat and in a work-

manlike manner and

in

conformity with

the rules of the Board of Fire Underwriters.
It would also be well to add
that before the first installment is paid
a letter of approval must be secured by
the contractor from the Board of Fire

Underwriters.
I have observed in manj- specifications
obsolete and irrelevant terms indicating
that a general specification such as those
•Electrical Inspector
L^ndcrwritcrs.
Paper
Architects' Club.

Milwaukee Board of Fire
read
before
Milwaukee

published

and
it

in

filled in
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book form had been selected
to suit the installation that
to cover,
.^s a conse-

was intended

quence the specifications were lengthy,
contradictory and misleading. It is this
embarrassment, I am informed, that the
architects are endeavoring to avoid, and
consequently I suggest that the specifications be brief, explicit and free of
any statements as to how the equipment
should be installed excepting that it
must be done in a neat and workmanlike manner, etc.
By adding that the
material and workmanship must meet
the approval of the Underwriters and
conform to their rules in every respect
and detail it covers everything that you
might mention and saves you considerable time and possible errors, .^s the
Underwriters' rules only take care of the
capacity of wires and not the drop in
voltage, it would be advisable in large
installation that the maximum percentage of drop be specified.
Specifications are important and necessary in connection with electrical con-,
struction, yet there are numerous other
very vital features which should receive
close and careful attention.
One is the
time when the electrician is permitted to
perform his work. Too often has the
electrical work been
installed
at
the
same time as the plumbing and heating
and frequently with the result that the
electrical installation, which was possibly first class and worthy of praise, has

become extremely menacing, occasionally resulting in a fire, owing to having
been disturbed and crossed with pipes
and other objects. I would advise that
the electrician be prevented from working until all other mechanics are through
and the house ready for lathing. Then,
after the equipment has been inspected,
you will know positively that it has not
been disturbed. I would also advise that
the
after

lathers be permitted to
you are assured that the

work only
equipment

has been inspected and accepted.
The
suggestion, however, refers only to concealed knob and tube construction, as
rigid steel and flexible steel conduits are
not subject to the same misuse.
The Underwriters' rules permit 660
watts, or twelve candlepower lamps, to
a circuit which the electrician takes advantage of. Frequently after the equipment is completed it is decided when fixtures are being purchased that more
lights are desired in some of the rooms
than originally intended and consequently the circuits become overloaded.
To avoid this, it might be well to specify
eight lamps to the circuit as is being
done in other towns and then there will
be ample capacity to add more lamps,
fans, curling irons, etc. To facilitate the
work of the electrician and avoid errors
and disputes it would be well to furnish
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a blue print upon which the location
of the fixtures and switches and various

him

put

The

is the
of this

vacuum

resented

The Same

Knowing

with

in

From the Builders' Guide, Philadelphia.
attempt seriously to discuss at this
late day the question of the value of
advertising as an agency for the disposal
It
of goods would savor of absurdity.
would be like entering into a discussion
of the question of the morality of the

And yet in spite of all
that has been said and written upon the
subject of the value of advertising, there
are in existence today hundreds of presumably "live" concerns in various lines
of business who not only do not adverprincipals actually retise, but whose
gard advertising expenditures as somecommandments.

thing wasteful and foolish.
incident that happened in the office
of the Guide only the other day serves
An upaptly to illustrate this fact.
state buyer wrote asking the Guide to

the Guide's regular ad-

that

honorable

an

line

was within

concern
a

We

the
Guide man,
"But." interposed
"here is a case in which you have sold
a good-sized order through the Guide.
Vour salesmen do not figure in this
Isn't it a fair
transaction in any way.
presumption that there are other buyers
in the trade who, having never come into
contact with your salesmen, know nothing whatever of your house or your
goods? And wouldn't it be good business to keep your name and your product before these people with a view to
other inquiries of this kind?"
"No," said the head of the concern.
"We've threshed that all out long ago.
It doesn't pay."

Now

for the

"moral" of

this little nar-

rative.

Twenty years ago this same concern
It was
absolutely dominated its field.
without a rival. Today it has dropped
to such a low estate that it occupies a
small building on a side street and is

INC

fifrtK'UifflS'fflraB'
745-MISSION-STREET-

FRANK ADAMS
WM-HHOLLOPETER

stone-

of the Guide's office we went to
the trouble, purely as a matter of trade
courtesy, to turn the inquiry over to this
house.
As a result the house in question closed the sale of a very nice order
and gained a brand-new customer in a
promising field.
Naturally our representative suggested to the head of the
concern the wisdom of carrying an "ad"
in the Guide for the benefit of other possible buyers among the Guide's large and
growing family of readers.
"No," said the head of the concern,
don't believe in
"that wouldn't pay.
advertising.
Our business is all done
direct between our salesmen and the
trade."

ADAMS AM) HOLLOPETEB

JOHN PYOUNG
WILLIAM ADAMS

a

throw

To

An

among

handling this

cleaner.

Thing Has Happened
San Francisco

communication

into

vertisers.

apparatus, also
heating appliances,
flat irons and all
should receive special attention and an
individual circuit should be installed for
each the size wire depending upon the
capacity of device.
installation

him

house handling a certain line of goods
a line which it so happened was not rep-

devices should be designated. The symbols most favored and most prominently
used in designating the kind and location of switches, brackets and iixtures
and the number of lights on each are
those adopted by the National Contractors' Association, which, I believe, will
be pleased to furnish them on request.
\Vith the advance of electricity for domestic purposes, the architect finds that
he has new problems to solve and an
It is but
ever-increasing responsibility.
very recently that a new appliance has
been introduced that is destined to become more prominently used as time

advances and that

Eii£rineer

•SANFRANaSCO-CAL•TELEPHONE•DOUGLAS -1773-

The

.Irchiti-ct

elbowed and jostled at every turn by
more progressive and wide-awake competitors. The head of the concern knows
this to be the case, for he mentioned it

He
plaintively in the course of his talk.
a<lded that he was completely unable to
understand why the trade had shifted to
new concerns.
Our representative

didn't

to

like

tell

—

him the reason just then. He said it
would have sounded too much like "rubbing it in."
But the Guide will tell him the reason
and

The

tell

him

to

it

plainly

right

here.

has shifted to newer concerns because his concern "doesn't believe in advertising." That's the reason!
.And that is also the reason why a
whole lot of other excellentlv conducted
trade

mid Em^incrr
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enterprises in the local building field and
allied channels are running along on a

one-horse basis.
The trade never hears of them. Like
a terrier chasing its tail, concerns of this
type go whirling around in a narrow
circumscribed little orbit of their own
until crowded closer and closer by more
enterprising rivals the sheriff finally
rings down the curtain.
steps in, and
In the business world of today no
house can exist and continue to prosper
the head of which is obtuse or dunderheaded enough to admit that his concern is one which "doesn't believe in ad-

—

vertising."

Modern business and advertising are
inseparable as were the Siamese
as
twins. Remove either and the other approaches dissiilution.
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Electrical Installation
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connections and fixtures.

The

result

is

sometimes
plumbing
defective
and the owner finds it a constant
Such
source of expense for repairs.
plumbing is not uncommon in speculative apartment houses.
The plumbing work of a building is
divided into two parts, the outside and
the inside. In the first part are the roof
work and the conduits leading from
waste pipes of closets, bathrooms and
sinks, ridges, hip rafters and valley gutters.
Proper supervision is here necessary to guarantee perfect junctions at
the overlaps of zinc. iron, tin or lead,
for upon this depends the prevention of
leaks, which are frequently costly in the
extreme, through causing decay of steel
or wooden supports.
Certain parts of a roof are exposed to
greater stress of storms than others.
necessary.
reinforcements
are
Here
Danger is also present from snow slides,
which, if combined with sleet or particles of ice, will rip shingles or tiles from
Where straps are soltheir fastenings.
dered onto the tin roof or bolted on the
slate shingles, care must be taken that
the connections are made water tight.
Another valuable point for prospective
builders to remember is to have all soil
and waste pipes erected from the outbuilding.
Water
walls
the
side
of
that
goes,

ifi^i^i^^ir i^o-r

J
Imr^roofing ^^
"^^^^^
1

ILf

^

1

II

i

C.

BUTTE
BUTTE

closets should be arranged so that they
are against a back or interior wall, and
the branch soil pipe should be carried
through the wall and inserted into a
branch horn cast on the upright soil
pipe and jointed firmly with red lead
and rope yarn.
It is now customary for the plumber
to make a test of tlie system before the
walls are enclosed. These are called the

smoke and peppermint
owner wishes to have

tests.

If

make
work and

a specialty of this kind of
generally
their reports are
reliable.
Some of them have a contract
sj'stem which enables the owner constantly to keep his plumbing under surveillance.
The economy of installing good

that

plumbing can

not

emphasized

be

Asphaltum

level.

and

dampproofing

coatings are on the market which predampness and electricity from
vent
There are also
reaching the pipes.
many other devices for preventing this
destroying agency from operating.

Owners sometimes blame lack of
water pressure upon defective plumbing
when it is really due to "pipe tuberculosis."

sure
series

ROOF

is

a general rule, lack of pres-

As

due to one or two things—
leaks

of

---

or "pipe

tuberculosis."

ELATERITE

1

1

TheWESTERN ELATERITE ROOFING CO.

When

too

strongly.
In this age of electricity electrolysis is an ever present menace to
The average owner
all service metal.
thinks that this condition prevails only
where pipes are buried in the earth,
but it has been known to eat away
water pipes many feet above the street

or

PACIFIC

the

done by a
disinterested party, there are companies
this

CLOTH TOP DECKING
EL4TERITE DRILL TOP
MAKES AN lOFAL DECK FLOOR »ND ROOF
THESE HIGH GRADE PRODUCTS MADE ONLY IN DENVER, COLO,

fes

'

PAUL

C. F.

Cost is often
builders have to contend.
a barrier against a thoroughly scienwith high-class piping
tific installation

!

(Ha.
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Plumbing Work in Building Construction
The element of phimbing in building
construction is one of the most difficult with which owners, architects and

1

Work

COAST AGENCY. 413 FIFTEENTH

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

ST.,

OAKLAND
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This
posits

they

a form of interior rust, and dewhich form on cheap pipe until
almost entirely close the water

is

spaces.
The only remedy for this is
new piping.
Interior plumbing is usually of a better grade than that oflficially designated
as the "rough work," but beneath the
nickel plating inferior grades of material
are sometimes used.
The almost universal practice today is to install exposed plumbing and heating conduits,
but even in this the owner or his superintendent of construction has need for
great care if he expects to get full value
for the money he spends on his plumb-

ing system.

— Construction

Record.

Two Books on Corkboard Insulation
Two interesting books have recently
come

to our notice.
Both are published
the Armstrong Cork Company of
Pittsburgh, Pa. One contains a compre-

by

hensive paper on "Nonpareil Corkljoard
Insulation,'' describing its manufacture
and uses, particularly as an insulating
material for cold storage warehouses,
breweries, ice plants, etc.
The other
volume is a story in pictures of the popularity of Nonpareil corkboard, the illustrations showing many of the more
prominent
buildings
throughout
the
United States, in which coarkboard insulation

was used.

A

That
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San

Suspension Bridge Across
Francisco Bay

The modified

plans of Allan C. Rush,

Los Angeles engineer, for the proposed $18,000,000 suspension bridge between San Francisco and Oakland have
received
been
by Secretary Wilber
Walker of the Merchants' Exchange of
Oakland, with the announcement that
Rush has modified his application to the
War Department for permission to erect
the bridge across Verba Buena island.
The new plans place the Oakland end
of the proposed structure just north of
the Key Route pier and south of the
the

F.meryville line.

The bridge

will

cross

Verba Buena at the extreme north, entering San Francisco at the foot of
Greenwich street, near the base of Telegraph hill, as in the original plans.
The change in Rush's plans was made
order to eliminate interference with
The present location for the
proposed bridge on the eastern side of
the bay is directly above shallow water
where navigation is impossible.
An effort will be made to secure fifteen
acres of water front property as an
approach to the transbay bridge in North
Oakland and Emeryville. The proposition has been endorsed by the Merchants'
Association of San F'rancisco and the
Merchants' Exchange of this city.
in

shipping.

good Tin Roof affords many advantages

Scott's Extra Coated
Hammered Open Hearth

Roofing: Tin
This Plate has a base of the purest practical
quality and a rich and heavy coating thoroughly

amalgamated, a standard throughout the country
for many years.
Write for full information

FOLLANSBEE BROTHERS
Geo,

S.

Lac\, Marvin BIdg.

CO., San Francisco

Phone Douglas 4497

General Office: Pittsburgh, Pa.

When
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Doings of the San Francisco Architectural Club

The

ing architect's

life,

as well as the serious

side.

exliibition held at the chib quar-

The San Francisco Architectural Club
making a campaign for new members,

ters of the

is

Club, in

and as part of this campaign has placed
in the draughting rooms of every archi-

San Francisco Architectural
June, proved to be very suc-

From

the number of visitors
the popularity of the club and the intercessful.
est

in

work were shown to advanDrawings on exhibition consisted
its

tage.
of the atelier work, for the seasons of
1910 and 1911. the competitive drawings

of the San Francisco sub-treasury, and
the working drawings of the new Oakland city hall.

Wednesday

evening. June 21st, Mr.
Donovan,
supervising
architect
for
Palmer & Hornbostle, architects on the
Oakland city hall, lectured before the
club members and their friends, on the
construction of the Singer building of

New

York.

Strictly

speaking, and borrowing the
expression from Mr. Donovan, his address was more of a heart-to-heart talk
than a lecture. Inasmuch as Mr. Donovan was on the Singer building during
the course of construction and came in
contact with the various problems that
necessarily arose, he was in position to
give some very interesting facts. As is
always the case where a great number
of men are employed and where
fellowship exists, some amusing

dents arise, and Mr.

some

good
inci-

Donovan included

of the funny side of the supervis-

A,

W KENNEDY.

tect in

the city a verj' attractive poster

showing views of the club quarters and
some of the work of the atelier.
Saturday and Sunday, July 22d and
23d, the members of the club and their
friends enjoyed a hike to Bolinas.

Los Angeles Residence

Splendid

.Architect A. B. Benton of Los Angeles has prepared plans for a handsome
fireproof sixteen-room residence to be
erected at EI Nido. La Canada, for Lieutenant Governor A. J. ^^allace.
It is
designed in the Tudor-Gothic style of
architecture, which will be carefully carried out in detail in the interior as well
as exterior.
The construction will be
entirely of reinforced concrete with plastered and waterproofed exterior, concrete and hollow tile floors with the
Kahn system of reinforcing, hollow tile
interior partitions and
concrete roof
covered with !Malthoid. The main section of the house will have three stories
and basement. 95 x 55 feet, with a onestory and basement service wing, 42x28
feet.
Being built on a slope, the first
floor will be several feet above the grade
and, which together with the broad veranda extending across the entire front,

CHAS HART.

BUSINESS MANAGER

SUPT. AND INVENTOR

THE HART HEATER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE QUEEN GAS WATER HEATER

THE HART
Insianianeous

Copper

406

OFflCC
Thirteenth

PMONC OAKLAND

f.cJV^'^vYr'i^^

BOILER

— Economical — Clean.

coils insure perfect circulation.

racTORY

525 Seventh Street
-OAKLAND, CAL PHONC
OAKLAN

The Architect and Eiiaincer
have cast cement balustrades. The
columns and arches will be of
The exposed portion of
carved stone.
the basement story will be faced with
native stone. The porches will be paved
with tile.
The interior finish will be of oak in
and white cedar or
first
story
the
spruce in the second. The mantels will
be of tile and carved wood. There will
be ornamental plaster ceilings and cornice oak floors in the first story and
finished cement in the second, six bathrooms with vitrious tile floors and
wainscot in five, marble floor and wainscot seven feet high in the shower bath;
ornamental iron railings, window guard>
and gratings; plate, leaded and art
glass; French windows, bevel plate mirrors, glazed tile sink backs, hot water
heating system and conduit system of

111

will

main

electric

wiring.

The

Willis A. Clark

An Up-to-Date Bath Room

HEATING. PLUMBING

AND POWER PLANTS
Complete Systems Installed

Company

Willis A. Clark, formerly a mcmlu-r of
the contracting firm of Scarritt & Clark
of San Francisco, and which partnership
was dissolved last month, will contimu
to take an active part in the bnildini.;
industry of San Francisco and vicinity.
having organized the Willis .A. Cl.irk
Company with offices on the sixth floor
of the Monadnock building. Mr. Clark iwell known to the architects and building trades. He has personally supcrin
tended the construction of quite a number of prominent buildings and has
specialized in reinforced concrete. Prior
to his partnership with Mr. Scarritt, Mr.
Clark was with the Ransom Concrete
Company. The new firm will pay particular attention to concrete construction
and will figure either general or subcontract work in this line.

Classes of Buildings,

fli

in all

Defective

Systems overhauled and corrected

GILLEY-SCHMIDCO.,lnc.
198

WEST MISSION STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone MARKET 965

PLUMBING
a

?^

HEATING

J. E.

O'Mara

Chaffey Polytechnic School
.\rchitects John C. Austin and W. C.
Pennell of Los .\ngeles have been commissioned to prepare plans for new

449 MINNA ST.

school

buildings to be erected at Ontario at a cost of $160,000.
The school
districts of Ontario and Upland have
united and formed the Cbaflfey school
district and the present buildings will be

style of architecture will be Mission. The
construction will be of steel, brick and
concrete. .'\ special feature will be made
of a fireproof library to house the present
collection of the Ch.iffey college. The

and additions built.
New
buildings to be erected will be a maiuial
arts building, science hall, gymnasium,
bath houses, experiment stations, etc.
The group pl;ui will be followed and the

endowment fund which has been used

remodeled

Phone, Douglas 342

1

for
the upkeep of the college will be available for the maintenance of the library
and it is planned to make it one of the
best in the St.ntc.

LARKIN ASPHALT
COMPANY
MARRY LARKIIN

ROOFING PAVING WATERPROOFING
TELEPHONES

KEARNY 4700

HOME

J

3700

182 JESSIE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO CAL
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LIGHTING
l-IEATI ING
PLUMBING
GET OUR FIGURE

^ We Guarantee Good \Vork and
Prompt
small

^ No

Service.

—none

Experts in

all

L.

R.

STEVENSON STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
Phones

:

XA' e

Dig.

and tney are always at your service.

Central Electric Plumbing & Heating
165

Job too

Employ
Tnree Departments

too

Company

BOYNTON, Manager
411 EXCHANGE BUILDING, LOS
Douglas 387; home, J 1594

Concrete Best for Elevator Enclosures
Recent disastrous fires in so-called
fireproof buildings have led to renewed
consideration of the materials entering
Special atteninto their construction.
tion is being paid to the sreneral use of
terra cotta or tile blocks for stairway
and elevator enclosures, for which they
are generally used. The material is conceded to be good for this purpose, but it
does not work so satisfactorily when
used for mounting fire doors at the
necessary openings in such shafts, W.
C. Robinson, of the Underwriters' Laboratories, chairman of the committee on
fire protection coverings
for windows
and door openings, of the National Fire
Protection Association, declares as his
personal opinion that tile and terra cotta
blocks are not satisfactory for this purpose.
He regards inclosures to vertical
openings through buildings as ranking
second only to fire walls in point of importance from the fire protection standHollow building blocks often fail
point.
by the cracking away of the shells from
the webs, due to the greater expansion
It is difficult to properly
of the shells.
mount fire doors at the opening of tile
and terra cotta shafts, as if structural
steel is used, it is apt to expand under
heat and cause failing of the tile walls.
Mr. Robinson favors the use of reinforced concrete or brick with ample rein-

ANGELES

forcement

properly ancliored at each
materials best suited for elevator enclosures in fireproof buildings.
floor, as the

The
It

Cleanliness of Concrete Structures
is

a well established fact that a fac-

building

tory

which

is

well

cleaned

is

less liable to take fire than one in which
rubbish is allowed to accumulate in dark

ing

Owners

of reinforced concrete
advise that the cost of keepbuildings clean is
their concrete

corners.
buildings

much

less

than was their experience with

A concrete
the mill-construction type.
There are no
building is a monolith.
cracks in which dust can lodge and vermin find shelter. Cement, which is the
binding material in concrete, is largely
composed of lime, which in itself is a
natural sanitary agent.
Butte

Company Busy

Butte Engineering Company of
San Francisco and Portland has the contract for wiring the handsome $250,000
residence which is being erected in San
Francisco for ,\. B. Spreckels from plans
by Architects MacDonald & .'Vpplegarth.
The same firm has taken a
$15.(XX) contract to equip the Oregon
Company's
Navigation
and
Railway
l)ridge across the Willamette river with
1000 horsepower to operate the lift draw
and also 50 electroliers to illuminate the
bridge at night.
Tlie

New

R.

HANCOCK

CONSULTING ENQINEER
Heating, Ventilating and Drying
American and European Practice

SAN FRANCISCO

BALBOA BLDG.
When

Telephone Buildings
department of the
Pacific States Telephone Company is
quite busy turning out drawings for new

The

engineering

buildings to be erected in different Coast
Contracts have recently been let
cities.
for buildings in San Francisco and Los
.\iigeles and plans are now being figured
Long
Bakersfield,
in
buildings
for

Beach.

Cal..

and Aberdeen, Wash,

The

structures will vary in cost from $30,000 to $50,000 and will be either of reinforced concrete or mill construction.

writing to .^dyertisers please mention this Magarine.
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BLOWER
& HEATING CO.
(near Mission) San Francisco

PACIFIC

3261 Seventeenth
specialist, lo
1

omd

Zone ana
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Street,

MOT

AIR M EATING

rurnaces for Scnools, Tneaters. Residences, Etc.

Pacific

CORD

SILVER LAKE A SASM

Sasli Cord 'rronttlcs aniune your
clients by spccifyin;; SII.\'EK
A.
Write for Samples and our Guarantee
Certilicatt'.
It protects you.

Avoid

LAKE

P«i(i(

CmsI

»!ffll

SAKfORO PIUMMfR. 141

Phone West

\n

Monlsomfri SI. Sjn ftillHSlo.

Ournamc is stamped on everyfoot ofour cord
SILVER LAKE COMPANY, boston, mass.

Cal.

7000

All 'WorK Guaranteed

ALEX COLEMAN
PLUMBER

706 ELLIS STREET
Plione Uakland

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

IT.x-;

.\.

I.

THE

J.

COOKE.

M.\N.-\GER

KELLY COMPANY

F.

(incorporated)

MANTELS, GRATES
Fire Sets. .Andirons. Fenders and Portable
Basitets. Floor and Wall Tiling in
Original and Artistic Effects

MEMBER OF TECHNICAL

TILES

and

723-731 Seventh Street, Cor. Brush St.
^ . ,,, . ,,„ \, ,

OAKLAND, CAL.

ALL SURVEY NOTES SAVED

SOCIETY

SAINBORIN

<&

OORIINSOIN

Successors to C. S. TILTON

Surveyors and
Phone DouElas 366 Home Phone C 2741

Civil Engineers
KEARNY ST., Charleston

251

SAN FRANCISCO

Bldg.,

ELECTRICAL WORK
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

HEATINO

PLUMBISa

SHEET METAL WORK

VENTILA TION

JOHN

G.

229 MINNA STREET
CHAS. PETERSON.

Room 406

President
J. V.

SUTTON

CO.

SAIN

WESTERLUND.

FRANCISCO

CHAS. H. NELSON.

Vice-President

Secretary

PETERSON, NELSON &

CO.,
CONCRETE CONTRACTORS
A rtitictiil Stoyie 'ork of all K'tnds
OFFICE: 407 PINE STREET

Inc.

\ I

Douglas 1113

Phones:

Home CI831

Builders Association

Box 327

c
Oan

o

/->

•

i

iTanClSCO, Cal.

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION

CO.

CONTRACTORS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
Phones:

H. .MriRTENSG.N. Pres.
CHAS (i. MORTENSON. N'lcr Pres ani> M<;r,
oFFicc AND shops: Corner isth and Indiana streets
IMission 5033— Home M 39ie
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By the
Some

Industrial

Information Worth the While

Catalogue of Architectural Sheet Metal
A handsome catalogue of nearly 100
pages has just been published by the
San Francisco Metal Stamping and Corrugating Company. It is a credit to the
publishers and there is satisfaction in
realizing that San Francisco, and the
Pacific Coast for that matter, can support a big house of this kind one that

"Amiwud"
The

Paraffine Paint Company is meeting with considerable success in constructing an imitation wood made of
px.lp fibre
which is especially desirable
f r lining walls and ceilings of interiors
of small country houses or summer

camps.

—

Amiwud is a mechanical reproduction
of
the
beautiful,
artistic
hardwood
grains.
It is identical in effect and appearance, is reproduced on a chemically
treated wood fibre pulp substance, and
subjected to a great hydraulic pressure.
It is
manufactured in different thicknesses necessary to fill the various uses
and requirements in the interior finishing of buildings.

specializes in a particular line of building material and supplies the Coast
trade from its own stock instead of depending upon the Eastern market. The
publishers make the following announcement to the trade:
"It affords us great pleasure to present to the trade this catalogue illustrating ornaments which are used in the
construction of architectural sheet metal
work.
All the articles shown in this
catalogue
original
are
designed by
leading architects and modeled by a
most prominent sculptor.
Making a
specialty of work from
drawing and
model we furnish estimates and submit
models to architects without extra
charge.
are housed in a spacious
modern building, splendidly equipped
with the latest machinery, and have a
force of competent and experienced employees that insures correct and prompt
execution of every order.
are the
largest exclusive manufacturers of sheet
metal ornaments on the Pacific Coast,
and by our process of work every detail
of drawing and model is reproduced in
the metal. Our success has created imitators of our methods, therefore we request a comparison between these copies

Amiwud

vite inspection of our plant."
Catalogues will be mailed free to

double rolls (same
wallpaper) and used

in

any smooth

surface, either

concave or irregular shapes, such
as moulding, etc.
Amiwud boards are used to line the
walls and ceilings of interiors by nailplain,

ing same directly to the studding, then
covering the joints with Amiwud bat-

The result is an artistic finish in
hardwood panel effect, replacing the use
tens.

plaster and wood, for covering the
walls and ceilings of building interiors.
Blank boards are the same as Amiof

We

We

roll as

for veneering

We

us.

made

is

quantity per

—

and work manufactured by

—

—

wud boards

in

weight and quality, and

are used in the same manner, but the
surface has no Amiwud finish.
After
being erected, if natural color is not satisfactory, they can be finished and decorated the same as plaster walls, at a

considerable less expense.

in-

Five-story Apartment

any

J.

address upon application.

House

W. Chalmers

drawn

of Los Angeles has
plans for a five-story and base-

DEXTER BROTHERS
ENGLISH SHINGLE STAINS

PETRIFAX

Are manufactured from pure English ground colors
and wood-preser\'ing oils.

Fills

They hold
not

their Color,

Wash

Preserve the Shingle

CEMENT COATING

the pores of cement, plaster, concrete or brick
and thoroughly water-proofs the surface.
Gives a Uniform Color.
Prevents Floors from
Dusting.
Will not Oil Spot.
Washable Wall

Do

Off.

Finish.

THESE MATERIALS CARRIED

IN

STOCK

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

Write for Cataloss an€$ Color Cards

503

SHERMAN KIMBALLFRANCISCO

MARKET STREET
When

Kearny 1783

SAIN
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class B, apartment house, 160 x
UK) feet, to be erected at the northwest
corner of Sixth and Lake streets for

115

meiit,

Alonzo Lee

Hill,

984 Menlo avenue.

will contain two hundred rooms and
estimated to cost $140,000.

It
is

THE ROEBLING
CONSTRUCTION CR?
System of FIRE

Fireproofing With Metallic Doors
booklets recently issued "Buildings as They Should Be" and "The Lesson of the Singer Fire" are convincing

—

Two

PROOFING

—

EXPANDED
METAL LATH

of the fact that the excellent qualities
of fireproofing and artistic finish of the
Dahlstrom metal doors and trim are

unequaled.

HOME INDUSTRY

There is only one way to properly fireproof a building to use no material in
its construction that can burn.
One will
get the best results in making an otherwise non-combustible building absolutely

—

Made

used, in a choice of plain colors, or a
grain is furnished to match any kind of
wood so closely as to defy all but experts to detect the ditlerence. Architects
and builders should get in touch with the
Dahlstrom Metallic
Door Company,
Jamestown, N. Y.

More Evidence

Favor of the Redwood
Shingle
The Redwood Shingle Association,
which is conducting a telling campaign
in

In

San

Francisco

pXPANDED
-^

lath

in rolls

metal

manufactured
150' long, 25"

and 33" wide, or sheets

fireproof by installing the Dahlstrom
doors in every opening. If this is done,
and the doors are closed, the manufacturer guarantees that no fire can spread

beyond the room where it originates.
The Dahlstrom doors have been approved by the Underwriters' laboratories
after successfully passing through one
of their severe tests.
These doors are
recognized as the original and standard
of fireproof qualities and aesthetic beauty
of finish.
An elastic baked enamel is

and

if

desired, plain, paint-

ed or galvanized.
Crimped metal lath
and wire lath for exterior plastering.

Everything in the lath
and lather.

line for architect,

owner,

plasterer

Information, prices and samples cheerfully given

OFFICES: Nos. 623=626 CROCKER BLDG.

SAIN PRA.INCISCO
Phones

— Home C-4312;

Kearny 2222

MacKenzie Roof Co.
Qi^ackenzie?!

in the interests of the redwood shingle
as a fire resistant, has received the fol-

lowing communication from A.

Mason

Kinne, assistant manager of the Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance

15tH St., OaKland
425PHone
OaKlana 34-61

Company:

HARDWOODS
The Largest Stock

WEST OF CHICAGO

WHITE BROTHERS
FIFTH
When

AND BRANNAN STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO
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SMITH,

EMERY & COMPANY,

Inc.

INSPECTINQ AND TESTING ENGINEERS

AND CHEMISTS
651

HOWARD STREET

245 SO.

SAN FRANCISCO

INSPECTORS

IROIN,
SEATTLE
NEW YORK

"Gentlemen:

LOS ANQELES STREET
LOS ANQELES

OF-

STEEL, OEMEINT

SAN DIEQC
CHICAGO

AT
BIRMINGHAM
PHILADELPHIA
MONTREAL

REPRESENTED
PUEBLO

Your communication

PITTSBURG

GLASGOW

of

recent date was duly received, and noting
the desire on the part of the manufacturers of redwood shingles for an expression of our opinion as to whether
or not redwood offers better fire protection than any other timber used for
construction purposes, we have taken
some little time to ascertain what we believe to be the facts in the case, and without going into any expressions of personal opinions, we desire to say that we
coincide with the ideas expressed in a
paper written by Calvert Meade, an
experienced adjuster and insurance man,
which was read at the 18th annual meeting of the Fire Underwriters' Association
of the Pacific, held in this city.
think we can do nothing better than to
quote this conclusion upon the subject:

WE HAVE MOVED
to 121

SECOND ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CALIFORNIA PHOTO
Engraving Company
PHONES-SUTTER 789: HOME,

J

2705

We

In all frame buildings on this Coast the prinwoods used in construction are Oregon fir,
spruce, or pine, California redwood and mountairi
pine (Sierra). All these trees are formed of rings
of a ligneous and fibrous nature.
know rosin is a strong component part of
cipal

We

Oregon

fir

and mountain

pine.

In

all

fires

under

my

observation, as soon as the water strikes, the
ligneous rings contract and from the fibrous part
exudes rosin and other combustible compounds
which readily attract tlame, and while the same
relative action takes place in redwood, no rosin
is exuded; in fact, it has been stated that a substance having the nature of tannin, and which is
antagonistic to further
combustion, is
formed,
thereby temporarily protecting the wood.
How
this acts is not known, but I will offer as a possiIn the first place
ble explanation the following:
the substance itself may have a high ignition
point, requiring a high temperature to take fire
and burn, or what seems more plausible, holds
non-volatile, inorganic salts; that is. mineral salts
in solution, which, coating the burning substance,
excludes the air and prevents further combustion.
The foregoing facts are greatly in favor of redwood as a burning material, but it must be borne
in mind that both woods will burn.

endorsement of
the conclusions arrived at by Mr. Meade,
will be of any value, we are glad to give
"If the above, with our

it

to you."

The Use

of

Asphaltum for Dampproofing
residence work v.iluable space

Often in
lost and the comfort of the home sacrificed by failure to waterproof the baseis

When

FALLS "A" UNDERWRITERS

LABELED

FIRE

DOOR HARDWARE

POST CAPS

POST BASES

JOIST HANGERS
SPECIFY AND SUPPORT

A

LOCAL INDUSTRY

FALLS MANUFACTURING CD.
317 FIRST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
PHONES SUTTER 554 HOME J 3616
MADE HERE— ON THE PACIFIC COAST
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JAS C. hallsted

ROBERT W. HUNT &

D.

W. MCNAUGHER

CO., Engineers

BUREAU OF INSPECTIONS, TESTS AND CONSULTATIONS
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LONDON

PITTSBURG

MONTGOMERY

418

ST.,

ST. LOUIS

MONTREAL

MEXICO CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

Inspection of Ralls and Fastenlnes. Cars, Locomotives, Pipes, Bridees, Buildings, Etc.

CEMENT TESTING AND INSPECTION
Estimates

Reports and

on

merit walls and floor. There are localities siich as that portion of San Francisco to the north of Washington street
and west from Van Ness avenue and the
whole area of Berkeley, where basements
are useless during a large part of the

no precautions have been taken
construction of the building to
waterproof foundation walls and floors.
The natural drainage from the hills together with accompanying odors of saturated walls may be kept out at a very
nominal e.xpense in the first construction
by application of asphaltum or felt or
year
in

Processes

THE STANDARD
SUPPLY CO.

if

the

both.

The

Building IVIateriais
Agents for NEPHI

HARDWALL PLASTER
Oakland,

California

conditions vary so, that no rigid

specification

apply

will

Waterproofing

is

to

a specialty

all

jobs.

and consul-

tation with parties interested in that line
of work will result in the most economical and effective means of obtaining results required.
The market has been
flooded with preparations guaranteed to

waterproof. No doubt each one has its
merits, but none arc adapted to all situations. Asphaltum is the base of numerous waterproof paints and there are few
places where the asphaltum can not be
applied in its natural state economically
and eflPectively.
Where the straight
asphaltum has been applied hot, there is
sufficient body to withstand the actions
of the weather for a long period.

SCAGLIOLA
Is better

than marble;

is

AM[RICAN ROTARY VALV[ CO.
L.

'

J.

White

iMorehead Vacuum Cleanin; System

i

Complete Stationary Vacuum Cleaning
Plants (or Hotels, Office Buildings,
Theaters, Ajiartmcnt Houses,
Schools and Residences

r02 BALBOA BLIILDING
Phone Sutter 607

SAN rRAINCISCO

W.

H. Henning

J. J.

Burke

Phone Douglas 2298

more durable;

more

beautiful; is Ihfc cheaper in
installed in the handsomest
bank buildings in the country; is what
should
yoii
have. // you are going to

is

and

Properties

cost;

is

build, investigate

HENNING k DURKE

SCAGLIOLA.

INi.'lH-IF.

California Scagliola
68 CWRA STRfn,

General

Contractora

FHI'M IMI

Company

SAN fRANCISCO

When
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242 Ru80 Bldg.
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HARDWOOD
and

EDW.

PANELS
NIEHAUS

& CO., Inc.

F.
S^tS

TO 570 BRANNAN STRECT

Bet%veen Fourth and Fifth Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

TRACY, CAL.
BRANCH YARDS iMAYFIELD,
CAL.

PHONF«5
'^"°'^'^S

'

J

?

LUMBER EX. 30
MARKET 1485

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IN

UUMBBR

Large Timbers aad Special Bills to Order
Main Yard on

17th

SOUTHERN

and De Haro Streets

PACIFIC,

Kiln Dried

WESTERN

PACIFIC.

SANTA FE

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

::

::

Oregon Pine Finish

STRABLE MANUFACTURING CO.
HARDWOOD FLOORING
AND LUMB ER
MANUFACTURERS OF

"TOFCO BRAND"
Quartered and Plain
OFFICE «ND y«Hos,

Sawn White and Red Oak

FIRST ST.,

Flooring.

Bet. Washington and Clay,

Has No Equal.

OAKLAND, CAL.

NATOMAS ROCn
A CRUSHED ROCK

that is absolutely free of sand, clay or other foreign matter, ver>- hard and very tough, without flaw or seam.
Unequaled
for concrete or macadam work.
Inquiries and trial orders solicited.

Natomas Consolidated

of California,

RocK CrusHing Department,
701 Peoples Savings

Bank BIdg.. 8!h and "J"

When

Sts.,

SACRAME-NTO, CAL.
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WALTER HOUGH

COMPANY

INCOHPORATED

Building Construction

503 MARKET STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Burners for Moderate Priced

Distillate

Hot Water Heaters
The Hart Iltater Company which

is

almost phenomenal success in
selling its combination hot water boiler,
has recently perfected an improved distillate burner which promises to revolutionize the moderate priced hot water
boiler market, creating a demand even
greater than the Hart gas heater. It
is unquestionably the most economical
distillate burner on the market today,
both from the standard of selling cost
and oil consumption.

having

119

The distillate burner consists of a
device or generator about S x 12 inches,
fed by a hollow wire from a small disUsed in connection with
tillate tank.
the apparatus is an 8 or 10 gallon tank
for the storage of air which is created
by a hand pump to about 30 or 40 pounds
pressure, then a reducer valve is attached
to this tank and a small oil tank for the
purpose of reducing this air pressure at
the top of tlie oil tank to about 10
pounds, to force the oil through the
hollow wire into the generator. After
many months experience with this same
generator, upon taking it apart the manufacturers found not the slightest bit of
carbonizing or corrosion of any kind.
The expense to operate is about one
cent per hour steady burning, and the
perfection in this distillate generator has
been gotten through the company's own
In using this distillate
patent burner.
there is about 140 per cent greater heat
efficiency than that of artificial gas.
The main

office

Company

is

Oakland.

The

at

the

of

406

Hart Heater

Thirteenth

factory

is

at 525

street,

Seventh

Architects all
in the same city.
over the State are specifying Hart heaters in preference to all other moderate
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

OSCILLATING PORTAL WALL BEOS
MARSHALL & STEARNS
1154

New

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHELAN BUILDING

Twelve-story Office Building for
W. Johns-Manville Co.

the H.

A UNIQUE

structure will ho the new
twelve-story office building now under construction on the southwest corner
of 41st street and Madison avenue. New
York City, for the H. W. Johns-Manville
Co.,

who

will

occupy

it

in

its

cern.

was the desire of the owners

to

have a distinctive building, and the early
Italian Gothic architecture was selected.
This style of architectural treatment has
not heretofore been employed for buildings of this character, and in this respect
the edifice will be unique.
The details of the two facades are
adapted from various Italian examples.
The three lower stories are of limestone
and the upper stories of gray-brown
Roman brick and terra cotta, with various light-colored marbles worked in
panels.
Under the cornices are various
colored marble panels in terra cotta
frames.
The cornice, vi^hich is to run entirely
around the top of the building, will be
of copper, which will be accentuated by
treating with silver, gold and colors.
The large windows on the lower sto-

ARCHITECTS!
You have

been

Dry Bonds

in all
prevent this

liavint; tniuljli-

ries will be of bronze, and the vestibule
and entrance hall of Italian marble. The
entire ground floor will be devoted to

the retail department. It will be finished
entirely in marble and Caen stone, and

entirety

about May 1, 1912, as the general offices
and New York salesrooms of the conIt

BRICK AND
CEMENT COATING
BayStatb
^

T

T safeguards concrete, brick and stuc-

CO from the ravages of dampness,
prevents hair cracking, overcomes the
monotonous gray tones or spotted appearance of cement, can be used as a
finishing plaster on concrete walls instead of the ordinary finishing plaster.
Applied on ceiling over delicate machinery it will not drop off. It does
not destroy the distinctive texture of
concrete.

The MasterBuildersCompany

When

'

•^

wnli

can
ers Concrete Filler. Master BuiMers Filler will waterproof Concrete ami
make a surface hard as iron. Does not
absorb oil, is used largely for floors
with heavy wear: expense nominal.
Write for particulars.

San Francisco

'"miCINALCOATlUC™

.'*!sworihhowiand'8CI>"',

Write at once for book and color
mentioning this medium.

Concrete Wijrk
We
with Master Build-

1054 Monadnock BIdg.

CO.

25 Broad Street
New York

card

WADSWORTH, HOWIAND & CO., Inc.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS
AND LEAD CORRODERS
82

-

84 Washington

St.,

Boston, Mass.

Agents:^Hiram W. Wadsworth,
Chamber of Commerce Building, Pasadena,
Cal.
Timms, Cress & Co., Portland, Ore.;
F. T. Crowe & Co., Spokane. Seattle, Tacoma,
Wash.. K, \. Nason & Co S:iii Krannsco
Distributing
;
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the soffits of the

beamed

ceiling will be

brought out in color from various Italian
examples.
There will be a mezzanine gallery with
bronze rails and a marble stairway, with
bronze railing, leading up from the first
to the second floor.
Each floor will be
devoted to one or more departments.
The executive offices will occupy the
eleventh floor, while the twelfth floor
will be used as a sample and exhibition

room.

The

building has been designed so that
lour sides will be attractive.
It will
be known as the "Johns-Manville Building" and will have the unique distinction
of being one of the few twelve-story
structures to be entirely occupied by a
manufacturing concern for office purposes onl}'.
The building will be of fireproof steel
construction throughout, and will contain two Otis passenger elevators of the
latest type.
Each floor will have an area
of 2500 square feet, or a total area for
the twelve floors and basement, which
will extend under the sidewalks, of 3-1-.S00
square feet.
.•\n unusual feature connected with this
building will be the fact that the tenant
manufactures and will furnish a considerable part of the equipment of the strucall

ture, including the following: J-M asbestos roofing. J-M asbestos plaster, J-M
Linolite system of lighting, J-M conduit

wiring,

for

flushometers,

J-M

tos

wood,

J-M
J-M

asbesasbesAsbestocel pipe

extinguishers,

fire

to-sponge felted and J-M

sanitor

waterproof-

seats, electrical accessories,
ing. Keystone hair insulator,

coverings, etc.
Fire-proof materials
will
be
used
throughout the structure. Modern systems of heating and ventilating will be
employed, and the building will rank,
architecturally and otherwise, among the
handsomest and most substantial office
structures in New York.

Partnership Dissolved
firm of Scarritt &
Clark, consisting of H. M. Scarritt and
W. A. Clark, has been dissolved by
mutual consent. H. M. Scarritt will succeed to the business, assume all contracts and liabilities contracted for by
Scarritt & Clark and collect all accounts
due the firm. The business will be conducted the same as heretofore and H. M.
Scarritt will continue to do a general contracting business at the same location,
northeast corner of Turk and Jones
streets, San Francisco.

The contracting

TME ORIGINAL
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Biiihiing for the

The

Golden
Gate
Structural
Ornamental Iron Works

VnilcJ

and

the many new industries
that
sprang into existence soon after the San
Francisco fire of 1906, probably none
has met with more signal success than
the Golden Gate Structural and Orna-

Of

Riiilroaiis,

San Fraiulscu

CONTRACTORS
This Machine will

SAVE YOU MONEY!

The Stipe Floor Surfacer for Surfacing
Maple. Oak and other Floors.

Pine,

mental Iron Works whose shop and
yards are at 1479 Mission street. Starting with a comparatively small plant the
business of this company has steadily
increased and each year it has been
found necessary to add more room to
accommodate new equipment.

The
assured

success

of

from the

the
first-

company

— that

of the men who were
counted for anytliing. Both
ability

man

and
mechanics

Mr.

Fleigner

is,

if

was
the

behind it
Mr. Hoff-

are

skilled

and have had
many years experience. C. F. Hoflfman
was at one time foreman for Winslow
Bros, of Chicago, one of the largest and
best known makers of ornamental iron
in the United States.
Later Mr. Hoffman was employed by the Erode Iron
Works in San Francisco. His partner,
L.

W.

iron

in

their

Fleigner,

is

line

a practical structural

worker and he supervises the inside

work while Mr. Hofifman attends to the
business end. Both the ornamental and
structural departments are equipned with

modern machmery and a force of men is
employed large enough to turn out any

JOHS^ M. REYNOLDS
Sales

1201 Devisadero

St..

Agent

San Francisco

Pho

West 6427

The Architect and Engineer
ordinary job in short order. Contracts
taken for any structural or ornamental iron job of reasonable size.
Architects who have had experience with
the firm arc well pleased and do not
are

hesitate to call

upon them

to figure

any

new work as it conies up.
One of the most recent

contracts completed was the steel frame for the United
Railroads' car barns at San Jose avenue
and Guerrero street, San Francisco. As
shown in the accompanying cut, it is a
splendid piece of steel work and speaks
well for the contractors. The Golden
Gate company not only furnished all the
material but supervised the erection.
There are over lUO tons of structural
steel in the building which covers a lot
96x136 feet. Other contracts completed
by the company include the Commercial
high
school,
the
Sutro,
McCoffin,
Clement
and
Garfield
schools,
the
Knights of Pythias building at Hermann
and Valencia streets, PafT and Bauer,
architects; the Smiddell building, Frederick H. Meyer, architect, and the Hcuter
apartments, designed by the same architect.
For the schools mentioned above,
the company furnished both the structural and ornamental iron with the exception of the Commercial high school,
the ornamental iron only being furnished
on this building.

Exhibition of Structural Materials
State Mineralogist Aubury is notifying
producers of structural materials in California that the exhibition of such materials in the Ferry building, in San Francisco, will give producers a splendid
opportunity to make the resources of the
State, and the possibilities of home production, known in the most accessible of
all places in San Francisco.
The exhibition will be exclusively
Californian.
In its scope it will be sufficiently wide to include each and every
mineral that is used in construction.
This means that the exhibits, collectively, will give an object lesson of the
greatest interest to architects, contractors and builders all of whom will be
kept in touch with the California State
Mining Bureau as much as possible.
The work of making ready for the
exhibits has made considerable progress,
tile flooring has been laid, ornamental
arches have been erected and various
sorts of work to make the installation
of samples of terra cotta, brick, marble,
sandstone, granite, cement and all other
structural materials, attractive to all visitors to the State Mining Bureau, who

number something

like

10,000 a

has been accomplished.
Public minded
structural

month,

materials

men, who clearly see the advantages to
all in having the facts known, have done

much

to provide for a great exhibition.
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IN

ARCHITECTURE

Artistic merit in Architecture depends to a certain extent upon color
On account of the importance of this
factor, too much care cannot be exercised in attaining desired tones.
To produce artistic color results in
interior finishing, the preservation of
the beautiful, natural figure of the
wood is a vital consideration. For
really artistic, modem, exclusive color
effects,

STANDARD

WORKS'

Kleartone Stains are a con-

VARNISH

stant revelation to the architect as
well as his clients.
Not only does the architect have
the regular up-to-date shades, but he
also has our unique service in securing
special, out-of-the-ordinary tones. This
effective assistance makes it possible
for every architect to stamp every
piece of his work with his own individuality and personality.
White enamel work has a peculiar
charm and richness. Our Satinette
White Enamel proves its superiority
wherever it is used on church, residence,
office building and pubhc institution.
It does not turn yellow, it is easily
It may
cleaned and does not crack.
be finished with a dull, flat effect or
Satinette Undercoat should
rich gloss.

always be used for priming and undercoats for Satinette White Enamel work.

ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES
Elastica Floor Finish for floors,
Elastica No. 1 for outside work, Elastica No. 2 for inside work, Flattine
Cabinet Finish for flat, dull finish,
Kleartone Stains for beautiful color
effects, Satinette White Enamel flat
and gloss for both interior and exterior
work and our other Architectural
Finishes always more than meet expectations.
These Finishes give results that

make high-class, artistic work possible.
They make it possible for wood finishing to contribute in an unusual degree
to the Art in Architecture.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Tels. Douglas

908

2040.

BROADWAY. OAKLAND

Tels. Pacific.

Home.

Rust=resisting

Home. C-2040

Oakland 1185

A -3395

—Anti=corrosive

Black and Galvanized Sheets
under conditions that destroy iron and
Durability, Ductility and Price considered it is the
logical material for roofing, siding and all formed products.
will

resist corrosion

steel.

Write for Samples. Prices

CARRIED

IN

STOCK

and "Corrosloa Text Book"
IN

SAN FRANCISCO BY

The Berger Manufacturing Company
OF CALIFORNIA
1120-22-24-26 Mission Street
San Francisco, Cal.
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320 San Fernando Building
Los Angeles, Cal.
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California Climate Produces Best Quality Inks

CLIMATIC

conditions of southern
California have been appreciated as
highly favorable to industrial development in the fact that the equable climate
makes it possible for workmen to pursue
their trades every day in the year unhampered cither by enervating heat or
excessive cold weather. In some lines,
glass manufacture, iron works and similar industries where the work is done
under the great heat of furnaces, the
California climate is recognized as making the workmen capable of the highest
point of production.

competing

successfull}' in the trade even
City where the largest ink
manufactories are located.
in

New York

The production

of ink in

the United

confmed practically to seven
manufacturers. This is a remarkably
States

is

small number of producers when it is
considered that the annual consumption

Perhaps there is
is enormous.
no other branch of manufacturing where
the needs of the more than 90,000,000
people of the country are met by half
dozen factories. Yet ink manufacturing
has not thus far developed a trust,
although the majority of the manufacturers have grown immensely wealthy.
of inks

The seven ink manufacturers of the
Eastern states, all of whom have secured
their share of trade through building up
prestige and reputation for their prodby Bradstreets:
Chas. M. Higgins & Co. of New York,
$1,000,000; The Frederick Post Co., Chicago,
$750,000Sanford
Mfg.
Co.,
Chicago, $750,000; S. S. Stafford Ink Co.,
ucts, are rated as follows

New

York. $250,000; Carter's Ink Co.,
Chicago, $400,000; Davids Ink Mfg. Co.,
New York, $1,000,000; The Diamond Ink
Co.,

Milwaukee, $75,000.

The manufacture

of ink in

California

was started fourteen years ago through

Yet there are branches of manufacturing where the effect of the equable
climate is favorable on the product itself,
a feature that has not occurred to many.
One of these is the making of inks,
which it is said can be manufactured in
California more cheaply and with better
results in the quality of the product than
anywhere else in the country, simply on
account of the favorable climatic conditions aiding in the ripening and ageing
of the ink.

There is but one ink manufactory west
Chicago and that is located in Los
Angeles the Frederick Charlton Company, which is operating a plant at 142-8
Anderson street. This company is shipping its product all over the country and
of

—

the efforts of the late Frederick Charlton,
noted newspaper artist, to obtain an ink
suited to his needs.
Mr. Charlton interested his brother, Robert T. Charlton, a
chemist, and a formula for ink specially
adapted to the requirements of artists,
architects, engineers and similar professions was worked out for which large
sums of money and offers of good positions with desirable salaries attached
were made by the Eastern manufacturers.
For several years the late Mr. Charlton
used these inks in his own work and also
supplied fellow artists from his personal
stock, until its possibilities as a commercial enterprise were realized and a company organized to manufacture the ink
on a large scale.

A factory was finally established in San
Francisco and Charlton's inks rapidly
gained a foothold on the Coast and
worked their way eastward into the New
York markets. In a few years they were
adopted on their merits by a large number of leading architects and engineers
for drafting work and were used exclusively by a score of big ink consumers
throughout the country. Charlton's inks
are today the standard with the boards of
education of the leading Pacific Coast
cities.

In the San Francisco
pany was burned out and
assets.

The

still

fire

the

com-

lost all of its

more favorable

climatic
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Glidden's

Concrete Floor Dressing
presents a

practical

problem of the
Concrete Floors.
It

solution of

maintenance

the
of

prevents abrasion and wear and

the consequent formation of

cement

dust.

Glidden's

M.
is

P.

Durable Exterior

the most durable varnish for ex-

It comon the market.
bines extreme elasticity with excellent
body and superb flowing equalities.
It can be rubbed to a dull finish or

terior use

left brio-ht.
Demonstrating Samples and Literature free on request

The Whittier Coburn Company
Los Angeles

San Francisco
Distributors tor

The Glidden Varnish Co.
Branch Warehouses:
New York
Chicago

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

The Architect and
Los
conditions
existing
in
attracted the attention of the
and a new start was made in
The company was handicapped

Angeles

company
this city.

for

work-

ing capital, however, and has not yet
recovered from the financial reverses experienced in the Bay City fire. But it
has been gradually recovering its markets and in large measure has been able
to meet the demand previously created
for its products.
Its ability to compete
in the markets of the Eastern states is
due to the fact that the cost of ink manufacture in California is no greater, if as
great, as in the East, and the freight rate
While the
is an item of no consequence.
chemicals and coloring pigments used
are brought either from the East or from
abroad, the bulk and weight of the raw
materials, as compared with the great
value of small quantities of the finished
product, eliminates tlic freight rate from
consideration as a drawback to its profitable production on the Pacific Coast. It

One Panel
Hardwood
Door for

F.n<rinccr
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rather a singular fact, also, that the
freight rate on ink from New York to
the Pacific Coast is $2.25 per hundred
pounds, while the rate from this coast
to New York is only $1.50 per hundred.

is

The Frederick Charlton Company has
made a specifllty of drawing inks for the
and engineer and on the
merits of these inks and moist colors
has seen its products supplant those of

artist, architect

Eastern manufacture where thorough
have been made. But the company
also has developed other lines of inks and
products for special purposes— fountain
pen ink, waterproof and permanent inks,
lamp black and Chinese white, permanent blue, pastes, etc. All its products are
put up in attractive packages and are
marketed solely through jobbers and
tests

wholesalers.

New

Architects

The

State
Board of Architecture,
Southern California District, has issued
certificates to practice architecture to
the following:

Scott Quiiitin. 1127 Story building.
.\ngeles.

Los

Lester D. Hil)bard. 906 Westlakc avenue. Los .Angeles.

John

J.

Iniilding,

Frauenfclder,

Security

1035

Los Angeles.

Jerome B. Legg. Missouri-Lincoln
Trust building, Pomona.

Mark

E.

\\illiams,

Raymond

416 N.

avenue. Pasadena.

W'm.

$3.25

street.

HOWARD & CO.
20 Howard Street

SAN FRANCISCO

Au^n'n.

Clicstnut

.".'^4

BINGLEY
PHOTO
ENGRAVER

Write for Catalogue

E. A.

Horace

Long Beach.

Half Tones. Zinc Etchings. Designing, Color Plates

573 MISSION ST.
NEAR SECOND
Telephones

:

SAN FRANCISCO

Douolas 3904.

CALlTORHtA

Home

J

4352

WILLIS GENERAL
A. CLARK & CO.
CONTRACTORS
REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
PHONES: Kearny 536: Home

When

J

2334.

657

MONADNOCK BUILDING

writing to .\dvcrtisers please nicntiun

tliis

.Magazine.
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W. W. BREITE, C. E.
structural Engineer
Dealini lol DeUlli of

All

Classes of

Metallic Structures

FOURTH FLOOR, CLUNIE BUILDING
Montgomery

California and

L (Trade Mark Reg.)
BEST by Every Test

St8.

Proven

JOHN
SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA

J. HANNA, PRES.
HARRISON, vice. PRES.
BEEBEE. stCY-TREAS.

DR. W.
H. J
H. M.

POX

L.

TELEPHONE KEARNY 38 15
207 MONAONOCK BUtLOINC
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Phone Douglas 1763

GRANT FEE

lONE SANDSTONE GO.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

RED, WHITE AND VARIEGATED

BUILDING STONE
ROOM 532 OCHSNER BUILDING
SACRAMENTO, CAL.

Business Buildings and Heavy
Construction a Specialty

TELEPHONE 9633 R

Office

:

SAN FRANCISCO

682 Monadnock BIdg.

QUARRY, AMADOR COUNTY

ESTABLISHBD

THE MOSAIC TILE CO.

THE

OF ZANESVILLE, OHIO

OF

•

C. H. Franklin,

1865

CDAUI^CnDTMa''lae

Mgr.

&

Atty.

Kuiient aai Plate Qltsi

^nAn^^U^nNSURANCE COMPANY

FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN, GERMANY
INSURANCES TRANSACTED

MANUFACTURERS OF

United Statet Department. 100 William Street.

New

Yorlt

LIABILITY:— Employers,

CERAMIC, VITREOUS, ENCAUSTIC

WALL AND ENAMEL

Public. Teams. General. LandElevator, Vessel Owners. Contingent, Dru^s^ists and
Workmen's Collective.
Individual
Physicians.
Burglary,
Industrial Accident and Health.
Accident and Health.

lords,

TILE

TRUSTEES
Richard Dklafield. Pres. of National Park Bank.
Ernst Thalma.nn. of Ladenbure. Thalraaan & Co.
STUYVBSANT FiSH. 52 Wall St New York.

A

Large Stock is Carried at Our
Pacific Coast Ofi&ce and Warehouse
Designs and Samples Furnished

ARCHITECTS

230 8TH

ST.,

,

.

upon Application

SAN FRANCISCO

HOYT BROS.
CONTRACTORS
of

Northern California matce a specialty

DAVID DUNCAN, General Agent. Pacific Coast Dep't.
340 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Aseuts wanted

WALTER

for

unoccupied territory

A.

SCOTT

Architectural

of

Photographer

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
"L^^rNcL"!""

SANTA ROSA, CAL.
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558 Market
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The Value of a Sy»tem

1.11

off

FLAT VERTICAL FILING
For

Tracings

Drawings,

and Blue

Prints

YOU HAVE USED

UINTIL

Write for Catalog

Eugene Dietzgen Co.
C. S.

IV

BF
sa?/ranc^sco

HOFFMAN

L.

\V.

FLF.IQNER

GOLDEN GATE STRUCTURAL and ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
Structural Works, 107-109 1-Jeventh Street
Wire Works and Office, 1479 Mission Street, San Francisco
WE CARRY A FULL' STOCK OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
Home Pliorie J 1SI5
Parilic 'IVleiilinn.-. Market S445

Ornamental

Iron,

Kitchen Equipments

JOHNG.ILS&CO.
827-829 MISSION STREET

H.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

our specialty

SOARRITT,

A/l.

Installations

and

french ranges (bhck s«)

is

General Contractor

Reinforced Concrete Construction, Foundations, Retaining
Walls, Cennent Walks and Floors. Dealers in Crushed Brick.
OFFICE. YARD AND BUNKERS:
FRANCISCO,

SAN

Turk and Jones Streets
Telephone Douglas

1

Residence 291

2

UVINCH

A.

CAL.

telephone franklin 1804

15th

Avenue.

Telephone Pacific 929

CO,

«St

PAVEMENT
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

ARTIFICIAL STONE
and
F^titnatrs Giirn
Offir--:

BuiWrr.' E^rh.nae Buildins.

ott

all

Kinds of Concrete Work

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

185 Stevenson Slreel

SIMONDS MACHINERY

CO.

PUMPING MACHINERY
SUPPLY

Sole Agents

KEWANEE WATER

Pbooes, Kearny I4S7

Home

All

12

J 3467

and

14

Natoma

CO.

Street,

Near

First,

San Francisco

Old Roots R< pa red and Warranted

Orders Promptly Mtended to

w.

H.

WILSON & CO.

ASPHAITUM

AND COMPOSITION

ROOFERS
42

and 44 Natoma

R.

J.

Street. Bel. First

and Second

SAN FRANCISCO

Sis.

BROOE, PROPRIETOR

IRON WORKS
BRODEMANUFACTURERS
OF

TEL.

KEARNY 2464

ornamental
IRON

WORK

STRUCTURAL STEEL
OFFICE AND

621-626

WORKS

HOWARD STREET

BCT.

SECOND AND THIRD STS.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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Mr. Architect: — When you

specify the

PITCHER SLIDING DOOR HANGER
upon its use. There is a cheap substitute on the mat'
Don't be
ket which some contractors would like to use.
deceived for we intend to prosecute any and all infringe-ments of the Pitcher Patents.

Insist

DISARPEARIING

DOORS

A Great Labor- and Space Sa-v-ing Device
'"

01

/
TOTAL THICKNESS OF WALL

DITT'HCD
P CnCK
I

*

I

^S-

(

Specified by nearly

5'o

INCHES

Adjustable Hangers

Patent Door Frames
all

leading Architects

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

PACIFIC
231

BERRY STREET

TANK &
SAN FRANCISCO

PIPE CO.
318 MARKET STREET

ANNOUNCEMENT
We desire to ask the attention of the Architects
that Mr. GEO. A. SCHASTEY retired from both an
active and financial interest in this business at
the close of our last fiscal year, January 30, 1911.
The business is being continued under the name
of SCHASTEY & VOLLMER, Inc., because it is deemed
wise to do this until certain obligations are met
for which this corporation is responsible.
The organization as it is now constituted is
devoting its entire attention and facilities exclusively to conducting a decorative and furnishing business, and the intention is to offer a
medium through which the Architect can obtain
adequate expression of his desires in relation to
the interior equipment of his projects.

SCHASTEY & VOLLMER,
522

Sutter Street,
Phone.
When

San Francisco

Svjtter

1310

writing to AJvcitisers please mention this Magazine.
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BAY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

GRAVEL
Telaphones, K

E.

(•".

5313

SAND

J

153 BERRY

3535

ROCK

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

GETTLE

C.

E

DUNLEVY

S.

Sz QETTLE
DUINLEVV
SHEET METAL WORKS

Manufacturers of Dunlevy's Patent Chimneys (Pat. March 6th. 1894) Dealers In Patent.
Terra Cot ta and Galvanized Iron Chimneys and Tops. Sewer Pipe, Flue Lining. Pressed
Brick. Fire Brick. Fire Clay. Cement. Etc.
2lti<;
Builders' Exchanfce. Box 3 10

79 City Halt Avenue

E. O.

Telephone Market

CROWLtY, PRES.DINT

S

E. D.

CROWLEY

San Francisco

A.

JUBB, SCCRCT.HY

11

CO.

CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS
Experts in reinforced
Concrete Construction

PHONC OOUCLAS 982

MONADNOCK BUILDING

|

San Francisco

|

THOMAS ELAM
GROVER C. ELAM

riioiic

Kearny 4700

THOMAS ELAM & SON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Office, Builders'

Exchange, 180 Jessie Street

San Francisco, Cal.

LOCKE FOUINDATIOIN CO.
COrsTTRACTIINQ EINGIINEERS
concrete and cement work
1107

CROCKER BUILDINa

THE

J

Phone Kearny

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

2«I8

MOTT IRON WORKS

L.
D. H. QULICK,
.

Agent
KEARNY ST.

Selling
13S

for Pacific

Phone, West 6894

NEWTORK

Coast

||

SAN FRANCISCO

SAMSOJN SPOT SASM CORD
Guaranteed (ree from all imperfections of braid or
mark, the colored spots. Send for samples, tests, etc.
Parifir C"a?t .Airrni JOHN

W.

I.

ROWNTRff. 1075 Monaitnork

H.

liiuhti.

Can alw.n

;,

b-- distifii/viibln^d

bv

<:)ur

trade

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

Bldj.. San Frantliro aid 511 fqultable Savlnfs Bank Bld«.. lot

BAGGE & SON,

Anjfln

inc.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Telephone Kearny 4749
established 1689

3528 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO.

CAL.
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GEO. FARRELL, Burlingame

WALTER N. REED,

239 Precita Ave.
San Francisco
24S9
Mission
Res. Phone

FARRELL
REED
MASONS

«&

AND GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

THE

BRADSHAW

GARBAGE

SANITARY

CHUTE PATENTED

Absolutely sanitary, odorless, germ. fly. and
rat prool.
Labor and Cost in disposing of
garbaee reduced to a minimum. Particularly
designed for apartment houses, flats, hospitals, hotels and residences.
rirst Cost the Only Cost

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE
Office 9th Floor. Qunst BIdg.
Third and Mission Sts., San Francisco
Phone Sutter 4S0.

"THE BRADSH AW
SANITARY GARBAGE CHUTE can be
"-

applied to old as well as

new

buildings.

It

ex-

tends from basement to
roof and is thoroughly

Member

of Builders'

As the door
opened to receive the
garbage an automatic
sprinkler thoroughly

ventilated.

Exchange

is

and Builders' Association

D.

ROSS CLARKE

PLASTERINO and CEMENT CONTRACTOR
Ornamental Plasterlne and Cement Plastering or Reinforced Concrete a Specialty

EXTERIOR CEMENTING DONE
IN WHITE OR CREAM COLOR
office:

The

the chute.

flushes

garbagecan basa wire
screen bottom allowing the water to percolate through to the
cess-pool where it is
trapped to the sewer.
It

hermetically

is

sealed, thus prevent-

dust and odors
and shutting oft" any
food supply for rats
or domestic animals.
This system reduces
ing

all

to a minimum or entirety eliminates janitor service now required for the disposThe
al of garbage.
chute is made of

708 PACIFIC BUILDING

heavy galvani7ed
sheet metal and iron
It isinstall-

castings.

Esterly

r-mplete ready

c-d

—1

Construction Co.
Incorporated

j

The mechanical
[traneements are so
simple as to De absolutely fool-proof

CEMENT AND CONCRETE
CONTRACTORS
2136 CENTER STREET
BERKELEY, CAL.

to

nnect to si-wtT
and service pipes.
and is guaranteed
-

I

and

out of the rrach of
small children.
A
complete chute is in
full operation at our
office. 524-2(^ Pine St.

Our chute can be
installed at a very
moderat"^ price and

THE FIRST COST

THE ONLY

IS

No expense
maintenance or
wear and tear after it
COST.

for

NONPAREIL CORK COVERINGS
for Brine,

Ammonia and

Water

Ice

lines

operation.

is in

For

full

prices,

Armstrong Cork Company

Bill

INSULATION DEPARTMENT

San

724 PHEUN BUILDING. SAN fRANCISCO.

&

524-26

particulars

etc..

address

lACOBSlN,
Pine

Street,

Francisco,

Cal.

CALIf.

K'ttrny 1790
SeaLLIe:

D.

E.

fRYfR

When
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Sangujnet

&

Staats. Architects

METALLIC DOORS AND TRIM
FURNISHED BY THE

jPonarcf)

^etal JPanufacturing Company
KANSAS

REPRESENTED

CITY, MO.

IN

CALIFORNIA BY

BOYD & MOORE, SAN FRANCISCO.

CAL.
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GOODYEAR'S FIRE PROTECTION
FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS, FACTORIES AND RESIDENCES
All Styles Swinging Hose
Reels.
"Eclipse" Swinging

Hose Rack, with Goodyear
Special Valve.
Acme Fire
Extinguishers, Approved and
Labeled. Always Ready for
Use. Rubber Matting, Mats,
Rubber Tiling, etc. Eureka's
Rubber Lined Cotton Hose
and Unlined Linen Hose.
'

'

Specify
Eureka's Best,
'20th Century' or 'Worthy'
for an
Underwriter's Approved Linen Fire Hose.
'

'

'

ESTiMATES FURNISHED

'

GOODYEAR RUBBER

CO.

R. H. PEASE, President

61-63=65=67 Fourth St.
Portland, Oregon

587=589-591 Market St.
San Francisco

THE CHEAPEST REINFORCEMENT

and^best

Kahn Trussed Bar

has never been questioned, so that we can say "cheapest"
and be understood. Considered strictly from a doUars-and -cents standpoint you are losing money by buyRemember that in the Kahn Trussed Bar the shear members are formed from the
ing any other bar.
flanges of the main bar which are ordinarily wasted.— that you save all of the expense of handling a large
that you secure absolute safety and strength against fire, shock or careless
number of loose stirrups
workmanship.
that rigid connection makes beams 20*^1 stronger.

The

superiority of the

—

—

ON RIGID CONNECTION OF SHEAR MEMBERS

INSIST

KAHN TRUSSED BARS
Other Kahn System Products include:
self-centering reinforcement for Roofs. Floors, Walls, Partitions and Ceilings; Rib
Conduits and Slabs; Built-up Column Hooping; Cup-Bars, Straight or Bent;
and
Rib Studs, for Plaster and Stucco; United Steel Sash for Fireproof Windows;
Rib Lath
Trus-Con Products, for Waterproofing and Finishing Concrete.

Hy-Rib, a
Metal,

for

Write for catalogues or

call

upon one of the men

listed below.

Trussed Concrete Steel Company
689 Trussed Concrete Building, Detroit, Michigan

SAN FRANCISCO,

Felix

Kahn,

304 Macdonougli Building.

PORTLAND, ORE.,
1009 Board of

J. A.

Currey,

Trade Building.

LOS ANGELES.

J. E.

Heber,

703 Central Building.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
Arthur T. Nelson, 836 Henry BIdg.

V\*hen writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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C. E.

R.

EHRHART,

C. E.

A. M, Soc, C. K.

RICKON-EHRHART
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION
Engineers and Contractors

Civil
Phone West

CO.

1300

1859

GEARY

LOGICAL WATERPROOFING
—
r— WATERPROOFS 3
-mp-

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

FOR CONCRETE

^

I

OflT]-

BECAUSE

(1), being without fats or oils, it mixes throughout the entire mass;
readily dissolves in cold water; (3), it will withstand the heaviest hydrostatic
pressures; and (4), being strongly adhesive, it imparts additional strength to the
original' concrete.
Send for trial sample, bot>kIet and color card free.
(2), it

WESTERN LIME DISTRIBUTORS
& CEMENT COMPANY
Postal Telesraph Bulldlns, San Francisco

U/>e

GEO.

STOrrELS COMPANY

H.

MANAGERS OF CONSTRUCTION
PACIFIC BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

WESTERN BUILDING MATERIAL CO
430 California Street
First

.

and Market Streets

-----.

.

816 Lewis Ikiilding

.

San Francisco
Oakland

.

-

426 Central Building

Portland
Seattle

Nanaimo,
When

.

B. C.
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THE BEST CULVERTS ON EARTH
ARE OUR

CORRUGATED IRON
CULVERTS
MADE FROM

IRON
AMERICAN INGOT
PURE
99.94'-

—

The> are the Strongest the corrugations increase their strength twenty-nine times.
The\ are the Lightest and .Most Easily Handled being made in continuous lengths

They

ready to install.
will Last a Life Time
Iron

— 99.94a

"The

—

—because they are made from rust resisting American Ingot

pure.

Purer the Iron, the greater

its

Resistance to Corrosion."

».»«? PURE

99.9*« PURE
LET US

D[MONSTRATE THESE FACTS TO YOU

California Corrugated Culvert Co.
\AII/
* *

LOS ANGELES

SHAFTING
BEARINGS

PULLEYS
CLUTCHES

CHAIN
SPROCKETS
GEARS,

Etc.

WEST BERKELEY

\AII/
« t

CONCRETA
^

Damp-proof Coating

for

Surfaces of Concrete
or Brick
CONCRETA is a Reliable Paint
Specialty prepared expressly for
coating: Cement. Plaster and Brick

Walls.
Its wearine properties
are unexcelled.
It is much superior to ordinary
oil paints for this special class of

work.

CONCRETA works freely and
covers more surface than any
other Cement Coating.
Its aconAmy, durability and
sanitary properties make it an
unequaJed coating: for use in Mills
and Factories of concrete or brick

(Unmpaug

construction.

WRITE AND MENTION THIS MAGAZINE TO

HEADQUARTERS FOR

TRANSMISSION, ELEVATING
AND CONVEYING MACHINERY

W.P.FULLER&CO,

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

When

MANUFACTURERS
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Eitiiiiircy

Elevator Supply

and Repair Co.
Manufacturers and

In

Wrought Bronze
Nothing
for

else so

or Steel

Electric

s

taller

i

of

Signals,

Mechanical Floor Indicators,
Light
Flash
Annunciators,
Automatic and Electric Reset
and Freight
for Passenger

good

Hanging Doors.

No wearing down,

Armstrong

In

no

Elevators.

creaking, no need of oiling

— For

sale

by

—

Hardware Dealers

Eggler Guide Rail Lubricators
Travel and Trip Recorders
Illuminated Threshold

Attractive Literature Free

FIRE

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

PROOF STEEL CURFOR THEATRES

TAINS
242

BALBOA BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

Chicago Improved Cube
Concrete Mixer
MANUFACTURED BY

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
& CONTRACTING CO.
Main

Office,

We

build and install Ice

Making and

Refrigerating Machinery of

any capacity

Railway Exchange,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

San Francisco Agents, Lansing Wheelbarrow Co., 789 Folsom St.
p. B. ENGH. US Piclfic Electric Bldg.. Los Aaielei

Triumpli Ice Machine Go.
H.

F.

LYON. Western

Special Sales Rrprcsenutive for Southern California

When

Representative

581 Monadnock. Butldingf. San Francisco.

wriiiuB tu AiJvcrtiscrs mention this Magazine.
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F.

O.

F. E.

TELEPHONES

ENGSTRUM. PncstDCNT
ENGSTRUM. Vicc-President

F. 0.

and Engineer

ArcJiitcct

H.

:

MAfN 3046 — A-1969

W. BRYSON. Manager

WM. McKay. Supcmintendknt

ENGSTRUM COMPANY, rnc.
CONTRACTORS
WHOLESALE DEALERS

IN

LUMBER, BRICK, LIME, CEMENT, GLASS, SASH
DOORS, PAINTS AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
MAIN OFFICES, MILL, WAREHOUSE AND YARDS;

ST. LOUIS
Fullerton Bids.

EAST FIFTH AND SEATON STREETS. LOS ANGELES

LOUISVILLE
Lincoln Savings

Bank

SAN ANTONIO

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
Corby-Forgee BIdg.

Bide.

227 East Houston St.

SeIden=Breck Construction Co.
Represented by

Herman W. Hellman

Bldg.

H. L.

J.

H.

JACOBS

Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone A3998

PETERSEN

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,
Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc.

Artificial

Rooms 322-24, 62 POST

san Francisco

ST.

PURE AIR LOGS AND GAS BURNERS
No Odor or Moisture
Saves One Half the
Cost of Any Gas Grate

Co^^BusTloN
1

Made.
Endorsed

by Architects and
Physicians. Installed Without

)*IH.Supplv;

F'luo or

Vent.

McGEORGE & COOPER MAINUFACTURIING
322 SntlDON BIOG.. SAN fRANCISCO

CO., Inc.

WORKS -NINIH SIRHT AND 27rn AVfNUf, OAKIANO

\\'hen writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^
I^oriHC
— best by

every

GABRIEL MOULIN
Maker of

test

THE

Popularity of Pioncer Roofing is due to its wearing qualiwant to go on record right here
ties.
and now \vith the positive assertion that
"Pioneer Roof will outlast twO
a
ordinary roofs. The first cost is little
if any more than you would have to pay
And
for roofing of inferior quality.
once a "Pioneer Roof is on. there is no
It
requires no paint or
further cost.
Address Dept. 23.
repairs.

We

Photographs
FOR ADVERTISING AND
COMMERCIAL PURPOSES

Booklet and Samples
The Pioneer Paper Company

153 Kearny Street

has issued

32 page Roofing Booklet, a copy of
which, together with samples of Roofing,
request.
^vill be mailed upon
Address
Dept. 23.

Wiley

a

B.

Allen

Building

San Francisco

PIONEER PAPER COMPANY

K

247-251 SO. lOS ANGflfS

ST.,

Telephone Douslas 4969

lOS ANGtlK, CAl,

:/

You

will like

TACOMA
WASHINGTON
and the

CARLTON HOTEL
A

New

Modern

Fireproof Hotel
in

Every Detail

Cafes of Acknowledged ExcelOverlooking the Sound

lence.

and beautiful Mt. Tacoma. One
block from Union Depot.

Murphy Concealed Wall Bed
Send

for Circular

Rates $1.00 upwards

JONES & SHAFKR, Proprietors.
When

919

MURPHY MANUFACTURING CO.
O'farrell Street
San frandsto.
X

wriling to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Works Oakland,

Main Office: 819 Fol.om St., S. F.
TELEPHONES KEARNY 3420 - J 2720

:

PIEDMONT 2650— A

Cal.
5251

JUDSON Mrc. CO.
Made

in California.

Patronize Horae Indoatry

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bar and Plate

Iron, Reinforcing Bars
Strxictural, Bridge, SHeet and Plate

WorK

Steel, and Grate Bars, Cold Rolled Steel Shafting, Pulleys. Hangers, Bearings.
Machine. House,
Couplings, Collars, Frictions, etc. Tacks Cut and Wire Nails.
Acid and Power Works Castings. Sash Weights
Bridge, and Sewer Castings.
and Cast Washers. Machine and Wharf Work, Smoke Stacks. Building
Anchors, Dogs. Post Caps, Floor Casings and Sidewalk Doors. Rock
Screens, Bunker Equipment, Stamps Mills, Mine Hoists and
Grizzlies.
Bolts, Spikes, Xuts, Washers. Drift Bolts. Plain
and Upset Truss Rods. Frogs. Switches and Crossing,
Head Chairs, Rail Braces, Fish Plates, Track Bolts,
Railroad Spikes and Tie Rods. Forgings and
all kinds of Machine, Blacksmith and

Curb

Foundry Work, Pattern and
.Millwright Work.

DEALERS

IN

Beams, H Sections, Channels. Angles, Tees, Zees, Turn Buckles. Black and
Galvanized Pipe. Steel T Rails, Norway Iron, Tool, Tire, Toe, Calk, Plow, Spring
and Machine Steel, Blue Annealed Steel Sheets and Tank Steel Plates,
Reinforcing Bars. 13" For Immediate Shipment.

Steel

I

DODD'S INTERLOCKING BLOCKS

A. Fire Proof, Germ Proof and Inexpensive Partition. Will not Warp.
Make and Atsolutely True Surface.
When

MOORE
BOYD &AGENTS
SALES

356 Market

St.

writing to .\dvertisers please mention this Magazine.
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This

is

Interior Protection

nin^iiieer

14.^

— the

Kind that Safeguards
Life and Contents

Q

Tenant, owner, builder and architect should
first know what constitutes absolute fireproof protection rather than to learn
jJterwards that their confidence had been
misplaced; that, however perfect and fireproof the exterior walls, they only form
a flue for the destruction of the inflammable interior and contents of the building.

WHEN you have

eliminated

all

inflammable

materials in a building by replacing wood
with steel in every part of its interior, then, and
then only have you a fireproof building in reality.

Without the
higher

first

duced cost

slightest sacrifice of artistic value, with
more than compensated for by re-

cost

of insurance

and maintenance, hundreds of
been fireproofed in the

representative buildings have
highest sense of the term by

DAHLSTROM
Metallic Doors and

Trim

Absolute fireproofing simply means that wherever
wood has heretofore been used it is replaced with the

Dahlstrom Steel Products. If the exterior walls, floors
and partitions are of fireproof construction and the last
link in the chain, the Dahlstrom Metal Doors, are
added, every room is converted into a fireproof unit
artistic, sanitary, immune from flames for all time.

—

Everyone

who

values

buildings

human

life

should

draw

the

between so-called "fireproof"

line of distinction

and those fireproof in fad.

"Buildings

As They Should Be"

—a

book illustrating the exteriors and interiors
of a few of the world's most prominent structures
equipped with The Dahlstrom Products thoroughly
describes "life and contents" fireproofing.
To

the interested a

cnpy

is free

for

ccnls postage.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR

11
IlllU'l

«

iiiiii II

B

i

CO.

722 Merchants* Exchange,
San Francisco, Cal.

Uilii

Executive Offices and Factories

•H

34 Blackstone Avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.
Branch Offices

in

AU

iiiii

mil
iim''

Principal Cities

M JKazin^:.
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EigKt Trains

Every Day
Going

Los Angeles on
business?
Not sure when
you can leave? Leave any
time you find convenient;
to

there are eight trains every

day from San Francisco, 8
chances withm

1

2 hours,

over the

SoutKern

Pacific

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Ticket

offices

Flood Building; Palace Hotel; Market Street
3d and Townsend

Broadway and

When

Ferr>-

Streets Depot.

13th Street, Oakland.

writing to .Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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n.)ii'iiiccr

Hannon "OUTERSITE" Metal Picture Moulding (patented)
Hannon ORNAMENTAL Metal Picture Moulding(patented)

Hannon Ornamental

"Outersite"

Metal Picture Moulding

Plastered

UNION

[Hook can be

[An

pl:iceil

wherever desired

METAL CORNER CO.

Outersite"

Above

invisible tiiuuldine]

section

shows "Outersile" applied

to

wood-lath [upper hdlf} and to wire [lower
half).
Can be used on any kind of fire-proof
constructi'-n.
"Outersite" Is doubly hotC-ilvani-Ted Made in nne length only
10 (t.

—

]

WATERHOUSE & PRICE

OR

Manufacturers. Boston, Mass.

*'

Metal Picture Moulding

Showine Hook Inserted

Showing Br.itket in^ierlcd into '" OUTERSITL" and HANNON METAL PICTURE
MOI'I I'I\<; a!tnrhed tt.prrto

Hannon

S*N FHANCIBCO
LOB ANGCLES

CO.

PORT LAND
OAHL »NO

^^^^^^:;e^^4\)lXl CONSTRUCTION
— FOR —
ROOFS

ECONOMICAL
LIGHT IN

WEIGHT
GREAT
STRENGTH

SIDE-WALLS

ARCH G/FLAT
FLOORS

FIRE-PROOF

BINS

SIMPLE IN

STAIRWAYS

CONSTRUCTION
REQUIRES

PARTITIONS

TANKS

NO

CENTERING

SILOS

Because of the Patent INVERSE TAPER of the Corrugations the end laps are tight and rigid, the
is not destroyed and there are no voids or air spaces which allow the steel to rust out and destroy

dove-tail
the

PERMANE.MCY
7I,e

of the construction.

BROWN

HOISTING MACHINERY

CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Fcrroinclave Agent for California.

When

CHAS.

A.

LEVY,

502 Hooker

^

Lent Bldg.. San Francisco

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Myron Hunt &
Elmer Grey

Stained with
Cabot's
Shingle Stain

Architects
Los Angeles

CABOT'S CREOSOTE SHINGLE STAINS
THE ORIGINAL AND STANDARD STAINS
Distinguishable by their soft depth and freshness of color, richness of tone, and
durability. No muddy or greasy eflEects, no blackening, no washing off. They have
stood the test more than twenty-five years.

Cabot's Sheathing and Deafening "Quilt." Cabot's Waterproof Cement
Conservo Wood Preservative. Cabot's Waterproof Brick Stains.

Stains.

Samuel Cabot,
(

A«<,«»
Agents

'

1
(

inc., Sole

&

Manufacturers,

MasS.

BostOfl,

San Francisco and Oakland, Cal.
P- H. Mathews Paint House, Los Angeles
xifnms. Cress & Co., Portland, Oregon
S. W. R. Dally, Seattle, Tacoma and Spokane

Waterhouse

Price Co.,

[

DAMP PROOF YOUR BRICK
AND CONCRETE WALLS
^ \^t PffOp

USE
ift.

LIQUID STONE
It will keep walls Dry and Insure a
Water Tight Structure. Liquid Stone
is a Paint made from Stone and

applied to the siu-face with an ordinary Paint Brush.
Used on the Walls of the San Francisco
Y. M. C. A. Building, MacDougall Bros.,
Architects.

THE LIQUID STONE PAINT
Main Office, 306 Chronicle Bldg.
Phone Douglas 266

When

CO.,

LAIRD & SINCLAIR and LILLEY &
AGENTS
San

Francisco, Cal.

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Self-Cranking Motor and
Electric Lights

WINTON
1912

SI

CAR NOW HERE

Q The Winton Company's aim has always been to give the buyer the
Accordingly, for 1912 we are
greatest possible car-value for his money.
offering more car than before at no increase in price.
wheel base has been lengthened to 130 inches, and the body is
Cushions and upholstery represent the
previously.
very limit of luxury. Four wide doors are regular equipment, and it will
be noted that the operating levers are inside the driver's door, not outside.

^ The

more spacious than

^ No

extra charge

is

made

for electric

dash and

tail lights.

Dash

lights

arc sunken, adding greatly to the car's beauty.

^

Booth Demountable rims are regular equipment.

inches

all

Tires are 36\4}/i

around.

This is
in previous seasons, the Winton Six motor cranks itself.
unquestionably the most convenient and agreeable feature that a gasoline
car owner could desire.

^ As

^ The

price remains

unchanged

at $3000.

And

the entire car, from radiator to gasoline tank,
safe and satisfying purchase.

fl

is

an absolutely

Call or phone for demonstration.

The Winton Motor Car. Co. 300 Van Ness
Telephone, Market 1672

\\h<

writing U. .-\dvcrli.scis plc.isc nicntiun

Home

tliis

A venue

Phone, J 1672
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How "Richmond" Vacuum
Money

Cleaning Saves
RICHMOND"

Forget the fact that

comfort, promotes health

purely as an economy)
First,

—

—

by

vacuum

cleaning eliminates drudgery, increases

forget the convenience of

the actual daily dollars

it,

and

for a

cents

it

moment, and judge

it

saves.

it halves the labor, and consequently the cost of cleaning.
The very act of cleaning a room with a broom and duster involves elg'bt separate
operations:
The sweeping itself, which is a slow, laborious task: 2. Moving
1.

furniture about; 3. Taking out the rugs and beating them: 4. Gathering the dust
together into a dust pan after it has been swept up; 5. Opening the windows during
tlie sweeping process
this means draught all over the house, and in winter, loss of
heat which costs mone.v to produce: 6. Dusting over the furniture with a soft cloth
or duster:
7.
Climbing step-ladders for high dusting: 8. Shutting the windows
and bringing the room back to its normal temperature. With
"RICHMOND^
Vacuum Cleaning, there is but one operation sweeping. No opening of windows:
no wielding brooms; no rug beating; no dust-collecting; no dusting. And
"
Richmond' Cleaning being so thorough, it is not necessary to do the work so
often as with a broom.

—

—

Second,

puts an end to the annua! tear-up called housecleaning

it

— and

to

all

of the

expense, wear and tear, breakage and depreciation which housecleaning involves.

Housecleaning is a semi-annual tax which those without vacuum cleaning must
always pay. First there is the cost of outside labor brought in: and considerable
though this be, it is small when compared to the daznag'e loss which housecleaning
always means. The carpet which is taken up never looks so well when it is relaid.
The furniture which is scuffed and scarred and scratched in moving is permanently
lessened in value as well as in beauty. The pictures and mirrors that are broken,
as some always are, mean a cash outlay.
There is no article of household furniture nothing in the house from the wall paper to tne trim and fixtures that does
time
of spring and fall housecleaning.
not suffer a positive money loss at the

—

Third,

it

eliminates the chief cause of all

grime; and doubles or trebles the

life

of

wear and
all

tear depreciation

carpets,

rugs,

Just, grit

and

wall-coverings, hangings,

and neiv.
The reason why broom-swept carpets and rugs grow worn out and threadbare is
that the sand and grit which is tracked over them finds lodgement deep down at
the base of the nap. This grit, when examined under the microscope, shows knifelike cutting edges.
Walking over the carpet forces the fine nap against these
knife-edges and shears it off leaving the bare warp in view. No amount of broomsweeping can possibly dislodge this cutting grit. Only by the right kind of vacuum
cleaning can carpets and rugs be kept free from it. So, not only with floor
coverings, but with everything in the house, it will be seen, that dust, grit and
grime, more than the wear and tear of use, are the prime causes of depreciation.

upholstery, keeping everything always bright

Not only

in

residences,

libraries,

churches,

prepared

to

but

theatres,

in

apartment buildings, hotels, schools, office buildings,
stores, garages and public buildings, we are

factories,

prove the actual economy of

"RICHMOND'

^ acuum Cleaning.

The M?Crum- Howell Co.
General Offices:

PARK AVENUE AND 41st STREET, NEW YORK
RUSH AND MICHIGAN STREETS, CHICAGO
M.\XUFACTURERS OF
TtlCHMOND' Vacuum Cleaning Systems (Licensed under Basic Kenney Patent):
"RlCHMONiy and "MODEL" Heating Systems; "RICHMOND" Bath Tubs,
etc
Lavatories.
"RICHMOND* Concealed Transom Lifts;
"Richmond* 'a.-icment window Adjusters;
"BICHMOKP" Suction Cleaners.
Six Plants:

One

at Norwich, Conn.;

Chicago.

When

two at Uniontown.

111.:

Pa.; one at Racine. Wis.; one at
one at Philadelphia, Pa.

writing to .A.dvertisers please mention this Magazine.
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MADE IN
CALIFORNIA
"QUALITY COUNTS"
Concrete Hoists, Loading Devices,
Hoppers, Gates, Lumber
Friction Hoists,
Charging
Barrows, Spreader Carts
Carriers,
Mixers,

Made

Rlsht

To Run RIeht

For Right People

WALLACE CONCRETE MACHINERY
AGENTS
THE LILLEY & THURSTON

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

SMITH=BOOTH USHER CO.
LOS ANGELES

A. R.

WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO.
VANCOUVER,

B. C.

THE CALDWELL BROS.

CO.

SEATTLE, TACOMA, SPOKANE, PORTLAND
When

writing to .\dvertiscrs plcasic nu-ntinn thi*

Mngnzmc
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OCT

PULL

OLD FRONT
Jusl (or send Booklet

No.

4- We have

Portland. Ore.; Los Angeles.
Francisco. Calif-; Seattle.
Spokane. Wash.; Vicloria. B.
all other principal cities throughOur repreientalives
country.
glad to co-operate with you.

offices to

Calif."

Wash.;
C., and
out the
will be

not difficult to install Kawneer— we know this by our past
experience, also because of the lack of complaints received by us
from carpenters throughout the country who are using Ka wn-er.
thai affords the flat, spring and
It is the only contlruction
uniform gnp on the glass, with sufficient allowance for the
1( is the only cot
contraction and expansion of the glass.
—
struction thai enables regulated venKlaiion and drainage
It is

San

good ventilation in Winter and a dust-tight sash in Summer
Kawneer embodies many features found in do other conIt will interest you to know the facts.

•truclion.

KAWNEER MANUFACTURING
Branches in
|,

\^
V^

cilic«
large cillM.

all

CO.

& General Offices.
MICHIGAN.
NILES, MILHI
N1LE5,
Factory

i
Steam

is

delivered

from

directly

the

hottest part of the

furnace to the

drum

without passing
through the water.
The drum has separate chambers for

steam

and

water,

with an anti-priming valve between.

These are two reasons why dry steam
is always to be had
under all conditions
with the

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
Keystone Boiler Works
Pacific Coast Agents.
201

Folsom Street

When

San Francisco.
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Published by

$1.50 a Year
2Sc a Copy

THE ARCHITECT & ENGINEER
_^
KnttTcd

at the

lost

Ciflice.

tan Francisco,

.i^

m

SEPTEMBER;

<

tj.d class

CO.
matter

1911

J
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SAN FRANCISCO

PORTLAND

VANCOUVER

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

ELECTRICALLY WELDED FABRIC
WIRE LATH
CLEVELAND EXPANDED METAL LATH.
ECONOMY EXPANDED METAL LATH.
SHARON COLD ROLLED CHANNELS.
HOT ROLLED CHANNELS.
PARKER CORNER BEAD.
WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK
L
A. INORRIS CO.
=

:

.

Phone, Kearny SJ7S

Pacific Coajt Sales Agents, 643

Monadnock BIdg-

ALL FIXTURES AND BEDS USED BY US ARE THOROUGHLY COVERED BY PATENTS
ANY INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE VIGOROUSLY PROSECUTED

WALL BED DEPARTMENT
'PLATE'

PIVOTED

DOOR BEDS

"PERFECT-WALL BEDS
SEAT AND COUCH BEDS
ROLLER BEDS
862-864 MISSION STREET
PHONE KEARNY

SAN FRANCISCO,

641

MEURER BROS.
W -j«s^i«d3y?
/y-

%
i^ra

,

-^

_^teuri3^Si'S^^
" '"11
1

A. H.

CO.

AMERICAN MADE
ROOFING PLATES

^^b

,

CAL.

"s^^^il

*

Mcdonald,

630 THIRD STREET

Four Guaranteed Brands
Unexceiled in Quality and Coating
None Better
Few Equal

—

Pacific

Office and Wereho<i«e

Coast Manager

SAN FRANCISCO

||
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St. Francis

Realty Building,
WM.

H.

WEEKS,

San Francisco

Ji^^^rsis

Architect

EQUIPPED WITH

One High Duty

Electric Passenger Elevator

MANUFACTURED AND INSTALLED BY

VAN EMON ELEVATOR
W.

R. J. DAVIS,

President

F.

WILLIAMSON,

H. B.

CO,

RATHBONE,

Vice-President

Secretary

PRINCIPAL STOCKHOLDERS

Belden
Coleman

ALEXANDER

R. L.
b. h. dibblee

M. E.
A. St.
E. M.

John Martin
W. p. Plummer
W. F. Williamson

monteagle
Geo. L. Payne
B. T. Bean

C. A.

When

l. f.

Bowie
I.
Fraser

Chesebrough

A.
R.
A.

I.

S.

B.

J.

L. B.

H. B.

Davis
Kittle

McNear
Roe
Rathbone
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Apartment House. Nod

Htll.

San Francisco

L.

//. Sly,

Oivntr and Builder

PATENTS NOS. 9487J9. 948723. 948746

The Larger

Reinforced Concrete

We^ of
-^^

Apartment House

of

Chicago

Conveying and Distributing the
Concrete will be used in the Construction of this Buildino-

PACIFIC

::

::

::

::

COAST REPRESENTATIVES

Parrott

& Company

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

TACOMA
SPOKANE
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

PORTLAND
LOS ANGELES
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Wash.
Company, Contractors.

H<iiitte biiiUttii^. SiiittU.

Thompson

Starrett

This wonderful Safety and Labor
Patent Scaffolding
NOTE
now generally used by leading contractors on buildings
Saving Device
(first floor).

is

over

five stories in height.

The Patent Scaffolding Company

PARROTT & CO.
Oislributors

San Francisco,

When

Seattle,

Los Angeles,

Tacoma,

Portland,
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CALirORNIA

IN

dupON^
Charltons

India

CHARLTON'S

Ink

WATERPROOF COLORS

|

and reliable
drawing ink which will not
fail. whether used by the
draftsman on the finest
mechanical work. or by
the illustrator on a line
drawing for reproduction
a

perfect

|

BRILLIANT AND

TRANSPARENT. EXCEL

IN

MANY WAYS
UNQUESTIONABLE INK OF
HIGH MERIT

"RiwinoINK
14
WATERPROOF

COLORS

ASK YOUR DEALER
Mr.

.Architect:

— When you specify

the

PITCHER SLIDING DOOR HANGER
upon its use. There is a cheap substitute on the mar=
which some contractors would like to use. Don't be
deceived for we intend to prosecute any and all infringe^
ments of the Pitcher Patents.

Insist

ket

DISARPEARIING
DOORS
L.at>on and Space Sax-ins De-vice

A Great

5^X3323^

t:

f:-

TOTAL THICKNESS OF WALL
|_|
PI »Tp
I V^ n
x-»

I

rj pj

CK

S[iecified

I

(

by nearly

5'.

INCHES

Hangers
nangers
Patent Door Frames

Adjustable
/\ujui»Lauie
all

leading Architects

SEND FOR CIRCUL.AR

PACIFIC
231

When

BERRY STREET

TANK &
SAN FRANCISCO

PIPE CO.
318 MARKET STREET

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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IS
PERMANENCY
ECONOMY
Unlike

all

reservoirs,

Ilni^inccr

a Reliable Waterproofing

for

Cement and Concrete

others for foundations, cellars, cellar floors, tunnels, dams,
pools, building walls, bridges, etc.

swimming

&

Italian Poo] in the Gardens of Doubleday. Pane
Co.. Publishers of "Country Life."
at Ciarden City. Long Island, waterproofed with Ceresit.

\Vnat

IS

Ceresit?

the name of a dependable waterpmofinKCeresit is a cream vvhi e paste which is added to, and is readily dissolved in the
water used in mixing cement mortar and concrete.
By mixing in the water the Ceresit permeates the entire mass uniformly. '1 his is
impossible with powdered waterproofing.
Ceresit

is

Ceresit for Concrete
Ceresit is incorporated in the concrete mass and thus becomes a part of it, permanently rendering the mass proof against the penetration of water even under great
water pressure besides protecting it from frost.

Ceresit for

Cement Mortar

Ceresit can be mixed with the water used in cement mortar coating to waterproof or
damp-proof structures built of any material such as brick, stone, concrete, stucco,
plaster and tile.

"M*

Picase write for our Boole
on "Walerproofina" for Cemeni and Concrete.
Cereiit ii catalogued on paget 46 and 47 of Sweet's Index.

PACIFIC

PARROTT
JULIEN

COAST AGENTS

CALIFORNIA STREET,
company, 320
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
BECKER CO., ^e\tt[:I: wasT

6l

A.

CERESIT WATERPROOFING
General Offices.

139 So. Clark

St.

CO.,
Branches
'

When

CHICAGO

1133 Broadway. New ^'ork
1218 ChrMtH.l St., Philadelphia

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

'ihe Architect

and Engineer

The Building Material

Comc.

583 MONADNOCK BLDG, SAN FRANCISCO.
When

wriiins to Adverlisers please mention this Magazine.
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LARGEST THEATRE STAGE OUTFITTERS

_„^/

SCENERY

»<y)/7^

C

AMERICA

IN

/"

•

ELECTRICAL

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX

LOS ANGELES

(For Index

WORK

STEEL AND IRON

Central Iron Works
621 Florida St., S. F.
Pacific Rolling Mills,
17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.
Western Iron Works. 141. 147 Beale St., S. F.

ARCHITECTURAL MODELERS
344 lOlh
CalLiKhan & Manetla
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

S. F.

St.,

Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

&

Sons. 113

Natuma

St..

Snn Francisco

AUTOMATIC FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS
Bovd & Moore
356 Market St., S. F.
BANK FIXTURES
Weber &

F.

C.

St.,

San
Los

Union Trust Bldg.,

S. F.

Co.,

365

210

N.

Francisco and
Angeles, Cal.

:

RANK INTERIORS

Market

St.,

Main

Boyd & Moore
Walerhouse & Price

356 Market
59 Third

Western Builders' Supply

St..

S.
St., S.

F.
F.

Co.,

680 Mission

CEMENT

Blanc Stainless Cement

Co.,

St.,

S.

Allentown,

F.

Pa.

Boyd & Moore

356 Market St., S. F.
Cement Co., Pacific Bldg.. S. F.
Standard Portland Cement Co., and Santa Crui
Portland Cement Co... Crocker Bldg., S. F.

Pacific Portland

Standard Supply Co.,
First

St.

and Broadway, Oakland

The Building Material Co., "Medusa White
Portland"
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Western Building Material Co.,
430 California

St., S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER BLOCKS
356 Market

Co.,

303 Union Trust Bldg., S. F.

BELTING. PACKING. ETC.
Goodyear Rubber Co
587 Market
H. N. Cook Belting Co.,
317-319

BLACKBOARDS

Howard

St., S.

F.

S.

F.

St.,

Weber & Co
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin

365 Market St., S. F.
Co., 776 Mission St.,
Seventh St., Los Angeles.

C. F.

E.

BOILERS
Keystone Boiler Works
Folsom St.,
Lord & Burnham Co., Boyd & Moore,
Agents
356 Market St.,

S. F.
Inc.,
S. F.

BONDS FOk CONTKACTOKS
Fidelity

S. F.

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

Dodds' Interlocking Block Company,

Weary & Alford

209

Co.,

Commercial Bldg.,

Cr.,

30

F.;

San Francisco

& Erwin Mfg.

,

Weary & Alford

S.

Reading Hardware, sold by Brittain & Co.,
Russell

CAPITALS, MOLDINGS, ETC.

American Enameled Brick & Tile Co., Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agts..356 Market St., S. F.
Gladding, McBean 5 Company,

N. Clark

»«• P*^« 121)
BUILDERS' HARDWARE

to A<i-v«rtis«mei>t»,

ORNAMENTAL

ARCHITKCTUUAL AND

and Deposit Company of Maryland,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth Howland &

Co.,

Inc.

(See Adv.

for Pacific Coast Agents.)

BRICK
American Enameled Brick & Tile Co., Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agts..3S6 Market St., S. F.
Diamond Brick Co
Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Gladding, McBean & Company,
Crocker Bldg.,

S.
St.. S.

F.
F.

Golden Gate Brick Co.. 660 Market
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,
Frost Bldg., Los Angeles
N. Clark & Sons. 112 N.itnma St.. San Franrisco
Northern Clay Company
Auburn. Wash.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works.

St.. S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Callaghan & Manetta
D. Ross Clarke

344 Tenth

St., S. F.

708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF

CO.\T-

ING
"Blanc,"

manufactured

by

Blanc Stainless
Allentown, Pa.

Cement Company
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
[See disby Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
tributing agents on page
.]
Boyd & Moore
356 Market St., S. F.
Petrifax Cement Coating, sold in San Francisco by Sherman Kimball. 503 Market St.

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Blanc Stainless Cement Co., Allentown, Pa.
[See color insert for Coast distributors.]

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
(See list
of distributing agents on page !?.>.]
Dexter Bros. Company, represented by Sherman Kimball. Hooker & Lent Bldg. (503

Market St.), San Francisco.
Glidden's Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by Whittier,
Coburn Company, San Francisco and Los
.\ngeles.

"La Farge,"

sold by

Waterhouse & Price,
59 Third St., S. F.

Mills Bldg., S. F.

Medusa White Portland Cement, California
Agents, The Building Material Co., Inc..
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston. Mass., agen*
cies in San Francisco, Oaklanil, Los Angeles,
Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Br^ston Mass., agencies in San Francisco. Oakland, Los Angeles.
Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

BRICK STAINS

ARCHITKCTS:
Kalamein Work.

Sperify

tin:

best in Mct.il Fire-proof Door.-;.

Windows. Cornices'

etc.

RULOFSON METAL WINDOW WORKS
Eighth and Brannan
proofing of openings.

When

San Francisco, Cal. Contractors and specialists in
Ointnict.s taken any place in the United States.

Strcct.s,

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

fire-
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HOME MARKET. SAN FRANCISCO.

CHAS.

S.

KAISER. ARCHITECT

RANSOME CONCRETE COMPANY
BUILDERS
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
328 J STREET, SACRAMENTO

An

architect writes us:

'I re-shingk'd a roof recently in which
I

used your

NEPONSET

Black sevenI found

teen years ago and the paper
as perfectly waterproof as

when

first

put in."

Have you our book
fications

for

"Speci-

Roofing, Building

Insulation and Waterproofing?"
If

not write us for

it

to-dav.

NEPONSET
^

Waterproof Building Paper

the other BIRD NEPonsET PRODUCTS
standards in architects' specifications everywhere.

And
F.

W. BIRD & SON,

358 Neponset
Estabttshcd

Nfvv York

ChicaBo
Wasliinetton
Hamilton. Ontario
Winnipeg

Off,

f^'"*

When

St..

East Waipole,

mi
Portland. OreBon

Montreal

Enzineerins^ Department

are

Mass.

San Francisco
John

St.

'will be glad at any time io help you •with any
watt-rprooling problems.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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WE MAKE
BLUEOR PRINTS
DAY OR
ISIGHT-RAIIN

SMINE
CO., ;..P.\VJs"cT
Surveyin g Instruments

EUGENE DIETZGEN

Architects* Supplies

ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-Con(ina.d
CEMENT EXTERIOR
WATERPROOFING
Gliddeii's

burn

Lt(iuid
and
Li(iuid
Enamel, sold on

_

Coast by
San Francisco

Company.

fONCKETK KKlNI-nKCE.MENr

Cement
Cement
Pacific

Whittier,

and

Co-

Los An-

geles.

CEMENT FLOOR COATING
Bay State Brick and Cement Coaling, made
by VVadsworth, Howland & Co.
[See list
of distributing agents on page 12.v]
Dexter Bros., Sherman Kimball, Agent.
503 Market St., S. F.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

CEMENT TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Smith,

Emery & Co

Co.,

418 Montgomery

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

651

Howard

Robert W. Hunt & Co.,
418 Montgomery Street, San
Smith. Emery & Co., 651 Howard

St., S. F.
St., S. F.

Francisco

F

S

St.,

COLD STORAGE INSULATION

Neponset Waterdyke Felt and Compound,
manufactured by F. W. Bird & Son, East
Walpole. Mass.; sold by Parrott & Co.,
^'- ^^ "^^
CONCRETE

CONSTRUCT?On'"°'""
A Lynch & Co
185 Stevenson
Bluxome & Co

Monadnock

Eslerly Construction Co
Peterson, Nelson & Co., Inc.,

,,-,,„,
& Co..

„r„- A. Clark
Willis

657

.

Wallace

Concrete

Berkeley

*0' Pine

Monadnock

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS
Peterson, Nelson & Company,
CONCRETE MACHINERY

S. F.

St.,

Bldg., S.

Cal

S'-. S. F.

Bldg.,
S. r.
F
K, a.

Russ Bide
»

Machinery

mixers, hoists, loading devices,

F

Agents-

Lilley
& Thurston Co., San Francisco;
f™,"."'^o°"i Usher Co., Los Angeles; A. R

Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver B
C
and the Calder Bros. Co., Seattle, Tacoma!

and Portland.

CONCRETE MIXERS
Chicago Improved Cube Mixer. Pacific
Coast
Offices. 789 Folsom St., S. F..
and
Crowe & Co..
Portland and Seattle
roote Concrete Mixers,
Monadnock Bldg., S '^•
--.,.
F.
„
"^

FT

CONCRETE POURING APPARATUS
Concrete

'

Appliances Co., Los Angeles; Parrott
Coast Representatives, San Fran-

i.

cisco, Portland, Seattle

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Clinton Fireproofing System, L.
A. Norris.
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
.t_..
^
International
Fabric & Cable, represented by
""'^ ^°- ^^^ '^'"'°"
St , S F
,

.

in

Los Angeles, Portland and

San Francisco,
Seattle.

Triangle Mesh Fabric, Sales Agents, The Lilley
& Thurston Co
82 2nd St.. S. F.
Twisted Bars, sold by Woods & Huddart,
356 Market St., S. F.

CONCRETE SURFACING
"Alkacene" Liquid Concrete, Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.
"Concreta." sold by W. P. Fuller & Co., S. F.
Concreto, Worden-Meeker Varnish Co.,
S. F. and Oakland
Glidden Liquid Cement, manufactured by Glidden Varnish Company. Whittier. Coburn
Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles, Pacific
Coast Distributors.

CONTRACTORS. GENERAL
E. D. Crowley Co. .. .Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Esterly Construction Co
Berkeley, Cal.
F. O. Engstrum Co.,
Fifth and Seaton Sts., Los Angeles
Geo. H. Stoffels & Co., 830 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Henning & Burke
242 Russ Bldg., S. F.
Hoyt Bros.,
Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.. and T Santa Rosa
Ransome Concrete Co.,
Mechanics Institute Bldg., S. F.
Rickon-Ehrhart Eng. & Const. Co..
1859 Geary
Walter Hough Company. 503 Market
W. H. Bagge & Son.. Inc..
3528 Sacramento
Williams Bros. & Henderson,
351

Monadnock

St.,

S. F.

St., S. F.

St., S.

F.

Bldg., S. F.

•

Company's
elc.

ramento.

The Kahn System, Agents

CORNER BEAD

S F
.

C.niiiiui-d.

Plain and Twisted Bars, sold by Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Sac-

"Prescott," sold by Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.
Union Metal Corner Company, 206 Summer
St.. Boston, represented on the Pacific Coast

by Waterhouse & Price.

CRUSHED ROCK
Natomas Consolidated of

California,
203 Hagelstein Bldg.. Sacramento, Cal.
Niles Rock, sold by California Building Material

Company

Pacific Bldg., S. F.

DAMP PROOFING COMPOUND
Boyd & Moore

356 Market St.. S. F.
Rubber, sold on Pacific
Glidden's Liquid
Coast by \Vhittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.
H. D. Samuel Co
207 Monadnock Bldg.
John L. Fox
"Pabco" Damp Proofing Compound, sold by
Paraffine Paint Co
38 First St., S. F.
Parrott & Co., agents for Genasco Positive
Seal Damp Proof Paint.
"Protcctorinc." Compound, sold by Boyd
356 Market St., S. F.
Moore
fit

For Plastering

Phone Kearny 2220
Giaranteed Against Pitting or Popping

The Holmes Lime Co.,
Monadnock

Bldg., San Fran

The Architect and Engineer
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DAMP PROOFING FOR BRICK WALLS
"Imperial"

Waterproofing, sold by
Baker
San Francisco; Braun Chemical Co.,
Los Angeles; W. O. Stamps, Portland and
B. W. Gaislord, Seattle, Wash.
John L. Fox
207 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Bros.,

Highest

Awards Grand Medal
Exclusive

Paris 1900

Designs

Workmanship

Finest

DOOR HANGERS

Johns Door Hanger Manufacturing Company,
832-838 Folsom St., S. F.
Pitcher Hanger, sold by Pacific Tank Company
231 Berry St., S. F.
Reliance Hanger, sold by Sartorius Co.,
S. F.; D. F. Fryer & Co., Louis R. Bedell,
Los Angeles, and Portland Wire & Iron
Works.

(glass HUnrks

llntlpji

INCORPORATro
R. HOPPS, PRESIDENT

H

DOOR OPENER
G.

RischrauUer

Arl

Builders' Ex., S. F.
3442 19th St., S. F

(glasa

§'tniurJ>

DOORS— FREIGHT ELEVATOR

"Cross" Counterbalance Automatic, Boyd &
Moore. Agents
356 Market St., S. F.

TELEPHONES

DOORS— WAREHOUSE
"Cross" Horizontal
Moore, Agents

DUMB WAITERS

115

Dumb

Energy

Waiters,

I'.oyd

&

173 Beale St., S. F.

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St.,
Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St.,
Electric .Appliance Co., 726 Mission St.,
Jno. G. Sutton Co
229 Minna St.,
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company,

"^ ^"'=

^'

^

" ^^

Stockton and North Point, S. F.
Van Emon Elevator Co.. 54 Natoma St., S. F.
Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,
^"^ Montgomery St., S. F.
ELEVATOR CARS
Cleveland

Art

Metal

Bovd

Co.,

Agents

356 Market

& Moore,
St..

S.

F.

Supply &

F. J.

Amweg

W. W.

Breite

Repair Co.,
^'^ **"''"

^t..

S,

F.

700 Marston Bldg., S. F.
Clunie Bldg., S. F.

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM
Elevator Supply

& Repair

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

St.,

S.

F.

587-591 Market St., S. F.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.,

507

Montgomery

Dodds Interlocking Block

FIREPROOFING

229 Mission St., S. F.
Jno. G. Sutton Co
Pacific Fire E.xtinguisher Company, 507 Montgomery St., San Francisco; Branch Offices,
Portland, Seattle and Spokane.

FLOOR SURFACER
John M. Reynolds, 1201 Devisadero

St.,

St., S.

F.

St., S.

F.

Bass-Heuter and

Standard

S. F.

Pioneer Varnish Works,
816 Mission St., S. F.

Works,

\'arnish

Chicago, New York and
Worden-Meeker Varnish Works,
F.

"Kompolite"

350 Mills Bldg., S. F.

FOUNDATION CONTRACTORS
Locke Foundation Company,
1107 Crocker Bldg.,

Gladding, McBean & Company,
Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Roebling Construction Co., Crocker Bldg., ^. F.

California
Marble...

S. F.

GAR.\GE EQUIPMENT
Bowser Gasoline
Bowser & Co

Tanks

and

612

Outfit.

Howard

St.,

S. F.

Bradshaw Garbage Chute, sold by C. T. Jacobsen
524 Pine St., S. F.
Backus Patent Gas Grates and Logs, Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agents. 356 Market St., S. F.
McGeorge and Cooper Mfg. Company.
322 Sheldon Bldg.,

Specify a

S. F.

and Oakland

S.

F.

GLASS AND GLAZING

Co.,

336 Market

S. F.

FLOOR VARNISH

GAS GRATES AND LOGS

Goodyear Rubber Company,

FIREPROOF PARTITIONS

F.

S.

GARBAGE CHUTES

Co.,

593 Market

St.,

FLOORS— COMPOSITION AND TILE

ELEVATORS. SIGNALS, FLASHLIGHTS AND
DIAL INDICATORS
Elevator

Goodyear Rubber Company,

FIRE PROTECTION— SPRINKLER SYSTEM

S.

"Cross" Elevator Doors, Boyd & Moore, Inc.,
Agents
356 Market St., S. F.

ENGINEERS

FIRE PROTECTION
587-589 Market

S. F.
S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

Company,

ELEVATOR DOORS

5an rrancisco

Street

F.

S.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Otis Elevator

Turk

1763

J

Mourr.

Agents
356 .Market St.,
Wells & Spencer Machine Company,

ELEVATORS

HOME

rRANKLIN 1763

Folding Doors, Boyd &
356 Market St., S. F.

California Plate and

Window

864 Mission

W.

P.

Fuller

&

St.,

Glass Company,
San Francisco.

Co..

San Francisco. Los Angeles and Portland

"PORTO LA"
A DELICATE BUFF BEAUTIFULLY

MARKED

THE THING FOR BANK INTERIORS, VESTIBULES AND
HOTEL CORRIDORS
SAMPLES ON APPLICATION
":

Ti-ie

Columbia Marble Co.
268 MARKET ST

Quarries
COLUMBIA. California

.

SAN FRANCISCO

Finishing Plant
ittm a Missouri Sts..San Francisco
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Doard

a^.^
Deaver
DDAVER
DOARD

11

ARTISTIC INTERIORS
Let us show you how to attain
this result with

PuvutroniToiol

Poard
Deaver
& THURSTON

THE LILLEY

CO., 82 2nd

San Francisco

St.,

ARCHITECTS- SPECIFI CATION INDEX~ContInu«d
GLASS— PRISM. ART,
California

HEATERS— AUTOMATIC

ETC.

Art Glass Works,
768 Mission

United Glass Co

115

Turk

St.,
St.,

Hart Heater Co., State Savings Bank Bldg.,
13th and Franklin Sts., Oakland
Hoffman Heater, sold by Holbrook, Merrill
& Stetson, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

S. F.
S. F.

GRAVEL. SAND AND CRUSHED ROCK

Humphrey

Bay Development Co.... 153 Berry
California

Bldg.,

St., S. F.
Co.,
Pacific Bldg.. S. F.
Sand, sold by Pacific ImCrocker Bldg., S. F.
87 Third St., S. F.

Del Monte White
provement Co
Grant Gravel Co

Natomas Consolidated.
Peoples' Savings Bank

Bldg.,

Pittsburg

Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.,
Thirteenth and Mission Sts., S. F.
229 Minna St., S. F.
Jno. G. Sutton Co

Machinery and

Standard Supply Company,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Boyd & Moore
Dieckmann Hardwood

356 Market St., S. F.
Co.,
244 California St., S. F.
Parrott & Co
320 California St., S. F.
White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brann.m Sis., S. F.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Dieckmann Hardwood Co., Welch Bldg.,
Niehaus & Co
548 Rrannan St.,
Parrott & Co
320 California St.,
Strable Mfg. Co.,
First St., betw. Washington

White

&

HINGES

Sis.,

S.

F.

HARDWOOD PANELS
Niehaus & Co

548 Brannan

Bros., Cor. Fifth

and Brannan

TELEPHONE

Howard & Co
Mission i39
MtssiON 59

Howard

St.. S.

"The Wizard."
Supply Co..

St.,

S. F.
S.

F.

sold

Drumm

by the Dc Laval Dairy
and Sacramento streets,

San Francisco.
Triumph Ice Machine
581

Co., H. F. Lyon, Agent,
Bldg., S. F.

Monadnock

FOR DRAWING
Frederick

Charlton

Company,
Los Angeles.

Cal.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Smith,

Emery &

Co.,

418 Montgomery

INSURANCE

Co.,

St.,

S.

F.

St.,

S.

F.

Inc.,

*51

Howard

340 Sansome

St., S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATING
A. C. Wocker

1370 Sutter St., S. F.
L. Tozer & Son Co., 228 Grant Ave., S. F.
Schastey & Vollmer, Inc.. 522 Sutter St., S. F.

F.

Home Phone m

Montgomery

Bali-Bearing Hinges, Stanley Co.,
New Britain, Conn.,

David Duncan
St., S. F.
Sts., S. F.

Los Angeles

St.,

MAKING MACHINES

ICE

HARDWOOD VENEER PANELS AND DOORS
E. A.

^^"^

Stanley's

Clay, Oakland

Brannan

Main

Otter, Inc., 507 Mission St., S. F.

Blower & Heating Co.,
17th St., betw. Mission and Valencia,
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company,

Bros.,

Cor. Fifth and

White

Mangrum &
Pacific

I.\K
S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

Electrical Co.,

351-353 N.

Empire Hard Wall Plaster
Building

Kalamazoo, Mich.

sold by Thos. Thieben
585 Mission St., S. F.

HEATING AND VENTIL.\TING

Sacramento

Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.
Wall Plaster, sold by Western
Material Co.,
430 California St., S. F.

St.,

Water Heater,

& Co

HARD WALL PLASTER
Reno Hard

Co.,

565 N. Rose

Material

A. A.

DEVOTO, President

1841

.^63Ji^W^^
j'L—

^^1^

AND WOMK*:

621-651 FLORrOA ST
BtTwtcN Hahwison and Bryant, ibth and 19th
San FRANCISCO, Calif
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WELLS

SPENCER
MACHINE
SPENCER,

AND

BEALE

173-177

REPRESENTING

CO.

SUCCESSOR

M.

F.

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

WESTERN ELEVATOR

COIVIPAINY

Telephones: KEARNY 664
AND DUMB WAITERS
HOME J 11 24
ARCHITECTS- SPECin CATION INDEX— Continutfd

REPAIRS, INSPECTIONS
JOIST

HANGERS

ORN.AME.NTAL IRON .\ND BRONZE— Continued

Western Builders' Supply Co.,

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
John G.

lis

L.'XNDSCAPE

Golden

680 Mission

St.,

C. J. Hillard

& Co

827 Mission

St.,

Westbank

building.

LIME

Inc.,

PAINT FOR CEMENT

Holmes Lime Company,

-\daman; Cement, Brick and Plaster Coating.
Made by Parker, Preston & Co., Inc.
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (Inc.). [See

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S. F.
Standard Supply Co.,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland
Western Lime & Cement Co.,
268 Market St., S. F.
LIGHTING FIXTURES

Adams &

745 Mission

Hollopeter

F. Kelly Company, 723
1345
The Palmer Shop
J.

7th

adv. in this issue for Pacific Coast agents.]

Dexter Bros., Sherman Kimball, Agent,
503 Market St., S. F.
Glidden's Liquid Cement, sold on Pacific
Coast
by
Whittier.
Coburn
Company,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland. Tacoma and Spokane.
Vitrolite Cold Water Paint, sold by Boyd &
Moore
356 Market St., S. F.
Worden-Meeker Varnish Co.. S. F. & Oakland

St., S. F.

Oakland

St.,

Sutter St., S. F.

LOCKERS— METAL

Hart & Cooley Co., Boyd & Moore, Agents,
^56 Market St., S. F.
Santa Fe Lumber Co.,
Seventeenth and De Haro Sts., S. F.

LUMBER

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Machinery and Electrical

MANTELS

Co..

^5' ^- Main St., Los Angeles
Otter
561 Mission St., S. F.
F. Kelly Co.. 723-731 7th St.. Oakland

PAINT FOR STEEL STRUCTURES

Detroit
Superior Graphite Paint, manufactured by Detroit Graphite Company. C. W.
Pike Company, Coast Sales Agents, 22 Battery St., S. F.
Glidden's Acid Proof Coating, sold on Pacific
Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company, San

Mangrum &
The

J.

MARBLE
Columbia Marble Co
268
MASONRY CONTRACTORS
& Reed
Ferdinand Wagner

Market

St., S.

Gunst BIdg.,
609 Waller St.,

Farrell

METAL AND STEEL LATH
Roebling Construction Co.,
METAL CEILINGS

Crocker Bldg.,

F.

S. F.
S. F.

Francisco and Los Angeles.
Goheen Carbonizing Coating, sold by Sherman
Kimball, Hooker & Lent building, S. F.

S. F.

Berger Mnfg. Co
1120 Mission St., S. F.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co
Treat Ave. and 19th St., S. F.

Neponset Paints, sold by F. W. Bird & Son,
East Walpole, Mass., Coast Agents, Lilley
& Thurston Co
S2 Second St., S. F.

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Bass-Hueter Paint Company,
Mission, near Fourth St., S. F.
Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, Ohio, represented by Whittier-Coburn Co.,
S. F. and Los Angeles
R. N. Nason Company
San Francisco
Paraffine Paint Co
38-40 First St., S- F.
Standard
Varnish
Works, represented by
W. P. Fuller & Co..S. F. and Los Angeles
Worden-Meeker Varnish Co..S. F. & Oakland

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co., Western office,
722 Merchants Exchange Bldg., S. F.
Rulofson Metal Window Works,
Eighth and Brannan Sts., San Francisco
Waterhouse & Price
59 Third St., S. F.
Zahner's Monarch Hollow Metal Doors and
Trim, Boyd & Moore, Inc., Agents,
356 Market St., S. F.

METAL FIRE PROOF PARTITIONS
Collins Steel Partition

METAL SHINGLES
Meurer

757

& Lathing
Monadnock

PAVING BRICK

Co.,
Bldg., S. F.

McDonald, Pacific Coast
Agent
Third, near Townsend St., S. F.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co
Treat Ave. and 19th St., S. F.
Bros., J. A.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,

Fess System Co., Inc., 125-129 Hayes

OPERA CHAIRS

Gabriel Moulin
Walter C. Scott

PIPE FOR

Gladding,

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE

New York
Company,
San Francisco

G. Braun
Chicago and
California Artistic Metal and Wire

No Modern

Flat or

St.,
St.,

S. F.
S. F.

McBean & Company.

Apartment House

PIPE— CORRUGATED INGOT IRON
PIPE— VITRIFIED

RISCHMULLER'S IMPROVED LIQUID
DOOR CHECK AND SPRING as well as
RISCHMULLER'S PATENT DOOR OPENER

SALT

COTTA.

GLAZED

& Sons 113 Natnnia St.,
PLASTERING CONTRACTORS
N. Clark

F.

S.

Corrugated Culvert Company,
Angeles and West Berkeley.

California

Los

TERRA

San Francisco

Callaghan & Manetta, 334 Tenth St., S. F.
D. Ross Clarke
708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Home

G.

RISCHMULLER

3442

Mem.

Details on Application

Industry

Complete -without

and CLOSER.

Kearny

558 Market

153

SEWERAGE

Crocker Bldg.,

St., S. F.

C. F. Weber & Co
365 Market St., S. F.
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., San Francisco
and Los Angeles.

J.

Frost Bldg., Los Angeles

PHOTOGRAPHY

OIL BURNING PLANTS

18

Company,

211-215 Eighth St., S. F.
Sartorius Co., Inc. -.16th and Utah Sts., S. F.
Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing
The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati

S. F.

GARDENING

McRorie & McLaren.
San Francisco.

Structural & Ornamental Iron
1479 Mission St., S. F.

Gate

Works

S. F.

NINETEENTH STREET

Builders

Exchange

San Francisco

The Architect and Engineer

Buy

Steel Construction every time
IT LASTS ALWAYS

For Blackboard use "Olmstcad Arti6cial Slate." Every architect
wanting the best will specify this. Get our catalogues and prices

WHITAKER

RAY-WIGGIN CO.

&.

MISSION STREET

776

209 E.

San Francisco

SAND

Alex Coleman

706 Ellis
447 Minna
229 Minna

St., S. F.
St., S. F.

.

O'Mara

E.

Los Angeles

ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-ConMnuerf

PLUMBING
J.

SEVENTH STREET

Jno. G. Sutton

Co

PLUMBING FIXTURES

St.

,

Del

Crane Co
Second and Brannan Sts., S. F.
Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co..
851-859 Folsom St. S. F.
Jno. Douglas Co
571 Mission St.. ^.
..
S. F.
J. L. Mott Iron Works, D. H. Gulick. selling
135 Kearny St., S. F.
, agent
N. O. Nelson Mfg. Co., 978 Howard St., S. F.
406 E. 4th St.. Los Angeles
Geo. H. Tay Company, 617 Mission St., S. F.
,

Monte White Sand, sold by
Company,
Main office, Crocker

Co.,
Sts., S. F.

Bluxome

Stciger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

PULLEYS. S1I.\FTING. GEARS. ETC.
Seattle,

RAILROADS
Southern Pacific Co

Western

San

Portland.

Pacific Railroad.

.

Los

Angeles

Flood Bldg., S. F.
.Mills Bldg.. S. F

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS,
ETC.

C. F.
Lilley

Weber & Co
& Thurston

365 Market St., S. F.
82 Second St., S. F.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS

JM

„„

Asbestos Roofing, sold by H. W. JohnsManville Co., Agencies in all the principal
West Coast cities.
Pluvinox Roofing, sold by Boyd & Moore,
Inc
356 Market St., S. F.

ROOFING TIN

149

New Montgomery

628 Third

St., S. F.

ROOFING rtND ROOFING MATERIALS

"Ferroinclave," the Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Coast Agent, Chas. A. Levy,
'^""'"^ ^'^K- S- F.
Ford & Malott,
Mariposa St., at Iowa St., S. F.
F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass., Coast
Agents, Lilley & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S.
^. F.
^
Genasco Ready Roofing, sold by Parrott &
,

.

Co

320 California

St.,

F.

S.

H. D. Samuel Company,
1054

Monadnock

Bldg.,

F.

S.

Harry Larkin
Builders" Exch.. S. F
Mackenzie Roof Co., 425 I5th St., Oakland
Meurer Bros. Co., A. H. McDonald, Coast
Representative
628 Third St., S. F.
Pioneer Roll Paper Co
Los Angeles
Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission

St.,

S.

Goodyear Rubber Co... 587 Market
New York Belting & Packing Co.,

St.,

S. F.

RUBBER TILING AND MATTING
.

Howe
WM.

F.

California

Scagliola

Co.,

H.

Scale

Company, 333 Market

FORD

S.

St.,

S. F.

SCENIC PAINTING— DROP CURTAINS. ETC.
The Edwin H.
1638

Flagg

Company.

Scenic

Long Beach Ave. Los Angeles

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
Weber & Co
365 Market St., S. F.
210 N. Main St., Los Angeles
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., 776 Mission St.,
S. F.; 209 E. Seventh St., Los Angeles.

SHEATHING AND SOUND DEADENING
Neponset
Waterproof
Building
Papers,
Neponset Florian Sound Deadening Felt,
sold by F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole,
Mass., Coast Agents, Lilley & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S. F.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

SHEET METAL WORK
Berger Mfg. Co

1120 Mission St., S. F.
79 City Hall Ave., S. F.

SHINGLE STAINS
Cabot's Creosote

Stains, sold by Waterhouse
Price, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Portland.
Dexter Bros. Company, represented by Shcr.
man Kimball, Hooker & Lent Bldg.. S. F.
Shingle Stain, Worden-Meeker Varnish

&

W-M
Co

S.

and Oakland

F.

SLATER'S CEMENT
Western
Clinton

Builders' Supply Co., Representing
Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.

STAINLESS CEMENT
Blanc

Stainless Cement Co., Levensaler 4
Preston, Inc., San Francisco; Quartz Glass
Co., Los Angeles; John

& Manufacturing
Brooke & Co.,

Inc.,

Seattle,

Wash.

STEEL AND IRON— STRUCTURAL
Boyd & Moore
356 Market St., S. F.
Erode Iron Works
621 Howard St., S. F.
Central Iron Works... 621 Florida St., S. F.
Judson Manufacturing Company,
819 Folsom Street, San Francisco
Mortenson Construction Co.,
19th and Indiana

Sts.,

S. F.

Rolling Mills,
17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.
Wcslern Iron Works
125 Beale St., S. F.
Woods & Iluddart
356 Market St., S. F.

St.,

F.

S.

Telephone Market 1596

FORD

&

VX.

H.

MALOTT

MALOTT

ASPHALT AND GRAVEL ROOFING CONTRACTORS
•FIBRESTO^E•• MAGNESITE,
FELT.

FLOORING

Ofdcf and Yard Mariposa,
:

al

Iowa

SI

.

F.

Mayer,

F.

Pacific

'29 First Street, S. F.

„ „^„
SAFES

St.

SCAGLIOLA

Dunlevy & Gettle

"Scott's Extra Coated," manufactured by Follansbee Bros. Co
Pittsburg, Pa.
Meurcr Bros. Co., A. H. McDonald. Coast

Representative

F.

Cordage Works, Manufacturers of
Solid Braided Cords and Cotton Twines,
88 Broad St.. Boston, Mass.
Silver Lake .\ Sash Cord, represented by Sanford Plummer,

C. F.

Meese and Gottfried Company
Francisco,

Im-

Samson

68-70 Clara

& Plumbing Supply
Fifth and

POTTERY

Bldg,, S.

SASH CORD

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
California Steam

Pacific

provement

S. F.

ASPHALT FLOORS AND SIDEWALKS

San Francisco Members Builders' Exchange. Builders' Association

The Architect and Engineer
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SUPERIOR

Plumbing Fixtures
of the Latest Design
VISIT

and Best Quality

OUR DISPLAY ROOM

6J7 Mission Street

Just

back of the Palace Hotel

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFIC ATION INDEX-Continued
STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE REINFORCE-

MENT

Baker & Hamilton, 4th and Brannan Sts., S. F.
Sheldon Bldg., S. F.
Jno. B. Leonard
Judson Manufacturing Company.
819 Folsom Street. San Francisco
356 Market St.. S. F.
Woods & Huddart

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J. G. Braun. 537 W. 35th St., N. Y.. and
322 S. Paulina

Chicago.

St.,

STORE FRONTS
Kawneer System of Glass Setting, manufactured by Kawneer Mfg. Co., Coast agencies
San Francisco. Portland, Ore., Spokane
and Seattle. Wash.
Thorne Hold-Fast Metal Store Front Construction, Boyd & Moore, Inc., Agents,
356 Market St., S. F.
SURVEYORS
.251 Kearny St., S. F.
Sanborn & Corinson.
at

.

.

TERRA COTTA CHIMNEY PIPE
nunlevy & Gettle

79 City Hall Ave.. S. F.

TILES. MOSAICS. MANTELS. ETC.
Mangrum & Otter.... 561 Mission St., S. F.
The T. F. Kelly Co.. 723-731 7th St., Oakland

TILE FOR ROOFING
Gladding, McBean & Company,

Crocker Bldg.,

S.

F.

TILE— WALL AND ENAMEL
The Mosaic

Company,

Tile

230 8th Avenue,

San Francisco

TIN PLATES
Meurer Eros.

A. H. McDonald, Coast

Co.,

628 Third

Representative

VACUUM CLEANERS

St.,

S.

F.

American Rotary Valve

Co.,
702 Balboa Bldg.. S. F.
Co.. New York and Chicago.
in all principal cities.

McCrum-Howell
Branches
J.

Raymond

P.

397 Sutter

VALVE PACKING

St.,

S.

F.

"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook Belt

Howard St., S. F.
VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.
C. F. Weber & Co
365 Market St., S. F,
Ericsson Swedish \^enetian Blinds, Boyd &
ing

Co

Moore,

VENEERS

317

Inc.,

Agents.. 356 Market

St.,

S.

F.

VENTILATORS AND SHEET IRON
Meurer Bros.

A.

Co.,

H.

F.
F.

McDonald, Coast

628 Third

Representative

St.,

S.

F.

Terra

Steiger

Cotta

and

Pottery

Mills Bldg., S. F.

"Kompolite"

350 Mills Bldg., S. F.

WALL BEDS

The Turner

Wall Bed. sold by California
and Window Glass Co., San Franand Los Angeles.
Mission near 5th,

F.

Marshall

& Stearns

Co.,

1154 Phelan Bldg.,

S.

ARCHITECTS OWN DESIGNS CARRIED
OUT AT MODERATE COST

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE,

F.

ETC.

"Ceresit." manufactured by the Ceresit Waterproofing Co., sold by Parrott & Co., San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland, and
Julien A. Becker Co.. Seattle. Wash.
Dexter Bros.. Sherman Kimball. Agent,
503 Market St.. S. F.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing and Liquid
Cement
Enamel, sold on
Cement and Liquid
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Neponset Waterdyke Felt and Compound,
sold by F. W. Bird & Son. East Walpole,
Mass., Coast Agents Lillev & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S. F.
Parrott & Co
320 California St., S. F.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Te-Pe-Co Waterproofing, sold by H. G. Clinton, .14 Ellis St., S. F.; Bass Hueter Paint
Co.. Pacific Coast Distributors.

The Building Material Co., Inc.,
587 Monadnock

Bldg., S. F.

WATER SUPPLY
Kewanee

System, Simonds Machinery Co.,
sole agents.... 12 and 14 Natoma St., S. F.

WEATHER STRIP
Monarch

Metal
Moore, Agents

Weather

Strip,

356 Market

Boyd
St.,

&

S. F.

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH
W.

"Satinette,"
S.

F.

P.

and

Fuller & Co.,
all principal Coast cities

Velvo-Tone, Worden-Meeker Varnish Co.,

Blanc

and Oakland

Stainless

Cement

Co.,

F.

Levensaler

&

Preston. Inc.. San Francisco: Quartz Glass

& Manufacturing
Brooke &

Co., Los
Co., Inc.. Seattle,

Tabor Sash
Agents

WOOD

& Sash

John

Co.,

551

Hipolito Screen

-Angeles.

Wash.
ETC.

WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE,

Brannan

St.,

S. F.

Co.,

634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles
Fixture Co., Boyd & Moore.
356 Market St., S. F.

STAINS

Bridgeport Wood Finishing Company, represented by Whittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

DESIGNS SUITED TO EVERY STYLE
OF ROOM

f ahum* Blpp:

FIRE

ofltr

MAKERS OF ARTISTIC ELECTRIC FIXTURES

FIRE IRONS

S.

"Trus-Con" Finish, sold by Western Lime &
268 Market St., S. F.
Cement Co

SUNDIALS

HOODS
HOUSE HARDWARE

St.,

Glidden's French Caen Stone Finish and
Glidden's Waterproof Flat Finish, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier. Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los .•\ngeles.

Dean Reversible Window

Works,

WAINSCOTING

S.

503 Market

WATERPROOF FINISHES— Continued

WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE

cisco

Dexter Bros., Sherman Kimball, Agent,

S. F.

Dieckmann Hardwood Co.,
Welch Bldg., 244 California St., S.
White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., S.

Plate

W.\TERPKOOF FINISHES

1345
Sutter Street H
Pmone
Franklin 4719

^
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Ein^iiiccr

ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE
Mantel
Complete Mantels. Equipped to Execute Designs ot
Architects and Decorators. Special Designs by our own Artists
Faience Tiles tor Exterior and Interior Decorations.

Facings

'

Los Angeles Pressed BricK Co.
404-414

SECOND AND BROADWAY

FROST BLDG.

LOS ANGELES

WORICe:

1'KI.BI'IIONK«*:
M. V.

— ItKAKMY

aM:lO

frAi''r(>IIV--A I.AMICItA

N. CLA 1^ K
INC<tItf<lM

ATUU

& SONS

.IANt.'AI1V

II,

IHfU

MANUr'AOXTJRBRa OF

ARCni'i'KCTURAI.
VITRIKIiCO

TEKRA COXXA, PRKSREn
AND TERRA COTTA F>IPK

HOI.T-OVV 'ril.K

FIRE BRICK TILE AKO
i;:

<^)i--p-i<

1

N.\r<)MA

112-1 ir.

^V'-.«^x^

san

>i\'.

1^'h

a n<ms('(>. Cat

,.

Works

^^^^
1

CLAV PRODUCTS

Terra Cotta ^^° Pottery

m^

w

l<INI>I-tKD

Steiger

<o^-%.
/^Sl

IIRICI'C

KIRE PBOOFINO

architectural terra cotta. pressed brick, sewer pipe
CHIMNEV pipe, FLUC LINING. FIRC BRICK
MANTEL TILE. ACID WARES

^^^!i

\ ^ff^ ^^^Ss^ /

^
c
^^*J^w^

3"^

Factorv

South San Francisco
San Mateo Co.

Vard; IStm and DivtstON Sts.

San Francisco

Main Office: 729 Mills Building
Telephone Douglas 3010

SaN Fra NCISCO. Cal,

Gladding.HcBean&Co.
Manufacturers Clay Products

Crocker Bldg. San Francisco
Works. Lincoln,Cal.
W'lu-n

\%

ritiiiK

\"

Advertisers plc.isc mfnii<in this ^taga7^Ile.
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Northern Clay

Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Terra

Architectural
Fire Brick

Cotta

and Clay

Products

CALIFORNIA
ARTISTIC METAL AND WIRE

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES

CO.

MANUFACTURERS Of

ORNAMENTAL IRON and BRONZE WORK
349-365 Seventh

Auburn

Washington

San Francisco, Tal.

St.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

MINIMUM COST

Interlocking

^i

Steel

Studding and Furring
Economj
Rigidity

of Space.

Perfect

and Alignment

Spaced for

12,

I4and

16 inch

centers, any width partition

COLLINS STEEL PARTITION
and LATHING CO.,

OFFICE

Inc.

:

757MonadaockBldg.,SaDFraacisco,Cal.

FACTORY:
Braanan and Oore Sts. Phoae Sutter 1976
This Demonstration Partition on
Exhibition at Office

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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DEAN REVERSIBLE WINDCWCQINC.

STAND mSIDE

Reversible

WHILE CLEAMINO

Windowand

DEAN

Self-

PEVEPSIBLE

WINDOWS
Regulating
Roller

Screens

HIPOI_ITO

ROLLER SCREEN AND
REVERSIBLE WINDOW

HIPOLITO SCREEN

& SASH CO.

MAPLE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

634.-38

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

Phone, Kearny 1516

OVER

500,000

TONS

is

of Structural Steel Painted with

"SUPERIOR GRAPHITE

PAINT"
DETROIT GRAPHITE COMPANY

PAINT MAKERS
DETROIT, MICHIGAN,

C.

W. PIKE

CRUDE OIL

U. S. A.

NOW burned by TWO methods,

the

FESS SYSTEM and the other

\\7'E have passed
V V ^^^ "^^ y^^'" ^^

the stone
^^*

*

y°"

age.

In

*^^' '^"'^ '"

the improved FESS SYSTEM, the
only advanced science of burning oil.
We eliminate the use of a complicated air
compressor, numerous adjusting valves, and
the noise of combustion.
This system is
operated with 757" less power and produces a
smokeless fire; in fact the advantages arc so
numerous that il must be seen to be apprecican convince the most skeptical
ated.
that the problem of burning crude oil for
heating purposes has at last been solved.
.ARCHITKCTS -ARK HSPFCIAI.LY INVITED
TO rAI-l. .ANU W1TNKS« A IiKMONSTR ATION

Wc

COMPANY

PACIFIC COAST SALES AGENTS

22 BATTERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO,

ftSS SYSTEM COMPANYJnc.

CAL.

I2S

HAYliS STRtET, SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE. KEARNY 4303

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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eOWSER

The
for
because

If» Fireproof, Leak-

the

gasoline directly

into

the car

WE

MAKE THE LOWEST PRICED OUTFITS AND
WE MAKE THE BEST.

That

means Self ety, Profit an
High Test Gasoline.

—

fulfils

You pump

without exposure or possibility of explosion.

proof and Evaporation-proof.

it

funnels.

Standard Gasoline Outfit
Public or Private Garages
every requirement. No mesisures — No

1

Special Information for Architects.
for booklet

All Styles, Sizes and Prices

No. 107 for

Just ask

details.

Direct Lift, Long Distance and
Portable types.

Recommended by Architects, Endorsed by Owners and tested by time-

ITS THE PIONEER.

S. F.

Bowser & Co
INCORPOR.ATEI'

FORT WAYNE.
Western

Office.

612

IND.

BOWSER

HOWARD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RECOMMEND AND INSTALL

"HOFFMAN Automatic
AND

Gas Water Heaters"

SATISFY

YOUR

CUSTOMERS

They are simple in construction,
high in efficiency and sold at a
reasonable price.
These are three
of the
If

most essential points.

you are not already using the
see yourjobber and

"HOFFIMAN"
get

We

are

prices,

they

will

surprise you.

represented

in
the
following:

West by

the

HOLBROOK, MF:RRILL & STKT.SON
San Francisco and Los Angeles,

CRANF:

COMPANY

Seattle and

Tacoma, Wasli.

Calif.

CRANE COMPANY
\'ancouver, B. C.

The Hoffman Heater Company JSl.^o^rv. TX
When

writing to Advertisers please nietitinn this Magazine.
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COMPA NY

Interior Decorators
Wall Papers and Fabrics of Character
and Distinctiveness

We

Deslta, Decorate

The Leading

aad Furnish

Interiors ot all Kinds

Architects and Builders out Referencea

Correspondence and Enquiriet Solicited

228 Grant Ave.

(Zd

fkiot,

N«t

to

Wbilf HoiisO

ISf Twelfth Street

San Francisco

Oakland

t

-/.;V.^;t'\>>.r?.LgK>:<:;^'i-r><^A:-i>r.-.;gv.v?.;f:;;'

^^Sff

••>-.:-}'t'.v>:<-.-;v<i »•-'>•/ »!'

:

•

?!^?S????^B??v^y^^^^^^^?.?

THE

PITTSBURG BUNGALOW"

AUTOMATIC
GAS WATER HEATER
Specially Designed ior

Apartments, Cottages
Bung'alo\vs, Small Flats
Cast Iron Double Jacket, 32 IncKes
Hi^li; Copper Heating Coils: Heating
Capacity, Two Gallons per Minute

'The usual " Pittsburg
Showing

JOS.

Illustrated Booklet on

Interior

THIEBEN
667

Phones: Kearny 3762

When

Home

CgL

Guarantee
Request

CO., Sales Agents

MISSION STREET

J-3762

writing to Advertisers please mention

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
liiis
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THE VARNISH TO SPECIFY

A

Thoroughly

Satisfied

Client

is

an

Architect's Best Asset.

means more Business for Him
Every Time. A Well Built and Finished Interior Goes a Long Way to Impress the
It

Owner w-ith the Architect's Genius.
The Wood Finish, Therefore, Must Not be
Neglected.

A

is

Necessary to Insure a

HUETER'S

ARCHITECTURAL

Superior \'amish

Satisfactory Finish.

Specify

and FLOOR VARNISHES.
Manufactured by

F.

S.

ESTABUSHEX)

HUETER,

E. L.

1857

Proprietor

WORKS SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
MAIN

OFFICE.

816 MISSION ST.

to

343

Portland Office and

Warehouse

191 Second Street
Seattle Office and Warehouse,
9 Spring Street

Los Angeles Office and Warehouse,

333

WORKS

PIONEER VARNISH

East Second St.

I

Did You Get a Copy of

TABOR'S New

Catalog?

It tells in a concise, architectural way all about the
principles of construction
advantages of use and
installed application to every building of the
;

TABOR STRIP AND FIXTURE
shows a Transom Bar Window having two sash equipped with Tabor strips and corrugated fi.xtures. This construction provides for the
addition, perpendicularly, laterally, or both, of as
many sash units as conditions demand. The joints
between Tabor strips and sash do not leak.
\\"e are makers of the Tabor strip and fixtures, for

The

illustration

removable, vertically and horipivoting and casement sash, .'\utomatic
casement adjusters. .Ml metal weather strips.
\utrimatic door bottom, and hardware specialties.

sliding-reversible.

zontally

Send a Postal

for the

"Tabor Quality" Catalogue

-

.

,

.^.^_jU

TABOR SASH FIXTURE COMPANY

BOYD & MOORE
356 Market
When

Street,

Sole Agents for Northern Califorr.ia

San Francisco.

Pnone, Kearny 2386

writing to .-Xdvertisers please mention this Magazine.
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PERFECT HOT WATER SERVICE
to all parts of a building can be secured
cheaply and without bother of any kind
from a
AUTOMATIC
INSTANTANEOUS Gas Water Heater.
It is as dependable as the following of day
by night. Open a faucet
hot water
pours out. Guaranteed exactly as claimed.
Write for Catalog to

HUMPHREY

—

HUMPHREY C?
565

ROSE STREET. KALAMAZOO. MtCH..

N.

U. S. A.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
The Gas&

Electric Appliance Co., 443 Sutter St., San Francisco
E. Miranda.
1313 Broadway, Oakland
The Independent Gas Appliance Co., 604 S Hill St .Los Angeles

-.-...

J

"RELIANCE"

hangers for Eas\
tcct

who wants

.1.

;

i^

.:i

,iii>l

I

ni: ,m

muy. NoArchi-

a door hanger that will run easily,

"RELIANCE"

work

perfectly, and not get out of order, will fail to specify
for these hangers have not only stood the test of time, but have practicallv supercecded all others, where the above qualities are desired.

RELIANCE BALL BEARING DOOR HANGER

CO.,

1

Madison Ave., NewYork

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
San Francisco: S.^RTORius Co. Inc.. Fifi.entli & Utali
Los Ant'eles: Loi'is R. Bedkll. 1 108 Story Buildinn

Sts.

Seattle: D. E.

Fryrk & Co.
Wire & Iron WoRKf:

Portland: Portl.and

mma^.
Bc:/yD/N_G

AND QjTT/NG

BEVELING STAINING CttlPPlNG, ETC
768 Mission Street

S^^y^^jmt^mh ^^
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San Francisco
Metal Stamping

and
Corrugating

Company

STAMPED AND SPUN

SHEET METAL

ORNAMENTS.
STATUE WORK,

MISSION TILE
554-556 TREAT

"Hygienic" Drinking Fountain
For other styles see samples in our show rooms
85I-8S9 Folsom St.. San Francisco, Cal.
Circular sent on request.

Phone Mission 242t

Home Phone M-3428

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
riMKEHS OF

SAN FRANCISCO.

PLunumo supplies

Pmiuadelpmia

IISO'lMa Ridge Avenue,

AYE.

NEAR NINETEENTH ST.

CALIFORNIA

Statue of Sheet Metal

VACUUM CLEANER
INSTALLATIONS
Sizes

and

Prices

to

suit all requirements

SEND FOR INFORMATION

THE HOWE SCALE GO.

).P.

333-339

397 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
PHONES

\

MARKET

ST.

SELLING AGENTS
FOR

The HALL'S SAFE CO.

KEARNY 5852

HOME

C 5852

When

NEW YORK MANGANESE

writing to Advertisers please nicnlinn this Magazine.
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Asbestos Roofing

J-

Fireproof
Made

of indestructible Asbestos (Rock) Fibre

and Trinidad

Lake Asphalt,

the great wcather-proofer, J-M Asbestos
Ready Roofinj,' is literally a pliable stone. Fire, acids, gases,
chemical fumes, heat or cold have no effect upon it.
It is
therefore practically indestructible.
And because of its stone nature, J-M Asbestos Roofing
never needs ])ainting or graveling.
Its first cost is its only
Asbestos being a non-conductor of heat and cold, this
cost.
roofing keeps a building warm in winter and cool in summer.
Think what a protection J-M Asbestos Roofing is to a
building and what it saves in paint and repair bills!
It is
adapted for any building anywhere.
Most hanUvnrt' and lumber dealers sell J-M Asbestos Roofing.
We'll sell you J-M Asbestos Roofing direct from our nearest Braneh
if

your dealer won't supply you.
Write our nearest Brtnuh for Samples and

H.

.*'!>'.

W. JOHNS -MANVILLE CO.

Manufacturers OF ASBESTOS
AND MAGNESIA PRODUCTS.
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago

I'ataloi;

ASBESTOS Roofings, packings

ftf*I

Clcvel.-ind

'Mi^'i
Kansas City

Dallas
Detroit

Los Anfcreles
Mi!wauk<-

tS-

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. ETC

Minneapolis
New Orleans

Philadelphi.1

Seattle

Pittsburg

St.

New

S.iii

Yi.irk

Fr.iticisco

Painting Contracts
commekcl.vl as well as decorative

Painting Contracts executed,

in-

cluding Exterior House I^ainting,

Wood

Finishing. Tinting and

Wall

Papering by the painting depart-

ment OF

SCHASTEY & VOLLMER

Inc.

IXTRRioK Decor ATOR.s
S12

surri'R sTKHin',

s.\.\

I'HOXE SL'TTER

When

fuancisco

131(1

writing to Advertisers please mention this
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These Three Are Permanent

and Beautiful
"RENO WHITE" PLASTER,

a product

of the Western Gypsum Co. that is
beautiful, hard and lasting.

DEL MONTE WHITE SAND,

to be used

with Medusa and other white cement
make a beautiful white stone finish
on concrete and artificial stone build=
to

ings.

''MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND CE=
MENT," a new and beautiful product
adapted to ornamental artificial stone
work of the hij^hest grade.

F.T.Crowe £.Co.
!^

^lotber^ 81!^ Dealers

SEATTLE, PORTLAND, TACOMA,
When

SPOKANE.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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r."QUALITY COUNTS

WESTfflN BUIlDffiS' SUPPLY CO
ESTABLISHED 1902

680 MISSION STREET
SAN FRAINCISCO,
TELEPHONE KEARNY

INTERIOR

CAL.

1991

WOOD FINISH ORNAMENTS

(ART MOULDINGS. CARVINGS. ETC.)

HIPOLITO EVEN TENSION SCREENS
(FOR

GOOD HOUSES)

CONVENIENT, DURABLE. NON-RUSTING

STANDARD METAL CORNER BEAD
GOLDEN WEST VULCANITE ROOFING
"ENAMETILE" (METAL ENAMEL

WAINSCOTING)

UNE

JOIST HANGERS

Post caps

>r<o

bases

(SANITARY. INTERLOCKING)

REPRESENTING

DECORATORS' SUPPLY

CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

^ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENTS
WOOD, COMPOSITION .nd CEMENT
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

IN

;

CAPITALS AND BRACKETS
TO MATCH OAK, MAHOGANY. REDWOOD. ETC.

Four Large Catalogs

(Furnished Registered Architects)
CXTCRIOn COMPOSITION AND PLASTER
COMPOSITION TO MATCH WOOD

CAPITALS AND BRACKETS
WOOD GRILLES

Specify

UNION METAL COLUMNS
Permanent

in

any Climate

Do not open up
Fine for Residences and

or crack

Public Buildings.

Also for

Pergolas, with metal beams.

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Arcliitcct

Birds Eye View of

NILES

New

and Engineer

City and County Hospital. San Francisc

WASHED GRAVEL AND ROCK USED IN ALL CONCRETE WORK
AND ROOF OF THESE BUILDINGS

CALIFORNIA
BUILDING MATERIAL

CO.

PACinC BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

Will Not Stain
Limestone, Granite or Marble
The Best Cement for Exterior
Stucco Construction. Also

EXTRA WHITE LAFARGE

for

Light Brick, Terra
Cotta, White Granite or Marble
and White Stucco Exteriors
use with

Non=Staining Cement Co.
156 FIFTH

AVENUE, NEW YORK

Sole Agents for the United States and Canada

WATERHOUSE&PRICECO.
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

When

PORTLAND

OAKLAND

writing to .^dvertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Notice

STANDARD

,

WOOD

Architects

SERVICE

We

Good SERVICE is a broad
term as applied to wood finishes.
It

If

—

begins with ease of application

the

ties of

wood

to

III

FINISH

ends with beauty and the

27

have placed on

the

market a newproductwliicli

we

it

nave trade marked

lasting quali-

finish.

you want to recommend wood

that give the best possible

finishes

SERVICE

in all respects, specify the use of

—

Bridgeport Standard
It

Wood

Finishes

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes are
practical finishes— simple to use, easy to
spread, great in covering capacity.

And

most

compadi case of sample panel* ihowina numerous

n^w and
and

>A/ nittier-

staple effecla.

and

—

anyone

deco-

cheaply
do

can

Ami-wud

value of

Vou

PRACTICAL.

CoDum

artistic

—
it.

We nave demonstrated the

Write for Sample Panels

We will be very glad to mail you on request a neat
usehil

and

and without difficulty

like to place tangible proof

SERVICE of Bridgeport
Wood Finishes in your hands.

them

latKing

of

Ami-wud

the good

ftniiKe* in

tke

finisnmg can be made of

ment.

will find

avoiding

rative designs for interior

Properly Owners, and Furniture,
Piano and Car Building concerns who
u^e Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes
which verify and emphasize this state-

wnoH

can te nailed

studding,

Many

We have hundreds of letters from Archil-cts.

Standard

nardwood.

plastering.

they give an elastic, tough finish
that looks good at the start and stays
good with the years.

would

board and

to imitate

necessity

the grain.

of

a stiff pulp

Anii>vucl
to

They develop the natural beauty of the
wood and never cloud, obscure or raise

We

IS

made

in

our o-wn place of business,

Co.

where

San Francisco and Los Angeles
Agents for the Pacific

it

is

on

display.

Call at our general offices

Coast

and see -what can be done

with

Amiwud.

The PARAfriNE PAINT CO.
34

When

writiiiR in

Af|v.'tTJiscr*;

|ilcasc

FIRST STREET,

men

t

ion

this

SAN FRANCISCO

Magazine
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RABBITT

FIRE.

VERMIN anj SOUND
PROOF
PARTITIONS
used in tnis Jjuilaing

Less

Ciosts

Stud
ana

than

with JyletaJ

vvooa
Lath

50 ^er cent
Less Space.

takes

Weigkt 12

lbs.

to sq.

ft.

For Details. Blueprints.
Etc..

Write

to

Rabbitt Partition Co.
34 ELLIS

Artie Club Building

J.

STREET

SAN FRANCISCO.

Daniel Huntington. Arckitect

CAL.

BRAUIN

G.

537-541 W. 35TH STREET, NEW YORK
615-62 S. PAULINA STREET. CHICAGO
1

CAnRieS

A

COMPLETE STOCK Of

Steel Mouldings for Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc.
Plain and OrnamenialSasb Bars, Leaves, Rosettes
Pickels and Oraameotal Rivets. Square Root

Angle iron from \'x^s'xl-I6' Upwards
1^ u- —
o
/^- Ekvato,?
i?i.,..„*^_x,
iri«..,>*-_
Elevator
for
Square Tubmg

Enclosures and

Omce Rauings

Catalog to Architects. Architectural Iron
works u>d Builders only on Applkatioo

PATENT SHEET METAL SHEARS PUNCHING MACHINES
All parts, including the main body, are made of forged steel, which makes these
tools lar superior to any made from cast steel. <J The Punch Machines are made
from steel plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. All parts which can be
are tempered. The Eccentric piUar blocks are made with independent steel rings.
Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle. Tee or Flat Iron.
WRITE fOR CATWOG

AND PRICES

OVER 900
MACHINES
SOLD
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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THOMAS ROLPH.

BANKS. Vice-President

Solltng iitU

Secretary

QIo.

Telephone Market 215
SUPPLIERS of

STRUCTURAL STEEL
CAST IRON

FORCINGS. BOLTS, RIVETS. FROGS. SWITCHES
GENERAL OfriCC AND WORKS
17TH & MISSISSIPPI STS

SALES OWWXCZ

SAN FRANCISCO

•©rnamrntal Irnn R

908 CROCKER BUILDING

iBrun:;?-

ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES & CABS METAL STORE FRONTS"
RAILINGS BANK ENCLOSURES & RAILINGS
•BRONZE TAJ3LETS & NAME PLATES ANDIRONS ETC
SAN FRANCISCO
•TELE -MARKET 1329
WORKS 15 th ^ vTAH STS
•

•STAIRS

-

•

•

•

W.

B.

MORRIS.

•

H. M.

President

WRIGHT.

Vice-President

L. J.

GATES.

Secretary

Western Iron Works
STRUCTURAL IRON and
STEEL CONTRACTORS
Gas Holders, Vault
and

Linings, Jails, Fire Escapes, Beams, Ch.-innels, Angles
Steel

Wheelbarrows Carried

in

Stock

Phones: Kearny 575

\V2.\% l^.'^^.V^d't^

J 1259

TELEPHONE. MARKET

C.

J.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOME PHONE.

6468

HILLARD

CO.,

J

2376

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Ornamental

Iron, Brass

and Bronze

Work

Bank and

Office Railings.
Elevator Enclosures and Cars.
Cast Iron Stairs and Store Fronts. Wire Work. Fire Escapes.
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1
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1

5-21 7 8th Street

Between Howard and Folsom

When

San Francisco, Cal.
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Glidden's

Concrete Floor Dressing
presents a

problem

practical

of

the

solution of

the

maintenance

oi

Concrete Floors.
It

prevents abrasion and wear and

the consecjuent formation of

cement

dust.

Glidden's

M.

P.

Durable Exterior

most durable varnish for exterior use on the market.
It combines extreme elasticity with excellent
body and superb flowing- qualities.
It can be rubbed to a dull finish or

is

the

left bn'o-ht.

Demonstrating Samples and Literature free on request

The Whittier Coburn Company
San Francisco

Los Angeles
Distributors for

The Glidden Varnish Co.
Branch

Factories:

Cleveland, Ohio
Toronto, Canada

When

\\

arehouses:

New York
Chicago

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magaxine.
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President

JOS. R.
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WHALEN.

Secretary and Treasurer

CALIFORMA STEAM AND PLUMBING SUPPLY

CO.

;>.UFOf?^^
WATER, STEAM AND
GAS SUPPLIES

SANITARY PLUMBING
FIXTURES

^rK^

Fifth

and Bluxome Streets

CRANE

San Francisco,

HigK Grade

.

SUPPLIES
Steam and Hot

Sts.

Power Plant

SAN FRANCISCO

Water

Heating

VALVES, FITTINGS

PIPE,

N. O.

.

PLUMBING

COMPANY
Second & Brannan

.

Cal.

and Water Works Materials

STEAM SPECIALTIES

NELSON MFG.

CO.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES

T

978 Howard Street

406

San Francisco

E. 4th Street
Los Angeles

The John Douglas Company
MANUFACTURERS HIGH
GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES
F>hone Kear-ny 1146
Office

Showroom
When

-

Warehouse

-

-

-

571 Mission Street, S. F.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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DlECKMANN

Hardwood

Hardwoods
Cabinet woods
Hardwood flooring
OFFICE. 24.4 CALIFORNIA

Company

STREET

SAN FRANCISCO,

Mill and Yard. Foot of Taylor street

A. S.

MANGRUM,

Pres. and Men.

CHAS.

C.

CAL.

HANLEY, Secy and Theas

MANGRUM & OTTER
(INCORPORATED)

ru RN ACE AND
STEAM HEATING

MAINTELS

TILING

GRATES

HOTEL AND KITCHEN OUTFITS
Stoves. Ranges. Refrigerators. Tin and

Telephone, Kearny

3155

Enameled Ware

561-563

Mission

St..

San Francisco

WEARY & ALFORD COMPANY
Bank

Interiors and Equipment
OF THE HIGHER CLASS

H. H.

WINNER,

Pacific Coast Representative

SAN FRANCISCO

303 Union Trust Building

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
O

I

Ll.t.L.

DAiX^

flats, rounds,

squares a TWISTED

BANDS, HOOPS AND WIRE
ALL SIZES

WOODS
356 MARKET STREET
When

8c

IN

STOCK

HUDDART
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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STEEL BARS
TWISTED
Round and

Cold

Flat) for Reinforcing- Concrete

(Square,

«'«l»i»!,= -''**«fc'-

OUR STOCK

IS

COMPLETE

IN ALL SIZES

BAKER & HAMILTON
RACRAMEXTO
AXGELES

SAX FRAXriS(^()

I.OS
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Marquise. Orphcitm Theater, Los Angeles
hy D. ami J. J. \Iora

hlrecitle.t

The New Orpheum Theater

Building,

Los Angeles*

WlLLl.AM ll.\.\IlLTO\ CLLXl".
EX the architect was calleil upon to solve tin- prnljlcni of indicating
to the public that behind a jjurely commercial building there was
to be placed a gorgeous and beautiful rendevnuz for the Muses,
the difficulties were paramount.
The lines of the facade were necessarily determined by the stores and
offices, and the sordid character of these requirements were surely far from
those called for by a vaudeville theater.
It was, consequently, only by the
artistic grouping and careful choice of details and colorings that he could
give to the composition the attractiveness and character that so forcibly
tells of the e.xistence of the stage and auditorium and csi)ecially that this
stage is for the modern vaudeville.
By

Wl

I

The

replete with color, but so beautifully harmonized, that
and leaves the spectator delighted with this new venture in polychrome designing.
The Orpheum has the first colored facade
to be erected in Los .-Kngeles, and one of the first in the West.
Its beautiful semi-glazed terra cotta is the first of its kind to Ijc made in California
and the most many colored yet produced in mie burning, each new color
formerly requiring a separate firing.
it

facade

is

satisfies the taste

*In the execution of this work Mr.
Angeles, as resident architects.

Lansburgh was represented hy R,

B.

Young & Son

of Los
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Irchilcct
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and
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Cement

livatct,

Los
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The four figures in the |3anels were modeled 1)\' the kite Domingo
Mora, an eminent Spanish sculptor of New York, who became greatly
interested in Mr. I.ansl)nrgh"s effort to display Music, Song, Comedy and
the Dance in a modern way, so characteristic of the vaudeville.
The hand
of the artist is plainly visible in the executiou of the work and Mr. I.ansburgh"s colors are certainly most harmonious.
These, with the cornices, spandrels, keys and freezes, are well studied,
and the harps, bells and masks, with their colors and clean cut modelling,
have successfully produced the required character.
The martiuise of wrought iron over the entrance, the wrought iron
lamps and the bronze frames finish the picture and attract us forcibly
to the most beautiful of lobbies, handsomely finished in expensive imported
marble from the Xile and Italy, a Caen stone vaulted ceiling and lovelj'
bronze frames and l)alcon\- rails, most lu.xuriantlv illuminated with verv
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Mari/iiisc
Theater. Los Angdcs
of Orphcum
Cast Iron hy Cahfornia Ariistic Metal ami H'irc Co..
(7.
A I her t Lansburgh, Architect

Foyer,
G.

Orphenm Theater, Los Angeles
Albert Lansburgli. Architect

San

Fr,

h'miij

thr Huli .>iiv. Orplicnm Theater.
C. Aihi-rt Latisburgh, Architect

Los

.

/
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Ortiumcnlal Cast Iron, Bronze Plated Photograph Cahtnets, Orfyheum Theater, Los Angeles
Executed by California Artistic Metal and Hire Co., San Francisco
G. Albert Lansburgh. Architect
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G. Albert Lansburgh, Architect

beautiful and orifjinal chandeliers, the costliest of mosaic floors and a box
office window in carved marble that without any trouble relieves us of
the price of admission and ushers us into the most satisfactory and charming auditorium that the \\ est has yet seen, so vast, and yet so homelike,
that the last row seems to be on top of the orchestra leader's rail, so
deceptive is the arrangement of the floor and so perfect the sight lines
and accoustics.
There are 2000 good, comfortable seats in the auditorium divided
among the orchestra and parquet sections, two balconies and thirty-nine
boxes, and so that there might be a precipitated exit in case of emergency.
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Floor Plan. Orphcum Theater. Los Angeles
G. Albert Latisbiirgh, Architect

arc twenty-two exits leadins^- to the larrje lateral courts and to the
and in the rear of the buildins'There is certainly no need of a panic in this most fireijroof of buildings,
which has nothin.ef in it to burn exce])t the seats: even the scenery an.-4
draperies are treated with fireproofing liquids, and the entire building', except above the audience, is e(|uipped with a network of fusible link automatic sprinklers which fuse at the least exa,s;gerated heat from a fire and
(|uench it with showers of water from the ])ressurc tanks above the roof,
'ihe entire building is of steel frame with reinforced concrete floors and
lliere

streets, both in front

walls.

As to the lines of the interior, the scale, detail and coloring of the dect)rations, the architect has said the last word in modern theater designing.
There

is

no old-fashioned proscenium

arch

or

sounding board; no dual
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Boxes, Ort^lieant Theater, Los .An^^eles
Albert Lansbttrgh, ,-trchitect

Dc!i:il of L'^f^tT
6".

composition of the ceilinij. but a continuous enveloped scheme so tlioroughly tied together that each element is in its place and each feature in
its correct value.
There is nothing that could be left out, nor does one feel
the necessit}- to add a single feature to the design. The galleries and
balconies are built on the cantilever principle, with columns well in the
rear of the houee. so that the view is unobstructed.
The general color scheme is a warm roseate old gold and ivory, highlighted with bronze and burnished gold, which contrasts most successfully
with the gendarme blue draperies and old rose curtain.
There are several innovations worthy of note, such as the indirect
lighting done by means of concealed lights and reflectors artfully hidden in
the domes and penetrations of the ceilings.
The heating, ventilating and cooling of the auditorium is done by a
s^'stem of supply and e.xhaust fans driven by electric motors operating in a
plenum or air chamber unrler the auditorium floor for the supply and
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Orpheum Theater, Los Angeles
Albert Lansburgh, Architect

ctiium Arch,

G.

aliove the ceilintj. for the cxliaust.
The air is ihormighly washed in coke
washers over which a calaracl of water is constantly falling for the purpose
of ridding it of dust and ini])urities. The air is then driven over coolers or
heating coils, as the necessity may be, and the temperature regulated by
thermostatic automatic regulators placed at ditiferent points in the tlieater.
feature of great interest to the ladies is the parlor and retiring rooms
placed on the mezzanine, between the orchestra floor and balcony, and very
accessible from either level. This parlor has a balcony or loggia overlooking the entrance lobby, so that the ladies may await their escorts and still
he completely out of the way of the throng.
So that the men may ha\e the comfort of a smoke during the entre-act.
a large and elegantly furnished lounging room has l)een fitted up in the
basement immediately under the lobby. There are also coat and hat check
rooms for men and women on each floor, and toilets, lavatories and retiring
rooms on each balcony and gallery.

A
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Orphcitm
heater, Los Angeles, Showing Arrangement of Boxc.
Steam Healing and Ventilating Installed by Eugene Murray, Los Angeles

Interior

'J

G.

Not only

Albert Lansbiirgh, Architect

the public comfortably housed, but the artists are very careThe dressing rooms are models, equipped with mirrors,
electric lights, metallic dressing tables, hot and cold water, perfect ventilation, and attached thereto are two shower baths, fitted up most carefully,
one for the women and one for the men. Even to the performing animals
do these details continue, there being an especially arranged den with tanks
is

fully considered.

for their care.

Some of the
the building are

main points

of interest in the design

The lot is 122 x 150 feet.
The auditorium measures 100

feet in width l)_\' 70 feet in deptlr, and
70 feet.
stage measures 32 feet in depth and 110 feet in width.
proscenium arch is 40 feet wide by 38 feet high.
gridiron is entirely of steel, and is 70 feet abo\-e the stage.
cost of the building is about $350,000.

average height
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Ladies' Parlor. Orphcum Theater, Lcs Angeles
Plitwtifis by James II'. Hellman, Los Angeies

Gentlemen's Smoking Room, Orpheum Theater, L-s An^e'.es

Thi' Architect

Pctail of Proscenium

and

liii^i^iiiccr

Arch, Orpheiim Theater, Los Angeles

Detail of Ceiling,

Orphcum

Theater, Los Angeles
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Orpheum Theater Structural Steel and Elevators
by Llewellyn Iron H'orks, Los Angeles

I'rogress Photo of

Main Stage

Sxvitchboard,

Orf>heum

Theater.

Los

.-ineelcs

Installed by

Max

P. Baron
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Indirect Lighting Fixture m Main Lobby. Orphcitm Theater, Los Angeles
All Fixtures Manufactured and Installed by fhomas Day Company, San Francisco
G. Albert Lansburgh, Architect

Comedy

Dance

Song

Four Panels on Exterior of Orpheum Theater, Modeled by
Architectural Faience by Gladding, McBean «S* Company

Music

Domingo Mora, and Executed

in
G. Albert Lansburgh. Architect
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Architect's Tribute to Domingo
Bv G. ALBERT LANSBURGH

Mora

loss cani^ to the archi-

tects

and

I'Vancisco

Mora,
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art lovers of

when

San

Domingo

artist sculptor, ilied,

on the

twenty-sixth day of last Jnly; a
man pre-eminently an artist, and,
although seventy odd years of
age, as young in s])irit as a boy,
with a virile imagination and a
decided trend to the absolutely

modern

cx])ression of art.

work has been a long
career of successes, lacking, probably, the brilliant outburst that
periodically marks the careers of
some men, but full, nevertheless,
of constant and marked attainHis

ments.

The afifectionate nature, the
interested and continually helpful
disposition, made the man the
most lovable character imaginable.

The refinement

of his

his original conceptions

taste.

and

tlu'

interesting interpretations that he
gave to the drawings of the architects

for

whom

he worked,

will

make his loss keenly felt by the
men of this Coast who have lately
made his ac(|uaintance and who ha\e

The Laic Domingo Mvra

benefited

^

irgeh' from his aid

and

counsels.
Irle was the ty])e of the Spanish cavalier par excellence, full oi fire and
hospitality, with a sympathetic nature that endeared him to all with whom
he came in contact.

Mr. Mora was born in liarcelona, S])ain, .^ei)tenil)er S, 1S40. lie was
a pupil of the academy of Uarcelona and a fellnw student and intimate
friend of the famous Spanish painter, Fortuny. lie went to South .America
at the age of twenty-three.
Here he executed considerable important
work for public buildings and prixate residences. ( )!ie of his \-er}' well
known figures here was called the Victim of the Civil War, for which he
received a medal at the Exposition of Chili. .\t the present lime, this is
in the National Gallery of Monte Video.
He afterward returned to Euroi^e for a short stay of two years and in
1880 came to New York, where for some time he was associated with the
Perth .'\mboy Terra Cotta Company, e.xecuting f<ir them many important
works in terra cotta, this medium being at that time entirely new in this
country.

The panels in the Metropolitan Opera House and the panels of the
Produce Exchange were among the first works he did in Xevv York.
He was one of the first members of the National Sculptors Soeiet\-.
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If

we measure

his life
cesses.

have been

the
to

man by

his works, how full and interesting must
this long and important list of suc-

have given us

The
at

sixteen statues or caryatides in the vestibule of the Court House
in stone.
The reredos, tower and bas reliefs for Emanuel Church in Boston.
Moral and religious allegorical subjects from the old and new Tes-

Boston, executed

taments.
Statues of the Apostles, etc., for the church in Fairhaven, donated by
Mr. Rogers.
Statue of Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, for several years exhibited
in the department of modern sculpture in the Art Museum of Boston, now
the property of the new museum at Santiago, Cuba.
Medallions on exterior of the Boston Public librar3^
Figure decorations on the exterior of the Fremont temple, Boston,

Mass.

The majority of the panels decorating the frieze and portico of Trinity
Church, Boston, ]\Iass.
Panel over the entrance door to Grace Church, New York.
Pediment for the Criminal Court House, New York.
Panels for the Metropolitan Opera House, New York.
Seals for the Produce Exchange.
Allegorical frieze for the Masonic Temple, Trenton, N. J.
Sketch for the frieze decorating the arch at Stanford University, since
ruined by the earthquake of 1906.
The seven foot bronze statue of Christ in the Santa Clara cemeter)''
O'Connor memorial.
Mr. Mora was married in Monte Video in 1873 to Laura Gaillard. Two
children, F. L. Mora and J. J. Mora, were born to them, and in these two
sons the spark of art has been transplanted in a goodly measure. F. Luis is
a painter of note in New York and a recent appointee as academician.
To him is due the credit for the very successful ceiling panels in the
Los Angeles Orpheum. Joseph ]\Iora is a sculptor and was associated
with his fathv.r in the later work done on this coast. He will continue the
atelier at

Mountain

\''iew.

American Architecture
One might be tempted

to believe, from some of our foreign critics, that
alone the "architectural type" that America proposes to
hand down to posterity. Far indeed is such from the truth.
^^'hatever carping criticism may say of "the home of the free and the
land of the brave," America is essentially the land of homes.
Nowhere
else, in all other lands put together, are there so many individual homes of
comfort and beauty as here, and nowhere are the accessories of these homes
so varied and universal.
The Englishman talks about his "bath" when ho means a tin pan that
might do for a bird's bath, a rag and piece of soap and it is not Pear's
soap, either.
Few indeed are the conveniences of the ordinary English
house. From kitchen to bathroom the American home is the one home
from London to Japan that is the fully equipped and "ready to wear" for
the man of moderate means as well as he of the immoderate.
Ohio
Architect, Engineer and Builder.
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the Phoenix City

JAMES GORDON

One hears so much that is uncomplimentary about San Francisco these
days that the follo'u-ing graphic story of the city's restoration, taken from
"Building Progress," an Eastern publication devoted largely to fireproof
What the writer says about the
construction, is a most refreshing contrast.
rebuilt California metropolis is largely the truth, and while most of us San
Franciscans knozv all the fa-cts contained in the article, there are many of our
readers zvho live an'ay from the city who ti'/// find the story replete idth interesting facts.

— Editor.

phoenix, on
THE fabled
wings, wrought
of
to

its

life

own building, ignited by the fanning
destruction. But from the ashes it came
again with renewed vigor, and became to mortals a symbol of
a pyre of its
its

own

immortality.
San Francisco, for r.iore than a hundred years, built for its own destrucFrom fear of
tion, not, like the phoenix, purposely, but no less surely.
earthquake the pioneers built always of wood, and low. Only in recent
years did fire regulations crowd wooden buildings away from the very
center of the city. Not until recent years did San P'rancisco risk a skyscraper.

In good time the earthquake came, and the damage of earthquake
alone would have been re])aired within a year. Uroken chimneys, severed
water mains and the wind that sweeps ever through the Golden Gate were
as the fanning of the phoenix wings, and the city outstretched upon its hills
like a great, gray, fog-stained bird blown in from the sea, was consumed
by fire. Five hundred million dollars' worth of property lay in ashes.
The destruction and the resurrection of this phoenix city is no myth.
For a year or more the city lay prostrate, four square miles
It is a miracle.
of it, void of form, a fire-gnawed skeleton. The spirit of the place, indomitable, immortal, struggled meanwhile against such mortal odds as no man
can conceive without tne experience of it. Then all suddenly this spirit,
with an impulse superhuman, took form and shape, of a semblance to the
city dead upon its ])yre, but so much statelier and more proud that the
wonder of the transformation passes comprehension.
It is not yet six years since that fateful .\pril day. and more than
three hundred million dollars have been spent in the rehabilitation of San
P'rancisco, and more wisely, perhaps, than like amount was ever spent
before. Today the San Franciscan has no fear of earthquake, but he does
fear fire. To provide against the possibility of another such holocaust the
authorities have established a triple fire-fighting service.
In addition to
the usual system of fire plugs connecting with the mains, huge reservoirs
holding from five hundred thousand to a millicin gallons of water are sunk
below the streets at intervals throughout the business section. These
reservoirs are kept full as a safeguard against broken mains. Then all
buildings over five stories high are compelled to have a five-thousandgallon tank upon the roof, with fire connections and hose throughout the
building. Under contemplation for the immediate future is a fire-fighting
system with water punij)ed from the sea and distributed underground

throughout the

city.

and good. But the city's best fire protection is in the
improved standard of buildings. The fallacy of fearing height was proved
by the way in which many of the highest buildings came through both
All this

is

w-ell
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Eeinsj modern and better built their frames 3tood
earthquake and fire.
wliile lower buildings of poorer construction crumbled around them, and
they needed repairing but not rebuilding.
The general plan of the new city shows little change. \\'ith practicall\
the entire business section swept clear it seemed a time for working out
some definite city plan. Rut while it was the best time San Francisco will
know it was also the worst. Men suffering from the loss of ten thousand,
their all men who ranked yesterday
a hundred thousand, a million dollars
standing
today
in
a bread line to receive the bounty of
finance,
of
princes
as
benevolent sympathizers, must be more than business men to choose such
a time for the consideration of a city beautiful. What they wanted was a
city profitable. They wanted to get buildings up, anywhere, anyhow, that
rents might begin to come in, and business be resumed. There was an efifort
to carry the business center away from that great hub from which Kearny
and Market and Geary and Montgomery and Third streets radiate, out to
Van Ness avenue, where the flames were stopped by dynamiting marble
and granite palaces. It was as futile as trying to make the earth twirl from
In the years of its
east to west. It was tampering with a natural law.
growth the business of the city had sought the natural centers, where a
at
street north and south of Market ran together into that great arter.v
Third and Sixth, and on at ever-widening inter\-als toward the west.
The great vorte.x at Third and Market streets was irresistible, and the
One by one towerfirst permanent structures were rebuilt in this vicinity.
ing skyscrapers reared their heads in air until, on a recent holiday, the
crowds in Union Square celebrating the admission of California as a State
could look about in vain for trace of the dire days of April, 1906.
But while the occasional visitor notes few changes of location, finding
well-known landmarks in their places the Palace Hotel, more noble now
in its outward seemin.g, suggesting a F'lorentine palazzo. and with the
interior charm of a larger and more beautiful court the Ferry tower, the
hands of whose clock stopped at the moment of the first earthquake shock
and did not move again for many a day; the Call building, flaunting as
before head and shoulders above its neighbors; the Flood building, standing
firm as Plymouth Rock, and with the Emporium building serving to illustrate what can be done by architectural boldness toward creating an artificial
business center when the natural center by reason of the conjunction of
two streets at Market is a block farther west while these and other landmarks emphasize to the occasional visitor the likeness of the new city to the
old, the familiar can point out marked changes.
Into the wide channel of Market street the banks have surged. There
is one at nearly every corner, and straightway one remarks the fact that
most of the new bank buildings are used exclusively by the banks. The
idea is borrowed from London and the European capitals, and has been
adopted in New York and Chicago. Banks have learned that the public
likes visible assets. Nothing is more impressive than a bank that can Iia\-e
a home of its own and not be merely the ground-floor front of an office
building.
.-\s a matter of facts and figures, except in the choicest locations,
where rents are highest, government bonds pay as good interest as skyscrapers, and the ad\-ertisement of an exclusive building is a premium. One
or two insurance companies have followed the exam])le of the banks, and
several of the buildings already completed show very fine exanijiles of a

—
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pure, classic style.

Hardly

less

conspicuous

is

Humboldt Savings bank, which

the graceful, cloud-sweeping tower of the
is a monument to the cleverness of one of

—
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group of young Califoruia architects who have put a distinctive mark on
new city. Tlie hank was considering rebuilding on its old site in (Icary
They
street, when two of the officers met at lunch with their architect.
argued for their old location, he for a new one in Market street. It was
conceded hy the hankers that a hank should be where most peoi)lc can see
it.
"Well, then." said the architect, "let us go out and count the people on
Market and Geary streets."
a

tile

It was agreed, and two men went into Market, one on each side, while
the third went to deary. This was before all the business had come back
from V'an Ness avenue, but even so the men on Market found in a moment
they might as well try to count by drops the water in a flowing stream as
to count by individuals this human tide, while over on (jeary street the one
man, single-handed, had time to spare while counting the people on bo'.li
sides of the street.
.•\
few days later the bankers bought a site on Market street. There
were no corners to be had, so they took an inside lot, and then it was up
to the architect to do the spectacular thing to make the change in location
pay. The result was a tower that challenges the supremacy of the Call
building, with enough floors at the back to oflfset the great cost of such a
high tower on such a limited area. The income from rentals may not be
more than the interest on government bonds, but the bankers are satisfied
that a building which attracts the eye for miles in every direction ha^ in
even chance with the Ix-autiful classic structures that look like shrou led

mounds

of ready monej'.

It is impossible and unnecessary to make separate mention of all the
notable office buildings. While there has been no concerted effort on tlie
part of architects toward the working out of a city ])lan, each man who has
a love of the place in his heart has tried individually to do the worthy
thing. With such an opportunity as that presented by the rehabilitation of
an entire city, architects came in droves to San Francisco after the fire
from the Middle West, from the East, from Europe. Some of these have
made a distinct imjjress upon the new city, notably the architect of the
Palace Hotel and the Merchants* Exchange building.
Hut for the most
part the work of reconstruction has been done by San Francisco men.
Before the fire a coterie of the younger architects had been pulling strongly
against an adverse tide in an effort to do what art demands of them, with
only a degree of success. For in naked truth it must be admitted that men
who go to hunt gold and settle new countries are not always men of refined
and cultured taste, and the finding of gold, under the ground or on top of
it, does not work the magic of changing taste.
Whatever else of fine s])irit
and hospitality, of grit and good fellowship, and what not. of desirable
parts may have mingled in the make-up of the men that made San I*"ranIn the old days architects must do
cisco, artistic sense was often lacking.
their bidding, and the result was a cit)- that had but few redeeming archiLatterly that second generation which profits by the
tectural features.
success of the preceding one had listened somewhat to the advice of architects of the newer school, and the buildings that withstood best the severe
In the rebuilding
test of eartlupiake and fire were largely to their credit.
of their city the influence of these young Western architects is still more
strongly felt.

W

estern treatment of a chiA conspicuous exam])le of a distinctively
tectural ornamentation is found in the Alaska Commercial building. The
owners of the building have made their fortune in .Alaska |)roducts. and in
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these the architects found motifs for ornamentation to replace those conventional motifs that seem to have been accepted for all time. Seals and
polar bears, walrus heads and tusks, dolphins and fishes, nets and cables,
icicles and sea shells have been introduced in a manner so delicate and
artistic as to preserve this very personal suggestion from any vulgarity
whatever. The building is not only an artistic triumph for the architects,
but has the practical merit of being absolutely fireproof and self-supporting.
There are fireproof vaults on every floor, and in every office hot and cold
water and filtered drinking water. It has its own electric light plant, compressed air cleaning plant, and a 30,000-gallon storage tank supplied with
water pumped from its own well, and a set of fire pumps so arranged that
700 gallons a minute could be thrown into the fire hose stretched throughout the fourteen stories of the building. It is the belief of the builders that
if cut off by fire from every other building and facility in San Francisco,
this structure could offer its patrons every safety and convenience.
A very distinctive bit of architecture is the Columbia Theatre. In it
the architects have declared a belief that a playhouse should announce its
purpose, and by the use of color in no mean measure have denounced the
are
architectural severity imposed upon us by our Puritan forbears.
have a right to beauty of form and color, particuno longer Puritans.
larly in California, where these things are a truer expression of the temperament of the people. In the ofifice of the same architects is the completed
and accepted design for a Masonic temple. It is strongly suggestive of the
Palazzo Vecchio, in Florence, except that it is to be built in white marble,
and promises to be very handsome handsome enough for all time. This
faith of these men that within ten years San
is in accordance with the
Francisco will begin to build for the future, that much that has been done
hastily in the scramble to get on their feet again will be replaced by something more worthy.
Little has as yet been done in the way of public buildings.
In the
stress of reconstruction these were things that could best wait. The Hall
of Justice is nearing completion, and if it is an earnest of what will be done
by the municipality the future is safe.
Particular attention is being paid to the erection of public schools.
There are about forty new buildings under way, of varying design, but all
combining utility with dignity and beauty as an expression of the new purpose of the builders of San Francisco.
Perhaps in no quarter was the opportunity for betterment seized more
eagerly than in Chinatown. The old Chinatown was a rookery that defied
all diagram and description.
The smoke-stained, odorous cliff dwellings,
reeking of murder and mystery, were razed to the ground. From their
ashes have sprung quite modern tenements, which are already receiving
their baptism of blood and their seasoning of smoke and red posters.
On
the principal streets the shops that cater to tourists are at once bazaar and
bizarre.
They are not, perhaps, Chinese, but certainly Chinesque, and
ought to satisfy the tourist longing for the exotic. One might wish that
they had copied some quaint old Chinese street, like Nanking Road in
Shanghai, a charming and picturesque thoroughfare, but one can at least
be grateful for the Oriental color and the pagoda effects grafted on the

We

We

—

very American groundwork.
To continue in admiring wonder of the new San Francisco, one must
not wander too far beyond the business section. As soon as fire limits
were establishe-' there rushed into existence just outside whole blocks of
cheap and ugly apartment houses.
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It would take something more than a cataclysm to correct the taste of
a whole cityful, and unfortunately the person who lacks taste is the last
person in the world to find it out.
However, five years are but an inch of time, and much that has been
done as a matter of expediency w^ill, as before sut^gcsted, l)e replaced by
better things as time goes on. And as one turns from the horrors of gimcrack and gingerbread on the tawdry tenements under the lee of Knob Ilill.
the
his eye falls upon a spectacle which rivals all the marvels of fairy lore
Phoenix City soaring to the clouds, with a vigor and splendor of which
even the lovers of San Francisco scarce dared to dream five years ago.

—

*
*
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Refining Influence of Art

THE

one thing that stamps the enlightenment of a century is its art.
Battles are lost and won, aqueducts constructed, and canals built,
but the intelligence of the epoch in whicli the work was accomplislied

is decided by, |)erhaj)s, a little tracery upon the battle instrument, or the
proportion, arches, or, perhaps, the capital of some column in the engineering feat. Naptjleon Bonaparte has been dead less than ninety years, and
what lives today of his master brain and energy? Is it not principally the
good roads he built, and the works of art he acquired for France? Why is
Washington the most beautiful city in this country? Not on account of
its natural advantages, but on account of its artistic plan, a city of monumental centers. Unfortunately, the beautiful early architecture of the city
has deteriorated. Public buildings should be an educator as well as public
schools.
You may talk about fine things to the child, but unless one is
brought up in touch with them the nature of the individual is seldom
influenced.
A person need not be rich in Europe to be surrounded by
beautiful things, they are everywhere, the State owns thousands of superb
paintings and statuary and the public works have been constructetl b}artists for centuries.
It is said we have had too much to do in developing
the natural resources of our great country to pay attention to art. Is this
so? Was not our art of the colonial ejjoch a classic and does it not make
people with refinement in their souls wish they had lived at that time? In
most of the cities of Europe there are certain restrictions on all buildings,
for example: On certain streets, the fiist stories must be of the same
height; this gives a uniformity to the street, but as the height of the buildings is not necessarily the same, there is no monotony. This principle was
carried out by the architects of the Chicago World's Fair.
Will not the
future generations liken the statesmen in power to the art, architecture,
and engineering constructed during their lives? There should be a minister
In a great country like ours, where millions go into public
of fine arts.
buildings, this man should not be merely a bureau chief, but a man of
artistic and executive ability.
All public architecture, painting or sculjjture should be referred to the
secretary of fine arts, where an efficient staff could pass on same. Every
year there should be a fine arts exhibition in Washington where the best
works could be bought by government for the adornment of public buildings in Washington and the other cities. Young .Americans abroad today
are doing some of the finest work, but when they return to this country
the bottom drops out, they feel at once there is no national artistic pride.
An artist is delighted to sell his Salon picture to the French government
for a nominal value for the reputation it gives him; and in this way the
government every year makes excellent investments, and at the same time

encourages and fosters

art.

— Clyde

du Vernet TTunt. Major U.

S.

Army.
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the recouslntclion of the Szt-'cclzcatcr Diim, near San Diego.
Arthur S. Brent, contractor, J. D. Schuyler, engineer. This tower rises
210 feet high and distributes concrete .\oo feet from each side by
means of a s-^st^cndcd trough on rahtc way [f*age 7-']
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Redondo

Company

Concrete by Gravity

W. BR\'SO.\', President

of the Concrete

Appliances

wide-Spread recognition
the perfected system
THEAppliance
Company's "G-Y" system
conveying
of

of

Company

of the Concrete
and distributing

concrete is here briefly stated, and embodies for the first time all
the latest engineering data and practice relative to the art, giving the formulae, cost data, instructions for operation, different angles at which it is
practical to operate, etc. It also contains information relative to the limits
of booms, towers and cable ways. The data herein contained is the result
of actual experience and will prove exceedingly interesting to architects,
and of inestimable value to engineers and contractors.
The "G-Y," or gravity, system of conveying and distributing concrete
originated in Southern California, spread gradually up the Pacific Coast,
and then East.
The patents of the a{)pliances of this system are owned by the Concrete .Appliances Company of Los .Angeles; are practically basic, and are
covered bv the following letters patent: Xo. 948.719, .\o. 948,723. No.
948,74<;>.

These are the first recorded patents of the art, and cover in general the
use of a revolving mast or boom, supporting a trough or pipe, with swivel
and movable trough at end of boom, the combination of which gives a
horizontal motion in any desired plane at the delivery end of pipe or trough.
There are numerous other patents pending, all more or less interfering
with the above letters patent. They are combination patents, having little
value without the use of the above basic ])atents.
Following

is

a

partial

list

of

the

system, the jobs on which the system

prominent licenses of the "G-Y"
been used and the yardage of

lias

same
Waslrngton Water Power Company, Spokane, Wash
Hansen M.ilting Company. Milwaukee. Wis

100,000 yards
17,(XX)

"
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Express Company, Las Vegas,
Gottfried Brewing Co., Chicago. Ill
Pacific
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C'al

.

Sweetwater Water Co., Sweetwater Dani, Cal
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., San Bernardino. Cal
Dept. of Engineering, State of California, San Jose
Spreckels' Theater and Ofifice Building. .San Diego. Cal
iMrst Church of Christ, Scientist. Pasadena. Cal
State Hospital.

_\'ards

3,tX)0
4.f)00

Agnew, Cal

Union League Building, Los Angeles, Cal
Timken Inv. Co., San Diego, Cal
Marston Building. San Diego, Cal
Columbia Hospital, Los Angeles, Cal
Ferguson Company, Los Angeles. C'al
B. P. O. Elks. Los Angeles, Cal
Hamburger R. & T. Co., Los Angeles, Cal
Los Angeles l-lxposition Building, Los Angeles. Cal
Rampart Apartments, Los Angeles, Cal

J(),(X)0

.%.S0O

"

8,000
(),000

4.000
4.000
.^..^00

5.(X)0
4,0(X)

3,000
.^,000

2.000
.vOOO
2S}00

"

"

.i.OOO

The outcome of an in\estigation by the Washington Water Power
Company's engineers of the "(I-V system operating on the reconstruction
of the famous Sweetwater Dam. near San Diego, was the signing of the
"

aliovc 100,000 yard job. on the Sjjokane river.
This will be the largest
overflow dam in the world, being 200 feet high and -!00 feet wide. It is
also to be noted that the system is being used by the I-'errolite Cohipany
of San Francisco, on government work at Fort Mason.
For the successful operation of a gra\ity system, one of the essential
things is the proper mixing of the ingredients. Having given the proper
proportion of the ingredients, it is absolutely necessary that enough water
should be added to the conglomerate to ]iroduce a specific gravity such
that the rock is held in >us])ensinn. 'Flu- mixture should IIdw like a thick
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Layout for the Mount Hood Railway and Power Company's Plant, Portland, Oregon
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Illustrating Spiral

Avoiding

a

Method

Vertical

of Coming Down from a Great Height to the Ground, thus
Drop of Concrete, Edison Job, Long Beach. California

gravy with no sign of excess water. In other words, the mixture should
have a saturated amount of water and no more. This particular mixture
is surprisingly slippery, having an oily nature, and flows readily around

The discovery of this particular nature or consistency was the cause
revolutionizing
the existing methods of distributing concrete and led to
of
the development of the "G-Y" system..
Another great advantage in the conveying and distributing of concrete
by the gravity system is that large quantities can be handled by a small
stream, placed where wanted, practically obviating all air pocketing with
steel.

absolutely no separation and overcoming

all

tendency to La Tense.
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On

account oi the concrete flowin<T in a small and continuous stream,
system is especially adapted to the pourinp of thin wails and columns
which there is a larjje anmunt of steel, assuring; in every case practical,

this
in

monolithic construction.

The

operations of the system are as follows

The mixing- of the intjiedients, stone, sand and cement, in any
suitable batch mixer.
First.

Second. Hoisting by

ski]) of

the

mixed concrete

to

an elevated hopper.

Transferring- of concrete through pipes leading from this hopper
to the point where it is desired to be poured.

Three.

The extreme simplicity
The sur])rising flexibility

Four.
Five.

A

of the system.

few of the great points of superiority of this system o\er the wheel-

barrow or

cart

method

of distribution are as follows:

Mrst.
The nhtaining of the
where wanted.

A

Second.

overcoming
is

of design and construction.

Third.
adapted.

of

initial

set

of

the

concrete

when and

uniform, hon-iogeneous, plastic mixture, and the absolute
tendency to La Tense.

all

The unlimited

variation of the design

t)f

buildings to which

it

Fourth. The use at all times of a standard equipment for the entire
process of mixing, transferring and pouring.

The saving

of breakage of hollow tile, and displacement ol
work, also the saving of concrete from spilling and the cost
of cleaning the floors and beams afterward, which is unavoidable when
using the cart or wheelbarrow method.
Sixth. The assurance of deep, narrow walls being perfectly filled.
Seventh. The handling of large quantities, the output being limited
only by the mixing and hoisting capacity of the plant.
Fifth.

on

steel

floor

wheelbarrow, cart, car or bucket method, the dumping of a
apt to bridge over, or to wash itself when dumping, producing |)ockets. It is alst) liable to foam which gives to La Tense.
\\'ith the

large

mass

is

Having demonstrated the above advantages of the "G-Y" system, it
became necessary to evolve a general line of apj^liances, mechanically constructed, easily rigged, and absolutely "fool-proof," which would handle
concrete economically.

Considerable experience and large amounts of money have been spent
determine the maximum and minimum angles of flow, the maximum
and minimum reach of booms and free ends, the comparative relative value
of ditTcrent shajjcd trough, and the advantages of the trough over the
to

closed pipe.

Concrete has been run successfully by the "G-Y" system from 7 degrees
to 45 degrees, dropped vertically 120 feet into a hopper and re-distributed.
The best angle and the one now used by engineers is that of 18 degrees
with the horizontal.

The

rate of flow of concrete

was determined

for practical reasons

by

Uhden and Turner, engineers of the Washington Water Power
Company, Spokane, VV^ash., and it was found that through a round opening
Messrs.

of 7-inch

emptying

into an 8-inch trough, at an inclination of 18 degrees with
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the horizontal, mixed concrete of the above consistency ran at the rate of
132 cubic yards per hour. Different shapes of chutes have been experimented with, from the flat wide trough, to the "V" shaped trough, the
"U" shaped trough and pipe from 4 inches to 10 inches in diameter. The
outcome has been that a 7-inch opening is large enough for all capacity.
The latest and really the only "fool proof equipment is that of 8-inch
trough having open trough swivels and open trough free end. The system
cannot be clogged and the flow can be observed by the tower operator at
all times.
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I'Vom this ex])crieiice the followinsj data has been deducted
lated for the use of enjjineers in laying out the "(J-Y" system
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A

2A

B+C

60
70
80
90

120
140
160
180

100

200
220
230
250
280
320

60
70
70
80
90

no
115
125
140

160

A

short

100
lis
110
130
140

P.

30
40
40
50
60
70
75

80
90
100

C
30
30
30
30
30
30
40
30
40
40

n

a

X

H

4

24
27
30
33
38

44
47
50

4
io
10
10

10
10
10
10

20

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

53
58

39

59

41

61

45
SO
56

65
70
76

method of determininf;- the necessary iieight of tower to deany known distance: Multiply the total distance to which

liver concrete for

the concrete is to be delivered from the tower by the tangent of 20 degrees,
plus the height of the concrete hopper. This will give the height of tower.
Referring to table of length of boom and free end, it will be noted
that under the column marked "A" the distance of 160 feet is the maximum
radius at which it is practical to handle from one tower. This gives, as
noted under ctjlumn "2.\," a diameter of 320 feet, the boom in this case being
100 feet in length. A boom of this size has considerable inertia, and does
not operate as readily as one of about 60 feet. When the distance to be
reached is over 300 feet it is necessary to use a sub-tower and carry the
concrete by means of a suspended trough. The limits of the cable suspension is about 400 feet. The pipe is usually carried by a wooden truss which
is itself connected to a cable bv block and tackle, as shown in drawing

"14A."
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A — Total

B— Boom

length to be reached.
reach.
(0 C).

B=A—

+

B=H A

feet.

feet.

H = x+20

feet.

— Free end reach.
a=4
D— Hand trough; 10 to 20
a — Snivel.
= C tan y+B tan
X — Height of boom pan.

under 60

feet.

C

H— Total

.x

height of tower.

x+a.

All dimensions in feet.

Following are a few essential instructions for operating the "G-Y'"
system: (Contractors should copy this in their note books.)
First. Run about ten feet of water in skip.
Second. Charge mixer, using mostly sand with cement and plenty of
water.
Third. Run up skip with water and drop at once, following up as
quickly as possible with charge of concrete.
Fourth. Run mixture such that it has the consistency of a thick
gravy, so that rock is seen held in suspension if when dumped in skip,
it stands up, it is too thick; again, if it levels off and shows one inch of
water, it is too sloppy.
The specific gravity of the conglomerate should be such that the rocks
are held in suspension.
Fifth. There should be a man in tower to operate the concrete gate
on concrete hopper, to regulate the flow of concrete through pipe, and
to time the discharge so that stream will be as continuous as possible.
Sixth. .\t a shut down of over twenty minutes, flush out pipe by
sending up ten feet of water in skip. At the end of the day's run clean out
mixer with two charges of water. Send same up through pipes.
Seventh. All pipe joints should be oiled with thick grease, which will
:

prevent sticking.
The use of the system has demonstrated that economy is practical
only when installation consists of booms, connected to tower by means of
These
a sleeve as shown in Drawing "14A." and rotating about same.
booms supporting troughs, swivels and free ends.
It is also noted that this sleeve is raised and lowered by means of
block and tackle, together with the hopper platform which slides on the

tower as shown by detail drawing 99.
This combination allows one or two men at the delivery end of chute
to cover all points within a horizontal plane, limited by the combined
sweep of boom and free end. This installation further keeps all apparatus
pertaining to the distribution of the concrete above the operating floor.
On account of the large capacity of the "G-Y" system, it has developed
ingenuity on the part of the engineers and contractors in constructing
storage bins and loading devices in order to increase output of the mixer.
The cost of operating varies from 18c to 38c per cubic yard; this
includes a nominal royalty charge. The number of men necessary to operate the system are one man in tower and two men at free end of pipe.
The number of men used to tamp are reduced one-half.
On dam construction one man is able to carry the end of the pipe
around depositing the concrete among the boulders, or wherever it is
needed, doing away entirely with tamping and the re-shoveling of the
concrete. On the recent addition to the Sweetwater Dam, near San Diego,
of which J. D. Schuyler is the engineer and Arthur S. Rent the contractor,
the fact was developed that with the "G-Y" system it was much cheaper
In this case the contractor was only
to put in concrete than place rock.
able to place about 1.=^ per cent rock as against 85 per cent concrete.
inside of the

—

:
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The cost of equipment of the "G-Y" system for large jobs is onequarter that of cable tramway, and on building's the cost is offset by the
cost of scaffold and runways necessary for operation of carts or wheelbarrows.
It has not been found advisable to use the "G-Y" system for the
first time on any job less than 2,500 cubic yards.
However, it has been
successfully used on jobs as low as 300 cubic yards.
In this case the
apparatus was on hand and the men acquainted with the operation.
Upon receipt of plan and elevation of any job, the company furnishes
layout and bill of material for equipment, etc., necessary for proper installation of the "G-Y"' system, as well as the approximate cost of such
apparatus as is new or novel in this construction. They also maintain a
competent stafT of riggers and operators, whose services may be obtained
at any time for the installation and starting of the system.
In order to get this perfected system introduced, it was deemed
expedient to place it on a license basis of 10 cents per cubic yard for the
use of the system.
In conclusion, this system has developed features w'hich are truly
revolutionary, inasmuch as it furnishes better concrete at a less cost than
has heretofore been accomplished.

Important Features of the New California Liability Law*

THE
passed

new^

liability

act

affecting

contractors,

owners and employes,

at the last session of the California State Lcgistlature, became
effective September 1st.
In view of the great interest attached to this

law, the following important features will be found of value

SECTION 1 provides that in an action by an employee against his
employer for damages resulting from personal injury upon the ground of
want of ordinary care of the employer (1) The fact that the employee
has been guilty of contributory negligence shall not be a defense to the
action, but may be shown to lessen the damages.
(2) The fact that the
employee expressly or impliedly assumed the risk of the employment shall
not be a defense. (3) The fact that the injury was caused by the negligence of a fellow servant of the injured person shall not be a defense.

SECTION

2.

No

contract shall exempt the employer from the pro-

visions above mentioned.

SECTION 3. The employer shall be liable for any personal injury
accidentally sustained by an employee without regard to the negligence
of the employer.
(1) Where the employer and employee are subject to the provisions
of the Act.
(2) Where the employee is acting within the scope of his employment,
and
(3) Where the injury is caused by accident either with or without
negligence, and is not caused by wilful misconduct of the employee. Where
the injury was caused by the gross or wilful negligence of the employer, or
by the violation of the statute designed for the protection of employees,
the employee shall have the option of availing himself of the Workmen's
Compensation Provisions of the Act, or may maintain an action for
damages irrespective of those provisions.
•Especially compiled by courtesy of the Fidelity and

Depart men".

Deposit

Company

of

Maryland.

Pacific

Coast
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SECTION 4 gives all employers the option ot accepting the Workmen's Compensation Provisions of the Act, or being liable under the conditions mentioned in Section 1 above.
SECTION 5 provides the manner of making such election.
SECTION 6 defines the term "employee" to include every person in
the employ of the State, county, city, town or school district, and every
person regularly in the service of another, but does not" include persons
casually in the

employment

SECTION
Workmen's
employment

of another.

All persons in public employment are subject to the
Compensation Provisions of the Act. All persons in private
are subject to these provisions:
7.

Where
Where

the employer

is subject to those provisions, and
employee
does not give notice to his employer that
the
(2)
he elects not to be governed by the Workmen's Compensation Provisions.

(1)

SECTION
the

same

8.

Where

liability for

compensation under the act

exists,

shall be as provided in the following schedule

Medical and Surgical attendance and supplies required at the
(1)
time of the injury, and for ninety days thereafter, not exceeding $100.00.
If the accident causes disability, indemnity payable as wages on
(2)
the 8th day after the accident and weekly thereafter, as follows
(a) If the accident causes total disability, 65 per cent of the average
weekly earnings of the injured person. If the injury requires the attendance of a nurse, the indenmity shall be increased 100 per cent of the average
weekly earnings.
If the accident causes partial disability, 65 per cent of the weekly
wages,
providing, however, that the aggregate liability under the sub-sections
above shall not exceed three times the average annual earnings of the
injured person. No indemnity is allowed for an injury which lasts less than
a week, and the indemnity only begins after the first week. The aggregate
disability shall not exceed fifteen years.
(3) Death of the injured person shall ncit affect any liability which
accrued prior to the death, but after death the employer shall be liable for
the following death benefits in lieu of any further disability benefits:
(a) If the deceased leaves a person or persons wholly dependent upon
him for support, an amount equal to three times his average annual earnings, but not less than $1,000.00, nor more than $5,000.00, payable in weekly
installments corresponding in amount to the weekly earnings of the
employee, unless otherwise ordered by the Industrial Accident Board.
(b) In case the deceased leaves a person or persons partially dependent upon him for support, a part of the amount which would be payable
to one wholly dependent upon him equal to the proportion of the annual
wages which were devoted by the decreased to the support of such person
or persons, the same to be payable in weekl)' installments unless otherwise
ordered by the Industrial Accident Board.
(c)
Where an accident causes permanent disability, either total or
partial, and the injured person dies within fifteen years after the accident,
liability for death benefits shall exist if the accident was the proximate
cause of the death.
(d) Where there is no person dependent upon the deceased, the death
benefit shall consist of the reasonable expense of burial, not exceeding $100.

(b)

loss of
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Competitive Design for Crystal City of Australia
Home

Minister
THE
Melbourne, has

Commonwealth

of AustraHa,
connection with the designs
for the federal capital city, to be constructed in a federal district,
which will be the permanent seat of g-overnment of the Commonwealth
of Australia where all Commonwealth legislation will be conducted, and
where the governor general will have his official residence.
A copy of invitation to the competitors, issued April 30, 1911,
of

Aflfairs

issued a

for

the

memorandum

in

reports United States Consul John F. Jewell, from Melbourne, embodies
the conditions of competition, historical and introductory matters relating
to the district of Yass-Canberra and its selection as the federal district,
and the reciuirements for the consideration of designers, the allocation of
appro])riate areas embracing sites for the following buildings, viz:

House

of Parliament,
Residence of governor general,
Residence of the prime minister.

State house.
Printing office,

Public offices, as follows:
The department of the prime min-

University,

of external affairs,
general's depart-

ment.

The department
The department
The department

of

home

affairs.

of the treasury.
of trade and cus-

Technical college,

General

of defense,
general's depart-

ment.
Courts of justice.
Places of public worship,
Mint,
National art gallery and library.

postofifice.

Museum,
Central railway station,
Railway marshaling yards,
Military barracks.
Criminal and police courts,

Gaol

toms.

The department
The postmaster

factories.

City hall,

ister.

The department
The attorney

Government

(jail),

Hospitals,
National theater,
Central power station,

Gas works.
Markets,
Stadium,
Parks and gardens,

etc.

A

description of the site selected is also given, and a model of the city
on a horizontal scale of 400 feet to one inch with a vertical scale of
about 100 feet to one inch has been prepared, and a cast of the model will
site

be sent to each of the centers of distribution for inspection. The invitation
to competitors states that:
(1) The government of the Commonwealth of Australia invites designs
for the laying out of its capital city, and undertakes to remunerate the
authenticated author or authors of the designs that may be placed, respect-

and third, in order of merit at the final adjudication
upon the designs, in accordance with the "Conditions of Competition," as
follows: For the design ])lacc(l first, premium il750; for the design placed
second, premium £750; for the design placed third, premium £500.
will
be
(2) The conditions under which designs are invited and
received by the Commonwealth follow under the heading "Conditions of
ively, first, second,

Competition."
(3) Information and particulars are also given, solely to assist intending competitors, under the respective headings: "Historical and Introductory," "Requirements," and "Description." The statements contained
therein do not form part of the contract between the Commonwealth and
the competitor.
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(4) Information for the guidance of intending competitors will be
Australia, the Department
available, free of cost, at the following places
of Home Affairs and the Public Works Department of each State; New
:

Works Department, Wellington; Canada, Public Works
Department, Ottawa; South Africa, Public Works Department, Pretoria,
and Public Works Department, Cape Town London, office of the High
Commissioner of Australia; Paris, the British Embassy; Berlin, the British
Embassy; Washington, the British Embassy; New York, the British
Consulate General; Chicago, the British Consulate General.
(5)Applicants must establish their bona fides as intending competitors
before being supplied with information.
(6) The information comprises the following: (a) Historical notes,
Zealand, Public

;

conditions of competition requirements, general information, descriptive
(b) map
matter, and statistics relating to meteorology and climatology
of preliminary contour survey of country about Canberra scale, 20 chains
^1 inch (c) map of contour survey of site of Federal capital at Canberra
(two copies) scale, 400 feet=l inch contours, 5 feet vertical intervals
the trigonometrical meridian may practically be regarded as the local true
meridian (d) topographical map of Federal territory of about 900 square
miles; scale, 6000 feet^l inch (approximately); (e) map of the State of
New South Wales (f) map of the southeastern portion of the State of
New South Wales (g) geological map of the city site, scale 800 feet^l
inch, and two reports by the government geologist of New South Wales;
(h) map showing rainfall and temperature statistics of the site for the
Federal capital and surrounding district: (j) report by the Commonwealth
meteorologist on the climate of the Yass-Canberra district; (k) reproductions of landscape sketches taken from points within the city site.
(7) Competitors will be bound only by the "Conditions of Competition," a copy of which must accompany any designs forwarded by any
competitor.
feature of this world-wide competition contemplates that immediately after the announcement by the minister of the adjudication of the
premiums, which will be made at Melbourne within two months of the
date of receipts of designs, it is intended to publicly exhibit in Melbourne
for a reasonable period all designs admitted to competition.
Should the
competitors desire on their own behalf to arrange a second exhibition in
London or elsewhere, the minister will, if requested, supply as exhibits
reproductions from the originals of the premiated designs only.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

The Word Lumber
Every word in our language has a history, and "lumber" is like the rest,
though probably not one person in a thousand who uses it knows or even thinks
of its origin.
It is derived from "Lombard," or long-beard.
The Lombards
were one of the barbarian tribes of Northern Germany who swept down upon
and overwhelmed the effete Roman Empire. Later they became the moneylenders and pawnbrokers of the Middle Ages, and the "lombard" or lumber
room was the room wherein the pawnbroker stored his pledges, which frequently consisted of old furniture, boxes, etc. To such material the word
came to be applied, and it is still used in England to designate household trash,
iln America it was early applied to boards, staves, hoops, etc., the product of
milling good timber,
Dealers Building Material Record.

—
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Reinforced Concrete Railway Bridge

THE
remarkaMc

railway

over

liriiinc

features.

It

tlic

Wcrra

river

has a span of 175

in

Tluiriiigcii,

The lowest

feet.

Cjcrmaiiy, lias several
point of the bridge is

2 cm. (6.6 ft.) above the water level. The ground is sharp coarse gravel and well
suited to take the foundations of the bridge, virhose distributed load is 2.5-3 kg cm"
(35.5-42.6 Ib/sq. in.).
The bridge has two continuous arches spanning the river.
These carry the roadbed for the rails suspended by steel cables. The two arches
arc connected with each other at the
top by T-shaped diagonal stiffening
frames. The distance between the
arches and the width of the bridge is
4.4 m. (14.5 ft.).
In order to allow
for temperature changes and especially for the tensile stresses in the roadbed due to cooling, the roadway is
interrupted at two points, so that the
two end parts remain firmly connected with the arches, whereas the
central portion is joined to the end

portions by expansion and is free to
move in the longitudinal direction.
The suspension cables holding the
roadbed are of steel and not of concrete as was at first planned, because
the movement of these cables, influenced by temperature changes affecting the roadbed, would result in
excessive tensile stresses near the expansion joints of the latter, which
would cause cracks in the concrete
cables.

The roadbed is a 12-14 cm. (5-6 in.)
thick reinforced concrete slab, resting
on two inside and two outside longitudinal girders, which are supported
in their turn by diagonal girders set
at distances of 4.15 m. (13 ft.).
The
surface of the roadbed is covered with
an asphalt coating. The tracks anlaid continuously on a 30-40 cm. (1216 in.) gravel bed, and the railroad
ties
can be pulled out sideways
enabling rapid renewal. The foundations of the bridge arc protected towards the water side by sheet piles.
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Requisites for a

Good Veneered

Panel

THE

following is an extract from a paper read before the National
Veneer and Panel Manufacturers' Association by E. K. Pritchett, secretary of the Macey Company, Grand Rapids, Alich.
"I do not believe the average panel manufacturer considers the matter
From the standpoint of the manuof quality as seriously as he should.
facturers, as well as from that of the users of panels, quality is equally
important. On the one hand, panels which are not suited to the use for
which they are intended contain the cost of all the raw material, labor,
overhead expenses and transportation, w'hich is a dead loss when the panels
are refused by the consumer. On the other hand, the consumer is put to
great inconvenience and sometimes irreparable loss by the necessity of
waiting for panels to be hurriedly made to replace the former lot. This
means delay and additional expense, all of which the consumer pays in the
long run.
"Alore or less trouble is experienced in the separating, or perhaps it
might be better stated, in the non-binding, of the various plies of the panels.
frequently find panels which, w-hile apparently perfect, will loosen up
after a time, and thereby become unfitted for the use to which they were

We

intended.

"The jointing of centers, where more than one piece is used, is
The center should be well jointed, and on high-class work
these joints should be so made as not to be perceptible after the panel is

important.

g]ued up and the finish completed. It is unnecessary for me to go into any
I feel it would be out of place
detail as to the method of handling glues.
for me to do so, for all of you are better informed on this subject than I,
but the result of carlessness in the preparation and application of glue is
The quality of the
so serious that I cannot refrain from mentioning it.
glue should be sufficiently high to insure perfect work. When a satisfactory
grade has been found, adopt it, and do not be led off for a fraction of a cent
lower quotation. I am convinced that much more money is lost in trying
Glue and
to reduce the price of glue than has ever been made thereby.
glue handling is of sufficient importance to be intrusted to some one of a
high quality of integrity and absolute reliability."
*

*

Stucco on Brick or Stone Walls

STUCCO
already

often applied to brick or stone walls, and the instructions
given cover this work completely, with the exception of the
preparation of the surface. The surface should be carefully and thoroughly cleaned. First it should be brushed with a wire brush and then
gone over with a weak acid, such as vinegar, sour beer, a solution of muriatic acid, etc.
Over all old masonry is a coating of dirt containing considerable oily matter, and this will prevent the adhering of plaster if not completely removed.
After the wall has been done over then turn a hose on
it until no more water can be absorbed.
When the surface has shed all the
surplus water and is merely pretty damp, begin to apply the stucco. It
helps, of course, if the points are well raked, as this gives more chance for
bonding.
To prevent streaks showing on account of differences in thickness of
mortar, it is well to first fill all holes and raked joints before applying the
first coat.
That is. the walls should be pointed several days before the
is
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stucco is applied, the pointing: to be of the same composition as the first
coat of stucco. When api)iying stucco to old masonry walls the coats should
lie as thin as possible and contain no lime.
The outer coat may be slightly
richer than the lower coats, but whenever the mixture is made richer in
stucco work care must be taken that the under coat is thoroughly set before
putting on the richer coat. Construction Record.

—

Fireproofing Chicago's

New

City Hall

One of the interesting features of the new city hall in Chicago is found
connection with the method adopted for fireproofing different parts of
the structure. For example, instead of fireproofing the columns with wire
lath and plaster, they are fireproofed with 2 in. porous hollow terra cotta
built two inches away from the extreme projections of the steel work, each
course being wired on with \'o. 10 copper wire. The intervening space
between the tile and the steel is completely filled with a rich Portland
All pipes must be set
cement concrete grouting poured into place.
outside of the fireproof covering thus constructed, so as to make it impossible for these pipes to damage the fireproofing. The pipes are again protected against fire by another covering of tile.
The floor construction consists of 6-in. hollow segmental side construction tile arches, spanning the distance of about 10 ft. from beam to beam.
The bottom flanges of the beam are protected with 2-in. hollow soffit tiles.
Below this fireproof construction an additional fire protection is offered in
the shape of a suspended ceiling of incombustible material. In the corridors
the space intervening between the tile arches and the suspended ceiling is
used as space for pipes. In this manner a double protection is afforded at
the place where the heat will be greatest in case of fire.
Above the tile arches the beams are surrounded with 2 in. of Portland
cement concrete. Cinder concrete is filled in on top of the floor arches up
to a height of 4 inches above the top of the steel beams, and this construction will make it impossible for a fire to damage the top flanges of the
beams. By introducing the segmental tile arch the dead weight of the
floor construction has been cut down to a minimum.
in

Daffy Tacks
"Did you ever have appendicitis?" said the insurance man.
"Well," answered the skeptic. "I was operated on. but I never felt
sure whether it was a case of appendicitis or a case of professional curiosity.'"
Washington Star.

—

*

Lady Customer

(in furniture

sideboards you had when
'em off, madam.

I

was

—

shop)
What has become of those lovely
here? Salesman (smirking)
I shaved

last

—

*
*

*

"My
float
liar,

uncle used to smoke his pipe and blow smoke rings that would
across the room and ring the door knob." "My uncle," said the other
dreamily, "used to blow some that would ring the doorbell." Tit-Bits.

—
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The

;

Brick

Veneer House

ONE

of the interesting papers read at the recent convention of the
Building Brick Association, held coincident with the twenty-fifth
annual convention of the National Manufacturers' Association, at
Louisville, Ky., was that on the "Brick Veneer House," by W. E. Dunwoody, of Macon, Ga. In the course of his remarks he said:
The consideration of the subject of the brick veneer house, its cheapness and desirability will be more from the standpoint of the salesman in
his efforts to convince the public that "brick is the best building material"
than from the standpoint of the builder. My statement will be none the
less true, though we will not consider the technical points in the constructipn of the edifice, but rather the results to be obtained and the advantages
and comforts that inure to the owner.
I contend that a brick veneered house is better in every way than any
other, exce]it a solid brick house, for many reasons, some of which are as

follows

The
It

3.

4.
5.

of

brick veneered house is warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
can be heated for less cost of fuel.
The fire insurance rate is less.
The painting is almost nothing.
The owner or tenant is free from anxiety on account of a possibility

1.

2.

fire.

There is no bother about a possibility of frozen water pipes, making
6.
n€cessary to scratch in the mud and shiver while the wind blows out the
The man in the
candle, as you look for a place to cut the water ofif.
brick veneered house sleeps and lets the wind howl and the thermometer
drop. He knows he is "freeze-proof."
7.
The plastering does not crack near as much in a brick veneered
house as in a frame.
8.
The cost of repairs is very much less.
9. It is possible to keep a brick veneered house at a uniform temperature from garret to cellar on account of the freedom from draughts, which
means increased healthfulness.
10. It is also a fact that while a contractor may sometimes, in a frame
house, use some inferior lumber, covering it with paint, and does prevent
your finding it out, it is a very easy matter for any one to know whether
his brick are first class or not, and so far as durability is concerned he can
practically leave that to the manufacturer, "for the manufacturer can not
afford to make a poor brick, as it would cost him, in most instances, as much
as a good one, and the breakage would ruin him.
11.
Finally, it costs you only about 5 per cent more on the first cost.
We could take up each of these reasons and discuss them at length, but
they are so obviously true that it would be a waste of time.
To these arguments the prospect somtimes replies, "But T c:in not
afl?ord the additional cost."
"Well," I say, "My friends, don't spoil a
happiness which you are promising yourself when you get to that longlooked-for and constantly receding place, when you can afTord it, by
waiting too long and making too many preparations for it.
brought
nothing into this world and it is certain that we can carry nothing out."
lUit really a brick veneered house will help one's credit, as it gives
the aiJ])earance of prosperity, looks substantial and gives the impression
it
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that the

owner

is

succeeding, and everybody, from the hanker down, wants

to help the successful man.
When building a home one should always build with the idea that he
may sometimes want to sell, and we all know that a brick building improves
with age, while a frame building begins to deteriorate as soon as the last
Bricks are
nail is driven and the last stroke of the paint brush is made.

more durable than iron, as they do not rust. We can all recall some brick
house which has been a landmark from our earliest recollections and which
is still

in a perfect state of

preservation.

be true, why do we have to persuade any one to build a
One potent reason is the fact that many contractors and
architects really do not know what the difference is in the cost between a
brick veneered house and a frame house, and this fact is seriously retarding
the sale of brick in my section. Ofttimes the minute you suggest a brick
veneered house the prospective builder says, "I can not afford it my
contractor or my architect says it will cost me 25 to 50 per cent more some
say even 100 per cent, to build a brick veneered house than to use weatherboarding." .\nd with that idea firmly planted in his mind, yon find it hard
to get him to give you a respectful hearing.
We are to blame for not pressing brick as the building material. As.
soon as I found that this situation existed I began an investigation by
going to some of our leading architects and contractors. In answer to
my question as to what would be the difference between two houses to be
constructed exactly alike with the exception that one should be veneered
with brick, costing $15 per thousand, while the other should be weatherboarded with Xo. 1 weather-boarding, I received answers ranging from 5
per cent to 100 per cent in favor of weather boarding. Such an enormous
difference of opinions from men, each of whom should have known, made
me at once realize where some of my difficulties in interesting my customers in brick veneered houses had had their origin.
In January, 1910. I let a contract for a brick veneered house, in which

But if all
brick house?

this

;

;

I specified face brick made by one of my companies and figured in the cost
of the house at $15 per thousand.
Thus I found from actual experience
that the brick veneered house onh' cost about 5 per cent more than the

frame house. This figure is accurate and can be relied upon. Of course,
the frame house could be cheapened by taking out some of the foundations,
that is, by making them lighter and by using an inferior grade of lumber.
but that would make an inferior house and would not be a fair comparison.
The man who wishes to build as cheap a house as possible is not interested
in this discussion.
*

And Then Another
my

house all right," sairl [,uscliman. "except fur one thing. I
have to fix that."
"What is it?" asked the architect.
"Several times lately I've nearly broken my neck reaching for another
step at the head of the stairs, when I get home late, so I guess you'd
better i)ut another step there."
Philadelphia Press.
*
*
*
"Why did you ti|) that boy so handsomely for handing you your
coat?" "Did yon see the coat he gave me?" Tatler.

"I like
guess you'll

—

—
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Economies

in

Future House Construction*
By

HILDER DAW

with diffidence that any seer should speak upon such a subject. The
IT incredible evolution from visualities unto practicalities as we have witnessed in connection with wireless telegraphy, motor construction, halo
observations, and other wonders, must be my justification for delivering a
brief address, propounded upon speculations of an idealistic character.
Comprehensive nomenclature has defined the evolutions of constructiveness as the "Stone Age," the "Bronze Age," the "Pottery Age," the
"Iron Age," the "Steel Age" and the present "Concrete Age."
Marching alongside has been the accompanying "Timber Age ;" but
now, denuded forests weaken her footsteps the fire underwriters harass
her further progress, and future ages will view timber in the minor roles
of tool handles and gangplanks.
Pressed steel will displace timber in windows, doors and other details
cf construction, while compositions will displace floorings and trim.
Architects and engineers are continually striving to overcome the rising
costs of materials and labor; for necessity compels them to careful consideration of all innovations. The engineer particularly aims for strength
and durability, the architect for attractiveness; conjointly, they are creating
is

;

a

new world

of beauty and improvement.
Inventiveness to produce economies in building operations

is

dependent

of architects and engineers. These
professions have risen to all requirements and the achievements we see
around us, both in country and town, will live for the enjoyment and
edification of the coming race.
Economies in future house construction may be divided into various

upon the receptivity and, perspicacity

;

classifications, viz.

Wages, Weight, Competency, Values, and Innovations.
Wages: Within the last 20 years we have seen the growth of trades
unionism rising from an ethical argument into a controlling and uncontrollable force.
The time must come when contractors will receive, as
well as be compelled to give, equitable returns for specie.
Weight W'eight involves expense in every direction. Values, haulage,
freight and handlings are based upon our scales; therefore, relief must be
given by reinforcements in all productions, whether in sewer pipes, steps,
:

beams, walls or components. Perishable timbers will be replaced by
reinforced concrete members whose specific gravitj' will be counterbalanced
by their minor proportions.
very present injury to competent contractors is caused
Competency:
by the marauding bands of ignorant workmen. Instigated by unscrupulous
architects and engineers who seek to cut prices so that they may propitiate
their wavering clients, many a foreman, advised of tendered prices, has
been induced to launch his frail bark upon the uncharted waters of
mastership.
The remedy for this procedure lies in legal enforcements necessitating
Successful bidders
a bill of quantities with the plans and specifications.
will not then sit paralyzed, wondering what they have overlooked.
Values: Material prices will have to be approved by governmental
commissioners, a similar course to that adopted towards railway freight

slabs,

A

charges.

Economy in building waits upon the removal of the foregoing disturbing factors, as well as upon innovations in construction.
*Paper delivered at the Architectural, Building,
.rand Central Palace, New York, May 23, 1911.

Contracting and

Engineering

Conference,

New
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The immovable laws of the Medcs and Persians are paralleled by the
It has taken many
antiquated building by-laws of many communities.
years to convince their authors that reinforced concrete deserved some
Even now a flimsy balloon timber firetrap is admitted in
consideration.
preference to a thin reinforced concrete wall.
The crying evil of the present town life is the cramped quarters, sanctioned by the building by-laws, in which citizens have to live.
About 60 years ago in England, money was raised by taxing window
lights. To dodge this iniquitous tax, people bricked up their windows, the
That
result being that their health and eyesight were seriously affected.
lesson has never been forgotten, and our present by-law that requires the
window area to be 1-10 of the floor area is a result.
I might here mention that the statesman who devised that window
tax became blind. The public unfeelingly commented "He taxed God's
light and the Lord has w'ithdrawn the light of the sun from him."
One of the most ancient races of prehistoric man has been classified
as the "Kitchen Midden'' race, the title being derived from their habits
and customs (which were, respectively, non-existent and nasty).
When jMacauley's New Zealander excavates amidst the iron oxide
dust of our present New York, he will come across indications proving there
not by the paleolithic flint not by the
lived a race who got their food
not by the sling not by the bow and arrow, but by the
neolithic flint
tin can opener.
This race will be classified as the delicatessen race, and from measurements he will conclude that the kitchen was three by six feet in area, which
area he will know from personal knowledge prohibited any exposition of
housewifely duties, afforded no hospitality to the stork, and accounted
for the daily flights of the female to the fastnesses of the bargain counter.
The horoscope of building innovations must be plotted upon the present
world. Concrete has developed into reinforced concrete; and the nebula
of the vitrous age is within our vision.
The coming race will eliminate the use of steel in reinforcements,
electrolysis will dissolve our skyscrapers within decades.
Regrets are unavailing and unnecessary. Rapid transit facilities will
develop outlying suburbs, whereon the present hives of workers will be

—

—
—

—

distributed.

The telephonic communications, now a necessity and a curse, will be
replaced by personal wireless telegraph telephony. Our thumbprints will
be sent to selected communicators; magnified into an electrotype, they
will be the method of "tuning up" to our correspondents.
Building deteriorations (resulting from earth and traffic tremors), as
well as disastrous fires, wall necessitate quake and fireproof structures.
These present and future conditions ordain tlie use of concrete, in all
its many adaptations, as our future building material.
Wall construction will be of poured concrete, faced with artistic brick,
iron and other ornaments. Plaster compounded with fusible minerals will
enable the constructor to cover his structure with preparations, which,
when dried and ignited, will result in a vitrous glaze, surpassing in sheens
the colors of the mirage.
May this direction of investigation be hastened by chemical research,
supported by philanthropists.
Pipes and conduits will be impressed into reinforcing duty, saving
thereby space and appearance.
Wall papers will be displaced by tintings, sprayed on to the concrete
walls by air brushes. Stencils and bas-reliefs will remove all monotonv.
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Roof construction will change greatly.
neys, as seen in England, are here replaced
flue

will

The hideous

forest of chim-

by a single flue, but even that
will disappear when our contaminations, whether of dust, air or smoke,
be blown into the sewers, there to assist in the sewage disposal

problem.

Smoke abatement will permit of the utilization of our roofs. Flattened
into sleeping quarters or roof gardens, they will be bordered by encaustic
embellishments and surmounted by pergolas and minarets and cupolas,
thereby developing into a new style of architecture that will embody the
wonders of the East with the benefits of the West.
*

*

Where Our Hardwoods Grow
By

C.

H.

WHITE

people, even those engaged in the woodworking industries, ever
stop to consider the distance and the out-of-the-way places from which
Take up the stock list of a hardwood
their hardwood lumber comes.
lumber concern, for instance. One of the lists covers forty different kinds
of hardwoods, and the sources of supply cover every quarter of the globe.
Taking the different kinds of lumber in alphabetical order, we have
Eastern ash from the Valley of the Mississippi.
Oregon ash from the Webb Foot State.
Japanese ash from Hokaido, the Northern Island of Japan.
Birch comes from Michigan and Wisconsin, although when the Canadian Reciprocity Treaty is ratified by the Dominion Parliament, Canada
will probably supply a goodly quantity of birch lumber and logs to the
United States mills.
Basswood grows in the same section as birch and maple.
Boxwood comes from the Levant, the principal supply of the boxwood
used in the United States being from Turkey.
Spanish cedar grows in the tropical part of the American continent,
Mexico and Central America furnishing the principal supply.
The white cedar used in the Coast trade grows in a very limited area
This is of the same family but a different
in the State of \V'ashington.
species of the common red cedar of the Northern country.
The different varieties of camphorwood grow all over the Asiatic
Coast and Islands of the East Indies. Some varieties have almost no odor,
while the Formosa camphorwood has a decided fragrance which lasts
forever.
Carrabean is one of the Australian woods and is not a Eucalyptus, but
belongs to the second great family of Australian woods known as the beans,
such as Redbean, Carrabean, Blackbean, etc.
Cherry and elm are both Northern hardwoods from the Northern part
of the United States and Southern part of Canada.
Genuine ebony comes from Africa, the Island of Madagascar furnishing
In Mexico there is a wood which the natives call
the principal supply.
Ebano which is not true ebony, but quite similar.
Genezero has the same habitat as Spanish cedar and mahogany on the
.\merican continent. Central America at the present time furnishing the
principal supply.
Southern red gum is a wood grown principally on the river bottoms
This wood is coming very
of the lower Mississippi and tributary streams.
rapidly into favor.
The sources of hickory are practically the entire Mississippi Valley,
although the best hickory comes from Indiana at the jjresent time, Ohio
and the states further east being practically denuded of this kind of wood.

FEW
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Ironbark
spotted

is
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l'",iicaly|)tus

variety, as

is

also

tcuni.

Koa

is

from the Hawaiian

islands and

is

a

very beautiful cabinet

wood.
Laurel is practically the only California hardwood which is of merchantable value.
Lignumvitae is a tropical wood, the principal sources of supply at
present for the Pacific Coast market being Alcxico and Central .America.
Mahogany comes from the tropics in all parts of the world. The East
Coast of Mexico and Central America furnish this wood to the Pacific
Coast market, as well as tlic West Coast. Africa also supplies a variety of
Mahogany for this market as do also our own Island possessions in the
far East, the Philippines.
This latter is not a true mahogany although it
is known to the trade as Philippine mahogany.
Eastern oak comes from the Mississippi ^''alley, North and South
Indiana furnishing the best quality, such as bending oak for boat work, etc.
Arkansas is at present the principal ship])er of plain aiid quarter sawed
oak.
of the principal items in the Hardwood business on the Pacific
the oak from the Northern part of Japan.
This is sometimes
called Siberian oak, but the Island of Ilokaido in Japan supplies the entire
amount imported into this country, and this industry is a very considerable
one at the present time.
Primavera is a Mexican hardwood and is in reality white mahogany,
the grain being the same as the red mahogany.
Poplar comes from the mountain regions of ( )]iio, \\'est \'irginia and

One

Coast

is

Kentucky.

Rosewood is of many varieties, the Brazilian wood is the kind which
has the odor of roses and is used principally for musical instrument work.
The Mexican rosewood, or Cocobola, is imported in the largest quantities.
Sonokling is a variety of East Indian rosewood, being imported from
Java.

Sycamore is one of the Itlastcrn .American hardw'oods, as is also Locust,
although the latter has been ]3lantcd in a number of places in California
and the growth is sufficient to supply quite a portion of the home demand
for Locust Treenails.
Teak is generally imported from Siam, and the Island of Java, although
there is an Australian wood known as Island teak. Siam and Java teak
are of the same family and differ very slightly but the Island teak from
Australia is of a different species entirely, being one of the Bean family.
Walnut, our cabinet wood friend of twenty-five years ago, formerly
grew all over the Eastern part of the United States and the Mississippi
Valley, but several generations of woodworkers have almost denuded our
country of walnut, so that now it is a high priced wood and very scarce.
All the woods mentioned in the preceding paragraphs are in every day
use on the Pacific Coast and it will be seen by the above description that
there is a lot of geography attached to the hardwood business.
A dealer
in this material is obliged to keep in touch with all parts of the world.
The getting out of the hardwood logs is in most cases very difficult
and in a number of instances very dangerous. Unfriendly and warlike
people are often encountered in the primeval forests which the seeker after
rare cabinet woods must invade in his cpiest for trees. In .Africa is encountered the deadly tzetze fly which causes the sleeping sickness. These
difficulties and dangers all tend to make hardwood expensive, but we must
have it. Metal has been used as a substitute for hardwood for a great
many uses, but can never entirely sui)ersede it.
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The Bungalow from an
CHARLES

S.

and Engineer

Keefe, a

New York

Eastern Architect's Viewpoint
architect, has developed

some

interesting ideas

bungalow design, as the accompanying plans and perspective show. The first
The two bedrooms and bath are en suite.
The
floor arrangement is very effective.
one chimney serves both the fireplace in the living room and the kitchen range. The
in

high ceiling living room, with
a fireplace,

and opening into

f\_

_

^

jj

a side porch, should be very
livable.

Upstairs, the one bedroom,

sleeping

and

porch

attic

complete the house. A garage, providing sleeping quarters for one person, is also

MS
0

eoo-

,t

*-

r L^,.

•y tCON D -

TLOOB - PLAN-

The modern ideas
design make for simplicity.

included.
in

Hallways are omitted where
space is
possible, and all
utilized to the highest degree

possible.

In the construction of this

bungalow, says Cement Age,
concrete could be used to advantage as the straight and
simple lines of the walls
without ornament, make a

good medium
All

exterior

porch

floors,

fixtures,

concrete.

etc.,

We

for

concrete.

work,

such as
garden
would be in

walks,

are in a nev/

where the most plastic,
permanent and useful of
age,

building materials is helping •.^•^J
'
us to build beautiful homes.

[•r.*:^.:
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State Laws that Directly Concern the
Architectural Profession
By JOHN BAKEWELL*

AT THE

last session of the California State I.egislature two laws were
amended that concern the Architectural profession. The first was
the amendment to the Lien law, passed in the interest of the materialmen and sub-contractors, and second the amendment to the Tenement

in the interest of the dwellers in tenement houses and
incidentally the health of a large portion of the community.

house laws, passed

ized

That tenement house legislation
by all of the larger American

is

absolutely necessary has been real-

cities,

and

in

this

they have simply

the footsteps of the great cities of Europe, which have laws
much more drastic and far-reaching than we have yet dreamed of. And
San Francisco is no exception to the rule, as our congested districts on the
one hand, and our empty lots on the other, very strikingly show. For
overcrowding in one part of the city means empty lots in other parts.
only have a certain number of possible tenants, and if they are crowded
into a few districts the other districts must perforce suffer.

followed

in

We

Although the tenement law does not pretend to remedy this evil of
an unequal distribution of population, still it does have a tendency to
regulate it somewhat, in so far as it prevents the undue overcrowding
of

any one lot or block.
But a discussion of tenement house legislation

in

place here as

it is

in

general

is

hardly

a matter of general rather than technical interest.

.Suffice it to say that the architect in planning any building used as a
dwelling, holds the health of its future tenants in his hands.
A good plan
with light airy rooms supplied with sanitary conveniences, gives the future
tenants a chance to be healthy, while a poorly planned building with dark
poorly ventilated rooms and equipped with unsanitary plumbing gives the
This is self evident and indisputable,
future tenants no chance at all.
and the only conclusion to be drawn from it is that the architect is in
duty bound to consider, not only his client's interest but also that of the
future tenant of every dwelling that he is called ujion to plan. These two
interests are fortunately not conflicting ones.
What makes for the comfort
of the tenant is certainly to the interest of that tenant's landlnrd, especially

can be obtained without undue sacrifices.
architect who is really looking out for his client's best interest
carefully studies the possibilities of his plan and tries to arrange it so
that every room will always be rentable, and if possible so that every room
will be comfortable.
When it is necessary to sacrifice some rentable area
to achieve this result it is done, but not until a search is made for some
other arrangement that will get the good results without the sacrifice.
There nearly always, however, are places where it is advantageous to make
some sacrifice to achieve the best results. However, when the architect
is not willing to spend the time necessary to find such an arrangement
of plan as will give good rooms with the least possible sacrifice of area,
or when the architect, or more often the builder (as many tenement houses
are not designed by architects) is not sufficiently trained or sufficiently
ingenious to find a way out of his difficulties in a successful solution of
the plan, then one of tw-o things is sure to happen.
He either neglects
the most important principal of planning, that of adequate light, or else
he turns out a plan which will never bring the owner in any revenue.
if it

An

*

Senior member of the firm of Bakewell

& Brown,

Architects,

San Francisco.
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the State cannot interfere between an architect or builder
it can laj' down certain rules to protect the health of
the community, and as every dark and unventilated tenement is a menace
to the health of those who dwell in it, the State has undertaken to lay down
This is, of
certain rules to prevent the worst effects of poor planning.
course, a very difficult thing to do. All law^s must be general in their
application and general provisions do not always fit special cases. As a
consequence the first tenement house law^ passed by the State Legislature
had many defects. The law was amended at the last session of the Legislature and man}- of the objectionable features were removed.
Senator Burnett, the author of the law, has been very conscientious
in his efforts to make it as nearly perfect as possible, and has spared
neither time nor labor in the consideration of all complaints and the attempt
He realizes, as every one must,
to remedy any defects in the old law-.
who has gone into this question, that there are two things to be conFirst
the interest of the community represented bj' the tenants,
sidered
and Second the interest of the individual represented by the owner. Fortunately, a great many of the provisions of the law are in the interest of
both of these parties. However, there are some provisions that favor the
tenant and others that when applied to certain peculiarly shaped lots work

Of course

and

his client, but

:

—

—

Where this was the case Mr. Burnett has tried
a hardship on the owner.
to give the owner every advantage possible without seriously imperiling
In other words, has tried to find the point where
the health of the tenant.
the advantage to the tenant outweighed the advantage to the individual.
will, in man}- cases, necessitate the employment of an archiwilling to seriously study the problem instead of the haphazard
rehash of an old and probably an inferior plan by an untrained and inexperienced contractor. This we consider to be really to the advantage of
the owner.
The revised tenement house law is divided into different groups of

The law

tect

who

is

sections.

Group 1
Group 2

—

— Gciural provisions and definitions.
— Provisions relating to new buildings.

First As regards light and ventilation, including sections relating to yard, courts ?nd
windows.
Second As regards sanitation.
Third As regards fire protection, including sections relating to stairs.

—
—
Group 3— Provisions relating to alterations.
First — As regards light and ventilation, including
and windows.
Second — As regards sanitation.
Third — As regards
protection.

sections relating to yards, courts

fire

— Provisions relating maintenance.
— Improvements required old

Group 4
Group 5
Group 6

to

in

—Requirements as to permits,

buildings.
fees and penalties for violation.

In other words the law has been rearranged in an orderly way so that
the architect or builder can easily find what he wishes to look up.

The requirements as to yards and courts and percentage of lot occupied are the ones which affect the architect and owner the most.
The advantage to be obtained by a combined yard running through
the center of the lot is self evident in most cases.
There are cases in
certain irregular corner lots and in gore blocks where the law does not
work out as well as it might, but in the great majority of cases it works an
advantage to the owner.
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The ciucstioii of courts is a simpler one as here it is simply a matter of
determining^ what size of court in a building of a certain height will give
enough light in the lower rooms to make them habitable.
The sizes of courts required are smaller than what every architect
would like to use but the temptation of adding a little more rentable space,
and possibly a room or two by the reduction of the light courts to a minimum has made such restrictions very im])crative, especially in the poorer
districts where people can be found who are willing to occupy any room
no matter how unlivable.

The

question of percentage to be left unoccupied is a very difHcult
The percentage required should vary according to
the height of building just as the size of court does, but the general usage
seems to be to set a certain percentage irrespective of the height of building.
This naturally has a tendency to make such jjercentage of unoccupied
space larger than necessary in a low building and smaller than advisable
in a high building.
The percentage set in the California law is more
Whether this is an advanlenient than in that of other states and cities.
tage or a disadvantage depends a good deal upon the point of view of the
observer, but as the size of yards and size of courts works independently
of this percentage basis, we do not see that it is a matter of great im.portance.

and complicated one.

*

*

Doings of the San Francisco Architectural Club
By

E. H.

HILDEBRAND,

Prcsiik-nl

San Francisco Architectural Club opened on August
THE
5th with an Archaeology Problem.
Atelier of the

The formal opening of the season of 1911-12 will be on Saturday,
September 23 at which time will be given out the first Analytique and
Class B Problem the same afternoon there will be nominations and an
election of officers for the Atelier, consisting of a Massier and two Sou.
;

Massiers.

The Architectural League of the Pacific Coast has collected funds for
$1000 scholarship which will be available at the end of this season. The
committee as yet has not decided on the actual details thereof.
The club is also holding a competition for a Certificate of Membership.
The winning design will be printed and presented to each member
a

of the club.

The educational value of the .\telicr system of architectural training
can not be over valued and is largely responsible for the rapid strides
which American architecture is taking. The Atelier system concerns itself
more with the broad principles of architecture, of the laws of composition,
mass and proportion and the proper use of ornament, furthermore it
evolves a method of expressing these things intelligently, which is peculiarly suitable to the student, first grounding him in principle and then
developing in him power to express them in his own individual interpretation.

The

status of any profession

is

a resultant of

its

efficient service;

it

necessary not only to know not how to do, but why, and such knowledge
is the product or aim of the Atelier educational methods.
It is, of course, understood and assumed, that aptitude for special
training is a prerequisite for securing efficiency in any educational scheme,
and that a successful educational result can only be obtained when the
natural endowments are harmoniously related. Coupled with this must
be enthusiasm.
Eliminate that quality of divine pulsing and all your
scholarships, all your learning, all your aptitude for this or that falls as
a dead weight (a glass of wine that has lost its sparkle.)
is
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Mr. George

W. Kelham, Mr. Arthur Brown,

Jr.

and Mr. Loring

P.

Rixford. all of whom are accorded a high place in the profession, will be
the patrons of the Atelier.
The architects of San Francisco are beginning to realize more and
more, that to have draughtsmen who are members of the Club's Atelier
means a certain standard of efificiency and they are giving their financial
support to the club by their subscriptions to the scholarship and membership in the club, which brings a return to them in better work and draughtsmanship. Some architects are making a draughtsman's membership in the
Club's Atelier a requisite for employment in their office.
In addition to the Atelier, the Architectural Club will conduct during
season its usual other classes, including Architectural Steel
coming
the
Construction and Calculations by Professor Charles Dereleth, Jr., of the
University of California, Life Class and The Outdoor Water Color Class
by Arthur O. Johnson and the Architectural History Class in charge of
August G. Headman and the usual monthly special lectures by eminent
men of the profession.
At the last regularly monthly business meeting the following were
Will Toepke, F. S. Steward, Raymond Shaw,
elected as regular members
F. A. Chapman, B. R. Mavbeck, Geo. W. Armitage, W. W. Harper, Howard
R. Schulze, Fred W. Brauer, T. L. Pflueger, C. M. Norgrove, W\ W. Eckley,
George Kelham, Edward T. Foulkes and George M. Cantrell.
At this meeting Mr. Pratt of the Golden Gate Brick Company extended an invitation to the members to inspect the Golden Gate Brick
Plant at Antioch and to provide for the subsistence and entertainment of
the members while at the plant the Club has accepted Mr. Pratt's generous
ofTer and is making arrangements to go on the trip via the Stockton boat
on the next moonlight night which would be October 7th.
Mr. John Lettich has presented the Club with a beautiful nickel plated
sanitary drinking fountain which has been installed in the billiard room.
On Thursday evening, August 31, 1911, Mr. G. Albert Lansburgh, the
architect, gave the first of a series of three lectures upon Renaissance
Architecture.
Mr. Lansburgh's first lecture was upon the Renaissance Architecture
of Italy which on account of its proximity to Grecian and Roman remains,
was naturally the starting point of the Renaissance. He traced in a most
interesting manner, the growth of the Renaissance from the proto-Renaissance of Pisa to its fullest development in Florence under the patronage
:

;

De Medici family.
The lecture was illustrated with stereopticon views, most of the slides
were made from photographs personally taken by Mr. Lansburgh in Italy
and showed charming compositions.
The next lecture will be on the Renaissance Architecture of France
of the

on September 21, 1911.
On Saturday evening, August

21st,

Mr. Albert Lapachet and Mr.

Thomas Bendell the two popular wheel-horses of the Architectural Club,
who are going to the University of Pennsylvania for two years to further
their architectural studies, gave a complimentary dance to the members
It was one of the most enjoyable dances ever held at the Club
pleasant recollections of the good time will linger long in the
memory of the members and the lady friends. The order of dances were
printed on an original souvenir card.
On behalf of their Club friends Mr. Ernest Hildebrand presented Mr
Lapachet and Mr. Bendell with a beautiful traveling set appropriately inscribed and congratulated the near travelers upon having realized the goal
of every ambitious draughtsman namely a University Training and wished
them success in the City of Brotherly Love.

of the

Club

;xnd the

Segregation Versus General Contract
By

ARCHITECTS

FREDERICK JAMES

generally prefer to

let

a general contract for

all

the

work on a buliding, or at least for the greater part of the work.
There is, however, at this time a very considerable amount of segregated work being let in San Francisco. There are several reasons for this,
and perhaps not the least of these is the fact that the building business is
and owners can only be induced to build by getting the lowest price
When low prices prevail the best class of
possible on their buildings.
general contractors will not get the work, because they cannot afford to do
the class of work a low price makes necessary but the owner is there with
his ultimatum of a low-cost limit beyond which he will not go.
"Bring
down the cost," he says, "or keep down the building." Confessedly, the
architect finds himself between the devil and the deep sea. The question
of price is the sole consideration, and to this he is called to sacrifice every
other element, willing or unwilling. He starts to trim. He trims on design,
on quality of material, on li.xtures and at every possible point, and still fails
to bring down the cost within the limit.
He gets into the field of supervision of the work.
Very few owners have the inclination or the time to
devote to watching their jobs and harmonizing the different sub-contractors
and trades workers, as is necessary to the prompt and economical progress
of the building, and still fewer have the requisite knowledge and experience.
dull

;

Under pressure

of the owner the architect finally finds Iiimself outside of
taking upon himself an added work, which is neither congenial or remunerative to him
the supervision of the work himself.
There must be general supervision of the work on any building, and if
no general contract is let the carpenter contractor is called upon to see that
the rubbish of the other contractors is cleaned up, and is obliged to do more
or less supervising of the work in general. It frequently happens that one
of the specialty contractors will hold up some other branch, or all of the
branches of the work, and if his contract is direct with the owner, and the
owner sees fit to allow him a delay of two or three weeks before commencing his work, the other contractors are obliged to lie idle on the work and
leave their money invested in the building for that additional period. The
interest on the money of the contractor is worth as much to him as it is to
the owner, and he must figure these contingencies if the work is going to
be segregated. Where the plumbing and electrical work are segregated,
it frequently happens that the floors are all laid, and the plumber
or electrician comes along and rips out the work to provide space for the laying
of his pipes or wires.
The carpenter must then go over this work, and
charge must be made for this extra labor. If the work is let as one contract
the general contractor can then instruct each of his specialty contractors as
his

own

field,

—

The
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to how and when they shall perform their part of the work so as not to
conflict with the other parts, and when the whole building is completed
all general work has been cared for with the greatest economy.
Many of the men who can be secured liy the architect to superintend

work

are those,

first,

and inexperienced. Such
owner. If he is dishonest

work proceeds

failed as general contractors, or are young
a superintendent is of little real value to the

who have

The
his supervision is no supervision at all.
an inefficient manner, and the building when finally
never be a credit to the architect or a profital)le investment
in

completed will
to the owner. There are many good responsible men among the specialty
contractors. There are also many who are doing business on a shoestring,
and will seek to defraud the owner at all times. Having no reputation at
stake they have nothing to lose. With an inefificient superintendent on the
job there is nothing to prevent wholesale skullduggery, and the quality of
the finished work is bound to suffer for it. Complaint is sometimes made
that the general contractor sublets his work to this class of specialty contractor, thereby creating trouble for the architect. This, however, is seldom
However,
the case where responsible general contractors are employed.
when architects insist on pitting the general contractor against the specialty
contractor by calling for bids on a building as a general contract, and at
the same time asking for segregated bids, the inevitable result is a demoralization of the business, and cheap and irresponsible specialty contractors
may slip in. (/)ne has only to look around this city to see on all sides

buildings erected after the fire where the owner sought to save money by
substituting an inferior quality of material or saving in labor in order to
Such buildings are today vacant, and they will
cheapen construction.
remain vacant so long as there are better buildings to be had. Conservative
owners recognize that there is no economy in cheap construction.
In the main, the reason why the competitive bid of a high-class general
contractor appears to be higher than the aggregate of specialty bids, plus
the necessarv items for risk, supervision, etc., is because he expects either
to do a higher quality of work or the architect proposes to donate his own
time without pay for this portion of the work; and here the question may
be rightfully asked "Which is the best contractor the general contractor
or the architect?" The builder who has had wide practical experience in
erecting buildings, in handling sijecialty contractors, whose knowledge of
materials and workmanship and prices are extensive and intimate, is
undoubtedly in the best possible position to attend to all those details that
are a part of the construction of every building.
Under the new lien law it is very necessary that the architect select a
responsible contractor for his work, and it is certainly much easier for the
architect to find one good responsible general contractor than it is to find
a dozen resi)oiisibIc sjiecialty contractors. The legitimate architect seeking
to erect a good building that will stand the test of time and be a real
credit to himself, can make no mistake in letting the general contract to a
legitimate contractor for all the work. In the long run he will find he has
done himself and his owner a good turn. With competition as keen as it
is the architect may rest assured that he will get as low a figure from the
general contractor as is consistent with high-class work and good business

—

:

methods.

*

A New
The Ceneral Contractors"
ers'

Exchange,

is

*

*

Contract

Form

Association, in conjunction with the Build.some slight changes to the old form of

now adopting

The
contract which

lias

hccii

and

.'Irchitcct

use by both

in
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Ixjclies.

It

is

propusi^l tn

make

changes suggested by the new lien law.
Both organizations have employed -Mr. Alex Cj. Eells for their attorney in
Some new
this important matter, and the forms will be exactly alike.
clauses are being put in which will no doubt meet with the hearty approval
of the architect and owner, and a few slight changes are being made to
this

new form cover

a few slij^ht

protect the contractor's interest.
The General Contractors' Association is also adopting a form of contract for use of its members when sulileting work.
Tlie need of this latter
form has been felt for some time, and i)articularly under the new lien lawit is very necessary that the general contractor should have a proper form
of contract with his sub-contractor which will protect the owner, architect
and general contractor alike. Where the job is a large one a bond will be
required from the sub-contractor if his standing is not well established in
the business.
While many general contractors have in the jiast sublet
their work without any written contract, this practice will largely be done
away with in the future.
*

*

*

Association Notes

The members of the General Contractors .Association of San I'Vancisco
are a unit in favor of the work on a building being let as a general contract,
including most of the sub-branches of the work. W'hile there is little
objection to certain branches of the work being segregated, there are
numerous branches which should certainly be included in the general contract.
The .Association, in putting in its jurisdictional claim to the affiliated
bodies, has taken no arbitrary stand on this matter, but has reserved the
right for its members to take contracts as a whole.
This is a moderate
attitude, and should prove a practical demonstration to the specialty contractor that the general contractor seeks to give him a fair deal and
acknowledges his definite field in the building business.
While it is likely that owners will continue to withhold 25 per cent
of the money due on a building until 35 days after the work is accepted,
the new California lien law does not make this necessary, and the owner,
if he so desires, can pa}' the contractor in full on acceptance.
A case in
point was recently recorded where a San I'Vancisco contractor was awarded
a contract for S34,000, and the contract called for the final payment on the
building to be made on acceptance of the work.
In this case one of the
large banks of the city was loaning the entire amount of the money for the
building.
The matter of paying the contractor in full on completion of the
work was put before the attorney of the bank and promptly approved by
him. This is a matter of considerable interest, insomuch as there has been
more or less opposition to the new lien law from some of the banks.
*

Going Out
Despite a denial by Mr.
local building

I

and architectural

contractors, in the
from the California

Humboldt
field,

*

*

of Business

licks himself, it is generally believed in the
circles that the firm of Lewis A. Hicks Co.,
Rank building. San Francisco, is retiring

with the intention of operating exclusively

in

Oregon and Washington, where they now have considerable work on hand.
Some months ago Mr. Hicks, over his own signature, signified his intention of leaving this territory, and since then has reduced his working
force and office staflf, stating that he would close this office.
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WILLIS POLK
Mr. Folk has been made Chairman of the Architectural Board of the Panama-Pacific Exposition to be
held in San Francisco in 1915. Polk's associates on the commission zeill be Clarence R. Ward and IV. B.
Faville.
All three are eminently fitted for the important zcork in store for them, forming a combination
that at once represents genius, talent, originality, experience and judgment.
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Construcrion of Theatres.
.XccorcliiiK to a new amendment to the
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and theatre buildings are to be of cla.ss

throughout.
No builduse for theatrical
purposes, and no building hereafter constructed can be used for the purpose unless it conforms to the requirements of
the ordinance. In addition to the provisions of the ordinance every theatre shall
be provided with appliances and equipment for fire protection; together with
automatic sprinklers, fire escapes, etc.
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construction
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San Francisco Chapter A.

By SvLVAiN ScHNAiTTACHER, Secretary
Tlie regular monthly meeting of the
San Francisco Chapter, American Insti-

was held at the TaitZinkand Cafe on Thursday evening,
August 17th. After dinner in the absence
of Mr. Mooser who arrived later, the
meeting was called to order by Mr. Mctute of Architects

Doueall.

Members present were:

Wm.

Mooser, pres.; G. B. McDougall,
vice-pres.: S. Schnaittacher, secy.; AppleCurlett, Day,
garth. Barth, Bliss,
Devlin, Hatch. Headman, Joseph, Krafft,

Wm.

MacDonald, McCall, Mott.

Lichtenstcin,

Pissis, J.

Paff,

W.

Reid, Ross, Schrocp-

fer, Schulze, Scott, H. C. Smith, Vogel,

Voorhies,

Werner and Wythe.

Mr. A.

of Los Angeles, a director
of the Institute, was present as a guest
of the Chapter.
Owing to the failure of the secretary
no
time,
to notify tjie committee in

Rosenheim

F.

report was received from the committee
apoointed to report to the Chapter a
form of contract between architect and
owner, embracing the revised schedule
of charges of the A. I. A.

Mr.
filed

Fred

J.

DeLongchamps, having

the necessary application for Chap-

membership and having been ballotted upon, Messrs. Scott and Hatch were
appointed tellers to count the ballots.
Thirty-nine ballots were received and

ter

counted, and Mr. DeLongchamos was
declared unanimously elected to membership.

Communications

with reference to the latter's remarks.
Mr. Krafft, recently elected to membershio,

received

and

From

ordered placed on
Mrs. John M. Carrere. acknowledging
and thanking the Chapter for its expresas follows;

sympathy; from Glenn Brown,
regarding the International Congress of
Architects at Rome; and from the Insti-

was also

called

upon

for a

few

remarks.

Thinks Oakland Lumber Specifications

Too Strict.
The following letter has been
response

in

to

an

inquiry

received
of
the

Hogan Lumber Company of Oakland,
which had rejected a lot of lumber intended for use on a building under construction for District Attorney W. H.
Donahue of .Alameda county;
.\iiswerine' yours of the 21st inst. relative tp
lumber rejected on the W. H. Donahue job, beg
to say, tile joists and timbers were rejected on
account of the strict specifications which do not
permit of knots larger than two inches in diameter, therefore we were obliged to deliver strictly
Select lumber instead of No.
1
Merch. This
might have happened to any yard on the coast
and it is the first time we have met with such
strict specifications where the owner insisted upon
living up to them.
VVe have had all the rejected lumber inspected
by the Pacific Coast Lumber Inspection Bureau
and they report the lumber a good No. 1 Merch.
at least 90 per cent of it, so you see we have no
chance for argument.
No doubt some of our enemies say the lumber
is inferior because it came from our yard.
They
have said a good many mean things about us at
different times in the past but have not hurt our

reputation.

We have been in the lumber business in Oakfor the past twenty-two years.
We started
on a very small scale and are now one of the
largest firms on the coast and it has been good
lumber, square dealings and good management
that brought our success.
We are willing to stand
by the unions just as long as we are in business
and just as long as the unions do what we think
land

is

were
file

E)ii;iiicer

ing

A.

I.

and

right.

Trusting we have made our position clear to
we remain.
Yours very truly,
HOG.-\N LUi\tr!ER CO.,

you,

Hugh Hogan.

sions of

tute of Technological Design, in regard
to subscription to the Christopher Columbus monument fund.
Mr. Mooser was called upon by the
chair to give an account of his trip
He said
abroad, which he did briefly.
that California was to be congratulated
for being the only state properly represented at the Turin Exposition. He also
took occasion to state that tlie Chapter
was to be congratulated for the progress
made in its recognition by the Exposition company.
Mr. Pissis being present after an extended trip abroad, was also called upon,
and expressed his pleasure at being home
again.
Mr. A. F. Rosenheim, tlie guest of the
evening, was called upon and took occasion to ask the assistance of the Chapter
in the work of the .Architectural League
and appealed for harmony in the work
of the Chapter toward increasing the
Institute membership.
Messrs. Dav, Curlett, Schulze and

Mooser followed Mr. Rosenheim, speak-

Another Hotel for Los Angeles.
& Son, of Los -Angeles, and Wm.
Curlett & Son, of San Francisco,
are
preparing plans for a seven-story and
Eisen

basement,

class A, reinforced concrete
hotel building to be erected at the southeast corner
of
Sixth
and Figueroa
streets for C. W. Gates. Consolidated
Realty building. It is being designed for
an eleven-story building, it being planned to add four more stories later. The
building will contain eight stores and
the hotel lobby in the first story.
The
lobby will be finished in marble
and
tile and the stores will have plate and
prism glass windows and copper sash.
There will be 192 guest rooms and about
half as many bath rooms.
The interior
finish throughout the guest rooms will
be Oregon pine
with finished cement
floors.
There will be two electric paselevators,
senger
bronze elevator enclosures, freight
elevator,
steam heat,
vacuum cleaning system, lire escapes,
wire, glass, etc.
The construction will
reinforced
concrete,
concrete
be
of
interior
partitions,
floors, hollow tile
cement plastered exterior finish, galva-

The Architect and Emi'mccr
nizcd iron cornice,
composition
roof,
sidewalk lifjlits, etc.
The cost will be

about

$185,0(10.

Atelier

The

Work

of San Francisco Architectural Club
regular season of the S. B. A. A.

work began

Atelier

Sth. with

Saturday, August
an Archaeology problem.

The next problem will be on Saturday,
September 23rd, and will be the first
Analytique and Class B problem of the
season. The same afternoon there will
be
nominations and an election of
officers fo- the new season, the present
officers remaining in charge until the
election.

The
lars

to

registration fee of

Two

($2) dol-

must be paid before September 23rd
avoid future trouble and confusion.

Fees to be paid to the present Massier
who will turn same over to the Society's
representative.

There

is

to be a scholarship prize this
for which have already

season, funds
been obtained.

A

competition for the design of a CerMembership is to be held soon,
particulars for which are to be posted
on the Bulletin Board.
tificTte of

Architects Want Publicity
ncwspai)er disi)atch from Oak Park,
a suburb of Sacramento,
contains the
following
interesting
and
somewhat
amusing paragraphs:
.-\

TIr- Committt.-e in charge of the beautificatioii
tlic triangle at the intersection of
Sacramento,
Magnolia and Thirty-fourth streets reported that
the county had completed the improvements asked
for by the Association and that a seven-foot
cement sidewalk with concrete curbs and gutters
has been laid.
Two architects have volunteered to submit
designs of a drinking fountain and other appro-

of

priate

ideas for the beautification of the triangle.
Considerable rivalry is being manifested among
the architects olTcriiig designs as each one desires
the honor of having his name inscribed on the
fountain.

Will Use California Materials
California materials, wherever they
be used, will go into the construction
of the new subtreasury building, at San
Francisco, according to J. Milton Dyer,
the Cleveland architect, who was awarded the commission of building after a
competitive bid for designs.
The new building will be located at

cm

Pine and Sansome
streets.
Congress
has already appropriated $500,000 for its
construction.
It
will
be a two-story
structure, with the main floor given over
to a forum, with offices for the assistant
treasurer and his asistants.
floor there will be a

ond

On

the secof
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strongly in favor of California building
materials, notably for California granite.
"Fvcry effort will be used to have the
liuilding constructed witli the materials

Oyer said. "Senator Ralston
have gone over the plans and find
that the original drawings suit conditions
hand,"

at

and

I

1
shall make some investigations as to the foundation and to the necessity of using piles. Work on cotistruction should be begun by the fall at the

admirably.

latest."

Ralph

W. Hart

to

Continue As Architect

American Biscuit Co.
It is announced that R.ilpli VV. Hart,
Humboldt Bank building, San Francisco,
will continue as architect for the American Biscuit Company, whose bin plant is
for

815 Battery
street,
San Francisco.
Hart planned the buildings now occupied by this firm and which were erected
soon after the fire. After putting up the
buildings sotne friction
arose between
the officials of the company and the
architect and several suits followed in
the local courts.
Matters have recently
been adjusted and as before stated. Hart
is to continue as the company's architect
and will take charge of all future construction work for them.
Some alterations and improvements are already planat

ned.

To Hold Competition

for Big Auditorium
.\nlicipating the second world's Christian Citizensliip conference, tlie city of
Portland, Ore., has appropriated $350,OOt) for the erection of an auditorium
The chief feaseating 20,(XK) persons.
ture of the building will be the largest
organ in the world. The structure is to

be completed by June 27, 1913.
Fllis

F.

Lawrence,

well

the

known

Portland architect, has been selected by
the auditorium committee as advisory
architect. Mr. Lawrence may also be retained to superintend the work during
The
the construction of the building.
plans will be competitive, and the pro-

gram

is

now

in the

hands of

tlie

contest-

ants.

Oakland Architects Enjoy Outing
Sixteen Oakland architects were royally
entertained recently at the Contra Costa
county ranch of Louis A. Stone. The party
motored to the country and upon arriving
at their destination found an old fashioned
barbecue aw.'iiting them. Mr .Stone acted
as chef and his guests one and all voted
him a Class "\" cook. Some of the party
remained at the ranch over Sunday while
others returned to their homes earlier.

number

offices.

Other branches of the government
service besides the subtreasury may find
their home in the structure.
Architect Dyer, who was in San Francisco the past month, expressed himself

Concrete Hospital
.\rchitect Julius KratTt
San I-rancisco, have made

&

Sons, of
plans for a
reinforced concrete hospital building to
be erected at Post and Scott streets for
the Mt. Zion Hospital Association.
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is an impressive quality,
or an edifice, and it is not
surprising that architects should be
fascinated by this modern and unprecedented opportunity to go as

Height

in a

man

high as they please. The Gothic
builders struggled for height, heaped
stone on stone till walls cracked and
towers toppled. ^luch of their work
is either unfinished or prematurely
decayed through their ambition to
attempt what the modern builder
does with the utmost ease. \Mien it
was difficult and rare, height was admired now it is a commonplace,
a.id only rustics lift their eyes. The
poet sings the "topless towers of
Ilium," and he means towers. In a
city of skj-scrapers towers cease to
exist.
It was but recently that we printed Sir Ashton Webb's praise of the
American skyscraper before the
Royal Society of Arts. jNIr. Webb,
at the same time, took occasion to
indorse the paper read before that

William Moosei
Geo. H Wyman
Robert Morgeneier

Whitney

Frederick W. Jones

Manager
Afanaging Editor

by Frank

-\I.

Andrews, a New-

architect,
Avho
skyscraper to be the

declared our

most

interest-

ing thing America has to oflfer, because it is absolutely original with
And great credit must be given
us.
to our architects for the masterful

way
what

E. M. C.

became efSeptember

ing.

York

Merrit Reid
William Curlett

Edgar

which
fective

1st. limiting the height of all buildings to 200 feet, is said to have been
responsible for the unusual record of
the past month. Owners who commenced work prior to the first of
September can build to the 260 foot
limit.
All others must conform to
the new ordinance, and this leads us
to
question the w'iseness of our
municipal authorities in fixing a
height limit, for there is, in fact,
much to be said for the high build-

bod\-,

CONTRIBUTORS

Walter H. Parker
Geo. .A. Dodge
J. Harry Blohme
Herman Barth
-Arthur O. Johnson
Herbert E. Law

ART IN THE
SKYSCRAPER

;

C. .Austin

.Almeric

From Chicago we hear that $30,000.000 is about to be expended in
the construction of tall buildings.
A new ordinance

in which they have dealt
^Ir. Andrews calls "our

with

most

unruly problem."
As for the beauty of any building, high or low, that must depend

—

The Architect and Engineer
the quality of tiic art put iiitu
are beautiful, so are
CJreek temples. Rut the question in
a city is not one of abstract beauty,
as thoujjh the building; were to stand
alone, but bow a gi\cn type of building- will get on
with its neighbors.
ui)(iii

Towers

it.

Mr. Andrews
buildini,^

shaft

and

compares

to a column,
capital

the high
with
base,

:
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simply equalizes the loss between all
others whose property is insured.
To the individual the loss of his
proi)crty might be partly indemnified,
but the building itself, its contents
and the materials of which it was
composed are absolutely wasted and
vanish from u.se forever.
And the saddest part is that all this
waste is preventable the wealth could
be conserved for posterity if we would
but plan our buildings right in the beginning.
\Vc have only to select of
the inexhaustible materials at hand,
fashion them to our needs, and with
slight initial cost, but no greater final
cost, rear a structure that is pleasing
:

of the best and most pleasing examples of the later work this element appears, and we find the lower stories
In

all

grouped

in

position

supporting

single

a

architectural
a

com-

long vertical and

shaft-like series of stories grouped into
simple treatment that carries the eye

a

upward without
crowning feature
which again
bined into
the mass.

is

interruption
to
the
of the entire design,
a series of stories com-

the

capital,

as

it

were,

of

In San I'rancisco we have some
pleasing conceptions in tall building architecture. None that we could
mention would answer our argument better than the Claus Spreckels
or Call building.
Here is a structure one never tires of. Its grace and
beauty ajjpeals strongly to the lover
of the artistic and compared w^ith
some of the near-by monstrosities
that have sprung up since the fire,
the Call building stands out like a
Venus in a gallery of imps.

According to a reliable statistician
the total loss from fire in the LInited
States during 1911 was
$500,000,000. This represents a waste of $1,369,863 for every day of
WASTE
the year, $57,077 for
every hour, $951 for every minute of
the hour, and almost $16 for every
second of the minute. Just grasp the
significance of that statement for a
minute.
Every time the clock ticks
$16 of our national resources is
wasted,
The term "wasted" is here

CONSERVA.

TION AND

used
the

in

its

real

significance, because

absolutely irretrievable.
The insurance on a burned building
does not bring back the property that
was destroyed, nor the value of the
property that was destroyed. The insurance money creates nothing; it
fire loss is

to the eye, safe

from

fire,

free

from

vermin, comfortable to live in, inexpensive for maintenance and repairs,
and a lasting contribution to our national resources and wealth.

New

York's Second Annual Architecture
and Engineering Show.
New York's second annual Architecture and Engineering show will be held
the first of March, 1912, and applications
for space are already being received from
year's
people.
tliis

exhibitors

as

well

as

new

The success

of the first show, despite
lateness of season, a condition caused
by the wait for the completion of the
New Grand Central Palace, leaves no
room for doubt but that New York will
now have a complete and representative
.annual exhibition of architectural, building and engineering supplies that will not
be limited in its scope to this country,
but will be international, as applications
for si)ace have
already been received
from London, England, Paris, France,
its

and Milan, Italy.
Lumber, terra cotta. concrete, brick,
marble, bronze and other interests that
did not exhibit in this year's show, owing
to the limited time for preparation, have
declared their intention of having extensive and elaborate exhibits next year.

A

special feature of the

show hereafter

drawings, especially
those of students and also model construction.
.Arrangements will be made
to annually present the new inventions of
the j-ear in a special department.
Interior decoration and landscape architecture will also be elaborately developed,
and the conference of architectural and
engineering interests will be held at the
same time, but independent of the exhiwill be architectural

bition.
Full

\.

information can be Tiad from

Storey,

pfeneral

Twenty-fourth

.\.

D.

manager, 110 West

street,

New York

City.

Municipal and State

tngineCnng
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Practical Dirt Road.

Lyon,

S.

in

The Highway Im-

provement News.
overseers
their attempt
ROAD
make their roads to appear
in

to

first-

class

have forgotten the

first

essential

When

you
once have the foundation you can propart,

a

solid

foundation.

ceed to make a good road.
In making a good road, you must
after getting the foundation, protect it
from being flooded away by the large
storms.
To protect it from this, it is
best to have the center of the road the
highest and have a natural slope on each
side, causing a ditch on each side, and
then have underground culverts to carry
the water across the road.

The best and most effective way of
crowning the roads into this reauired
shape is by means of a road scraper.
Having put the roads in the shape explained above, take a heavy roller and
go over it all with this, and then your
road is thoroughly packed. It is best to
scrape these roads in the spring before
the last storm so that the rain will also
help to settle the dirt.
In the mountain roads it costs considerable to put in all the necessary culverts.
In the mountains every canyon, small

and large, carries a large amount of
water and also considerable trash during the heavy storms of the winter. To
keep the culvert from washing out we
must have round culverts, and corrugated
iron meets all the requirements.
Let the motto for all road men to follow be this: "What you do, do well
and permanently, regardless of cost."
Contractors Forfeit Bonds

Twice contractors have defaulted on
their agreements to pave the streets of
Lodi and the citiEens of that city have
reached a stage of guessing when they
are to get the improvements.
The work
is expected to cost about $36,000.

The

bid for the work was awarded
Barber Asphalt Company, supposed to be one of the largest concerns
However, this
of the kind in America.
to

first

the

company

failed

to

act,

$5000 was forfeited and

so

its

new

bond
bids

of

were

for by the trustees.
The next
contract was awarded to the Ransonic-

called

Protection

of

San Francisco

at

but that concern failed to sign
the official contract Saturday night and
its certified check for $5000 will be declared forfeited by the city trustees at
The city will soon
the meeting tonight.
be in a position to pave the streets free
of cost to the residents.
$35,072.

Street

Names on Concrete Curbs

number

of methods are in use for
placing street names in the sidewalk. In
some cases the name has been cut in the
top of the curbstone and the letters colored black. In cases where concrete is
used for the sidewalk wooden pattern letters 1 inch deep have been bedded in the
concrete.
When the concrete has set
sufficiently the letters are removed and
the space filled
with
colored cement
mortar or letters made of brass or composition metal.
The city of Arkansas
City, Kan.,
has adopted a system of
marking the names of streets on top of
the concrete curb, as shown in the accompanying sketch of one of the standard street corners.
In this city a brass
letter 314 inches by 1^2 inches is used
to stamp the name of the street in the
curb while the concrete is green. This
has been found to give a legible and
permanent street sign and has proven to
be very satisfactory. Mr. J. H. Titus is
the city engineer.
.\

Good Roads Notes.
California will spend a great deal of
money for good roads within the next
two or three years. The State board
issued calls for an outlay of $18,000,000;
Los .Angeles county, $3,500,000; San Joaquin county, $1,800,000; San Diego counMany other counties are
ty $1,250,000.
to vote on bond issues of $500,000 to
$2,000,000.
*

*

*

doubtful whether Congress at an
early time will look with favor upon
uation.il aid for road building which is
done entirely within any one State. The
best tliat the advocates of the measure
can hope for is that interstate highway
building may attract attention, and it
will probably be found advantageous to
concentrate efforts in that direction.
It

is

The Architect and
Nothing pays better than good roads.
costs something to secure them, but
they are the arteries which connect city
and country, along which the currents of
Bad roads.
comfort peruetually flow.
full of chuck holes, kill time, team and
temper.— F.arle (.\rU.) Enterprise.
It
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I:ii,^inccr

tain labor.itory investigations had indicated that a mixture of Portland cementconcrete with residual petroleums might
Dossibly be suitable for this purpose, and
the experiments were therefore made for
the purpose of trying such mixtures in a

thoroughly practical manner.

The part of the street selected for
work runs from Center street

The localities in the State where good
are becoming
built
riiads have been
richer, more prosperous and more thickly
settled, while those wliich do not possess
transportation advantages are either at a
are

or

standstill

more sparsely

becoming poorer and
settled.

— Wichita

Falls

(Tex.) Times.
in Concrete Road
Construction
progress report of experiments in
dust prevention and road preservation, 1910, has been issued in circular
form by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, OfTice of Public Roads, Logan
Waller Page, director. The report includes experiments with oil mixed with
cement and concrete, a process introduced by Mr. Page with such promise of
success that he has gained wide disresearch in this
his
tinction through

Experiments With Oil

A

field.

During the month of June,

1910, the
public roads, in co-operation
with the District of Columbia, conducted
experiments on Meridian
a series
of
value of oilplace to determine
the
ccment-concretc as a road surface. Ceroffice

of

this

east
toward Fourteenth street, a distance of
356.1 ft.
It is 19.5 ft. between gutters.
The soil forming the subgrade is a
coarse gravity red clay, which after a
rain becomes sticky on the surface, but
remains firm below. The grade here is
The
light and slopes toward the west.
north curb is 6 in. lower than the south
curb, because of tbe fact that the district constructs its cross streets on the
same grade as the main streets running
north and south. Meridian place is subjected to light traffic consisting of depleasure vehicles.
and
livery wagons
When the board of public roads assumed
supervision of tbe work all grading had
been completed and the curbs and gutThe cost data given
ters were in place.
in this report, therefore, includes the cost
only from this point on.
The foundation of the road was confirst of
the
courses,
structed in two
which consisted of from Vi-in. to 1
broken stone placed to a depth
!/i-in.
of 5 in. loose upon the prepared subgrade.
.•\fter this course had been rolled until
firm with a 12-ton 3-whcel roller, screenings ranging from '/i-in. to dust were
applied, and surface finished as in ordi-

nary

This method

macadam road work.
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..ia

None

11.75
11 75
11,75
11.75
11.75
11.75

Entire

1^

(3

CO
.

section

(per

9 00

6 00

6.00
6.00
6 00

3.00
3 00
3.00
3 00

14 18
17.01
17 01
17.01
17 01
17.01
17 01

4.01

4.80
4 80
7 20
12.18
8 1*

24 20
23 OS
23.05
23.05
23.05
23.05
23 OS

52.52
52
52
52
52

52
52
52
52

S2.S2
52 52

Cents

117 41 $167 43

115.13
118 13

120.53
125 51

121.46
113.33

60 .56
115.18
96 67
184.88
190.57
96.78
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of construction was followed in the preparation of the foundation for all of the
experiments.
Common labor for this work cost $1.50
per 8-hour day;
foreman. $4; double
teams. $4; a 5-ton tandem roller, $8; the
3-wheel roller. $12; and a "bug" concrete mixer. $4 per day. Stone and sand
cost $2.50 per cubic yard delivered on
the work. The oils and cement were
donated, but their cost, including freight,
is given in the cost data.
The bulletin gives methods of construction in detail, embracing seven experiments.
It was found that the concrete could be handled best when made
sufficiently w'et for the mortar to flush
to the surface upon tamping, but not so
wet that it would not hold its shape after
being tamped.
The oil experiments were made with
fluid
residual petroleum and cut-back
petroleum residue.
Different methods
and aggregates were used. For example

the first experiment a stiff mortar of
part cement to 2 parts sand with oil to
the amount of 10 per cent bj' weight of
the cement was used while in the second
experiment the same oil was used with
a
concrete composed of 1 J^:2:4 of
cement, sand and broken stone, the stone,
in
1

a

crushed trap, ranging from

I

yi to

'/<

in

diameter.
The best surface finish was obtained
by troweling the wet concrete with the
back of a flat No. 2 shovel until smooth
and uniform. All sections were closed
to traffic for at least seven days after
being laid and were sprinkled with water
daily during that period. On one section
a thin layer of sand was spread over the
surface and on another a thin layer of
stone screenings ranging from 3/2 in. to
dust.
All the sections w'ere in excellent
condition when inspected on January 31.
The materials and cost data for the experiments are given in the table at the foot
of page 105.

HEATING AND LIGHTING
Plumbing and
Plumbing Work

Electrical

in

Building Construc-

tion
are manv points about plumbTHERE
ing installation that the owner of
a building

ought to know and some

upon
comments taken from

of these are touched

in the follow-

ing

a recent issue

of the Record
of plumbing in

and Guide: The element
building construction

phj'sicians say it is a direct cause of sickness, especially diphtheria, scarlet fever
and throat affections.

The plumbing work of a building is
divided into two parts, the outside and
the inside. In the first part are the roof
work and the conduits leading from
waste pipes of closets, bathrooms and
sinks; ridges, hip rafters and valley gutProper supervision is here necesters.
sary to guarantee perfect junctions at
the overlaps of zinc, iron, tin or lead, for
upon this depends the prevention of
leaks which are frequently costly in the
extreme, through causing decay of steel
or

wooden

supports.

INC

ffllEB'OP

745-MISSION-STREET-

FRANK ADAMS
\v^HHOLLOPETER

is

one of the most difficult with which owners, architects and builders have to contend. Cost is often a barrier against a
thoroughly scientific installation with
high-class piping connections and fixtures. The result is that defective plumbing sometimes goes, and the owner finds
it a constant source of expense for repairs.
Such plumbing is not uncommon
in speculative
apartment houses, and

ADAMS ™H0LL0PETEB

OOHN PYOllMG
\\TLLIAM ADAMS

Work

SANFRANQSCO-CAL•TELEPHONE•DOUGLAS- 1773-
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roof are exposed
storms than others.
reinforcements
are
necessary.
Here
Danger is alsD present from snow slides,
Certain

parts

of

a

to greater stress of

comhined with

sleet or parshingles or tiles
Where straps are
from
soldered onto the tin roof or bolted on
the slate shingles, care mnst be taken
that the connections are made water

whicli,
ticles

if

of ice, will rip
their fastenings.

tight.

.Vnothcr valuable point for prospective
builders to rcmcmlier is to have all soil
and waste erected from the outside walls
Water closets should be
of the building.
arranged so that they arc against a back
or interior wall, and the branch soil pipe
should be carried through the wall and
inserted into a branch horn cast on the
upright soil pipe and jointed firmly with
red lead and rope yarn.

now customary

for the plumber
system before the
walls are enclosed.
These are called
the smoke and peppermint tests.
If the
owner w'ishes to have this done by a disinterested party,
there are companies
It

to

is

make

a test of the

that make
work and

kind of
a specialty of this
their reports are generally reliable.
Some of them have a contract
system which enables the owner constantly to keep his plumbing under surveillance.
the offices of the city's water de.•\t
jiartment are exhibits of plumbing work
taken from buildings. They are worthy
of study. One of thcni is a "wiped joint
that was evidently the work of an amateur, and this leaky piece of work caused a loss of millions of gallons of water

to all service metal.
The average owner
thinks that this condition prevails only
where pipes are buried in the earth, but
it
has been known to eat away water
pipes many feet above the street level.

Asphaltum and damp-jiroofing coatings
are on the market which prevent dampness and electricity from reaching the
There are also many other depipes.
vices

for

preventing

destroying

this

agency from operating. The water department exhibit includes samples of
iron pipes that have been so eaten by
these stray currents that they resemble
pieces of wood pierced by worms.
Owners sometimes blame lack of
water pressure upon defective plumbing
when it is really due to "pipe tuberculosis."
As a general rule, lack of pressure is due to one or two things: a
tuberculosis."
"pipe
series of leaks or
This is a form of interior rust and deposits which form on cheap pipe until
entirely
close the water
thcv almost
spaces. The only remedy for this is new
pipingplumbing is usually of a
Interior
better grade than that officially designated as the "rough work," but beneath
the nickel plating inferior grades of maThe almost
terial are sometimes used.
universal practice today is to install exposed plumbing and heating conduits,
l)Ut even in this the owner or his superintendent of construction has need for
great care if he expects to get full
value for the mone}' he spends on his

"

plumbing system.

was discovered.
The economy of installing good
plumbing cannot be emphasized too

Heating Concrete Buildings
between the material
used in construction and the heating of
the building, experience seems to show

this
age of electricitj-,
an ever present menace

it
takes a
that with concrete floors
greater time to heat up the building for

before

it

strongly.
In
electrolysis is

PACIFIC

As

to the relation

COAST DEPARTMENT

FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY of Maryland
Bonds and Casualty Insurance

MILLS BUILDirvlO
SAN FRANCISCO

for Contractors
Phones

\

C

/

Kearny US2

1472
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High Grade
Electrical Installation

Work

Suttr lEngitiPprtng

Sc Slrrtrir (Eo.
fiB3-B8r l^nmarJi ^trrrt
&an iFraitriflro

the

first

time than

the case of

in

wood

However, after the building has
once become heated it requires much
less heat to maintain a good even temfloors.

perature than in the case of mill construction, so that the maintenance of
heat in the long run appears to be considerably cheaper with concrete than
with mill construction. Where the heating bill is of considerable magnitude this
feature might very properly be seriously
considered in connection w'ith the choice
of building material.
L. C. VVason, of
the Aberthaw Construction Company, in
discussing this before the last convention
of the N. A. C. U., suggested that this
point could be employed to good advantage.

PAUL

C.

C. F.

This

BUTTE
BUTTE

gas is conducted to the
through a pipe and allowed to
expand in a coil. Of course as the gas
expands it absorbs just as much heat
from its surroundings as was generated
in compressing
it.
This
lowers the
temperature of the interior nearly to the
freezing point. From the expansion coil
the gas is conducted back to the compressor ready for another cycle.
The beauty of the electric refrigerator is that it works absolutely automatically and with the perfection of economy.
When the temperature in the "ice box"
rises above a certain point a tiny elecliquified

cooler

tric

device

starts

the

electric

motor

which circulates the cooling liquid. As
soon as the temperature drops to the de-

same device, called a
point the
thermostat, stops the motor. The automatic device controls the apparatus indefinitely and there is no waste of electric power.
So simple is the new refrigerator that it requires practically no
attention except an ocasional oiling of
the electric motor and the compressor.
In many cases the amount formerly
spent for ice would pay for the new refrigerator
and the amount saved bv
keeping vegetables, meat, milk and other
thines in the ice box will more than compensate for the cost of keeping a private
sired

Now

It's

An

Electric

Refrigerator.

Many

large
apartments and hotels
maintain private ice plants, or refrigerators, which amount to the same thing.
small motor
circulates the brine and
ammonia gas. and the temperature of
the refrigerator is controlled automati-

A

cally.

The new

refrigerator is operated by
In place of ice a "cooling
liquid" is circulated by a small motordriven pump.
The scheme for keeping
the refrigerator cool is the same as is
used to make artificial ice.
With the
electricity.

pump

motor-driven

compressed
gas liquifies

ammonia gas

is

the point at which the
(for pure ammonia is gas)

to

and the heat generated by this compression is extracted with water jackets.

-l^o^'^

(^^S&^

'^
^^

ROOHNG
TKAOCf

ice plant.

The

iceless ice box has been successused for some time in hotels, meat
markets, fruit stores, creameries and in
wholesale and retail houses where perfully

ishable goods are handled. Now it is to
be made in sizes suitable for the home.
Electric News Service.

ROOF

-'*"

ELETERITE

ELATERITE DRILL TOP or CLOTH TOP DECKING
UAKES AN IPF*L DECK FLOOR AND ROOF
THtSt HIGH GRADE PRODUCTS MADE ONLY IN DENVER. COLO.

TheWESTERN ELATERITE ROOFING CO.
PACIFIC

When

COAST AGENCY, 413 FIFTEENTH
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The Architect and
Curious Results of Painting Radiators.
when providing for
with interest
heating will
note
some remarks made recently by Prof. R.
Allen at the Pitt.'ihurg meeting of the
National Di.strict Heating Association.
The radiators were all of the steamheated type, and the coefficient of heattransmission per sijuare foot per degree
diflfcrence between the temperatures of
was determined bv
the steam and air
measuring the amount of condensation

AKCHITKCTS

radiator.
The cocfTicient varied
tlie
somewhat according to the arrangement
of the radiator.
A number of radiator

in

pipes side by side naturally reduced the
rate of loss of heat both by radiation
and convection. For ordinarj' conditions
the coefficient, as defined above, varied

between

1.5 and 2 B. Th. U.
This coeiTicient slightly increased as the temperature difference increased, due no doubt
to the proportionately reduced influence
of the resistance of the radiator metal.
The humidity of the atmosphere had a
slight effect, moist air reducing the rate
of transmission. Some rather curious results were obtained by painting the radiators.
The several coats of paint were
mostly applied over each other, and the
results showed that the quality of the
iiurface
was the important
fatcor.
Knamels and varnishes gave results equal
to uncovered pipes, wliereas the bronzes
reduced the rate up to 25 per cent.
In

A

109

liiii^iiiccr

rooms with extra

glass walls or cold
coefficient was increased,
due no doubt to the greater radiation,
and probably also the more active circulation of the convection currents.

surfaces

the

Employers Liability Act.
Under the Authority of the Employers

Liability .Act of the last legislature

which became effective September 1, the
governor of California has named the
members of the Industrial Accident
board of tliree, the yearly salary of each
I)ciny $3600,
A. J. Pillsbury, formerly
secretary of the State board of examiners, editor and well known writer of San
Francisco;

W.

J.

French, editor of the

San b'rancisco Labor Clarion, labor leader and prominent in civic affairs, and W.
J.

Morrison, an attorney, practicing

governor.

Residence and Bungalow.
Charles Ed. Hodges, 678
Monadnock building, San Francisco, and
Palo AHo. has let a contract to Currie &
Currie of San Francisco, for the construction of a residence and garage for
Major Phillip G. Wales, U. S. A., on the
Dre.xler tract, at Fair Oaks.
This will
.Architect

be a handsome addition to the many fine
residences in this locality. The contract
price

i.s

$1.1,^14,

good Tin Roof affords many advantages

Scott's Extra Coated
Hammered Open Hearth

Roofing: Tin
This Plate has a

ba.^e of

the purest

practical

quality and a rich and heavy coating thoroughly

amalgamated, a standard throughout the country
for many years.
Write for full information

FOLLANSBEE BROTHERS
Qeo.

S. Lacy,

Marvin BIdg.

CO., San Francisco

Phone Douglas 4497

General Office: PiltsburKh, Pa.

When

in

Los .\ngeles, are the men named by the
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
726-730 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

HIGH GRADE CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
New

'GALVADUCT" CONDUIT (WHITE)
'LOniCATED" CONDUIT (BLACK)
PACKARD" INCANDESCENT LAMPS
'

Claim Lime Stone Dust Ruins Orange
Trees
Tlie
cement manufacturers of the
Pacific Coast are awaiting with interest
the result of the appeal of the CaliforniaPortland Cement Company against the
decision of the Superior Court of San
Bernardino county in favor of the orange
growers of that district, ordering the
cement company to discontinue its manufacturing, because it was shown that
the lime stone dust issuing from the tall
chimneys damaged the orange trees for
miles
around.
As there are other
manufacturers of cement in this State
that are liable for the same cause, they
are awaiting the result of this appeal
with more than passing interest.
The California-Portland Cement Com-

pany is owned by Los Angeles capitalists and bankers, and up to the time of
this injunction was one of the largest
manufacturers of cement in Southern
California, and played an important part
in determining tlie price of cement in the
Los Angeles market. The chief works
of the California-Portland

Cement Com-

pany are located near Colton, which is
the heart of the Southern California
orange district, and thus it has resolved
into a battle between two giant industries.

The appeal was heard by
Court

in

the

Supreme

San Francisco on September 5th

A.

WflfNKLE" Pull and Key Sockets

PERKINS" PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES
'COUCH 4. SEELEY " TELEPHONES

'

and an early decision

is

expected

tunnel as
trance at

is

it

planned

will

street to

Filbert.

All the

CHAS. HART,
SUPT. AND rNV

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE QUEEN GAS WATER HEATER
hc^V'^vY^;;^

—

Economical

BOILER
— Clean.

coils insure perfect circulation.

FACTORY

406 Thirteenth St.
PHONC OAKLAND Te3

When

work

will be

done from the north end, so that at no
time will tliere be a blockade of traffic.
It will cost $2,000,000 and about two
years will be required to complete it.

THE HART HEATER CO.

Copper

be the en-

and Fillmore streets.
The committee and engineer working on
the project saw that if the street between
Sutter and Bush streets in Fillmore were
graded it would leave the buildings at the
Bush street end of the block standing on
the edge of a 32 foot precipice, so they
have decided to buv land back of the
present buildings and set the stores and
houses back 35 feet on each side, that the
surface lines may run up one side and
down the other and still leave ample
room for a sidewalk and for teams.
According to the plans the tunnel will
be 13 blocks long, reachine from Sutter
Sutter

BUSINESS MANACCn

Instantaneous

both

Tunnel for Fillmore Street
At the last meeting of the Fillmore
Street Imnrovement Association of San
Francisco, completed plans for the Fillmore street tunnel were presented by the
committee and the engineer, A. B. Southard, which were unanimously approved
by the association.
The most interesting features of the

W. KENNEDY.

THE HART

b}'

sides.

525 Seventh Street
ONE OAKLAND 3601

OAKLAND, CAL.^
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Museum and Art Gallery.
movfim'iit has been starU-d to erect
a piTinanont imisciini ami art gallery of
nioinniu-ntal proportions on the site of
tlie Mark Hopkins Institute of Art on
the summit of Nob hill, in San Francisco.
The sponsors of the project would make

A

a fitting monument to commemorate
exposition.
The
Panama-Pacific
the
Home Industry League has lent its approval to the plan. The proposed structure is to be built entirely of California
materials, and the estimated cost is $1.The plans are by .Architect
500,000.
it

Henry
It

C. Smith.

proposed that

is

be

stories

a building of four
constructed on the southern

portion of this block, 125 feet in Mason
!)y 175 feet in Pine street, the two lower
stories to constitute an assembly hall and
gallery for the purpose of art lectures
and the like. This hall will have a capacity of 5,000 nersons.
Tlic tliird story is to be used for exhibition
purposes or for instruction
rooms for such art schools as may e.xist
or be established, and
the two upper
stories, being perfectly lighted for the
purpose to be devoted to a permanent art
gallery.

The

great advantage of an art Ijuilding of this character would be its accessibility to the city and the fact that
the entire structure
would be abso-

An Up-to-Date Bath Room

HEATING. PLUMBING

AND POWER PLANTS
Complete Systems Installed
Classes of Buildings.

*I

in all

Defective

Systems overhauled and corrected

GILLEY-SCHMIDCO.,lnc.
198

WEST MISSION STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone MARKET 965

lutely fireproof.
It is pronosed that the main or monumental building shall cover an area of
ISO feet in Mason street by 175 in California street, on the nortliern portion of
this lot.
It would then be immediately
across the street from the Fairmont

hotel.

The proposed building has a
425 feet. The materials used

height of
are to be
California marble and granite, the interior finish of California marble and onyx.
.Ml the materials are to be the product
California and the
of the quarries
of
building will be composed entirely of
steel, stone and glass.

The Home Industry League will inaugurate a campaign to raise the necessary money for the building and will enlist

the aid of the State authorities.

Pearl Harbor Building.
Bids are being called for by the quartermaster of the Marine Corps, Washington, D. C, for the construction of
one barrack building, one commanding
officer's quarters and two double sets of
junior officers' quarters at the U. S.

PLUMBING
^^S

HEATING

J. E.

O'Mara

449 MINNA ST.
Phone, Douglas 342

I

naval station. Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Tlie
buildings are to be reinforced concrete
construction walls, footings, columns,
beams, floors and roofs. All structures
Interior
stories
high.
are to be two
floors generally in officers' quarters are
Floors
elsewhere generally
rift pine.
cement. Ro<jf of barrack building to be
flat vitrified tile: roof of officers' quarInterior
ters to be slag, felt and pitch.
trim and doors, etc., generallv, is Ore-

LARKIN ASPHALT
COMPANY
MARRV LARKIN

ROOFING PAVING WATERPROOFING
TELEPHONES

I

I

KEARNY 4700

HOME

J

3700

162 JESSIE STREET
SAN rRANCISCO CAL

',
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Tlic Architect

LIGHTING
MEATI ING
PLUMBING
GET OUR FIGURE

and Engineer

^ We Guarantee Good ^A' ork
Prompt Service. ^ No Joo
small

—none

Experts

too

L.

R.

STEVENSON STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
Phones

:

too

\Ve Employ

Dig.

Xnree Departments
always at your service.

in all

and they are

Company

Central Electric Plumbing & Heating
185

and

80YNT0N, MaNaGER
411 EXCHANGE BUILDING. LOS
Douglas 367; home. J 1S94

ANGELES

W'asliiiigton fir.
The site
for the buildings will have to be cleared
by the contractor of trees, stumps, roots,

proprisals for the different buildings are
required.
The bids are to be opened in Wash-

etc.

ington on

gon pine or

The plumbing schedule

of 178 fixtures.
The kitchen equipment is to consist
of general cooking apparatus, including
boilers and stands, cook's work table,
pot sink, kitchen work tables, peeling
machine, range, range shelf, soup ketsteamers,
coflfee
and
tles, vegetable
water urns, vapor pipes, canopy, saucepan racks, vegetable sinks.

The

for necessary

specifications

December

4,

1911.

calls for a total

San Jose Y. M. C. A. Building
William Binder of San Jose

.Architect

has been selected to design the new
$100 OM Y. .M. C. -\. building to be
erected in the garden city and for which
funds have already been raised. The
structure will be Class .A and four stories
in

elec-

height.

plumbing

Ex-Mayor Phelan to Build
Former Mayor James D. Phelan of
San Francisco, vt-ill build a handsome

In addition to the formal proposal for
the various classes of work, alternate

country villa, Italian style, in the Los
Gatos foothills. .Architects William Curktt & Sons are preparing the plans.

tric

wiring and ligliting fixtures.

In

there

the
is

commanding
to

be

a

quarters

officers'

total

of

22

fixtures.

DEXTER BROTMERS^
ENGLISH SHINGLE STAINS

PETRIFAX

Are manufactured from pure English ground colors
and wood-preserving oils.

Fills
j

!

They hold
not

their Color.

Preserve the Shingle.

Do
I

Wash OB.

I

THESE MATERIALS CARRIED

IN

CEMENT COATING

the pores of cement, plaster, concrete or brick
and thoroughly water-proofs the surface.
Prevents Floors from
Gives a Uniform Color.
Washable Wall
Dusting.
Will not Oil Spot.
Finish.

STOCK

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

Write for Catalogs and Color Cards

Inc.
KIMBALL & CO.
SHERMAN
FRANCISCO
MARKET STREET
SAIN

Kearny 1783

S03

COATIING

CARBOINIZIING
The Preserver

of Iron

and Steel from Rust, Corrosion and Decay

Maautaclured exclusively by

The Qoheen Manufacturing: Company
Canton, Ohio, U.S.A.

San Francisco

Office

{Stock on Hand), 503 Market St.

Also Maaufacturers of Oalvaoum Palot tor aalvaalzed Iroa

SHERMAN KIMBALL &

CO.

Inc.
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BLOWER
& HEATING
CO.
(near
San Francisco

PACIFIC

3261 Seventeenth
specialist, in
1

oma

Zone ana

113

Street,

IVIission)

MOT

AIR M EATING

Furnaces tor Scnools, Theaters, Residences, Etc.

Paciric

CORD

SILVER LAKE A SASM

Avoid Sasli Cord Troiibles among your
clients by specifying SILVER LAKE A.
Write for Samples and our Guarantee
Certificati',

It

prot<^cts yovi.

DurnametssiafnPedoftevery/ooio/ourcord
PidrH ChsI AjMl, SWfORO PIUHWR. 149 Nfw

PKone

"West

SILVER LAKE COMPANY, boston, mass.

Montsofflcry St. San frinnsto. Cal.

7000

All "WorK Guaranteed

ALEX COLEMAN
PLUMBER

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

706 ELLIS STREET
Phone Oakland

17

1,

THE

CULiKE, Manager

KELLY COMPANY

F.

J.

A.

(incorporated)

MANTELS, GRATES

TILES

and

723-731 Seventh Street, Cor. Brush St.

Fire Sets. Andirons. Fenders and Portable
Baskets. Floor and U'all Tiling in
Oriirinal and Artistic Effects

OAKLAND, CAL.
ALL SllRVEY NOTES SAVED

MEAIBER OF TECHNICAL SOCIETY

SAINBORIN

Sz

CORIINSOIN

Successors to C. S. TILTON

Surveyors and
Phone Douglas 366 Home Phone C 2741

Civil Engineers
KEARNY ST., Charleston

251

ELECTRICAL WORK
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

HEATING

JOHN

G.

229 MINNA STREET
CHAS. PETERSON.

Room 406

PLUMBING

SUTTONSANCO.
FRANCISCO
CHAS. H. NELSON.

President
J.

V.

WESTERLUND.

CO.,
CONTRACTORS

CONCRETE

A rtitictal Stone

l\

'ork

Inc.

of all Ktnds

407 PINE
Builders Association

OFFICE:

Home CI 831

Vice-President

S.-cretary

PETERSON, NELSON &
Douglas 1113

.

SHEET METAL WORK

VENTILA TION

Phones:

Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET
Box 327

San Francisco, Cal.

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION

CO.

CONTRACTORS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
H.

Phones:

MORTE.NSON.

Pres.

t:HAS

(;.

OFFICE ano shops: CORNER
MissroN 5033— Home M 3916

When

1

MOKTENSON.

Nick Pres anij Mgh
9TH AND INDIANA STREETS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Way

By the
Some
Van Emon

Industrial

Elevator

Information Worth the While

Company

The Van Emon Elevator Company has
recently made some important changes in
the personnel of its staff which promise to
strengthen the corporation very materially.
It may be
stated that the company is
stronger financially than it has ever been.
B. C. Van Emon is no longer connected
with the corporation in any capacity. R. J.
Davis is the president and general manager
and the business has shown marked improvement since he assumed control of
affairs.

Mr. Davis recently returned from the
Northwest where he has reorganized the
company's branch offices at Seattle and
Portland.
At Vancouver the Canadian

Van Emon Elevator Company

regime was an installation of high speed
the
electric
passenger
elevators
in
Columbia hotel, Honeyman and Curtis,
architects.
The Canadian Company has
also taken a contract for a hotel for
W. C. Marshall at Vancouver, Hugh
Braunton, architect, and the Lim Bang
hotel and the stores of the David Spencer Company, Ltd., at Victoria.
E. C. Ekstromer, E. E. and M. E., who
is the vice-president and treasurer of the

Canadian company,

have

will

his

head-

quarters at 1309 Arcade Way, Seattle,
acting also as Northwest manager of the

The Portland
Rothchild building and

San Francisco company.
office
in
is

is

at

205

George A. Russell as
One
for the State of Oregon.
of the finest elevator installations in
Portland is to be found in the Commercial Club building,
where Van Emon
high duty cars equipped with new controllers are in operation.
charge of

manager

has been

J. H. CoUis, vice-president and E. C. Ekstromer, treasurer and
manager. Offices have been opened in
the Pacific building and one of the first
contracts to be taken under the new

incorporated with
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Golden Gate Brick Co.'s Washed Gravel^Natural Size
Gravel, an absolutely clean gravel, is fast taking the place of the crushed rock and sand
It is much cheaper, easier to mix and saves handling, and many arch itccts
you can obtain a better job of c-increte. A sample will convince you tha t the
F. Pratt. Mgr.. 660 Marke tSt.,
above statements are correct. The
BRICK CO.,
San F rancisco.ship Sand. Gravel and Rock from fifteen different pits in nine counties in this £State.
ur

Washed

mixti. re for concrete work.
and e ngineers contend that

GOLDEN GATE

C

The

ArcJiitcct

MacKenzie Roof Co.

and Ens:inccr
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THE ROEBLING
CONSTRUCTION CO.?

[Civfackenje?!

System of FIRE

PROOFING

and

EXPANDED
METAL LATH

15th St.. OaKland
425Phone
OaKland 3461

mW
Made

In

INDUSTRY
San

Francisco

Recent contracts taken in San Francisco and vicinity by the Van Emon

EXPANDED
lath

metal
manufactured

company

in rolls

ISO' long. 25"

are

O'SuIlivan

the

building.

Houghton

Western

Pacific

Estate

Sawyer, architect;
Butler Estate building, Reid Bros, architects; Wcllnian Estate building, Julius
Krafft & Son, arcliitccts; Charles Warren
Welsh estate building. N. W. Sexton,
architect; Grace S. Hall building, William
H. Weeks, architect, hydraulic
elevator for the Varsity creamery at
Berkeley and a large freight elevator
with a capacity of 10,000 pounds, for the
railroad

company

and Zi* wide, or sheets
if desired, plain, paint
ed or galvanized.
Crimped metal lath
and »vire lath for exterior plastering.
Everything in the lath line for architect, owner,
plasterer and lather.
Information, prices and samples cheerfully given

OFFICES: Nos. 623426 CROCKER BLDG.

SAIN RRAINCISCO

at

Phones— Home C-4312; Kearny 2222

Sacramento.

Waterproofing for

Two

Big Municipal

Buildings

The concrete work

and Works, l.Sl Potrcro Ave.
Branch Office. 54 Pine Street

Office

John T-. Fox
Waterproofing Compound has been used
in this as well as other substantial San
of interest to note that the

San h'rancisco's
temnorarv city hall has been practically
finished by Kcatinge & Son and they
have done a good job in record time.
The structure looms up well and when
finished will be an ornament to the upper
Market street section iif the city. It is
in

Francisco structures, including the

new

Olympic Club, from plans by Architects
Faff and Bauer. The new Oakland city
will

hall

Fe

.ilso

be

waterproofed by Mr.

..

Telephones: Market

932— Market

92,^

Branches

Douglas 1358

— Portland,

Seattle.

Los Angeles

&

NASON SAN FRANCISCO
CO.
R.ANDN.
PAINT MAKERS
OIL

Nason's Perfect Liquid Faints for Lasting Work; Durable Graphite Plumbago Paint for Iron Work; Opaque
& Nolan Co.'s
Flat Finish White for White Interiors: Giant Stain Paint for Preventing Dampness;
Architectural Varni'^hos for Lu-^tff; Ok! Monrish Finishes for Flat Stain Effect.

Tamm
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EMERY & COMPANY,

SMITH.

Inc.

INSPECTING AND TESTING ENGINEERS

AND CHEMISTS
051

HOWARD STREET

>E\* >ORI>;

W

C'.Cfei

rr~r-

STEEL, CEME^NT
REPRESEVTED
PIEBLO

«^N DIEGO
"
CHICAGO

-

lid alter
.ations cs.'

BIRMINGHAM
MONTREAL

PITTSBURG

GLASGOU

WE HAVE MOVED
to 121

rci-^i:nz often in

being ased. and nr.:
r.iige being taken in the sale
is. op to the present time no reiEr

SECOND ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

aerials

;

AT

PHILADELPHIA

;-:;' Works Harrr:
-.vays been senerallv
"c!o5e<! shop" prin-

:.:.ci~gi.

LOs ANGELES

l>SPECTORS OR

IROxN,
SEATTLE
"

LOS ANGELES STREET

2^5 SO.

5\S FR^SCISaJO

ioT ieeminglj' nnjnst interference see::.;
to have been discoveredOne particolar case where competition
has been stifled by the refusal of
many branches of union affiliations to
allow the goods to be installed in : city, is that of the Llewllyn Iron Wc: /.r
of Los Angeles, who. through the asvantages of their "open shop." are manufacturing a reasonably priced and efficient elevator, with the restdt that they
are readily specified in not only the
Soathem pan of California but also in
Portland and Seaule. but np to the
present time only one of them has been
installed in San Francisco, and this was
done only after great difficulty had been
experienced due to the objection of the
different union bodies working on the

CALIFORNIA PHOTO
Company

Engraving
PHOSES-SLTTER

789:

HO«E.

J

2705

building.

While

this is exceedingly

hard on

r'-

masunfactorers. it is equally as hard
the owner who has the right of a :rci
citizen to spend his money where he sees
he defit. besides receiving the article
sires, and deems best; while the architect should have the same privilege of
specifying the material that his judgment
calls for. regardless of the fact of its
bearing the union label or not.

Monmncnt

to

Cohnnbos

The San Francisco School

of Tech-

Design ("Italiae Polytechnicum").
through the medium of its director. Prof.
C. O- Sbrana, heading a list with a contribution of one himdred dollars, has

nical

subscription
the ""Columbus Monumental
Fund" for the erection in Golden Gate
or Lincoln Park, of an imposing monument in perpetual veneration of Chrisinstituted a general public

known

as

FALLS "A"

UNDERWRITERS

LABELED

FIRE

DOOR HARDWARE
POST BASES

POST CAPS
JOIST

HANGERS

FALLS MANUFACTURING CO,
SAS FRAKGiSCO
31] FiBST SlnEET
PHONES SLT^EB BS-t MOVE J 3«'6
UAOe MERE—O.N THE PACIFIC CO»ST

topher Columbus.
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Robert W. Hunt

JNO.

J.

Cone

Jas. c.

ROBERT W. HUNT &
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hallsted

0.

W. MCNAUGHER

CO., Engineers

BUREAU OF INSPECTIONS, TESTS AND CONSULTATIONS
NEW YORK

LONDON

CHICAGO

418

PITTSBURG

MONTGOMERY

ST.,

ST. LOUIS

MONTREAL

MEXICO CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

Inspection of Ralls and Fastenlnes, Cars. Locomotives. Pipes, Bridees, Buildings, Etc.

CEMENT TESTING AND INSPECTION
Reports

and

Estimates

on

Properties

and

Processes

Are Making a Waterproof Cement
Tin- Blanc Sl.Tiiilcss Cement Cnmpany

now also turning
out white Portland cement waterproofed
with
"Toxement."
The material is
handled in San Krancisco by Messrs.
Levensaler & Preston. 519 California
of Alleiitown. Pa., are

THE STANDARD
SUPPLY CO.

The following announcement is
made by the Company:
Owing to the many rec|uests we have
received for a perfect waterproofing we
street.

Building IVIaterials
Agents for NEPHI

are pleased to announce that by special
agreement with Messrs. Toch Brothers

New York

manufacturers of
"Toxement," patented, we are prepared
to furnish "Blanc" White Portland cement waterproofed with "Toxement,"
patented, to order, which material has
been used with success in local trade.
These two admirable products will be
incorporated under our supervision with
the full benefit of our joint experience.
The Blanc Stainless Cement Company's works are in Allentnwn, Pa.,
where this waterproofed cement will be
produced under the special supervision
of our technical and research departments.
of

Our

distributing agencies in all the
principal cities of the U. S. and Canada
for the sale of our White Portland Cement "Blanc" will be very pleased to
furnish prices or other information you
may desire, but for technical information
we would request you to address our

—

HARDWALL PLASTER

City,

—

Oakland,

California

AM[RICAN ROTARY VALVE CO.
(Morehead Vaaium Cleanin; System

Complete Stationary Vacuum Cleaning
Plants for Hotels, Office Buildings,
Theaters, Apartment Houses,

Schools and Residences

r02 BALBOA BUILDIING
Phone Sutter 607

SAN FRAMCISCO

honu' office

SCAGLIOLA
is more durable:
beautiful; is 759! cheaper in
cost; is installed in the handsomest
bank buildings in the country; is what
you should have. // you are going to

Is

better than marble;

is

more

build, investigate

W.

H. Henning

General

Contractors

FROM THE

California Scagiiola
68 ClARA SIRfET,

Burke

HENNING k BURKE

SCAGLIOLA.

INIJUIHK

J. J.

Phone Douglas 2298

Company

SAN fRANCISCO

When

Room

242 Ru53 Bldg.

writinR to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HARDWOOD
PANELS

and

EDW.

r.

NIEMAUS & CO.,

Between Fourth and

SAIN

BRANCH YARDS

Fifth Sts.

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

TRACY CAL

1

maYFIELD

]

Inc.

548 TO 570 BRANNAN STREET

DL.„...r=
PHONES

CAL.

i

J

LUMBER EX 30
MARKET 1485
.

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS

IN

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

LUMBER

Large Timbers and Special
Main Yard on

17th

Bills to

SOUTHERN

and De Haro Streets

Order

PACIFIC.

Kiln Dried

WESTERN

PACIFIC.

SANTA FE

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

::

::

Oregon Pine Finish

STRABLE MANUFACTURING CO.
HARDWOOD FLOORING
AND LUMB ER
MANUFACTURERS OF

"TOFCO BRAND"
Quartered and Plain
OFFICE AND y«hds.

Sawn White and Red Oak

FIRST ST.,

Flooring.

Bet. Washington and Clay,

Has No Equal.

OAKLAND, CAL.

NATOMAS ROCn
A CRUSHED ROCK

that is absolutely free of sand, clay or otKer foreign matter, very hard and very tough, without flaw or seam. Unequaled
Inquiries and trial orders solicited.
for concrete or macadam work.

Natomas Consolidated

of California,

RocK CrvisKing Department,
701 Peoples Savings

Bank BIdg.. 8ih and "J"

When

Sts.,

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Building

&

Firm

Branches Out

building material
and seek business
town is the firm of

of the latest
houses to branch out

outside

WALTER HOUGH

Material

One

Telephone. Kearny 1783

119

COMPANY

INCORPORATED

Building Construction

native

its

& Rosenburg of Hayward.
In business for the past seven years, the
firm has prospered and in broadening
its field it proposes to carry out the same
principles that contributed largely to its
Kavanaugh

success in

Hayward and immediate

vicin-

namely, prompt service and fair
dealings with all its customers, whether
large or small.
Branch offices have been established in
the Pacific building in San Francisco and
in the Commercial building in Oakland.
ity,

503 MARKET STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

kinds
building material
of
are
handled, including cement, lime, rock,
sand and gravel, brick and lumber. Particular attention will be paid orders in
the Bay cities and towns, the firm's territory extending as far north as Sacramento and as far south as Fresno.
All

ARCHITECTS!
You have

been having trouble with
Concrete Work We
can prevent this with Master Build=
ers Concrete Filler. Master Builders Filler will waterproof Concrete and
make a surface hard as iron. Does not
absorb oil, is used largely for floors
with heavy wear: expense nominal.

Dry Bonds

in all

Write for particulars.

The MasterBuildersCompany
1054 Monadnock BIdg.

25 Broad Street

San Francisco

New York

MADE

IN

Contract for Willows City Hall
Jensen, contractors of Willows and iVIerced, have been awarded the
contract for the erection of the city hall
Willows, from plans by Architect
at
Russell of San Francisco. They will do

Graham &

work for $24,900,
third highest bid.

the

which

was

CALIFORNIA

The Hoist that Saves Money
A Batch

a Minute^

Land as High as they Build
No Scaffolding Just Track

WALLACE CONCRETE MACHINERY
-AGKNTSMCHY

LILLEY-THURSTON CO.. SAN FBANCISCO

A.

SMITH-SOOTH-USHER

CALDWELL MCHY. Co

CO., los •ncclcs

When

R WILLIAMS

.

CO., VANCOUVER.

B. c.

scattlc. tacom*. Spokane, koxtla
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WORDEN-MEEKER VARNISH CO.
Products of Uniform Quality

DG

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, STAINS
EGG SMELL FINISH
II
341

A

Flat

Varnish Not Requiriis

!l^

OAKLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

ArchiUcls tcill find our
Line Une^ualUd

p. p.

Rubbing

CLAY STREET,

MOORE

G. D.

BOYD

Boyd & Moore
HYDREX WATERPROOFING SYSTEM. ENAMELED BRICK. "tABOR"
REVERSIBLE SASH FIXTURES iSEE PAGE ISIL "VAN KANNEL"
REVOLVING DOORS. •ENUPHYL' ORNAMENTAL BRONZE.
"CROSS" HORIZONTAL FOLDING DOORS
"CROSS" COUNTER-BALANCE FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS
"ENERGY" DUMB WAITERS.
"H. &. C." METAL LOCKERS.

356 Market
E. F.

SAN FRANCISCO

Street

W. M. WILLIAMS

HENDERSON

CHAS. WILLIAMS

Williams Bros. <& Henderson
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
351 MONADNOCK BUILDING
phones: KEARNY 2401

SAN FRANCISCO

J-2401

ADVISORY ENGINEER

FREDERICK

J.

AMWEG

ana

MANAGER OF BUILDING OPERATIONS.

CIVIL ENGINEER
MEM. AM SOC. C. E.

BUILDER OF
KERN COUNTY COURT
HOUSE. BAKERSFIELD.

700-705 MARSDON BLD6.

When

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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Interior Decoration by
1370 Sutter Street, San Francisco

Reid Bros., Architects.

WOCKER, DECORATOR,

'^!d

Top

fine pinewood drawing board, 35x48 inches, hinged
Can be slid out beyond front of
sliding frame.

i^ble and held at convenient angles. Workmanship
and finish of highest quality.
Our complete catalogue on request.

KEUFFEL&ESSERCO.ofNewYork
48-50

SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

^^^ We Make BLUE PRINTS
Make

inquiry

BLUXOIVIE

ANYWHERE

as to

the reputation of

& CO., 532 Monadnock Building, San

Francisco, for high class workmanship and fair dealing in plain or Reinforced Concrete Construction.

Producers

ol

Clean,

Fresh-Waler

GRAVEL
AND

SAND

Grant Gravel

Company

QUALITIES

"GRADED"

"CRUSHED"
"ROOFING"
"TOPPING"

OFFICES

WILLIAMS BUILDIING

Plants at Eliot, near Pleasanton

and Healdsburg

W
3cl

CAPACITY, 3000 TONS PER DAY

P"^—
1

S^ofe';-

and Mission
'""

Sts.

San Francisco

Arcliitcct

Till'

A
When

San Francisco,

enters your mind:

"But they don't heat
well.
They eat up all the oxygen in the
room and when you turn the burner off,
the room becomes cold and damp almost
immediately." Just so with the ordinary
gas grate but not so with the pure air
logs and gas burners manufactured and
sold on the Pacific Coast by the Mc-

& Cooper Manufacturing ComThis company has its own factory
in Oakland, while its main office is in
the Sheldon building in San Francisco.
The burners are on exhibition at the
show rooms of the Metropolitan Light
and Power Company, 424 Sutter street.
George

pany.

Geary Street
(Room 10), also at the Oakland Gas Light
and Heat Company's Oakland, .\lameda
and Berkeley offices. It is claimed that
there is absolutely no odor or moisture
about the McGeorge & Cooper grates,
Francisco,

and

16

Some

exceptional testimonials have been
by architects, physicians and
others.
The following arc examples:

given

San Francisco, June

Mav

18, 1910.

McGeorge & Cooper,

Messrs.

16 Geary Street, San Francisco,
Gentlemen: The Pure .'\ir Gas Logs
and Burners installed in my residence,
2751 Clay Street, has proven satisfactory
in every respect.
There is absolutely no
r)dor or moisture, and a great saving of

gas for amount of heat.
Your gas logs
were to replace two gas grates of Eastern
manufacture, which I found impossible
to use on account of their noxious fumes
and sweating,
J.

San Francisco,

Cal.,

Steinhart.

June

16, 1910.

McGeorge & Cooper,

Messrs.

16 Geary Street, San Francisco,
Gentlemen: In reply to your request
for my opinion on your Pure Air Gas

Logs,

take pleasure in stating that I
I
well pleased with the results obtained
and consider them the best of any that I
have ever used. I find them attractive
in appearance, efficient and entirely free
from the odor of unconsumed gas.

am

Yours very truly,
C. O. Clausen, Architect.

14, 1910.

McGeorge & Cooper,

Messrs.
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Successful Gas Grate

you

talk of using gas grates for
heating purposes the thought invarialily

San

and

16 Geary Street.

Gentlemen: After a thorough test of
your Pure Air Gas Burner and Log I
am satisfied it is the most perfect system
of heating by gas on the market.
I
could not detect the least odor of gases,
and it is absolutely free from moisture
and sweating, so common in all other
gas grates, and am pleased to specify
them in all work where gas grates are
required.

BINGLEY
PHOTO
ENGRAVER
Half Tones. Zinc Etchings. Designing. Color Plates

573 MISSION ST.
NE«R SECOND

SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNI*

Telephones: Douglas 3904, Home

)

4352

Albert Farr.

THE ORIGINAL

BAY STATE BRICK! CEMENT COATING
a perfect coating for concrete, stucco or brick. It will protect concrete, brick or stucco
against disintegration or hair cracking from moisture, give it any shade desired, can be
used as a finishing coat instead of plaster on concrete walls, is applicable also to interior
woodwork and for interior decoration, has been endorsed by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters as a (ire retarder and will therefore lessen your insurance rate. It does
not destroy the distinctive texture of concrete. Will not drop off when applied above
is

delicate machinery.

WADSWORTM HOWLAMD &

CO.,

Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders
82-83

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

DISTRIBUTING .AGENTS: Hiram W. W.ahsworth. Chamber o( Commerce Buildinir. Pasadena
Cal
TiMMS. Crkss & Co.. Portland. Ore.: F. T. Crowe & Co.. Spokane, Seattle. Tacoma. Wash.;
:

K.

-N

.

N.TSon

v\;

Lfi..

San l-rancisco. Cal

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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WESTERN MADE FOR

TRADE

^^ESTERl^'

FULLER'S WASHABLE WALL FINISH
READY FOR USE
Attractive = Sanitary = Washable
Soft tone, dull glaze finish. Adapted for tinting and finishing
interior walls of e\er_\ desjription. W ash able W all Finish is the
result of expert knowledge and e\hausti\e experiments to produce a wall finish that would dry with a water color effect and be
sanitary, washable and durable :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

A

FULLER'S WASHABLE WALL FINISH
meets the discriminating demand for a finish with a firm, hard
surface that will not crack, crumble nor rub off like a kalsomlne
wash invariabl> does. It is furnished in ser\iceable and satisfving
shades. Color Cards on application and also a list of buildings on
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
which this decorative specialty has been used
:

MANUFACTURED BY W.

P.

FULLER &

CO.

TME ORIGINAL

Interlocking Rubber Tiling
OTHERS ARE IMITATIONS

ALL

i^ip

Guaranttt«d
Odorless
Noiseless
Sanitary
Non-Slippery
TWENTi' YEARS
PUces

Experience
AL-C'ie

the

Plaae o;

of Msnufacturioff

OL R

TILING

E-xp«niacat

More

Durable Than
Marble or Mosaic

H-ndreij

NEW YORK

First

i:

exactiiif.

Correspondeace so-

licited

PHILADELPHIA

120.131

When

most

Belting and Packing

CHICAGO

Eants Are I'stne

.Vny combinatiOQ of colors or desifn.
to harmoaize with intenor decontioBS.
cxn be nude to suit the tistc of the

tf^hift

New York

ct

ST LOUIS

Street.

BUFFALO

Co.,

SPOKANE

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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PORTLAND

The Architect and
Ceresit Waterproofing.
Ceresit W'atrrprnnfiHK Compaiiv,
which is represented on the Coast bv
Parrott & Company, have just issncd
an attractive pamphlet calling attention
to some of the many important structures in this country and abroad that

The

have

been waterproofed with Ceresit.
The cover bears a unique design indicating that Ceresit won the grand prize
at

recent Brussels exposition, also
gold medals at the 1909 World's

the

five

fair,
.\mong the illustrations is a cut
showing the Ceresit water pavilion at

the Brussels exposition. The pavilion is
constructed of concrete 4 1-2 inches
thick and the waterproofing is accomplished by incorporating Ceresit in a
cement mortar coat three-quarters of an
inch thick and applied to the outside of
the concrete walls.
giant fountain
.V
throws 15,000 gallons of water per hour
over this pavilion.
Ceresit is manufactured in Chicago,
and sold at a comparatively low price.
It is a cream white paste of about the
consistency of butter. In use the paste
is simply added
to the water used in
mixing mortar
or
concrete.
Ceresit
penetrates with the water to all larts of
the concrete or mortar and assures a
permanent water and datnp-proof job.
For structures of any material brick,
stone, concrete or tile
a coating of cement mortar waterproofed with Ceresit
will render them thoroughly water and
damp-proof.
When new structures are to be built of
concrete they may be made waterproof
throughout without necessity for any
extra coating bv using Ceresit in the
water with which the concrete is mixed,
thus rendering the entire structure water

—

—

and

damp-proof

throughout

its

entire

mass.

Supplied Seats for Los Angeles Orpheum
Theatre.
The sealing in the new Orpheum
theatre. Los Angeles, the recent opening
of which was so generally attended, is
cited as an example of the latest improvements and developments in the use
of opera chairs to round out the architectural

monize

spirit

of a theatre and to harwith the order of archi-

in details

tecture employed.

The development in theatre seating has
been steady, and highly paid experts arc
constantly at work to keep the iinprovemcnts in opera chairs on a par with the
improvements which are so constantly
made in other kinds of furniture.
The chairs in the Los Angeles Orpheum were installed by C. F. Weber &
Co., who are congratulating themselves
on the comfortable fit and harmonious
appearance of the chairs. They are freauently exhibiting new styles of theatre
chairs at their show rooms, 512 South

Riii^ineer
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Los

I'roadway,

Angeles, and 365-367
Francisco, Cal.

.Market street, San

About the

Rabbitt

Fire
and
Proof Partition.

Vermin

H. G. Clinton, of 34 Ellis street, San
Francisco, who renrcsents the Rabbitt
h'ire and Vermin Proof
Partition, has
llie following to say regarding its merits:
It is a solid partition 2f4 inches thick,
made of wood and hardvvall plaster, or
wood and lime mortar with 1-5 cement.
The plaster or cement entirely surrounds the wood, preventing combustion
by keeping the air or oxygen away from
the wood. Rabbitt partitions have stood
without injury either by fire or water, in
fires that drew the plaster from adjoining brick walls, also in fires that cracked
channel iron partitions and again in fires
that burned the metal lath and plaster

from hollow steel partitions.
Underwriters failing to injure
or

fire

water,

give

the

it

channel iron.
Building
Inspectors'
specify
call

it

it

with

rating

of

Departments

fireproof construction, and
superior to channel iron.
as

it

.'\rcbitects

say

it

is

combustible and

the best fireproof partition on the market,
being also smoke and sound proof and

very

rigid.

Owners say no one should

build without first examining the merits of the
Rabbitt fireproof partition.
Especially in buildings that are not
otherwise fireproof this partition should
be used, such as frame school houses,
dwellings with sleeping
hospitals and
rooms, above the first floor, as fires cannot get to upper floors through this partition.

Stairways, elevator shafts and light
create a draft that spreads fires,
and also prevent occupants getting
down. If these openings were encased
with Rabbitt partitions they could not
l)urn, even if soaked with coal oil.
In all frame buildings where there arc
many persons, as in factories, hospitals,
schoolhouses. etc., there should be some
absolutely fireproof partitions to check
the spread of fire, the ordinary partitions
add so much fuel, and help to carry the
wells

fire

from

floor to floor.

Rabbitt partitions are especially valuable in kitchens and bathrooms, and in
hotels and apartments, as bugs, mice or
rats cannot breed in it or get into or

through

it.

use in many office buildings as
a space saver, as four partitions only take
in
ten inches,
place of twenty-three
inches, as hollow stud partitions do, and
It

is

in

on business property where land is valuable, it ineans saving money.
Yet with all these good points, the
Rabbitt partition costs little, if any more
than the cheapest flimsiest 2x4 firetrap
constructions.
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Tlic Architect

SiccI

Frame

of

Capwcll Department Store Building,
C. W. Dickey, Architect

The Judson Manufacturing Company
F any one

Industry
has any doubt as to the

Judson Manufacturing Company's

Oakland,

California

a

Home

I
'

and Engineer

CONTRACTORS

facil-

ities for turning
out large orders of
structural steel, cast iron and reinforcing
bars, he should visit the company's big
plant in Emeryville, Oakland. Here he
will find a plant second to none on the
Coast, employing more than 500 skilled
mechanics, and occupying a series of
buildings that cover several city blocks.
Equipped with the most modern machinery and enjoying the best of railroad and
water transoortation facilities, the Judson Company is in a position to take
care of any order in its line and guarantee the customer a satisfactory product
and prompt delivery.
Just now the company is busy filling
one of the large structural steel contracts ever awarded to a Coast manufactory the steel for the new Oakland

SAVE YOU MONEY!

TKis Machine will

The Stipe Floor Surfacer
Maple,

Oak and

for Surfacing Pine,

other Floors.

—

There will be something more
than 35.000 tons in the building. This
steel will be shipped here from the east
city hall.

for fabrication in the local yards.

The same companj^

supplied the struc-

Capwell department
store building in Oakland, a photograph
of which accompanies this article.
This
building is four stories and as will be
seen by glancing at the picture, the steel
is
of an exceptionally heavy character
and is made sufficiently strong to carry
tural

steel

additional

for the

stories

if

it

is

deemed

ex-

pedient to add them later on. The total
tonnage is about 850 tons for the job.

J0H9sl M.

REYNOLDS

Sales

1201 Devisadero

St..

Agent

San Francisco

p^^^^

West 6427
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Jiulsoii Iron

Works

is
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28 years old

and was established by the man whose
name it still bears. For a number of years
H. E. Bothiii has been the guidinpr spirit
and he has been ably assisted by a corps
of well known men who arc familiar with
the steel and iron industry.

Since reinforced concrete became so
popular the company has specialized in
reinforcing materials. Both plain and
twisted steel and iron bars are manufactured in sizes varying from threeeighths of an inch to one and one-fourth
inches round and 30 feet long. Shipments are made to any point on the
Coast.

An Opportunity
it

is

close

is

time to stock up with

at hand
fuel for

stove.
There is no
the open grate than
eucalyptus which is sold by most of the
dealers in San Francisco and vicinity for
$15 a cord. Mr. Locke of The Locke
Foundation Company, Crocker building,
San Francisco, has about 600 cords of
this wood on hand and to get it off his
hands quickly will sell it for $10.50 per
cord.
This means cut and delivered to
any point within SO miles of San Francisco.
The wood at present is in four
foot lengths but will be cut any size
without additional charge.

the fireplace
better wood

and

of

Public

Works

Eugene B. Cushing has been appointed
Inspector of Public Works of Los Angeles, with a salary of $3600 per year.
Mr. Cushing will have general supervision of all public work such as the
board of public works may direct, including street work, garbage collection, etc.
During the last two years, in which he
has been a resident of Los Angeles, Mr.
Cushing has been a silent partner in the

Edw. D. Silent & Co.
Previously Mr. Cushing had extensive
experience in street improvement work,
and was for three years general manager
real estate firm of

Factor in

Re-

San Francisco

When San
built,

Francisco was rewas the white

Satinette

enamel moft extensively used.

for

Inspector

BIG

building

Buy Wood Cheap

to

The winter season
and

A

Satinette was used in the fine
office buildings,

hotels

dences throughout the

and

resi-

city.

Satinette was used because it
had been proved the one perfect

white enamel.
Satinette was used because

it

the one white enamel which
will not turn yellow.
is

Satinette was used because

very easy working, and
tremely durable.
is

it

ex-

Satinette was used because it
can be washed with hot and cold
water without destroying the
finish.

Satinette should be specified

by every architedl

—

it

will insure

lasting, satisfactory results.

of the Independent Asphalt Association
of New York.

W. p.
Steel

Arch

for

Modesto

The competitive design
Bern.ard
building,

Joseph,

First

Architect
National Bank
of

San Francisco, for a structural
steel arch for Modesto, has been accepted by the Business Men's Association of
that city, and as soon as working drawings are completed a contract will be let
for furnishing
and erecting the arch.
The structure will rest on two massive
brick piers finished to represent stone.
The style of architecture is French
renaissance and the cost is estimated at
$1,825.

FULLER & COMPANY

Distributors for the Pacific

Coast and Hawaiian Islands

STANDARD VARNISH WORKS
Sole licensee for Satinette
in

New York

America
Chicago

London

The
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Apartment
Hotel
Tork ard

UrkiB

Streeti

San Fraocisco

Trimmed
Throughout
Kith

Reading

Hardware

i'aiXXeSxi&^.

Sin FrsnciiCO

1^ CC^5C«JlTT^

"OWE

A-3:»S

DISTRIBLTORS

Rust=resisting

—Anti=corrosive

*».''l'll:TAI>»^
Black and Galvanized Sheets
under cosdiuoDS thzx. destroy iron and
Durability, Ductility and Price considered it is the
logical material for nx>fing, siding and all formed products.
will resist corrosioa

steeL

H'riSe/nT

Sam f la.

CARRIED

IN

Prices

STOCK

and "CsrrssfM Te»« Beat"
IN

SAN FRANCISCO BV

The Berger Manufacturing Company
OF CALIFORNIA
I

l2i>-j;-24-i6

Mission Street

San Francisco. Cal.

When

320 San Fernando Building
Los Angeles, Cal.

vritiia^ :o Advc;tiscr> {vle&se saeaaioa this

Ma garinT e-

77)1'

Robert

W. Hunt Made

Arcltllcct

America's First

ami

Eiigiiici
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j"~

Steel Rails.

The following article complimentar)' to
W. Munt Company. clH-ni!-;ts

the Rohert

and inspectors of structnral
materials,
with branch offices in all the leading
cities, is from the Commercial Chronicle
of Chicago.
Mr. Hunt, by the way, will
be in San Francisco in October to attend
the annual convention of the ".American
Institution of Mining Engineers":
Rmincnt in many departments of industry, absolutely pre-eminent in others.

^_jtt.

'^^Btf^aKH^^fl

k

Chicago's dominance still continues to
expand. For years no (|uestion has been
raised as to its centralily in the manufacture of palace cars and harvesting maretail and
its mercantile
chinery, and

wholesale establishment vie with Packingtown and its extensive plants as cardinal factors in the city's supremacy.
In Robert VV.

Hunt & Company, how-

ever, Chicago finds itself possessed of an
institution which holds sway over a field
Chicago has not been accustomed to

command.
The business

Company

Wizard Refrigerating Machine
SELF-CONTAINED

1',.,

4-TONS

2',,

For HotL'ls. Restaurants, Department
Stores, Ateat Markets, Creameries
Dairies.

and

The Most Compact and Satisfactory
of

Hunt &
railway ma-

Robert \V.

the inspection of
terials, such as rails, cars, engines and
every .American
Practically
the like.
railway is a patron of the company, and
it has been said that the Hunt corps of
experts inspects over 75 per cent of the
rails purchased by these corporations.
The company also makes a specialty
of testing engines and boilers, particuis

TME

in
city
waterworks, and at one
time or another has been retained for
this purpose by the cities of Chicago, St.
Paul and Buffalo.
Equally significant is the importance
this concern has come to have in the
money market. Its reports on industrial propositions are often sought, and
so accurate is the work
of
the Hunt

Small kefrigeratinj; Outlit Made.
Information and Estimates Chcerfull.\

Furni.slicd

Upon Application.

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY CO.
OflUMM AND SACR4IVIENT0

STS..

SAN fflANCISCO. CAL.

larly

forces that these reports are always ac-

cepted w'ithout duestion as a basis for
reorganizations or issues of bonds.
In the export trade Robert \V. Hunt
& Company have a lixed place and
have Come to be indispensable aids to
foreign purchasers in the .American steel
and machinery market.
In supervising
the proper
filling
of these contracts,
which cover engines, bridges, cars and
railway materials, the name of the Hunt
company has come to be as well known
abroad as at home.

The comnany's

laboratories also offer
the best facilities for the assay of ores,
the analysis of metals, paints, oils and
the like, and for the physical testing of
all materials.
Such an immensity in operation necessarily implies
the existence of some
master mind, of which the present organization is the master work. The man
in this case is Robert W. Hunt himself.
His personal career is a long succession
of triumphs in .\nierican metallurgy, .ind

COMPETITION
Approved by the Standing Committee on
Competition of the American
Institute of Architects

The Public Auditorium Com=
mission of Portland, Ore., invites
Architects of experience and in

good standing to compete for a
PublicAuditorium to cost $450,000.
For information address:

ELLIS
Professional

Chamber

of

F.

LAWRENCE

Adviser,

1019=1021

Commerce

Portland, Oregon.

Building,
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DOOR HANGER

you

essential points:

THE JOHNS HANGER

,'

1

h^4oe;r

comes to specifying a

Permanency, Smooth Action,
Absence of Noise, Economy

"1
1.

it

must take into consideration these

PARTIH Pl»-i

:

1

or"o

Embodies all of these Features. Used in
Hundreds of Hotels, Apartment Houses,
Flats and Residences and giving Satisfaction

Strictly a California Product

The Johns Hanger Mfg. Co.
832-838 Folsom

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WHAT

IS MORE TROUBLESOME THAN
TO PACK RADIATOR VALVES

never seem
YOU
there
no

to have the ripht size packinif. Because
active rod travel through the stutting box the
and gets hard, and the valves leak more or
opened or closed.
is

packing
less

when

s<^ls

PALMETTO TWIST
can be unstranded and any si/e valve packed from one spool.
its all asbestos.
Does not uet hard — beIt cannot burn
cause a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.
Use PALMETTO TWIST on all the valves, and you
will not have to repack so often.
We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove thl^.

—

H. N.

COOK BELTING
317-319

Howard

CO.

Street

CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO

Plain and Ornamental

PLASTER Work
BY

QlaUagl^an
$c

_J
Interior of

Banking Room, London Paris National Bank, San Francisco
Albert Pissis. Architect

\\'lien

MmHtn
334 TentK Street

SAN FRANCISCO,
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probably no man in tbe world today is
better qualified to talk steel to steel me!i,
or eiigiiieeriiiK to eiiKinecrs,

man who

directed

the

the first commercially
the United States.

than

this

manufacture of
rolled

steel

rails

in

Mr. Hunt's affiliations extend abroad,
.American Institute of Mining Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and the Western Society of
Engineers. He is also a member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, and
was the secretary of that society's committee when it designed and recommended the rail sections long statidard among

United States railways.
Mr. Hunt's affiliations extend abroad,
and he is a member of tlie Institution
of Civil
Engineers of England, the
Institution
of
Mechanical
Engineers
of England, and the Iron & Steel Institute of England.
Born in Pennsylvania, Robert W.

Hunt first entered the industry in a
practical way in
the rolling mills at
Pottsville, where he learned puddling,
heating, rolling and other basic principles.
Later he studied analytical chemistry in Philadelphia.
At the outbreak
of the Civil War he enlisted in the Pennsylvania volunteers and became captain
in command of Camp Curtin at Harrisburg.
At the close of the war he came west
as superintendent of the Cambria Iron

Works'

experimental

Bessemer

pioneer institution
wliose eminence
ushers the citv into leadership in an important national field. With the launching of Gary and the general concentrating of industrial lines in the West, the
significance of this is boundless.
a

White Brothers New Stock List.
White Brothers, the pioneer hardwood
lumber house of this city, have just issued their semi-annual stock list. This
list shows the amounts of each kind of
lumber dry and on stick at their yards
at San Francisco, and their
sawmill at
I'etaluma.

The

remarkable, inasmuch as it
the largest stock of general
hardwoods W'est of Chicago. The variety of woods is greater than that carried by any hardwood dealer outside of
New York, and covers the entire field
of hardwood.
The requirements of the
Pacific Coast market call for at least
one complete stock of hardw-oods and
White Brothers are recognized from
Cape Nome to Panama as the headquarters for anything in that line.
White Brothers' stock list is interspersed with cuts showing exterior and
interior views of their building, etc., and
the latter half of tlie book is given up to
a list of sizes and
prices of the well
known "Wybro Brand" veneered panels,
of which make White Brothers are the
Pacific Coast distributors.
list

is

represents

steel

Personal

plant at Wyandotte, Mich., thus forming
a connection with the develonment of
Bessemer steel from the very outset.
This Wyandotte plant was the
first
Bessemer steel plant in America.
In
1866 Mr. Hunt returned to the works
of the Cambria Iron Company at Johnstown, Pa., where he remained for seven
years. For the next fifteen years he was
associated
with
John A. Griswold &

known

Company, and
Troy

two months'

tion, the

their succeeding corporaIron Company, at
Steel

&

Troy. K. Y.
In 1888 Mr. Hunt organized Robert W.
Hunt & Company, having at present as
his colleagues John T. Cone. James C.
Hallsted and D. W. McNaugher. It
may be interesting to know that the

Hunt

specifications for steel rails are still
basis upon which the various accepted specifications are based.
In view of the career of Robert W.
Hunt and of the company which he has
created Chicago finds itself possessed of

the

WILLIS

A.
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Architect S. B. Zimmer,
for several
years located at El Centro. has moved to
San Diego, where his address is 3548

Mr. Zimmer was a wellarchitect in Oakland before seeking a climate in the Imperial Valley more
favorable to his health.
W'illiam Mooser. president of the San
Francisco chapter of the American Institute of .\rchitects, has returned from a
First

street.

trio abroad.

Architect B. J. S. Cahill who has spent
the better part of the past eighteen months
in Portland, Oregon, where he was associated with Architect Gibson in the construction of a large hotel, has been renewing acquaintances in San Francisco the
past month.
Mr. Cahill expects to return
to Portland shortly to open an office
under the firm name of Wright, Rushforth and Cahill, who also maintain
offices

in

San

Francisco

and

in

Van-

couver, W^ish.

CLARK &

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

CO.

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
PHONES: Kearny 635: Home

When

J

2334.

657

MONADNOCK BUILDING
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W. W. BREITE, C.

E.

Structural Engineer

B

lOOF PAINT
DAMP-PROOF
PAINTS

Deslfos and Details of

All

Metallic Structuret

Classes of

aiiLUiS-iJli!J

FOURTH FLOOR, CLUNIE BUILDING
Montgomery

California and

(Trade

Sts.

Proven

Mark

JOHN
SAS FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA
-^OA

OR.

W

J.

HANNA,

Reg.)

BEST by Every

TELEPMOME KCARNV 35 15
SaN FRANCiSCO,

MONADNOCK BUILDING

PRES.

Phone

H. J HARRiSON, vice PRES.
R. M. BEEBCE. SECr-TREAS.

CAL.

DouE^las 1763

GRANT FEE

lONE SANDSTONE CO.

QENERAL CONTRACTOR

RED, WHITE AND VARIEGATED

BUILDING STONE

Test

FOX

L.

Business Buildings and Heavy
Construction a Specialty

ROOM 532 OCHSNER BUILDING
SACRAMENTO, CAL.
Telephone 9833 R

Office

682

QUARRY, AMADOR COUNTY

Monadnock

ESTABLISHBD

THE MOSAIC TILE CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

BIdg.

C. H. Fraoklin.

1865

CD AU^CnOT^'rine

THE

rnflPINrUn llNSURANCE

••

Mgr.

&

Atty.

AccMent ta* Plate Olasi

COMPANY

OF FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN, GERMANY
INSURANCES TRANSACTED

OF ZANESVILLE, OHIO
MANUFACTURERS OF

United States Department. 100 William Street. Neir York

LIABILITY:— Employers.

CERAMIC, VITREOUS, ENCAUSTIC

WALL AND ENAMEL

TILE

TRUSTEES
RICHARD DBLAPIBLD, Pres. of National Park Bank.
ERNST ThalmanN, of Ladenburg, Thalmaan & Co.
StuyvSSANT Fish. 52 Wall St New York.

A

Large Stock is Carried at Our
Pacific Coast Office and Warehouse
Designs and Samples Furnished

ARCHITECTS

230 8TH

ST.,

.

upon Application

SAN FRANCISCO

IIOYT BROS.
CONTRACTORS
of

Public. Teams, General, LandElevator. Vessel Owners, Contingent, Druggists and
Workmen's Collective.
Individual
Burglary.
Physicians
Industrial Accident and Health.
Accident and Health.

lords,

NorlberD California make a specialty

DtyiD DUNCtN, General Agent. Pacific Coast Dep't.
340 StNSOME STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Agents wanted

WALT[R

for

unoccupied territory

A.

SCOTT

Architectural

of

Photographer

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
SANTA ROSA,

^W^'T^L'}!'When

CAL.

558 Market SL

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to .\dvertisers please menlion this ^L^g.^zille.

Kearny

2688

1
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The Value of a System of

FLAT VERTICAL FILING
Tor

UINTIL

Tracings

Drawings,

and Blue

Prints

YOU MAVE USED
Write for Catalog

Eugene Dietzgen Co.
C. S.

i*

t

BF
slnp^ancfsco

HOFFMAN

L. \S.

I

l.tldNER

GOLDEN GATE STRUCTURAL and ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
Onianieiital

Iron,

WE

Pacihr

Structural Works, 107-109 Kleventh Street
Wire Works and Oltice, 1479 Mission Street, San Francisco
CARRY A FULL STOCK OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

•IVI.'i.li.^n.-,

H

M.irk.-i 544^

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

OUR SPECIALTY

Reinforced Concrete Construction,
Walls, Cement Walks and Floors.
OrnCE, VAHD AND SUIMKEHS;

1

FRENCH RANGES

(Brick Sel>

General Contractor
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
telephone franklin i804

Residence 291

2

IS

Foundations, Retaining
Dealers in Crushed Brick.

Turk and Jones streets
Telephone Douglas

IM.^

Installations

and

SCARRITT,

H. A4.

1

Kitchen Equipments

JOHNG.ILS&CO.
855 MISSION STREET

f FIhh"-

A. UYINCt-i

«Sr

I5lh

Avenue.

Telephone Pacific 929

CO.

PAVEMENT
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

ARTIFICIAL STONE
and

Rfttmatfs dnrfi on all Kinds of Concrete
office: Builder.'

Exchanae

Building.

Work

SAN FRANCISCO.

185 Sl-ven«)n SireM

Pmones: HArwARD 103

Oakland 2096, Home A4tei

CAI-

San Francisco. Douglas 1415

Kavanagh-Roseinberg
MAYWARD

Co.,

(Inc.)

Building Material, Including Cement, Lime. Crushed Rock. Etc.
San FRANCISCO Pacific Blog
Oakland commercial Bldg. i2tm «nd Broadway

AUTO DEuivERv CO.

't::::;\;it

HEAVY TRUCKING EXCLUSIVELY
F>. e. BEAM

CAPACITY PRESENT
EQUIPMENT. 10O0

Temporary .Address:
U()0 Market St., San Francisco

R. J

IVIanaKer

BRODE PROPRIETOR

TONS

BRODEmanufacturers
IRON WORKS
of

TEL.

DAILY

KEARNY 2464

ORNAMENTAL
IRON

WORK

STRUCTURAL STEEL
art ICE AND

621 -62S

WORKS

HOWARD STREET

BCT.

Second and Third Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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C. r.

WEBER & CO.

Manufacturers of SEATING FOR ALL PUBLIC BUILDINGS
School Desks, Church Pews, Opera Chairs, Hall Seating, Bank
"7 Furniture, Lodge Furniture and Equipment, P. O. Cabinets.
Also Venetian Blinds, Rolling Wood Partitions, School and
Church Bells, Maps, Map Cases, Globes.
Manufacturers of ^|fflHMR Blackboards, in use in nearthe Celebrated |mj||g|||||| \y ^i\ School Buildings.
Ask for booklet "Qood Blackboards"; also " Hand Book of Seating."
They
Offices

The "Triumph" Desk

:

365-367 Market

St..

are

FREE

to Architects.

San Francisco.

210-2t2 North Main

St.,

Los Angeles

"Every Foote a Mixer"
Foote Concrete Mixers
Mundy Hoisting Engines
Contractors' Machinery
For Immediate Sliipment

Foote Machinery Co.
209-211 N. LOS ANGELES ST.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

\
'

ggg monadnock bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

OSCILLATING PORTAL WALL BEDS
MARSHALL & STEARNS
1154

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHELAN BUILDING

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Heating and Ventilating, Electrical Installations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Main

MONTGOMERY

STREET,
507
217-218 Colman Building
Offices % S04-S0S McKay Buildine
Building
( 70J Paulsen

Office

:

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I

Branch

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

Seattle,

Wash.

Portland, Ore.

Spokane, Wash.
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BAY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

GRAVEL
Telephones.

p..

P.

SAND

-

K 5313-

J

153 BERRY

3535

ROCK

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

OETTLE

C.

E

S.

Sz OETTLE
DUINUEVV
SHEET METAL WORKS

OUNLEVY

Manufacturers of Dunlevy's PatenI Chimneys (Pat. March 61h. 1894) Dealers In Patent.
Terra Cotta and Galvanized Iron Chimneys and Tops. Sewer Pipe, Flue Lining Pressed
Brick Kire Brick Fire Clay, Cement. Etc.
San Francisco
Builders' Exchange, Box 310
Telephone Market 2165
79 City Hall Avenue

E. D.

cnOWLCY. PRC5IDIN

.

E. D.

CROWLEY

A.

JUBB. SECRCTAHY

CO.

CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS
experts in reinforced
Concrete construction

Phone Douglas 982

MONADNOCK BUILDING
San Francisco

THOMAS ELAM
GROVER C. ELAM

Phone Kearny 4700

THOMAS ELAM & SON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Office, Builders'

San Francisco, Cal.

Exchange, ISO Jessie Street

CO.
LOCKE FOUINDATIOIN
COINSTRUCTIOIN
GEINERAL

concrete and CEMENT WORK A SPECIALTY
1107

CROCKER

THE

BLIILDINQ

F'lione

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

K. arrn i.OS

MOTT IRON WORKS

J. L.
D. H. GULICK,

n^°^^

Selling Agent for Pacific Coast
I3S

KEARNY

ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone. West 6894

SA MSOIN S POT SASH CORD
'ir ih*
(iuarantced frci- from all imperfections of braid nr finisfi. Can always be distinL-uistu-d by our trade
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON. MASS.
mark, the colored spols, S.nd lor samples, tests, itc
racifir Coast A tent. JOHN I. ROWNIRIf. 1075 Monadnock BIdj.. San Irantlico siij 511 (jullable Sailnfs Bank DIdg.. loi Anjelet

w.

H.

BAGGE & SON,

INC.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE KEARNY 4749

3526 SACRAMENTO STREET

ESTABLISHED t889

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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OEO.FARRELL, BurlinKame

WALTER N. REED,

239 Precita Ave.

San Francisco
Res. Phone Mission 2459

THE

BRADSHAW

GARBAGE

PARRELU
REED

<&

MASONS AND GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

SANITARY

CHUTE

PATENTED

Alisolutely sanitary, odorless, germ, fly. and
rat proof.
Labor and Cost in disposinji of
trarbage reduced to a minimum. Particularly

designed

for

pitals. hotels

apartment bou>es.
and residences.

flats,

tios

First Cost the Only Cost

BUILDERS' EXCHANQE
Office Qtli Floor. Ounst Bide.
Third and Mission Sts., San Francisco

Phone Sutter 4S0.

"THE BRA DSH AW
SANITARY GAR
BAGE CHUTE can be
applied to old as well as

new

Member

of Builders'

Exchange

is

and Builders' Association

opened

ex-

It

to receive llu*

jjarbaRe
s

D.

buildings.

tends from basement to
roof and is thorouyhiv
ventilated.
As the door

ROSS CLARKE

PLASTERING and CEMENT CONTRACTOR
Omamental

Plasterlne and Cement PlasterIns or Reinforced Concrete a Specialty

EXTERIOR CEMENTING DONE
WHITE OR CREAM COLOR

IN

OFFICE:

70e PACIFIC BUILDING

automatic

an

n k 1 1' r tliorous;l)ly
usiies the chuie. The
r

i

garbage ran lias a wire
screen bottom allowing the water to percolate throueh to thicess-pool where it is
trapped to the sewer.
It
is
hermetically
sealed, thus preventing all dust and odors
and shutting ott any
food supply for rats
or domestic animals.
This systtni reduces
to a minimum or entirely eliminatrs janitor service now re
quired for the disposal of garbage.
The
chute is made of

h ea V y
galvanized
sheet metal and iron

Esterly

castings.

It is install-

ed complete ready to
'>nnect to sewer
;ind service pipes.

'

Construction Co.
Incorporated

J

and isguaranteed
J
The mechanical
arrangements are so
simple as

CEMENT AND CONCRETE
CONTRACTORS

to oe absolutely fool-proof and
out of the reach of
small children.
A

complete chute

is in

operation at our
Pine St.

full

office. 524-26

2136 CENTER STREET
BERKELEY, CAL.

Our chute can be
installed at a very
mnderat'- price and

THE FIRST COST

THE ONLY

IS

No expense
maintenance or
wear and tear after it
COST.

for

NONPAREIL CORK COVERINGS
Tor Brine,

Ammonia and

Ice

Water

operation.

is in

Lines

For

full

prices,

Armstrong Cork Company

BILL

524-26

INSULATION DEPARTMENT

San

724 PHEIAN BUILDING, SAN fRANCISCO,

&

particulars

etc.,

address

LACOBSEN,
Pine

Street,

Francisco,

Cal.

CAllf.

Phones
Kearny 1790
Seattle:

::

:

0.

E.

fRYLR

When

&

COMPANY

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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'Mm.m
Mefal/ic

Doors

&. Wmcfoh^s

KANSAS C/TX MO,

^

l^he Railway Terminal

Building, Oklahc^ma City,

Okla.,W. A.Wells, Archt,
Selden-Breck Construction Co.,
Contractors. All of the windows,
doors, transoms, and trim in this
building were manufactured and
installed by us, making an
absolutely fireproof building.
REPRESENTED BY

BOYD & MOORE
San Francisco and Los Angeles,

When

writing to Advertisers please mention

tliis

Magazine.

Calif.
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GOODYEAR'S FIRE PROTECTION
FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS, FACTORIES AND RESIDENCES
All Styles Swinging Hose
Reels.
"Eclipse" Swinging

Hose Rack, with Goodyear
Special Valve.
Acme Fire
Extinguishers, Approved and
Labeled. Always Ready for
Use. Rubber Matting, Mats,

"f
|

Rubber Tiling, etc. Eureka's
Rubber Lined Cotton Hose
and Unlined Linen Hose.
Specify
Eureka's Best,
"20th Century" or "Worthy"
for an
Underwriter's Approved Linen Fire Hose.
'

'

ESTIMATES FURNISHED

GOODYEAR RUBBER

CO.

R. H. PEASE. President

587=589-591 Market St.
San Francisco

61-63=65=67 Fourth St.
Portland, Oregon

CHRISTIAN CHURCH. POMONA. CALIFORNIA

ROBERT

H.

ORR. ARCHITECT

^Viring, SwitcL Boards and Fixtures in ttis and otker Buildings Illustrated in tke

August

Issue, Installed

by

OVERHOLTZER ELECTRIC COMPANY
POMONA. CALIFORNIA
When

wriling to .Advertisers mention this Magazine.

—

1
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A.
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EHRHART,

R.

E.

C. E.

RICKON- EH RH ART
ENQINEERINQ & CONSTRUCTION
Civil
Phone West

Engineers and Contractors
1859

1300

GEARY

LOGICAL WATERPROOFING
— WATERPROOFS 3
—
"^^
-rap-

oilb

CO.

—^iX

SAN FRANCISCO

FOR CONCRETE

^

I

L

ST.,

"-'^ir'

—Oil

P— F rTsTi es ——

^-Q;

I

BECAUSE

(1), being without fats or oils, it mixes throughout the entire mass;
readily dissolves in cold water; (3), it will withstand the heaviest hydrostatic
pressures; and (4), being strongly adhesive, it imparts additional strength to the
original concrete.
Send for trial sample, booklet and color card free.
(2), it

WESTERN LIME DISTRIBUTORS
& CEMENT COMPANY
Postal Teleeraph BulldinSi San Francisco

Uhe GEO. H. STOFFELS COMPANY
MANAGERS OF CONSTRUCTION
PACIFIC BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

WESTERN BUILDING MATERIAL CO
430 California Street
First

.

816 Lewis Building
426 Central Building

.

.

-

-

Nanaimo,
When

.

San Francisco
Oakland

--------------

and Market Streets

B. C.

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Portland
Seattle
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THE BEST CULVERTS ON EARTH
ARE OUR

CORRUGATED IRON
CULVERTS
MADE FROM

IRON
AMERICAN INGOT
PURE
99.94'-.

—

Thej are the Strongest the corrugations increase their strength twenty-nine times.
They are the Lightest and Most Easily Handled being made in continuous lengths

—

ready to install.
The\ will Last a Life Time because they are made from rust resisting American Ingot
Iron— 99 94 Q pure.
"The Purer the Iron, the greater its Resistance to Corrosion."

—

M.94;; PURE

NAGfWlKL'

%/$'

99.»MS
IfT US

/

DEMONSTRATE

mSEfACTS

\ i.crmnm •

California Corrugated Culvert Co.

V"/

LOS ANGELES

SHAFTING
BEARINGS

PULLEYS
CLUTCHES

CHAIN

rURE

'\amL'»"'"canV

TO YOU

r

^%J$

WEST BERKELEY

One Panel
Hardwood
Door for

SPROCKETS
GEARS,

Etc.

$3.25
Write

(Cnrnpaitg
HEADQUARTERS FOR

TRANSMISSION, ELEVATING
AND CONVEYING MACHINERY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES
When

E. A.

for

Catalogue

HOWARDS CO.
20 Howard Street

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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STANLEY'S BALL

Elevator Supply

BEARING HINGES

and Repair Co.
Manufacturers and Installers

In

Wrought Bronze

or Steel

Nothing

good

for

No wearing down, no

—

no need of oiling

For

Electric

Signals

Alechanical

else so

Hanging Doors.

creai<ing,

Armstrong

sale

by

—

Hardware Dealers
Attractive Literature Free

Floor Indicators'
Annunciators,
Flash
Light
Automatic and Electric Reset
for Passenger
and Freight
Elevators.

Eggler Guide Rail Lubricators
Travel and Trip Recorders
Illuminated Threshold

FIRE

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

PROOF STEEL CURFOR THEATRES

TAINS
242

BALBOA BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

Chicago Improved Cube
Concrete Mixer
MANDFACTURED BY

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
& CONTRACTING CO.
Main

Office,

of

We

build and install Ice

Miking and

Refrigerating Machinery of
any capacity

Railway Excbaoge

CHICAGO, III
San Francisco Agents, Lansing Wheelbarrow Co., 7S<» Folsom St.
bpeclaJ Silfi Krprevntatiie

{..,

Sf.uthrrn Cililornu

When

Triumpli Ice Machine Co.
H. F. LYON, Western Representative
581 Monadnock Building, San Francisco.

wrilinu lo Advertisers mention this
MaKazinc.
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F. O.
F. E.

TELEPHONES

EngstRUM. PRESiDCNT
Engstrum. Vicc-PncsiocNT

H.

:

MAIN 3046^A-1969

W. BRVSON, Manager

WM. McK«r, SupcaiNTENoiNT

ENGSTRUM COMPANY, Inc.
CONTRACTORS

F. 0.

WHOLESALE DEALERS

IN

LUMBER, BRICK, LIME, CEMENT, GLASS, SASH
DOORS, PAINTS AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
MAIN OFFICES, MILL, WAREHOUSE ANO YARDS;

EAST FIFTH AND SEATON STREETS. LOS ANGELES

LOUISVILLE

ST. LOUIS
Fullerton Bids.

Lincoln Savines

Bank

SAN ANTONIO

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
CorbyForsee Bide.

Bide.

227 East Houston St.

Selden=Breck Construction Co.
Represented by

Herman W. Hellman

BIdg.

J.

H.

JACOBS

Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone A3998

PETERSEN

H. L.

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,
Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc.

Artificial

Rooms 322-24, 62 POST

san Francisco

ST.

PURE AIR LOGS AND GAS BURNERS
cTCTSTdoIO
»oAi£upim;

—

%='#^iL>
3«

AirSuPdIv)
VI

,

'

f
-

i

V

—

|i
-'
f

t"' '"'M
—- >' -""^^t^f
^

Ji

Combustion

"^»\ \

c^^^Tb™

I

-^— jifM^^^

J

i^fewir fe^

flS^

__

T'

.1

^

No Odor or Moisture
Saves One Half the
Cost of Any
' Gas Grate
Made.
.

Endorsed by

Architects and
Phvsicians. Installed Without

Flue or Vent.

Lt_

McGEORGE & COOPER MAINUEACTURING
322 SNflDON BIDC, SAN

When

fRANCISCO

WORKS-NINTH

SIRffI

AND

27111

writing to Advertisers mcn'-ioa this Magazine.

CO., Inc.

AVENUE,

OAHIAND
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^
/^OFiHG

GABRIEL MOULIN

best by every test

THEingPopularity
due

to

is

^^e want

of
its

Pioneer Roof-

wearing

quali-

on record right here
and now svith the positive assertion that
"Pioneer Roof" will outlast twO
a
ordinary roofs. The first cost is little
if any more than you ivould have to pay
And
for roofing of inferior quality.
once a "Pioneer Roof is on, there is no
It
requires no paint or
further cost.
Address Dept. 23.
repairs.
ties,

to

Maker of

j*o

Photographs
FOR ADVERTISING AND
COMMERCIAL PURPOSES

Booklet and Samples
The Pioneer Paper Company

has issued

32 page Roofing Booklet, a copy of
which, together ^vith samples of Roofing,
w^ill be mailed upon
request.
Address
a

153 Kearny Street
WUey

B.

Allen

Building

San Francisco

Dept. 23.

PIONEER PAPER COMPANY

^

247-251 SO. lOS ANGflfS

You

ST.,

y

LOS ANGELES, CAL

Telephone Douglas -4969

will like

TACOMA
WASHINGTON
and the

CARLTON HOTEL
A

New

Modern

Fireproof Hotel
in

Every Detail

Cafes of Acknowledged ExcelOverlooking the Sound

lence.

and beautiful Mt. Tacoma. One
block from Union Depot.

Murphy Concea!ed Wall Bed
Send

Rates $1.00 upwards

JONES & SHAFER, PROPRIETORS.
When

for Oircxilar

MURPHY MANUrACTURIffG
919 OTarrtll

Slreel

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CO.
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Office: 819 FoUom St., S. F.
TELEPHONES. KEARNY 3420 -J 2720

Works

Main

:

Oakland, Cal.

PIEDMONT 2650

A 5251

JUDSON MFG. CO.
Made

in California.

Patronize

Home

Industry

MANUFACTURERS OF

Bar and Plate

Iron, Reinforcing Bars
Str\ict\iral, Bridge, SHeet and Plate

WorK

and Grate Bars, Cold Rolled Steel Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers, Bearings,
Machine. House,
Couplings, Collars, Frictions, etc. Tacks Cut and Wire Nails.
Bridge, and Sewer Castings. Acid and Power Works Castings, Sash Weights
and Cast Washers. Machine and Wharf Work, Smoke Stacks. Building
Anchors, Dogs, Post Caps, Floor Casings and Sidewalk Doors. Rock
Screens, Bunker Equipment, Stamps Mills, Mine Hoists ;uid

Curb

Steel,

Grizzlies.

lain
Bolts, Spikes, Nuts, Washers, Drift Bolts,
Frogs, Switches and Crossing,
Chairs, Rail Braces, Fish Plates, Track Bolts,
I

and Upset Truss Rods.

Head

Railroad Spikes and Tie Rods. Forgings and
all kinds of Machine, Blacksmith and

Foundry Work, Pattern and
Millwright Work.
DEALERS IN
steel

I

H

Sections, Channels, Angles, Tees, Zees, Turn Buckles. Black and
T Rails, Norway Iron, Tool, Tire, Toe, Calk, Plow, Spring
Machine Steel, Blue Annealed Steel Sheets and Tank Steel Plates,

Beams,

Galvanized Pipe, Steel

and

Reinforcing Bars,

t;^ For Immediate Shipment.

DODD'S INTERLOCKING BLOCKS

A

Fire Proof, Germ Proof and Inexpensive Partition. XVill not Warp.
Make and Absolutely True Surface.
When

BOYD & MOORE
SALES AGEINTS

356 Market

St.

writing to .\dvertisers please mention this M.Tg.-u
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Largest Theatre Stage Outfitters in the World
Refsrencc

G. Albert L3nsbur|<h or any Theatre Manager

:

Anywhere

llteafre

^rop Curtains

^lEAri^ICAL
Scenei(yII\rdwa^e
Stage Supplies
ELECTRICAL EFFECTS. BORDER
and FOOTLIGHTS. ARC LAMP
POCKETS, ASBESTOS and FIRE

CURTAINS

::

Western Agents
J.

R.

fjr the Standard

CLANCY

STAGE

HARDWARE

StuJio
Volume

Facilities

Unequalled

of Business so large that we
maintain experts each in his line,
assuring the customer the most practical, artistic

and economical scenery

Nine Trlvellnn Representuirves Operillnn between Caliary, Alta and Jacksonville, Florida

Arcliitects or Builders Visiting Los Angeles
can spend an interesting Kalf-Kour in our studio
by phoning us where to call for them witli auto,

which

-we will be pleased to do at

any time

Main Office and Studio

NEW YORK
143

West 42d

Street

Phone 1194 Brrul

When

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

1638-40 Long Beach Avenue

830 Market Street

Phone So.

7378— Home 24338

Phone Douala! 3732

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Home

Finding

Season
LOW

is

Here

SETTLERS' FARES

In Effect September 15tK to
October 15th, 1911, from tKe East to

CALIFORNIA
^
=
=Via

SOUTHERN
PACIFIC
HERE ARE SOME OF THEM
rrom

COUNCIL BLurrs

OMAHA

OO
OO
OO
OO
25 OO
32 OO
32. OO
33. OO
50 OO

$25

25.
25.
25.

KANSAS CITY
HOUSTON

DENVER
ST.

LOUIS

NEW ORLEANS
CHICAGO
NEW TOKn

^^rite to

884 MarKet

VIS

Street

for others CEX Details of Routes

Palace Hotel

CEJ.

Fares

MarKet Street Ferry Depot

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
When

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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THERE MUST BE A REASON

r

WHY

""•^^

[
Hannon

Gives

Metal

the Best

Corner

Results

Bead
-^ASK —
WATERHOUSE

&.

ASK
UNION METAL CORNER CO.

PRICE CO.

SAN FRANCISCO OAK LAND
PORT LAND
LOS ANGELES

(j^
The Superior

ROOFS

PARTITIONS

ARCH FLOORS
FLAT FLOORS
,

X

I-'*-.-' \-

Vni«>

Walerprooflng
waierproonng

•.'.

;.•*.••

TANKS
SILOS

Portland
v».«v«*
y-."— » cement
"^
Concrete^* P*'^
^ Concrete?

felt
leii

•

•

j^

-

•

''^.

•.

^.

';..,:.••

(

Section of a Ferroinclave Roof as used on spans of

5'

2 parts sand

•*-"•'•._*.'.*..•..•.•••./...".".

\\
Concrete

Ferroiodav*

—

CONSTRUCTION

STAIRWAYS

WALLS

SIDE

144-154 PEARL STREET. B
8 OSTON

Plaster Corner Protection

^^^^^^«« IDEAL
For

MANUFACTURERS

J

T

.'I

1 part Portland cement
2 pant laod
Hair aa required

0' and under.

—

—

Economical
Ligkt in WeigKt — Fireproof
Great Strength
bimple in Construction
Requires No Centering
Permanent.

The

—

—

BROWN HOISTING MACHINERY CO.. CWdand.O.

Ferroinclave Agent for California.

When

CHAS.

A.

LEVY.

502 Hooker

6^

Lent Bld^.. San Francisco

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Myron Hunt &
Elmer Grey

Stained with
Cabot's
Shingle Stain

Architects
Los Angeles

CABOT'S CREOSOTE SHINGLE STAINS
THE ORIGINAL AND STANDARD STAINS
Distinguishable by their soft depth and freshness of color, richness of tone, and
No muddy or greasy effects, no blackening, no washing off. They have
stood the test more than twenty-five years.

durability.

Cabot's Sheathing and Deafening "Quilt." Cabot's Waterproof Cement
Stains. Conserve Wood Preservative. Cabot's Waterproof Brick Stains.

Samuel Cabot,
,
,
Agents

inc., SoIe

Waterhouse

I

\

T
(

&

Manufacturers,

Price Co.,

Boston, MaSS.

San Francisco and Oakland,

Cal.

P. H. Mathews Paint House, Los Angeles
jimms, Cress & Co., Portland, Oregon
S. W. R. Dally, Seattle, Tacoma and Spokane

THE CHEAPEST REINFORCEMENT

andJSESj;

has never been questioned, so that we can say "cheapest"
and be understood. Considered strictly from a doUars-and-cents standpoint you are losing money by buyRemember that in the Kahn Trussed Bar the shear members are formed from the
ing any other bar.
flanges of the main bar which are ordinarily wasted,— that you save all of the expense of handling a large
that you secure absolute safety and strength against fire, shock or careless
number of loose stirrups
that rigid connection makes beams lO'^^i stronger.
workmanship,

The

superiority of the

—

INSIST

Kahn Trussed Bar

—

ON RIGID CONNECTION OF SHEAR MEMBERS

KAHN TRUSSED BARS
Kahn System Products include:
Hy-Rib, a self-centering reinforcement for Roofs. Floors. Walls, Partitions and Ce ilmgs; Rib
Metal, for Conduits and Slabs; Built-up Column Hooping; Cup-Bars, Straight or Bent;
Rib Lath and Rib Studs, for Plaster and Stucco; United Steel Sash for Fireproof Wmdows;
Trus-Con Products, for Waterproofing and Finishing Concrete.

Other

Write for catalogues or

call

upon one

of the

men

listed

^^^^

below.

Trussed Concrete Steel Company
689 Trussed Concrete Building, Detroit, Michigan

SAN FRANCISCO,

Felix

Kahn,

LOS ANGELES,

J. E.

Heber.

304 Macdonougli Building.

703 Central Building.

PORTLAND, ORE.,

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,

Currey,
1009 Board of Trade Building.
J. A.

When

writ

Arthur T. Nelson, 836 Henry BIdg.

ig to Advertisers

mention

this

Magazine.

KAHN

SYSTEM
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Self-Crankmg Motor and
Electric Lights

WIMTON
1912

SI
CAR NOW HERE

^ The Win ton Company's

aim has always been to give the buyer the
money. Accordingly, for 1912 we arc
more car than before at no increase in price.

greatest possible car-value for his
offering

^ The wheel base has been lengthened to 130 inches, and the body is
more spacious than previously. Cushions and upholstery represent the
very limit of luxury. Four wide doors are regular equipment, and it will
be noted that the operating levers are inside the driver's door, not outside.

^ No

extra charge

is

made

for electric

dash and

tail lights.

Dash

lights

are sunken, adding greatly to the car's beauty.

^

Booth Demountable rims are regular equipment.

inches

all

Tires are 36x4J4

around.

As in previous seasons, the Winton Six motor cranks itself. This is
unquestionably the most convenient and agreeable feature that a gasoline
car owner could desire.
fl

^ The price remains unchanged at $3000.
q And the entire car, from radiator to gasoline
safe

tank,

is

an absolutely

and satisfying purchase.
Call or phone for demonstration.

The Winton Motor Car. Co. 300 Van Ness
Telephone, Market 1672

Wlien writing

to .\dvcrtiscrs please ipcniiuii

Home

tliis

A venue

Phone, J 1672

Magazine.
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How "Richmond" Vacuum
Cleaning Saves

Money

RICHMOND"

Forget the fact that
vacuum cleaning eliminates drudgery, increases
comfort, promotes health
forget the convenience of it, for a moment, and judge it
purely as an economi;
by the actual daily dollars and cents it saves.

—

First,

—

halves the labor, and consequently the cost of cleaning.
o( cleaning a room with a broom and duster involves eigrht separate
operations:
The sweeping itself, which is a slow, laborious task; 2. Moving
1.
furniture about; 3. Taking out the rugs and beating them; 4. Gathering the dust
together into a dust pan after it lias been swept up; 5. Opening the windows during
the sweeping process this means draught all over the house, and in winter, loss of
heat which costs money to produce; 6. Dusting over the furniture with a soft cloth
or duster;
Climbing step-ladders for high dusting; S. Shutting the windows
7.
and bringing the room back to its normal temperature. With
"RICHMOND"
Vacuum Cleaning, there is but one operation sweeping. Xo opening of windows;
no wielding brooms; no rug beating; no dust-collecting; no dusting. And
"
Richmond' Cleaning being so thorough, it is not necessary to 'do the work so
often as with a broom.
It

The very act

—

—

Second,

puts an end to the annual tear-up called /lousec/eaning

it

wear and

—and

to all of the

breakage and depreciation which housecleaning involves.
Housecleaning is a semi-annual tax which those without vacuum cleaning must
always pay. First there is the cost of outside labor brought in; and considerable
though this be, it is small when compared to the damasTe loss which housecleaning
always means. The carpet which is taken up never looks so well when it is relaid.
The furniture which is scuffed and scarred and scratched in moving is permanently
lessened in value as well as in beauty. The pictures and mirrors that are broken,
as some always are, mean a cash outlay. There is no article of household furniture nothing in the house from the wall paper to me trim and fixtures that does
not suffer a positive money loss at the time of spring and fall housecleaning.

expense,

tear,

—

Third,

it

eliminates the chiej cause of all

grime; and doubles or trebles the

life

of

wear and
all

tear depreciation

carpets,

dust, grit

and

wall-coverings, hangings,

rugs,

upholstery, keeping everything always bright

and nen'.
The reason why broom-swept carpels and rugs grow worn out and threadbare is
that the sand and grit which is tracked over them finds lodgement deep down at
the base of the nap. This grit, when examined under the microscope, shows knifelike cutting edges.
Walking over the carpet forces the fine nap against these
knife-edges and shears it off leaving the bare warp in view. Xo amount of broomsw^eeping can possibly dislodge this cutting grit. Only by the right kind of vacuum
cleaning can carpets and rugs be kept free from it. So, not only with floor
coverings, but with everything in the house, it will be seen, that dust, grit and
grime, more than the wear and tear of use, are the prime causes of depreciation.

Not only

in

residences, but in apartment buildings,

libraries,

churches,

prepared

to

theatres,

factories,

stores,

prove the actual economv of

hotels,

schools,

office

buildings,

garages and public buildings,

"RICHMOND"

Vacuum

we

are

Cleaning.

The M9Crum- Howell Co.
General Offices:

PARK AVENUE AND 41st STREET, NEW YORK
RUSH AND MICHIGAN STREETS, CHICAGO
M.AXUFACTURERS OF
TvICHMOND~ Vacuum Cleaning Systems (Licensed under Basic Kenney Patent!;
"RICHMOND" and "MODEL" Heating Systems; "RICHMOND' Bath Tubs.
etc.:
Lavatories,
"RICHMOND" Concealed Transom Lifts;
"Richmond" lascment window Adjusters;
"BICHMOITD"
Six Plants:

One

at Norwich, Conn.:

Chicago.

When

Suction Cleaners.

two at Uniontown. Pa.: one at Racine, Wis.; one at

111.;

one at Philadelphia, Pa.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Asanriatinn

(incorporated

402 KEARNY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

CAPtTAL STOCK

$125,000.00

president
Vice-President

Treasurer
Secretary

DAY
PRATT
LINDGREN

CHAS.
CHAS.

-

J.

WM.

A.

J.

J.

E.

HAGUE

Directors, 1911
A. H. Bergstrom
John Biller

Edward Ginley
Chas. W. Gompertz
Chas. Wright

Day

Chas. A.

Chas.
Ira

J.

Lindgren

W. Coburn

P. J.

F.

H.

J. J.

Masow

Pratt

Lynch

Attorneys for the Association
Aitken & AITKEN. Monadnock Building
Clerks
Geo. A.

Maas

Geo. A. Watson

Committee on
J. J.

Pratt

P. J.

Lynch

Edw, Ginley

New
F.

Headquarters
H. Masow

A. H. Bergstrom

John

C.

W. Gompertz

Biller

Stockholders Meetings: Second and Fourth Thursdays of
each month
Board of Directors meets on the Second Monday of each month.

YOU WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER

YOUR TRIP EAST
IF

YOU TRAVEL THE

FEATHER RIVER ROUTE
VIA

THE

WESTERN PACIFIC
COMFORT

SERVICE
SCENERY
EASY GRADE

SUPERB TRAINS

FOR FULL INFORMATION APPLY TO
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

E. L.

LOMAX

PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

G. F. HERR
ASST Gen'l Passenger agent

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
When

writing tu .\dvertiscrs please nienli.>n lU,-
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This

Interior Protection

is

— the

Kind that Safeguards
Life and Contents
Tenant, owner, builder and circhitect should
first know what constitutes absolute fireproof protection rather than to learn
afterwards that their confidence had been
misplaced; that, however perfect and fireproof the exterior weJls, they only form
a flue for the destruction of the inflammable interior and contents of the building.

WHEN you have

eliminated

all

inflammable

materials in a building by replacmg wood
with steel in every part of its interior, then, and
then only have you a fireproof building in reality.

Without the
higher

first

slightest sacrifice of artistic value,

cost

more than compensated

with

by

for

re-

and maintenance, hundreds of
representative buildings have been fireproofed in the
highest sense of the term by

duced cost

of insurance

DAHLSTROM
Trim

Metallic Doors and
fireproofing simply

Absolute

means

that -wherever

has heretofore been used it is replaced with the
Dahlstrom Steel Products. If the exterior walls, floors
and partitions are of fireproof construction and the last
link in the chain, the Dahlstrom Metal Doors, are

wood

added, every room

—

is

converted into a fireproof unit

immune from flames for all time.
human life should draw the
values
Everyone -who
artistic, sanitary,

of distinction betvveen so-called "fireproof"
buildings and those fireproof in fact.
line

"Buildings

—a
of a

book

few

As They Should Be"

illustrating

of the -svorld's

the exteriors and interiors
most prominent structures

" ';!;

equipped with The Dahlstrom Products thoroughly
describes "life and contents" fireproofing.
To

the interested

a copy

is free

for o

leiils

mill"

postage.

11 IIIIIIM

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR

lllllllii!!

CO.

UJn

722 Merchants' Exchange,
San Francisco, Cal.

nm

Executive Offices and Factories:

34 Blackstone Avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.
Branch Offices

in All

WhLMi writing

Principut

"iiiiiii,

Cities

to Advertisers please

mention

this

Magazine.
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Theater and Office Building. Los Angeles. California.

G. A. Lansburgh. Architect.

This Splendid Play House and Business Building furnished throughout with

RUSSWIN HARDWARE

(^•RUSSELL

&•

ERWIX FIRE PANIC EXIT BOLTS

used on

all

Theater Doors

SOLD THROUGH

CASS-SMURR DAMEREL

CO., Los Angeles

RUSSELL &
ERWIN MFG.
NEW

CO.

BRITAIN, CONN.

404-411 Commercial Bldg., 833 Market

NEW YORK

PHIL.ADELPHIA

When

CHICAGO

St.,

San Francisco
LONDON. ENGLAND

writing to .-Xdvertisers please mention this Magazine.
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MACHINERY & ELECTRICAL COMPANY

ENGINEERS
HAVE

installed

Heating

and Ventilating Plants
in

School Buildings, Theatres

and other Public Buildings
in

and Arizona,

California

exceeding two hundred and
fifty in

number.

Vacuum
Power

Machinery

Cleaners

Plants

&

Electrical

Company
351 -353 N.

MAIN STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

When

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

:
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MacRORIE-

McLAREN
COMPANY
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS

AND NURSERYMEN
SPECIALTIES:
Bay Trees, Fems, Evergreens, Coniand Pines, Roses, Rhododendrons and
Trees, Boxwood and HarHy Herbaceous
Plants, Flowering Shrubs and Fruit Trees,
Vines and Climbers, Bulbs and Roots
Palms,

fers

OFFICES
711-714

:

WESTBANK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
NURSERIES

en ivrintig

SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA

tr>

Advertisers mention this Magazii
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TT

does not require an expert to

tell

a good varnish or enamel.

An

II

I:

inferior article is easily detected, for it soon loses its luster
and rich finish.
you would have a right quality interior finish use 5/aMtfard Products II

OUR FINISHING MATERIALS

tor

AUTOMOBILES. COACHES. FURNITURE

and MARINE, are the very best and most advantageous for the
professional user and manufacturer.
QL'ALITY and PRICE are the most con\Tncing features which have won the confidence
and admiration of the man who knows.

STRL'CTURAL

QUALITY FIRST:
We

give best qualitj' to gain
re'unded if not as represented.

OL'R

:PRICE
and keep the confidence

SECOND

of our customers.

Money

LOW PRICES

watered capital.

are based on the fact that we have no dividends to pay on
This applies to all of our products.

VARNISH

PAINTS

::

ENAMELS

Our products are all skillfully prepared and can be applied to anjthing by anybody.
If vou want to save TIME and MONEY in order to increase vour profits, use

STANDARD PRODUCTS.

Live Agents Wanted.

STANDARD AUTOMATIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT E)
New York City, IN. Y.
50 Church Street
t

When

writing lo Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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We

of five Spiral Chutes. Pier 44. Pa:ific

Design ihe Spiral Chutes to meet

157

/:iii;iiiccr

Mail Sleamshif

Co.. -Sjn Frantisio. Cat.

conditions
For Warehouses the Chute Delivers Direct to Cars or Teams
For Wliolesale Houses the Chute Delivers to a table in Shipping Dept. or to tcam.s or both
all

THE HASLETT SPIRAL CHUTE FIRE ESCAPE
is

the most practicable and

of " clogging"^<juickness

cflficient fire esc;Hpe manufactured to-day.
No danger
and durability assured. Write for full particulars.

THE HASLETT SPIRAL CHUTE
CALIFORNIA AND BATTERY
When

STS.

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

writing to .Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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A. Barman. Contractor

A. C. Martin. Engineer.

A, L. Haley. Architect.

Imperial Waterproofing
Used on

A

this

Reinforced Concrete Store and Office Building

Strictly

Chemical Solution

"ABSOLUTELY DAIVIPPROOF"
for

Brick,

Concrete and Exterior Plastered Builtlings

MANUFACTURED BY

K. C. T.

Waterproofing

Co.,

inc.

IMPERIAL COMPANY
Builders Exchange Building
San Francisco

BRAUN-CHEMICAL CO.
906-10

E.TIiird St.,

When

Los Angeles

W.

O.

STAMPS
Portland, Ore.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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THE FIRST
By that we mean KAWNEER was the original, the pioneer, solid, all-metal Store
they are our own and by
Front Construction. Our ideas have always been original
carrying out this same policy throughout, have made KAWNEER Standard.
KAWNEER is simple to install and when placed in a building, it will stay. The
solid metals tised will not rot, warp or rust and the cost of up-keep is nothing,

—

KAWNEER enables you to aband drainage of show windows
dust-tight windows in Summer.
You ought to have a copy of
j^O'SE

FRONTS

plain description of

KAWNEER

solutely control the ventilation

— clear

our Booklet No.

KAWNEER

members,

and contains other
"Send

Winter and

in

4.

contains a

It

Stose fkomtS

'

tells

you how to install

information on Store Fronts in

general that will prove valuable

Just say:

windows

to you.
No. 4."

for Booklet

CORNER HAR

KAWNEER

MFG. CO.

SAN FRANCISCO
654

MONADNOCK

Factory and General Offices,

NILES,

OFFICE,

BUILDING

Branches

MICHIGAN

in all Principal Cities

coolest water
THEpasses
through

the upper or
economizer lements

where

5^

it

comes

contact with
coolest

the

gases,

in

the

and

considerable

difference in temper-

ature between

the

two greatly increases
the transfer of heat

and the

By

efficiency.

system the
temperature of the
this

escaping

gases

is

^(^ reduced to a mini-

mum

in the

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
Keystone Boiler Works
Pacific Coast Agents.

201

Folsom Street
When

San Francisco.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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25c a Copy

" THE ARCHITECT C ENGINEER
Entered

ftt

CO.

the Post Office. San Francisco, as second class matter

oCTOfiERi

1911

"'."Jr.:::??.".?""San Francisco
Vol- XXVi- NO. 3

•

VANCOUVER

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

PORTLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

ELECTRICALLY WELDED FABRIC
WIRE LATH
CLEVELAND EXPANDED METAL LATH.
ECONOMY EXPANDED METAL LATH.
SHARON COLD ROLLED CHANNELS.
HOT ROLLED CHANNELS.
PARKER CORNER BEAD.
= WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK =

L^ A.

INORRI& CO.

Phone, Kearny 5375

Pacific Coast Sales Afents, 643

Monadnock Bldf

ALL FIXTURES AND BEDS USED BY US ARE THOROUGHLY COVERED BY PATENTS
ANY INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE VIGOROUSLY PROSECUTED

,Miii^,
'PLATE'

WALL BED DEPARTMENT
PIVOTED DOOR BEDS
"PERFECT" WALL BEDS
SEAT AND COUCH BEDS
ROLLER BEDS
862-864 MISSION STREET

PHONE KEARNY

SAN FRANCISCO,

841

GAL.

MEURER BROS.

CO.
METAL SPANISH TILP
Tiffany Pattern. A perfect and handsome Roof Covering. The only tile that
gives the
'Tis

effect

the schools in

A.

H.

and Shadows.
Used on all

San Jose.

MCDONALD,
Office

Metal Spanish Tile

of Lights

absolutely water-tight.

COAST
MANAGER

PACIFIC

and Waichoun

630 THIRD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
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OFFICE OF

l^an O^mon Clebator Co.
56

NATOMA STREET

San Francisco, October, 1911

Yours, for

Continuous Service

VAN [MON [LEVATOR CO.
W'Ik'h writing I" A«Jvcr(i>eis plci-^c nientiun

tliis

Magazine,
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CONCRETE APPLIANCES COMPANY
LICENSORS OF

Pj-> I

OF CONVEYING AND
DISTRIBUTING

CONCRETE
THE OLD WAY
1

2
•

4
S

e
7

COST TO WHEELBARROW OR CART CONCRETE, %\ TO
SLOW AND CONOESTtD. B TO 10 YARDS PER HOUR.
LOSS or INITIAL SET, VARIABLE MULTILITHIC C
CAUSES SEPARATION, AIDS LATENCE,
DAMAGES FLOOR TILE. DISPLACES STEEL AND SI
EXPENSIVE SCAFFOLDINO, RUNWAYS AND STAOI
AMP NG

r

1

Some

PER YARD.

LOS ANGELES

.

Buildings on Pacific Coast

bfinj

.76

constructed by

now

tlie

Gravity System:
WARftlOUSfS AT fORT MASON,
San francisco,
States

for

the United

Government

rCRGliSON BUILDING. Los Angeles

UNION lEAGUC BUILDING. Los Angeles

COLUMBIA nOSPITAL BUILDING,
Los Angeles

KPOSIIION BUILDING fOR THf SUTf
AGRICULTURAL PARK. Los Angeles

SWCtTWATLR DAM. San

Di«go,

THE NEW WAY

Cal.

COST FOR DELIVERING CONCRETE. 2S TO BO CENTS PER CUBIC YARD
RAPID AND EFFICIENT. 26 TO O CUBIC YARDS PER HOUR.
— OBTAIN INITIAL SET. HOMOGENEOUS MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION.
UNIFORM CONCRETE OBVIATES LA TENCE.
6
NO LOSS OF FLOOR TILE, DISPLACEMENT OF STEEL OR SPILLING.
6 — SAVES SCAFFOLDING, RUNWAYS AND STAGING.
7
NO TAMPING.
J

2
3
4

EDISON ELfaRIC CO., 3 Wareliouses,
Long Beach

SPRECKELS II1EAIRE AND OFEia BLDG.,
San

Diego

-*

WILLIAM

B.

HOUGH COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE EASTERN AGENTS

HOME

OFFICES

CHICAGO.
MINNEAPOLIS

PACIFIC

ILL.

ST. LOUIS

DES MOINES

INDIANAPOLIS

COAST REPRESENTATIVES

Parrott

& Company

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

TACOMA
SPOKANE

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

PORTLAND
LOS ANGELES
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Wash,
Company, Contractors.

I/of^ne Building, Sraitle.

Thompson

Starrett

"M'OTE Patent Scaffolding (first floor). This wonderful Safety and Labor
»• ^
Saving Device is now generally used by leading contractors on buildings
over five stories in height.

The Patent Scaffolding Company

PARROTT & CO.
Distributors

San Francisco,

When

Seattle,

Los Angeles,

Tacoma,

Portland,

wntitig to Advertisers plensc mention this Magazine.

Spokane

and Ensincei

TIic Arcliitcct

AWATERPROOF DRAWING INK
for your particular use maae in 14 colors,
in California where climatic conditions go to
pound a Kigher grade Draw^ing Ink.

G

^^e manutacture
make up and com-

REMEMBER THE NAME

HARLTON

when you

TRIAL

1

IF

are

We

A

IT.

WATER-BLUE

^W^e make a new color called
call
color for water lines.

SANBORN. VAIL ^

GIVE THIS INK

making up your order.

YOU HAVE NOT USED

wKicK is the
your attention to this new

right
blue.

CO., Agents

San Francisco, Cal.
Also

THE GIBSON STATIONERY

CO.

1264 Market Street. San Francisco

FREDERICK CHARLTON CO.
MANUFACTURERS
Factory:

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Mr. Architect: — When you

specify the

PITCHER SLIDING DOOR HANGER
upon its use. There is a cheap substitute on the mar'
ket which some contractors would like to use.
Don't be
deceived for we intend to prosecute any and all infringe'
ments of the Pitcher Patents.

Insist

DISARPEARIING
DOORS
Oreat L.at>or and Space Sa'vinif Oevice
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Specified by nearly
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INCHES

Adjustable Hangers

Patent Door Frames
all

leading Architects
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BERRY STREET

TANK &
SAN FRANCISCO

PIPE CO.
318 MARKET STREET
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Ceresitized Concrete is
Waterproof at Lowest Cost

/^ONCRETE and cement
mortar in which Cercsit
Waterproofing is incorp
rated is proof against water
>

penetration for

all

time.

Ceresit waterproofing not
ntily is of the htRhest efficiency
;ts

a water repellant but

cost

is

its

no greater than that

fur unreliable products, so

many

of which have weakened the faith of engineers,

and contractors

architects
in

waterproofing.

Ceresit needs no scientific
mixing machines nor skilled
labor which really adds more
of
ttj the cost than some
these products themselves.
Ceresit

is

a paste that

is

put into the water before
the water is used in mixing
concrete or cement mortar.
The water carries the Cereinto every portion of the
mixture and uniformly permeates the entire mass.
sit

When

Ceresitized

crete is set

Ceresit Waterpiui^Img v.\^ used i:i tins A;jurUui.:nt Building
4639 Beacon Street, Chicago

for

it is

con-

impossible

water to penetrate the

concrete or cement mortar.

••is guaranteed to be a uniform permanent water repellant
"^^ on any sort of concrete construction such as tunnels,
reservoirs, dams, foundations, swimming pools, bridges,
viaducts, acqueducts, water tanks and towers, walls,
ellars. floors, boiler pits or

(lO atQrproofing) mortar used on
Ceresit

roofs.

just as efficient when incorporated in cement
structures built of concrete, brick, stone.
on buildings whose surface is of stucco or

is

and
cement plaster.
Cercsit is guaranteed to be a satisfactory waterproofing on any work done under our direction.
Please write for Book "M" and try Ceresit on your next job. Ceresit is catalogued in Sweet's Index,
pages 46 and 47.
tile,

CERESIT WATERPROOFING
139

BRANCHES— 1133

SOUTH CLARK STREET. CHICAGO.
Broadway. New York

PACIFIC

W

iitt'i

111

I'n K, upirl Teirit

When

,r

ILLINOIS

1218 Chestnut

St.. Pmilaoelphia. Pa,

COAST AGENTS

PARROTT & COMPANY, 320 CALIFORNIA
.\.[fnl~

COMPANY

juli:n A

BECKEH

Co..

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

413 B«iLEr BLOG., Seattle. Wash.
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.

White Portland

Cement

Water Proof Compound

CONCRETE SWIMMING TANK. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,

CAL.

WATERPROOFED WITH MEDUSA COMPOUND

HIGH-TESTING
STAINLESS

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT

RESULTS

The Building Material

Co.inc

585 MONADNOCK BLDG, SAN FRANCISCO.
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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LARGEST THEATRE STAGE OUTFITTERS IN AMERICA
SCENERY ^^^J_.,,0)^^;^
r„„„.V>r^ELECTRICAL
DECORATIONS

HARDWARE

^^

^^^^^^^^
**'"'*">

^"^^^i

APPLIANCES

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX

LOS ANGELES

(Por Index

ARCHITECTURAL AND

to

WORK

STEEL AND IRON

Advertisements, see next pa^e)
BUILDERS' HARDWARE

ORNAMENTAL

Central Iron Works
621 Florida St.. S. F.
Pacific Rolling Mills.
17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.
Western Iron Works, 141-147 Beale St., S. F.

ARCHITECTURAL MODELERS
344 10th
Callaghan & Manetta
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

St., S.

F.

Crocker Bldg.,
Sleiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,

S. F.

Sons. 112

Natoma

St..

San Francisco

AUTOMATIC FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS
Boyd & Moore
356 Market St., S. F.
BANK FIXTURES
F.

C.

Weber &

365
210 N.

Co.,

Francisco
and
Angeles, Cal.

Weary & Alford

BANK INTERIORS
Weary & Alford

Market

St.,

Main

St.,

San
Los

Boyd & Moore
Waterhouse & Price

356 Market

Western Builders' Supply

Co.,

680 Mission

Blanc

Stainless

Cement

Co.,

Union Trust Bldg.,
BELTING, PACKING, ETC.
Goodyear Rubber Co
587 Market St.,
H. N. Cook Belting Co.,
St.,

S. F.
S. F.

S. F.

365 Market St., S. F.
C. F. Weber & Co
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., 776 Mission St.,
S. F.; 209 E. Seventh St., Los Angeles.

BOILERS
Keystone Boiler Works
Folsom St.,
Lord & Burnham Co., Boyd & Moore,
Agents
356 Market St.,

S. F.
Inc.,
S. F.

BONDS FOR CONTK.ACTORS
Fidelity and Deposit

Company

of Maryland,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth Howland &

Co.,

Inc.

(See Adv.

for Pacific Coast Agents.)

BRICK
American Enameled Brick & Tile Co., Boyd
4 Moore, Inc., Agts..356 Market St„ S. F-

Diamond Brick Co

Balboa Bldg.,

S. F.

McBean & Company,
Crocker Bldg.,

F.
St., S. F.
S.

Golden Gate Brick Co. .660 Market
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,
Frost Bldg., Los Angeles
N. Clark & Sons. 112 Natoma St.. San Francisco
Northern Clay Company
Auburn, Wash.
Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery Works,
Mills Bldg., S. F.

BRICK STAINS

Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

ARCHITECTS:
Kalamiin Wrjrk,

St.,

S. F.

Allentown, Pa.

356 Market St., S. F.
Cement Co., Pacific Bldg., S. F.
Standard Portland Cement Co., and Santa Crus
Portland Cement Co.., Crocker Bldg., S. F.

Pacific Portland

Standard Supply Co.,
First

St.

and Broadway, Oakland

The Building Material Co., "Mediisa White
Portland"
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Co.,
St., S. F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER BLOCKS
Dodds' Interlocking Block Company,
356 Market

Co.,

BLACKBOARDS

S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

CEMENT

430 California

Howard

St.,

59 Third St.,

Western Building Material

303 Union Trust Bldg., S. F.

303

Gladding,

Commercial Bldg.,

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

Co.,

317-319

Co.,

Co.,

Boyd & Moore

Mills Bldg., S. F.

&

&

San Francisco

& Erwin Mfg.

Russell

CAPITALS, MOLDINGS. ETC.

American Enameled Brick & Tile Co., Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agts,.356 Market St., S. F.
Gladding, McBean & Company,

N. Clark

Reading Hardware, sold by Brittain

St., S.

Callaghan & Manetta
D. Ross Clarke

344 Tenth

St., S. F.

708 Pacific Bldg.. S. F.

CEMENT EXTERIOR WATERPROOF COATING
"Blanc."

manufactured

Blanc

by

Stainless

Allentown, Pa.
Cement Company
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
Co.
[See disWadsworth,
Howland
&
by
tributing agents on page

123.1

356 Market St., S. F.
Coating, sold in San Francisco by Sherman Kimball. 503 Market St.

Boyd & Moore

Petrifax Cement

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
Blanc Stainless Cement Co.. Allentown, Pa.
[See color insert for Coast distributors.]
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
[See list
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
of distributing agents on page l2.^.]
Dexter Bros. Company, represented by Sherman Kimball. Hooker & Lent Bldg. (503

Market St.), San Francisco.
Glidden's Liquid Cement and Liquid Cement
Enamel, sold on Pacific Coast by Whittier,
Coburn (Company, San Francisco and Los
Angeles.
"La Farge." sold by Waterhouse & Price.
59 Third St.. 3. F.
Medusa White Portland Cement, Californta
Agents. The Building Material Co., Inc.,
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co.. Boston Mass.. agencies in San Francisco. Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.

Specify the best in Mot.-d Fire-proof Doors, Windows, Cornices

etc.

RULOFSON METAL WINDOW WORKS
Eighth ami Brannan Streets, San Francisco, Cal. (Contractors and specialists
proofing of openings.
Contracts taken any place in the United States.

When

F.

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
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DAY OR MIGHT—

PRINTS
SMIINE

RAIIN

EUGENE DIETZGEN

18 FIRST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

CO.,

Surveyins Instruments

Architects' Supplies

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEX-Confinued
CEMENT EXTERIOR
WATERPROOFING
Glidden's

burn

CONCRETE REINFORCKMKNT--Conlinued.

Cement

Liquid

Liquid
Cement
and
Enamel, stjld on Pacific
Coast by Whittier, CoSan Francisco and Los An-

Company.

geles.

CEMENT FLOOR COATING
Bay State Brick and Cement Coating, made
tSec list
by Wadsworlh, Howland & Co.
of distributing agents on page 123.]
Dexter Bros., Sherman Kimball. Agent,

503 Market St., S. F.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

CEMENT TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Smith,

Emery & Co

Co.,

418 Montgomery
651

Howard

St., S. F.
St.,

S. F.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Francisco
St.,

S.

F.

Neponset Waterdyke Felt and Compound,
manufactured by F. W. Bird & Son, East
Walpole, Mass.; sold by Parrott & Co.,
320 California

St.,

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

S.

F.

& Co
Bluxome & Co

A. Lynch

185 Stevenson St., S. F.
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Esterly Construction Co
Berkeley, Cal.
Peterson, Nelson & Co., Inc.,

407 Pine
657

Monadnock

Bldg., S. F.

& Company, Russ

CONCRETE MACHINERY
Wallace

St., S. F.

Co.,

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS
Peterson, Nelson

Bldg., S. F.

Machinery
Company's
etc.
Agents:
Thurston Co., San Francisco;
Smith-Booth Usher Co., Los Angeles; A. R.
Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C,
and the Calder Bros. Co., Seattle, Tacoma,
and Portland.
Concrete

mixers, hoists. loading devices,
Lilley

in San Francieco,
Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle.
Triangle Mesh Fabric, Sales Agents, The LiUcy
82 2nd St., S. F.
& Thurston Co
Twisted Bars, sold by Woods & Huddart,
356 Market St., S. F.

CONCRETE SURFACING
"Alkacene" Liquid Concrete, Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.
"Concreta," sold by W. P. Fuller & Co., S. F.
Concreto, Worden-Meeker Varnish Co.,
S. F. and Oakland
Glidden Liquid Cement, manufactured by Glidden Varnish Company. Whittier, Coburn
Co.. San Francisco and Los Angeles, Pacific
Coast Distributors.

CONTRACTORS. GENERAL
Crowley Co.

&

F. O.

Co.,

Fifth and Seaton Sts., Los Angeles

Geo. H. Stoffels & Co., 830 Pacific Bldg., S. F.
242 Russ Bldg., S. F.
Henning & Burke
Hoyt Bros..
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.. and Santa Rosa
Ransome Concrete Co.,

Mechanics Institute Bldg.,

S. F.

Rickon-Ehrhart Eng. & Const. Co.,
1859 Geary
Walter Hough Company. 503 Market
W. H. Bagge & Son., Inc.,
3528 Sacramento
Williams Bros. & Henderson,

Monadnock

351

St., S.
St., S.

F.
F.

St., S. F.

Bldg., S. F.

CORNER BEAD
"Prescott," sold by Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.
Union Metal Corner Company. 206 Summer
St., Boston, represented on the Pacific Coast

by Waterhouse & Price.

CRUSHED ROCK
California,
203 Hagelstein Bldg., Sacramento, Cal.
Niles Rock, sold by California Building Mater-

Natomas Consolidated of

CONCRETE MIXERS
Chicago Improved Cube Mixer. Pacific Coast
Offices, 789 Folsom St., S. F., and F. T.
Crowe & Co
Portland and Seattle
Foote Concrete Mixers,

Engstrum

Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Berkeley, Cal.
Co

...

Esterly Construction

COLD STORAGE INSULATION

&

ramento.

The Kahn System, Agents

E. D.

Robert W. Hunt & Co.,
418 Montgomery Street, San
Smith, Emery & Co., 651 Howard

Willis A. Clark

Plain and Twisted Bars, sold by Baker & Hamilton. San Francisco, Los Angeles and Sac-

J.

ial

Company

P.

Holland

Pacific Bldg., S. F.
St. Wharf, S. F.

Army

Phone Mission

5466.

DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND

F.

356 Market St., S. F.
Glidden's Liquid Rubber, sold on Pacific
Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
H. D. Samuel Co
207 Monadnock Bldg.
John L. Fox
"Pabco" Damp Proofing Compound, sold by
38 First St., S. F.
Paraffine Paint Co
Parrott & Co.. agents for Genasco Positive

International Fabric & Cable, represented by
Western Builders' Supply Co., 680 Mission
St., S. F.

Seal Damp Proof Paint.
"Protectorine," Compound, sold by Boyd 4
356 Market St., S. F.
Moore

Monadnock

Bldg.,

CONCRETE POURING APPARATUS

S.

F.

Concrete Appliances Co., Los Angeles; Parrott
A Co.. Coast Representatives, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Clinton Fireproofing System. L. A. Norris,

Monadnock

For Plastering

Specify...

The Holmes Lime Co.,

Phone Kearny 2220
iranteed Against

Bldg., S.

Boyd & Moore

Pitting or

Popping

Monadnock

Bldg., San Francisco
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ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX-Centinued
DAMP PROOFING FOR BRICK WALLS
"Imperial"

Waterproofing,

sold

by

Baker

San Francisco; Braun CTiemical

Bros.,

Co.,

Highest

Awards Grand Medal

Los Angeles; W. O. Stamps, Portland and

Exclusive

W.

Gaisford, Seattle, Wash.
207 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
John L. Fox
B.

Finest

Paris 1900

Designs

^Vorkman9hip

DOOR HANGERS

Johns Door Hanger Manufacturing Company,
832-838 Folsom St., S. F.
Pitcher Hanger, sold by Pacific Tank Company
231 Berry St., S. F.
Reliance Hanger, sold by Sartorius Co.,
S. F.; D. F. Fryer & Co., Louis R. Bedell,
Los Angeles, and Portland Wire & Iron
Works.

Imt^ii ^lasB HUnrks
H. R.

DOOR OPENER

G. RischmuUer

INCOnPORATro
HOPPS, President

Art ^lautpb ^laaa

Builders' Ex., S. F.
3442 19th St., S. F.

DOORS— FREIGHT ELEVATOR

"Cross" Counterbalance Automatic, Boyd &
Moore, Agents
356 Market St., S. F.

TELEPHONES

DOORS— WAREHOUSE

DUMB WAITERS

115

Dumb Waiters, Boyd & Moore,
Agents
356 Market St., S. F.
Wells & Spencer Machine Company,

HOME

FRANKLIN 1763

"Cross" Horizontal Folding Doors, Boyd &
Moore, Agents
356 Market St., S. F.

Turk

J

1763

3an rrancisco

Street

Energy

173 Beale St., S. F.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St.,
Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St.,
Electric Appliance Co., 726 Mission St.,
229 Minna St.,
Jno. G. Sutton Co
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company,
'" ^"'"= 2'"
ELEVATORS
Otis Elevator

F.
F.
F.
F.

^^ ^-

Cleveland

Art

Metal

Agents

Montgomery
Co.,

Boyd

356 Market

ELEVATOR DOORS

St.,

S. F.

& Moore,
St.,

S.

F.

"Cross" Elevator Doors, Boyd & Moore, Inc..
Agents
356 Market St., S. F.

ELEVATORS. SIGNALS, FLASHLIGHTS AND
DIAL INDICATORS
Elevator

Supply

&

Repair Co.,

"^

ENGINEERS
F. J.

Amweg

W. W.

Breite

^"''«' ^'-

S-

^•

700 Marston Bldg., S. F.
Clunie Bldg., S. F.

EXPRESS CALL SYSTEM
Elevator

Supply & Repair Co.,

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

593 Market

St.,

S. F.

587-591 Market St., S. F.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.,

Montgomery

FIREPROOF PARTITIONS

Dodds Interlocking Block

FIREPROOFING
Gladding,

St.,

S. F.

John M. Reynolds, 1201 Devisadero

St.,

S. F.

FLOOR VARNISH
S. F. Pioneer Varnish Works,
816 Mission St., S. F.
Standard Varnish Works.

Bass-Heuter and

Chicago, New York and S. F.
Worden-Meeker Varnish Works,
S. F. and Oakland

FLOORS— COMPOSITION AND TILE
"Kompolite"

350 Mills Bldg., S. F.

FOUNDATION CONTRACTORS
Locke Foundation Company,
1107 Crocker Bldg., S. F.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT
Bowser Gasoline
Bowser & Co

Tanks

and

612

Outfit.

Howard

St.,

S. F.

GARBAGE CHUTES
GAS GRATES AND LOGS
Backus Patent Gas Grates and Logs, Boyd
& Moore, Inc., Agents, 356 Market St., S. F.

GLASS AND GLAZING

Co.,

356 Market

St., S.

F.

California Plate and

Window

864 Mission

Crocker Bldg., S. F.
Roebling Construction Co., Crocker Bldg., S. F.

W.

^

St.,

Glass Company,
San Francisco.

P. Fuller & Co.,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland

"PORTO LA"

Specify a
California
Marble,.,

A DELICATE BUFF BEAUTIFULLY

MARKED

TMC TMPNG FOR BANK INTERIORS. VESTIBULES AND
::
SAMPLES ON APPLICATION
HOTEL CORRIDORS

Ti-iE

Columbia Marble Co.
268 MARKET

Quarries
COLUMBIA. California

^

F.

229 Mission St., S. F.
Jno. G. Sutton Co
jPacific Fire Extinguisher Company, 507 Montgomery St., San Francisco: Branch Offices,
Portland, Seattle and Spokane.

McBean & Company,

"

S.

Bradshaw Garbage Chute, sold by C. T. Jacob524 Pine St., S. F.
sen

Goodyear Rubber Company,
507

St.,

FIRE PROTECTION— SPRINKLER SYSTEM

FLOOR SURFACER

Stockton and North Point, S. F.
Van Emon Elevator Co.. 54 Natoraa St., S. F.
Wells & Spencer Machine Co.,
='"'

Goodyear Rubber Company,
587-589 Market

S.
S.
S.
S.

Company,

ELEVATOR CARS

FIRE PROTECTION

^^

ST..
17tm

SAN FRANCISCO
ik

Finishing Plant
Missouri Srs.. San Francisco

The Architect and Engineer

PearsalFs Cement and

Concrete

Floor

references:
N. Y. C. R. R. STATIONS
H. y. N. H. X H. STATIONS

GARAGES

11

DUST PROOF
ABRASION PROOF
STAIN PROOF

ENTIRE N. Y. SUBWAY
PCNN. TERMINAL

HUDSON TUNNELS
BROOKLYN BRIDGE
BROADWAY CENTRAL BLDG,. LA.
SAN FeRNANDO BLDG.. LA.
HYMAN THEATRE. LA.

WATER PROOF
ACID PROOF

POLICE STATIONS, ETC.

THE LILLEY & THURSTON

IMPERVIOUS TO HEAT and COLD

CO., 82 2nd

San Francisco

St.,

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFI CATION INDEX-Con«iiu«d

GLASS— PRISM, ART,
California

ETC.

Art Glass Works,
768 Mission

United Glass Co

115

Turk

HEATERS— AUTOMATIC

St.,
St.,

GRAVEL, SAND AND CRUSHED ROCK
Bay Development Co

California

153 Berry
Material Co.,

Bldg.,

Del Monte White

provement Co
Grant Gravel Co
J. P. Holland

Army

HARD WALL PLASTER

Empire Hard Wall Plaster

Reno Hard Wall

Plaster,
Material Co.,

St.

Wharf,

S. F.

White

& Co

Bldg.,

St., S.

Machinery and

Electrical Co.,
351-353 N. Main St., Los Angelej
Otter, Inc., 507 Mission St., S. F.
Pacific Blower & Heating Co.,
17th St., betw. Mission and Valencia, S. F.
Pacific Fire Extinguisher Company,

Mangrum &

HINGES
ICE

and Brannan

Sts., S. F.

S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

HARDWOOD PANELS

548 Brannan

and Brannan

TrLEPMniur

Howard & Co
i

MiSdON

Howard

sold by

the

Drumm and

San Francisco.
Triumph Ice Machine

St.,

S.

581

Monadnock

Frederick

Charlton

streets,

Lyon, Agent,

Company,
Los Angeles

Cal.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
Robert

W. Hunt &

Smith,

Emery &

Co.,

418 Montgomery St

INSURANCE

St., S. F.

Home Phone m I84t

S.

F.

Co., Inc.,

651

Howard

340 Sansome

INTERIOR DECORATING

i39

F.

De Laval Dairy

Sacramento

Co., H. F.
Bldg., S. F.

INK FOR DRAWING

David Duncan
S. F.
Sts., S. F.

St.,

Montgomery

MAKING MACHINES

"The Wizard,"

HARDWOOD VENEER PANELS AND DOORS
E. A.

507

Stanley's Bail-Bearing Hinges, Stanley Co.,
New Britain, Conn.,

Supply Co.,
St., S. F.
St., S. F.

Bros., Cor. Fifth

Co., Inc.,

Thirteenth and Mission Sts., S. F.
Co
229 Minna St., S. F.

F.

Strable Mfg. Co.,
First St., betw. Washington & Clay, Oakland
White Bros.,
Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts., S. F.

White

GilleySchmid

Co.,

Dieckmann Hardwood Co., Welch Bldg.,
Niehaus & Co
548 Brannan St.,
Parrott & Co
320 California St.,

Niehaus & Co

sold by Thos. Thieben
585 Mission St., S. F.

HEATING AND VENTILATING

Co.,
Pacific Bldg., S. F.
sold by Western

244 California
320 California

Bros., Cor. Fifth

Kalamazoo, Mich.

St.,

& Co

Sacramento

356 Market

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Co.,

565 N. Rose

Water Heater,

Jno. G. Sutton

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Parrott

Humphrey
Pittsburg

S. F.

430 California St., S. F.
Standard Supply Company,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland

Boyd & Moore
Dieckmann Hardwood

Hart Heater Co., State Savings Bank Bldg.,
13lh and Franklin Sts., Oakland
Hoffman Heater, sold by Holbrook, Merrill
& Stetson, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

F.
F.

Pacific Bldg., S. F.
Sand, sold by Pacific ImCrocker Bldg., S. F.
87 Third St., S. F.

Phone Mission S466.
Natomas Consolidated,
Peoples' Savings Bank

Building

St.,

S.
S.

S.

St.,

St.

,

S.

A. C. Wocker

1370 Sutter St., S. F.
L. Tozer & Son Co., 228 Grant Ave., S. F.
Schastey & Vollmer. Inc.. 522 Sutler St ., S. F.

A. A.

OEVOTO, PRESIDENT

orncr and wouhs:

'Sr>>

621-651 FLORIDA St
Between Harrison and Brvant, isth and ISth
San Francisco, calif.

The Architect and Engineer
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WELLS

SPENCER
MACHINE
SPENCER,

AND

F.

BEALE

173-177

REPRESENTING

CO.

SUCCESSOR

M.

SAN FRANCISCO

ST.,

WESTERN ELEVATOR COMPANY
REPAIRS, INSPECTIONS AND

KEARNY 664

Telephones:

DUMB WAITERS

HOME

J

1

124

ARCHITECTS" SPECITICATION INDEX— Contlnusd
JOIST

ORNAMENTAL

HANGERS

Western Builders' Supply

Golden

Co.,

680 Mission

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
827
John G. lis & Co
LANDSCAPE GARDENING

St.,

S. F.

The

Western Lime & Cement

St.,

S.

Co., Boyd & Moore, Agents,
356 Market St., S. F.
,~
Santa Fe Lumber Co.,
c u
Sts., b. t.
Seventeenth and De Haro c..
.

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Machinery and Electrical Co
351 N. Mam St., Los Angeles
MANTELS
St., S.

609 Waller

St., S.

F.

East

& Thurston Co
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

Bass-Hueter Paint Company,
Mission, near Fourth St., S. F.
Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, Ohio, represented by Whittier-Coburn Co.,
S. F. and Los Angeles
R. N. Nason Company
San Francisco

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co., Western office,
722 Merchants Exchange Bldg., S. F.
Rulofson Metal Window Works,
Eighth and Brannan Sts., San Francisco
Waterhouse & Price
59 Third St., S. F.
Zahner's Monarch Hollow Metal Doors and
Trim, Boyd & Moore, Inc., Agents,
356 Market St., S. F.

& Lathing

METAL SHINGLES

Monadnock

Paraffine Paint Co

w.

St., S. F.

Gabriel Moulin
Walter C. Scott

PIPE FOR

Kearny

St.,
St.,

S. F.
S. F.

Crocker Bldg.,

S. F.

153

SEWERAGE

Gladding,

Co.,

Frost Bldg., Los Angeles

558 Market

McBean & Company,

PIPE— CORRUGATED INGOT IRON
Corrugated Culvert Company, Los
Angeles and West Berkeley.

California

F. Weber & Co
365 Market St., S. F.
Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin Co., San Francisco
and Los Angeles.

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE

New York
Company,
San Francisco

Chicago and
J. G. Braun
California Artistic Metal and Wire

Flat or

Complete without

—

Apartment Houac

RISCHMULLER'S IMPROVED LIQUID
DOOR CHECK AND SPRING as well as
RISCHMULLER'S PATENT DOOR OPENER
and CLOSER.

and Los Angeles
F. & Oakland

F.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick

PHOTOGRAPHY

C.

No Modern

38-40 First St., S. F.
represented
by

Works,

& Co..S.

Worden-Meeker Varnish Co..S.

OIL BURNING PLANTS

is

Fuller

P.

PAVING BRICK

Meurer Bros., J. A. McDonald, Pacific Coast
Agent
Third, near Townsend St., S. F.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co
Treat Ave. and 19th St., S. F.

OPERA CHAIRS

Varnish

Standard

Co.,
Bldg., S. F.

Fess System Co., Inc., 125-129 Hayes

W. Bird & Son,
Walpole, Mass., Coast Agents, LiUey
82 Second St., S. F.

Neponset Paints, sold by F.

METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS

757

F

Francisco and Los Angeles.

Crocker Bldg., S. F.

METAL FIRE PROOF PARTITIONS

S

& Oakland

Goheen Carbonizing Coating, sold by Sherman
Kimball, Hooker & Lent building, S. F.

F.

Berger Mnfg. Co
1120 Mission St., S. F.
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corrugating
Co
Treat Ave. and 19th St., S. F.

SE

Superior Graphite Paint, manufac
Detroit
tured by Detroit Graphite Company. C, W.
Pike Company, Coast Sales Agents, 22 Battery St., S. F.
Glidden's Acid Proof Coating, sold on Pacific
Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company, San

Gunst Bldg., S. F.

Farrell

METAL AND STEEL LATH
Roebling Construction Co.,
METAL CEILINGS

Market St

I'ifi

Meeker' va;;ish Co

PAINT FOR STEEL STRUCTURES

Otter
561 Mission St., S. F.
F. Kelly Co.. 723-731 7th St., Oakland

Market

.

Moore

Worden

Mangrum &

MARBLE
Columbia Marble Co
268
MASONRY CONTRACTORS

State

,

F.

Hart & Cooley

Collins Steel Partition

L.

Plaster Coating.
Parker, Preston & Co., Inc.
Brick and Cement Coating, made
by Wadsworth, Howland & Co. (Inc.). [See
adv. in this issue for Pacific Coast agents.]
Dexter Eros., Sherman Kimball, Agent,
503 Market St., S.F.
„
.,
_,.,,
^
Glidden s Liquid Cement
sold
on Pacific
^oast
Whittier,
Coburn
Company,
by
Francisco
San
and
Los
Angeles
_
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston Mass., agen^'" ,'" San Francisco Oakland, Los Angeles,
Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Vitrolite Cold Water Paint, sold by Boyd &

Co.,

1345 Sutter

& Reed
Ferdinand Wagner

F.

Made by

Bay

^^^ Market St., S. F.
Adams & HoUopeter.... 745 Mission St., S. F.
J. F. Kelly Company, 723 7th St., Oakland

J.

St., S.

16th and Utah Sts., S. F.
Supply Co., Representing
Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati
..

Adamant Cement, Brick and

LIGHTING FIXTURES

The

Inc.,

PAINT FOR CEMENT

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S. F.
Standard Supply Co.,
First St. and Broadway, Oakland

TTIMEFR
i^uiviccK

Company,

Co.,' Inc.
Builders'

Western

building,

Holmes Lime Company,

LOCKERS— METAL

AND BRONZE— Continued

Structural & Ornamental Iron
1479 Mission St., S. F.

211-215 Eighth
Sartorius

LIME

The Palmer Shop

IKl)N

C. J. Hillard

Mission

Westbank

McRorie & McLaren.
San Francisco.

S.

Gate

Works

F.

St.,

PIPE— VITRIFIED

SALT

GLAZED

TERRA

COTTA.
N. Clark

&

Sons 112 Natnma

St..

PLASTERING CONTRACTORS

San Francisco

Callaghan & Manetta, 334 Tenth St., S. F.
708 Pacific Bldg., S. F.
D. Ross Clarke

Home

Industry

G.

RISCHMULLER

3442

Mem.

Details on Application

NINETEENTH STREET

Builders' Exchange

San Francisco

The Architect and Engineer
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Steel Construction every time
IT LASTS ALWAYS

For Blackboard use "Olmstead Artificial Slate." Every architect
wanting the best will specify this. Get our catalogues and prices

WHITAKER i RAY-WIGGIN CO.
MISSION STREET

776

209 E.

SEVENTH STREET
Los Angeles

San Francisco

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEXPLUMBING
O'Mara

E.

J.

Jno. G. Sulton

447 Minna
229 Minna

Co

S. F.
St., S. F.

St.,

PLUMBING FIXTURES
Crane Co.... Second and Brannan Sts., S. F.
Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co..
851-859 Folsom St., S. F.
571 Mission St., S. F.
Jno. Douglas Co
J. L. Mott Iron Works, D. H. Gulick, selling
agent
135 Kearny St., S. F.
N. O. Nelson Mfg. Co., 978 Howard St., S. F.
406 E. 4th St.. Los Angeles
Geo. H. Tay Company. 617 Mission St., S. F.
California Steam

& Plumbing Supply

Portland,

Angeles

PATTRnAn";
Sou.heTn Pacific Co

Western

Pacific Railroad.

..

Flood Bldg., S. F.
Mills Bldg., S. F.

ROLLING DOORS, SHUTTERS, PARTITIONS,
ETC.
C.F. Weber & Co
Lilley & Thurston

365 Market St., S. F.
82 Second St., S. F.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS

JM

Asbestos Roofing, sold by H. W. JohnsManville Co.. Agencies in all the principal

West Coast
Pluvinox

cities.

Roofing,

& Moore,

by Boyd

sold

356 Market

Inc

St..

F.

S.

ROOFING TIN
628 Third

Representative

St., S. F.

ROOFING /\ND ROOFING MATERIALS
"Ferroinclave." the Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Coast Agent, Chas. A. Levy,
Balboa Bldg., S. F.
_ J p
..
Ford & Malott,
,

,,,
c,
c
p
,
at, Iowa
St.,
b. r.
Mariposa St.,
F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass., Coast
Co.,
Agents,
Lilley
Thurston
&
"
'
g^ Second St S F
Genasco Ready Roofing, sold by Parrott &
•

Co
H.

320 California

D.

St..

S.

F.

Bldg.,

S.

F.

Samuel Company,
1054

Monadnock

Builders' Exch, S. F.
Harry Larkin
Mackenzie Roof Co., 425 15th St.. Oakland
Meurer Bros. Co., A. H. McDonald, Coast
Representative
628 Third St., S. F.
Los Angeles
Pioneer Roll Paper Co
Western Builders' Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. F.

RUBBER TILING AND MATTING

Goodyear Rubber Co... 587 Market
New York Belting & Packing Co.,

St.,

S. F.

WM

Scale

H.

Company, 333 Market

fOKD

St.,

^
^
ScagUola Co., F
,.

St.,

and ^ard: Mariposa,

al

Iowa

SI

,

S.

F.

^,

,

Mayer

68-70 <-lara St., S. F.

1638

Long Beach Ave, Los Angeles

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
365 Market St., S. FF. Weber & Co
210 N. Main St., Los Angelet
Whitaker & Ray-W,ggin Co. 776 Mission St
S. F.: 209 E. Seventh St., Los Angelei.
C.

SHEATHING AND SOUND DEADENING
Papers,
Building
Waterproof
Neponset
Neponset Florian Sound Deadeninu Felt.
sold by F. W, Bird & Son. East Walpole,
Mass., Coast Agents, Lilley & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S. F.
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston. Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles Poriland. Tacoma and Spokane.

SHEET METAL WORK
1120 Mission St., S. F.
79 City Hall Ave., S. P.

Dunlevy & Gettle

SHINGLE STAINS
Cabot's Creosote Stains, sold by Waterhouse
j^.
price. San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Portland.
Dexter Bros. Company, represented by Sherpian Kimball. Hooker & Lent Bldg.. S. F.
Shingle Stain, WordenMeeker Varnish

W-M
To

Western

_

8c

,

and Oakland

F.

S.

n-c-cc:
r-fivfirM-r
PLATER
b CfcMtNT

„

„

Bml'lcr?
Supply Co. Representing
Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.

STAINLESS CEMENT
Cement Co., Levensaler &
San Francisco; Quartz Glass
* Manufacturing Co Los Ange es; John
Brooke & Co., Inc., Seattle. Wash.

Blanc

Stainless
Preston, Inc.,

STEEL AND IRON— STRUCTURAL
Boyd & Moore

356 Market
621 Howard
Brode Iron Works
Central Iron Works... 621 Florida

St.,

St..
St.,

S. F.
S. F.
S. F.

Manufacturing Company.
819 Folsom Street, San Francisco
Mortenson Construction Co.,
19th and Indiana Sts., S. F.

Judson

Rolling

Mills.

17th and Mississippi Sts.,
125 Beale St.,
Western Iron Works
Iluddart
356 Market St.,
Woods &

W.

H

S.
S.
S.

NAIOTTI

MALOTT

ASPHALT AND GRAVEL ROOFING CONTRACTORS

ASPHALT fLOOR.S AND SIDEVXALKS
San Ftanrisro Mrmbcrs Kuiidrrs' Exrhanec. Builders' Association

•flBRESTO^E NAGNESITf, FLOORING
O'ficr

New Montgomery

149
^

Telephone Market 1596

FORD
FELT,

F.

S.

of

Lake A
Plummer,

Pacific

129 First Street, S. F.

SAFES
Howe

Manufacturers

88 Broad St., Boston. Mas*.
Sash Cord, represented by San-

Berger Mfg. Co

"Scott's Extra Coated," manufactured by Fo!Pittsburg. Pa.
lansbee Bros. Co
Meurer Bros. Co., A. H. McDonald, Coast

„

Silver
ford

'

San
Los

Works.

Solid Braided Cords and Cotton Twines,

SCENIC PAINTING— DROP CURTAINS, ETC.
^^^ ^^^^.^ „ P,^^^ g^^^.^ Company,

^
'

Meese and Gottfried Company
Seattle,

S.\SH CORD
Samson Cordage

S. F.

^

PULLEYS, FHAFTING. GEARS. KTC.
Francisco,

^^^'"

h

p Holland.
ii
S F.
F
Army St. Wharf. S.
P... ""'"w^'v'^rwitff
Pl'""<= ^I'^*'"" ^^^''

California

Co.,

Bluxome Sts.,
«..;„„ Terra
-r.„, Cotta
r„.f, and
,„A P„„..„
w.,,1,0
Pottery^ Works,
Steiger
Fifth and

Dm-xFuv

Company,

provement
t
T-

SCAGLIOLA

PLUMBING SUPPLIES

Continued

S.'VND
Del Monte White Sand, sold by Pacific Im-

F.
F.
F.

The Architect and Engineer
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SUPERIOR

Plumbing Fixtures
of the Latest Design

617 Mission

and Best Quality

St., S. F.

Just

->

i

^.'

OUR DISPLAY ROOM

VISIT

back ot the Palace Hotel

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION IND£X-Cont<nued
STEEL BARS FOR CONXRETE REINFORCE-

MENT

Baker & Hamilton, 4th and Brannan Sts., S. F.
Sheldon BIdg., S. F.
Jno. B. Leonard
Judson Manufacturing Company,
819 Folsom Street, San Francisco
356 Market St., S. F.
Woods & Huddart

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J.

G. Braun, 537 W. 35th St.,
322 S. Paulina St., Chicago.

N. Y., and

STORE FRONTS

Kawneer System of Glass Setting, manufactured by Kawneer Mfg. Co., Coast agencies
at San Francisco, Portland, Ore., Spokane
and Seattle, Wash.
Thorne Hold-Fast Metal Store Front Construction, Boyd & Moore, Inc., Agents,
St.,

S

F.

St.,

S

F.

79 City Hall Ave., S

F.

356 Market
SURVEYORS
251 Kearny
Sanborn & Corinson
TERRA COTTA CHIMNEY PIPE

Dunlevy & Gettle

TILES, MOSAICS, MANTELS, ETC.
561 Mission St., S. F.
Mangrum & Otter
The J. F. Kelly Co.. 723-731 7th St., Oakland

TILE FOR ROOFING

McBean & Company,

Gladding,

Crocker Bldg., S. F.

TILE—WALL AND ENAMEL
The Mosaic

Company,
230 Sth Avenue, San Francisco

Tile

TIN PLATES
Meurer Bros.

H. McDonald, Coast

A.

Co.,

628 Third

Representative

St.,

S.

F.

VACUUM CLEANERS
American Rotary Valve

New

41st

St.,

Sts.,

Chicago.
Co., New York and Chicago.
principal cities.
397 Sutter St., S. F.

McCrum-Howell
Branches in
J.

all

Raymond

P.

Rush and Michigan

York;

VALVE PACKING
"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook Belting Co

317

Howard St.,
ETC.

S.

F.

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS,
Weber & Co

C. F.

Swedish

Ericsson

Moore,

Inc.,

St., S. F.

VENEERS

Co.,

A.

H. McDonald, Coast
628 Third

Representative

St.,

S.

F.

VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE
Terra

Cotta

and Pottery

Works,

^^'"^ Bldg., S. F.

WAINSCOTING
"Kompolite"
WALL BEDS

350 MUls Bldg., S. F.

The Turner Wall Bed,
Plate
cisco
S. F.

sold by California
and Window Glass Co., San Franand Los Angeles. Mission near Sth,

ARCHITECTS

OWN DESIGNS CARRIED

OUT AT MODERATE COST

HOODS
HOUSE HARDWARE

FIRE

• U N D A LS
I

FIRE IRONS

St.,

S. F.

Glidden's French Caen Stone Finish and
Glidden's Waterproof Flat Finish, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

"Trus-Con" Finish, sold by Western Lime &
Cement Co
268 Market St., S. F.

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE.

ETC.

"Ceresit," manufactured by the Ceresit Waterproofing Co., sold by Parrott & Co., San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Portland, and
Julien A. Becker Co., Seattle, Wash.
Dexter Bros., Sherman Kimball, Agent,
503 Market St., S. F.
Glidden's Concrete Floor Dressing and Liquid
Cement and Liquid Cement Enamel, sold on
Pacific Coast by Whittier, Coburn Company,

San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Neponset Waterdyke Felt and Compound,
sold by F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole,
Mass., Coast Agents Lilley & Thurston Co.,
82 Second St., S. F.
320 California St., S. F.
& Co
Samuel Cabot Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., agencies in San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma and Spokane.
Te-Pe-Co Waterproofing, sold by H. G. Qinton, 34 Ellis St., S. F.; Bass Hueter Paint
Parrott

The Building Material Co., Inc.,
587 Monadnock

WATER SUPPLY

Bldg., S. F.

System, Simonds Machinery Co.,
12 and 14 Natoma St., S. F.
sole agents

Kewanee

WE.\THER STRIP
Monarch

Metal
Moore, Agents

Weather

Strip,

356 Market

Boyd
St.,

&

S. F.

WHITE ENAMEL FINISH
W.

"Satinette,"

F.

P.

and

Fuller & Co.,
all principal Coast cities

Velvo-Tone, Worden-Meeker V'arnish Co.,
S.

F.

WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT
Stainless

Preston, Inc.,
F.
S. F.

S.

VENTIL.\TORS AND SHEET IRON

Steiger

503 Market

Blanc

Dieckmann Hardwood Co.,
Welch Bldg., 244 California St.,
White Bros., Cor. Fifth and Brannan Sts
Meurer Bros.

F.

WATERPROOF FINISHES— Continued

S.

365 Market St., S. F.
Venetian Blinds, Boyd &

AgenU..356 Market

S.

Dexter Bros., Sherman Kimball, Agent,

Co., Pacific Coast Distributors.

Co.,

702 Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Howell Co.. Park Ave. and

The Mc Crum &

Marshall & Stearns Co.,
1154 Fbelan Bldg.,

WATERPROOF FINISHES

and Oakland

Cement Co., Levensaler &
San Francisco; Quartz Glass

Co., Los .\ngeles.
Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash.

& Manufacturing
Brooke &

WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE,

ETC.

Dean Reversible Window

Co.,

551

Hipolito Screen

Tabor Sash
Agents

WOOD

& Sash

John

Brannan

St.,

S. F.

Co.,

634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles
Fixture Co.. Boyd & Moore,
356 Market St., S. F.

STAINS

Bridgeport Wood Finishing Company, represented by Whittier, Coburn Company, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

DESIGNS SUITED TO EVERY STYLE
OF ROOM

®lt0 fainter S>l|0p;
MAKERS OF ARTISTIC ELECTRIC FIXTURES

1345
Sutter Street *
Phcne
pRANKLrN 4719
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ARCHITECTURAL FAIENCE
Mantel
Faience Tiles for Exterior and Interior Decorations.
Complete Mantels. Equipped to Execute Designs or
Facings

—

Arcliitects and Decorators.

Special Designs

by our o\vn Artists

Los A.ngeles Pressed BricK Co.
404-414

FROST BLDG.

SECOND AND BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES

WORKS:

TIEI.KPUONBM:

— ItBAJ*NV aH;io
KACTORV — AI-AMKn*

8. K.

N.

OOO

CLARK & SONS
INCORPORAXKD JA.NUAnV
MANUF-j^CTUHBRH

11.

IBAO

OP"

ARCHITKCTURAL TKKRA COXXA, PRKSSKD BRICK
VITRIKIKO ANO TERRA COXTA F'lPa
ECOLIXJVV XILE FIRB: PROOFING
kire: brick xile amd kindred clay producxs

SAN

OKF-ICK: 112-116 N'ATO\4^ SX.

If^RAPs'CISCO,

CAL.

Steiger

Am

w^

^^

Terra Cotta ^^^ Pottery

Works

^V^iAr^^

^fw
^"-^^^^^.^

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA, PRESSED GRICK, SEWER PIPE
CHIMNEY PIPE. FLUC LINING, FIRE BRICK
MANTEL TILE, ACID WARES
Factory: south San Francisco

Yard: 18th and Division Sts

San Matco CO.

San Francisco

Main Office: 729 Mills Building
Telephone Douglas 3010

SaN FranCISCO. CAL.

Gladding.HcBean&Co.
Manufacturers Clay Products

Crocker Bldg. San Francisco
Works. Lincoln.Cal.
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

|
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^H^i^.i

.

^

Northern Clay
^^^Isi

Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

SE^

Fire Brick

L^ «ff:[tr;

Cotta

and Clay

Products

^E^'^'^^^Bi
CALIFORNIA
AR'FISTIC METAL AND WIRE

Terra

Architectural

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RNAMENTAL IRON and BRONZE WOR K
349-365 Seventh

Auburn

Washington

San Francisco, fal.

St.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

MINIMUM COST

Steel

Interlocking

Studding and Furring
Fconomy

of Space.

Rigidity

and Alignment

Perfect

12, 14 and 16 inch
any width partition

Spaced for
centers,

COLLINS SI EEL PARTITION
and LATHING CO.,
OFFICE

Inc.

:

757MonadaockBldg.,SaDFrancisco,Cal.

FACTORY:
Brannao and Dore Sts. Pbooe Sutter 1976
This Demonstration Partition on
Exhibition at Offirc

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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DEAN REVERSIBLE WINDCWCQINC

STAND

Reversible

inSIDE

WHILE CLEANINO

"DBAN

Window and

PEVEP5IBLE

Self-

WINDOWS
Regulating
Roller

Screens

WftHflAlSi

HIPOUTO SCREEN & SASH CO.
634-38 MAPLE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

CAL.

PKone, Kearny 1516

OVER

600,000

TONS

CRUDE OIL
is

of structural Steel Painted with

"SUPERIOR GRAPHITE

i\0

W burned by T WO methods,

FESS SYSTEM and the other

the

have passed
\\T^ the
new year of

In
the stone age.
1911 you will find in
the improved FESS SYSTEM, the
only advanced science of burning oil.
We eliminate the use of a complicated air
compressor, numerous adjusting valves, and
This system is
the noise of combustion.
operated with 75'/( less power and produces a
smokeless fire; in fact the advantages are so
numerous that it must be seen to be appreciWe can convince the most skeptical
ated.
that the problem of burning crude oil for
heating purposes has at last been solved.
.^RrHlTF.(TS ARE KSPKCIAI.LV INVITRD

VV

PAINT"
DETROIT GRAPHITE COMPANY

PAINT MAKERS
DETROIT, MICHIGAN,

U. S. A.

To

C.

W. PIKE

i

.\IA.

AND W[TNESS A DKMONSTR ATION

COMPANY

PACIFIC COAST SALES AGENTS

22 BATTERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO,

ftSS SYSTEM COMPANYJnc.

CAL.

12S

HAYES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE. KEARNY 4303

When writmg

to Advertisers please

mcntimi

tins

Mag;tzme.
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BOWSER

Gasoline and Oil Storage Systems
for Public or Private Garages

meet every requirement.

If. Fire-

pump

proof, Leak-

into the car

can

from the under-

ground tank ^vithout exposure or possibility of explosion.

proof and Evapo
ration -proof.

— No Measures nor Funnels. You

the gasoline directly

WE M\1C

E THE LOWEST PRICED OUTFITS
AND MAKE THE BEST.

That

means Safety, Economy,
and Better Gasoline. All
Styles, Sizes and Prices.
Listed by the National Board of

just ask

Special Information for Architects,
for booklet

No. 107 for

details.

Fire Underwriters.

Recommended by Architects, Endorsed by Owners and tested by time

S. F.

Bowser & Co
INCORPORATED

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

Office, 612 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Western

BOWSER

Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Boston. New York, Philadelphia,
Atlanta, Dallas and Toronto,

A
GAS WATER HEATER

SOMETHING NEW

IN

THe accompanying cut is sometKing New in a TanK Heater

THIS
witH

double Copper Coil Heater
Nvit Connections on eacK
coil. TKis is the only double coil XanK
Heater on tHe marKet -writH independent
connections, tHe use of -whicK permits the
is

a

Union

reraoval of either coil without interfering'
the other coil.
This Heater is considered the most effi-

writh

cient

TanK Heater on

Give

the MarKet.

it

a trial.

"We are represented in tHe West by tWe following,

HOLBROOn, MERRILL

CEL

STETSON

San Francisco and Los Angeles,

Calif.

CRANE COMPANY

Seattle

and Tacoma, Wash.

CRANE COMPANY,

Vancouver,

D. C.

ctory and General Ofi&ce a,

The Hoffman Heater Company Lorain,
i
OKio, U.
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

S.

A,

—
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Decorators

Wall Papers and Fabrics of Character
and Distinctiveness

We
r.

Destza, Decorate

The Leading

and Furnish

Interiors of all Kinds

Archilecls and Builders our References

CorrespondeDce and Enquiries Solicited

228 Oranl Ave.

(2il floor.

N»l

It

187 Twelfth Street

Wkilt llusf)

San Francisco

Oakland

s

\
:-A?//;if^^>^^?^;gK•>:;:^:•^^?<^^*^si>'•^;^^v:^i^^:r^>A^y;y;:;•>^;v

':<\';i\yir:'i'i\Vii'Siyt'^\jf:-':'i'yrr^^^^^^

Pittsburg:
Heaters

Automatic
Hot Water

MECHANICALLY PERFECT
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
MOST ECONOMICAL

JOS.

THIEBEN

&

CO.

SOLK AGENTS
667 Mission Street, San Francisco
Phones, Kearny 3762

When

Home J-376Z

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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THE VARNISH TO SPECIFY

A

Thorouglily Satisfied

Client

IS

an

Architect's Best Asset.

It means more Business for Him
Every Time. A Well Built and Finished Interior Goes a Long Way to Impress the

Owner with the Architect's Genius.
The Wood Finish, Therefore, Must Not be
Neglected.

A

is

Necessary to Insure a

HUETER'S

ARCHITECTURAL

Superior Varnish

Satisfactory Finish.

Specify

and FLOOR VARNISHES.
Manufactured by

S.

F.

ESTABLISHED

E. L.

HUETER.

1857

Proprietor

WORKS SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
MAIN

WORKS

PIONEER VARNISH

OFFICE. 816

Portland Office and

MISSION ST.

1

Los Angeles Office and Warehouse,
333 to 343 East Second St.

9

Second

1

Seattle Office

9

1

Warehouse
Street

and Warehouse,

Spring Street

Did You Get a Copy of

TABOR'S New

Catalog?

It tells in a concise, architectural way all about the
principles of construction; advantages of use and
installed application to every building of the

TABOR STRIP AND FIXTURE
The
ing

shows a Transom Bar Window havtwo sash equipped with Tabor strips and corruillustration

fi.xtures.
This construction provides for the
addition, perpendicularly, laterally, or both, of as
many sash units as conditions demand. The joints
between Tabor strips and sash do not leak.
are makers of the Tabor strip and fixtures, for
sliding-reversible, removable, vertically and horiAutomatic
zontally pivoting and casement sash.
casement adjusters. .\11 metal weather strips.

gated

We

Automatic door bottom, and hardware specialties.
Send a Postal for the "Tabor Quality" Catalogue

•

'

;

!;

\\
'

~^^

TABOR SASH FIXTURE COMPANY

BOYD & MOORE
356 Market
When

Street,

Nortkem Califorma
Pnone, Kearny 2386

Sole Agents for

San Francisco.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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PERFECT HOT WATER SERVICE
to all parts of a building can bo secured
cheaply and without bother of any kind
from a
AUTOMATIC

HUMPHREY

INSTANTANEOUS

Gas Water Heater.
as dependable as the following of day
by night. Open a faucet
hot water
pours out. Guaranteed exactly as claimed.
Write for Catalog to
It is

—

HUMPHREY C?
565

N.

ROSE STREET, KALAMAZOO, MICH.,

U. S. A.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

Gas&

Electric Appliance Co., 441 Sutter St., San Francisco, (.."al.
1(1 Clay Street. Oakland, Cal.
and F.lcctric Appliance Co..
Independent G.as Appliance Co. 604 S. Hill St. Los AnReles. Cal.

Cias
!

Ir-

1

R.

11. C.irbL-lt r....

-

71

1

Fifth Stre.t. P.irtland. Oret'on

liangers for Easy aclion and Durability. NoArchitect who wants a door hanger that will run easily,
not get out of order, will fail to specify

ttnpi lAlVr'P"
KCL<I/\1> V/C

"RELIANCE"

work perfectly, and
for these hangers have not only stood the test of time, but have practically .supcrcccdcd all others, where the above qualities are desired.

RELIANCE BALLBEARING DOOR HANGER
PACIFIC
San Fr.mcisco: S.\RTORn;s Co.

Inc.. Fiftc^erith

CO.,

I

Madison Ave., NewYork

COAST AGENTS
S:

I'lah Sis.

Los.^neeles; Louis K. Bedki.l. IIUS Story Buildini;

Seattle:

D

K.

Fkve-:r

Portland: Portl.^nd

&

lo.

Wikk & Iron Work?

QnuiW/^vJiMJ

BEVELING STAINING CM
768 Mission Street

I

PPl N G. ETC

S^/^yf^^]^j€{^m^j #jtf
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A NATIVE SON BEAR IN SHEET

METAL BY

San Francisco Metal Stamping and Corrugating

Company

stamped and Spun
Sheet Metal Ornaments
statue Work. MissionTiie. Art Metal Ceilings

"Hygienic" Drinking Fountain
For other styles see samples in our show rooms
851-859 Folsom St.. San Francisco, Cal.
Circular sent on request.

Haines, Jones & Cadbury Co.
1I30-II44 Ridge.

Philadelphia

Avenue.

554-556 TREAT AVE.. Near Nineteenth

St.

(oPPOSrTE MISSION FOUNDRy)

phones:

san francisco,

mission 2421
home m-3428

california

VACUUM CLEANER
INSTALLATIONS
Sizes

and

Prices to

Uhe

suit all requirements

SEND FOR INFORMATION

Real Manganese Safe
New York Manganese
Steel

l.P.
397 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
PHONES

\
'/

KEARNY 5852

HOME

C 5852

When

nOWE

Company

Safe

SCALE

COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

333 TO 339

MARKET

SAN Francisco,

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

ST.

cal.
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LET TRUTH PREVAIL
Do Not Be Disturbed by the Misrepresentations
of Competitors as to the
Asbestos Shingle Patent Situation
READ EXTRACTS FROM THE LATEST INJUNCTION ISSUED BY THE COURT
Now, Thekkkork. we do strictly command and enjoin you, the said Asbestos Shingle. Slatf &
Sheathing Company, from in any way advertising in words or in substance that this Court has held
that any cement shingles hitherto made and sold by the defendant, H. W. Johns- M an ville Company
on any of the claims

•
•
* *
of the patent in said suit.
further strictly command and enjoin you, the said Asbestos Shingle. Slate & Sheathing
that whenever you shall advertise the interlocutory decree of this court entered in said suit,
or any part thereof, or the substance of the same, in connection with words "cement shingles" or "asbestos
shingles" or the like, that in every such case the said advertisement or circular or other means of publication shall make equally salient to the eye the fact in substance that the said decree of this court forbad the
making, vending or using of cement or asbestos shingles or the like, made upon a paper making machine.
We have been and are selling asbestos shingles which do not infringe our competitors' patents, because
they axe made by a new and better process, covered by letters patent which we control.
infringe

We do

Company,

J-M Transits Asbestos Shingles Are Not Made

Like Paper

on a Paper Making Machine
Write nearest house for booklet

H.W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago

DaUas

Los Angeles
Milwaukee

New Orleans
New York

Detroit

Minneapolis

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Kansas City

San Francisco
Seattle
St.

1437

Painting Contracts
Commercial as well as Decorative
Painting Contracts executed,

in-

cluding Exterior House Painting,

Wood

Finishing, Tinting and Wall

Papering by the painting depart-

ment OF

SCHASTEY & VOLLMER

Inc.

Interior Decohatohs
522

SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
PHONE SITTER

When

Louis

1310

writing to .\dvertii.ers please mention this M.igazinc.
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V

V

These Three Are Permanent

and Beautiful
"RENO WHITE" PLASTER,

a product

of the Western Gypsum Co. that is
beautiful, hard and lasting.

DEL MONTE

W HITE SAND,

to be used

with Medusa and other white cement
to make a beautiful white stone finish
on concrete and artificial stone build=
ings.

"MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND

CE=

MENT," a new and beautiful product
adapted to ornamental artificial stone
work of the highest grade.

^^rflotbersai!^ dealers
SEATTLE, PORTLAND, TACOMA.
When

^

SPOKANE,

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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QUALITY COUNTS

mm

BUIIDKS' SUPPLY c«
ESTABLISHED 1902

680 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO,
TELEPHONE KEARNY

INTERIOR

CAL.

1991

WOOD FINISH ORNAMENTS

(ART MOULDINGS. CARVINGS, ETC.)

HIPOLITO EVEN TENSION SCREENS
(FOR

GOOD HOUSES)

CONVENIENT, DURABLE, NON-RUSTING

STANDARD METAL CORNER BEAD
GOLDEN WEST VULCANITE ROOFING
LANE JOIST HANGERS

"ENAMETILE" (METAL ENAMEL

WAINSCOTING)

Post caps

«ni>

bases

(SANITARY, INTERLOCKING)

RERRESeNTING

DECORATORS' SUPPLY

CO., Chicago, III

ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENTS
WOOD, COMPOSITION and CEMENT
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

IN

CAPITALS AND BRACKETS
TO MATCH OAK, MAHOGANY, REDWOOD, ETC.

Four Largfe Catalogs

Specify

(Furnished Registered Architects)
CXTCRIOR COMPOSITION AND PLASTCR
COMPOSITION TO MATCH WOOD

CAPITALS >~i> BRACKETS
WOOD GRILLES

UNION METAL COLUMNS
Permanent

in

any Climate

Do not open up or crack
Fine for Residences and

Public Buildings.

Also for

Pergolas, with metal beams.

When

writing lo Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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MASONIC TEMPLE. SAN MATEO. CAL.
Nxlea AVashed Gravel and

Rock used on

all

J.

B.

Ogbom. Designer

Concrete "Work and Roof of tKis Building

CALIFORNIA BUILDING MATERIAL CO.
PACIFIC BUILDING.

SAN FRANCISCO.

CAL.

Will Not Stain
Limestone, Granite or Marble

The Best Cement for Exterior
Stucco Construction. Also

EXTRA WHITE LAFARGE

for

Light Brick, Terra
Cotta, White Granite or Marble
and White Stucco Exteriors
use with

NON -Staining Cement
156 FIFTH

AVENUE,

Co.

NEW YORK

Sole Aeents for the United States and Canada

WATERHOUSE&PRICECO.
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

When

PORTLAND

OAKLAND

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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^^^^^^f

^^^.g?.'^J^Jfi^^

\'i

m
IS

t

REPRESENTED

ncPRCSCNTCO

BOYD& MOORE
SAN

IVES

MARKET

ST.
FRANCISCO, CAL.

356

620 S. HILL ST.

n^y

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

W&

ART METAL DOORS
Combine beautx*
fire-proof

w

utility-

qualities

—a

and
rare

and valuable combination

^!

Doors &. iV/ndoivs
KANSAS c/ry MO.

Meta///c
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RABBITT

FIRE.

VERMIN and SOUND
PROOF
PARTITIONS
viseA in tnis

than

Less

Costs

Stud
ana

Building

with JyletaJ

vvooa
Lath

50 ^er cent
Less O^ace.

takes

WeigKt

12

lbs.

to sq.

ft.

For Details, Blueprints.
Etc.,

Write

to

Rabbitt Partition Co.
34 ELLIS

Artie Club Building
Daniel Huntington, Architect

J.

STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRAUIN

G.

537-54.1 W. 35TH STREET, NEW YORK
61 5-62 1 S. Paulina Street, Chicago
CURRIES

A

COMPLETe STOCK OF

Steel Mouldings for Store Fronts

Elevator Enclosures, Etc.
Plain and Oroamenlal Sash Bars, Leaves, Rosettes
Pickets and Oraamenlal Rivets, Square Root
Aaslelron from ^8"x?8''xl-l6" Upwards

n

Catalog to Architects, Architectural Iron
T u-„™ for
f^- E^vators
17I»..^<CI
*
Tubing
Elevator
works and Builders only on Application
Enclosures and Office Railings

Square

PATENT SHEET METAL SHEARS PUNCHING MACHINES
All parts, including the main body, are made of forged steel, which makes these
tools lar superior to any made from cast steel. <If The Punch Machines are made
from steel plates. All movable parts are steel forgings. All parts which can be
are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independent steel rings.
Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle, Tee or Flat Iron.
WRITE fOR

UUIOG

AND PRICES

OVER 900
MACHINES
SOLD
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.

-
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NOBLE

P

h

President

C.

THOMAS ROLPH.

BANKS. VicePresidint

Secretary

Pariftr Soiling iMtll (Hn.
Telephone Market 215
suppliers of

STRUCTURAL STEEL
CAST IRON

FORGINGS. BOLTS. RIVETS. FROGS, SWITCHES
SALES OFFICE

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS

17TH

A.

•

©rnamrutal

3nm i^ iBnmir-

•ELEVATOR ENCLOSURES & CABS

STAIRS RAILINGS
-BRONZE, TABLETS
•

-

•TELE -MARKET

W.

B.

MORRIS.

•

H. M.

President

METAL STORE FRONTS-

BANK ENCLOSURES & RAILINGS& NAME PLATES ANDIRONS ETC

-SAN FRANCISCO

1329

908 CROCKER BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

MISSISSIPPI STS

WRIGHT.

WORKS

•

15 th

^ VTAH STS

L. J.

Vice-President

GATES.

Secretary

Western Iron Works
STRUCTURAL

IROIN

and

STEEL CONTRACTORS
Gas Holders, Vault
and
Phones:

Keamy

Linings, Jails, Fire Escapes, Beams, Channels, Angles
Steel

Wheelbarrows Carried
132-148

J 1259

TELEPHONE. MARKET

C.

in

Stock

UUI47 BEALE STREET

575

J.

MAIN STREET

SANfRANCISCO.CAL

HOME PHONE,

6468

HILLARD

CO.,

J

2376

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Ornamental

Iron, Brass

and Bronze

Work

Elevator Enclosures and Cars.
Office Railings.
Cast Iron Stairs and Store Fronts. Wire Work. Fire Escapes.

Bank and

211-213-215-217 8th

Street

Between Howard and Folsom

When

San Francisco. Cal.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Glidden's
Liquid Clement Coating

has been described by architects
and engineers as indispensable
for waterproofing and uniforming cement, stucco, plaster and
concrete surfaces, both interior

and
M.

exterior.
P.

DURABLE INTERIOR

Glidden's M. P. Durable Interior is the
highest grade varnish manufactured for
general interior use.
Mention Glidden's

Label Varnishes and Endurance
Stains in your specifications.

Green

Demonstrating Samples and Literature Free on Request

The Whittier Coburn Company
San Francisco

Los Angeles

Sole Representatives for the sale of our products in tKe State of California

DISTRIBUTORS rOR

The Glidden Varnish Company
factories:
cleveland. ohio
toronto. canada

When

branch warehouses:

new york
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I11LI{ the ciiiintry estate with its spacious grounds and gardens is
a subject which is by no means new to the Pacific Coast, nevertheless until within the last decade it was a matter which had received
attention by but a few of our very wealthy pioneers. I-"or instance, forty
years ago in all California we probably would not have found many
country homes with highly developed gardens and grounds, and what few
existed would have been limited ]iractically to homes along the Peninsula
in San Mateo county, to ()akland and its suliurbs, and to Marin county.
These few were, however, very fine examples of the landscape gardener's
art.
In passing it might be well to mention the estate of D. O. Mills, of
Millbrae, the W. H. Howard, the Parrott and Hayvvard estates at San
Mateo, and the Reddington and Iiarrelhoit estates at Burlingame. the
Leland .Stanford estate at Palo Alto, and the James Flood and Hojjkins
estates at Menlo Park.
These old estates covered tremendouslv large
areas, and in addition to the home groimds conducted farming operations
on a large scale.
However, during the last decade, and for a few years previous to this
time, we find a most distinct movement countryward. and the result has
been that many of the larger estates have been subdivided and the portions
around the old homes have been more highly embellished bv the landscape
gardener's art, and many of the old homes either iia\e been torn down or

remodeled along modern
•Junior

member

lines.
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The development of the modern California country estate is not,
however, confined to the bay region, but is scattered throughout our entire
Magnificent estates have been laid out around Los Angeles, PasaState.
dena, San Diego, Santa ilarbara, and in our interior valleys we find a great
As our cities are filling up, and
interest being taken along these lines.
especially since the automobile has become of such universal use, we find
that the wealthy people of the interior cities, like those of our own bay
region, are forming their country estates and country clubs outside of the
city limits, and adorning them in a fitting manner.
The development of parks is also receiving attention l)y tlic majority
of our progressive inland cities, and even some of the smaller towns are
working along these lines.
While there are still quite a number of very large estates which conduct,
in addition to gardens and grounds surrounding the home, stable, etc.,
farming operations on quite a large scale, nevertheless in the majority of
cases land is becoming too valuable for such usage, particularly along the
peninsula of San Mateo county, with the result that only sufficient grounds
surrounding the homes arc maintained in order to give a fit setting to the
house and to permit of the necessary graceful approaches thereto.
These fine country homes are undoubtedly a result of the desire to
escape from the crowded conditions of our city life, as our cities are gradIt is
ually filling up and becoming more and more congested each year.
also a result of an increasing desire for the simpler and more natural life of
the country, affording as it does opportunities for such varied sports and
outdoor pleasures and activities. The country homes are in many cases
becoming notable examples of architecture and are as commodious and
attractive places of residence, with their luxurious furnishings and wealth
This love of
of conveniences, as may be found in any of our cities.
the country is undoubtedly on the increase and is becoming one of the
most notable features of our social life.
In the laying out of a suburban place, one of the most important
considerations is the selection of the house site, and in this connection it
is always advisable before the selection is definitely decided upon, to have
a competent landscape engineer go over the ground and give his opinion
with reference to the selection, as there are a few essentials which should
not be lost track of. The general contour of the ground and the natural
environment have, of course, a great deal to do in determining a house site,
but a most important element, and one which is often entirely neglected,
is the opportunity afforded for graceful approaches to the house from the
entrance to the grounds, and from the garage, stables, etc.
Many a
country place has been greatly marred by the injudicious location of the
house site, and many natural advantages have been absolutely lost in this
manner. In the selection of a house site the owner, the architect and landscape engineer should collaborate. This applies as well to the location of
garages, stables and whatever other Ijuildings are proposed for the country
estate.

Even before the work of building is commenced, it is always advisable
to have a reliable landscape engineer work out a general plan to cover the
entire grounds and gardens which are under contemplation, and show in
detail what driveways, walks, pools, greenhouses and special features are
advisable.
This plan should also locate whatever trees and groups of
shrubbery and flower beds are proposed, as well as all garages, stables and
other outbuildings. Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance
of this, as many otherwise fine places have been ruined, and many oppor-
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Plan for RcsiJfiicc Grounds, Estate of the Misses MeKinnoii, Menio

Pari;, California

tunities have been neglected by the nitroduction of features which are
entirely out of keeping with their surroundings, and by unfortunate planting
by those who are unfamiliar with the habits of the trees and shrubs which
they are setting out, with the result that at some future date it has been
necessary to remodel the entire place in order to obtain the proper effects.
often do we hear people say that with all the money they have spent
on trees and plants their gardens still are very unsatisfactory. In planning
a garden, it must always be borne in mind that one is planning for the

How

It is
future effect, and that the planting must be arranged accordingly.
the eft'cct which will be produced when the trees and shrubs are fully
grown that we are planting for, and in order to provide for this it is
absolutely necessary that one be familiar with the habits and characteristics
of all the plants recommended. The grou])ing or massing of trees, shrubs,
plants or bulbs, in order to produce certain eft'ects at special seasons of the

year, can only be successfully accomplished by one who has full knowledge
of the habits and character of such plants. In fact, to attempt to lay out a
country place without the aid of the landscape engineer is equivalent to
attempting to build a house without the services of an architect which,
certainly, none of us would consider for a moment.
\\"c find with reference to landscape effects on this Coast that there is a
distinct desire on the part of country landlords in most cases to confine

—

themselves to natural effects to produce sweeping lawns with natural
groups of hardy flowering trees and shrubs, although we also find many
notable examples of high-class formal gardening. We, in California, are
enabled to use, by virtue of our even and temperate climate, a class of
evergreen trees and shrubs which are prohiljitivc in Eastern and most
European countries, and by this means we are enabled to have green effects
the entire year, and as many of the evergreen shrubs and trees flower in
the winter seasdn, by careful selection a wealth of color may be obtained
the year around.
However, it would be a mistake to adhere ciitirelv to evergreens, as so

many

of the deciduous shrubs, such as weigelas, spireas, snowballs, mock
lilacs, etc., admit of such beautiful spring and summer effects.
Palms are naturally a feature of our California landscape effects, and
appeal very strongly to all of our eastern visitors. This is especially true
of all of our Southern California estates.
Naturally, in the selection of the style of garden there are certain
fundamental principles by which the landsape gardener must be guided.
These are primarily the style of house which has been selected by the

orange,

owner, which must guide absolutely the style of the grounds immediately
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surrounding the house. Also the natural contour of the ground, and the
environment have great bearing on the style of garden which may be
recommended. Some situations adapt themselves naturally to formal treatment, while others ofifer better advantages for natural groupings and broad
Wherever possible it is advisable to utilize water in the form of
effects.
lakes, rivulets or waterfalls, as nothing adds so much to the beauty of
landscape as water efifects, especially in California, as we are without rain
for practically three-fourths of the year.
There are many classes of plants which it was formerly presumed
would not thrive or flourish in our California climate, among which are
rhododendrons, azaleas and kalmias from the European countries, and the

View on

the H'm. T.

Sesnon Estate,
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Aptos, California
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Mr. IVm. T. Sesnon's House,

Aptos, California

magnificent and stately tree fern of Australia. This has been demonstrated
to be absolutely a false idea, as we find that the rhododendrons, etc., do
remarkably well when planted underneath our native live-oaks, where they
find the nourishing leaf mould, which is a condition they prefer
above all
others. It is only necessary to see that they receive a plentiful supply
of
water, and the re.^ults which they give in the late spring and early summer
can be equaled by no other class of plants; in fact, thev are in a class
by

themselves.
The magnificent tree ferns of Australia, among which are the Dicksorias, Antartica
and squarrosa, .Alsophila austarlis and Cyathea medullaris and dealbata, are a class of pinnts concerning
whicli. until within
the last two or three years, little has been known of, as far
as their adapt-

77(1'
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of the U'm. T. Sesnon Estate, at Aftos, near Santa

Cms.

Catifornia

concerned in fact, we find them
growing and luxuriating in our dry Southern California atmosphere. The
accompanying illustration of a group at Mr. H. E. Huntington's place at San
Gabriel is a" good example of what may be done with these ferns when
ability to our California conditions are

:

planted under the shade of our native trees, and given sufificient nourishment
and water. Certainly nothing could surpass this magnificent group. They
will very naturally, do far better in the counties surrounding the bay
region than in the dryness of Southern California, as we have a much
damper atmosphere in the bay section. It has also been found that a far
greater interest is being taken in plant life, and a much finer class of plants
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continually being used in landscape wurk in California than heretofore.
Bulbs, such as hyacinths, daffodils, narcissus and tulips are now becoming
a feature of all our spring effects.
Bulbous plants form a highly
interesting class of plants, and are of the utmost use and importance, not
only to large gardens, but to small as well, as they are very easily grown,
and afford such fine results to amateur and professional alike.
is

Roses, like bulbs, are of easy culture and give good results. The rose
garden, however, should be made a feature of every garden, as the roses
come in crops and should be made to furnish a wealth of color. A rose
garden should be laid out in beds of solid colors, which will be found to
give the best eft'ects, care being taken that the colors do not clash.
It is remarkable what may be accomplished in the line of landscape
work on a country estate within a space of a few months, and without any
prohibitive expense, particularly in the line of natural effects. The accompanying illustrations of the A. 11. Spreckels' grounds at Napa, and the
grounds of Mr. W. T. Sesnon, in the Santa Cruz mountains, are good
examples of what maj' be done in this respect.
During the last few years a decided interest has sprung up with regard
to greenhouse and tropical plants, particularly orchids, than which there
is no more interesting class of plants.
Notable, of course, among the
orchids, are the stately and beautifully colored Cattleyas of South and
Central America, from which, by careful selection, a wealth of bloom may
be obtained the year aroimd, with a very limited number of plants. The
Phalaenopsis, or moth orchid, from our own Philippine Islands, with its
beautiful sprays of pink and white blossoms, is also a universal favorite,
as it blooms here in California three times during the year. It was formerly
supposed that orchids were so expensive and so hard to cultivate with
success that they were prohibitive for most country estates, but this has
been found to be a mistaken impression, and now we find that the country
estate is not complete without its collection of orchid and foliage green-

house plants.

Bennett to be Polk's Right-Hand

Man

Edward

R. Bennett, a graduate of the Ecole de Beaux Arts and for
several years before the fire engaged on the plans for the beautification of
San Francisco, has been appointed by President C. C. Moore to take up the
study of the general plan of the Panama-Pacific Exposition with the Executive Architectural Council.
Bennett, who is virtually a Californian. was for a long time in the
employ of various San Francisco architects. He won a scholarship to Paris
and entered the famous architectural school of the French capital, where
his work immediately attracted attention.
After graduating with honors
he was taken into the office of George B. Post of New York, one of the
original architects of the Chicago Exposition and the dean of the profession
in New York. Soon afterward the attention of D. H. Burnham was directed
to Bennett, and he went with him to Chicago to take up the studv of the
plan for that city. Later he worked on the plan for the city of Washington,
then on the so-called lUindiam jdan for San Francisco, and on the plans for
Minneapolis, Portland and Cleveland.
*

*

The man who

is

satisfied to follow the

*

crowd never gets

to the front.
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Frank Criticism of the
Terminal*
Pennsylvania

Railroad Architecture

By

F.

W. FITZPATRICK

have been
THOUGH
Terminal
Pennsylvania
I

in

the
at

new

New

York

several times since completion,
I had an opportunity to really study it, absorb and digest
if and, frankly, it was a bit unsatisfying,
almost indigestible.
it

was only yesterday that

Done by McKim, Mead and White,
artists, easily the top notch in
our architectural world, one would expect
much of it, and it certainly is fair game
It has been extolled to the
for criticism.
sky critics have gushed over it its designers have modestly admitted that it
was their best, and we naturally awaited
something wonderful.
Externally it is impressive, monumental, immaculately correct
according to the books but not quite as pleasing, in my humble opinion,
The concourse is good because it is
as the terminal in Washington.
simple and straightforward, a well lighted, great shed. It does seem, however, that something better could have been done to meet the practical
requirements. Tlie diflference in le\-els are necessarily many and great.
One would think that grades would have been provided, escalators, some
ingenious device rather than the never-ending stairs. You are not on the
It's all right for young folks
level for more than two minutes at a time.
and for athletes, but I miss my guess if there is not soon a mighty growl
from the New Yorkers, men who spend thousands to change their old
shops over so that they are on the level with the street instead of even one
The steps were very scientifically devised, no doubt,
or two steps up.
and are just right and all that sort of thing, but "steps is steps," and after
going down from the street level to buy your ticket then up to eat something, and then down again to the train you feel as if you had come down

famed as

;

;

—

the

Washington monument.

But, in this sketch, I am not concerned with the practical details of
the scheme it is the architecture that impresses me the general waiting-room
that disappointed me.
that has been so lauded
The colors are fine, the materials beyond reproach, but the style, the
proportions, the treatment, are distinctly below par. The room, in size and
pretension, is not unlike the waiting-room in the Washington terminal.
It is
It was done by artists who had not to consider cost nor space.
the show room of the whole thing, and their "piece de resistance." They
were virtually "le<. loose" as few other architects ever were, and we were
justified in expecting something superlatively fine, and the result is not
half so satisfying as is the Burnham room in Washington, and the Burnham
aggregation of talent is supposed merely to be a commercial combination,
successful "business" architects who do an enormous amount of work, do
but have never been accused of being
it well and most expeditiously,
;

—

—

•Written especially for The Architect and Engineer of California and Pacific Coast States.
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"artists"; indeed, I doubt if they even claim any extraordinary artistic
attributes. Sure it is that in the jjrofession the name of lUirnham has never
been mentioned in the same breatli as that of White or of McKim when
high art was being discussed. Yet here we have a master's work, a chef
d'oeuvre, something evolved supposedly in the very clouds, but that is
distinctly inferior to, infinitely less satisfying than the work of a "commercial"' architect, what might he called, and perhaps was called by the
elect, a "shop product."
The room is too high; it is stilted. Better far had it been kcjjt at the
street level. The eight great columns do not belong there, they tie in with
nothing, they apparently carry nothing; beautiful proportions and all that,
but lugged in just to have columns. They are lonesome, there is no entablature to bind them together, and they are so far apart that instead of
giving the im|)ression of great strength they, in spite of their enormous
size, look weak and as if planted there as a species of light standards, or as
specimens or samples of columns as one sees in a decorator's showroom.

The same mistake was made

in

the

Burnham Washington

station

There, too, the great columns of the portal do nothing; are mere
projections; decorative, buttresses perhaps, but not serving any function
for which columns are especially adapted. That sort of thing always looks
as if a column had been lugged, in spite of itself, put there to be rid of it
because a fellow happened to have it on his hands.
The columns of the New York room are alleged to carry the vaulted
ceiling, but that ceiling lands down upon them in thin weak wedges, and in
spite of the apparent intention gives no excuse whatever for the presence
of the columns. Better far would it have been had that ceiling sprung from
the impost below, the entablature of the minor order forming the side walls.
The room would have been in better proportion, the lonely columns eliminated and the exterior helped, for now that room tops out over the rest of
the composition, an ill-proportioned, top-heavy, a crushing clerestory that
serves but to dwarf the rather good colonnade below.
The ceiling itself is, to me, at least, distressing, weak in the extreme,
characterless.
For all the world it reminds one of an efifort in "stamped
steel" that had been tacked on afterward, as is done in old stores, etc.,
where an attempt is made to render the room somewhat "fireproof." The
coffers on the different facings of the vaulting do not harmonize and the
vaulting meets in a thin, raw edge as if indeed the "stamped steel" were a
stock pattern and just cut out with the very least waste.
The soft coloring of the great maps forming a frieze around the room
helps out the monotone of the stone work; the excellence of the detail and
its purity do much to redeem the room, but as a whole, a great composition,
something that should have been the most beautiful room in the world, it is
a distinct failure, ?, lost opportunity, a sad disappointment.
It is probably a most perfect enlargement of some Roman bath or
temple or palace. I forget what was its particular prototype (nearly all
exterior.

McKim or White monumental works are measured replicas or enlargements of something or other in ages gone by), but that does not redeem it.
Such a room as an emperor's bath may have been very suitable, very beautiful, but is that any criterion that, enlarged ten or twenty times, its proportions are going to be as pleasing, are going to remain as effective in
their exaggerated state as in the original that can be comprehended, taken
in, so to speak, at one glance?
I never could see the reason for a slavish adaptation of any special room
or building of antiquity to our modern purposes, any way. It certainly is

the
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a rather sad commentary upon our ingeniousness and fertility of mind, and
perhaps better than any other iHustration shows our modern paucity of
expression, how seldom we really rise to our grandly new opportunities,
when we have to plant Roman or Greek temples and baths and things
down bodily to do duty as strictly modern railway stations, breweries and
stock exchanges. As I said before, somewhere or another, we should be
consistent and do the whole thing up properly, and in the Roman temple
stations of New York and ^^'ashington the ticket sellers and gate men
and such should be garbed in togas and sandals, and the locomotives made
to resemble chariots, or. better still, "quadrigas !"
And by the way. how
strange it is that nowhere aliout the Xew York or the \\'ashington stations
could I find a quadriga. I thought that all well regulated classic eftorts
should be surmounted by quadrigas. At first I believed I had discovered
one over the Xew York portal, but, alas, there was I disappointed again,
for instead of the fiery steeds 'twas but an every-day, ordinary time-serving
clock.
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Suggestion for a Radial Andiloritim, San Francisco, California
Louis Cowles, Architect

A New Scheme
l!y

Panama-Pacific
THEhope

for

San Francisco's Civic Center

LOUIS COWLES,

Architect.

Exposition directors have intimated a desire or

a
to es'.ablish a civic center, as a part of the fair, and invited
offers of land for an auditorium to start with but how much they will
be able to do in this direction must depend very largely on the terms made
;

by property owners; first, by those whose land should be
acquired for the purpose, and second, by the neighboring owners whose
property would be distinctly benefited by the civic center with its various
institutions over and above what would result from the ordinary growth
of business without any civic center.
For it is not to be expected that the fair management, or the city's
taxpayers can afford to confer such a large benefit on this limited district
without some reasonable return.
Near the end of this article will be found in outline a most excellent
co-operative plan of financing the enterprise, very equitable, mutually
beneficial to all concerned, practicable and not very hard to carry through,
if the proper course be followed
yet most economical and profitable to all
gaining millions in the end over the former ways of doing such things.
l')Ut first, as touching main reasons and purposes:
Why do we need a civic center? Why does man need a brain to center
his nerve system, or a heart to collect and redistribute his life blood, on the
Every
free, full and vigorous circulation of which his very life depends?
living organism needs a center, or a system of centers, well planned, thoravailable

—

—
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oiighly organized and perfectly adapted to

all

its

varied needs,

its

work

and requirements otherwise it cannot live and thrive and the character
and quality of its life and usefulness is vitally dependent on the character
and quality of its organic centers.
In our civic life in San Francisco we are entering upon a new era. A
bright and beautiful future is before us. We must become far more of a
living civic and social organism than we have ever been before, and we
must have a suitable place and room to grow in our civic center, or we
shall fail to achieve our best destiny.
This ought to be near the center of population now and hereafter;
also near the centers of business, industrial and other activities.
There ought to be now or hereafter many avenues of travel (arteries)
radiating from this center to all sub-centers and to the outside world,
to render easy, economical, swift and efficient coming and going for all.
And here should be not only our new and beautiful City Hall as a
;

central feature, but

;

many

other buildings of a more or less public character

— to be added as needs arise and means are available.

Some of these already in sight or suggested may be the Public Library,
a State Building for Courts and Commissions, a great Union Railway Station, or at least a branch; Municipal Offices for Street Railways and Water
Works (if not included in City Hall), an immense Auditorium, the Armory
not far away, a Masonic Temple, the Humboldt Evening Polytechnic
School, and others may follow or precede some of these, besides some
already established.
All require suitable space to locate in an organized and systematic
general plan not crowded or jammed together in a mass like ordinary
business buildings.
The old city hall site is far from being adequate for our needs. It
can never give lasting or general satisfaction, with only room for about
one new building, and shut in on a back street, with but few and minor lines
of travel, and only visible by a few peeps from the main thoroughfare
where most people pass.
The old foundation, so badly planned, is unsuitable to use, and to build
on it would cost a half to a full million dollars too much worse than a
dead waste, as a far more convenient, more beautiful and suitable arrangement can now be had, at less cost and much of the old material can be
taken out at a profit and used elsewhere.
Let us look at the plan of the new site (the original should be seen)
at the junction of Market street and Van Ness avenue, reaching south to
Mission street at the great bend. A site as near the center of population
as we can well get, and not too far from centers of business, etc., especially
after a few years of growth following the Panama canal and our exposition,
and well open to view both near and from afar, and easy of access from all

—

—

—

quarters.

Now

see the connections
to the base of Twin Peaks
or

—

:

IMarket street from the ferries on the bay
of these days on through under to new

some

—

regions beyond and the great Pacific Sea broad Van Ness avenue rising
o'er the swell for thirty blocks away, to the Government reservation just
within the Golden Gate, with every car line crossing it sweeping the glorious vista to the beautiful City Hall.
On the other side, the edifice stands fronting to the sun, and the great
main artery of Mission street swings with stately curve around to meet us
at the doors or sweeps into broad new Twelfth street, a wide and graceful
garden gateway into Market and the north.
;
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Louis Cowles, Architect

Eleventh street at hand, broadened for a block or more, ties us at the
bend to the five great thoroughfares reaching on far through the heart of
the city and the south, and a new broad avenue to the Mail dock will be
needed as our ocean trade expands.
Words seem almost needless to show the immense and lasting values
of convenience to the people; economies of time and effort, increased efficiency in the conduct of affairs, and the glorious beauties of this central
organized plan. Yet it invites a volume.
Notice that Eleventh street for a block is moved along and now comes
out opposite Van Ness avenue Twelfth street, also moved, conies out into
Franklin, where a cross-town car line is talked of to connect with our
Geary street line. It also fits better with itself on the south, and Eleventh
street runs into the driveway of the Union Station. As the city would own
each side of both streets, no trouble with private owners would be encountered, and the physical work is well worth doing for the greatly improved
;

convenience to traffic alone.
Across Mission street is more possible now than ever to be located a
branch Union Station, where all or most of our railwaj's may land passengers from outlying districts, the nearby cities, the State and the Continent
beyond right into this the city's central vestibule beautiful, stately and
eminently suitable.
Street cars we have on Market, Mission and \'alencia streets
several
lines each.
The Howard street line could be brought in here, and crosstown lines on Polk, Franklin and Gough streets would connect us with
others.
Now, is this really convenience of access? Is it economy for our
organic growth and civic and social activities? Who shall compute it for

—

—

—
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And the advantages! They are simply staggering to
The foregoing is chiefly suggestive only of the great
venience and economy in the use of it the practical side.
us?

—

the imagination.
features of con-

—

After the practical, in importance, comes the beautiful also of a very
high order of importance.
Did you ever realize that suitable genuine noble beauty, in full harmony with the practical which it clothes and elevates, is one of the most
valuable, precious and profitable of things known to mankind?
Mere
words are inadequate here. Yet a volume waits.
ought to have, and expect to have, a beautiful perhaps a
very beautiful City Hall (and others will follow). It should be suitably
stately, noble and dignified, and stand up with a certain grace and grandeur
yet with a sweetness and charm of design, a simple harmony of proportions in outlines and masses, in features, details and in color, that shall
please, delight anri satisfy our people and our friends over the country and

—

We

—

beyond the

sea.

shown in the design, it will stand in the range
from far along on all converging streets, some eight
or nine in number. (Over twenty streets come in upon the civic center.)
It is true that an open space or plaza in the center, with buildings
around it, has a value and a charm of spaciousness all its own but with a
fine open park space around the central monument, various open spaces
and gardens near by, and broad streets reaching away in many directions,
we have a blend of the beauties of them both, with no especial loss of
either, and great and beautiful gains for both and for all.
High in the main front is a 40-foot arch and vaulted acoustic pavilion
arranged to throw out a speaker's voice, or the music of a chorus or a grand
orchestra, with the sweet and glorious tones of a Tetrazzini or a Xordica,
the center as

If set in

of long superb vistas

;

while the listening people to the

and

Market

number

of 100.000 or

more may gather

in

and the proposed Assembly park beyond (while
the cars may be run around on other streets) a place greatly needed in our
center for great public receptions, festival exercises, grand reviews, etc.
And so, with a well designed and beautiful building rising from a
carpet of living green among the waving feathery trees, fronting fair and
fine to all the points of view, bearing its central round white domes, and
crowned some day with gleaming gold, we shall have a Center worthv of
this far-famed queenh^ City of the Golden Gate.
Let us believe in our destiny and have the courage of our sincere convictions.
We are going to have the great exposition when Atlantic and
Pacific
the long-separated sister seas shall meet and kiss across Panama
are not our Civic Center and City Hall among the most important things to
have in evidence for that great reception to the world?
When great occasions come, or we celebrate important events with
uniformed processions and long lines of beautiful floats, with "Old Glory"
on the shoulders of a hundred of our noblest sons, here will be the chief
rendezvous and the grand wheeling point for many a stately street parade
swinging up our great main artery of Market street, then around the four
park spaces of City Hall Square, and out along broad Van Ness avenue,
front,

in

street

;

—

to the

Exposition while there, or return to the civic center for the

final

grand review.

And the City Hall, if desired, being exceptionally well lighted, fireproof
and permanent, can very suitably contain important departments of the
great exposition (built as a shell, omitting much inside work and finish,
etc.), saving several temporary fireproof buildings elsewhere.
It has been

Tlw
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to the management to install here such features as the central
administration offices (branches being at the other groups) public recep-

proposed

;

tion
(in

rooms for visiting officials and their friends; the women's department
the crown of the rotunda) education and social economy (if it works
;

certain groups of the fine arts (unless the recent proposition to
build the University of California Art Academy on Nob Hill should be
successful, and have enough room).
The permanent art museum in the park would be far too small for all
the art works likely to come, and foreign nations will not send their best
treasures of art unless the utmost safety from fire, risks in handling and
other damage is assured.
The civic center might well receive many exhibits of architecture,
sculpture, painting, decorative arts, landscape designing, town planning,
and a dozen or twenty more; also ceramics, art manufactures, musical
instruments, municipal devices (engineering, mechanical and others), building materials and devices, etc. (City Halls is 4(X) feet long.
Now, in financing the enterprise, let us make it the chief ruling purpose
to secure benefits to all parties concerned and to distribute the cost with
a chief regard to the benefits conferred, all as equitably as can be worked
out.

out well)

;

I

First, let us all appeal to the owners of land needed simply for a
moderate, consistent square deal, for prices having a due regard for actual
market values and an honorable relation to assessed values which are made
u]) with due reference to their own representations.
And we will give
tliem a good fair price and sure pay, delivering them from the long and
costly waiting of many years of taxes with little or no income, and give
besides, our lasting gratitude and honor for the years to come.
(Without
any civic center, stagnation will continue much the same for many years

yet.)

Second,

let

us say to the holders of property

in

the district to be bene-

by the resulting rise in values, "Will you kindly accept this increase
of values on shares with the city which is to produce it?"
It costs you
nothing; you will not get it at all otherwise, you have no prior claim on it,
but you may have it on condition that you enter into contract to pay the
city only one-half this resulting increase, annually, to be estimated by the
fited

assessor.

This is simply an adaptation of the equitable modern plan of having
the chief beneficiaries share in the cost of such public improvements.
It
is now the vogue in Europe and steadily coming into action in this country.
Large owners afifected are greatly in favor of it, and why not? This will
start business to going as soon as it is decided to do it.
But it is now so
well known that few if any will care to buy or build till it is settled, unless
in

harmony with

it.

We

Third, the city, the supervisors, the people:
have little or no
money available now, and the taxpayers are burdened nearly to the limit
of safe endurance, and many other calls are just ahead; but the old site
can and should be sold (except Hall of Records), and bring, in lots to suit
buyers, enough to pay about half the cost of land needed. Then, with the
conferring of this great benefit the sharing would by degrees take care of
the other half, and probably more later on. On this plan the land can be
secured.
Fourth, the directors of the exposition, being best organized for action,
and having this plan under favorable consideration, have made a first tentative move. All is well for it so far. Now, if others will properly help very
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management, wlien they can, will go on and do much of the
business, acting a? the city's agent or otherwise, and put up buildings for
a part of the exposition
their best opportunity for permanent works so
much desired. All the cost would come back, and more, probably the grand
results be achieved now instead of indefinitely postponed, and millions be
likely the fair

—

Why

saved and gained for

all concerned.
not do it?
various objections formerly urged against leaving the old site,
to all of which we have good answers, only one seems worth noting here,
because a few good men seem disturbed about it.
The)' fear such a civic center will prevent the extension of business.
Well, of course it is true that it will occupy space that some small dealers
might some day wish they could get but for what kind of business?
Largely saloons, nickelodeons, cheap picture shops, second-hand stores, etc.,
such as now fill up a large percentage of upper Market street. But can we
not spare a few of these here, or ask them to move on into the newly
developing thoroughfares bej'ond for the sake of having these great public

Among

—

improvements?

Each residence section now has its
is changing.
supply stores, instead of running so often to the main center.
Then, the amount of frontage on Market street needed for a given volume
of business is much less than formerly by reason of our modern department
stores, telephone and mail order business, arcades, second stories, etc. The
wholesale district is expanding southward instead of pushing out Market
street, and we have several blocks 3'et to build up before reaching the civic

Modern "business"

own

local

center.

Street cars and autos also tend greatly to diminish trade along such
So, on the whole, we do not see that we need to give up the civic
center for fear of this, nor to pay very excessive prices for these blocks
needed.
places.

Advantages

of a Radial

Auditorium

Following are some of the advantages of a radial auditorium over the
place square type, especially if placed between 10th and 11th streets,
as one of the Civic Center group.
1.
It holds an immense audience imder short span trusses; hence it is
much less costly to build for a given large number.
2.
The Center (lart can be built first and so used for a time and will look

common

well.
3.
Six Wings can be added later, one or more at a time as wanted, and
look well, if properly managed.
Anv number of wings can be curtained off, so reducing the size to
4.
suit smaller audiences of various numbers.
The building should have great unusual beauty it is unique.
5.

—

Besides the grand main entrance there are 42 liberal exits, all short,
direct, easy, safe and have inclined floors in place of stairs, even from the
6.

galleries.
7.

is

The main aisle is a circle 1-7 of
Bv removing certain seats and

a mile around.

light partitions, an exiiibition track
available (for horse shows, etc.) 45 feet wide and 1-5 mile around.
It is readily adaptable to exhibitions of various kinds.
8.

There are numerous spaces well adapted to show "Home Industry"
9.
goods, permanently.
10.
In ends of wings first story under where main seating runs up
high (to give all seats a clear view of the stage) there are fine places for a

—

—

!
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large, unique restaurant, a picture theatre
numerous storage spaces, etc.
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stores,

shops and

offices,

besides

shown. The blocks north of Market
enough.
Seating each seat with a clear view of the central stage.
Center Part— 6600; each wing 2600x6=15,600.
Each Gallery— 1450 x6-=8,70'0; Total 30,900 (or more).
The Central Stage gives far better nearness to the entire vast audience
than any other location, and excellent hearing for music to all parts of the
hou.se, or a speaker's stand can be placed anywhere desired.
For addresses, some S])eakers would make themselves understood fairly
well and devices for the improvement of hearing can probably be installed but
the majority of gatherings would not require all the wings to be open to the
It

calls

for just such a block as

street are not large

—

;

central rotunda.
Many of the greatest cathedrals do not provide perfect hearing or even
a clear view to all auditors.
The capacity of St. Peter's at Rome is 54,000 people. The size of audiIn Berlin they have now an
ences in San Francisco distinctly tends to grow.
immense auditorium with a central stage (so we are told).

With all the above great facts it is not claimed that the most perfect
hearing to be desired can as yet be insured throughout. But the advantages
that are clear are so important and so valuable for San Francisco and the
exposition that we feel it a duty to offer them here.
Then, above and beyond this, we venture the hope that if the proper
course be followed suitable devices for the improvement of hearing can
be found by the time they are most needed.
Several inventions now in use, designed for other purposes, come very
near to suiting this purpose, but flaws are found in their application.
In the field of sound we have many modern devices overcoming greater
difficulties apparently, such as the wireless telegraph and telephone, the
acousticon, the dictograph and others; but only a limited amount of inventive attention has been ajiplied to extended hearing in extra large auditoriums.
It is well demonstrated that sound can be reflected, can be conducted,
can be gathered and magnified, and can be electrically transmitted. Let us
appeal to inventors to study this especial need and try to give us, for the
people's better welfare, this improved hearing so much desired and so
Rewards will surely follow. Great meetings of tJie people,
vitally useful.
in tens of thousands, are steadily increasing in frequency and i.^lportance,
even though hindered by lack of facilities. Witness the vast crowds who
gather to hear our popular speakers on live issues. Our political candidates
often travel to three, four and five places for one address in efYect. Also
note the numerous great conventions, etc.
Think what it will mean to San Francisco to gather 30,000 to 35,000
people within a building to hear a Tetrazzini sing, and all see and hear
her well
EDITOR'S NOTE— By. an

oversight

the

pl.Tii

nf

.Aiiditoriiiin

was omitted but

will

appear in a

future issue of this magazine.
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Not Such a Bad Idea
"His wife

is

a business

wnman.

all

right."

"What makes you

say that?"
"She's installed a time-clock in the hall and he has to punch
goes out nights and when he gets back." Detroit Free Press.

—

it

when he
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Design for a Pavilion in a Public ParkRobert Maxwell Cassidy
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Architectural Club

STANLEY UNDERWOOD.

BOUT

five years ago the Los Angeles Architectural
Club was organized at a rather scantily attended
meeting, in the old Y. M. C. A. building on Hill
street.
It was to Mr. Bert Crowder that most of
the success of the movement was due, and in appreciation of his efforts the twenty-two members com-

prising the club elected

him the

first

president.

the constitution and bylaws in the first article stated that the club should
stand for "the study and promotion of architecture
and the allied arts, and the bringing together into
social relations of those interested in this object."
The study and promotion of the social relations
was most successfully carried forward, but the subject of architecture received little encouragement
The small classes formed soon
in the early days.
died out through lack of attendance, and class
nights were more often devoted to smokers and
Next to his art, a draughtsman loves
jollifications.
his pipe, and some say that the old clubroom
in the Tajo building at First
singular, mind you
and Broadway still retains the perfume of more or
less fragrant tobacco.
Some of the practicing architects in the city
were kind enough to give a few lectures and talks
on different branches of the profession, and once
in a while a stray traveler would add his views to the discussions.

The committee on

—

After a year's residence in their first quarters the club moved to more
comfortable rooms in the old Nash building on Spring street. The new
clubrooms were shared jointly with the Arts and Crafts Society. Henry
For
F. Withey was elected president, and Albert R. Walker, secretary.
three years the club struggled along, with no exceptional success, until the
membership crept up to sixty in number and out of the sixty there
developed enough hope and enthusiasm to cause the live members of the
club to adopt a change in policy. In 1909 the first determined campaign
for members was launched at an enthusiastically attended meeting in
Blanchard hall. The club had formerly been composed of draughtsmen
only. .Architects were solicited for membership, and Alfred F. Rosenheim
;

was elected president. With this new influx of members the atYairs of the
association went ahead in a more encouraging manner.
Now that the club was firmly established the members felt safe in
bettering their condition, and forthwith new clubrooms were prepared in
the Union Trust building at Fourth and Spring streets, fourteen stories
above the dust and noise of the city streets.
Two architectural exhibitions had been held in the Nash building, and
of 1910 another and by far the largest and most successful
lanuarv
in
exhibition of all was held in the Hamburger building.
The class work had by this time become somewhat organized, and
work in the problems of the Society of Beau .\rts Architects was attempted
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Design for a Pavilion in a Public Park
John F. Murray
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On Saturday afternoons the ambisometimes
of the chib l)anded themselves together and
with and sometimes without an in.structor traveled into the country on
sketching tours, and some talent developed. A few of the former members
of these sketching parties are now successful renderers in colors and in pen
and ink, and who shall say that this sketching, irregular and untutored
though it was, was not largely responsible for their success.
by some
tious

of the

more advanced students.

members

—

—

In the short space of a year and a half the membership has grown to
in good standing.
The fourth exhibition was held in January of 1011, the entire top
story of one of the large loft buildings being devoted to the display of not
only architectural drawings alone, but studies from life and from nature,
works in clay and stone, and even a model in wood of the .\rlington Hotel
Ranking almost with the art
of Santa Barbara, by .Arthur B. Benton.
display, the exhibit of an architect's working library was a prominent part
of the show, and the exhibit of architectural materials and inventions

250 members

was one of the interesting features.
Another move has been made, the

entire third floor of the Johnson
building on Spring street being devoted to the use of the .Architectural
Club exclusively. The dream of the founders has grown to a reality.
Of the class v,'ork much might be said. Nineteen eleven saw the start
of the most enthusiastic and largest attended classes in the history of the
In the class in design, more new and younger members were
club.
initiated into the mysteries of design and rendering than ever before, and
it is certain that many learned more French architectural terms than they
knew ever before existed. A goodly part of the success of the atelier may
be credited directly to the patron, Mr. D. C. Allison, whose patient and
untiring efforts to assist in tlic prosperity of the class never ceased during
the term.
Most of the problems shown are the work of first-year pupils, and the
During the summer
standard is equal to any of the Eastern ateliers.
months the atelier work is abandoned, the members devoting their time to
the class in outdoor sketching. The atelier work for the coming season
will be started in September, with Mr. .Allison as patron.
The sketch class has prospered under the combined instruction of Mr.
John T. \^-iwter and Mr. .Arthur Roland Kelly. Trips are made to different
parts of the surroanding country and where can one find "stuff" to sketch
Some work is done in
in more plentitude than in Southern California
water colors and oil, though most of the students confine themselves to that
very subtle medium, the pencil.
Mr. A'awter gave the class in engineering its initial start for the year.
Under his very capable guidance the class was led through simple mechanFrom this point the work
ics into work in the calculation of stresses, etc.
was taken up by Mr. Albert C. Martin, who at present is engaged with the
class in the study of reinforced concrete. At the finish of this part of the
course Mr. Henry E. Bean will teach the science of steel construction.
The life class, which was first formed in the old quarters in the Union
Trust building under the direction of Mr. Piexiotto, whose unfortunate
;

!

death occurred a few months later, was carried on by Air. Brown, now in
Europe. The third and present patron of the class is Mr. Chas. P. .Austin,
whose class numbers about twenty-five members.
Plans are now on foot to inaugurate a class in sheet metal and in
stereotomy. though it is i)robable that such will not materialize this year.
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Sketch by Kenneth Kellog

In the development of the educational part of the society the social
side has not been neglected.
The regular business meeting each month
after the disposal of routine affairs is devoted to social enjoyment. Prom.inent men in the profession speak on different subjects of interest to the
members, and discussions of interesting topics among the members themselves take place.
Travelers and educators passing through the city
respond most readily to invitations from the club to discourse on foreign
travel, etc.
At present there is being carried on from month to month a
discussion by different college men on "The Influence of a College Training
on the Architectural Student." This series of talks has proved a most
interesting one to the members.
Each meeting ends with an informal
banquet where good fellowship reigns supreme, and tracers rub elbows
with Fellows of the Institute.

The class committee plans more extended work in the dittcrcnt
branches of the educational department.
The entertainment committee plans for a larger social development.
The dramatic society plans to produce a few local plays during the
coming season.
plans for better furnished quarters, a larger and
more convenient atelier and a stage and
dressing-rooms for the dramatists. And this is taking place now. Extensive alterations have been commenced toward making the clubrooms the
most comfortable and commodious in the city.

The house committee

more comprehensive

Whether
doubtful.

library, a

the success of the club is due to one influence altogether is
Certain it is that the young men, with their enthusiasm and
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Alson

ambition, have largely helped to place the club on its present high plane.
the loyalty of the architects and older members has been another
equally potent factor in the upbuilding of the association.

And

I need but to say that the Los Angeles Architectural
an assured success and a useful and necessary institution in the
architectural afifairs of the city. Its development in four short years from
a membership of twenty-two to two hundred and fifty, and from a band of
pipe-loving draughtsmen in a twelve by fourteen room to a prosperous, live,
working association in quarters fit for the finest, is sufficient guarantee for
(

Club

)f

the future.

is

the future.

-Myron Hunt

Edgar Bean

is

is president, Frank Schacfifer
secretary and treasurer.

is

vice-president, and

Henry
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Museum and Art Gallery to he Built on Nob Hi//, San Francisco,
Entirely of California Materials, at an Estimated Cost of $1,500,000
H<-nr\' C. Smith. Architect

Sketch for a Permanent

Design for a San Francisco Residence in Presidio Terrace
Henry C. Smith, Architect
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in

Architecture

and

spccificalimis of a building

is

nnilating the

Rurofc, and the matter has gone so far as to be debated in the House of
It is unciueslionahly a live subject and one that is likely to receive the
attention of the American Institute at its forthcoming session in Washington.
Very
recently a case involving the copyright question came up in a Paris court when it was
asked to decide the controverted copyright of a house.
It appears that an architect at Boulogiie-sur-Scinc had erected sez'cral apartment
houses on a plot of ground belonging to him and had devised an original facade of
colored bnchs. He at least considered it original, for 7i'hen the liouses ti'cre completed he
had a plate with an inscription placed on the -cvatls to the effect that the facade of the
houses -MIS his copyright, and imitations were prohibited.
Seeing a building in Paris some time after-ward which had just been completed, the
architect thought that the facade, which also -livs of colored bricks, -was an imitation of
his oti'n. He began a la-w suit against the o-wner and the architect for infringement of the
copyright la-ws, but soon after-ward he died. His heirs continued the la-w suit, -which has
now been decided by the court.
Three e.vperts -were called. They agreed that the facade of the houses at Boulognesur-Seine -was peculiar and might even be allo-wed the protection of the copyright lazvs,
but on the other hand the house built in Paris was equally Original and there xi-as no
proof that it had been copied from the others. The architect, or rather his heirs, therefore
profession

in

Commons.

lost the case.

the

The folio-wing editorial on "Coypright
London Times:

THE clause
was

in

Architeclure." appeared

in

a recent issue of

in the Ctipyris^ht liill which creates a copyright in architecture
the subject of an interesting debate in the House of Commons
recently, in the course of which strong arguments were advanced on
both sides. It was pointed out by Mr. Joynson-Hicks that there has never
been any kind of copyright, or indeed any kind of recognition, of an architect's exclusive right to his own ideas in any of the great ages of architecture.
Indeed, architecture grew in those ages by the universal ];>ractice of
what we should call plagiarism. Gothic architecture developed with such
rapidity in I'Vance just because every builder made it his aim, not to be
original, but to improve on the work of former builders.
This is true
enough, but we have to remember that all the circumstances and conditions
of the art were different then than now. The architect hardly existed; at
least, he was not recognized as an independent artist.
He was rather the
chief of the masons in the employment, often permanent, of some great
religious or civic corporation, which ]:)robably paid him wages like any
other workman. Therefore, provided he kept his employment, it did not
matter to him how much his work was copied. But the architect now is in
a verj- different position. He is a professional man usually paid by the
piece, and paid particularly for his invention, like a modern painter or novelist.
It is difficult to see why he should not have the protection they
receive, if it can be given to him
for nowadays an ajrchitect can get a
reputation, and so unfairly compete with other architects, by merely copying their designs, since the more he copies and the less he invents for
himself the more work he can do.
While they are spending time and
energy upon their own designs, he is economizing both by stealing the
designs of others. In fact, he is thriving by theft, and it is only just that
the law should prevent him from gaining a dishonest livelihood if it can.
Thefts of this kind are not likely to adx-ance the art; and the solicitorgeneral tells us that the clause is only directed against them. The question,
therefore, is whether it can prevent them without causing a great deal of
troublesome and costly litigation. In its wording it extends copyright to
"the construction of architectural works of art." The .solicitor-general
admitted that it was not easy in every case to say whether a piece of archi;
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tecture was artistic, but that, he contended, was a difficulty inherent in the
law of copyright. But it is a difficulty that applies more to architecture
than to pictures or music or plays; since the purpose of these is always
supposed to be mainly artistic, whereas architecture has a practical purpose
of equal importance. The common notion, which is likely to be shared by
judges, is that architecture is artistic only in its ornament, whereas it may
be quite plain and yet a great work of art by reason of the expression of
judge might mistake a masterpiece of this kind
its uses in its structure.
for a work of pure utility and he could not make such a mistake about a
picture or a play, for they have no useful purpose. The solicitor general
added that the difficulty of applying the law fell upon the architect, and that
in his opinion the architect would very rarely be able to apply it.
One might say that, in that case, the clause is worthless but really it
have to remember that
may have considerable prohibitive value.
the plans of another;
to
copy
architect
law
for
one
against
the
alreadv it is
the new clause only makes it illegal for him to copy the actual building by
means of photographs or other devices. And since a trained architect can
easily make a plan from a photograph, it would be inconsistent to prohibit
one means of plagiarism and not the other. The solicitor-general admitted
frankly that the clause was an experiment that might not produce any
results at all.
But if not a single action is ever founded on it, it is not
therefore to be condemned as futile for the fear of it may teach honesty
to the dishonest. The worst it can do is to encourage unprofitable litigation but the professional feeling of architects is likely to prevent that.
may expect that action will be taken in flagrant cases, if they occur, by
architectural bodies rather than by individuals and a few such actions, if
Nor is the
successful, will probably put an end to dishonest practices.
fear of litigation likely to hamper any architect of original powers. He will
not take photographs or elaborate notes of other architects' buildings for
purposes of plagiarism and in case of chance resemblance between a building of his own and a building of some other architect he will be able to
prove that the resemblance is chance. The law in France and Germany is
already what this clause will make it in England, and it appears to have
aroused no complaints in those countries.

A
;

;
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a Granite Statue was Rejected

has frequently been comment on the naivete often revealed by
the ancient artists and stone carvers. There is not a Gothic cathedral
but furnishes ludicrous examples, and paintings are treasured in the
old churches that would call out nothing but laughter were it not for the
earnestness and childlike devotion of the artists. One scarcely expects to
see this same delightful naivete in modern work, but an instance is furnished by a recent granite job at Barre, Vt. A few weeks ago there was
completed at one of the sheds on an order from a woman at Buft'alo, N. Y.,
The work was
a life-sized statue in granite of the Virgin and child.
shipped, but was returned, as the woman who gave the commission
objected to the Van Dyke beard on the child in the arms of the Virgin.
The reason for a beard and mustache on the Christ child is not known, and
the head of the firm would say nothing on the subject. It was rumored,
however, that the firm received the order for a statue of the Virgin with
the Christ child in her arms, and workmen carved the face of the Christ as
they had seen it in pictures, with a full beard, although the body is that of
an infant. The statue is of excellent workmanship and worth in the vicinity
of $1000, but it will probably take a little work with a chisel on the beard
before a ready purchaser is found.

—
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Architectural Terra Cotta

AN
INstore

Architectural League exhibition, about fifteen >ears ago, a small
front of highly colored terra cotta erected against one wall of the
Vanderbilt gallery aroused general interest in that it represented about
the first tentative effort to impress upon the architects and the public the
possibilities of this interesting material for exterior design.
ten vcars later the Madison Square Presbyterian church
this may be said to be the first notable example of the use
and
was begun,
of polychrome terra cotta throughout all portions of the exterior of an
important building. During this interval and for some time previous there
had been evident a steadily increasing interest in the texture and color of
the various materials employed in the execution of exterior design, and a
better understandmg of the interrelation of color and texture. The soft
gray tones of unpaintecl shingles, the intersecting sparkle of rubble walls
built of discolored and moss-grown field stone, the subtle suggestion of
pattern due to the presence of black headers in rough brick walls with wide

More than

joints, all testified increasingly to the desire for color united with agreeable
texture, and helped to make general an appreciation of the fact that strong

color contrasts must be unitctl with agreeable tcxtural quality in order to
be architecturally acceptable.
This period was rendered notable for the purposes of this discussion by
the newly-built museum of the University of Pennsylvania, a building
which perhaps illu.strates better than any other example that we have, how
vigorously color contrasts may be used for the enrichment of our facades
without destroying the necessary repose, by combining and surrounding
them with carefully studied surface textures. Furthermore, as an example
of the color effect that may be obtained by carefully studied surface texture
without the introduction of any definite color treatment, we have the
University Club of New York, a building, I believe, unequaled in this
As a preliminary, then, to the introduction of large masses of
respect.
glazed and colored terra cotta upon the facades of buildings, public taste
may be said to have developed to the point of realizing the futility of the
efifort to introduce color interests into architecture by such expedients as
the introduction of panels of tile mosaic in the midst of great surfaces of
the traditional Pliiladelphia brick, or other material equally uninteresting
in texture, a characteristic of a certain period of our architecture which
fortunately was a brief one.
I have referred above to the Madison Square Presbyterian church as
the first notable example in this country of the use of polychrome terra
cotta in exterior design. In view of this fact and also of the prominence
of the location of this building, it is, I think, most fortunate that the color
has been applied with great reserve so much so, in fact, that to one
observing this building from a sufficient distance to grasp the effect of the
entire composition on a bright day the color variation merely serves to
impart a slight vibrant golden glow to the prevailing creamy tone of the
building without in the least diminishing the quietness of the shade and
shadow; but on a gray, overcast day, when the building is seen in diffused
light, the detailed interest of the color treatment immediately becomes
apparent, and thus substitutes another and different kind of interest to
compensate for the loss of the shadow forms. In this respect it seems to me
that this building is deserving of the highest praise, and it is, I believe,
destined to exercise a most salutary influence in restraining those whose
fondness for color contrast might easily lead them to the other extreme.
J. Monroe Hewlett in the P.rickbuilder.

—
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Pen and Ink Sketch of

Club Buihiing, San Francisco, California

Girls'

li'ard S- Blolimc, Architects
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Contagious Pavilion of the ChiUlroi's Hosfital, San Francisco, California
li'anl

&

Blolimc, Architects
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Two

of

Ward & Blohme's

Buildings

The two l)uil(linL;s illustrated on the opjiositc pati^-e were designed by
Architects \^'ard and lilohmc of San Francisco. One is a contagious pavilion
for the Children's Hospital and the other is the new home of the Girls' Club
on Capp street. The former is a two-story and basement brick, steel and
concrete fireproof structure, containing four separate contagious compartments each with a separate entrance. The floors will be of cork carpet, the
walls of hard plaster and the entire interior finish will be finished in germ
r);oof enamels.
The building is arranged so it may be thoroughly fumigated
or disinfected.
A future glass sun room on the roof is jirovided for.
The building will be erected with the \\'. R. Hearst fund which was collected in the East for the fire refugees and afterwards having been found unnecessary, was turned over to this institution.
The total cost will be $.^0,000.
The Girls' Club building is to be a two-story, basement and attic brick
and frame structure. The rear portion or Assembly Hall is of frame construction and is connected to the main building by means of corridors and court.
The building will have about thirty rooms, consisting of shower rooms, lavatories, work rooms, class rooms, rece])tion halls, parlors, library, kitchens, dining rooms and class kitchens for teaching cooking.
The exterior of the Iniilding will be of cedar shingles. There will be an
Italian sunken garden or court in the space between the assembly hall and
main building. Basement walls are to be of klinker brick trimmed with sandstone.
The structure is expected to be the most complete for this purpose
in the West and marks a long stride in settlement work.
The cost of the
building when completed will be in the neighborhood of $20,000.

Paris

ARTISTIC

Objects to the Skyscraper

up in arms against the skyscraper. Industrial progress
and roomier stores, hotels and warehouses the defenders
of art claim that tiie treasures of the old world
the churches, ])alaces,
squares and classic designs of architecture are in danger of being ruined by
the space-economizing structures of the new.
The true Parisian deplores the advent of change. He feels that his city
He
is infinitelv superior to anything that can be introduced from America.
declares streets like the Rue de Rivoli, avenues like the Champs Elysees,
squares like the Place \'cndome and the Place de la Concorde are inimitable,
and to interfere in the least with their jiroportions would be to destroy the

demands

Paris

is

loftier

—

harmony of

—

;

their lines forever.

an extremely delicate and dangerous matter In modernize a city like
Paris, and yet it is clear that a deadly struggle is being ceaselessly waged by
the new against the old, as the elbow room becomes less and the value of the
ground greater. There is only one way out of the difficulty and that is skyward. .\mericans long since discovered this and the "skyscraper" is the soluIt is

tion they offer to the b'rench.
I'ut

while the i'arisian sympathizes with the storekeeper anxious to enlarge

his premises, he declares such a solution
would quickly destroy the characteristics

is

clearly im])ossible for Paris, for

which are the pride of the

it

city.

*
*

*

"What's the matter, daughter?" "Ferdy and I have parted forever."
"Um. In that case, I s'pose he won't be around for a couple of nights."
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Aubury Continues Crusade for California Materials

STATE
tary

jMineralogist Aubury has written a scathing letter to the Secreof the Treasury, in which he arraigns the supervising architect

of the Treasury Department, J. K. Taylor, and from plans and specifications prepared by Taylor, shows that charges of discrimination against
California are sustained by official records of the super\'ising architect's
office.

The communication to the Secretary of the Treasury is long and
At the outset Aubury claims that the supervising architect
has stood in .his way in getting access to the plans and specifications, and
gives the text of a letter signed by Taylor, under date of March 30, 1911,
circumstantial.

which Taylor denies the State Mineralogist's request to be permitted
These words are quoted from Taylor's letter to
Aubur}': "For a number of years you have been accusing this office of
discrimination agamst California products in the construction of public
buildings in that State. The present is a good time for you to substantiate
them or withdraw them. Until you shall have produced some basis for
your accusations more tangible than mere assertions, this office feels justified in doubting your good faith in the matter, and deems it inadvisable
to comply with your request."
in

to inspect the records.

Aubury did not give tip at this rebuff, but continued to seek for a
chance to view tlie plans and specifications, and finally secured it. and
having made an inspection of them, supplies extracts from the official
records, which are given in extenso to the Secretary of the Treasur3\
Incidental to the communication, Auburj^ wrote to the Secretar}' of
the Treastir}'- as follows
"I now renew my charge that the supervising
architect has discriminated against California; that, notwithstanding that
he alleges that he cannot select any stone for use in the construction of a
public building, I aver that he does specify stones and other materials that
can be derived only from particular places and, to substantiate this averment, I call attention to the wording of plans and specifications as given
:

hereafter in this letter.
"I charge that the practice of such discriminations is not limited to any
particular instance, but that, so far as official records, prepared under his
direction show, he has adopted a systematic discrimination. In justification
of this charge I appeal to the records, as manifested in extracts that follow:
"I ask that all such discriminations shall cease, not only because of
the financial loss entailed b)' such discriminations, in any particular instance
or set of instances, but also because such discriminations officiallv discredit
the claims of this State in regards to its structural materials that' are found
in vast quantities within its borders.
I also ask, in behalf of this State,
that the supervising architect, if the existing order promulgated bv Hon.
J. G. Carlisle, as Secretary of the Treasury, is insufficient to restrain him,
shall be specifically instructed, so that he cannot misconstrue, evade or
quibble with words that are intended to prevent a recurrence or recurrences
of the oflfenses of which his own records show him to have been guilty in
repeated instances."
This is followed up with extracts from plans and specifications in
which it is shown that the supervising architect specified building materials
to be used in the construction of buildings, and that the materials were in
many instances such as are not produced in California. The buildings mentioned are the following: Santa Cruz postoffice, Oakland postoffi'ce, San

Diego postoffice. Stockton postoffice. Fresno
San Francisco postoffice and courthouse.

postoffice

and courthouse, and
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In conclusion, Anbury wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury: "I
believe that the above data will prove sufficient to substantiate the charges
made by me, some time since, that the supervising architect of the Treasury
Department, in drawing plans and specifications for Government buildings
in this State has not only Ijccn guilty of discriminations against California
building stones, but also of a direct disobedience of orders as outlined in a
letter by Hon. J- G. Carlisle, as Secretary of the Treasury. There are other
buildings in California concerning which I have been unable, as yet, to
secure the facts that I desire. However, I am contented to consider this a
justification of the charges made by me."
As to the charges of discrimination alleged by Anbury, there is no
.\n
better evidence to support them than the buildings themselves.
inspection of the following Government buildings erected in California,
and the building stones with which they are constructed, fully support the
State Mineralogist in his contention. Some of the buildings noted are:

—

Santa Cruz Postoffice Exterior, Kyiine (Utah) .sandstone; interior, Vermont and
Tennessee marble.
Oakland Postoffice Exterior, Kynnc (Utah) sandstone; interior, Vermont and Ten-

—

nessee marble.

—

San Diego Postoffice and Custom House Interior, Vermont marble.
Stockton Postoffice Exterior, Kyune (Utah) sandsone interior, Vermont, Georgia
and Tennessee marble.
Fresno Postoffice Exterior stone work, Bedford (Indiana) limestone, eastern gray
facing brick; interior, Vermont and Tennessee marble.
Sacramento Postoffice and Courthouse Exterior, Arizona sandstone interior, Ver-

—
—

;

—

mont marble.
San Francisco

;

—

Postoffice and Courthouse
Interior, Vermont, Tennessee, Italian,
African and Belgian marbles.
Los Angeles Postoffice and Courthouse Exterior, .-Xrizona sandstone interior, Vermont and Italian marbles.
Santa Rosa Postoffice E.xterior, stone base, Bedford (Indiana) sandstone; roof,
"Spanish' 'tile from St. Louis, Mo. interior. Vermont marble.

—

;

—

;

A Concrete House Dream
"Your concrete house proposition amuses me more than anything I
in America," said W. W. Dunwood, of Manchester, England,
according to the Retail Lumberman.
"Now you propose to build a mold of metal and duplicate all of the

have seen

houses froiii the original mold. What a jolly looking country you will
soon have. The raihvay trust, I can see, for example, will in time buy a
depot mold and it will turn out a hundred thousand depots and plant them
around the States. They will all be precisely alike.
"Then you will have contracting firms which own molds for special
houses. All the seven-room houses in all the States will be the same.
"This might not appeal to the Italian or the Frenchman as extremely
When a man lives in a seven-room
artistic, but 1 can see an advantage.
switches
out to California he will feel quite
suddenly
and
Indiana
house in
at home, and his furniture will fit, and possibly even the house cat will
think it her old Indiana homestead, and not even bother to return to her
native State.
"All your barns, garages, municipal buildings, postoffices. jails, etc., I
suppose, will be all alike. The idea is dcli.ghtful and thoroughly .\merican

and

original.

one

city,

Europe lots of trouble. They can visit only
and when they return home they can' safely talk about any Amerwhich comes up for discussion."

"It will save visitors from

ican city

/l
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Failure of Wire Glass from Exposure by Fire Within a Building. Note Satisfactory
Condition of Metal Frames, and that Glass Alone Failed
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Failure of

Showing

of Ext"Surc of Wire Giiiss li'indoivS frou.
Fire Inside Building
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Wire Glass to

photographs reproduced
THE
glass windows, and

Resist

show

Severe Heat

the effect of intense heat on wire
claim of wire glass manufacturers
that their material will withstand almost any amount of heat.
The
results as shown in the photograps fully substantiate the fire protection
engineer's opinion that wired glass is good only for moderate expanse.
The photographs are reproduced from the last quarterly report of the
National Fire Protection Association, of Boston, Mass.
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Assembly Hall, Union High School Building, San Mateo, California
Ha7-cns S- Toepkc, Architects

Some

Features of the San Mateo Union High

School Building
following graceful
THE
School Board

conipliinent is paid California architecture by the
Journal, the representative organ of the public school in-

United States.
assertion that the personality of a people is reflected in tlicir architecture can be applied to no section of the United States with more force than
to California.
The great variety in styles in that State, ranging from the
classic to the mission and the oriental, is clearly indicative of the cosmopolitan
diversity of its population.
The originality and boldness in form and structure
of recent buildings expresses very well the energy and strong initiative of the
Californians.
New schoolhouscs erected in the State during recent years
include examples clearly indicative, not only of the uses to which the buildings
are to be put. but also of California progressivcness in education.
"The new Union high school at San Mateo is a good type of the classic
architecture of the State.
It provides an ideal home for a school of five hundred students devoting themselves to academic, scientific, business and manual
arts courses.
It is, in fine, a complete building ofifering complete courses of
study such as are found in the best schools of the large cities.
"The school has been designed to meet in the fullest the possibilities of a
deep lot with a narrow street front. The placing of the building and the
arrangement of the assembly hall, entrances and stairways have all been carefully studied for the widest and most convenient use on the part of tlie school
and the public.
terests in the
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Typical Recitation Room, Union High School Building,

Havens

School Board

Room

&

San Mateo, California

Tocpkc, Architects

Union High School Building,
San Mateo, California
Havens & Toepkc, Architects

(Principal's Office Beyond).
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"The basement contains shops

for manual training and domestic science
equipped for full four-year courses in manual arts.
"The heating system consists of an indirect steam plant. The multivane
fan. which forces the air through the steam coils in the plenum chamber, is
capable of delivering 45.000 cubic feet of air per hour.
The system cost, comfully

plete. SI 1.000.

"The first floor has. in addition to seven recitation rooms, a large study
hall capable of seating at present the entire school.
The public office to the
left of the main entrance is used as a meeting place for the school board.
It
contains the master program clock and the automatic exchange for the intercommunicating telephone system. Just beyond this room is a private office
for the principal.
"The assembly hall is 55 by i7 feet in size and has a total seating capacity
of 500.
It has six double exit-doors, to the main corridor, and two additional
exits leading directly into the open.
The stage is fully equipped with a drop
curtain and scenery and four dressing rooms.
The lighting is verj' complete
and has been planned to meet the needs of dramatic performances.
"The second floor is given over almost entirely to laboratories and special
rooms. The business department consists of a large room in which accounting
and business practice are taught. It is fitted with special desks and office
furniture so tliat all operations can be carried on as in a counting room.
The
typewriting class is separated from the larger room by a glass partition so
that it may be supervised by one teacher.
'"The exterior walls of the building are of reinforced concrete. The
staircases are of iron and cement and are enclosed in concrete walls.
The
ceilings and walls all have metal lath and three coats of hard plaster.
The
wood trim is Oregon pine in natural finish and the floors are of the same
material insulated with a sound deadener.
"The cost of the building not including the equipment, is $100,000 or
about 14 cents per cubic foot. Complete with furniture, the school cost $230
per pupil."

*

Will

*

Break up the Water Front Pool

several years the existence of a water front pool
San Francisco has
FOR
been common knowledge. This pool has been notoriously bold
operin

in its

having enjoyed the tolerance and protection of certain officials of
previous administrations. It made no difference who got the contract since all
the bidders are said to have gotten their little pro rata of the contract price. But
things are going to be different under the present administration and already
steps are being taken to break up the pool.
Eastern contracting firms are to
be invited here and their bids will be given the greatest consideration. The
Architect and Engineer has heretofore refrained from attacking the pool for
the reason that it has not been disposed to encourage outside competition.
It
believed that local work should go to local contractors. But if the local contractors who specialize in water front work cannot play fair and put in bonafide bids without collusion it would seem to be time for outsiders to step in and
take the work.
It is the intention of this magazine to give its readers some
inside facts about the water front pool in an early issue.
There will be no
suppression of names or facts and the disclosures that will be made are likely
to open the eyes of the public.
The fact that several millions of dollars are to be expended on water front
work within the next year or two gives added importance to the movement
to break up the pool.
ations,
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Practical Tests of Sand and Gravel*
By RUSSELL S. GKI'.KNALW.
failures of concrete are caused by poor cement has been
After some failures the "post mortem" examinahave shown that poor workmanship, due to incompetent superThose
vision, has sometimes been the responsible cause of the failures.
experienced with concrete have, however, found that, in addition to these

almost
THAT
popular opinion.
all

a
tions

factors, the other constituent elements in concrete may be the causes
These are truths which have almost become
for poor results or failures.

two

axiomatic.

The

relation of intelligent

workmanship

to

good

ctMicrete

is

solely a

matter for consideration between the workman and the owner, it is not a
If the owner of the proposed structure is
question of general interest.
content with poor work, that is simply his own business. The question of
proper materials is, however, of general interest, for many structures are
often constructed from the same group of concrete materials. The selection
of 'those elements which with proper and intelligent workmanship shall
produce good concrete is certainly important.
How to secure and select the best materials is often a problem.
Apparently good sands or gravels have been selected, but not always have
lasting results been secured. The method of securing for the consumer a
good and safe cement has been provided. The question of securing good
aggregates has been provided for in many individual cases, but a campaign
of education as to the need of careful selection of the aggregates and of con-

H

it is true that the
struction in selecting them is still generally desirable.
bulk of the cement now produced is used by the small consumer, then this
applies especially to the smaller maker of concrete and not so much to those
Even here, in many cases, surprising
in charge of large public works.
ignorance of the proper materials has been shown.
The selection of the materials for the concrete should be made only
after careful examinations and tests, either in the laboratory or on the site
of the work, or perhaps both. To aid this selection certain tests have been
suggested and made. It will be found, however, that there are no standard
tests or methods which can be used as a basis for comparable results. It is
true that some of the laboratories of large public works and some departments of our state and national government make such tests, as for example
the Structural Materials Testing Laboratory of the Department of the
Interior, but almost all the tests made are individual in character and have
not the endorsement such as the American Society of Civil Engineers has
given to the method of testing cements.
have before us, then, the question of tests and methods. These
may be resolved into two classes, laboratory tests and practical field tests.
The laboratory tests should be such that practical results and conclusions
can be secured the field tests should be made supplementary to the laboratory tests and confirmatory to them, and not substitutes.
The selection of the coarse aggregates, crushed stone or gravel, is the
more easily made, but sands and other fine aggregates do not so easily
divide into good and ])Oor materials.
such a division may be practically made is the topic we are to consider in this paper is presented with
the sole idea of starting a discussion as to the practical tests which should
be made on materials proposed for use in concrete.
When reference
is made to sands it will include, of course, all materials for the fine aggre-

We

;

How

•Papcr read before the .American Society of Testing Materials.
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Gravels
gate, such as natural sands, screenings, iron ore tailings, etc.
generally can be considered as sands and facts concerning the one usually
apply to the other.
Sampling It is, of course, generally conceded that any testing of the
constituent materials is all wasted energy unless the samples submitted are
thoroughly representative. It is certainly no easy proposition to take, for
instance, a sample of sand directly from the sand bank or pit but if the
tests are to be of real value, provision must first be made for securing the

—

;

representative sample.
\\'hat should be considered the best way, and
from what place is it best to take the sample? Shall it be taken from the
Sampling at the pit means that either
pit or after delivery upon the work?
the pit must be uniform or that extraordinary judgment must be used in
selecting a sample typical of the sand, or gravel, generally in that pit.
Undoubtedly the best sample from any pit is that taken from a blend made
of samples taken at various places in the pit but in some cases, even with
the most conscientious sampling, the pit sample may not be thoroughly
representative of the sand as it is delivered upon the work. Therefore,
whenever possible, the sample should be drawn from the sand hopper or
taken from the sand pile after delivery upon the work. This sample, if
accepted, should be kept as the standard, and future samples, whether taken
at the pit or after delivery, should be expected to equal in qualities the
accepted standard.
;

—

Laboratory Tests Having secured the sample, what are the most
practical laboratory tests? The tests for strength of the mortar made with
the sand and a "standard cement" is always a desirable test, but will not
the tests for percentages of silt and of voids and for size and grading of the
sand grains give results that form equalh' as good a basis for the acceptance
or rejection of the sand?
In order to consider the tests more fully without entering into a detailed
consideration of the methods used in determining each result, let us adopt,
for the present, as our standard the apparatus and the methods used by
the Structural Materials Laboratorj^ to which reference has already been
made. It is very probable that most of the larger laboratories follow the
same general methods and will vary only in details. Xow. having selected
a definite plan of testing, do these results have a practical value in determining the relative merits of the dilTerent sands? To discuss this phase of
our topic we shall use the results secured in the laboratory of the Department of the State Engineer and Surveyor of State of Xew York. From
34 sands selected practically at random, j'et typical, from over 200 tested
during the past two years, the interesting results in Tables 1. 2. 3. and 4
are noted

TABLE

1.— MORTAR TESTS.

VOIDS AND LOAM.

No. of sands.

10

13

11

Class.

A.

B.

C.

Tensile strength, natural:
7 day
28-day

21"

167

121

305

271

208

Tensile strength, washed

7-day

201

155

123

28-day

301

212
36.6

2.2

Voids, percentage

32.0

249
33.4

Loam, percentage

4.1

3.3

:
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2.— GRAXULOMKTKIC TESTS, SUOWIN'G
CENTAGES PASSIXG DIFFERENT SIEVES.

PER-

A.

B.

C.

2

100

100

4

99

6

98

10

89
69
47
29

99
98
96
87

100
100

Cla.ss of

Sieve.

Sands.

20
30

40
60
74
100
140
200

TABLE

3.— EFFECT

Percentage of voids
No. of sands
Average percentage
Tensile strength *
7 days
28 days
Percentage passing 100 sieve

99
98
95
79

72
56

60

14

31

38

8
3.8
2.3
1.6

17

29

5.8
2.6

3.6

1.6

1.6

25-30

30-35

35-40

5

17

11

27 .H

ii

37.8

7.5

OF VOIDS.

:

192

164

140

310
2.8

256
6.4

220
6.7

•Results taken only of washed sample so that etTect of luain wuuld he

TABLE
Percentage of loam
No. of sands*
Average percentage
Tensile strength, natural:
7 days
28 days
Tensile strength, washed
7 days
28 days

4.— EFFECT

nil.

OF LOAM.
0-2.0
7

1.0

2.5-3.5
6
3.0

5.0-6.0
5

5.6

128

181

254

273

222
324

148
261

178
271

205
310

*Sands selected which had approximately the same percentage of

voids.

A Study of these results will show that a sand can be judged by its
percentage of voids or of loam and bj' size and grading of its sand grains.
As a general rule it would be impracticable to make long-time tests for
Longer
tensile strength, so these tables give only the 7 and 28-day tests.
tests are, of course, desirable, but as we are now only considering practical
tests we will endeavor to draw some conclusions from the tests at hand.
find that in Tal)le 1 the highest tensile strength is with the lowest
percentage of voids and the highest percentage of loam and that the
natural samples containing more than 3 per cent of loam are stronger than
those with washed sand. From Table 2 we note that the smaller percentages of voids are secured by the sands having the best grading of the sand
grains, and that the sands with the largest percentages of fine grains are
the poorer.
Table 3 emphasizes the fact that sands are stronger when
the percentage of voids is smaller, and that the less percentage of very
Table 4 shows that loam to a certain
fine grains the better the strength.
amount is rather an aid to strength. This statement must not, however,
be construed to mean that it would be advisable to permit large percentages
of loam.
From this brief statement of the results secured and concltisions drawn
can it not be seen that each test is a very important aid in determining the
quality of the sand under inspection? There are, of course, other laboratory tests which are of great importance in the selection of a sand; among
them is notably the careful examination of the character of the sand grains.

We

;
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on American Architecture in General
and tiie Skyscraper in Particular
FOREIGNERS scofif at the appearance of our cities, and justly, too.
Ernest Flagg

see our darkened streets and darkened buildings. Having the
clearest atmosphere with which any city is blessed, they see us busily
engaged in depriving ourselves of its benefits, and they thank God that the
high building craze has not reached the shores of the Old World.

They

*

*

*

is no great body of amateurs
found in more refined communities, who are capable of
analyzing our productions and placing them at their true wortli. It is
only a question of time, however, when public taste will become more
cultivated, and when that time does come there will be a great crumbling
of reputations which now stand high.
Our architecture smacks too much of archaeology; it is not modern;
we use modern methods of construction and antique methods of design.
Why do not people in the United States recognize that every great work
of art which has had an undying reputation was strictly modern when it
was made? No copy or adaptation, no matter how cleverly done, can
endure the test of time and stand as a work of art.

Our

artistic

here, such as

sense

is

undeveloped.

There

is

*

*

*

We
We

are veritable barbarians in matters of taste.
ransack Europe for old fragments which, though they may be
charming in their original situation, become little better than so much rubdeck out
bish when set up in the midst of inharmonious surroundings.
our houses and grounds with these things in precisely the same way and
with as little regard to propriety as savages use when they array themselves
with incongruous objects which they obtain from European traders.

We

The savages which Henry Hudson, on

his

second

visit,

found wearing

the hatchet heads he had sold them as neck ornaments present no more
comical picture than our art amateur often does in his use of the spoils
from European churches and monasteries.
One sees gardens attached to shingled cottages decked out with marble
Houses in our cities
seats, vases, and fountains taken from Italian villas.
are fitted up with fragments from European palaces which are. as much
out of harmony with the surroundings as a steam engine would be in a
mediaeval church. Sometimes whole interiors have been taken from a
European building and set up here. Rich men's houses are turned into
museums, where there are as many styles as there are rooms, all warring
with each other and with the exterior of the building.
have been having a very carnival of vulgarity, and an ostentatious
display of wealth and of bad taste by people who are regarded as leaders
in refinement.

We

*

*

*

America

is not in a normal condition
it
most abnormal condition. In past ages architectural progress
All building within a radius
has been an orderly system of evolution.
which was sometimes contracted and sometimes extended followed a common line of development. Change was gradual and fashion varied as a
result of the combined eflforts of all the minds engaged on it, each builder
trying to improve upon what he saw about him and working in a medium
with which he was perfectly familiar.

Unfortunately architecture

is,

indeed, in a

in

;

and
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With

the great multiplication of bonks of travel aiu! illustrations from
lands which be.s^an in the latter part of the eighteenth century, and
which received such an impetus about the middle of the nineteenth century
through the introduction of photography, when pictures of buildings in all
parts of the world were placed within the reach of every one, the horizon
of the builder was broadened, and, strange to say, with the most pernicious
consequences. The architect was no longer satisfied to build in the style
forci,e:n

and country and to try to improve upon what he saw about
him; he found it easier to copy than to in\ent. With the flood of illustraof his time

tions

came

the desire to reproduce for

modern use

the buildings of every

age and clime.
+

The time

*

*

hand when the aljsurdity and bad
be fully understood and freely admitted.
is

at

taste of our past

methods will
We shall cease to
wonder that cultivated foreigners are not favorably impressed by our tall
buildings, and will set ourselves to work to make them as perfect and
reasonable artistically as they are ingenious and daring mechanically and
Sheet metal cornices, with profiles suitable onl}' for stone,
at the tops of towering structures, where they serve
to shut out some part of the sadly needed sunlight
Stonework which appears massive, but which is in
reality only a thin veneer over the iron columns, will not be thought

constructively.

no longer be used
no other purpose than
from the abyss below.
will

necessary.

Terra cotta will be used in a legitimate way as a filling for panels where
no strength is required, or as a covering for metal to protect it from fire,
and will no longer masquerade as stone. Huge walls of masonry, which
add nothing to the strength of the building and which must be supported
at great expense by the iron framework, will be dispensed wtih.
The jiropriety
of using colonnades and arcades as crowning features perched on the top
of facades hundreds of feet high, where they belie the interior arrangement,
will be questioned, and a hundred other features which are not reasonable
will give place to forms which are suitable both to the material used and
to the purpo.^-e for which it is used.

Late French Architect a Notorious Practical Joker

TIIK

well-known

architect,

who
who has

Binet,

the magnificent gate of the
died at the early age of 45, was
one of the most incorrigible practical jokers in Paris. Endless stories are told
of the tricks he used to play, but the best of all of them has never been printed.
Rinet was on his way to the I'xole les Beaux Arts one day when he met
the Concierge in the courtyard.
The Concierge of the I'aris Fine .Arts School
is an old soldier and an incorrigible gossip.
ITc was standing admiring a
tortoise which he had just bought and called Binet's attention to the creature.
"^'fs." said Binet, "he is all right
but don"t you think he is rather
small ?"
F'aris

Exhibition of 1900, and

built

ju.st

;

The Concierge admitted that his tortoise was not very big.
"What do you feed him on?" .said Binet. "Lettuce," the Concierge
".Ah

said.

mistake you ought to give him ra])e and wild thyme,
and you will see how quickly he will grow."
Binet took a measure from his i)ockct, solemnly measured the tortoise and
went away. .A few days afterwards he measured him again.
!

that's rather a

;
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There was no doubt about
"I see yon have followed my advice," he said.
tortoise had grown from the size of the palm of a small hand to that
of a small saucer. The next time Binet came he was as big as a dessert plate,
and in three weeks or a month he had grown to the size of a soup plate. The
it.

The

Concierge got a

little nervou.v
"I have been to the Jardin des Plantes
getting too big," he said.
can't have a thing that size in the Ecole
and I saw a giant tortoise there.
des Beaux Arts."
"You had better take to feeding him on salad again," said Binet.
The Concierge did so, and the tortoise shrank. He shrank so much that
one day he was only the size of a small paper weight, and the next day he had
disappeared entirely. The explanation of the mystery was that Binet had laid
in a stock of tortoises of different sizes and changed them one by one when
the Concierge was not looking.
His friends profited by the joke, for Binet did
not know what to do with the creatures, of which he had bought 58, and distributed them to everybody who would take one.

"He

is

We

Economy

THE

of

Tiling for Floors

and Walls

an important element in the cost of tiling, and as
wages vary considerabh' in different localities, it is impossible to quote
prices on a tiled floor and wainscoting which will hold good for all
places. Roughly speaking, however, ordinary tiling costs from about 50 to
60 cents per scjuare foot for floors and from about 60 to 70 cents per square
foot for walls.
At first glance, this seems to be a large amount paid for
a floor or wall covering for the bathroom, kitchen, laundry, vestibule and
porch, which are the parts of the house where tiling is most necessary. It
should be remembered, however, that in laying a tile floor one saves in so
price of labor

many ways

is

that in spite of the fact that the initial cost of tiling is considernevertheless the most economical of all flooring materials in the
parts of the house just mentioned.
A tile floor, when properly set, is virtually everlasting. It requires
no repairing, painting or oiling. It is not necessary to cover it with carpet.
Ordinarily it can be cleaned by simply flushing it ofl: with water. This is a
tremendous saving of labor in comparison with the laborious scrubbing and
oiling, necessary to keep the wooden floor in proper condition.
A tiled wall or wainscoting never has to be papered or painted. It is
so durable that it is not injured by the ordinary knocks and blows which
soon make wall paper look so shabby as to necessitate replacing.
Wall
paper is frequently ruined by dampness, by water or other liquids being
splashed upon it, and by smoke or burns from gas jets or lamps. None
of these things have the slightest effect upon a tile wall.
Consequently,
the economy of a tiled wall, due to the saving of repairs, is great.
A house with a tiled bathroom, kitchen, butler's pantry, vestibule and
porch alwavs looks fresh and clean, and is free from the disagreeable musty
odor so characteristic of old houses. This is caused by the germ of decay,
bred in the decomposing organic matter that has been absorbed b)' wooden
floors and walls which are being constantly spattered with water or other
liquids containing animal and vegetable matter.
The decorative, sanitary and durable qualities of tiling are so great that
there is no better way of practicing real economy than by figuring closely
on all other parts of the house, so as to have sufficient surplus to meet the
initial expense of tiling the bathroom, kitchen, butler's pantry, laundry,
vestibule and porch.
able,

it

is
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Facts

About the Redwood Shingle

Industry

(Contributed.)
iiuliftcrcncc has been paid to the breadth and scope of the redshingle industry, one of the greatest natural sources of wealth
Californians have been guilty of
possessed by this productive State.
They have failed to recognize and appreciate
criminal neglect in this regard.
in the towering forest kings that clothe certain favored sections of the State
any attribute but that of a colossal curiosity created to lure sightseers and
But this attitude is now changing. The redwood shingle industry
tourists.
has metamorphosed conditions and this and the coming generations will see
the wide spread cultivation, the increased demand and the growing manufacture of the California redwood for commercial purposes.
They now constiIts products have halted the attention of the world.
California
tute a necessity that grows hand in hand with civilized progress.
They have probably been
shingles are creating markets all over the world.
less successful in this regard in our own State, due to the universally known
backwardness of Californians to see merit in their own products. The brand
"Made in California" can be established as a commercial asset only by our
own endeavors. Let us consider the intrinsic value of California redwood and
determine in all fairness its merits and advantages.
When properly dried it retains its shape without shrinkage. For this
It is in
reason it is supreme for patterns or for the finest finishing work.
constant use in the Risdon and Union Iron Works for j)attern making.
four-fot)t panel of redwood, kiln dried, remains a four-fcx)t ])anel, while its
Oregon neighbor will shrink an inch each way. For interior finishing the
results that can be attained wtih redwood are beautiful and artistic beyond

much
TOO
wood

A

description.

Sawed

slightly across the grain the pattern effects are remarkable.

finished in the natural

wood

color, the bright, clear red coloring

When

superb.
When stained a multiplicity of efl^ects can be produced, that surpass the finest
graining.
The sapwood, wnth its bright yellow, the curly redwood, with its
wavy patterns and the wonderful buhrl, with its bird's-eye patterns and deep
coloring these adaptions of the redwood run the gamut of color and pattern,
and offer an infinite variety that never stales.
When exposed to the weather, redwood furnishes a surprise. It is not
a hardwood, nor is it a heavy wood, yet its durability is practically endless.
Railroads report it as superior to all other woods for ties, because the action
of damp earth and weather extremes arc resisted to the utinost.
The Southern
Pacific has 15,000.000 redwood ties in use west of El Paso
some of them
having been down in use for half a century. For ground work, for foundations, for exposed timbering, no other wood offers the same durability.
Perhaps redwood's greatest claim to distinction is its reputation as a "fireproof" wood. By that we do not mean that redwood positively will not burn.
But in so far as a wood is non-inflammable, redwood qualifies as a fireproof
is

—

—

wood.

There seems to be something peculiar in the growth and chemical conredwood. It is not only non-resinous, but it seems to have in it
elements (some say an acid) which actively resist burning. Mr. P. H.
Shoughnessy, Chief Engineer of the San Francisco Fire Department, writes.
"In the recent gjeat fire of San Franci.sco that began April 18, 1906, we
succeeded in finally stopping it in nearly all directions where the unburned
buildings were almost entirely of frame construction, and if the exterior
finish of these buildings had not been of redwood lumber I am satisfied that
the area of the burned district would have been very greatly extended."
stituents of
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Recently the shingle manufacturers of the State of California have formed
a combine called the Redwood Shingle Association. This combine was not
formed to demand higher prices for redwood shingles, but for the purpose
It has begun a wide
of exploiting the sales of the California redwood shingle.
publicity and advertising campaign.
It means to put the redwood shingle in the position that it deserves in its
mother State and for this purpose it has begtm to manufacture an entirely
new redwood shingle, called the No. 1 Clear Redwood Shingle. It is far
superior to any other shingle heretofore on the market and is the only guaranteed shingle on the market today. Each and every shingle passes through
the hands of an inspector as it comes ot? the machine and every bundle is
tagged with the trade mark and guarantee of the manufacturer. Architects
and builders will learn to specify tliis redwood shingle due solely to its superior qualities.
illustration of this durability that cannot be too strongly emphaus examine a redwood shingle relic and a California pioneer. It
was taken from the roof of the barracks in old Fort Humboldt a few years
ago.
It sheltered General Grant in the days when California was a wilderness
and Grant a lieutenant far from fame. Guiltless of paint or stain protection
it endured for half a century, assailed by storms such as only this northwest
Coast can furnish, and scourged and worn by the wind-driven sands of the
Bay shore and neighboring beach.
Even the iron that held it rusted away, but the shingle remains a little
battered, a good bit worn, but fit for duty for another span of half a century.
Certainh' a striking and perfect example of the durability that we claim for

As an

—

sized, let

:

redwood.
Liunber drops three or four dollars a thousand in the past three years.
Redwood is scrambling for a market in our own California and California tributary territory, on a price basis, in competition with Oregon and Washington
pine a lumber which because of cheaper stumpage, lower cost of logging and
milling and less waste at the saw, can always hold the whip-hand in a price
competition with our own redwood, but a lumber which utterly lacks the
qualities which give such value to redwood, and in their stead offers price only
And the redwood shingle, fire-resisting and weather
as their only argument.
proof, is losing ground to the red cedar of the North.
What sort of an economic condition is it that rebukes this industry with
its ten thousand workers, its $25,000,000 invested in working plants, its $150,000.000 of potential capitalization, its contribution of $8,000,000 of business a
year to the advancement of the State of California throws it down, passes
it by in favor of a rank outsider?
This is no time for mincing words "All for California" is your battle cry,
and "Alade in California" is your watchword. Are they idle slogans? Yet

—

—

;

a fact that 200.000,000 feet of Oregon pine and half a billion cedar shingwere bought in California territory last year? Three or four million dollars
of business handed to the Northwest; two and a half or three millions of
California money spent to pay Oregon and Washington labor, develop Oregon
and Washington industry, to build and fill Oregon and Washington homes
and supply these States with munitions of war to aid them in the fight now
on for the commercial supremacy of the Pacific Coast.

it is

les

*

—

*

*

The Patrolman's Wife Does your husband eat fruit in the morning?
The Roundman's W'ife No he's only on duty in the evening.— Yonker's

—

Statesman.

;
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Concrete Contractor

placing
THE
should be

of concrete is a matter requiring considerable care, t'omis
peifectly clean and free from sawdust
a very hard material
to get rid of. Care should be taken that no dirt falls into the concrete,
a point that is often overlooked by workmen. At the north end of panels,
beams, and girders placed north and south, and at the west end of panels,
beams, and girders placed east and west, there should be holes cut in the
bottom forms, through which to brush the dirt and dust before placing the
concrete.
At the bottom of the column forms holes should be made
through which to clean out sawdust and dirt of all kinds, and the holes
should be on the north side.
The reason for mentioning north and east is that this is the practice
of the writer. Any other location is as good but there should be a system
established and strictly adhered to. It is essential that the holes be filled
before the concrete is poured, and men sent to fill the holes should find
them with the fewest lost motions. When a certain location is established,
then the holes will be quickly found. This is one of the little points making
the difference between profit and loss in contracting work. For stopping
holes in the bottom of forms pieces of tin are good. They can be made
from old tin cans or obtained from a nearby tin shop, and short nails can
be used to fasten them over the holes. For holes cut in upright forms a
secure plug is made of a piece of wood, a little smaller than the hole, with
It is inserted
a piece of tin fastened to it, and projecting over the edges.
in the hole with the tin on the inside, and a small wedge placed between
the side of the plug and the edge of the hole will hold it in place until the
concrete rises to that level, after which the pressure of the concrete will

—

;

hold

it.

Forms

nuist be strong

enough

to retain

wet concrete, which exerts

a pressure equivalent to a fluid weighing 80 pounds per cubic foot, or it
must be strong enough to withstand the pressure due to tamping in case a

"dry" concrete is used. Years ago "dry" concrete was almost universally
used. The cement, sand, and aggregate were dampened to such an extent
that a handful, when squeezed, would retain its shape, but the hand would
not be wet or stained and the lump would fall to pieces when shaken. It
was like moist brown sugar. When concrete block machines were first
introduced this quality of concrete was advocated because the forms could
be removed within a short time. The claim was made that it was stronger
than "wet" concrete.
Some men still make that claim. When "dry"
concrete was deposited in forms it was required that it be tamped until the
moisture rose to the surface and the concrete quaked.
It was really
remarkable to see how little water was required to make a mushv-looking
concrete after considerable tamping.
Wet concrete contains water in varying degrees. It ranges all tlie
way from a concrete having slightly more water than what is termed "dry"
concrete to a concrete so wet that it runs like cream. In the days when
"dry" concrete was common it was believed that an excess of water caused
the materials to separate and the cement to settle to the bottom. The truth
about the right amount of water is that the best and strongest concrete is
that in which the consistency is that of a thick soup. Soup is of tw'o kinds
bouillim, which is thin and watery, and broth, which is thick.
AV'hen
soupy concrete is mentioned it is of the broth and not of the bouillon
v-ariety of soup that one speaks.
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Wet

concrete is more economically placed than dry concrete, for it is
shorter time and requires no tamping. It settles readily into all
corners and crevices, and thus presents a finer appearance on the surface.
Better appearing '.vork can be done with a flowing concrete. V. hen concrete had to be thoroughly tamped it was hard to figure on the strength
of forms, and bulging forms were common. With wet concrete the pressure is always uniform and can be calculated and the forms designed
accordingly. When the concrete is reinforced dr\' concrete cannot be used,
for it is absolutely essential that there be no displacement of the steel or
disturbance of the bond between the steel and concrete. If dr}- concrete,
with the necessary tamping, is used, the steel will generally be moved a

mixed

in a

little and the bond between the steel and the slowly-setting concrete will
be disturbed. Wet concrete, which flows readily around the steel, is the
onh' concrete to use with reinforcement. Thousands of tests have demonstrated that there is no tendency on the part of the cement to settle
to the bottom and separate from the aggregate and sand if the concrete
is of the proper consistenc}^
The writer commenced concrete work about twenty-five years ago,
He was discharged from
when dr\- concrete was the only kind permitted.
one job twenty-three years ago because he permitted the foreman to use
He received a few
a wet. mushy concrete in filling certain pier forms.
weeks ago an apolog}' from the man who discharged him but that does
not recompense him. for the loss he suffered at the time for what was
termed his "ignorance and carelessness," and which he thought was progressiveness. It was not uncommon in old-fashioned dr\- work to find the
interior walls, when torn down, lumps of unset materials which had been
rolled up into balls coated on the outside with cement, these balls having
been formed during the mixing process. When a large amount of water
is used such balls cannot form.
Dn,- concrete is not stronger than wet concrete. Hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of experiments have conclusively proven this idea to be wrong.
The results of these experiments have been published over the names of
responsible and well-known authorities, so there is no reason to keep the
old idea running. Dry concrete obtains a certain degree of strength in a
shorter time than it takes wet concrete to obtain the same strength. This
enables forms to be removed sooner with dr\- than with wet concrete.
Wet concrete and dr\- concrete placed in the same day are of practically
equal strength at the end of thirt\- days, but at the end of the first four or
five days the dry concrete is the stronger. After thirt\- days the wet-mixed
concrete gains rapidly in strength, as compared with the dn.--mixed concrete, the latter picking up in strength if wet with a hose or otherwise
drenched with water. Concrete requires water in order to set and harden
properly, so the necessary water must be supplied during the mixing period.
Three months after mixing the wet concrete is much stronger than the
dn,- concrete, and it always retains this advantage but as the 3-ears go by
and the dry concrete has an opportunity to absorb moisture, and the wet
concrete gradually loses excess moisture, the difference becomes small.
For quick strength use as little water as will make good concrete. For
permanent strength and low cost in mixing and depositing, use wet concrete. Wet concrete is much more uniform in strength than dr\- concrete,
and plenty of water is required to harden concrete. In summer a certain
excess of water must be used to supply the loss caused by evaporation and
the absorption of water by the sand and stone. In winter a much smaller
:

:
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amount of water should he used in order to ohtain ciuick setting and thus
avoid dangfer of freezingf.
The foregoing matters have been touched upon several times: but
Tlie forms should be tight in which concrete is
they are verv important.
deposited. The surface of the wood next the concrete should he smooth
and the edges of the boards closely fitted. The forms should be thoroughly
wet before the concrete is deposited in order to make the forms swell, and
thus close the joints and prevent leaking. .Another important reason for
wetting the forms is to prevent them absorbing water from the concrete
which it requires for setting and hardening. Use no oil on forms. Oil is
nasty, and the atmosphere seems somehow to become filled with oily
vapor after a few days of its use. It sometimes discolors the face of the
concrete, and it is always difficult to prn]ierly treat surfaces which have
come in contact with oiled forms. It is impossible to get rid of the thin
oily coating and it is impossble to make plaster stick to an oiled surface.
The writer uses plain water or soap. Common soap can be melted in hot
water or soap oil can be purchased from the nearest soap factory. It is
applied with a brush, and does not injure the surface of concrete. It helps
to make it waterproof and can be washed off with water when fresh, so
that plaster can be applied.

Common

whitewash

is a fine material with which to coat forms.
It
anything cheaper, and it is really very efficient in
preventing concrete from adhering. If wet concrete is poured against drv
forms large areas of surface will be pulled off with the forms, so that some
coating is necessary. In the order of cheapness and merit the coatings
stand about as follows: Water, whitewash, soap, oil.
In the order of
practicability they stand as follows: Whitewash, soap, oil, water, for water
is apt to dry out during the filling of a high form, and more water cannot
be added without thinning the concrete, already poured, and possibly injuring it. The writer prefers soap to all the coatings he has used.
The stopping of joints which open in forms is accomplished by the
use of water to cause the wood to swell and partly bj^ filling the joints
with some material. The writer has found nothing equal ^o mud paste.
A clay of some sort can generally be found in the vicinity of every concrete
job, and it is an easy matter to mix it with the paste and fill all cracks.
Sometimes a long time intervenes between the placing of the clay and the
pouring of the concrete, so the clay dries up and falls out. Some contractors use thin oil with which to mix the paste instead of water, and
this is generally satisfactory.
The writer has used oil and has also used
thin soap or very heavy soapy water. This is cheaper than oil, and much
more readily mixed with the clay. Some fiber or hair mixed with mud
paste makes it possible to use it in filling quite large cracks, although the
use of fiber is not common. The writer has used it on several jobs with

would be

difficult to find

great satisfaction.

Concrete should be de[KJsited in thin layers and be well tamped if dry,
and well puddled with sticks and rods if wet, in order to fill all crevices
and insure that all aggregates are coated with cement mortar. When
concrete is poured in at the end of the form and permitted to run down
a slope, there is bound to be a sejjaration of materials, the large pieces
freeing themselves from the mortar and running ahead of it. the slow-going
mortar generally setting before it gets an opportunity to cover the fastermoving aggregates, thus making porous places in the mass. When work
is stopped all joints should be vertical.
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A\'hen work is resumed the face of all joints should be washed thoroughly and then be coated with a neat cement wash. A\'hen the fresh
concrete is poured it should be well spaded against the old face. Beveled
strips placed in the edge of all work help to make keyed joints when work
To obtain a smooth face do not depend too much upon coats
is resumed.
of plastering, but try and get it in the forms bj- using a perforated concrete
spade or a potato fork to work in next the form and press back the large
stones so that the mortar can work to the front. This is verj' good when
making curbs and walls. For the top surface of curbs and walls, as well as
for many floors and sidewalks, use a tamping device made on the principle
of a wire potato masher to push down into the mass all large stones, and
thus force the thin mortar to the surface. Smooth it off with a long board
on edge, and then brush it over with a stiff broom instead of floating it.
A lean mixture is generally used in the body of sidewalks and floors for
the sake of economy. Sometimes it is cheaper to use a richer mixture all
the way through and treat it as above described, thus saving the high
finishing expense.

that difficulty is experienced in making new work join to
that not sufficient care is used in getting the old faces clean. \\ ash-

The reason

old
ing with water
is

A wire
is not sufficient, and brushing is not sufficent.
brush is not always satisfactory, for it produces much dust, and this is
not alwa3-s washed off. The writer uses steam under high pressure on
large jobs, for it will certainly clean off the concrete as nothing else will.
If the job is not large enough, then use wire brushes and plenty of elbow
On jobs where
grease, following with water applied through a hose.
steam cannot be had, then a solution of acid should be used to get the
concrete perfectly clean. If reinforcing is used, do not use acid, but do
the best work possible to make a good joint without it. When the top of
a wall is setting, cement paste is forced up to the surface, and this sets and
becomes dead, the product being known as "laitence."' It is this laitence
Sometimes men make a mixture of sand and
that makes the trouble.
cement one to three quite dry. and pour it over the top of a wall a few
minutes before work stops, and puddle it well, so that as the cement paste
rises it mixes with this dry material, and a semi-porous coating is formed
on top, which contains no dirt. When starting work the next morning a
thin paste of cement and water is placed over the top, and then on this
a cement mortar one or two inches thick. The concrete follows quickly,
and the

generalh' a first-class joint.
plaster to the face of concrete work, an attempt must be
made to get a surface with a good suction, as painters term the property
that make? a surface eat up paint. The surface should be first gone over
with a wire brush, and this should be followed with a wash of weak acid,
such as strong vinegar, sour beer, a weak solution of hydrochloric acid,
Then go over it several times with a wide brush dipped in water
etc.
until the surface is damp, but not wet. Do not use a rich mixture for the
plaster. Use one part of cement to three parts of clean, coarse sand. Put
the first coat on thin and scratch it. Apply with a hard pressure and let it
Before applying the next
set until strong enough to carry the next coat.
coat, wet the first one, and then apply the second in the same way. Three
coats will generally be sufficient. Avoid as mucTi as possible the working
of material more than merely enough to make it adhere. A lean mixture
gives far better results than a rich mixture, and is not so liable to show
hair cracks. Quick setting causes hair cracks, and a rich mixture sets
quickly. The Contract Record.
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San Francisco Architectural Club Notes
r.y J. E.

DWAX.

program
San Francisco Architectural Club has outlined
TME
the
the standard
future which promises
be not only up

for the

a

to
past records.

to

of

club,

but to surpass all
The trip the club members made to the Golden (iate Brick Company's
plant at Antioch was such a splendid success that the few members who
did not participate are regretting exceedingly their inability to take in the
trip, and upon hearing the enthusiastic talk of members who attended,
declare that they shall never miss any of the events in the future.
The steamer "Walker" left the city at 5:45 o'clock, and as it was
planned to have all of the party at dinner at one time, the captain made
preparations to accommodate the thirty-two members and himself, after
the appetites of all the other jjasscngers had been satisfied. To find out
what happened after dinner it will be necessary to ask some member, "Who
owns the ship?" His answer will be sufficient explanation.
Upon landing at the Golden Gate Brick Company's wharf the crowd
proceeded to a uniquely arranged rustic barroom. After lingering there a
few moments they were taken to their bunks, consisting of eight inches of
straw.
Upon arising in the nifirning the ])arty proceeded to the messroom,
where they partook of a wholesome breakfast prepared in a rustic fashion
by Mr. Pratt and his Ijrolher. To use a slangy expression, that was "some
breakfast."
The balance of the day was taken up in swimming and field events.
In the afternoon the married men and the single men lined up for a game
of ball.
All were enthusiastic fans, and the game proved it, ending with
a score of 13 to 13. The tie Avas not played off, as it was considered
advisable to leave this for a future date. Therefore, there is a standing
challenge at the club for a game between the single men and the married

men.
After the ball game the party again returned to the messroom, where
they were served with a bull's-head dinner.
At dusk a large fire was built on the bank of the river, and the party
bivouacked around the blazing embers until the arrival of the steamer
"]. D. Peters" for the return trip.
A special meeting of the club committees was held l-'riday evening,
October 13th, when plans for the annual entertainment and dance were
outlined, and the ball set rolling, with a promise of the biggest time of all.
This entertainment and dance will be open to members and their friends.
On Saturday evening, November 11th, the club will hold their annual
banquet.
With all of these merry good times, the club has not overlooked the
educalirinal side, and a program, including some very instructive and interesting lectures, is on file.
Air. Frank Shea, architect, will lecture on "Ecclesiastical .Architecture"
on Thursday evening, Octolier 26th. As Mr. Shea has made a special
study of church architecture his lecture will be an interesting one and full
of instruction.

Members

of the Architectural Club of San Francisco are warned of
they do not keep a club program before them, and everv time
they make a date refer to this jirogram, and make sure nothing imjjortant
is going to be overlooked.

their loss

if
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The Danger of Working Drawings

BECAUSE we

all live in houses we all assume quite naturally that we know
something about architecture. And so we do, in a way. ^^ e have ideas,
ven- practical ones sometimes, about the house not yet started and we
have opinions, important to ourselves at least, about the house just completed;
but ver\- few of us have an opinion worth while to either ourselves or an architect about the house that is in course of erection. That is why it is a firm belief
among the profession that a client should never be allowed to see a workingdrawing that all he can understand is the "finished picture." ^^'hen he visits
his house-to-be he is quite willing to believe that, completed, it is going to look
like the beautiful water-color he was shown
shade trees, garden, group of
admiring passers-by, and all. But let him catch sight of the superintendent's
sections and details and he is immediately confused and full of misgivings.
Such a mass of lines and figures spoil his mental picture.
A Xew York finn telling recently of a client of theirs going to see
Everything seemed to
the Newport residence they were building for her.
satisfy her. and she nodded wisely when half-built features were explained to
her.
But just as she was about to leave she saw. lying on the vestibule floor,
the full size detail drawing of the conch shell flanked by dolphins that was to
go over the door. It was an admirable piece of design, spirited, well modeled,
and above all appropriate for a seaside place. Xo doubt had the lady not
seen it until it was carved and put in place she would have been well pleased,
especially is some more knowing visitor admired it first. But the big drawing
alarmed her. "Oh, I can't have that awful thing!" she exclaimed in shocked
Send it back to the architects
tones. "Why, it makes one think of the sea
and I will write them what I want." She did. Her note read: "You make
too much of the surrounding conditions in your ornament. Because a house
is near the sea that is no reason why it should suggest the sea.
You must
remember that we have to live in this house," etc. Further on she called attention to the enclosed cut of a decadent, extremely poor French cartouche which
she "wished substituted for the sea design, as being much more appropriate."
Experiences like this teach the architect that detail drawings must not be shown
to the average client, even though the latter does suspect him of trving to
"work in something." He would only be upset: whereas, when he sees the
finished house with bay trees set out in tubs and every detail of color seen to,
he is delighted. The House Beautiful.

—

—
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Production of Lime

THE

in

1910

according to a statement compiled
by Ernest F. Burchard. just made public by the United States Geological Sur\-ev. was 3.469.415 short tons, valued at S13.809.290. as compared
with 3.4S4.974 short tons, valued at S13.846.072 in 1909. This represents a
slight decrease in tonnage, \-iz., 15.558 tons, and a decrease in value of S36.782.
The average price per ton in 1910 was S3.98. as compared with S3.97-1-3 in
1909, or an increase of two-thirds of a cent a ton.
The total number of producers reporting in 1910 was 1123. as compared with 1234 in 1909, a decrease
of 111. This apparently large decrease in the number of producers was due
partly to the inactivity of a number of small kilns operated bv farmers for
burning lime for local use as fertilizer, and partly due to the abandonment
of old and worn out kilns. The heaviest decrease in the number of producers
was in Pennsylvania, but Porto Rico, Manland. West \'irginia. and Wistotal production of lime in 1910.
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Tlu' five leading States in l''l() were, in
cousin showed marked decreases.
the order of their ])rc)(Uiction, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin. Maine, and
Pennsylvania produced in P'lO, 877,714 short tons of lime, valued
Missonri.
There were 572 active
at $2,440,330, the averas^e jirice heing $2.78 per ton.
producers in Pennsylvania, including a consideralile nnmljer of farmers wdio
produced unly a few hundred bushels each for fertilizer. The Pennsylvania
production represented a decrease in quantity of 3,725 short tons, and in value
In Ohio
of $92,104, as compared with 190*), the price falling 9 cents per ton.
there were produced in 1910, 415,285 short tons, valued at $1,647,335, representing an increase in (|uantity of 71,531 short tons, and in value of $405,616.
The average price i)er ton in 1910 was $3.97, which represented an increase
There were 36 producers in Ohio in 1910
of 35 cents over the price in 1909.
as compared with 33 in I'XJ''.
in I'MO \\'isconsin produced 248,238 short
tons of lime, cjuarried from native rock, valued at $959,405, besides 21,000
tons burned from stone imported from other States.
The stone imported from
other States was mainly high-calcium limestone, the lime from which was used
by beet sugar refineries. The 1910 production in Wisconsin as compared with
that of 1909 represents a decrease in c|uantity of 20.012 short tons, and in
value of $108,095. The price per ton in 1910 was $3.86 as compared with
$3.98 the jjreceding year, and there were 40 producers in 1910 as compared
with 46 in 190*3. ^^laine produced in 1910, 179,656 short tons of lime, valued
at $893,599, at an average price of $4.97 per ton.
This represents an increase
in quantity of 1092 tons, but a decrease, in value, of $64,091 and, in average
price, of 39 cents.
In 1910 there were 7 producers as compared with 9 in 1909.
Missouri produced in 1910, 193,964 short tons of lime, valued at $837.6m, the
average value per ton being $4.32. As compared with the 190') ijroduction
this represents an increase in quantity of 11,504 tons, and in value of $22,314,
but a decrease in average price per ton of 15 cents.
In 1910 26 operators reported production as compared with 27 in 1909.
In 1910 there were 52 manufacturers of hydrated lime as compared with
50 in 190*), and the production in 1910 was 320,815 short tons, valued at
$1,288,789, an average price per ton of $4.02, as compared with 204,611 short
tons valued at $904,900. or an average \nke of $4.43 per ton in 1909.

Sparks from the Fire Waste
The fire waste of the country is excessive, and is sapping its prosperity.
Reduction of the fire waste is an important part of the campaign for the
conservation of the national resources.
Fire losses in the United States and Canada

in 1910 were $234,-106,650,
most of them due to carelessness.
Fire losses for the first six months of 1911 were $129,691,750, as against
$99,228,900 for the same period last vcar. If this burning ratio continues,

the loss for 1911 will be over $260,000,000. Last year the bulk of the losses
came in the last six months.
Fire losses and the cost of fire pre\ention in the United States amount
annually to $450,000,000. or more than the total .American production of
gold, silver, cojjper and petroleum in a vear.
The cost of fires each year is one-half the cost of all the new buildings
erected in a year.
The annual per capita fire waste in tho United States is $2.51, in Europe
35 cents.
Cause: The latter has better construction, less carelessness,
increased responsibility.
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buildings in the United States were as fireproof as in Europe, the
fire losses and protection would be only $90,000,000.
New York City spends $10,000,000 a year for fire extinguishment and
$15,000 a year for fire prevention.
Of 3875 known causes of fire in Chicago last year, 1089 were due to
the careless use of matches. Nearly ten thousand matches were scratched
every second of the day in this country, every one a possible fire.
Fifteen hundred people are killed and 5000 are injured annually as a
result of fire.
The proportion of insurance capital to insurance liabilities is very
much on the decrease. In the past forty years the liabilities have almost
doubled, while onlv $6,000,000 more capital was invested in the business
in 1910 than in 1870.
If

annual cost of

*

Why

English

Workingmen went on

Strike

Perhaps some explanation of the strikes which rccentlv caused riot and
bloodshed and paralyzed industry in England may be found in the following comparati^•e table of weekly wages paid in England and the United
States in the

same vocations
England.

Bricklayers

Stone masons
Carpenters
Joiners
Plasterers

Plumbers
Painters

Hod

carriers

Laborers (masons)
Fitters

Pattern makers

$9.85
9.57
9.57
9.57
10.14
9.67
9.12
6.57
6.57
8.76
9.25

United States.
$30.42

26.77
21.90
21.90
29.00
27.37
20.60
16.73
16.73
18.13
22.30

These figures are for the year 1909 and are furnished by the United
States Government. Since then there have been advances both here and
abroad, but the ratio remains the same. It may also be noted that the hours
of labor per week in England average about 10 per cent more than in the
United States.
These statistics, says the American Carpenter and Builder, have been
quoted in newspaper and magazine articles to show why English workingmen emigrate to the United States, but may they not be equally eloquent
in demonstrating why those who do not or cannot emigrate resort to the
strike to better their condition?

Recent investigations prove that, except possibly in the items of rent
and clothing, the cost of living is as high iti England as in the United
States.
In fact, if English workingmen should insist upon the same style
of living as that to which their American brethren are accustomed to it
would be higher. \\'ith very few exceptions all kinds of meat products
are higher abroad than here.
This is natural, because the vast bulk of
England's meat supply is imported.
The increase in the cost of living has created no end of agitation and
discontent in the United States, but it is easily demonstrated that it has
not caused anywhere near the hardship and suft'ering here that it has
abroad, not only in England but in continental countries.

New

Headquarters for the San Francisco General
Contractors
By

WM.

E.

HAGUE.

many years
FOR
and the building

headquarters for contractors, material men
industry in general, have centered in the former
Builders Association and Builders Exchange, and their quarters have
never been adequately representative of the money and capital actually represented in the great building business of the city. They ha\'e been of cheap
construction, cheaply finished and poorly ventilated.
The need of large clas.s A headquarters, on a main street and in a prominent building, has been felt for many years, and it now seems as though
this desire and need is about to be fulfilled.
The Sharoft Estate Company is about to erect for the General Contractors
Association a five-story class A building of magnificent proportions on the
northeast corner of New Montgomery and Jessie streets. The accompanving
illustration is a reproduction of the tlesign as prepared by Air. Geo. W. Kclham, the architect for the owners.
The contract for the general construction of the building will be let as soon
as the working drawings and specifications are completed, and the structure
will be one of the finest in the city. The building will have a frontage of 1375^
feet on New Montgomery street, and 148 feet on Jessie street. The auditorium
of the (iencral Contractors Association will occupy a large ])ortion of the
ground floor and will have a floor area of 6300 square feet, leaving space for
two stores and the entrance of the building at the front. This large room will
have a height of 24 feet, with a mezzanine floor around three sides containing
the figuring booths, etc. This will be practically two stories in height, and the
balance of the mezzanine floor will contain the clubrooms and general business
offices of the association, which will include an assembly hall, clubrooms, cloakroom, directors' room, etc.
past, the

There will be first-class telephone service, including both systems of telephones, the necessary sound-proof telephone booths on the ground floor and
extension phones in all the figuring booths. The auditorium will be finished in
hardwood and marble, and will be furnished in a style befitting the dignity of
the great building industry of the city, and we are prettv safe in saying that
the.se will be the finest building headquarters in the United States.
The privileges of the floor will be open to the architects at all times.
Above the mezzanine height there will be four floors of high-class offices,
about twenty-eight to each floor, and the finish throughout will be marble,
metal and hardwood, with the best of modern plumbing, etc. It is proposed
to make this building the central point for the headquarters of the building
industrv of the citv.

•
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General Contractors Association Building. San Francisco
Geo. iV. Kelhatn. Architect

Realizing the convenience of being in close touch with their customers
whom they are doing business, there is already a big demand
for offices among the general contractors, specialty contractors and material
men. A number of architects also desire to obtain offices in the building on
account of its business convenience, and the top floor may possibly be designed
From the present outlook
to provide sp)ecial lighting facilities for architects.
there will be a waiting list for offices before the building is completed.
The building will be modem in every respect, with steam heating, vacuum
cleaning svstem, electric elevators, etc.
The building will be of reinforced
concrete construction, with terra cotta facings.
There will be a private
entrance through the main entrance hall of the building on Xew Montgomery
street, and a public entrance on Jessie street.
The entire building is designed for the business convenience of those
connected with, or engaged in, the building business, and should prove a big
financial success for the owners, and a benefit to the contractors.

and those with

Necessity for Exercising Care in Filing Building Contracts

By

THE

T. C.

KIERULFF.

.Attorney

decision of the State Supreme Court rendered last September in the
case of David Condon, plaintiff, against Timothy Donohue. defendant and
appellant, only serves to emphasize the necessity and the care required in
preparing and recording building contracts between the owner and the contractor.
Xo new point is decided in this case. Under the old mechanics' lien
law the true consideration must be stated or the contract was void. The decision in this case is important, however, in bringing to the attention of owners
and contractors the necessity of a strict compliance with the new mechanics'
lien

laws

now

in force.

:
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Condon, the plaintiff and contractor, brought an action against Donohue.
defendant and owner, to recover the reasonable value of labor and materials
It appears that the owner and contractor
in the construction of a building.
had agreed upon a contract price of $33,000; the written contract specified the
price at $35,000; the contract was duly recorded; iininediately thereafter the
contractor and owner entered into an agreement that the price should be $33,000; this agreement was not recorded. It is plain to be seen, therefore that the
contract as recorded did not state the true consideration and under the law,
existed prior to the amendment of 1911, unless the true consideration
stated it was wholly void and no recovery could be had thereon by either
party.
The contractor failed to complete the building. The plaintitf and
owner completed the same at a cost in excess of $38,000 and he sought in this
action by way of cross-complaint to recover from the contractor the difference
between the contract price of $33,000, specified in the private agreement, and
The judgment
the amount actually paid out by him to complete the building.
as

it

was

was that plaintiff take nothing and that defendant recover simply his costs.
It was raised that the rights of the respective parties should be determined
by the contract as amended since there were no lien claimants or persons interested in the matter, excepting the owner and the contractor but as held by
the Supreme Court in its decision the provisions of Section 1183 applied in
this case, precluded any action on the contract in every case where there has
been a failure to file the whole of the written contract. There is nothing in
;

the opinion to intimate that the Court entertained the view that the omission
was of such a nature that no right was in fact prejudiced thereby. Had the
owner recorded the subsequent agreement there could have been no question
as to a right to recover.
Under the mechanics' lien laws as amended at the last session of the
Legislature a strict compliance of the same is absolutely necessary in order to
afford any protection to the owner.
It is not only essential to state the true
contract price but the price must be fair and reasonable.
For while the statute provides that it is the intent and purpose of the Section (1183 C. C. P.)
to limit the owner's liability to the measure of the contract price the Court
is not bound to do so, unless the contract price is fair and reasonably equitable.
It is also necessary for the owner to require from the contractor a bond with
good and sufficient sureties in an amount not less than fifty per cent of the
contract price, which bond shall in addition to any conditions for the performance of the contract, be also conditioned for the payment in full of the
claims of all persons performing labor upon or furnishing materials to be used
in

such work.

*

*

*

Comparative Cost of Fireproof Construction.

PHILIP

H. Bevier. C. E., addressing a society at Orange, N. J., on
"Fireproof Construction," gave the following interesting figures in
regard to the comparative cost and arguments in favor of fireproof
buildings
"At the present price of building material, fireproof construction can
be erected at a cost not to exceed 10 or 15 per cent more than non-fireproof,
and when we consider that fireproof buildings deteriorate about one-ninth
of 1 per cent per year as compared to 4 per cent for ordinary buildings;
that they rent better and that money can be borrowed on them on better
terms; that they are vermin-proof, cooler in summer and warmer in winter,
it would certainly seem a part of wisdom and self-interest to adopt a
better method in every case when the building is to be of a permanent character.
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"When a man builds a house in the country, it may be that he has a
right to jeopardize his own life and property and those of his family and
gamble with the insurance companies, but there is no question that the
owner of property in a city or town has no right to erect a structure which
will be a menace to the safety of the property of the adjacent owner. This
principle is clearly recognized in practice, and many of the smaller cities
are adopting building codes requiring fireproof construction throughout a
certain portion of the business section, and semi-fireproof buildings in less
congested

districts.

"If one-half of the money spent by American cities for fire losses
was spent for better building construction, the annual loss by fire would
soon begin to decrease. Improvement along the line of better construction can only come gradually.
It can and should be hastened in thickly
settled communities by stringent building laws.
City officials must be
awakened to their responsibilities and the individual shown that his own
pecuniary interests lie in lessening the fire waste. Old buildings cannot be
torn down at once and rebuilt, but we can see to it that no more firetraps
shall be built where they are a menace to other structures."

*

Steel

ALTHOUGH
disturbance

*
*

Columns Replace Concrete

was not supposed to be a very severe shake, the sesmic
San Francisco a few weeks ago appears to have been
magnitude to damage one of the reinforced concrete

it

in

of sufficient

columns supporting the water tank on the roof of the Blake, Moffitt &
Towne bujlding on Mission street, near Market. The column was crushed
to the extent that the tenant would not consent to its being repaired. He
insisted upon the removal of the damaged part, as well as all other columns
that carried the tank, and the substitution of steel supports.
This building was only recently completed by the now defunct Standard Construction Company. What is known as the Kahn bar was used in
the reinforcement
the same method of binding the concrete that was used

—

construction of a five-story concrete building situated within a stone's
throw of the Blake, Moffitt & Towne structure, and which suffered a partial
failure about a year ago.
In this building several of the interior columns
were crushed, and it was found necessary to replace them.
San Francisco has, indeed, been remarkably free from concrete failures,
due undoubtedly to intelligent engineering and the selection of a safe and
practical method of reinforcement. The fact that Kahn bars were used in
the only instances of trouble that have been called to the attention of the
building public has become a matter of comment, and recalls to mind the
collapse- of the Hotel Bixby, at Long Beach, some years ago, when several
workmen were killed and injured. Here, again, the Kahn system had been
used.
*
*
*
in the

We

May Come

to This Yet

"So you want a divorce, do you?" said the lawyer, peering over
glasses at the worried

man

his

"Yes, sir. I've stood just
about all I can. My wife's turned suflfragette and she is never home." "It
is a prett)' serious thing to break up a family, you know.
Don't you think
you had better try to make the best of it for a while? Perhaps it is only a
passing fad." "That's what I have been doing, but there are some things a
man can't stand. I don't mind the cooking, and I haven't kicked on washing the dishes, but I do draw the line at running pink ribbons in my nightshirt to try to fool the children."
Success Magazine.
little

in front of

—
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San Francisco Chapter
By

Fails to

SYLVAIN SCHNAITTACHER.

The regular monthly meeting of the
San Francisco Chapter. American Institute of Architects was held at the TaitZinkand Cafe on Thursday evening,
September 21st. After dinner, the meetin? was called to order by Mr. Mooser.
Mr. Faville for the committee on the
Voorhies table, reported that the total
amount of subscriptions had been paid
and that the table was being put in condition for shipment.
Mr. Vogel for the committee on a
of contract between the architect

form
and
owner, submitted a written report and
the secretary was instructed to have a
copy of the same sent to each member
so that it might come up for discussion
at a future

meeting.

Messrs. John J. Donovan and Edward W. Cannon were elected to membership.

The following communications were
ordered received and placed on file: from
Mr. Ira W. Hoover, his resignation from
the Chapter owing to his removal from
San Francisco; from the Board of
Directors and Mr. Chas. C. Moore, President of the Panama-Pacific InternaExposition Company, acknowltional
edging the Chapter's letters of August
31st.

The next order

of

Indorse World's Fair Comnnission

business

was the

nomination of officers for the ensuing
year, to be voted upon at the annual
meeting in October.
Mr. McDougall expressed regret
that Mr. Mooser, after two years of
most eflficient service to the Chapter, had
declined nomination for the next term;
and that in view of this, he wished to
nominate Mr. John Galen Howard for
the office of President for the ensuing
Mr. Howard's nomination was
year.
duly seconded.
Mr. Polk wished to nominate Mr. Wm.
declined the
Curlett, but Mr. Curlett
nomination.
Mr. Matt O'Brien nominated Mr. Willis Polk, which nomination was seconded
by Mr. Bakewell. This nomination was
subsequentlv withdrawn.
Mr. Curlett nlaced Mr. Geo. P. McDougall in nomination for Vice-President, which nomination was duly seconded.
Mr. Devlin nominated Mr. Sylvain
Schnaittacher for Secretary and TreasNomination was duly seconded.
urer.
Mr. Mooser nominated Messrs. Albert
Pissis and Wm. Curlett for Trustees.
Nominations duly seconded.
Mr. Clarence Ward was placed in
nomination for President, but declined.
Only two slips were returned to the
secretary with nominations which con-

Secretary

tained the name of Mr. Wm. Faville for
Vice-President. Mr. Faville declined.
There being no other nominations, the
following were declared the nominees
for the ensuing year.

President, John Galen Howard; VicePresident, Geo. B. McDougall; Secretary and Treasurer, Sylvain Schnaittacher; Trustees, Albert Pissis, William
Curlett.

On

motion made, seconded and carresignation of Mr. Ira W.
Hoover was accepted with regret, owing
to his permanent residence in Chicago.
Mr. Mooser as chairman of the Exposition committee of the Chapter, made
ried,

a

the

verbal report as to the Architectural

Commission of the Exposition Company;
gave the history of the Chapter's connection with the Exposition Company;
the request of President Moore of the
Exposition Company for the nomination
of twelve names; the selection of Messrs.
Curlett, Pissis, Polk and Ward
a Temporary Commission; and
the invitation extended to the five to
make the permanent Commission; also
the tentative adoption by this Commission of rules to govern the relations of

Howard,
form

to

to the Exposition Company.
Mr. Mooser stated that up to this point
the Exposition Company had carried out
every suggestion of the Chapter. However, when it came to the appointment
of a chairman of the Permanent Commission and a change in the rules governing the Commission, Messrs. Howard,
Curlett and Pissis felt they could not

architects

consistently accept the invitation to

make

up the permanent commission and accordingly withdrew, after which the Board of
Directors of the Exposition Company
reduced the number of the commission
to three and adopted the rules which
would permit of the members of the

Commission to design
Architectural
Messrs. Polk, Ward and Faville were made the permanent commission with Mr. Polk as chairman.
Mr. Faville as a member of the Exposition Committee was asked if he
wished to make a statement with regard
to the committee's report, but said he
had nothing to add. Mr. Schulze made
the same statement.
Mr. Howard was asked to give a statement of his connection with the Architectural Commission. He stated that the
.\rchitectural Commission, working with
the special committee of the Exposition
Company, had concurred on certain rules
and had agreed that the temporary
commission should organize itself. These
conditions were reversed by the appointment by the Board of Directors of the
buildings.

The Architect and Engineer
Exposition Company of a Chairman and
adoption of rules at variance with
those suggested. Tlie tlircc members of
the

Commission who withdrew from the
meeting felt they could not consistently
serve under the conditions imposed and
asked the Board of Directors to reconthe

action. The statement was made
however, that the Board of Directors
could not do this; and therefore, they
withdrew from the meeting.
Mr. Howard took occasion to state
that the withdrawal was no personal reflection on Mr. Polk, hut a feeling that
the Commission as constituted could not
work harmoniously for the best results
of the E.xposition and also pledged his
assistance to Mr. Polk to do what would
lay in his power to make the Exposition
a success.

sider

its

Mr. Polk, rcplving to Mr. Howard,
he had most sincere admiration
for his confreres on
the Commission
and sincerely regretted the unpleasantness; but it was a matter of conscience
with him in regard to the rules in question and that he had opposed the adoption of the rules in committee.
He said
he had no doubt that the Commission
should have elected its own chairman,
but no assurance of this could be expected from the Exposition Company.
He stated he would not undertake
personally to design any part of the Exposition; that he was not looking for
friends or enemies in connection with
stated

the .Architectural work of the Exposition
but was only looking for architects and
desired the backing of the Chapter and
all the architects, toward making the Exposition a success.
Mr. Curlett was also called upon to
make a brief statement and expressed no
desire of putting any obstacles in the
way of making a success of the enterprise.

was duly moved and seconded that
Chapter unanimously endorse the
apoointment of Messrs. Polk, Faville and
Ward to the Architectural Commission.
A discussion followed and the matter
voted out of order.
It

the

the new constitution one direcbe elected each year to serve
three years.
This made it necessary to
elect three directors, one to serve for
three years, one for two years, and one

Under

tor

for

will

one year.

The

retiring president, Frank D. Hudread the annual "essay." otherwise
termed "address."
It was voted unanimously to take up
a subscription among the members of
the local chapter for the purchase of one
of the best paintings of Norman St. Clair,
who is well known to the arcliitectural
profession of Southern California by his
splendid rendering of architectural perspectives.
Mr. St. Clair has been in ill
health for some time and has been unable to follow his profession.
More than
$200 was subscribed among the members
present, and this amount will be increased by a canvass of the remaining
son,

members.
David
ington

The

Annual Meeting

annual meeting of the Southern California Chapter of the American
fifth

Institute of Architect.- was held Tuesday
evening, October 10th.
Officers were
elected for the ensuing year, as follows:
President, John C. Austin.
Vice-President. Robert B. Young.
Secretary, Fernand Parmcntier.
Treasurer, August Wackerbarth.
Director (three-year term), Octavius

Morgan.
Director {two-year term), Albert C.
Martin.
Director (one-year term), H. M. Patterson.

Personal
Myers, president of the WashState Chapter of the .American
J.

Institute of Architects, was selected to
represent that body at the International
Congress of Architects in Rome, Italy.
Arthur T. J. Bennett, who was associated with D. H. Burnham in planning
a new civic center for San Francisco, has

completed drawings for the planning of
Portland until it has attained a population of 2.500.0CX).
The plans will be exBennett is now in San
hibited at once.

Francisco, and it is understood will be
engaged by the Exposition Architccural
Council.
Architect George H. Wyman, of Los
Angeles, has returned from a trip to
Vancouver, Portland, Seattle and San
Francisco. Mr. Wyman was particularly
impressed with the amount of work being done by the northern cities in the
development of public parks.
Architect Leo W. Barnett, of Edelman
& Barnett, architects, will leave Thursday for a two months' tour in the East.
Mr. Barnett will spend a week or two
each in Omaha and Chicago, and a

month
Architects' Chapter
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in

New

York.

Business

and

pleasure will be combined.

Olmstead Quits in a Huff
John G. Olmstead, the landscape

ar-

on the
San Diego Park Board, and work on the
exposition grounds will be delayed. Mr.
Olmstead said he could not bring himself
to agree to the shifting of the site of
proposed exposition buildings as suggested by the Exposition board, to a point
in the big playground.
He said it would
ruin the trrounds and locate the buildings
chitect, has resigned his position

point entirely at variance to artistic
ideas.
The board had accepted his plans
but later reconsidered, and Olmstead now
tells the board to get another man.
at a
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owner and

specific

damages be-

cause as they allege,
the architects concealed their bid from
let

the contract to a

higher bidder. Custom has established
and the implied, if not specified purpose of a bid is. to give the work to
the lowest bidder.
There is no general law as far as we know or court
decision which makes this obligatory
unless specified by pre-contract. Architects have been accustomed, when they
thought it advisable, to ignore the
lowest bid in the interest of good
work, and the only penalty is the criticism of the disappointed contractors
and perhaps a certain amount of
favoritism as the inference is that the
work shall go to the lowest bidder.
To avoid even the implication of unfairness the list of bidders should be
selected and the lowest bid taken,
otherwise the contract should be let
to a selected contractor without competition.

The argument

is

made

that

an architect should not have on his
list the name of a cont.^actor to whom
he would hesitate to award a job in
case his figure was lowest.
To this
assertion architects claim that influence is brought to bear upon the
owner and the architect is obliged to
invite certain contractors to figure the

work,
they

no matter how objectionable

may

be to him.

If these fellows

happen to bid low there

is

bound

to

be friction with the architect in signing up.
Western .\rcliitect editorially says
it is the height of unfairness, even if
not legally wrong, for a bidder to be
asked to go to the time and expense
of figuring and then fail through no
fault of his bid but through the caprice
Chicago contractors
of the architect.
have not forgotten the experience the
brick contractors were put to in fig^iring the Marshall Field Wholesale
warning
Building, which, without
was changed to granite through the
caprice, and some charged the delib-
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erate intention, of the architect to
build of sjranite and who only wished
the brick fit^Tires for comparison.

Many towns
special

are today offering
inducements to attract new industries.

A PREMIUM FOR

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION

They make

a practice of offering
sites,
factory
free
free water or exemption
from taxation

for a term of years to prospective
manufacturers. It would seem to be
of equal public benefit to offer concessions to obtain fireproof building

construction.
Each new structure
would act as a fire stop, and ultimately
fire fighting costs would be greatly re-

duced.
The lowering of insurance
rates alone is often not enough of an
incentive to owners to adopt the safest
construction, but the municipalities
might readily offer the additional influence, perhaps, of a moderate tax
reduction which would bring about a
revolution in building construction.
At present we are saddling future
generations with an ever-increasing
burden for fire protection made necessary by, non-fireproof construction.
If

it

were made an advantage to own-

ers to build fireproof, it would in the
end result in a decided saving, through

the decrease of unproductive firefighting costs.
In even a greater
measure it would afford a needed protection to life and property.

Ernest

New York

Flagg,

the

distinguished

architect, has got himself
in

ERNEST FLAQQ,

the

limelight

criticising the

by

Amer-

in
skyscraper
ican
particular, and American architecture in general. Flagg
considers the American people verita-

d^lTIC

barbarians in matters of taste,
with an artistic sense lamentably und;veloped. Of course this radical extremist excludes his own work from
notwithstanding the fact
criticism,
that said work is not all in keeping
with his professed ideals. There is an
adage about throwing stones when you
live in a glass house that Magg might

ble
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However, it is
well apply to himself.
not likely that the New York architect's wailings will lessen the present
tendency to build high structures, for
as long as there is a demand for them
owners are going to build them, particularly in congested sections where
at a premium.
seems to us that I'lagg would
have accomplished something if he
had made a plea for fireproof buildings and side-stepped the matter of

land

is

It

height.

.\ tall

building constructed of

inflammable material is unquestionably a menace to life and property,
and ought not to be tolerated. When
we eliminate the combustible building
objection to the skyscraper will cease.
As to beauty in ,\merican architecture, be the building high or low, we
can but reiterate our sentiments in the
September number: It depends en-

upon the quality of the

tirely

into

art put

it.

Plans of World's Fair Architectural
Council
By

Wli.l.is

Polk, Chairman.

work

of importance to be
taken up by the .Architectural Council of
the Panama-Pacific Expo.sition will be
the development of the general plan of
This is the most serious and
a site.
important of all the work of design in
connection with the entire exposition,
and upon the success of this general plan
will depend the success of the project.
The location of every building, all

The

fir.st

roads, disposition of garden and landscape effects, the placing of monuments
and other decorative features will be
most carefully considered, so that when
work begins every unit in the whole
composition will be placed with a view
to its relation and harmony with other
units.
It

is

the

commission's

idea

to

sur-

with the greatest architects,
painters, sculptors, landscape gardeners,
and engineers that we can possibly seWe are aiming for the very finest
cure.
and highest result, and hope that practically every dollar of the exposition
money will be expended wisely and bring
results that will reflect to the glory and
In this way, and in
credit of the city.
this way only, will the world recognize
and admire our energy, our pluck, and
our expenditure of hard cash.

round

itself

Municipal and State

tngineenng

Good RoadsWater -Sewers

— Bridges — Fire

The Value

Motor Fire Apparatus*

of

By Louis Behrers, Chief

of Charleston

(S.

C.)

Fire Department.

use of motor fire
not dwell on the
merits of any particular make, or the
superiority of one design over another,
but would suggest that only machines
of sufficient horsepower, not less than
ninety for fire engines and not less than

discussing
INapparatus
I

the

shall

sixty for combination wagons
engines, be selected.
horsepower a machine has,

ical

work

and chem-

The
the

more
more

accomplish. There
is no question that the motor engine has
many advantages over the horse-drawn
apparatus, and I wish to emphasize some
of these advantages that occur to me as
efficient

most worthy

will

of

it

consideration.

The

first to be considered is the high
speed of the motor apparatus in reaching
fires.
This is very important. Soon after
Charleston's motor fire engine was commissioned came the first opportunity to
test its speed efficiency and superiority
under practical conditions. On the night
of October 25, 1910, a one-story warehouse of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company, a building of an area of
50x200 feet, with inflammable contents,
took fire, the flames gaining considerable
headway before the alarm was sent in,
and being a mass of fire when the first
apparatus arrived. Almost adjoining this
shed, and distant by the width of a street,
were the large freight depots, filled with
cotton, hay and other combustible mate-

rials.

In this street was also a box car

loaded with cartridges and powder. The
eaves of the depot were catching and the
sides of the car were ablaze when I
reached the scene simultaneously with
the motor fire engine. This engine took
the hydrant about fifty feet from the
burning building, connections were made
and the hose run out almost instantly.

With the turn of the lever the motor
was connected with its pump and two
strong streams were soon playing on
the igniting depot and burning car. which
were saved by this promptness, for in
three or four additional minutes, when
the steam engines began
to
play, it
would have been too late, and the prop-

*A paper read before the South Carolina State
Firemen's Association.

Protection

damage would have been very great.
The second advantage which comes to
mind is the ability of the motor fire engine to answer any number of alarms
coming in close succession. Whereas,

erty

with the horse-drawn apparatus, a succession of alarms is nothing short of a
calamity. Two or three alarms in close
succession impose a great strain upon
engine horses, which are generally exhausted by the third call, and cannot
render adequate service.

A third striking advantage of the motor engine is its ability to throw water
with almost no loss of time. On arriving
at a fire it is ready for use, regardless of
the distance traveled, whether long or
short.
The man who drives the motor
is engineer and stoker as well.
As soon
as connections are made at the hydrant
the motor is ready for pumping water
under any pressure desired, and maintain a uniform stream for an indefinite
period.
Consequently, in a njajoritv of
instances, where there is a motor engine
_

used with steamers, the motor machine
will throw from 1000 to 2000 gallons of
water on the fire before serviceable
streams can be gotten from the steamers,
and that supply of water will often hold
in check most effectively a blaze until
steam engines arrive with reinforcements.
The question naturally comes up,
"What is the life of a motor fire engine?"
It is not yet practically determined.
But
it may be fairly estimated.
The average
fire apparatus will travel approximately
from 250 to 300 miles in a year in cities
of about 60,000 population, or nearly
6000 miles in twenty years; while the
motor apparatus, not being taken out to
"exercise" twice a week, travels from 120
to 150 miles a year.
Not only that, but
to estimate from a ten-year average of
the steamer's fire-pumping, I figure out
that a motor fire engine will have to
pump for only about ten hours per year,
therefore, judging from the mileage and
endurance of the touring car which I use
in responding to alarms, inspecting buildings, visiting fire stations, etc., a car yet

giving excellent service, which has traversed 4500 miles in the past year, and
fully 17,000 miles in the past four years,
I see no reason, as the motor apparatus
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Unique AJverlising

is

i'c/ifme Dciisi'd by

constructed alonpf lines

for

Manager H. H'. Force,
Company

practical

and is built much stronger
than the average car used by chiefs, why
the motor apparatus should not, with no
more repairing than the ordinary steam
fire

service,

apparatus,

serve

effectively

This

fifteen years.

is

for

ten

or

an estimate which

make from practical observation.
The Charleston department has used a
motor tire engine for over nine months

I

This engine was
Fire Apparatus
ninety-horsepower,
motor machine,

with satisfactory results.
built

by the

Webb Motor

Company, and
six-cylinder

is

a

Thomas

equipped with a rotary pump of a capacity of 800 eallons per minute at plug
pressure; it carries a crew of eight men,
1000 feet of hose, axes, ladders, extingfuishers, pipes, etc.. and has been in
It
commission since October 1, 1910.
has not failed to respond to any fire,

and has answered sixty-six alarms and
traveled ninetv-three miles, pumping at
fires nine hours and fifty-one minutes.
The cost to maintain this machine, for
gasoline, cylinder oil, grease, spark plugs,
recharging storage batteries, etc., has
been $52.10, or 19 cents a day. The tires
show no material wear, and have vet to
experience their first blow-out or punc-

We

per month each, or a total of $1755 for
nine months.
Of the four engine and
hose wagon horses, worth $300 apiece,
one is lost by death, accident or unfitness
for service every three or four years,
making an additional cost of $100 per
year.
In comparison of totals for nine
months' use of two types of apparatus
there appears a balance in favor of the
motor engine of $2,447.90 in nine months,
or $3,303.72 in a year. Think of a saving
like this in nine months, and you cannot
but agree with me that the motor apI
paratus is wonderfully economical.
have not in my comparison of maintenance cost included repair expenses for
either apparatus, estimating that this
item of upkeep will average about the

same for each.
While the first

of the self-progreater than that of
equipment, the difference is made up in a short time after
purchasing the motor engine by low
maintenance and operating expense. Yet
it appears to me that the economy of the

pelled apparatus
the horse-drawn

motor engine
favor,

for,

is

cost

is

a

minor argument

after all, it
believe that

want, and I
cede that quick action

in its

efficiency we
you will all conis

accomplish

is the most essenfeature in fire fighting, and when we
take into consideration the fact that the

for

motor apparatus

this
motor engine's
nine months, using horses,
would require four animals, which cost
to maintain, for oats, hay, veterinary
services, harness repairing and shoeing,
about $15 per month per horse, a total
Coal for boiler
of $540 for nine months.
would cost $15 per month, or $136 for
nine months. This means a maintenance
Comparicost of $675 for the steamer.
son shows a saving to the city of Charleston of $622.70 in nine months in the use
of the motor apparatus.
also save the salaries of two drivers, one on the steam engine and one on
the hose wagon, and of a stoker, at $65

To

of the California Corrugated Culvert

tial

ture.

work
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will make a run in less
than half the time required by the steam
engine, then it is that its real value comes

home

to us.

these advantages of the motor
engine in view, not to mention others
that could readily be cited, when we consider its facility for speedy response to
alarms, its ability to respond to any number of alarms in close succession, its
quick water-throwing power, and its capacity for long service, we can but feel
compelled to advise the installation of
one or more pieces of auto apparatus by
every fire department.

With

fire
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I would advise cities planning to place
motor apparatus in their fire departments

to station this apparatus

alone with the
horse-drawn equipment in the congested
districts, and have it respond

business
to
as

some
well.

from the outskirts
That method is the quickest

of the calls

and best wav to try the auto engine
and to overcome any difficulties that
perience might anticipate.
And now a word about the care of
motor engine. Proper lubrication is

out
ex-

the

one

of the most essential factors for good
service. The very best lubricants should
be used, care being taken that the engine
oil contains as little carbon as possible, a
result obtained principally by filtration.
The transmission oils and grease for the
running gear should be free from acid.
Strained gasoline of the best quality
should be used, for the cheaper grades

carbon.
The tires should be
given the best of attention, and be keot
properly inflated at all times, cuts being
treated with cement preparation, as this
adds to the life of the tires, which, when
properly inflated, are less susceptible to
punctures.
Driving a motor engine at a speed
greater than twenty miles an hour
through city streets does not pay, as the
small amount of time saved by fast driving does not warrant the risk of accidents incurred.
In regard to the men
who handle the engine, I have found that
it does not require experts.
Any cool,
sober man. with ordinary common sense,
and with some knowledge of machinery,
can learn to drive and operate a motor
engine with the training of some two or
three weeks.
In conclusion, I wish to say that I feel
that Charleston is well pleased with the

velopment, as a matter of course. The
motor fire engine pump, as constructed
today, while giving excellent service and
no trouble, can, I believe, and will be

upon shortly, so that the
vvater-throwing caoacity of the motor engine will compare favorably with a firstsize steamer.
Manufacturers of fire aoparatus in this country have been watching carefully the progress of the gasoline
motor fire engine for the express purpose
of introducing this type of aponratus into
fire departments, and thev will no doubt
improved

soon see that the pump is brought to its
proper power. I would advise you not
to discard steam engines, but to keep
them all, and as soon as opportunitv
offers, to put in one or two pieces of
motor apparatus, and give the auto engine type a fair trial, arriving at your

own

conclusions as to

its

value.

produce

motor

fire engine.
As a matter of fact,
have recommended that our city order
a motor combination chemical and hose
wagon in the near future. But the motor
apparatus has not reached its fullest deI

The

Boston Uses Soap and Oil
cit)' of Boston is now sprinkling

the entire city with an emulsion of asphaltic oil made by dissolving 25 pounds
soan in 100 gallons of hot water and

mixing this with 200 gallons oil. One
hundred gallons of this emulsion is diluted with 500 gallons of water in the
wagon and spread, using an ordinary
Studebaker watering cart. The first application is followed by a second in four
days, after which the street is gone over
again once in from fifteen to thirty-five
days, depending upon the weather and
conditions. This was found to give excellent results, both as to laying the dust
and preserving the roads. Last year the
amount of dust swent from the streets
was reduced 50 per cent. The only ob-

jectionable feature is the condition of
the road for the first two or three davs
after sprinkling, as the heavy black oil
forms clots which are picked up by carriage wheels, etc.
After it is beaten
down, however, the roads have a smooth,
hard, and clean surface.

ADAMS «HOLLOPETEB
NC

fr«K«I»fIlB
745-MISSION-STREETJOHN PYOUNG
WILLIAM ADAMS

FRANK ADAMS
V"-HHOLLOPETra
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Economy

of

Concrete Bridges

miinicipalitv in New Hampshire recently obtained a satisfactory concrete
bridge for le<;s than $75,000 after being
tola it would cost from $150,000 to
$225,000.
It is altogether likely, says
Cement Age, that many individuals, if

A

not communities, have been deceived bv
superficial cost estimates of this character.
Had these New Hampshire taxpayers accepted the first statements without question, they would have had a
steel bridge costing almost as much as
concrete, plus an annual maintenance tax
that would soon exceed the difference in
the first cost of the two types, and a tax
that would continue indefinitely, or durIt is the
in"- the life of the bridge.
popular impression that concrete always
costs more than other materials, but the
situation has been entirely reversed in
more than one instance. Especially has
this been the case in bridge construction.
In the case of a certain bridge in Philadelphia, concrete
was substituted for

This
steel at half the cost of the steel.
case, perhaps; but ev^n
at anything like eaual first cost, concrete

was an unusual

has the advantage of low maintenance
Furthermore, the labor and
charges.
materials, except perhaps cement, are
usually obtained in the locality, thus
keeping in the community a large share
Therefore, as
of the money expended.
a matter of precaution, cost estimates on
concrete should never be accepted as
final, unless made by an engineer or contractor thoroughly conversant with the
subject and entirely free from all prejudice against concrete.

Best Pavement for Steep Grade
of Yonkers,
Engineering
issue an in-

L. S. Cooper, city engineer
N. Y., writes to 5lunicipal
as follows: "I note in your
quiry as to the best material

for a street

PACiriC
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improvement from

a safety point of view
with a grade of 10 per cent. Perhaps our
experience in Yonkers, which is a very
hillv city, may help answer this inquiry.
"We have tried all the standard pavements except wood, and we find that
p-ranite is too slippery for grades over 8
per cent.
use macadam on most of
our hilly streets, but we have had very
satisfactory results with bitulithic on
grades up to II per cent.
One street
paved with bitulithic on this grade is now
ten years old and in good order.
The
only thing that has been done to it since
was laid, was to cover with coarse
it
screenings the first year or two where the

We

bitumen showed

a

the surface in very
light

traffic

tendency to work to
warm weather. For

consider

I

this

pavement

excellent up to 10 per cent grades, and
know of none better."

I

Good Roads Notes.
Good roads contribute to the glory of
the country, give employment to idle
workmen, distribute the necessaries of
life,

the products of the fields, the forests

and

make

mankind

grander.

An

of

officer

energy and
and

encourage

factories,

better,
*
»
»

the

greater

Ohio Good Roads

Federation expresses the situation tersely
in the following words:
"The cry for good roads in Ohio, once
a feeble wail, is now taking on the proportions

of

a

roar.

interests

.Ml

are

beginning to see that Ohio must join the
procession of modern States and improve
its highways in order to boost its agricultural, bring down the cost of living
in the
cities
and give the farmer a
chance to market his goods when the
time is ripe, and not be compelled, because of mud holes, to pass up good
prices and wait for weather that will
dry water-soaked highways."

COAST DEPARTMENT

FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY of Maryland
Bonds and Casualty Insurance
MILLS BUILDINO
SAN FRANCISCO

for Contractors
"~
Phones

rc"l472
I

Kcarnv I4S2

HEATING AND LIGHTING
Plumbing and Electrical

Heating

in a Way to Insure
Ventilation*

Homes

WISH

to make a little talk to the
architects concerning the subject of
the heating of residences. There is nothing more valuable to an arhcitect in his
profession than to keep up with the latest
developments in the construction of
buildings provided those developments
are along sound, safe and conservative
I
'

lines.

believe that the time has now arrived
United States when there will be
increasing attention paid to the ventilation of residences, and I believe that the
architect who is up to the times will
certainly specialize in the future along
the line of ventilating -the human habitations which he plans and erects for his
I

in the

—

clients.

There are but two methods of heating
that lend themselves to ventilation as a
part of the heating proposition
direct
heating on the one hand and indirect
heating on the other.
Indirect heating
consists of pouring warm air into the
apartments of a building for the sake of

—

warming them.

means

heating

Direct

the heating of the apartments by means
hot surfaces located in the
of radiators
rooms to be heated. Direct radiation
heating I am convinced will not be the
permanent form of heating that will be
applied in residences or in any other
buildings for that matter.

—

'Extracts from an address by Chas. S. Prizer at
Seventh Annual Convention National Association
of Sheet Metal Contractors.

Work

Steam and hot water heating have their
proper place but in their direct form
they are unsanitary because they involve
a negation of ventilation.
It is impossible to heat a building by direct radiation

rooms thereof and at the
ventilate that building.
It is
impossible to have a healthful winter
climate in your home provided that home
is heated by any form of direct heating,
be it stoves, radiators or any other method of direct heating. Therefore the sj'Stem of heating that ought to be applied
to residences is indirect heating.
There are but two practicable methods of ventilation that can be secured
through indirect heating.
The one is
indirect steam heating where the stacks
are located underneath the rooms to be
heated, and the air is poured over them
into the apartments to be heated and
necessarily in heating the apartments you
are changing the air in the room conlocated in the

same time

stantly.

The other method

is

that of the

warm

air heater or the warm air furnace method of heating. These two methods are

equally meritorious if they are each one
right, with this difference
a modern refinement of heating which will probably
grow as people get to a fuller understanding of the hj'gienic principles involved is the humidification of air in
rooms artificially heated. Indirect steam
heating does not readily adapt itself to
the artificial humidification of the air.
That artificial humidification can be had
verv much better in connection with fur-

—
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nace heatingr. but with that eliminated
there may he said to be no difference as
to the merits of heating a building indirectly by steam or by tlie warm air furnace method, provided both are well
done. However, there is this very great
diflference^a complete indirect system of
steam heating is very costly to the installer.

Most

indirect

work

that

is

done

residence heating today only applies
to some rooms in the building; whereas
it
is
oerfectly apparent the sleeping
chambers and baths and all of the different apartments in a house should be
in

absolutely first installation of warm-air
furnace heating in connection with formal ventilation at no greater expense to
the owner of the building than he would

pay

and

heating which is unscientific, unhygienic and indefensible.
At the same
time one has every advantage that he
could possibly get from the more expensive methods, provided the installation is correct, the apparatus is what it
ought to be and the proportioning of the

whole system
wav.

is

is expensive to
proportionately even

is

it

more expensive

to operate, the fuel cost
being at least double the fuel cost of
operating a warm air furnace heating
plant; in fact, complete indirect steam

residence

beating

so expensive as a
does not apply to a
great majority of the houses that are
built from year to year in the United
States, and even well-to-do people when
they know what it costs to install and
projjosition

that

is

it

to maintain, are reluctant to put themselves under the burden of that expense,
but warm air furnace beating, if it be

properly done, fulfills every hygienic and
scientific requirement of the perfect heating and ventilating plant. It is reasonable in its first cost, for you can do an

A

system of direct steam radia-

for a

tion

ventilated.
Steam indirect beating
install
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a

is

right,

and

that,

by the

very large proviso.

Big Concrete Bridge.

The engineering

&

of Waddell
City, has been
awarded a contract by the city council
of Pasadena to prepare plans for the new
reinforced concrete bridge to be built

Harrington

across

the

street.

The

of

firm

Kansas

Arroyo
city of

bonds in the sum
board of supervisors

Seco at Colorado
Pasadena has voted
of $100,000 and the
will

appropriate an

additional $100,000 for the project.
Of
this sum of $10,000 will be used for engineering fees, leaving $190,000 for the actual
construction work on the bridge. The
contract with the engineers provides that
the plans be completed in 40 days and it
is hoped to begin actual work within 90
davs.

good Tin Roof affords many advantages

Scott's Extra Coated
Hammered Open Hearth

Roofing: Tin
This Plate has a base of the purest practical
quality and a rich and heavy coating thoroughly

amalgamated, a standard throughout the country
for many years.
Write for full information

FOLLANSBEE BROTHERS
Geo.

S.

Lacy, Marvin BIdg.

CO., San Francisco

Phone Douglas 4497

General Office: Pittsburgh, Pa.
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
726-730 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

HIGH GRADE CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
GALVADUCT" CONDUIT (WHITE)
'LORICATED" CONDUIT (BLACK)
PACKARD" INCANDESCENT LAMPS

New wrinkle" Pull and Key Sockets
perkins" push button switches
'COUCH & SEELEY " TELEPHONES
'

San Francisco Architects Are Busy
election of Rolph has created an
easier and more hopeful feeling in San

The

Francisco banking, real estate and building circles, and the building outlook is
brighter than for many months.
Architect L. B. Button has completed
plans for a $70,000 apartment house to be
erected at California and Hyde streets,
for J. Warren Button, of Sacramento.
Architects Welch & Carey have a
$35,000 anartment house and a two-story
reinforced convent to be erected at Livermore.
Arhitecct B. C. Coleman has made
plans for a $75,000 class C apartment
house to be erected by William Helbing,
.

the well

known

contractor.

Weeks

Architect Charles Peter

has a

hotel to be erected on New Montgomery
street, and a store and loft building for

Second and Howard
Architect

apartment

streets.
C. Smith has several
flats and a six-story class C

Henry

work.
Architect C. A. Meusdorffer has an
apartment house and the reconstruction
of the Eagle brewery, which was destroyed by fire recently.
Architect Will Shea is making plans
for additional buildings for Santa Clara
College; also an addition of two stories
to the

Bank

of Italy building.

Architect B. G. McBougall is letting
contracts for the Standard Oil
Company's eight-story building, and a $100,000 Episcopal church.
Architect Lewis Hobart has let part
of the contracts for a group of new
buildings for St. Luke's Hospital, to cost
$400,000.

hotel.

Architect William H. Weeks has a
two-storv class A building for Br. Wayland, to be erected on Post street adjoining the Mechanics Library building.
This structure will eventually be nine
stories high.

Architects

have

.\rchitect G. A. Lansburgh has a sevenstory hotel, a two-story brick warehouse
and several smaller jobs.
Architects Righetti & Headman have
a seven-story reinforced concrete hotel
to be erected on Geary street near Taylor,
and a four-story store and loft
building, besides
considerable
smaller

a

Plans for Pacific Grove City Hall

The

Cunningham

&

Politeo

large reinforced concrete garage

to be erected

Architects Julius Krafft & Sons have
contracts for the new Mt. Zion's
Hospital, to cost $200,000 or more.
let

on

Van Ness
A

avenue.

trustees of Pacific Grove are callplans for a City Hall to cost
$9500, and to be built of reinforced con-

ing for
crete.

W. KENNEDY.
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Clay Interests to Have Big

111

Show

To prove

to the public the superiority
of burned clay and to demonstrate the
wide and varied uses to which clay products are put, a Clay Products Show will
be eiven at the Coliseum, in Chicago,
March 7th to 12th. 1912.
The manufacturers of clay products are
vitally interested in this exposition, and

should freely give

it

advancing

kz:^^m

hearty support both

interests and in arrangThe sole aim of the
ing to exhibit.
enterprise is to strengthen the standing
of clay products with the public.
In the building trade the fire loss in
the United States has reached a stupendous figure, and it is time the public
is shown forcefully that the use of burned
clay buildinp material will cut the fire
loss to a fraction of its present total.
in

m

its

nothing more were accomplished by
the Clay Products Show than that the
public would be brought to a realization
of the superior advantages of burned
If

clay as a building material, the accomplishment would be well worth all the
effort.
But the scope of the Clay Prodbe extended to
ucts Exposition will
every branch of the clay trade and every
article made from clay will be brought
forcefully and favorably before the peo-

An Up-to-Date Bath Room

HEATING, PLUMBING

AND POWER PLANTS
Complete Systenis Installed
Classes of Buildings.

in all

Defective

Systems overhauled and corrected

GILLEY-SCHMIDCOjnc.
198

WEST MISSION STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

ple.

CI

Phone

MARKET

965

The following

associations have signified their intention to hold their annual
conventions in Chicago during exposition

week:

The National Brick Manufacturers Association.

The National Paving Brick Manufac-

PLUMBING

turers Association.

The Building Brick Association of
America.
The Clay Machinery Manufacturers

'^S

HEATING

Association.

The American Ceramic Society.
The Illinois Clay Workers Associa-

O'Mara

J. E.

tion.

449 MINNA ST.

The Middle West Clay Workers Association.

Phone, Douglas 342

In addition to these conventions other
associations allied to the clay trade are
invited to hold their annual conventions
in Chicago during the exposition.

Los Angeles Office Building
Architects Edelman & Barnett of Los
Angeles, have drawn plans for an elevenstory,

A

basement and sub-basement,

office

building

to

erected at

be

class

the

northwest corner of Fourth and Hill
streets for the Black Fireproof Building

Company. The new building
There

is

estimated

will be 60x165 feet
thirty offices on each
will be two light courts

to cost $450,000.
and will contain
floor.

1

It

facing on F'ourth street to provide outside light for each oflice. The first story
will probably be occupied by a bank and
stores. The construction will be of reinforced concrete with glazed terra cotta
exterior.

COMPANY
LARKIN ASPMALT
MARRV LARKIN
ROOFING PAVING WATERPROOFING
TELEPHONES

1

I

KEARNY 4700

HOME

J

3700

182 JESSIE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
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^ We Guarantee Good^' ork
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small
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411

Douglas 387: home.

Architecture in Our Public Schools
We learn with much interest that it

Company

J

1

EXCHANGE BUILDING. LOS ANGELES

S94

minds

of the public school children it
not be many years before much of
that woeful ignorance that is now displayed will be supplemented by a higher
and broader view of those features that
contribute to the wise upbuilding and
development of our cities and towns.
will

is

proposed by the Board of Education of
Los Angeles. Cal.. to invite certain architects of that city to submit tentative
nlans for organizing an architectural department in the public schools. This is

American Architect.

can recall
the first instance that we
wherein architecture in its elementary
form has become a part of the curriculum

Oakland Architectural Club

It is gratifying
the public schools.
that the work carried on for a
number of years by the architectural
societies is to be supplemented at least
to some extent in the public schools.
Probably nothing has more generally
retarded the advance of good architectural design than the ignorance of the
masses concerning its value, and if the
cardinal principles of good design and
construction can be instilled into the

of
to

We

Employ
Three Departments
al'ways at your service.
too tig.

BOYNTON. Manager

STEVENSON STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
Phones

too

all

Central Electric Plumbing & Heating
L

and

The Oakland Architectural Club held
its regular annual election on Monday,
October 2d. The following officers were
elected: Hart Wood, president: Edwin
B.
vice-presidentMead,
Edwin J.
Symmes, secretary-treasurer; also E. W.
Cannon. G. C. Meeker and Oswald Speir,

know

directors.

On Monday

evening. October 16th. the

club held a social meeting for

men

onlv.

DEXTER BROTHERS^
ENGLISH SHINGLE STAINS
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CEMENT

COATING
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Phones:

BIdK.,

t>
J:*

r^

^

ranClSCO, Lai.

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION

CO.

contractors for structural steel and iron
H.

(HAS
MORTENSON \ h Pres. and Mgr.
CORNER 19TH AND INDIANA STREETS
5033-homc m 3918
San Francisco.

.MORTENSON.
orrrct

Phoncs:

Mission

Pre.s.

('..

ii

and shop*:

Cal.

By the
Some

Industrial

Way

Information Worth the While

Waterproof Stcdns for Concrete Structures

Samuel Cabot. Inc.. of Boston. Mass..
have just published a new catalogue illustrating their waterproof cement and
brick stains, for concrete work. Unquestionablj' the two greatest problems that
have heretofore confronted the architect
of concrete structures, have been waterThe fact that
proofing and coloring.
concrete is extremely porous and needs
to be water and damp-proofed is apparent to all who have had any experience
with this material. A cold and cheerless
monotony of color has also been a drawback with those who. otherwise, would
use cement in their building operations.
But Cabot's stains have come to correct
both of these defects, and their new
booklet tells part what these stains will
do.

The

base of these stains is a waterproofing compound which penetrates in-

to the pores of the cement and seals
them, completely excluding the rain.
This compound is not affected by the
action of the weather, as it is composed
of materials that cannot oxidize or otherwise decompose or disintegrate, and. as
above stated, its permanence has been
proved by over twenty years' use in our
brick stains. The waterproofing is therefore not only perfect, but is also permanent.
Where waterproofing only is desired, without color, the clear waterproofing compound. No. 400, is used.

The stains are made in a great variety
of beautiful colors and shades, and almost any shade can be made to suit the
requirements of special jobs. The colors
are produced by the use of the strongest
and most durable pigments, like those
which have given such universally satisfactory results for over twenty-five years
in Cabot's shingle stains.
These pigments are so strong and finely ground

TME ORIGINAL

Interlocking Rubber Tiling
ALL

mm^^^mm

OTHERS ARC miTATrONS

Guarantaad
Odoriess
Noiseless
Sanitary
Non-Slipp«ry
TWENTY

VE.\RS
PUces

Eiperience

AboTc
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Maiuiicrjnnj

OUR

TILI.VG

Plane ot ExperUDcat

More Durable Than
Marble or Mosaic
Hundreds of Banks Are Usioe it
Each One a Satisfied Customer

.\ay CO aibiiia;3on of colors or desigti.
to 'rjTTTi-aize wtth interior decoratMOS.
can bt rciie to suit the taste of the

i^t^m

New York
NEW YORK

cr^ctiae.

Belting and Packing

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

129.131

When

ir-c-s:

First

ST. LOUIS

Street,

S.^N

BUFFALO

Co.,

SPOKANE

FRANCISCO
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THE ROEBLING
CONSTRUCTION C<>:?
System of FIRE

PROOFING

4-25 15th

St..

EXPANDED
METAL LATH

OaKland

Phone OaKland

and

34-bl

HOME INDUSTRY
.^ade in

they sink into the surface of the
cement and color it without coating over
and spoiling the material texture.

San

Francisco

that

pXPANDED
-'-'

lath

in rolls

metal

manufactured
150' long. 25"

and 33 wide, or sheets

Ceresit

WaterproofinE: for
Building

The Ceresit Waterproofing Company
of Chicago, represented in California by

& Co.. announce a shipment of
pounds of Ceresit waterproofing to

Parrott
10,000

Los Angeles, to be used for waterproofing the foundations of the new Times
building. The new structure will replace
the building blown up presumably by
striking laboring men a year ago.

Architects Chapter, A.

I.

A.

The

Institute members of the Southern
California Chapter. A. I. A., at their September meeting, endorsed the ticket proposed by the Philadelphia chapter for
officers to be elected at the forthcoming
convention of the A. I. A., at Washington. This insures the ticket being placed
on the ballot. Following are the candidates: For president, Walter Cook, New
York; for first vice-president, R. Clipston
Sturgis. Boston; second vice-president,

Breck Trowbridge, New York; secretarytreasurer.
Glen
Brown, Washingtonauditor, T. J. D. Fuller, Washington;

When

if

New Times

desired, plain, paint-

ed or galvanized.
Crimped metal lath
and wire lath for ex-

Jiverythmg
plasterer

terior plastering.
the lath line for architect, owner,
lather.

m

and

Information, prices and samples cheerfully given

OFFICES: Nos. 623=626 CROCKER BLDG.

SAIN RRAINCISCO
Phones

— Home C-4312;

Kearny 2222

director.s fur three years. Irving K.

Pond,
Chicago; John M. Donaldson, Detroit;
Edward .\. Crane. Philadelphia.
Concrete Freight Sheds.
Payson of San Diego, agent for
the Santa Fe. is authority for the stateS.

ment

C.

that

his

company

will

within 60

days begin the erection of two large reinforced concrete freight sheds to cost
$200,000.
They will be built on the
blocks between California and Atlantic
and F and H streets, San Diego.
Contractor C. A. Fellows, Central Building,
will do the vork.
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SMITH,

EMERY & COMPANY,

Inc.

INSPECTING AND TESTING ENGINEERS

AND CHEMISTS
651

HOWARD STREET

245 SO. LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

IINSPECTORS OP

IROIN,
SEATTLE
NEW YORK

STREET

STEEL, CEMEINT

SAN DIEQO
CHICAGO

AT
BIRMINGHAM
PHILADELPHIA
MONTREAL

REPRESENTED
PUEBLO

PITTSBURQ

GLASGOW

Tin and Metal Tile Roofing
"Other materials liave come and gone;
others will come and go; but tin, with its
record of four hundred years in use, has
and will survive them all."
Prefacing its interesting catalogue on
tin and metal roofing tile, one of the
large and well known manufacturers of
roofing thus expresses its
confidence in the future of
terne plate and tin coated roofing matethis class of
faith and its
rials.

Not to be outdone in ingenuity, the
older manufacturers of tin plate roofing
have extended their field of manufacture,
adopting modifications of their fundamental roofing ideas, and working them
Today we have
out in various metals.
tinned iron sheets and a great variety of
metal tiles and slates made from galvanitself a combination of iron
ized iron
foundation with zinc and tin covering.
Thus these older manufacturers have
kept up with the procession and are
retaining a goodly share of the roofing
business, being able to satisfy those
w-hose desire for something novel, something different, can be met with due consideration in the matter of inroads upon
the pocketbook.
In California, particularly, where the
Mission and Spanish ideas and sentiment
partake more of a faith than a fad, galvanized metal tile roofs are popular, and

UNDERWRITERS

FALLS "A"

LABELED

DOOR HARDWARE

FIRE

POST BASES

POST CAPS
JOIST

HANGERS

SPECIFY AND SUPPORT A
LOCAL INDUSTRY

FALLS MANUFACTURING CD.
SAN FRANCISCO
317 FIRST STREET
PHONES SUTTER 554 HOME J 3616
MADE HERE-ON THE PACIFIC COAST

—

DINING
I

j

IN

ROOM PANELED
MAHOGANY rj

AiVrite tor our booklet telling

kow

to secure a

Beautiful

iTarawooa Interior
cost or a cheap

at

tne

sortwood

)OD.

LA. Howard &
20 Howard
When

St.,
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ROBERT

W

Hunt

JNO.

J.

CONE

J*S. C.

ii;

HALLSTED

ROBERT W. HUNT &

D.

W. MCNAUGHER

CO., Engineers

BUREAU OF INSPECTIONS, TESTS AND CONSULTATIONS
NEW YORK

LONDON

CHICAGO

418

PITTSBURG

MONTGOMERY

ST.,

ST LOUrS

MONTREAL

MEXICO CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

Inspection o« Ralls and FastenlnKS. Cars, Locomotives, Pipes, Brldices,
BulldlnKs, Etc.

CEMENT TESTINQ AND INSPECTION
Reports

and

Estimates on

becomine more so, in that they in fair
measure carry out the Mission and Spanish sentirnent at much less expense than
the costlier material used by the old
Spanish settlers and padre builders.
In many cities and small towns of California may be seen schools and other
public buildings, and not a few residences
and other structures, covered with these

Properties

Building IVIaterials

tiles.
Typical portions of some of
these roofs are seen in the accompanying
illustrations.
And if advertising through

fornia's attractiveness, as

does, California

is

Agents for NEPHI

HARDWALL PLASTER

illustrations, print-

ed in the catalogues of eastern manufacturers, helps spread the fame of Caliit

Processes

THE STANDARD
SUPPLY CO.

metal

handsomely engraved

and

Oakland,

California

undoubtedly

well advertised in at

one such channel; for there predominates in the new Handbook of
Meurer's Metal Roofing Specialties, a
finely printed book of 138 pages, striking
views of California architecture, offset bv
least

typical California landscape.
Meurer Brothers are represented in
California bv A. H. MacDonald, of San
Francisco, and F. H. Allen, of Los Angeles.

Plans for Improving Nevada University
Buildings
Plans for extensive improvements to
the University of Nevada buildings at
Reno have been received by President I.
E. Stubbs, from Architects Bliss & Fa-

San Francisco. All the present
will be remodeled to correspond with the new MacKay Mining
building, and several new structures will
ville

AMERICAN ROTARY VALVE CO.
L. J.

White

S.

(Moreiieiil Vaaiiiin

Wailcs

I.

Quoiiig System

i

Complete Stationary Vacuum Cleaning
Plants for Hotels, Office Buildings,
Theaters, Apartment Houses,
Schools and Residences

702 BALBOA BUILDING
Rhone Sutter 607

SAN FRANCISCO

of

buildings

also

be

erected,

including

a

W.

H. Henning

$250,000

A Fireproof Partition
H. G. Clinton of 34 Ellis street, San
Francisco, is handling the Rabbitt Partition which has recently been given
several very severe fire tests in the East
with splendid results, and in consequence has been indorsed by the fire
underwriters. The partition is not only
fireproof but it is vermin and .sound
proof. Some of the advantages claimed
for

it

Burke

HENNING & BURKE
General

Room

242

Rum

are the following:

When

J. J.

Phone Douglas 2298

library.
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MARDWOOD
and

EDW.

PANELS

NIEMAUS & CO., Inc.

r.

TO 570 BRANNAN STREET
Between Eourtti and rifth Sts.
SArig FRArsCISCO, OALIFORINIA
5-4S

= .^^L^
BRANCH

= «= 'TRACY, CAL.
YARDS
„^YPI£LD, CAL.

_„-^,__
'^"°'*^S

>,.

-

J

)

LUMBER EX. 30
MARKET 485
1

SANTA FE LUMBER COMPANY
DEALERS

IN

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

LUMBER

Large Timbers and Special Bills to Order
Yard on

.Main

17th

SOLTHERN

P.^CIFIC.

kiln Dried

WESTERN

Oregon Pine Finish

P.ACIFIC, S.\NTA

FE

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

and De Haro Streets

STRABLE MANUFACTURING CO.
HARDWOOD FLOORING
AND LUMB ER
MANUFACTURERS OF

"TOFCO BRAND"
Quartered and Plain Sawn
OFFICE AND YABos.

A^liite

and Red Oak Flooring.

FIRST ST., Bet Washington and

Clay,

Has No Equal.

OAKLAND, CAL.

NATOMAS ROCn
ROCK

A

that is absolutely free of sand, clay or other forCRUSHED
Lnequaled
eign matter, very hard and %-ery tough, without flaw or seam.
Inquiries and trial order* solicited.
for concrete or macadam work.

Natomas Consolidated

of California,

PocK CrxisKing Departmem,
7«l Peoples Savings

Bank Bid?., 8th and "J"

\\'l':en

Sts..

SACRAMENTO, CAL.
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Space saver. Takes 2% inches. Saves
inches on each partition.
It does not warp and crack in a fire
as does channel iron, and costs 45 cents
a square yard LESS.

i%

It does not peel off in a hot fire as
does the wood stud with metal lath, or
carry the fire and smoke from floor to
floor, and costs 20 cents a yard LESS.
It weighs less per square foot than any

other partition.
It does not

DRY ROT,

dead

Follansbee Roofing Tins
Follaiisbcc
Brothers
Company, of
Pittsburg, have published an attractive
booklet entitled "Tin Plate," and illustrating their products, including the well

known

and

nopular

hammered

as there

is

no

plaster

form

a

monolithic slab, which will withstand a
pressure that would break down a brick
or block partition double its thickness.

The catalogue

is profusely illustrated and
be mailed free upon application.
Follansbee Brothers take especial care
in having its roofing tin plates evenly
coated, closely inspected and properly
assorted. The book contains illustrations
of many prominent buildings that have
been equipped with Follansbee tin plate.

ARCHITECTS!

TELEPHONE, KEARNY 1783

You have

liirn

having trouble with

We

Dry Bonds

WALTER HOUGH

&

open

hearth, bright and roofing tin plate, also
a splendid line of fine steel sheets, deep
stamping sheets and polished sheets.
will

air space.

The wood and cement
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in all Concrete Work.
can prevent this with Master Builders Concrete Filler. Master Builders Filler will waterproof Concrete and

COMPANY

INCORPORATtO

Building Construction

make a surface hard as iron. Does not
absorb oil, is used largely for floors
with heavy wear: expense nominal.
Write for particulars.

603 MARKET STREET

The MasterBuildersCompany
1054 Monadnock BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco

MADE

25 Broad Street
New York

IN CALIFORNIA

The Hoist that Saves Money
A Batch

a Minute^

Land as High as they Build
No Scaffolding Just Track

WALLACE CONCRETE MACHINERY
-AGCrNTSLIILEY-THURSTON CO., s*N francisco

A. R.

SMITH-BOOTH-USHER

CALDWELL MCHY. Co

CO.. los ancclcs

Wtes

wrjlittt

^

WILLIAMS MCHY CO.. VANCOUVER,

M.Ttrtw-' ««.»-

.

e. c.

acATTLC. tacoma. spokanc. ooat
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WORDEN-MEEKER VARNISH CO.

}f^.

Products of Uniform Quality

"©G"

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISMES, STAINS
EGG SMELL FINISH
II
341

A

Narnish

Noi

Rubblo£

Requirio;

II

OAKLAND

SAN FRANCISCO

ArchiUcts vcill find our
Line Vne^ualUd

p. p.

Flat

CLAY STREET,

MOORE

G. D.

BOYD

Boyd & Moore
HYDREX WATERPROOFING SYSTEM. ENAMELED BRICK. "tABOR'
REVERSIBLE SASH FIXTURES SEE PAGE 151. "VANKANNEL"
REVOLVING DOORS. ENUPHYL' ORNAMENTAL BRONZE.
"CROSS" HORIZONTAL FOLDING DOORS
"CROSS" COUNTER-BALANCE FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS
"ENERGY" DUMB WAITERS.
"H. & C." METAL LOCKERS.

356 Market
E. F.

SAN FRANCISCO

Street

HENDERSON

W. M. WILLIAMS

CHAS. WILLIAMS

Williams Bros. & Henderson
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
351 MONADNOCK BUILDING
Phones: Kearny 2401

San Francisco

J-24.01

ADVISORY ENGINEER

FREDERICK

J.

AMWEG

CIVIL ENGINEER
MEM. AM SOC. C. E.

and

MANAGER OF BUILDING OPERATIONS.
BUILDER OF
KERN COUNTY COURT

700-705 MARSDON BLD6.

When

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

HOUSE. BAKERSFIELD.
CALIFORNIA
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KAISER. ARCHITECT

RANSOME CONCRETE COMPANY
BUILDERS
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
328 J STREET, SACRAMENTO

JiesiJence of

koben

/,.

Johns/one.

(rir?i

Ridge.

A'. /.

NePonsei Hlack Waterproof Butldins PaPer
lifcii under siuico.

You can secure dry walls
under the most adverse con=
ditions by using

NEPONSCT

BLACK WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPERS

costs but a
between walls. It
the walls stand.
1l

Use

and

trifle
is

^EPOnsET

floors

:

more than

absolutely

Florian

and between the

inefficient

damp

proof.

papers which decay
insidates as long as

It

Sound Deadening

Felt

under roofs

walls to deaden the sound.

Consuti our ensineering department
Write today for our architects Rrffrence and Sample Books.
gratis on your probiems of Roofing. Insulattnt:. Waterproojins^ and suppression of Sound

F.

W. BIRD & SON,
When

STREET
EAST WAl^ROLE. MASS.

30S INEPOrSSET
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CLIFF HOUSE, San
A. C.

Frandsco.

Rdd

BrtB., Architects.

WOCKER. DECORATOR.

Interior Decoration

1370 Setter Street.

Sar:

by

Francisco

K & E Magazine Drawing Table
COMBINED DRAWING TABLE AND
FILING CASE
inches. Top
35 inches high: 7 drawers, 3U42xJ
is fine pinewood drawing board. 35x4S inches, hinged
Can be slid out bevond front of
to sliding frame.
table and held at convenient angles. Workmanship
and finish of highest quality.
Our complete catalogue on request.

KEUFFEL& ESSER CO. of New York
4J-50

SECOND STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

We Make BLUE PRINTS

Make

inquiry

ANYWHERE

BLUXOME &

CO.,

as to

Francisco, for high class
ing in plain or Reinforced

ProdDvers

of

CItM.

FrtsbWuer

GRAVEL
AMD

SAND

the reputation of

Monadnock Building, San
workmanship and fair deal-

532

Concrete Construction.

Grant Gravel

Company

OUALITIES

"GRADED"

"CRUSHED"
"ROOFIXG
"TOPPING"

OPFICES

WILLIAMS BUILDIING
3d and Mission

Sts.

CAPACITY, JM» TONS PEK DAY
Pacific,
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Plants at Eliot, near Pleasaaton
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,
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"KOMPOLITE"
A SANITARY, FIREPROOF AND

WEARPROOF

FLOORING.

Kompolite Company of the Pacific Coast
337-338 Mills Building, San Francisco
J-M Waterproofing Materials
Among the many different brands

of
waterproofing materials now on the market,
the H. VV. Johns-Manville Co., are offering
a line of fabrics, felts, cements and coatknown as J-M Waterproofing
ings
Materials.
These materials which are the result of
this firm's half century of experience, carestudy and unexcelled facilities, are
ful
especially made to meet every condition in
waterproof building construction and have
been effectively used for waterproofing

underground tunnels, walls of brick and
concrete buildings, dams, reservoirs, swimming pools, etc., with much success.
J-M Waterproofing Fabric is strong,
loosely woven burlap impregnated with
pure asphalt. The asphalt not only clings,
but becomes locked into the fabric, and it
is claimed that a few layers of this fabric
makes a waterproofing course of great
strength, ductility and elasticity that reintact and resists moisture even
when cracks occur in the cement work.
J-M Waterproofing Asbestos Felt is
made of pure asbestos fibre, thoroughly im-

mains

pregnated with pure asphalt. The fabric,
being composed of only mineral substances,
contains nothing to decay or deteriorate,
and is therefore well adapted for waterproofing all exposed and foundation construction work.
In addition to being
waterproofed, it is also positively acid,
mould and rot proof. The asphalt
is
peculiar
nature,
and
of
a
has
wonderful cementitious characteristics.
It
is
used cold and hot and does
not run, shove or creep, and will not become brittle in high or low temperature.
This combination produces a waterproofing

fabric

that

is

especially serviceable
prevails.

where continual dampness

One

of the most perfect water and dampmaterials made by this concern is
their J-M Waterproof Coating,
This is a
combination of carefully selected materials
of the highest grades, which, when applied,
makes a film impenetrable by moisture.
Aside from being inexpensive, it does away
with furring and lathing and makes a positive bond between plaster and brick or
stone walls. This coating protects plaster

proof

THE ORIGINAL

BAY STATE BRICK iCEM[NT COATING
a perfect coating for concrete, stucco or brick.
It will protect concrete, brick or stucco
against disintegration or hair cracking from moisture, give it any shade desired, can be
used as a finishing coat instead of plaster on concrete walls, is applicable also to interior
woodwork and for interior decoration, has been endorsed by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters as a fire retarder and will therefore lessen your insurance rate. It does
not destroy the distinctive texture of concrete. Will not drop off when applied above
is

delicate machinery.

WADSWORTH MOWLAIND &

CO.,

Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders
82-83

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

DISTRIBUTING .AGENTS:

Hir.am \V.

Wadsworth. Chamber

Cal
TiMMS. Cress & Co.. Portland. Ore.: F. T.
K. N. Na^on & Co.. S.nn Franciscn. Cal
;

When

Crowe &

of Commerce Building. Pasadena.
Co.. Spokane. Seattle. Tacoma, Wash.;
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This Apartment House
is faced with
Golden Cate
Brick Co. No.
17 Butr Clay

P re

s s e

Brick
(Ircy

d

with

Cement

Trim niings.
It is located
on Eddy St.,
near Lnrkin,
San F r n ii Cisco, in the
Fashioiiahle

Apartment
House District, and has
heen greatly
admired hy
both architects and
p r n p c r
owner?!.

The

t

y

r.oldcn

Gate B rick
Coilip'3

C. V.

,

Pratt. Msr.,
manufi cture

every k niluf
|p

r

i

Wh

c
i

from
Hn-

li

1

amelPr esseii
Brick

t i>

Cc.niin»

A

1

tlie

Ked

letter to

660

Market
Street
will receive

Eagle Apartments, San Francisco
O'Brien Bros., Architects

from

due

Klenck

dampness, also from

&

prompt

at-

teotion

MuUer. Contractors

discoloring by fireproof tile walls. Damp
cellars and walls coateil with this coating
are made clean, sweet and useful.

This concern has issued a little booklet
explaining fully the merits of their waterproofing materials, which they will gladly
mail to any one on request.

DETROIT GRAPHITE GO.

SCAGLIOLA

strains

to

better than marble; is more durable;
more beautiful; is life cheaper in
co.st; is installed in the handsomest
bank buildings in the country; is what
you should have. // you arc going to
Is

is

Now

at

68 POST STREET

Room 818, San Francisco

build, investigate

(%^

SCAGLIOLA.

INOUIRE FROM THH

California Scagliola
Telephone SUTTER

1797

When

68 CLARA SIRHI,
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Hnj^iiiccr

Captain Hunt Here

One

of the distiiiguislu-d delegates at
the annual convention of the American
Institution of Mining Engineers, held in

San Francisco this month, was Capt.
Robert W. Hunt, of Chicago, and a pastpresident of the Association. He is also
a past-president of the American Society
Engineers, and of the
of Mechanical
Western Society of Engineers. Captain

Hunt's
abroad

engineering affiliations extend
as he holds distinguished

also,

membership

the

in

Institution

of

Civil

Engineers of England, the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers of England and
the Iron and Steel Institute of England.
His is the guiding personality in the
widely known engineering firm of Robert
W. Hunt & Co., whose branch offices
and laboratories are scattered throughout
the United States, England, Canada,
Mexico and South America.
Captain Hunt is universally recognized
as one of the world's experts and authorities on steel and its manufacture and
uses.

Under

his

were
first
commercially
the United States,

personal

manufactured

the
rolled steel rails in
and the "Hunt Specifications" for steel
rail still remain the basis of all the various accepted rail specifications in America.
It is nearly a quarter of a century since
the firm of Robert W. Hunt & Co. was
formed, at first for the purpose of testing
and inspecting steel rail for the various
railroads throughout the United States

who found

it necessary to have this work
specialists.
The firm still continues in this line of expert work, and
nearly every American railway is a
patron of this company, which inspects

done by

probably 75 per cent of all the rail purchased by these corporations.
In the course of time it became necessary to widen the scope of its operations
include tests and inspections of all
forms of manufactured steel and iron,
and also stone, cement and other mateto

rials.
It now makes a specialty of testing
and inspecting all sorts of structural materials, also boilers, nipe, pumps, engines,
cars, and machinery of every descrip-

tion.

numerous laboratories, one of
located in San Francisco, facilities of the highest class have been provided for chemical analysis and physical
tests of metals, paints, oils, cements,
In

which

its

is

fuels, etc.
Its

to
of

America by any means, and the name
Robert W. Hunt & Co. has come to

be as well
in

have not been confined

activities

known

Europe, as

it

in Asia, in Africa,

is

at

Pioneer Material

direction

home.

and

Man Dead

Oscar S. Levy, one of San Francisco's
pioneer building material men, died September 13th, aged sixty-eight. For the
last ten years he was actively engaged
in the handling of high-grade building
materials, being the sole distributor for
large Eastern manufacturers of Keene's
cement, damp-proof compounds, etc.
Mr. Levy had the distinction of being
the first man in the State, and possibly
on the Coast, to make class "A" buildings absolutely fireproof, having been

awarded the first contract of the kind by
the well-remembered architectural firm
of Persy & Hamilton, for installing fireproof trim, doors, sash, etc., on the interior

of the

Alvinsor

now known

as

the

Hayward
Kohl

building,
building, San

I'Vancisco.

Mr. Levy also did much
in

creating a

means

of

demand

for a
protection
of

for

humanity

more

perfect

human

life

against fire. He personally superintendid the erection of the "Kirker-Bender
I'ire Escape" on many schools and public
buildings throughout the State.
He was a man of high honor and sterling character, and did much for the
upbuilding of charitable institutions of
the city and country.

Mr. Levy was an ex-Confederate, having enlisted under the "Stars and Bars,"
with the Tenth Mississippi, in May, 1861,
and fought for the cause he thought was
right.

He is succeeded in business by his son,
Mr. Robt. S. Levy.
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The J P. Holland Bunkers in San Francisco
.

An

Enterprising Building Material Man
One of San Francisco's most enterprising building material men is J. P.
Holland.
With the best possible railroad and water facilities, Mr. Holland
lias added to his equipment of twelve
teams, an automobile delivery which
leaves
Twelfth and
Mission
streets
hourly every week day, carting cement,
rock, lime and sand to any point within
the city limits in short order.
Contractors telephoning orders for immediate delivery will have same taken care
of promptly by the Holland motor truck.
This is an innovation that doubtless will
be followed by many of the other building material firms in
San Francisco
within the next few months. Suffice to
say that Holland is first in the field.

I'irst

Motor Truck

to

Another important acquisition to the
Holland plant is a bunker at Islais and
Kentucky streets. The bunker is alongside the Southern Pacific spur track and
is

kept

filled

with Niles washed gravel

and rock for immediate delivery. Among
the large contractors now being supplied
are J. J. Leonard, who is building the
new Mt. St. Joseph Orphanage, and the
big concrete

reservoir at the

Presidio;

Butcher & Hadley, Lange & Bergstrom,
and Masow & Morrison. The capacity
of the Butchertown bunker is 300 yards.
Holland has splendid wharfage facilities
embracing over 800 feet of deep water.
He has been in business for ten years,
and for the past three years he has been
handling cement, lime and crushed rock.

Carry Building Materials in San Francisco
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White Portland Cement
Maxwell

Carrfre, C. E.. General Manager
of the Blanc Stainless Cement Company, Allentown, Lehigh County, Pa.

By

J.

During the past twenty years
operations have increased at a
dous pace, and Portland cement
come the recognized structural
It is

the cement of today.

— sometimes

It is

building

tremen-

has becement.
a grayish

material of
great structural value for the engineer.
the architect, and the builder but its appearance precludes the possibility of its
ever attracting the artist. There is hope,
therefore, that the cement of todav, the
gray Portland cement, will remain the
structural factor in the future.
But the
cement of tomorrow is the white Portland cement.
The white Portland is purely Ameriscientists
knew that
can;
for while
a white Portland cement could be produced from pure kaolins and pure limestone and some companies tried it the
cost of such a product was commercially
impossible.
Practically, I consider it
equally unattractive. After years of toil
in experimenting
four of which were
spent in the present plan -Allentown,
Pennsylvania, gave birth to the white
a

bluish,

dull

—

—

—

Portland cement of commerce.
history

of

—

—

poration organized
with a capital of

chased six

lots at

about

a
$100,000,

Main

street

cor-

year ago
has pur-

and

Francisco was

Satinette

re-

was the white

enamel moft extensively used.
Satinette was used in the fine
office buildings,

hotels

dences throughout the

and

resi-

city.

Satinette was used because it
had been proved the one perfect

four

Merced to Have New Hotel
The Merced Hotel Company, a

Re-

San Francisco

When San
built,

in

white enamel.

years since the
white Portland cement was introduced is
most interesting, for they were years of
distress and panic
years of curtailment
of operations years of economy. They
are interesting because of the possibilities
created for the gray by the white Portland cement; because of the artistic possibilities in a cement structure of tomorrow, and because of the further artistic
education it mav create for the welfare
of the general public.

man

building

—

—

The

A BIG Factor

Huflf-

avenue, upon which will be erected

modern four-story hotel. Plans are
being prepared by .\rchitect Edward T.

a

Foulkes of San Francisco, who designed
new Fresno hotel.
The hotel will have 90 guest rooms.
40 of which will be supplied with baths.

Satinette was used because
is

it

the one white enamel which

will

not turn yellow.

Satinette was used because

very easy working, and
tremely durable.
is

it

ex-

Satinette was used because it
can be washed with hot and cold
water without destroying the
finish.

Satinette should be specified

by every

architecft

—

it

will insure

lasting, satisfactory results.

the

The

building will contain all modern
hotel conveniences, such as elevators,
heating plant, room telephones, vacuum
cleaning, gas and electric fixtures, etc.
The building will be used exclusively for
hotel purposes, the ground floor being
occupied by offices, lobbies, dining rooms
and service rooms. The building will
cost $85,000.
Merced people behind the hotel project are R. ShafTer, J. H. Simonson, W.
E. Landram. R. Barcroft, J. II. Ellis and
S. F. B. Morse.
A large amount of
stock has been sold in small blocks.
Money for the hotel is available now.

W. p.

FULLER & COMPANY

Di^ributors for the Pacific

Coa^ and Hawaiian

Islands

STANDARD VARNISH WORKS
Sole licensee for Satinette
in .America

New York

Chicago

London
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V^ew
f«#*^

Jllcazar 'theater

San Francisco

Reading

Hardware
Used
in this

Building
Cunningham

Market

&

Politeo, Architects

^ Mason Streets

908 Broadway, Oakland

San Francisco

W

TELS. PACIFIC 2040
HOMC C'2040

TELS.

PACrFIC OAKLAND
A-3396

1 1

HOME

I'NCOHVORATCU

DISTRIBUTORS

Rust=resisting

—Anti=corrosive

<fc|N(:i\5!>
Black and Galvanized Sheets
corrosion under conditions that destroy iron and
Durability, Ductility and Price considered it is the
logical material for roofing, siding and all formed products.
will resist

steel.

Write /or Samplfs. Prices and "Corrosion Text

CARRIED

IN

STOCK

IN

Book"

SAN FRANCISCO BV

The Berger Manufacturing Company
OF CALIFORNIA
1120-22-24-26 Mission Street
San Francisco, Cal.

When

320 San Fernando Building
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Architect for City Schools

The Los Angeles Board
is

of Education
endeavoring to solve the question as

method of securing plans for
new school buildings to be erected
under the recent bond issues. The vote
of the members stood four to three
against establishing their own architectural bureau.
While all of the members
to the best

the

probably feel that if an architectural department could be established and operated over a period of two years, the
method would undoubtedly prove economical and highly satisfactory, there is
no assurance that it could be continued
for longer than one year, and they feel
that the cost of establishing the oflfices

and organizing a working force for so
short a time would not be satisfactory or
economical. The reports received from the
architects asked to submit an estimate
on the cost of maintaining an architectural department varied from $15,000 to
$45,000 per year. The proposition to appoint a supervising architect received a
vote of four to three, but lacked one vote
of carrying, as it requires five votes to
adopt a resolution of this kind. The sum
of $900,000 is to be expended for new
school buildings. Of the $560,000 of high
school bonds issued, one-half has been
sold and the money is available.
The
board is anxious to get plans for the new
buildings started.
The Board of Education will adopt
brick or concrete semi-fireproof construction for all new buildings, frame construction being used only in addition to
existing buildings. The plans for all new
schools, as well as other city buildings,
will be passed on by the Municipal Art

Commission.
to Run Coast Line
Trains De Luxe
Modern travel, already luxurious, is to
be made even more so by the Southern
Pacific Sunset Route. Plans for a new
train to run twice weekly between New
Orleans and Los Angeles and San Francisco call for a cut of thirty hours in the
running time between the two points.
The new schedule, with its attendant
comforts, has been brought about by
the heavy winter travel between the two
points on the Sunset Route, and to care
for this new equipment is now being
built in the Pullman shops at Chicago.
The trains will be all steel. The cars
will be of latest design and will contain
every comfort now in use on the fastest
and best equipped trains, and many new
conveniences in addition.
The trains will consist of only six cars,
and thus the high speed that will be
demanded to make the schedule may be
maintained with comparative ease. Each
train will carry only a dynamo and baggage car, a diner, three drawing-room
sleepers and an observation smoking car.

Southern

Pacific

THE
Wizard Refrigerating Machine
SELF-CONTAINED IH, 2H, 4-TONS
For Hotels. Restaurants, Department
Stores, Meat Markets, Creameries and
Dairies.

The Most Compact and Satisfactory
Small Refrigerating Outfit Made.
Information and Us ti mates Cheerfully Turnished Upon Application.

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY CO.
DRUMM AND SACRAMENTO

STS.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

SHAFTING
BEARINGS

PULLEYS
CLUTCHES

CHAIN
SPROCKETS
GEARS,

Etc.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

TRANSMISSION, ELEVATING
AND CONVEYING MACHINERY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE PORTLAND LOS ANGELES
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When

it

comes to specifying a

must take

DOOR HANGER

into consideration

you

these essential points:

Permanency, Smooth Action,
Absence of Noise, Economy

THE JOHNS HANGER
Embodies all of these Features. Used in
Hundreds of Hotels, Apartment Houses,
Flats and Residences and giving Satisfaction

Strictly a California

Product

The Johns Hanger Mfg. Co.
832-838 Folsom

WHAT

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

MORE TROUBLESOME THAN

IS

^,

•;' i

,'|

.,,-;.i|^

TO PACK RADIATOR VALVES
never seem
You
there
no

to have the richt size packine. Because
active rod travel tlirounh the stutting box the
is
packing Sfts and Rets hard, and the valves leak more or

less

when opened

or closed.

PALMETTO TWIST
can be unstranded and any size vatve packed from one spool.
Does not uei hard — beits all asliestos.
It cannot burn
cause a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.
TWIST on all the valves, and you
Use
will not have to repack so often.
We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove this.

—

PALMETTO

H. N.

COOK BELTING

317=319

Howard

CO.

Street

CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO

Plain and Ornamental
I

PLASTER Work
BY

Qlallaglian
$c

JHanrtta
334 Tenth Street

Interior of

Banking Room, London Paris National Bank, San Francisco
AlDcrc

When

r^issls,

Arciiitect

caxi

FRANCISCO CAL
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sleepine and drawinp-room cars will
be finished in mahogany and other beautiful hardwoods and furnished in luxurious fashion. The sleeping cars will each
contain ten sections, two compartments
and a drawing-room. They are being
built with an especial regard to the comfort of women, in that the accommodations for them will be most commodious.
ladies' maid, manicure and hairdresser
will aid in caring for the needs of the

A

women.
The men

also will be well taken care
of, there being a barber, .shower bath,
arrangements for pressing clothing and
a stenographer aboard.

Engineers and Architects Inspect Aqueduct

The members

the Engineers and
Architects Association of Los Angeles
recently enjoyed an excursion along the
line of the Los Angeles aqueduct as far
as the Elizabeth Lake tunnel.
Fifteen
automobiles had been provided for the
purpose. The route selected was by way
of the Cahuenga Pass, I.ankershim, Newhall, Saugus and the San Francisquito
canyon. The first stop was made beyond
the Newhall tunnel, where the party was
shown the large reinforced concrete
syphon that crosses the gulch at that
The next point visited was the
point.
Dry canyon reservoir site, where the
water will be impounded to break the
force of the flow.
On arriving at the
camp, near the head of the San Francanyon, which was reached
cisquito
shortly after noon, the party was formed
into two divisions, those arriving first
were taken aboard cars operated by electricity and conveyed through the tunnel
to the intake at Elizabeth Lake, where
they were given the opportunity of examining the construction of the proposed
dam, which will hold the water previous
to its entry into the tunnel. The tunnel,
which is 26,500 feet long, has an interior
dimension of ten feet, a large portion of
which has been reinforced with steel ribs,
concreted and finished as smooth as a
plastered wall.
The material used for
the concrete is obtained near the outlet
It is of decomposed
or south portal.
granite and is easily quarried. The quarry is a short distance from the crusher
and concrete mixer. One yard of concrete, ready to be placed in the mould is
of

WILLIS

made

at

131

one mixing.

It

is

then placed

specially constructed cars and conveyed to the point of delivery in the
tunnel, where it is unloaded. The facility with which the concrete is handled
from the time the material enters the
mixer to the time it is in place in the
wall of the tunnel, has accounted largely
for the success that has followed the
in

work.
California's Mineral Production for 1910
State Mineralogist Aubury has prepared a table showing the total mineral
production of the State of California dur-

ing 1910. The grand total, not including
precious metals, was $67,879,789, or a
gain over the previous year of more than
$6,000,000.
The greater part of the gain
was due to the following advances in
values: Cement from $4,969,437 to $7,485,715;

petroleum

from $32,398,187 to
gas from $616,932

$37,689,.S42, and natural
to $1,646,343.

GA6RI[L MOULIN
Maker of

Photographs
FOR ADVERTISING AND
COMMERCIAL PURPOSES

153 Kearny Street
Wiley

B.

Allen

Building

San Francisco
Telephone DouBlas 4969

CLARK
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
A.

&,

CO.

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
PHONES: K«arn» 635; Home 12334.

When

657

MONADNOCK BUILDING
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W. W. BREITE, C. E.
structural Engineer
DeslfMiod
All

Dc<<lli«f

Metallic Structures

Classes of

FOURTH FLOOR, CLUNIE BUILDING
California and

Montgomery

(Trade

Sts.

Proven

Mark

JOHN
SAN FRANCISCO

DR. W.

J.

HANNA,

CALIFORNIA

Reg.)

BEST by Every Test

POX

L.

TCLEPHONC KEARNY 3S18
T04 MONAONOCK BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal

PRCS.

Phone Douglas 1763

H. J HARRISON, vice PHCS.
R. M. BEEBEE. seC'V-TREAS.

GRANT FEE

lONE SANDSTONE GO.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

RED. WHITE AND VARIEGATED

BUILDING STONE
ROOM 532 OCHSNER BUILDING
SACRAMENTO, CAL.

Business Buildings and Heavy
Construction a Specialty

Telephone 9833 R

Office

682 Monadnock BIdg.

QUARRY. AMADOR COUNTY

ESTABLie^HBD

SAN FRANCISCO

C. H. Franklin.

186?

CDAU^EnDT^B^^BC

M^r.

A;

Atty.

THE MOSAIC TILE 00.

THE
••

^nM^^^U^ INSURANCE COMPANY

OF ZANESVILLE, OHIO

OF

FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN, GERMANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

CERAMIC, VITREOUS, ENCAUSTIC

WALL AND ENAMEL

TILE

A

Large Stock is Carried at Our
Pacific Coast Office and Warehouse
Designs and Samples Furnished

ARCHITECTS

230 8TH

ST.,

upon Application

SAN FRANCISCO

Accideat and Plate QIasi

I

INSURANCES TRANSACTED
United Sutes Department. 100 William SUeet, New York
LIABILITY:— Employers, Public. Teams, General, Landlords, Elevator. Vessel Owners, Contingent. Druggists and
Physicians.
Burglary.
Workmen's Collective.
Individual
Accident and Health.
Industrial Accident and Health.

TRUSTEES
Richard DblafiBLD. Pres. of National Park Bank.
ERNST ThalmANN. of Ladenburg, Thalmann i Co.
Stuyvhsant Fish. 52 Wall St New York.
.

DAVID DUNCAN. General Agent. Pacific Coast Dep't.
340 SANSOME STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Agents wanted

for

unoccupied territory

BINGLEY
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PHOTO
ENGRAVER

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Telephones
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Home
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Douglas 3904,

When
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J
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System of

FLAT VERTICAL FILING
For' Drawings, Tracinss
and Blue Prints

UNTIL

YOU HAVE USED
Write for Catalog

t»-

BF

Eugene Dietzgen Co.

san F^'ancPsco

HOFFMAN

C. S.

L. \V.

FLEIQNER

GOLDEN GATE STRUCTURAL and ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
Ornamental

Stiuciiiial Works, 107-109 lilevcnth Street
Wire Wurks and Office, 1479 Mission Street, San Francisco
CARRY A FULL STOCK OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

Irun,

WE

Pacific

Tdephonf, Market

Hoiiif Phoiii-

5-(45

H.

ISA.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

our specialty

SCARRITT,

Walls,

Cement Walks and

Floors.

Residence 291

<St

13th

AveQuc.

Telephone Pacific 929

CO.

PAVEMENT

CONSTRUCTION

Ktnds of Concrete Work

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

1

Oakland 2096, Home A4iei

Phones; HArwARo 103

CAL.

telephone franklin 1804

ARTIFICIAL STONE

Office; Builder.'

(Brick s«ii

SAN FRANCISCO,

UVINCH

•nd CONCRETE
F.slimatfa Gixrti on all
Exchange Building. 85 Stevenson Street

french ranges

General Contractor

Turk and Jones Streets

A.

is

Foundations, Retaining
Dealers in Crushed Brick.

AND BUNKEHs;

Telephone Douglas 121

Installations

and

Reinforced Concrete Construction,
OFFICE. YARD

I.SI5

Kitchen Equipments

JOHNG.ILS&CO.
855 MISSION STREET

I

San Francisco, Douglas 1415

Kavamagh-Rosenberg
MAVWARD

Co.,

(Inc.)

Building Material. Including Cement. Lime. Crushed Rock. Etc.
San Francisco, Pacific bldg
Oakland commercial bldg. 12tm and Broadway

AUTO DEuivERv CO.
HEAVY TRUCKING EXCLUSIVELY
Temporary Address:
14(iO Market St., San Francisco

R.

J.

p. E. BEAlvi

'T::::r:z'

—

CAPACITY PRESENT
equipment, iooo

tons

iviai-ianer-

BRODE, PROPRIETOR

BRODEMANUFACTURERS
IRON WORKS
OF

TEL.

daily

KEARNY 2464

ornamental
IRON

WORK

STRUCTURAL STEEL
OFFICE AND

621-626

WORKS

HOWARD STREET

BCT.
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C. r.

WEBER & CO.

Manufacturers of SEATING FOR ALL PUBLIC BUILDINGS
School Desks, Church Pews, Opera Chairs, Hall Seating, Bank
7 Furniture, Lodge Furniture and Equipment, P. O. Cabinets.
Also Venetian Blinds, Rolling Wood Partitions, School and
Church Bells, Maps, Map Cases, Globes.
Manufacturers of ^3l$9^9lli| Blackboards, in use in nearCelebrated Jjf^jfj^fgjlg^ jy g^ School Buildings.
Ask {or booklet •'Good Blackboards"; also " Hand Book of Seating."
the

They
Offices:

The "Triumph" Desk

365-367 Market

St..

are

FREE

to Architects.

San Francisco.

210-212 North Main

St.,

Los Angeles

"Every Foote a Mixer"
Foote Concrete Mixers
Mundy Hoisting Engines
Contractors' IVIachinery
For Immediate Shipment

Foote Machinery Co.
209-211 N. LOS ANGELES ST.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

999 MONADNOCK BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

OSCILLATING PORTAL

WALL BEDS

MARSHALL & STEARNS
1154

PHELAN BUILDING

CO.

S.AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Heating and Ventilating, Electrical Installations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOIVIATIC SPRINKLER
Main

Office:

Branch

When

Offices

MONTGOMERY

STREET,
507
y 217-218 Colman Building
S04-S05 McKay Building
' 703
Paulsen Building

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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DAHLSTROM
METALLIC DOORS and TRIM
bring forth a powerful editorial from a great newspaper
THE PHrLADELPHiA ETENTNfl ITEM

The

Evening Item.

Phila.

terlor

wood work

of

dwelling and ofSce buildiDgs, aod for Interldt

furniture in both classes of buildings, and for interior railway
car work.
To be frank about it, we were greatly astonished at the

BEAUTY, STYLE AND FINISH OF THIS STEEL INTERIOR

SIXTY-FOURTH YEAR,

WORK,

which is now in use aboard steamships for stateroom lad
other interior work, as well as in the other cases above meotioDcd.

Paper of the People."

•The

Phlimtlphla. P».

We

July

10.

1311.

are in receipt of a kind

from the Rochester (N.
y.) Chamber of Commerce, by

letter

Progress

in Fire

President, Albert B. Eastwood, in which we are assured
its

Protection

the appreciation by that
body "of your splendid ediPrevent Fires."* • • • That
of

torial, entitled, 'Public

the "Rochester

Rising to

Chamber of Commerce is by that editorial stimuwork aggressively, not promiscuously, for
larfie, but for the results to be obuined within

lated to carry on this

the country at

the. limits of the

"If our

City of Rochester.

example

will

stimulate other communities to like
waste can be somewhat checked."

This interior steel work cannot be detected by visible Inspecton. It so closely resembles the finest wood work, both in
design, grain, rounded edges, and inlaid ornamentations, that the
occupier of a room so fitted up would not suspect, were he not
told, that he was not surrounded by the finest wood work producible.
Then, too, this steel interiorwork is used for practically every
purpose flooring excepted fine or plain woods are used for.
Of course, it is fireproof, will not bum, and overcomes that
complaint of fireproof building constructors who have said: "How

—

—

can we make a building fireproof when its occupaots fill it up
with inflammable furniture?"
For window frames, doors and frames, waloscotting. wallft
and celling, and all interior work, this DRAWN STEEL IS

MADE AS BEAUTIFOT- AS THE FINEST CABINET
OF THE BEST TROPICAL WOODS.
artistic

work

is

And

far

more

FINISH
beautiful,

possible in shaping this steel than could be

womed

out in wood.
In fact, artistic designs in this «teel, as beautiful to-day at
they arc, in study and practice are is their infancy.
-

activity, this stupendous fire

We

reproduce that letter in part as an instance of a popular

uprising among the business interests all over the country to
reduce our enormous fire losses, losses which the present year
bows to be largely on the increase.
In connection with this subject we have just received, with
the personal compliments of its author, F. W. Fitzpatrlck, consulting architect, formerly of United States Service, etc, entitled,
'^Ire and Fire Losse;," a handsome work most carefully pre-

pared for instructive purposes.
Hr. Fitzpatrick says tire Is the most dreaded of devastators;
"It has been used in war for discharging weapons, and in its crude
state, so to speak, as an auxiliary which ranks with carnage and
rapine.
"In the form of confla^ations, it has supplied some of the
most spectacular and memorable and saddest events in history."
Mr. Fitzpatrick very properly puts the weight of his argument for fire prevention upon the fire-reslsting construction of
Imlldings.
In connection

with that conclusion, which is practically
unanimous among those who have made a study of the matter,
we recently gave considerable time to an examination of the
recent development of using

drawn

The preceding excerpt
can give but the faintest idea of the beauty

and

utility

of the Dahl-

strom Products.

steel in the place of the in-

work and have developed drawn steel
The Dahlstrom Products are to be
efficiency.

We are the originators of this

class of

construction to its highest
"
binger
found in the structures exemplifying fireproof reahty such as 1 he
hirst
Philadelphia
School,
High
Hunter
Building, New York; William
;

National

Texas

;

Building, Denver
U. S. Battleships Florida

Bank

;

Amicable Life Insurance Building, Waco,
and Utah, and so on.

"Buildings as They Should Be"
—a book, fully describes the Dahlstrom Products.
To

the interested a

copy

free for

6 cents postage.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR COMPANY
Executive Off ices and Factories, 34 Blackstone Ave., Jamestown, N.Y.
Branch

Offices in all Principal Cilies

J
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OEO.FARRELL, Burlingame

WALTER

REED. 239 Precita Ave.
San Francisco
Res. Phone Mission 2459
N.

PARREUU
REED

Sz

MASONS AND GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

THE

BRADSHAW

GARBAGE

SANITARY

CHUTE

PATENTED

Absolutely sanitary, odorless, germ, fly. and
rar proof.
Labor and Cost in disposing of
parbaue reduced to a minimum. Particularly
designed for apartment houses, flats, hospitals, hotels and residences.
First Cost the Only Cost

BUILDERS' EXCHANQE
Office 9th Floor. Qunst BIdK.
Third and Mission Sts., San Francisco

"THE BRADSHAW
SANITARY GARBAGE CHUTE can be
->

Phone Sutter 4S0.

applied to old as well as

new

buildings.

ex-

It

tends from basement lo

Member

of Builders'

roof and is
ventilated.

Exchange

and Builders' Association

is

tlioroushly
As the door
opened to receive the

garbage

D.

an automatic
thoroughly
"ushes the chute. The
garbage can has a wire
screen bottom allowing the water to percolate through to the

sprinkler

ROSS CLARKE

PLASTERING «nd CEMENT CONTRACTOR

EXTERIOR CEMENTING DONE
IN WHITE OR CREAM COLOR

cess-pool where it is
trapped to the sewer.
It
is
hermetically
sealed, thus preventing all dust and odors
and shutting off any

OFFICE;

or domestic animals.

Ornamental Plastering and Cement Plastering or Reinforced Concrete a Specialty

food supply for rats

This system reduces

708 PACIFIC BUILDING

to a minimum or entirely eliminates janitor service now required for the disposal of garbage.
The
chute is made of

heavy galvanized
sheet metal and iron

Esterly

castings.

It is install-

ed complete ready to

connect to sewer
and service pipes.
and is guaranteed
The mechanical

-1

Construction Co.
Incorporated

I

T'
I

CEMENT AND CONCRETE
CONTRACTORS

irr.ingenients are so
>imple as to ne ^bsolutely fool-proof and

out of the n-ach of
small children.
A

complete chute

is

in

operat'on at our
Pine St.

full

office. 524-2f;

2136 CENTER STREET
BERKELEY. CAL.

Our chute can be
installed at a very
moderat*^ price and

THE FIRST COST

THE ONLY

IS

COST.

No expense
maintenance or
wear and tear after it
for

NONPAREIL CORK COVERINGS
for Brine,

Ammonia and

Ice

Water

operation.

is in

Lines

For

full

prices,

Armstrong Cork Company

Bill

INSULATION DEPARTMENT

San

724 PHflAN BUILDING, SAN fRANCISCO,

&

524-26

particulars

etc..

address

JACOBS[N,
Pine

Street,

Francisco,

Cat.

CALIf.

Phones
Ktaray 1790
Seattle:

::

:

D.

E.

When

fRYfR

& COMPANY

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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JDGERORT
STANDARE)

Notice to
!

Architects
S[RVIC[

^^e

Good SERVICE is a broad
term as applied to wood llnishes.
begins with ease of application

It

—

nave placed on

the

market a new product wnicn

we

i'it

nave trade marked

ends with beauty and the lasting qualities o(
If

the

wood

you want

to

finish.

recommend wood

give the best possible

that

finishes

SEIRVICE

in all respects, specify the use of

Bridgeport Standard
It is a stiff

Wood

finishes

made

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes are
practical finishes^ simple to use, easy to
spread, great in covering capacity.

pulp board and

y\.mi"Wud
to

They develop the natural beauty of the
wood and never cloud, obscure or raise

nardwood.

to imitate

can be nailed
avoiding

tne

or

lathing

and

artistic

and

studding,

necessity

the grain.

And

they give an

that looks

good

elastic,

tough

at the start

and

plastering.

finish

stays

Many

good with the years.

We have hundreds of letters from Archi-

deco-

rative designs for interior

Property Owners, and Furniture,
Piano and Car Building concerns who
use Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes
which verify and emphasize this state-

Ifcls,

finishing

Amiwud —

ment.

We

would

the good SERVICE of Bridgeport
StanJaid Wood Finishes in your hands.

and

Wliittier-

value of

PRACTICAL.

CoDum

—
it.

We have demonstrated the

compa^ cas^of sample panrli >howin8 numerous
wood (inishei in new and staple effecU. You
uteful

do

can

anyqne

most

Write for Sample PaneU
We will bf very glad to mail you on rrquest a neat
Ihem

made of
cheaply

and without difficulty

like to place tangible proof

of

will find

can be

our

Co.,

own

w^here

it

Ami-vvud

in

place of business,
is

on

display.

San Francisco and Los Angele

Call at our general offices

Agents for the Pacific
Coast.

and see what can be done

with

A-miAVud.

The PARAfflNE PAINT CO.
34

When

FIRST STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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the suit brought against

WE WIN

&

us by the Marshall

Stearns

Company

for

the infringement of the

Jordan Patent, Number

OUR

favor.
The decision, rendered in
holds that the wall beds made by
us
INFRINGE. This decision puts to an end the absurd
contentions of the Marshall & Stearns Co.
contentions which we
believe have been made for the sole purpose of intimidating purchasers
of wall beds and coercing them into buying inferior beds, notwith-

892,668, has been decided in
this suit

on September

19,

191

1,

DO NOT

—

standing their desire to purchase wall beds from us.
We believe that such tactics have not appealed to the public.
We sell our wall beds on their intrinsic merits. We do not make un-

founded charges of infringement in order to make sales. We do not
have to threaten our customers with law suits. THEY BUY FROM

US BECAUSE
Our wall beds

THEY WANT THE

BEST.

are fully protected by pending applications for U. S. Letters Patent.

Y6urs

truly,

MURPHY MANUFACTURING

CO.

919 O'Farrell Street,

Dated:

San Francisco, Sept.

30, 191

San Francisco, California

1

Notwithstanding tlie fact that during the time this suit was
pending all of our customers were harassed and intimidated by threats
of suit, we have our beds installed and in use in innumerable buildings in San Francisco, Sacramento and Fresno.

This cut shows a handsomely
full
sized double bed
that can be swung through a door
of ordinary width into either of
two rooms, or in one room and a
sleeping porch at the same time,
allowing perfect entrance through
the door when the bed is in either
finished,

position.

It is substantially built,

perfectly sanitary
perfectly

and the only

concealed bed on

the

market.
If you are building, in
justice to yourself see our beds before buying others.
Send for
circular with measurements.

MURPHY MANUFACTURING
919

OTARRELL

STREET,

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

VVlien writing to Advertisers please mention

tliis

Magazine.
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R.

C. E.

EHRHART,

C. E.

M. Soc. C. E.

RICKON- EHRHART
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION
Civil

Phone West

CO.

Engineers and Contractors
1859

1300

GEARY

LOGICAL WATERPROOFING

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

FOR CONCRETE

BECAUSE— (1),

being without fats or oils, it mixes throughout the entire mass;
readily dissolves in cold water; (3), it will withstand the heaviest hydrostatic
pressures; and (4), being strongly adhesive, it imparts additional strength to the
original concrete.
Send for trial sample, booklet and color card free.
(2), it

WESTERN LIME DISTRIBUTORS
& CEMEINT COMPANY
Postal TeleKraph Buildlne, San Francisco

©6e GEO. H. STOrrELS COMPANY
MANAGERS OF CONSTRUCTION
PACIFIC BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

WESTERN BUILDING MATERIAL CO
San Francisco
Oakland

430 California Street
First

and Mari<et Streets

816 Lewis [building

-

-

Portland

-

Seattle

426 Central Building

Nanaimo,
When

B. C.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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THE BEST CULVERTS ON EARTH
ARE OUR

CORRUGATED IRON
CULVERTS
MADE FROM

AMERICAN INGOT
IRON
PURE
99.94^.

—

They are the Strongest the corrugations increase
They are the Lightest and Most Easily Handled
They

ready to install.
will Last a Life Time
because they are
Iron 99.94'> pure.

—

—

"The Purer

their strength twenty-nine times.
in continuous lengths

—being made

the Iron, the greater

made from rust resisting American

its

Resistance to Corrosion."

•0.9*^ PURE

99.9*^ PURE

Vamlrican/

Vf"%•
\wW
•fix

/i>/

—

lET US

'XMERiCATiV

DEMONSTRATE THESE EACTS TO YOU

*#*"%•

r;)lifnrni;) fnrnia^i^DririilvDrl^rA

'iiv

^''^ornia Corrugated Culvert Co.

V/

LOS ANGELES

\-

Ingot

f^.

/iJ#

/^

V/

WEST BERKELEY

ii\

CARNEGIE LIBRARY. LIVERMORE. CALIFORNIA
William H. Weeks. AnhtUcl

BUILT BY MOYT BROTHERS

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
MONADNOCK

BUILDING

When

SAN FRANCISCO CAL
writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Elevator Supply

and Repair

Co

Manufacturers and Installers
In

Wrought Bronze

or Steel

Nothing
for

else so good
Hanging Doors.

No wearing down, no

Armstrong

Electric

.

of

Signals,

Mechanical Floor Indicators,
Annunciators,
Flash
Light
Automatic and Electric Reset
for Passenger
and Freight
Elevators.

creaking, no need of oiling

— For

sale

by

—

Hardware Dealers

Eggler Guide Rail Lubricators
Travel and Trip Recorders
Illuminated Threshold

Attractive Literature Free

FIRE

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

PROOF STEEL CURFOR THEATRES

TAINS
242

BALBOA BLDG.SAN FRANCISCO

Chicago Improved Cube
Concrete Mixer
MANUFACTURED BY

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
& CONTRACTING CO.
Main

Office,

We

build and install Ice

Making and

Refrigerating Machinery of

any capacity

Kailnav Exchange,

CHICAGO, III.
San Francisco Agents, Lansing Wheelbarrow Co., 789 Folsom St.
P. B. ENGR. 345 Ptclllc Electric Kids..
Special S«les Rrpr'srnljtive lor Souttiprn

When

Lm

An|[el»
Olifymii

Triumph Ice Machine Co.
H.
581

F.

LYON. Western

Monadnock

Buildin)^.

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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F.

TELEPHONC8

Engstrum. Prcsiocnt
Engstrum. vice-president

O.

F. E.

F. 0.

H.

:

MAIN 3046 — A-1Q69

W. Bryson, Manager

WM. McKay, Eupekintendent

ENGSTRUM COMPANY, Inc.
CONTRACTORS
WHOLCSALC DEALtnS

IN

LUMBER, BRICK, LIME, CEMENT, GLASS, SASH
DOORS, PAINTS AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
EAST FIFTH AND SEATON STREETS. LOS ANGELES

MAIN OFFICES, MILL, WAREHOUSE AND YARDS:

ST.

ST. JOSEPH. MO.
Corby-Par«ee BIdg.

LOUISVILLE

LOUIS

Pullerton BIdg.

Lincoln Savings

Bank BIdg.

SAN ANTONIO
227 East Houiton St.

Selden=Breck Construction Co.
Represented by

Herman W. Hellman

BIdg.

H. L.

J.

H.

JACOBS

Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone A3998

PETERSEN

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,
Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc.

Artificial

Rooms 322-24, 62 POST ST.

San Francisco

Specify & Support California Industries
MBTAI. M:rSSION AND SPANISH ROOF-ING TILKS,
TERRA COXTA, VlTRlITIEr) CLAY PIPE

AND CLAY PRODUCTS!

I\d:AR©H BROTHER©
CALL BUILDING
PHONK SUTTKR 849

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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^
f^oriNc
—best by every

THEingPopularity
due
is

ties,

^^e

to

of
itii

TA-ant to go

test

Pioneer Roof-

wearing

quali-

on record right here

and no^v with the positive assertion that
"Pioneer Roof will outlast twO
a
ordinary roofs. The first cost is little
if any more than you ^vould have to pay

And
for roofing of inferior quality.
once a "Pioneer Roof is on. there is no
requires no paint or
It
further cost.
Address Dept. 23.
repairs.
Booklet and Samples
The Pioneer Paper Company

has issued

32 page Roofing Booklet, a copy of
which, together with samples of Roofing,
Address
will be mailed upon request.
Dept. 23.
a

PIONE[R PAPER COMPANY

K

247-251 SO. LOS ANGELES

ST.,

^

EOS ANGELES, CAL

Tlie Economical Delivery of

<';oo<Js from your I'pper Floors
one of your I'roblens

The Haslett Spiral Chute
Itie Haslfll Spiral

LIGHT HEAT
San Francisco Gas &
445

is

^^

Delivers ihc Good*
ilQ Cilitonia SI.,

(hutf Co

.

San ftantlsco. (al.

POWER
Electric Co.

SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC

PHONE

HOME PHONE
C 0011

Sutter 140

When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Works: Oakland, Cal.
PIEDMONT 26S0— A 5251

Main Office: 819 Folsom St., S. F.
TELEPHONES. KEARNY 3420 — J 2720

JUDSON MFG. CO.
Made

in California.

Patronize

Home

Industry

MANUFACTURERS OF

Iron, Reinforcing Bars
Structural, Bridge, Sheet and Plate

Bar and Plate

WorK

Curb Steel, and Grate Bars, Cold Rolled Steel Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers, Bearings,
Machine, House,
Couplings, Collars, Frictions, etc. Tacks Cut and Wire Nails.
Acid and Power Works Castings, Sash Weights
Machine and Wharf Work, Smoke Stacks. Building
Anchors, Dogs, Post Caps, Floor Casings and Sidewalk Doors. Rock
Screens, Bunker Equipment, Stamps Mills, Mine Hoists and

Bridge, and Sewer Castings.

and Cast Washers.

Bolts, Spikes, Nuts, Washers, Drift Bolts, Plain
Frogs, Switches and Crossing,
Head Chairs, Rail Braces, Fish Plates, Track Bolts,
Railroad Spikes and Tie Rods. Forgings and
all kinds of Machine, Blacksmith and

Grizzhes.

and Upset Truss Rods.

Foundry Work, Pattern and
Millwright Work.
DEALERS IN
Steel I

H

Sections, Channels, Angles, Tees, Zees, Turn Buckles, Black and
Rails, Norway Iron, Tool, Tire, Toe, Calk, Plow, Spring
Machine Steel, Blue Annealed Steel Sheets and Tank Steel Plates,

Beams,

Galvanized Pipe, Steel

and

T

Reinforcing Bars,

t^y For Immediate Shipment.

DODD'S INTERLOCKING BLOCKS

A

Fire Proof, Germ Proof and Inexpensive Partition. W^ill notW^arp.
Make and Absolutely True Surface.

MOORE
BOYD &AGENTS
SALES

356 Market

St.

.
When

writing to Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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MacRORIE-McLAREN CO.
LANDSCAPE ENGINEERS

AND NURSERYMEN
OFFICES:

711.714

WESTBANK BLDC. SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

NURSERIES: SAN MATEO. CAL.

MvKON Hunt &

Stained with
Cabot's
Shingle Stain

l-;i.MKR (»Kl-\

Architects

Los Angeles

CABOT'S CREOSOTE SHINGLE STAINS
THE ORIGINAL AND STANDARD STAINS
Distinguishable by their soft depth and freshness of color, richness of tone, and
durability. No muddy or greasy effects, no blackening, no washing off. They have
stood the test more than twenty-five years.

Cabot's Sheathing and Deafening "Quilt." Cabot's Waterproof Cement
Stains. Conserve Wood Preservative. Cabot's Waterproof Brick Stains.

Samuel Cabot,
,

ABcnta
'

-

I

inc.,

Waterhouse

&

Sole Manufacturers,

Price Co.,

BostOfl,

^- ^- Mathews Paint House, Los Angeles
Timms, Cress & Co., Portland, Oregon
S. W. R. Dally, Seattle. Tacoma and Spokane

When

MaSS.

San Francisco and Oal<land, Cal.

writing to Advertisers please nienlion this Magazine.
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FINEST ON WHEELS

SUNSET
LIMITED
Excess fare
Train de Luxe
bet^reen

FRANCISCO
SAN
^=^=^==: AND ^
NEW ORLEANS
week
tavice:

First

a.

departure from San Francisco

December 5tH
Electric lighted

— Steel car

train

Barber shop

Shower bath — Stenographer Ladies' maidManicure ~ Hairdresser
AVATCH FOR LATER ANNOUNCEMENTS

SOUTHERN PACinC
TICKET OFFICES:
Flood Building', Palace Hotel, TKird h. To-wnsend Streets Depot,
MarKet Street Ferry Depot, San Francisco
Broad-way and 13tH

600

When

SoutK Spring'

Street,

Street,

OaKland

Los Ang'eles

writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Hannon "OUTERSITE" Metal Picture Moulding (patented)
Hannon ORNAMENTAL Metal Picture Mouldingcpatcnted,

Hannon Ornamental

"Outersite"

Metal Picture Moulding

Plastered

Showing Bracket

SITF" and

"

Inserted into

HANNON METAI.

MtllI-l>ING attached

UNION

Sliowing

OUTER-

PICTl'RH

Hook

Metal Picture Moulding
[Aninvisil.lc luuuLlingl

loscrted

[Hook can be placed

tlicretu

wherever desired.]

METAL CORNER CO.

section

wood-lath
liiilf).

shows "Outersite" applied to
li^lf) and to wire (lower

(upper

Can be used on any kind

constructii n.

of fire-proof

"ihitcrsitc"

Made

in

Is doubly hot.
one length only 10 (t,

—

WATERHOUSE & PRICE
SAN FnANCISCO
LOS • NG*" !.«!!

^^^^^!^i5^« IDEAL
FrL'lm?.^?'^'??S''^'^^^f'\?'^"?"''''¥-I^''0°'*S.
Economical. Light. Fireproof, Great

Above

galvanized.

OR

MaNurACTURERS. Boston, Mass.

Hannon "Outersite"

CO.

PORT LAND
O.K...O

CONSTRUCTION

STAIRWAYS. PARTITIONS.TANKS, SILOS

Strength, Simple in Construction. Reqttires no Centt^ring. Permanent

Ferroinclave

The

rci

aiul floors.

Power House. Great Western Power

Co.. California

BROWN HOISTING MACHINERY CO..

Fcrro.nclave Agent for Californta.

Whei: writing

CHAS.

A.

LEVY.

502 Hooker

to Advertistjrs please nicntion this

6#

Magazine.

O

Cleveland
SanFrancco

Lent Bldf.,
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RECONSTRUCTED RIALTO BUILDINCn-SAN FRANCISCO
-

~

BLISS

& FAVILLE.

ArchilecU

FURNISHED WITH RUSWIN UNIT LOCKS
RUSWIN SPRINGS and CHECKS

and

THROUGH

JOOST BROS.,

1274 Market

St..

SAN FRANCISCO

RUSSELL & ERWIN MFG.
NEW

BRITAIN, CONN.

404-411 Commercial Bldg., 833 Market

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

Wlicn writing

to

CO.

CHICAGO

St.,

San Francisco
LONDON. ENGLAND

Advertisers please mention this Magazine.
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Six-Cylinder Entliusiasm

WINTON
fl

This

^

It

is

tKe self-cranking

^

^Vlnton Six for 1912.

famous cKiefly tecause

is

tkat changed high-grade

^ And
alike

it

it is tlie

fifth

annual moael or the car

demand from lour

In high-grade circles today
unless

SI
to six cylinders.

you can arouse no enthusiasm over

a car

has six cylinders,

that's hecause the

Winton Six

that Six Cylinders

mean

a

proved to makers and huyers

supreme excellence that other

types never produced.

^

TXe

man who

drives a

of having chosen

the

$3000 Winton Six enjoys

winner of the greatest

the distinction

hattle lor a principle

ever lought in the automobile industry.

^

Also he enjoys the pleasure of owning
See

Our 1912 Model.

a car that has

no superior.

Its 9\[ow Here

THE WINTON MOTOR CAR. COMPANY
300

VAN

NESS AVE.. SAN FRANCISCO
Home

Telephone, Market 1672

WIicii writing to .Vdvcrtiscrs

jilca.-,!:

iitciitiun

liii^

.\I.it;a.£in

Phone, J 1672
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Money

Cleaning Saves
RICHMOND"

Forget the fact that
comfort, promotes health

—

—by

purely as an economi;
First,

vacuum

cleaning eliminates drudgery, increases

forget the convenience of

the actual daily dollars

it,

and

for a

cents

it

moment, and judge

it

saves.

halves the labor, and consequently the cost of cleaning.

it

The very

act of cleaning; a room with a broom and duster involves eig'ht separate
1.
Tlie sweeping itself, which is a slow, laborious task; 2. Moving
operations:
furniture about; 3. Taking out the rugs and beating them; 4. Gathering the dust
together into a dust pan after it has been swept up; 5. Opening the windows during
the sweeping process this means draught all over the house, and in winter, loss of
heat which costs mone>' to produce; 6. Dusting over tlie furniture with a soft cloth
Shutting tlie windows
8.
or duster;
7. Climbing stev>-ladders for liigh dusting;
and bringing the room back to its normal temperature. With
"RICHMOND'
Vacuum Cleaning, there is but one operation sweeping. No opening of windows;
no wielding brooms; no rug beating; no dust-collecting; no dusting. And
"Richmond" Cleaning being so thorough, it is not necessary to do the work so
often as with a broom.

—

—

Second,

it

puts an end to the annual tear-up called housecleanin%

—and

to all of the

breakage and depreciation which housecleaning involves.
Housecleaning is a semi-annual tax wliich those without vacuum cleaning must
always pay. First there is the cost of outside labor brought in; and considerable
tliough tliis be, it is small when compared to the damaere loss which housecleaning
always means. The carpet which is taken up never looks so well when it is relaid.
The furniture which is scuffed and scarred and scratched in moving is permanently
lessened in value as well as in beauty. The pictures and mirrors that are broken,
as some always are, mean a cash outlay. There is no article of household furniture nothing' in the house from the wall paper to tne trim and fixtures that does
not suffer a positive money loss at the time of spring and fall housecleaning.

expense,

wear and

tear,

—

Third,

it

eliminates the chief cause of all

grime; and doubles or trebles the

life

wear and

of

all

tear depreciation

carpets,

dust, grit

and

wall-coverings, hangings,

rugs,

and nem.
The reason why broom-swept carpets and rugs grow worn out and threadbare is
that the sand and grit which is tracked over them finds lodgement deep down at
the base of the nap. This grit, when examined under the microscope, shows knifeWalking over the carpet forces the fine nap against these
like cutting edges.
knife-edges and shears it off leaving the bare warp in view. No amount of broomsweeping can possibly dislodge this cutting grit. Only by the right kind of vacuum

upholstery, keeping everything always bright

cleaning can carpets and rugs be kept free from it. So, not only with floor
coverings, but with everytliing in the house, it will be seen, that dust, grit and
grime, more than the wear and tear of \ise, are the prime causes of depreciation.

Not only

in

residences, but in apartment buildings,

libraries,

churches,

prepared

to

theatres,

factories,

stores,

prove the actual economy of

hotels,

schools,

office

buildings,

garages and public buildings,

"RICHMOND"

Vacuum

we

are

Cleaning.

The M?Grum- Howell Co.
General Offices:

PARK AVENUE AND 41st STREET, NEW YORK
RUSH AND MICHIGAN STREETS, CHICAGO
M.\NUF.>iCTURERS OF
"Richmond" vacuum cleaning Systems (Licensed under Basic Kenney Patent);
"RICHMOND' and "Model- Heating Systems; "RICHMOND* Bath Tubs,
etc.;
Lavatories,
"RICHMOND" Concealed Transom Lifts;
"RICHMOND" i-'ascnu-nt Window .Adjusters;
"BICHMOWD" Suction Cleaners.
Six Plants:

'>ne at Norwicli.

Cnnn

Chicago,

When

;

two at Uniontown, Pa.; one at Racine, Wis.; one at

111.;

one at Philadelphia, Pa.
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^^n^ral (Enntrartnrs Assnriattnn
(incorporated)

402 KEARNY STREET

.....
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

CAPITAL STOCK

$125,000.00
CHAS.

President
VICE-PRESIDENT

CHAS.

Treasurer
Secretary

J.

A.

DAY

PRATT
LIXDOREN

J.

J.

\VM. E.

HAGUE

Directors, 1911
A. H. Bergstrom

John Biller
Chas. A. Day

Edward Ginley
Chas. W. Goniportz

Chas.

Chas. Wright

P. J.

J.

W.

Ira

I.indgrcn

F.

Cuburii

U. Masow
Pratt

J. J.

Lynch

Attorneys for the Association
AITKEN & AITKEN. Monadnock Building
Clerks
Geo. A.

Maas

Geo. A. Watson

Committee on
J. J.

Pratt

Lynch

P. J.

New

Headquarters
Masow

F. U.

A. H. Bergstrom

Edw. Ginley

John

C.

W. Gompertz

Biller

Stockholders Meetings: Second and Fourth Thursdays of each month.
Board of Directors meets on the Second Monday of each month.

YOU WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER

YOUR TRIP EAST
IF

YOU TRAVEL THE

FEATHER RIVER ROUTE
VIA

THE

WESTERN PACIFIC
COMFORT

SCENERY
SERVICE
EASY GRADE

SUPERB TRAINS

FOR FULL INFORMATION APPLY TO
ANY WESTERN PACIFIC AGENT OR

E. L.

LOMAX

PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

G.

F.

HERR

ASST GEN'L PASSENGER AGENT

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
When

wriliiig lo Advertisers please inciilicii
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BAY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

GRAVEL
Telephones, K

SAND

-

5313

J

3535

153 BERRY

ROCK

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO

QETTLE

E. F.

C. E. S.

DUINUEVV
«& QETTUE
SHEET METAL WORKS

DUNLEVV

Manufacturers of Dunlevy's Patent Chimneys (Pat. March 6th, 1894) Dealers in Patent.
Terra Cotta and Galvanized Iron Chimneys and Tops. Sewer Pipe, Flue LininEr Pressed
Brick Fire Brick Fire Clay. Cement. Etc.
San Francisco
Builders' Exchange. Box 310
Telephone Market 2165
79 City Hall Avenue

E. D.

CROWLEY, President

S. A.

E. D.

CROWLEY

JUBB. SeCRCTARY

CO.

CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS

1

EXPERTS IN REINFORCED
Concrete construction

MONADNOCK BUILDING

Pmoni doucl.s 982

San Francisco

THOMAS ELAM
GROVER C. ELAM

Phone Kearny 4700

THOMAS ELAM & SON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Office, Builders'

San Francisco, Cal.

Exchange, 180 Jessie Street

FOUNDATION CO.
LOCKB
OEINERAL COtNSTRUCTIOIN
1107

concrete and cement work a specialty
Phone Kearny JliOS
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
CROCKER BUILDINQ

THE

MOTT IRON WORKS

J. L.
D. H. GULICK,

Selling
135

Phone,

DOUGLAS

Agent

KEARNY

ne«,°^^

for Pacific Coast

ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

1786

SAMSOIN SPOT SASH CORD
1

rade M.irk Kew'. l--^

V:>^

Oft,

Guaranteed free from all imperfections of braid or hnish. Can always be distini;iiished by our irade
mark the spots on the cord. Send for samples, tests, etc. SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON. MASS.
Faiili.

Coast Ac.

ni

lOHK

W.

T.

ROWNTRft, 1075 Monadnock BMg.. San

H.

f ranclsco and

5«

I

fqultable Sailnis Bank Bldo.. los tnarlfs

BAGGE & SON,

inc.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
telephone KEARNY 4749
ESTABLISHED 1889

,

3528 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

|
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Save Your Lumber and Produce
Better Concrete, Use

Standard

FORM OIL
ON YOUR CONCRETE WORK
Aflcr I'xtcnsivc experiments on their part, Standard
\>y

Form

Oil

is

now being used

experienced contractors everywhere.

money by permitting the easy removal of the forms, preventing
through adhesion to the concrete.
It is a clean, carefully prepared oil, especially adapted to wood and steel forms.
It impregnates the wood, thus preserving it.
Xon-volatile and absolutely non-staining.

It really saves

their destruction

Procurable in

all

large cities.

Standard

Ask

for

Oil

samples and prices.

Company

{Iin_(irin.iralL-(l)

WESTERN MADE FOR WESTERN TRADE
FULLER'S WASHABLE WALL FINISH
READY FOR USE
Attractive = Sanitary = Washable
Soft tone, dull glaze finish. Adapted for tinting and finishing
interior walls of everj dcsL'ription. Washable Wall Finish is the
result of evpert knowledge and e\hausti\e experiments to produce a wall finish that would dry with a water color effect and be
sanitary, washable and durable :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

A

FULLER'S WASHABLE WALL FINISH
meets the discriminating demand for a finish with a firm, hard
surface that will not crack, crumble nor rub off like a kalsominc
wash invariablj does. It is furnished in serviceable and satisfying
shades. Color Cards on application and also a list of buildings on
which this decorative specialty has been used
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:

MANUFACTURED BY W.

P.

FULLER &

VN'hcn writing lo A'lvcrt jscrs pk-acc iiiciiti«m this Magazine.

CO.
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f

does not require an expert to

and En^^hiccy

tell

a good varnish or enamel.

An

inferior article is easily detected, for it soon loses its luster
and rich finish.
you would have a right quality interior finish use Standard Products

OUR FINISHING MATERIALS for AUTOMOBILES, COACHES, FURNITURE
STRUCTURAL and MARINE, arc the very best and most advantageous for the
and manufacturer.
are the most convincing features wliich have won the confidence
and admiration of the man who knows.
professional user

QUALITY

and

PRICE

QUALITY FIRSTz
We

give best quality to gain
refunded if not as represented.

:PRICE
and keep the confidence

SECOND

of our customers.

Money

OUR LOW PRICES
watered capital.

are based on the fact that we have no dividends to pay on
This applies to all of our products.

VARNISH

PAINTS

ENAMELS

::

Our products are all skillfully prepared and can be applied to anything by anybody.
If you want to save TIME and MONEY in order to increase your profits, use

STANDARD PRODUCTS.

Live Agents Wanted.

STANDARD AUTOMATIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(DEPARTMENT

50 Church

Street
When

writing to Advertisers please

E)

New York
nietilioii

this

Magazine.

City, N. Y.
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Hieeins Building. Lo.< A nee Us.
A. C. Martin, Ensineer.

A. L. Haley. Architect.

A. liarman. Contractor

Imperial Waterproofing
Used on

A

this

Reinforced Concrete Store and Office Building

Chemical Solution

Strictly

"ABSOLUTELY DAMP-PROOF"
tor

Brick,

Concrete

and Exterior Plastered Buildings

MANUFACTURED BY

K. C. T.

Waterproofing

Co.,

inc.

IMPERIAL COMPANY
Builders Exchange Building
San Francisco

BRAUN-CHEMICAL CO.
906-10

E. Third St.,

When

wriliiig

W.

to

A<lvrrlisei>i

O.

STAMPS
Portland, Ore.

Los Angeles

plcnsc mciitiun

tliis

MagnziiH
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Your Store Front Work whether on
New or Remodeling Jobs
KAWNEER

can be taken care of by
in a sensible manner and when finished, you
will feel sure that you have installed for your client a Store Front that will do all that
can be expected of a modern construction.

ICawneer*
'*^ Stoke fmniS *
THe

First Solid, All

Metal Store Front

KAWXEER ideas

were original and every improvement made during its development has been based
regulated ventilation and
on actual tests each idea originated with us. Take, for instance.
drainage.
We saw its need and developed this point. Xow merchants are able to open and close the
vent holes of the sash clear windows in Winter and dust-tight sash in Summer. That is a big thing to
SThere is a reason for specifying the various building materials and that is why we want
the merchant.
you to know more about KAWXEER. It is permanent, most simple to install, (if it weren't we would
be flooded with "kicks"), clean-cut. (a Business Puller), architecturally correct and the cost of up-keep
is nothing.
Put in
and your client is all through with his Store Front costs.

—

KAWXEER

—

KAWXEER

Architect's Booklet No. 4.

KAWXEER

by means of full sized details and photographs, tells how it
It plainly describes
also contains good information about modem Store Fronts in general.
Just send for Booklet
obligation

— we want you to learn more about KAWNEER.
BRANCH OFFICES
Portland. Ore.

irawnoep
AV: PboductS *

Los Angeles. Cal.
San Francisco. Cal.

installed,
4.

Xo

nAWNEER

Manufacturing Co.

Wash.
Spokane. Wash.
Seattle.

Victoria. B. C.
and all other principal cities

is

Xo.

Factory and General Oftices

NILES,

MICHIGAN

LARGE

A'
is

part

of the

scale
cracks loose,
carried out of the

lubes by the strong
flow, and deposited
in the scale pocket
in the drum. Thus
there is less scale in

the tubes and the
patchy condition
makes it easy to

Cleaning
remove.
can be accomplishcil
in one-third the time
required by others,
with the

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
Keystone Boiler Works
Pacific Coast Agents.

201

San Francisco.

Folsom Street
When

writing to .\dvertisers please mention
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